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RESEARCH REGARDING SOME SPECIFIC FESTURES 

OF MOLDOVAN KARAKUL LAMBS HIDE 
 

Ion BUZU 
 

Institute of Zoology of Academy of Sciences of Moldova, 
MD-2028, Chişinău, str. Academiei, 1, Republic of Moldova, Phone: +373.22.73.98.09, 

Fax: + 373.22.73.98.09, Email: izoolasm@yahoo.com 
 

Coresponding author email: ionbuzua@gmail.com 
 
Abstract 
 
The purpose of this research was to evaluate the particularities of Moldovan Karakul lambs hide features and identify 
factors influencing its quality. The research was conducted on Karakul sheeps in sovhoz "Kotovschi" from Căinari 
district and Experimental Station of the National Institute of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Medicine, from Anenii 
Noi district, Republic of Moldova. The lambs hide thickness was determined according to the purpose of research, 
through the palpation and measurement methods using cutimeter (foldimeter) on the lambs evaluation, made on the 
next day after being born, and measuring under the microscope using eyepiece micrometer on histological samples of 
hide, taken for evaluation purpose. The density and hide reserves were determined by the palpation method at the 
evaluation. The research results have shown that the qualities of Karakul lambs hide is related to a number of factors 
both internal and external. The Moldovan Karakul lambs have thicker hide compared with Asian Karakul lambs, 
average hide thickness measured with cutimeter on  the evaluation constituting 2.0 to 2.6 mm. Features of lamb hide 
qualities are correlative link between them and a string of other characters, such as curls size, curls type, lamb 
constitution, class of evaluation, age of ewes-mothers at birth, etc. Hide thickness of Moldovan Karakul lambs is in a 
positive phenotypic correlation with the size of their curls and ewes- mothers at birth, and in negative correlation with 
hide density, reserve hide, fertility, type of curls and general class of its own. The hide of Moldovan Karakul lambs after 
evaluation is suitable dense (83.8% of individuals) and very dense (12.8% of individuals), being in positive phenotypic 
correlation with the type of curls and in negative correlation with hide thickness and lamb constitution. Karakul lamb's 
hide reserve after evaluation is, in the majority, free (from 46.1 to 72.0% of individuals) and folds (at 12.9 - 26.9% of 
lambs), being in positive phenotypic correlation with the type of curls, hide density and class of its own, and in negative 
correlation with the thickness of the hide and its own constitution. 
 
Key words: Karakul lambs, features, hide, thickness, density, reserve. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Karakul lambs hide, unlike other animals, 
represent a particulary interest, given 
thatdermal tissue papilla is covered with a 
shiny, elastic and silky curls exposed as the 
original, forming a noble fur. The following 
properties are valued live lamb important: 
thickness, density, reserve (area) and 
flexibility (elasticity).  
The skin thickness is important because this 
determines the character of hide weight, 
respectively coat made of them, and her 
durability. Is considered valuable skins have a 
thinner thickness and the worthless - thicker. 
Skins thin - normal are required because these 
clothes are made of lighter than the thicker 
skins. One should remember that skins too 
thin is not always appreciated because of 

weak resistance of the dermis, for which can 
be easily broken in industrial processing and 
exploitation. 
Like other animals, Karakul lamb hide 
histological structure consists of three layers: 
the epidermis - the outer layer of skin, the 
dermis - the main layer (middle), and 
hypodermis - bottom layer, the connection 
between the hide and the body itself animal. 
Among these, interest in the first place, the 
epidermis and the dermis, the latter being 
formed in the substrate papillary and 
reticular. The epidermis is the germination 
substrate (of Malpighi) which generates 
follicle sheath formation and keratinized 
epidermal substrates. In the dermis, papillary 
substrate is about 70% of its total thickness. It 
is composed of connective tissue with 
collagen and elastin fibers. In this layer are 
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plunged hair follicles, sebaceous and sweat 
glands, blood capillaries, arrectori muscles 
and nerve fibers. The substrate reticular 
dermis is made up of strips of elastic collagen 
fibers thick printed with a developed network 
of blood vessels and nerve threads by means 
of which the receiving power of the upper 
substrates of the hide and hair root sheath. 
Given that Karakul lamb skin sacrificed 1-5 
days after birth, has a cargo of fur own 
features, such as thickness, density, reserve 
(area) and flexibility (elasticity) are of 
particular importance. They are subject to 
multiple factors such as the orientation of the 
collagen fibers and the connection character 
(which determines to a large extent, the 
density of the dermis), the correlation 
thickness dermal substrate, the histological 
structure. Each of these traits hide deserves a 
separate study and a proper assessment as part 
of skin qualities as a whole, causing its value.  
Among the many general functions of the 
hide, draws attention of researchers, primarily 
producing the hair fiber. Between the 
structure, characteristics of its skin and 
follicle sheath there is a very close functional 
link because the fibers are derived hide.  
Therefore, knowledge of the structure, 
functions and features of utmost importance 
hide to identify the possibility of influencing 
the process of formation and growth of hide 
and follicle coating to improve their qualities 
(Рахматов, 1978; Баратов et al., 1975). 
In this context, the aim of this research was to 
evaluate the particularities of Karakul lambs 
hide features Moldovan and identify factors 
influencing quality. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
The research was conducted on Karakul sheep 
in farms: Sovhoz "Kotovschi” s. Cârnăţănii 
Noi, Căinnari adistrict and Experimental 
Station of the National Institute of Animal 
Husbandry and Veterinary Medicine, 
Maximovca, Anenii Noi district.  
The hide's qualitative assessment of lambs 
was performed by evaluation marks the 
second day after birth, according to the 
Instructions of evaluation of Karakul sheep 
breeding principles in the Republic of 
Moldova (Buzu et al., 1996), with 

supplemented and amended modifications 
(Buzu, 2012). The evaluation marks lambs 
were investigated following hide properties: 
thickness, density, reserve and flexibility. 
Lambs hide thickness was determined 
according to the purpose of research by one of 
the following methods: farm method (field 
testing) or laboratory method.  
The method of farm field was applied to the 
evaluation marks and lambs was carried out 
by one of the ways: first - the determination 
of the thickness of the hide tactilo-visual 
(palpation), and the expression level of hide 
thickness words and scores (from 1 to 10 
points), and the second - measured by using 
foldimeter (callipers) and expression of hide 
thickness in millimeters.  
In determining hide thickness by means of 
probing fingers grab a fold of hide on lamb 
rump stretched up. In this case researcher 
simultaneously assesses several properties 
such as thickness, book and flexibility. The 
hide thickness at probing was expressed in 
words: thin, medium, thickened, and thick. 
Thin hide - normal is fine, dense and elastic. 
This leather is assessed by 8-10 points and 
enrolls in the register of evaluation symbol 
"thin". Medium thickhide on palpation is 
moderately fine, dense with the feeling of 
being resistant and elastic. The register of 
evaluation falls under the symbol "med". 
Thickened hide on palpation is slightly 
thicker, less dense, with feeling low elasticity. 
Thickened hide on evaluation marks is 
assessed only by 3-4 points. This hide is part 
of the registry with the "tknd". Thickhide on 
palpation, is considerably bulky and coarse 
sponge. Thick hide, the evaluation marks, is 
assessed by 1-2 and entered in the register of 
evaluation with "thick".  
In determining hide thickness using cutimeter, 
the thickness of skin folds was measured (ie, 
double thickness hide) with accuracy of      
0.5 mm. By dividing two fold size was 
determined thickness of the hide itself. This 
method is more objective than the probing 
method, but the value increased skin thickness 
is more than its absolute thickness, being 
conditioned by the subcutaneous layer coating 
roots and taken into the fold. 
Laboratory method (most accurate) was 
applied to measure the absolute thickness of 
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skin on hide samples taken from histological 
evaluation marks lamb. The hide thickness, 
including the histological part of each layer 
was determined with a microscope equipped 
МБИ-1 eyepiece micrometer gradually with 
the increase of 280 times. For this, hide 
samples taken from the evaluation marks 
lamb rump were frozen and cut using 
microtome, and prepared by special methods 
(Диомидова, 1960) and fixed on microscope 
slides. Histological preparations were 
prepared as the raw hide, and the hide 
samples preserved formaldehină solution with 
a concentration of 10%. 
Hide density was estimated by the method of 
probing the evaluation marks lambs. To do 
this, grab a fold of hide with your fingers 
(double) of the thigh, squeezing it between 
your fingers and feel so determining the 
degree of relative density of the hide. 
According to the instructions of evaluation 
Karakul lambs were observed following 
degrees of hide density: very dense, fit dense, 
low and loose. Very dense hide, to touch, 
produce very strong feeling of dermal tissue 
(contrary soft). The clamping fingers are not 
deep into the fold of hide that opposes a 
relatively stiff resistance against their action. 
The evaluation marks, very dense hide is 
assessed by 8-10 points and entered in the 
register of evaluation with the rating "v.dens". 
Fit dense hide according to palpation, produce 
the sensation of hard tissue, but less hard than 
the hide very dense. The clamping fingers 
deepened assessor little slack, but not too 
much. Hide resistance to palpation is also 
sentient. The evaluation marks, such lambs 
skin are appreciated by 5-7 points and entered 
the adjective "fit". Low density hide sensation 
on palpation produce dermal tissue less hard 
(to soft). When clamping, researchers fingers 
deep into the skini. The hide resistance to 
palpation is poor. At evaluation marks, such 
hide is appreciated only by 3-4 points and 
entered in the register of evaluation with the 
rating "low". Th hide with soft density 
(sponge) on palpation, produce the sensation 
of a sponge and has a soft dermal tissue. 
When clamping fingers researcher fingers 
deepen in tyhe hide tissue. The hide resistance 
to palpation is very poor. The evaluation 
marks, loose skin (sponge) is appreciated only 

by 1-2 and entered in the register of 
evaluation with the rating "loos".  
Karakul lambs reserve hide was assessed by 
examination and palpation of the evaluation 
marks of folds of skin in different body 
regions usually, on the rump. The reserve is 
understood, by property of the hide to form 
(after detachment from the chassis) some 
additional area of hides usually larger than the 
body of the lamb alive. This additional area is 
formed due to hides suppleness (elasticity, 
stretching property) and folds (creases) 
natural hide that can be lamb. The notion of 
slack should be distinguished two kinds: 
natural fold (folds) and fold artificial hide 
formed by adding assessor fingers. To assess 
suppleness, hide fold should be stretched with 
fingers over the lamb. The search for more 
stretching, the hide is more supple, therefore, 
and the hide is greater reserve.  
According to the instructions of evaluation in 
force following degrees were outstanding 
character development reserve Karakul lambs 
hide: reserve folds, free, tight and insufficient. 
Reserve Karakul lambs hide folds is observed 
visually free (without probe) and is 
characterized by the presence of natural folds 
in the neck, ribs, rump and tail. On palpation 
and stretch, bend naturally extends far beyond 
the body and after cessation extent, retains 
some time enlarged. The hide is very elastic, 
thin to medium thickness and produces the 
feeling that her body poorly stitched. Reserve 
hide folds is estimated at 8-10 points and 
evaluation marks in the register of evaluation 
with the rating "fold". Free reserve is 
characterized by placing free hide on the body 
surface, but without folds (folds). On 
palpation, the hide on the rump gets down 
slightly, forming box with fingers and extends 
moderately over the body. Hide elasticity is 
moderate. Reserve free hide evaluation marks 
is estimated at 5-7 points and entered in the 
register of evaluation with the rating "fre".  
Tight reserve is characterized by confusion, 
indeed, stretched hide on the body. On 
palpation, the hide of the thigh hardly gets 
down to form less crease and extends over the 
body. The elasticity of the hide is reduced. 
Reserve hide stretched evaluation marks is 
estimated at only 3-4 points and entered in the 
register with the qualification "tig". 
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Insufficient reserve is characterized by very 
large settlement body lamb hide. On 
palpation, the hide on the rump gets down 
very hard, so it is very difficult to form a fold 
fingers. The hide does not stretch at all over 
the body and creates a feeling that her tightly 
against the body. Hide elasticity is sufficiently 
low (almost absent). The evaluation marks, 
this reserve is considered the lowest, with 
only 1-2 points and entered in the register of 
the mark "ins".  
The data obtained were statistically 
experience using computer software 
"STATISTICA - 6" and rated their certainty, 
according to statical variational biometric 
methods (Плохинский, 1969). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
Research results have shown that the qualities 
Karakul lambs hide is linked to a number of 
factors both internal and external. Hide 
quality are related (connection) rather 
complicated with other phenotypic 
characteristics of the parcel roots, the curls 
and the development of the whole body and 
body constitution (Buzu, 2001, 2012).  
Hide thickness is hereditary determined and 
influenced by many factors, such as during 
intrauterine development of fetal, lambs sex, 
maternal age at birth, pregnant sheep nutrition 
etc. Heritability coefficient is not higher hide 
thickness h2 = 0,201 (Закиров, 1987). 
Therefore, the thickness of the hide is very 
much influenced by external factors, in 
particular the environment, such as the second 
feeding sheep in gestation period.  
In the Republic of Moldova, more favorable 
in terms of fodder base compared with the 
conditions of Central Asia, there is a tendency 
of Karakul lambs hide in thickening. Under 
the same conditions for growth and 
maintenance, according to information from 
other regions rams young is a thickening of 
the rams there, compared with hide ewes 
(Table 1). 
Thus, according to Кошевой, 1975, newborn 
lambs population share with thin hide ewes 
was 16.3% higher than of the rams (P < 
0.001), while the share of individuals with 
thickened hide and thick of rams was 9.1% 
higher than of the ewes (P < 0.001). In our 

research, the essential differences between 
hide thickness of ewes and rams were not 
recorded, but obviously it is noted that the 
Republic of Moldova lambs hide thicker than 
those investigated by Кошевой M.A. in 
Uzbekistan. 

 
Table 1.The thickness of Karakul lambs hide 

depending on the sex 

Lambs 
sex Head 

including hide thickness 
Thin Medium Bold thick 

head % head % head % 
Our researches (Republic of Moldova) 

Rams 
Ewes 

334 
292 

70 
59 

21.0 
20.2 

159 
145 

47.6 
49.7 

105 
88 

31.4 
30.1 

After Кошевой M.A. (Uzbekistan ) 
Rams 
Ewes 

890 
992 

501 
720 

56.3 
72.6 

188 
138 

21.1 
13.9 

201 
134 

22.6 
13.5 

 
In domestic conditions, the weight of lambs 
with thin hide is less compared to those in 
Uzbekistan, with 35.3% rams and 52.4% to 
lamb ewes (P < 0.001). The share of medium 
thick lamb hide is higher by 26.5% of the 
rams (P < 0.01) and 35.8% of the ewes (P < 
0.001), while the share of individuals with 
thickened hide tends to to be higher in both 
groups of lambs local sex. These differences 
could be explained not only by various madiu 
and feeding conditions but also by the biology 
(genetics) the types of Karakul sheep Asian 
and Karakul sheep Moldovian bred in these 
regions.  
The hide thickness is related to the type of 
buclaj of lambs (Table 2). 

 
Table 2. Type of the curls of Karakul lambs                  

depending of hide thickness 

Hide 
thickness n Including curls type, % 

jacket coastal flat kaukazian 
Thin 
Medium 
Thickened 
Thick  

133 
299 
176 
18 

31.6 
38.5 
30.7 
11.1 

30.8 
29.1 
24.4 
38.9 

23.3 
15.4 
12.5 
5.6 

14.3 
17.0 
32.3 
44.4 

 
Research has shown that Karakul lambs in 
Republic of Moldova, most of them have 
medium skin thickness (47.8%) and slightly 
thickened (28.1%).  
Type jacket lambs were mostly middle-
thickness skin (38.5%) and thin (31.6%). 
Lambs to the type of curls costal have a 
thicker hide. Among these are 38.9% of 
individuals with thick hide, 24.4% - thickened 
hide and 29.1% - medium hide. Lambs with 
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thick hide in this beatch belong to the thick 
rib apron. The lambs with flat type curls have 
thinner hide, from the first two beatchs. In 
this beatch predominates individuals with thin 
hide (23.3%), while in this beatch are lambs 
and 15.4% and 12.5% medium hide of lambs 
with thickened hide. The lambs with type of 
curls kaukazian compared with the first three 
batches were much thicker hide. In this batch 
predominates both thick-skinned individuals 
(44.4%) and with the thickened (32.3%).  
Mentioned that the lambs with thin hide and 
medium generates valuable curls types. Thus, 
the batch of lambs with thin hide was 
recorded the highest share valuable summary 
of curls types lambs (jacket, coastal and flat) 
and the lowest percentage of individuals with 
unwanted curls type (kaukazian). However, in 
batches of lambs with thickened hide and 
thick is worth the largest share of individuals 
with unwanted curls type (kaukazian).  
Karakul lambs hide thickness is relatively 
strong relationship with lamb class (Table 3).  

 
Table 3. Hide thickenss of Moldovan Karakul lambs 

depending on class 

Class n Including hide thickness, % 
thin medium thickened thick 

Elite 
Class I 
Class II 
Bad 

160 
315 
144 

7 

20.1 
20.0 
22.5 
14.3 

51.1 
51.0 
40.1 
14.3 

27.5 
28.0 
30.6 
57.1 

1.3 
1.0 
6.8 

14.3 
 
Due to the fact that the class is an index 
reflected in the final synthetic hide qualities 
as a whole, resulting from the coating and 
buclaj roots which are produced in the hide, 
then it is natural that these qualities are related 
to the hide, and vice versa, the hide is related 
to class lamb. 
The lambs of higher class (elite and class I) 
were hide predominantly middle (51.1- 
51.0%) and thin (20.0 to 20.1%), and slightly 
thickened (28.0 to 27.5%). Individuals with 
thick hide, among these batch, were very rare 
(1.0 to 1.3%). However, lambs from lower 
classes (class II and brac) have hide 
predominantly thickened (30.6 -57.1%) and 
medium (14.3 to 40.1%), and less thin (14.3 - 
22.5%). Among these lambs, often meet 
individuals with thick hide (6.8 to 14.3%). 
Therefore, the superior qualities of skins, such 
as lambs and elite class, is associated with 

thick hide and thin middle and lower ones, 
such as lambs and class II brac, thicker hide 
or thick. 
A relationship was found between the rather 
obvious hide thickness and size curls Karakul 
lambs (Table 4).  
 

Table 4. Hide thickness depending on curls size of 
Moldovan Karakul lambs 

Curls size n Including hide thickness, % 
thin medium thickened thick 

 Large 
 Medium 
 Small 

156 
372 
98 

12.7 
20.5 
35.9 

38.0 
53.5 
43.4 

43.0 
24.4 
19.8 

6.3 
1.6 
0.9 

 
The research shows that lambs curls possess 
high usually thickened hide (43.0%) and 
medium (38.0%). 
Those with medium curls and hide were 
predominantly middle (53.5%) and thickened 
(24.4%). This relationship is reciprocal, so 
lambs of thickened hide usually have larger 
loops and thin cell lambs were smaller and 
shorter loops. Lambs with small loops have a 
thinner hide thickness (35.9%) and medium 
(43.4%). Therefore, as the loop is smaller, and 
the hide is thinner and, conversely, the loop is 
higher, and the skin is thicker. Also we found 
that both hides too thin hide and the hide too 
thick, not required by manufacturers cunt 
because too thin hide has insufficient 
resistance to traction and exploitation clothing 
and hide generates a weight too heavy too 
great Karakul lambs hide clothing.  
The measuring done with cutimeter, the 
average thickness of the hide Moldovian 
Karakul lambs varies on average, depending 
on the type of curls, class, and size of the 
curls from 2.00 to 2.88 mm (Table 5).  
Obvious differences were established between 
sole lambs hide thickness and the twins hide. 
The twin lambs hide is definitely thinner than 
sole contemporaries, like by type of curls and 
curls size. The elite class with twin lambs 
with curls middle and curlstype jacket, had 
thinner hide to 0.24 mm sole congeners or 
9.3% (P < 0.01), twin lambs with curls class 
type Jackets and middle curls had thinner hide 
to 0.31 mm the sole congeners or 12.1% (P < 
0.001), and twin lambs curls class with large 
loop type jacket and had hide thinner peers to 
sole 0.45 mm and 16.4% (P < 0.001). Such 
significant differences were seen in batchs of 
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lambs buclaj type of cost, payment, kaukazian 
and mestizos Karakul x Ostfriz of F1 
generation. 
 
Table 5. Hide thickness (meassured with cutimeter) of 
black Moldovan Karakul lambs, depending on the curls 

type, class and size loop (mm) 

Curls type, 
class, 

curls size 

Solo lambs Twin lambs 
n x ±  sx v  

% 
n x ± sx v 

 % 
Jacket 
Elite, sm 
Elite, med 
Elite, high 
Class I,sm 
Class I, md 
Class I, hg 
Coastal 
Elite 
Class I 
Class II 
     Flat 
Elite 
Class I 
Class II 
Kaukazian 
ClassII,sm 
ClassII,md 
ClassII, hg 
Kark-Ostf, 
crossed F1 

 
8 

108 
9 

32 
210 
103 

 
53 
59 
9 
 

24 
46 
16 
 
5 

55 
30 
 

32 

 
2.25±0.13 
2.57±0.03 
2.85±0.15 
2.28±0.05 
2.57±0.02 
2.75±0.04 
 
2.74±0.05 
2.73±0.04 
2.63±0.14 
 
2.53±0.08 
2.61±0.05 
2.53±0.07 
 
2.10±0.06 
2.56±0.05 
2.88±0.07 
 
2.66±0.05 

 
17.2 
12.7 
15.2 
12.0 
12.1 
15.8 
 
12.1 
10.8 
16.0  
 
15.8 
14.1 
11.9 
 
6.7 
13.5 
12.8 
 
11.1 

 
- 

15 
- 

12 
63 
14 

 
2 
4 
- 
 
3 
9 
9 
 
2 

16 
6 
 
4 

 
         - 
2.33±0.09 
       - 
2.08±0.12 
2.26±0.04 
2.30±0.07 
 
2.50±0.00 
2.12±0.24 
      - 
 
2.17±0.16 
2.22±0.09 
2.19±0.13 
 
2.00±0.00 
2.20±0.09 
2.83±0.11 
 
2.00±0.20 

 
   - 
14.9 
   - 
19.3 
15.0 
11.8 
 
0.00 
22.5 
  - 
 
12.9 
11.8 
17.8 
 
0.00 
17.7 
 9.1 
 
25.0  

 
The data demonstrate that the thickness of the 
hide, measured by cutimeter also is closely 
correlated with the size of the curls. The thin 
hide is found in lambs with small curls. The 
thick hide is observed in lambs with large 
curls. 
The lambs middle curls has a medium thick 
hide. For example, type lambs jacket with 
small loop elite class had hide thickness of 
2.25 mm, the middle curls- 2,57 mm, and 
those with large curls - 2.85 mm. In these 
batchs, small curls lambs were thinner hide to 
middle loop congeners, 0.32 mm, or 12.5% (P 
< 0.001) and to congeners with large loop - 
0.60 mm, or 21.1% (P < 0.001). In the lambs 
with curls class type jacket, individuals with 
small curls had thinner hide to middle curls 
congeners, 0.29 mm, or 13.3% (P < 0.001) 
and to curls congeners high - 0.47 mm, or 
17.1% (P < 0.001). Among batchs of different 
type of curls lambs, lambs tended curls a cost 
thicker hide over other types. The thin hide of  
solo lambs was recorded in individuals with 
type kaukazian small curls (2.10 ± 0.06 mm). 
The thick hide curls was recorded in lambs 
than kaukazian type (2.88 ± 0.07 mm). The 

same picture is manifested and twin lambs. 
The coefficient of variation (Cv) of hide 
thickness measured by cutimeter, up to a 
maximum of 25% and 12 – 15% on the 
average.  
Our research performed on histological 
preparations of raw hide samples collected 
from the evaluation marks lamb rump, have 
shown that the total thickness hide Karakul 
lambs depends on the age of mothers at birth 
(Table 6). 

 
Table 6. Hide thickness (measured using histological 
preparates) of Moldovan Karakul lambs depending of 

mother age, x ±  sx (mkm) 

The age 
of ewes-
mother  
when 
calvin 

n Total hide 
thickness 

The thicknes of the layer 

epidermis papillary reticulary 

13-14 
months 
2,0-2,2 
years 
>3years 
adults 

 
15 
 

30 
 

10 

 
1910±39 

 
2100±43 

 
2828±104 

 
15,9±0,7 

 
17,2±0,4 

 
36,0±1,2 

 
1145±32 

 
1223±23 

 
1921±86 

 
717±36 

 
830±25 

 
854±24 

 
The thin hide was registered in lambs 
obtained from sheep seeded at an early age (8 
- 9 months) and calved at age 13-14 months. 
The total thickness of the hide in these lambs 
was 1910 ± 39 mkm. The thick hide was 
observed in lambs obtained from adult ewes 
(over 3 years) was 2828 ± 104 and mkm. 
Primiparous sheep, which were seeded at 18-
20 months calved medium thick-skinned 
descendants - 2100 ± 43 mkm. Lambs born to 
ewes calved mothers at an early age (13-14 
months) had thin hide mkm 190 or 9.1% (P < 
0.001) compared to peers born from 
primiparous sheep calved at age 23-25 
months, with 918 mkm or 32.5 % (P < 0.001) 
compared to peers born from adult ewes older 
than 3 years.  
Epidermal layer of the hide is the thinnest, 
representing only 0.8-1.2% of the total 
thickness, and has great importance to the 
Karakul skins. The thick layer of hide is 
important papillary layer, which is 1145-1921 
mkm, or 58-68% of the total thickness of the 
hide. In this layer fibers are plunged their hair 
follicles, sebaceous and sweat glands, blood 
vessels and nerve fibers. Papillary layer, 
specific histological structure is responsible 
for organizing the groups and the rows of hair 
fibers, the fibers structure, therefore, the 
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quality of the curls coating and roots as a 
whole. Reticulary layer is the second layer 
upon thickness and inferior to the papillary 
layer via hypodermic link to the animal. The 
thickness at Karakul lambs is about 717 - 854 
mkm, or 30 - 39% of the total thickness of the 
hide. The structure and arrangement of cells 
reticular dermis hide resistance depends on 
the processing and exploitation. The thickness 
of the hide and its layers ranges at different 
regions having different values of hide. If the 
region rump hide thickness is 100%, then the 
back is 117.4%, the withers - 104.1%, and the 
sides- 92.9% (Закиров, 1987). This is 
explained by the difference in terms of the 
formation of substrates hair in these areas.  
Density hide Karakul lambs is determined 
inherited and conditioned by many factors 
such as hide thickness, type of curls, type 
constitution etc. After Иванов, 1964, thin 
hide, dense and elastic produce the most 
valuable curls, although fine and durable; thin 
and loose hide (sponge) generates rare fibers, 
thin, long and scattered curls; thick curls and 
loose fibers causes thick, rare and curls 
overgrown, loose, sandy and normal 
elasticity, forming curls annular, peas, 
corkscrew.  
Our research showed that the density of 
Karakul lambs hide is directly related to its 
thickness (Table 7).  

 
Table 7. Relation between hide thickness and density 

of Moldovan Karakul lambs 

Hide 
thickness n 

Hide density, % 
Very 
dense Fit Low Loose 

Thin 
Medium 
Thickened 
Thick 

129 
304 
172 
21 

67.2 
12.8 
5.9 
- 

32.1 
83.8 
40.9 
7.7 

0.7 
3.4 

51.1 
53.8 

- 
- 

2.1 
38.5 

 
The Moldovan Karakul lambs, thin hide is 
usually in 67.2% of cases, very dense and in 
32.1% of cases - according dense. The hide is 
medium thick, mostly in 83.8% of cases, 
moderately dense.  
The hide with a thickened density, the 
majority (51.1%) and reduced in 40.9% of 
cases. The thick hide is associated in most 
cases with low density (53.8%) and loose 
(sponge) - 38.5%. Once the hide is thickening 
of the degree to thickened hide decreases very 

dense weight lambs from 67.2% to 5.9%, or 
61.3% (P < 0.001) and also increase the share 
of the lambs the low density of the hide, from 
0.7% for those with thin hide, to 51.1% for 
individuals with thickened skin, and up to 
53.8% in those with thick hide, or 50.4 and, 
respectively, 53.1% (P < 0.001). In this case, 
simultaneously increase the density lambs 
loose weight to 2.1% in individuals with 
thickened skin and to 38.5% in those with 
thick hide.  
So, this relationship demonstrates that with 
lambs hide thickening, and its density 
decreases and, conversely, hide thinning 
increases its density. Thus, selecting lambs 
with thin hide - normal middle coach 
contributes indirectly to improving its density. 
Selection after these two qualities, is quite 
effective, because the correlation between 
them is quite high. Skins with dense dermis 
(right) and very dense  are required  by buyers 
because they are more resistant to industrial 
processing and exploitation of their clothing 
and, conversely, skins with loose dermis are 
vulnerable to exploitation and processing and 
therefore less demand on market outlets.  
Karakul lamb hide density is related to type 
curls of the skin (Table 8).  

 
Table 8.  Hide density of Moldovan Karakul lambs 

depending of curls type 

Curls type 
 n 

Including hide density,  % 
Very 
dense Fit Low Loose 

Jacket 
Coastal 
Flat 
Kaukazian 
Bad 

213 
178 
101 
127 
7 

19.6 
28.3 
20.8 
15.0 

- 

65.9 
55.6 
62.4 
57.5 
14.3 

   14.5 
   14.4 
   16.8 
   25.2 
   71.4 

   - 
  1.7 
    - 
   2.3 
  14.3 

 
We have established that the densest lambs 
hide possesses curls type jacket, coastal and 
flat. 
Among the thousand of these groups are 19.6 
to 28.3% of individuals with very thick hide 
and from 55.6 to 65.9% - according to the 
dense hide. The loose hide was observed in 
lambs kaukazian and bad curls type. Share 
lambs with low density and loose hide in 
these batchs constitute 71.4 and, respectively, 
14.3% and 25.2 bad lambs, respectively, 2.3% 
kaukazian type lambs. With the increasing 
amount curls type from the poor lambs (bad) 
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and worthless (kaukazian) to the most 
valuable (jacket), essentially increase the 
share of individuals with hide summary dense 
and dense right from 14.3% to 85.5% or 
71.2% (P < 0.001), and decreased at the same 
time a summary of the individual weight of 
low density and the loose hide from 85.7% to 
14.5%, of the same 71.2% (P < 0.001). 
Therefore, how curls type of lambs is more 
valuable, the hide is less dense and, 
conversely, how curls type of lambs is less 
valuable, the lower the density of their hide 
and loose. The positive correlation between 
these features allow the coach to improve hide 
density while performing selection by type 
curls lambs only.  
Lambs curls density is addictive and their 
constitution (Table 9). 
 
Table 9. The density of Moldovan Karakul lambs hide 

depending on their constitution 

Consti 
tution n 

Hide density,  % 
V. dense Fit Low Loose 

num % num  % num % num % 
V.fine 
(bad) 

2 1 50.0 1 50.0 - - - - 

Fine 167 124 74.2 35 21.0 8 4.8 - - 
Robust 806 464 57.6 204 25.3 138 17.1 - - 
Coar 
sely 

7 - - 1 14.3 2 28.6 4 57.1 

 
We found that the densest lambs hide 
possesses a fine constitution. Lambs in this 
batch, the overwhelming majority of them 
have a very thick hide and dense right. 
Among them, the weight of lambs with very 
thick hide is 74.2%, while that of the right 
dense hide - 21.0%. 
The lambs with a robust constitutionwere also 
very thick hide (57.6%) and under dense 
(25.3%). However, among this batch lambs is 
a minor proportion of individuals with low 
density of the hide, which is 17.1%. After the 
share of individuals with hide dense, fine 
constitution lambs surpassed the constitution 
robust 16.6% (P <0.001). In the batch of 
lambs with coarsely constitution, most 
individuals have loose hide density (57.1%) 
and low (28.6%). With the robustness 
constitution lambs from very fine to coarse 
drops summary weight of individuals with 
very thick hide and dense right from 100 % to 
14.3%, or 85.7% (P < 0.001) and 
simultaneously increase the share of 

individuals with low density brief and loose 
hide from 4.8% in lambs with fine 
constitution, to 85.7% in lambs with coarsely 
constitution, or by 80.9% (P < 0.001) . 
The reserve is a hereditary hide and 
conditioned by a number of factors, such as 
hide thickness, type of curls, hide density, 
constitution lamb, class etc. Reserve hide is 
correlative with multiple links caracters and 
features a string of lamb and hide. Reserve 
hide is closely related to its thickness (Table 
10). 

Table 10. Relation between hide’s reserve and 
thickness of Moldovan Karakul lambs 

Hide 
thicknes n 

Hide reserve,  % 
Folds Free Tight Insuffi- 

cient 
 Thin 
 Middle 
 Thickned 
 Thick 

129 
304 
172 
21 

26.9 
18.2 
12.9 

- 

61.2 
72.0 
55.4 
46.1 

11.9 
9.8 

31.2 
46.2 

- 
- 

0.5 
7.7 

 
Our research shows that most of Moldovan 
Karakul lambs hide isfree reserves (46.1 to 
72.0%). The largest reserves of hide was 
recorded in lambs with thin hide and those 
with medium thick hide. The lambs 
examined, the highest share of lambs was 
registred reserve folds in batch lambs with 
thin hide. With thinning hide thickened lambs 
from grade to the thin folds increase the share 
of individuals with reserves from 12.9% to 
26.9%, or 2.1- fold (P < 0.001), and vice 
versa, with thickening of the hide from the 
thin to the thick drops summary weight of 
lambs with free reserve and folds from 88.1% 
to 46.1%, or 42% (P < 0.001), and increasing 
the share of individuals with reserve summary 
large and insufficient hide from 11.9% to 
53.9%, and the same 42% (P < 0.001). 
Therefore, as the hide is thinner, the reserve is 
higher and, conversely, the hide is thicker and 
thicker hide is less reserve. Lambs with hide 
folds and free reserves and flexibility have 
improved as a result skins surface is higher.  
The reserve of hide is in direct relation with 
the type of curls of the lambs (Table 11).  
In our research we found that most of 
Moldovian Karakul lambs hide free reserves 
(58.4 to 63.3%). The type of lambs curls of 
jacket and spare coastal tend hide higher than 
those with type kaukazian curls flat. 
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Table 11. Relation between Moldovan Karakul lambs 
hide reserve and curls types 

Curls type n 
Hide reserve  % 

Folds Free Tight Insuffi- 
cient 

Jacket 
Coastal 
Flat 
Kaukazian 
Bad 

213 
178 
101 
127 
7 

25.2 
27.8 
19.8 
12.6 

- 

63.3 
61.1 
58.4 
61.4 
57.1 

11.2 
11.1 
21.8 
25.2 
14.3 

- 
- 
- 

0.8 
28.6 

 
The jacket and coastal type lambs were 25.2 
and, respectively, 27.8% of lambs hide folds 
reserves against only 19.8 and, respectively, 
12.6% in lambs with flat curls type kaukazian. 
The weakest reserve found in lambs hide type 
curls bad. Among these lambs were 28.6% 
with insufficient reserves and 14.3% with 
tight reserves. For comparison we report that 
according to data of Кошевой, 1975, most 
Asian Karakul lambs were also reserve free of 
hide approximately equal weight to all curls. 
On this basis, the author concludes that the 
Karakul lambs of any type curls, provided 
free hide is characteristic of this race.  
The hide reserve is closely linked with its 
density (Table 12). 
 

Table 12. Relation between Moldovan Karakul lamb 
hide reserves and density 

Hide 
density  n 

Hide reserve,  % 
Folds Free Tight Insuffi- 

cient 
V. dense 
Fit 
Low 
Loosed 

145 
362 
116 
3 

38.6 
27.1 
17.3 

- 

48.3 
62.2 
43.1 

- 

13.1 
10.7 
37.9 
33.3 

- 
- 

1.7 
66.7 

 
We found that lambs with very dense hide 
and dense fit are mostly reserve folds (27,1 - 
38.6%) and free (48.3 to 62.2%). Among 
those batchs lambs are few individuals with 
hide tight reserve (10.7 to 13.1%) and those 
with insufficient reserves, absolutely lacking. 
In the batch of lambs with low hide density 
decreases and the weight of lambs with folds 
and free reserves, and also increases the 
weight of lambs with tight reserves (37.9%) 
and insufficient (1.7%), almost three times. 
The lambs with loosed hide density has 
usually a tight reserve (33.3%) and 
insufficient (66.7%). With the increasing 
density of the gradation lamb hide reduced to 
the very dense, essentially increases the 

weight of the hide of individuals with the 
proviso folds from 17.3% to 38.6%, or 2.2 - 
fold (P < 0.001) and, at the same time, 
decreases the weight of the summary of the 
individual with the reserve tight and 
insufficient hide from 39.6% to 13.1%, or 3.0 
- fold (P < 0.001). Therefore, as lamb hide is 
thicker, the subject reserve thereof is greater, 
and conversely, the lamb hide has a density 
low or loose, so it is reserve less subject. 
The hide reserve is related Karakul lambs and 
their constitution (Table 13).  
 
Table 13. The hide reserve depanding on constitution 

of Modlovan Karakul lambs 

Consti-
tution n 

Hide reserve,  % 
Folds Free Tight Insuffi- 

cient 
num % num % num % num % 

Coarsely 4 - - 2 50.0 1 25.0 1 25.0 
Robust 809 238 29.4 446 55.1 125 15.5 - - 

Fine 163 61 37.4 90 55.2 12 7.4 - - 
V. fine 3 - - 2 66.7 1 33.3 - - 

 
We found that most robust constitution lambs 
were provided free hide (55.1%), folds 
(29.4%) and less tight (15.5%). Most reserves 
have lambs hide with fine constitution. 
Among these are 37.4% of individuals with 
hide folds reserves, 55.2% - with free reserves 
and 7.4% of individuals with hide tight 
reserve. 
As the number of lambs with coarsely and 
very fine constitution is very small, their hide 
reserve certain conclusions can not be made, 
but can only find that there is some tendency 
for lower reserve their hide to lambs with 
robust constitution and fine. This trend, in 
fact, is considered by coach to evaluation 
marks lambs.  
The hides reserve is closely related to the 
general class of lamb (Table 14). 
The data obtained in research is clearly 
observed that the lambs higher class (and elite 
class) reserves the hide is higher, and vice 
versa, the lambs hide of the lower classes 
reserve is limited. 

Table 14.  Hide reserve depending on the classes of 
Moldovan Karakul lambs 

Lambs 
classe n Hide reserve,  % 

Folds Free Tight Insufficient 
Elite  
Class I 
Class II 
Bad 

160 
315 
144 
7 

40.6 
24.8 
12.9 

- 

52.5 
60.0 
57.8 
42.8 

6.9 
15.2 
28.6 
42.9 

- 
- 

0.7 
14.3 
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Most reserves have lambs hide elite class, of 
which 40.6% have hide folds reserves, 52.5% 
were provided free and only 6.9 % have tight 
reserves hide. The smallest reserve lambs hide 
possesses bad. Most of them have tight 
reserves (42.9%) and insufficient (14.3%). 
With the increase in ranking lambs, lambs 
grow essentially share the book folds to 
12.9% in batch II class lambs, up from 24.8% 
in the batch of class I and up to 40.6% in 
batch class lambs elite or 1.9 and, 
respectively, 3.1 times (P < 0.001). Along 
with this, decreases summary weight of lambs 
with low density and loose hide from lambs 
bad 57.2%, up from 15.2% in batch I and 
class lambs 6.9% in group lambs elite class, 
or 3.8, respectively, 8.3 times (P <0.001). 
Therefore, the higher the ranking is higher 
lambs, the hide is the largest book, and 
conversely, the ranking is lower lambs, and 
the reserve of their hide is less. Selecting 
permanent evaluation marks lambs reserve 
free hide folds can improve herd this 
important character.  
Generalizing the results of research on the 
assessment of Karakul lambs hide features, in 
particular those of Moldovan type, we find 
that these and the conclusions drawn are in 
general consistent with the data of multiple 
researchers in the field (Adametz, 1927; 
Brădăţean et al., 2001; Kechawartz, 1958; 
Nicov, 1936; Taftă et al., 1997; Авсаджанов, 
1968; Баратов et al., 1975; Диомидова, 
1954; Дъячков, 1950; Иванов, 1964; Ильев, 
1969; Кошевой, 1975; Рахматов, 1978; 
Юдин, 1964;et al.).  
However, the above-mentioned peculiarities 
of Karakul lambs hide Moldovan qualities 
and their correlations with other features and 
characters of skin will help to guide and 
efficient selection for genetic improvement of 
populations of sheep hide after qualities. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The Moldovan Karakul lambs have a thicker 
hide compared with Asian Karakul lambs, the 
average skin thickness measured with 
cutimeter having the marks constituting 2.0 to 
2.6 mm.  
The features of lambs hide are correlative 
relation between each other and with a 

number of other characters, such as curls size, 
the type of curls, constitution of lamb, class of 
evaluation, age ewes-mothers at farrowing, 
etc.  
The Moldovan Karaul lambs hide thickness 
have a  positive phenotypic correlation with 
the size of their curls and age ewes-mothers at 
farrowing, and in negative correlation with 
hide density, hide reserve, twins, type of curls 
and general class of its own. 
Moldovan Karakul lambs hide at the 
evaluation marks is suitable for dense (83.8% 
of individuals) and dense (12.8% of 
individuals), being in a positive phenotypic 
correlation with the type of curls and in 
negative correlation with thickness lamb hide 
and constitution.  
The reserve of Karakul lambs hide at the 
evaluation, in the vast majority of free (from 
46.1 to 72.0% of individuals) and folds (at 
12.9 - 26.9% of lambs), being positive 
phenotypic correlation curls type, hide density 
and class of its own, and in negative 
correlation with the thickness of the hide and 
its own constitution. 
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Abstract 
 
The purpose of this research was to study the genealogical structure and characterization of elite lines of basic herd of 
sheep Moldovan Karakul type. The research has been done on Karakul sheep from Experimental Section of the 
National Institute of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Medicine, Maximovca, from Anenii Noi district. The qualitative 
assessment of lamb's skins was performed using evaluation methods in the second day after birth, according to the 
available Instructions on evaluation of Karakul sheep. Elite genealogical lines were created through stringent selection 
of rams that where founders and followers of the line. The main objectives common to all genealogical lines were: 
typical exterior of the Karakul race, high body mass at all stages of assessment, according to criteria for the type 
requested, high milk production  of rams mothers line significantly higher than the average herd. The specific objectives 
were: black line - excellent qualities of the skin, black colour and intense pigmentation; greyish line - medium or dark 
shade light greyish colour, with an excellent uniformity of staining required or appropriate; gray colour line - excellent 
gray colour and suitable expressed staining required. As a result of research and selection work has improved the 
genetics of herd  type of Moldovan Karakul sheep, which resulted in forming a genealogical structure of three elite 
lines, differentiated by colour: black line Corpolent 7094, greyish line Delicat 2049 and  gray line Buhar 7001. Each of 
these lines have common characteristics of selected characters, mainly, on the development of significant weight of the 
rams at birth 5.5 to 6.8 kg, at 6 months 40-47 kg and at 18 months 70-83 kg, an increased  milk production of mothers 
founders and followers within 80-180 kg per lactation, the weight of lambs was increased in descendants elite and class 
I (80.8 to 86.8%) and also some specific characteristics of curls, particularly related to colour and colouring follicle 
sheath, such as blue marble - at the greyish colour, and gold, bronze and diamonds - at the gray colour. The proportion 
af the animals of each elite lines is quite significant genealogical  distributed in the structure of the herd (20.5 to 37.4 
%), which provides over a relatively long period, an increase effect in independent pure breeding-  this way reducing 
the high risk of inbreeding. 
 
Key words: genealogical lines, Karakul rams, sheep types. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
In husbandry breeding at creation of new races, 
types intraracial, a special importance shall be 
given to the construction of the genealogical 
structure of the population, in particular at the 
stage of genetic typing and consolidation of the 
main characters and many of its qualities by 
means of increase in pure race-based lines and 
families (Борисенко, 1967). The structure 
problems of Karakul race, breed type, 
genealogical, flock (population) were described 
in the works of a string of researchers both 
classics of traditional from geographical 
regions with tradition in breeding this race 
(Гигинейшвили, 1976; Дъячков, 1980; 
Иванов, 1964; Кошевой, 1975; Юдин, 1943), 
as well as in other regions, relatively new 

(Adametz, 1927; Pecuta, 1938; Ле Ру Дж, 
1975; Нел Дж, 1975), which was extended this 
world wide unique race.    
For example, Иванов М.Ф., 1964, noted that 
increasing the sheep in the genealogical lines is 
important in establishing qualitative traits in 
progenity and subsequent application of 
crossbreeding to avoid negative impact of 
inbreeding.  Researcher Дьячков И. Н., 1980, 
in describing the principles and methods of 
creating lines and new populations of sheep 
Karakul told that for new bloodlines, and those 
with common origin is characteristic  a 
common provenience of elite interlinear, but 
last ones differ from first through a uniformity 
(typification) of morpho-productive characters 
and a constant transmission of hereditary 
descent. To create a new type of sheep Karakul 
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of Surhandaria, Гигинейшвили Н.С., 1976, 
started the selection with the creation of two 
genealogical lines of the elite on the basis of 
two remarkable Rams Halbai-4733 and Al-baş-
22. Subsequently, selecting stew, grandchildren 
and great-grandchildren were created a string 
of other elite lines under this type.   
In the breeding farm "Ulus" (Uzbekistan), 
Кошевой М.А., 1975, has consolidated a 
genetically population of black sheep with 
population over 20,0 thousand list, creating 6 
genealogical lines of elite with different 
specific curls particularities.  
According to information of Ле Ру Дж.  П., 
1975, as a result of the work of perennial 
selection and testing the Rams after their 
descent into the herd of sheep Karakul of the 
Experimental Station Neidam, Namibia (South 
Africa-West) was built upon the structure of the 
genealogical line of elite 4, which differed by 
some features of modelling, fibers drawing of 
the type and form of the curls, with the average 
body weight of lambs at birth 4.05 - 4.28 kg.  
Referring to the same flock, Дж Нел. А., 1975, 
mentions, that the sheep population of Neidam 
has a predominantly genetic impact (52%) of 
the genealogical structure of the race (African 
Karakul intraracial type) as a whole, because of 
the pressure for improvements carried out by 
providing breeding rams from elite 
genealogical lines obtained with inbreeding 
moderated after Rait (3.51-3.59%.  
In the former Bessarabia, early research on the 
structure of a flock of sheep Karakul were 
undertaken (under the auspices of prof. A. 
Cardaş, director of the laboratory of Animal 
Husbandry of the Faculty of Agricultural 
Sciences in Chisinau) by agricultural-engineer 
Pecuta  N., 1938, which has conducted an 
analysis of hereditary cattery „Oniţcani-
Synadino”, founded in 1883 by the importing a 
pure-bred of Karakul animals from the Emirate 
of Bukhara in 445 females and 22 males, at 
which, in the years 1928-1936, were imported 
from the farm 3 rams from Zootechnical 
Institute in Halle (Germany) and 1 ram from 
Farm of prof. Adametz, Vienna, Austria.  In the 
structure genealogical of the flock, the author 
of the differentiated 4 lines of rams ("groups of 
families” according to the phrase of agronom 
Pecuta N.) the transmission characteristically 
with a "faithful" of one or more characters of 

their offspring.  For example: the rams from 
line A to transmit well through heredity 
character extension of curls; B-line specific to 
shine; C-line for shape and type of curls; D-line 
for the resistance and elasticity of loops; line E- 
the grade of closing of the curls. The author 
concludes that "The structure of the herd or 
flock of sheep in recent years provide a visible 
progress in improving the productive qualities 
of animals.  From this flock of Karakul sheep 
were exported in southern France, Bulgaria, 
Algeria and Portugal, which were acclimatized 
very well". 
In Republic of Moldova, research and selection 
work on the construction of genealogical 
structure of Karakul sheep populations were 
performed Ильев Ф.И., 1957; Iliev Theodor 
V., 1992; Богданович Н.И., 1957; 
Вогданович Н.И. et al., 1983; Бузу И.А. et al., 
1989. Further research and multiannual work of 
selection and genetic improvement of Karakul 
sheep (Buzu I., 1997, 2012) have been 
successfully completed, creating a new type of 
Moldavian Karakul sheep, approved by the 
State Commission of the Ministry Agriculture 
and Food Industry (Order no. 238 of 
29.12.2007) and recognized by the State 
Agency for Intellectual Property like an 
invention (selection achievement) in animals 
(patent MD 3825 G2 2009.02.28).   
In this context, the aim of this work was 
analyze of the structure genealogical and 
characterization of elite lines of basic herd of 
sheep type Moldovan Karakul. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The researches have been conducted on 
Karakul sheep in the household of the 
Experimental Section of the National Institute 
of Animal Husbandry and Veterinary 
Medicine, Maximovca, Anenii Noi district. The 
assessing of skin qualities of the lambs was 
carried out by evaluation the day after the birth, 
according to the Instructions of evaluation with 
principles of sheep Karakul breeding in the 
Republic of Moldova (Buzu I. et al., 1996), 
with subsequent amendments and additions 
(Buzu I., 2012). Elite genealogical lines were 
created by exigent selection of rams both 
founders and followers of the line.  To do this, 
from  the annual generations of ram lambs, 
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destined at evaluation for  breeding, were 
selected the most valuable individuals after its 
phenotypic characters and after the parents, 
being included in batch of the young rams in 
testing after descent qualities through biometric 
method of score (Buzu I., 2014).  The creation 
of the genealogical line of elite was taken in 
consideration of the purpose and the targets so 
common to all lines, as well as specific to each 
line individually.  
The main objectives were: 
- to create black line: exterior the typical for the 
Karakul race, higher body weight at all stages 
of assessment, according to the criteria of the 
type requested, excellent qualities skin, black 
and intense pigmentation, mother's milk 
production significantly greater than the 
average of the flock; 
- to create greyish line:  exterior the typical for 
the Karakul race, higher body weight at all 
stages of assessment, according to the criteria 
of the type requested, excellent or appropriate 
qualities skin, greyish colour medium or dark 
shade, the staining required (blue, marble, 
pearl, silver, gray) with excellent uniformity or 
suitable, mother's milk production significantly 
greater than the average flock; 
-to create gray the colour line: exterior the 
typical for the Karakul race, higher body 
weight at all stages of assessment, according to 
the criteria of the type requested, excellent 
qualities skin, excellent colour and suitable 
expression, staining required (gold, silver, 
diamond, bronze), the mother's milk production 
significantly greater than the average flock with 
certainty at least one threshold of the theory of 
probability forecasts without error (P < 0.05); 
The data obtained were statistically processed 
experiences using computer software 
"STATISTICS - 6" and appreciated their 
certainty, according to the statistics, recent 
various methods, after methods of Плохинский 
Н. A., 1969. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
At the early stages of creation of a new type of 
sheep have been using a number of different 
enhancers rams genealogical lines of Asian 
origin from various breeding farms, as they 
were: „Karnab", „Kenimeh" „Gagarin", 
„Nurata" and others. Following, in the flock 

were breeding rams own use including with 
half breed origin, which correspond to the 
standard-purpose type requested. 
Since 1997, of the many genealogical lines and 
their ramifications, exiting in herds, have been 
identified three lines of perspective that works 
have been carried out by the creation and 
consolidation of the new lines of their own 
breeding sheep. As the founders, were elected 
3-copulent breeding rams, top-ranking elite, 
with curls type requested: jacket, costal and flat 
and increased milk production of mothers. 
Productive characters and hints of the outside 
of the line of the high and meet the demands 
were made of breeders.  
For foundation lines were selected by breeders 
rams exterior features well manifested and 
typical Karakul race and also so as founders 
and the successors of lines were preferred 
hornless rams (polled) or with small horns, 
rudimentary. 
The black line Corpolent 7094.   Founder of 
the ram line was selected without horns, with 
the identification 7094, with black pigmented 
intensive elite class, with costal type curls.  
Body weight of this ram, 2.5 years of age was 
100 kg (Figure1).  
 

 
Figure 1.  Ram founder of the black line Corpolent 7094  

 
During the use of this ram within 4 years were 
obtained 146 lambs, from which 131 heads the 
elite class I (Table 1), being regarded as having 
the qualities of descent, breeder of grade I and 
grade II. In the period 1999-2000, as followers 
of this line, were selected sons of founder, the 
rams with identification 9206 (Figure 2) and  
0230 (Figure 3). 
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Table 1. Characteristics progeny obtained of  black line Corpolent7094 

Ser. 
No. 

Regist 
numb
er 

Year 
of 
birth 

Class, type 
of curls 

Name of 
kinship 

Year of 
test 

 
N 

Incl. elite+class I Value of 
breed 

heads % 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

7094 
9206 
0230 
1226 
1129 

1995 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2001 

El. costal 
El. jacket 
El. jacket 
El. flat  
El. jacket 

Founder 
Son 
Son 
Son 
Nephew t 

1997 
2001 
2002 
2005 
2005 

146 
29 
28 
219 
131 

131 
25 
27 
181 
116 

89.7 
85.2 
96.4 
82.6 
88.5 

II  gr. br *** 
Ord. br** 
Rel. br* 
Rel. br* 
I gr. br **** 

 Total per line   1998 - 2005 553 480 86.8±1.4 td=6.15 
 Total perflock   1998 - 2005 2809 2160 76.9±0.8 P<0.001 

Remark: Rel. br* – breeder relatively;  Ord. br** - ordinary breeder; II  gr. br***second degree breeder; I gr. br**** - first degree 
breeder. 

 

 
Figure 2.  Son nr.  9206  follower  of the Figure 3. Son nr.  0230  follower of the black  line 7094 black line 7094 

 
Table 2. Feature progeny obtained from greyish line Delicat 2049 

Ser. 
No 

Regist 
numb

er 

Year of 
birth 

Class, type of 
curls, coloration 

Name of 
kinship  

Year 
of test 

 
N 

Incl. el.+class I Value 

heads % 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

2049 
9085 
0286 
1237 
2127 

1995 
1999 
2000 
2001 
2002 

El. gr. bluish 
El. gr. marble 
El. gr. bluish 
El. gr. bluish 
El.cost. marble 

Founder. 
Son 
Son 
Son 

Nephew 

1997 
2004 
2005 
2005 
2005 

263 
140 
187 
185 
130 

208 
105 
157 
161 
116 

79.1 
75.0 
84.0 
87.0 
89.2 

II  gr. br 
Ord. br 
Ord. br 
Ord. br 
Ord. br 

Total per line 1998-2005 905 747 82.5±1.3 td=3.66 
Total per flock 1998-2005 2809 2160 76.9±0.8 P<0.001 

 

 
Figure 4. Ram founder of greyish line Delicat 2049 
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a) 

 

 
b) 

 

 
c) 

Figure 5. Moldovan Karakul lambs from greyish line Delicat 2049 a) Lamb 9085 greyish-marble;  
b) Lamb 0286 greyish-bluish; c) lambskin greyish-bluish to the right. 

 
Tabl  3. Feature of progeny obtained from grey line Buhar 7001   

Ser. 
No 

Regist 
numb
er 

Year of 
birth 

Class, type of 
curls, coloration 

Name of 
kinship 

Year 
of 
test 

 
  N 

Including 
elite+class I Value 
  head % 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

7001 
0285 
0130 
0267 
1054 
2501 
2500 

1997 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2001 
2002 
2002 

Elite flat grey   
Elita flat diamont 
Elite jacket grey   
Elite flat grey   
Elite costal grey 
Elite flat grey 
Elite flat grey 

Founder 
Son 
Son 
Son 
Son 
Nephew 
Nephew 

1999 
2001 
2002 
2003 
2003 
2005 
2005 

196 
 44 
 44 
 74 
 54 
 41 
 47 

156 
 36 
 38 
 56 
 44 
 36 
 38 

79.6 
81.8 
86.4 
75.7 
81.5 
87.8 
80.8 

II  gr. br  
I gr. br 
I gr. br  
Neutral 
Ord. br. 
Neutral 
Ord. br 

Total per line    1999-2005 500 404 80.8±1.8 td=2.62 
Total per flock    1999-2005 2421 1826 75.4±0.9 P<0.01 
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Figure 8. Moldovan Karakul lambs from genealogical line grey Buhar 7001 

 
Table 4. Milk production of mothers and daughters of rams from Buhar 7001 line 

 Ser. 
No 

Regist. 
number 
of ram 

Year of 
birth 

Name of 
kinship 

            Milk production 
mother, 
    kg   

daughters of ram  

N M ±m, kg 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

7001 
0285 
0130 
0267 
1054 

1997 
2000 
2000 
2000 
2001 

Founder 
Son 
Son 
Son 
Son 

180 
125 
80 
81 
84 

28 
15 
12 
11 
- 

79.4 ± 3.7 
78.3 ± 4.2 
74.5 ± 2.8 
80.4 ± 5.1 

- 
     Total per line 110.0±24 66 78.4 ± 4.6 

 (td = 2.2; P<0.05) 
     Total per flock  267  67.6 ± 2.0   

 
 

 
 

They, as the founder, were the elite class, with 
curls type requested.  The curls were very long 
and wonderfully shaped.  The fibers had a great 
silky and luster.  After the exterior, these rams 
were black-intense, hornless, well developed, 
with characters well cast for new Karakul type 
breed.  The mother of the first ram, sheep 
nr.1257, had an increased productivity of milk, 
for 116 kg, during the whole lactation.  The 
result of the testing after these lads progeny 
qualities were appreciated as soil improvers.  
The share of elite and class I lambs in their 
descent was 85.2 – 96.4%. 
In 2001, from the progeny, as followers, 2 rams 
were selected, among which-the son, with the 

identification 1226, and the grandson of the 
founder, with the identification 1129.  On new 
type approval Moldovian Karakul sheep, these 
rams (no.1226 and no.1129) were alive and 
active in the flock. Both rams had the qualities 
of excellent lambskin and black colour-intense.  
On the surface of their lambskin were large and 
very long curls, which formed a drawing of 
concentric parallel, the type of fibers was silky 
excellent and high-gloss.  
After pace of development body, both rams 
were precocious. For example, son nr. 1226 at 
the age of 6 months have body mass 46 kg, at 
1.5 years - 80 kg, and adulthood (2.5 years) 
body weight has reached the level of 103 kg.  
From this ram have been obtained 219 lambs, 
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including 181 heads, or 82.6%, descendants 
elite and I class. From the founder's grandson, 
with the registration 1129, were obtained from 
131 lambs, of which 88.5% - higher ranking 
(elite and class I).   
Black line on average, since 1998, the male 
line, followers was obtained a total of 553, 
including descendants 480 of descendants elite 
and class I.  Average rate of lambs seek, high 
ranking (first class and elite), the black line is 
86.8 ± 1.4 %, which significantly exceeds the 
average flock with 9.9 % (P < 0.001). 
Selection works with this line continued to the 
date of approval of the new type of sheep.  
Then, in the flock were select 3 grandchildren 
followers line-class elite young rams, nr. 5366 
and nr. 5337, which have been using the 
service since the age of 18 months, and 
grandson with the registration 7248, elite class, 
with curls flat-type, was included in the test 
after their descent from the age of 6 months. 
In the structure of the herd or flock, the sheep 
share the full-bodied 7094 constitutes 34.7%. 
The greyish line Delicat 2049.  Based on this 
line of the ram founder registration 2049, 
greyish colour, blue coloration (Figure 4). The 
rams founder was of elite class and has a close 
jacket type curls. The body conformation was 
smooth and specifies where the name appeared 
Delicat.  Characters exterior of the ram were 
typical Karakul for the race.  It was rather 
corpulent and hornless, have robust 
constitution. Body weight, at age of 2.5 years, 
was 100 kg.  Since 1997, was tested after the 
quality of descent, and recognized by multiple 
times as a breeder (Table 2).  
From the founder of the line have been 
obtained a total of 263 lambs, including 208 
thousand elite and first class.   
The qualities of lambskin of the progeny were 
excellent (Figure 5), coloration marble and 
bluish. On average, the period of use at this 
breeding ram lambs share of elite and first class 
called type was 79.1%. According to the results 
obtained in the test, after the qualities of 
descent, was praised as a valuable and awarded 
in the category of breeder second grade. 
In 1999, the progeny of the founder's story has 
been selected son-follower line with 
registration 9085 (Figure 5, point a)). He, like 
his father, was greyish in colour and possesses 
the requested colour-marble with excellent 

uniformity, silkiness and fibre-excellent gloss.  
After ranking elite class, was the size of large 
curls with costal curls type. Black and white 
fibres were very short and virtually equal, 7, 
and respectively 8 mm.  Silkiness and gloss 
were excellent fibers. After the body was 
development of early type.  At the age of 6 
months had 43 kg body weight at the age of 1.5 
years has reached 83 kg weight.    
The body weight into adulthood was 107 kg.  
This ram had received a total of 140 people, 
including 105 descendants elite and class I.  
Based on the results of testing after the 
qualities of descent, was praised as a breeder. 
In 2000, the founder of the progeny was 
selected over a valet-line, ram works with the 
registration 0286 (Figure 5, point b)).  He was 
at birth a great body and development weighed 
5.5 kg.  In the autumn, at the age of 6 months 
had 44 kg, at the age of 1.5 years reached the 
weight of 73 kg and 100 kg into adulthood.  
This ram is greyish in colour and coloration 
bluish.  The coloration has an excellent 
uniformity.  On the surface of the skin were 
scattered tubular long and bob curls, forming 
an excellent drawing of parallel-concentric 
type.  From this ram during use in breeding, 
have obtained 187 descendants, including 157 
lambs elite and class I.  Share of higher ranking 
lambs was at this ram 84.0%.  After the test 
results, he was awarded the category of 
breeder. 
In 2002, from the progeny selected for breeding 
as the followers of a grandson of the founder, 
ram nr.2127 elite class, with costal-type curls, 
new coloration-marble. 
After the exterior parameters, comply with new 
type.  He is a development hornless body good.  
On the surface of the skin, at evaluation, have 
been recorded in coastal and long tubular curls, 
which formed an excellent model of parallel-
type scale.  The fibers were excellent and luster 
silkiness. Personal development was pretty 
good.  At the age of 6 months has reached 39 
kg body weight, 1.5 years have 68 kg and 
adulthood had 88 kg.  After testing this ram 
quality progeny, he was assigned to the 
category of breeder.  Of the 130 descendants 
obtained, 116 were heads of elite and class I.  
The share of high ranking lambs was 89.2 %, 
which exceeded the average of the flock with 
12.3 % (P < 0.001).  
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At the date of approval of the type new 
Moldovan Karakul, in the  flock were alive and 
is used in breeding rams with registration 0286, 
1237 and 2127. As a prospective followers, two 
rams were selected, grandchildren, line 
numbers 5205 and 5988 projects, 
both from the elite class and the type curls of 
jacket, bluish coloration, with excellent luster 
and silkiness.  After they meet the requirements 
of exterior standard-aim, hornless, well 
developed and represents a potentially valuable 
genetic. According to the genealogical structure 
of sheep flock, Delicat line 2049 occupies a 
share of 31.9%. 
The grey line Buhar 7001.  This line was 
founded on the basis of ram with the 
registration 7001, born in 1997.  The founder 
was grey colour and goldish coloration, elite 
class and has a flat-type curls. After the 
development of the outer body, body weight 
complied with the standard-purpose.  Hornless, 
was robust and peculiarities characteristic of 
the Karakul race type.  After conformation and 
development was full bodied.  At the age of 3.5 
years reached 94 kg body weight.  At the same 
time, with special colour and requested, in this 
line, have selected ewes with increased milk 
production.  Thus, the mother of the founder of 
the line had increased milk productivity of 180 
kg per lactation. In the result of the matings 
over many years, from this ram has been 
obtained 196 descendants, including 156 heads 
or 79,6% were elite and first class (Table 3).   
Improvement category, obtained as a result of 
testing after their descent has been breeder 
second grade. 
In the period 2000-2005, in this line, as 
followers, were selected for breeding 4 rams-
sons grey colour, with registration numbers  
0285, 0130, 0267, 1054 and 2 grandchildren 
rams - 2500 and 2501 (Figure 6 and 7). 
For example, ram 0285, at birth, had body mass 
6 kg, and at the age of 6 months has reached 
mass of 40 kg. From him was obtained 44 
offspring, of which 36 heads, or 81.8 % were 
elite and first class. Ram with nr. 0130 elite 
class have curls type gray coloured jacket and 
goldish coloration. From this ram, yielded a 
total of 44 offspring, of which 38 or 86.4 % 
were head and elite class I. Followers of the 
line had traits similar to the line the founder.  
They had good body development and meet the 

requirements of type. After breeding value, this 
ram was awarded the degree breeder category I. 
 

 
Figure 6. Ram nr.2500, follower of grey line Buhar  7001 
 

 
Figure 7. Ram nr.2501, follower of grey line Buhar 7001 

 
The ram with the registration number 0267, in 
mature age, at weighing in autumn 2005, 
reached 99 kg body weight.  From followers 
obtained (67 heads) from this ram, the majority, 
56 cap, or 75.7%, where superior class, elite 
and first class. 
After the qualities of descendant, this ram was 
recognized as the breeder of class I. In 2002, in 
this line, as were selected from followers 
growing grandchildren of the grey colour 
founder, with the registration number 2500 and 
2501, elite class, both with flat curls type. From 
this rams where obtained 88 descendants, from 
which, 74 heads, or 84.1 % where elite and 
class I, to the category as breeders. Most of the 
lambs obtained from this lambs superior, curls 
very special, the follicle was shine and 
extremely silky. The predominant follicle 
sheath surface curls shaped long waves, which 
formed an excellent modelling concentric or 
parallel-scale (Figure 8). 
The grandson of the founder, ram nr.  2500 in 
the breeding had the qualities of the lamb skin.  
After the breed value of their descendants, they  
classified period of use, have obtained a total of 
47 descendants, of which 38 heads or 80,8 %, 
or elite and class I.  On the time of approval 
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new Moldovian Karakul sheep type, both rams, 
no. 2500 and 2501, were alive and were used in 
the flock.  From the progeny of ram 2500 since 
2005 was selected and used in the flock for 
testing young ram nr.  5393 elite, with the 
jacket curls type, with big and long curls, with 
silky and excellent gloss.  At birth the ram had 
body weight of 6.8 kg! And at the age of 6 
months has reached 45 kg! At the age of 1.5 
years, the ram had body weight of 70 kg. The 
progeny of this line, the new type-approval 
year of sheep, ram was selected with the 
registration No 7975 costal elite, which has 
reached the age of 6 months body weight 47 
kg. 
Subsequently, this ram will be tested after the 
qualities of descent.  In the total on line Buhar 
7001 were obtained 500 descendants, of which 
404 heads or 80.8 ± 1.8% were elite and class I.  
After the share of elite and class I individuals, 
these descendants are significantly above 
average on the flock with 5.4% (P < 0.01). 
It is worth mentioning that the ewes of this line 
have increased slightly more in skills milk 
production. For confirmation, we present below 
(Table 4) data about productivity of milk 
mothers line Buhar 7001 rams and their 
daughters. 
 From the table, we see that mothers of all rams 
Buhar 7001 line have increased milk yields and 
is on average 110.0 ± 24 kg per lactation.  
Followers of line, daughters also have 
increased milk productivity equal to 78.4 kg, 
which exceed the average throughout the whole 
flock with 16.0% (P < 0.05).  The higher 
production of milk had no daughters of rams 
0267, which constituted in average per lactation 
80.4 ± 5.1 kg milk. 
According to the data obtained, it can be 
concluded that the sheep in line potentially 
possess genetic 7001 Buhar valuable, so after 
the original color of the sheath of the follicle 
and the quality of skins, and after bodily 
development skills (meat production) and milk 
production.  In the structure of the flock, the 
sheep grey color line Buhar 7001 share total is 
20.5%. 
Most obviously, the weight of the animal 
genealogical lines mentioned above in the 
genealogy researched population structure can 
be viewed in the chart (Figure 9).  
 

 
Figure 9.  Share of animals in the 

population bloodlines 

 
In the diagram we see that the largest share in 
the genealogical structure of populations 
occupying ancestral animals of the black line 
7094 (34.7%) - and typical colour for the race 
traditional Karakul from all geographical 
regions, followed by the greyish line 2049 
(31.9%) and those from the grey 7001 (20.5%).  
The rest of the population they occupy the 
other genealogical lines, showing no particular 
object selection.   
There are multiple outcomes of external 
characteristics of rams founders followers of 
genealogical lines and elite, mention that, in 
addition to personal development and typical 
forms for most of the race, the rams were 
hornless (without horns), and only some 
individuals have had rudimentary horns. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Genealogy of the type structure of sheep 
Moldovan Karakul consists of three elite lines 
differentiated by colour: black line Corpolent 
7094, greyish line Delicat 2049 and the grey 
line Buhar 7001. Each of these lines have 
common characteristics of selected characters, 
in particular, on the development of large body 
of rams from birth 5.5-6.8 kg, 6.0 months 40 – 
47 kg, to 18 months 70-83 kg, increased milk 
production of mothers and followers within the 
limits of 80 -180 kg, the weight of the descent 
of lambs elite and class I (80.8 - 86.8%) and, at 
the same time, some features of curls, and in 
particular, the colour and the coloration of the 
sheath follicles, such as: bluish, marble - the 

34,7 

31,9 

20,5 

12,9 

Linia 7094 Linia 2049
Linia 7001 Alte linii
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greyish colour, and goldish, bronze, and 
diamond - at the grey colour. 
The share of each elite line is significant 
enough in the genealogical structure of the 
flock (20.5 - 37.4%), which provides, for a long 
period, a relatively independent increase in 
breeding pure bred without applying high 
degrees of inbreeding. 
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Abstract  
 
The aim of the research was the identification genotypic methods for estimating the value of 
bee queen improving, by their testing after qualities of descendant. The researches was 
conducted on the Apis mellifera Carpathian bee families, have been grown at the experimental 
apiary of the Institute of Zoology of the Academy of Sciences. The apiary is located at 
stationary in a clearing at the edge of the forest. The main melliferous sources in this area are 
white acacia, linden and wild flora, inclusive yellow melilot. In these experiments were 
genotypic tested five bee queens after qualities of descendant. For this, have been  formed 5 
similar batches of bee families (each10 families in every batch), in which, at one time was 
changed old queens and implanted queens young - daughters of one of the queens -  mothers 
supposed testing.  The value of improvement queens-mothers was assessed by comparison 
averages method morph- productive  characters of daughters  bee families with the average 
for the entire apiary, calculating the absolute and relative difference of the averages for each 
character (feature) in part. At the daughter’s families were studied following morphs –
productive characters:  queen prolificacy, family power, resistance to disease, brood viability 
and honey production. The research results have shown that according of testing 5 queens 
after qualities descendants, through the method of comparing with average apiary, have been 
identified 2 queens which improve honey production. After other morph- productive characters 
studied, the tested queens have a neutral improvement value. At least in the studied population, 
it was not identified universal - ameliorative queen of all morph - productive characters. 
Research result have shown, that phenotypic performance of previously selected queens after 
their qualities and their families-parents, does not guarantee the improvement value without 
testing them after qualities of descendant. 
 
Key words: testing, genotypic, queens, qualities, descendants. 
  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
In beekeeping, queens role in the 
genetic improvement of bee 
populations is enormous. This is due 

to their reproductive biological 
peculiarities, expressed by 
extraordinarily high prolificacy and 
relatively short duration of 
successive generations (Ruttner, 
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1980; Siceanu, 2012; Totzek, 2013; 
Билаш, 1991; Гайдар, 2003; 
Контев, 1989; Кривцов, 1987). The 
queen carryng of the entire diploid 
set of chromosomes, transmitted by 
heredity in descendents its genetic 
qualities and morpho- productive 
abilities. At the apiaries  of material 
genitor multiplication, from a queen 
of breeding family, in a beekeeping 
season can be taken thousands of 
eggs or larvae a day for directed 
growth of daughter queens with 
relatively predicted breeding value. 
Therefore, genotypic qualities of 
queens from maternal breeding 
families depends of value 
phenotypic daughter – queens, both 
those selected for renewal of queen 
effective to own apiary and creating 
new elite bloodlines, and those 
widely disseminated in third apiaries 
for implantation in bee families and 
genetic improvement of populations. 
Thus, the breeding queens have a 
significant impact on the 
development levels of bee families 
morph - productive characters from 
the entire population of the apiary, 
line, ecotype, race as a whole. 
Therefore, selecting the most 
valuable breeding queens and their 
intensive use for sampling and 
multiplication of genitor beekeeping 
material has a particularly high 
importance. 
In zootechnics, in general, it is 
known, that with phenotypic 
selection method of reproduction 
after their performance and of 
ascendants, safer is method of their 
genotypic selection after qualities of 
descendants. 

In beekeeping, the methods of 
genotypic selection of reproducers 
have their own specific after 
descendants’ qualities. Their 
appreciation after descendants’ 
qualities is carried out, through the 
maternal line.  
According to the research by Билаш 
(Билаш, 1991), it must to perform 
testing remarkable queens after 
qualities of descendants, from each 
of them must be assessed each 30 
families - daughters. The daughters - 
queens’ performance can be 
compared both with their 
contemporaries and average 
indicators apiary. The main morph- 
productive character, after which is 
estimated performance of families - 
daughters is honey production.  
The researcher Totzek, 2013, in 
instructions drawn up by them, for 
testing queens descendants after 
qualities in Pskov Region (Russia), 
recommends formation of similar 
lots of families - daughters by at 
least 8 families from each queen 
being tested. 
After communications of Кривцов, 
1987, in Austria, the system of 
selection and reproduction in 
apiculture is conducted by the 
Austrian Beekeepers Union. Under 
its guidance, annual are involved in 
testing of bee queens after qualities 
of descendants about 1500 - 2000 
families - daughters. The remarkable 
queens with breeding mother 
families are transmitted for testing at 
the particular apiaries, which 
assesses their genotypic qualities 
after manifestation morpho – 
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productive characters of 5-15 
families - daughters.              
According to the information of 
Вайс, 1982 (cited by Кривцов, 
1987), in the Germany bee queens 
are evaluated at the three test points, 
after qualities of descendants. In 
each of these points are tested 
simultaneously, 10 remarkable 
queens-mother at the effective of 10 
families -daughters from each queen 
– mother.  
In Romania, according to Dragan, 
1984, (quoted by Кривцов, 1987), 
annual, at the district testing apiaries 
is identify queens - recordist after 
honey production, profilacity, 
gentleness, behavior on the combs, 
tendency swarming etc. This activity 
is conducted by Research Institute 
for Apiculture. The queens 
highlighted by the characters 
complex are transmitted  at the elite 
apiaries for their using in the 
improvement of new lines and 
crossbreeds. 
US beekeeping program selection 
according to business firms' Dadant 
& Sons "and" Baton Rouge "(cited 
by Кривцов, 1987) provides 
production and conservation of 
inbred queens lines for their use in 
cross interline producing. The 
remarkable breeding queens from 
cross are distributed for testing by 
the beekeepers participating at the 
Complex Program of Selection and 
Amelioration in Beekeeping. The 
most valuable queens becomes 
sources for obtaining queens 
daughters and drones for the 
reproduction of the subsequent 
generation. This material of 

breeding is returned to companies to 
achieve commercial cross - 
breeds.This cooperation is based on 
close contacts of company with 
selector - beekeepers. 
 Generalizing these limited data, we 
conclude that the growth problems 
of reproductive - queen, selection 
and assessment of their value of 
breeding is a current problem, 
studied and solved in different 
countries at different levels. 
In the Republic of Moldova, in the 
former Soviet system, driven growth 
of the apiaries of breeding queens 
fell apart at the end of the twentieth 
century. Currently, there are only 
two breeding apiaries where grow 
the queens on the basis of selection. 
The rest, to all other apiaries, the 
queens are grow by reproduction 
methods and clandestine, in the 
rarest cases, based on the phenotypic 
selection, but in most cases without 
any selection. At present, there are 
only two apiaries of breeding where 
grow queens based on the selection.  
In this context, the aim of this paper 
was to highlight and mediate of 
genotypic methods for estimating 
the value of improving of bee queen 
by their testing after qualities of 
descendants.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The research was conducted on the  
Apis mellifera carpathian bee 
families, increased at the 
experimental apiary of the 
Zoological Institute of the Academy 
of Sciences of Moldova. The apiary 
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is located at the stationary in a 
clearing of the forest, near its edge. 
The main melliferous sources in this 
area are white acacia, linden and 
wild flora, including yellow melilot.  
In special experiments were 
conducted research for genotypic 
testing of 5th bee queens  after 
qualities of descendants. For each 
queen being tested, were formed 
similar batches of bee families (10 
families in each batch), where, in 
early June, the same day (02 June 
2014), in each family of bees, was 
changed the old queen and 
implanted by a young queen,  the 
daughter of one of the 5 queens of  
families breeding batch, donor of 
genitor material. The next day, too, 
were exchanged with young queens 
and other queens from families 
when left outside of the apiary 
experimental batch. Next, the bee 
families of queens-daughters from 
all experimental batches were 
maintained under the same 
conditions as entire apiary. 
The amount of improvement queens-
mothers was assessed by method of 
comparison the averages morph- 
productive characters of bee families 
- daughters with the average for the 
entire apiary (Iliev, 1992), 
calculating the absolute and relative 
difference of the averages for each 
character (qualities) in part. At the 
daughters families were studied 
following morph – productive 
characters: queen prolificacy, family 
power, resistance to disease, brood 
viability and honey production. 
Determining the level of morph- 
productive characters development 

by bee families was carried, 
according to the methodology 
developed by us (Cebotari, 2010) for 
Norma Livestock, regarding 
breeding of bee families, the growth 
and certification of genitor 
beekeeping material, approved by 
Government Decision no. 306 of 
28.04.2011 (OJ no. 78-81 of 
13.05.2011, art. 366) (Livestock 
standard, 2011). 
The data obtained in experience 
were statistically processed using 
computer software "STATISTICA - 
6" and evaluated their certainty, 
according to variation biometric 
statistics, by methods of 
Плохинский, 1969. 
  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
The research results showed that 
after the value of morph - productive 
characters –descendants - families 
(families-daughter), most queens, 
included in the test were attributed at 
the Neutral category of 
improvement. However, the 
daughter’s families of some queens 
were ascertained and some 
peculiarities of morph - productive 
characters development (Table 1). 
We want to mention, that the level 
of development of morph - 
productive characters at the families 
- daughter was on the whole, quite 
high, which corresponds to the 
requirements, submitted to bee 
populations from breeding apiaries. 
Thus, prolificacy queen-daughters 
of mothers tested, varied within 
1693 - 1796 eggs / 24 hours. The 
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highest prolificacy (1796 ± 47 eggs) 
was registered at the queens 
daughters of Queen 49R. 
The lowest prolificacy showed 
queens daughters of Queen 22R, is 
why, it has been attributed to the 
category of Reductive-relative of 
this important character. The 
qualifier "relatively" was related, 
because the negative deference of 
the average level of development of 
this character in queen’s daughter, 
compared with the average of the 
apiary did not have a significant 

threshold of certainty, according to 
the probability theory of forecasts 
without error after Student 
(Плохинский, 1969). 
After value of prolificacy 
improvement, the other queens-
mothers supposed tested, and 
therefore the daughter queens, had at 
first glance, slightly higher level, 
compared to the average of the 
apiary, were assigned to the Neutral 
category, because the significant 
differences at this character, has not 
been established.  

 

Table 1. The test results of bee queen after qualities  
of descendants (daughters) 

Nr. 
d/o 

batch 

Nr. 
registration 

queen 

Families-
daughters, 

N 

Average of  
character, 

M ± m 

Difference 
from the 

average of 
apiary, 

d 

td 
Category of 
ameliorative 

Qeen prolificacy, eegs/24 hours 
1 19R 10 1794 ± 40 +60 1.40 Neutral 
2 34R 10 1776 ± 44 +42 0.90 Neutral 
3 49R 10 1796 ± 47 +62 1.26 Neutral 
4 21R 10 1783 ± 38 +46 1.13 Neutral 
5 22R 10 1693 ± 30 -41 1.22 Reductive-relative 

Average of apiary 80 1734 ± 15 x x x 
Family power, kg 

1 19R 10 3.21 ± 0.04 +0.04 0.89 Neutral 
2 34R 10 3.20 ± 0.03 +0.03 0.75 Neutral 
3 49R 10 3.17 ± 0.04 0.00 0.00 Neutral 
4 21R 10 3.18 ± 0.04 +0.01 0.25 Neutral 
5 22R 10 3.12 ± 0.06 -0.05 0.83 Reductive-relative 
Average of 

apiary 80 3.17 ± 0.02 x x x 

Diseas resistance, % 
1 19R 10 91.8 ± 0.5 +0.2 0.37 Neutral 
2 34R 10 92.0 ± 0.4 +0.4 0.89 Neutral 
3 49R 10 91.8 ± 0.4 +0.2 0.44 Neutral 
4 21R 10 92.0 ± 0.3 +0.4 1.11 Neutral 
5 22R 10 92.1 ± 0.2 +0.5 1.79 Ameliorative-relative 
Average of 

apiary 80 91.6 ± 0.2 x x x 

Broods viability, % 
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1 19R 10 93.2 ± 0.5 +0.9 1.70 Ameliorative-
relative 

2 34R 10 92.9 ± 0.5 +0.6 1.13 Neutral 
3 49R 10 92.8 ± 0.5 +0.5 0.92 Neutral 
4 21R 10 92.6 ± 0.5 +0.3 0.57 Neutral 
5 22R 10 92.4 ± 0.5 +0.1 0.19 Neutral 
Average of 

apiary 80 92.3 ± 0.2 x x x 

Honey production, kg 
1 19R 10 53.97 ± 2.70 +3.79 1.35 Neutral 

2 34R 10 55.58 ± 2.47 +5.40 2.09 Ameliorative-
ordinary 

3 49R 10 56.02 ± 2.57 +5.84 2.18 Ameliorative-
ordinary 

4 21R 10 54.10 ± 2.42 +3.92 1.55 Neutral 
5 22R 10 52.19 ± 1.80 +2.01 1.03 Neutral 
Average of 

apiary 80 50.18 ± 0.76 x x x 

 
Given the fact, that the queen 
prolificacy decisively determine the 
amount of copped brood, it has a 
decisive impact on the development 
of family power. Through these 
connections, the development of 
power daughters - families of tested 
queens had a similar picture at the 
prolificacy. 
After improvement of the power 
value families, most queens included 
in the test were assigned to the 
Neutral category, because 
significant differences, at this 
character, compared to the average 
of apiary, have not been established. 
However, the highest power level 
was recorded at the families – 
daughter of the queen 19R and 
constituted 3.21 ± 0.04 kg. The 
lowest power was recorded in 
families - daughter of the queen 22R 
and constituted 3.12 ± 0.06 kg. After 
the development level of the 
families - daughter power, this 
queen was attributed to the 
Reductive - relative category, 

because gives up, and therefore 
insignificant, the level of 
development of this character on 
average on the apiary. 
Resistance to diseases of bee 
families both from the experimental 
batches, as well the entire apiary, 
was at a fairly high level, and ranged 
within average from 91.6 to 
92.1%.The highest level of disease 
resistance was recorded in families - 
daughters of the queen no. 22R. 
Resistance to diseases families 
daughter of the queen has had a 
clear tendency to be higher, 
compared to the average on the 
apiary, 0.5 or 0.5% absolute units 
(td=1.79; P<0.1). After improvement 
value of this character, queen no. 
22R was assigned to the category 
improvement-relative of disease 
resistance character. Families - 
daughters of the other queen tested 
showed a level of development close 
to the average level of the apiary, so 
with some improving trends. After 
the improvement value of this 
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character, the other 4 bee queen 
tested after qualities of descendants 
were assigned to the Neutrals 
category, since the differences 
between the level of development of 
this character at the families – 
daughters and entire of the apiary 

were not significant. More obvious, 
the level of development morph-
productive characters of families - 
daughters, compared with the 
average of the apiary, can be viewed 
in the histogram (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. The level of morph – productive characters development  
of families - daughters, compared with the average on the apiary. 

From the histogram can be seen, that 
all morph - productive characters 
studied, families - daughters have 
exceeded tended of apiary level, but 
clearly these trends were recorded at 
the prolificacy and honey 
production. Thus, at the prolificacy, 
families -  daughter of tested queens, 

except families - daughters of the 
queen 22R, were on the average 
level of the apiary. It was observed, 
that between queens prolificacy and 
honey production there is a positive 
correlation. Such correlation regis-
tered and anonymous author "Al-
Bee", 2013, from web (Al-Bee, 
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2013). Other researchers, Bar-Cohen 
et. al., 1978, showed positive 
correlations between quantity of 
capped brood and honey production 
capacity (rxy = 0.27 ± 0.08). Broods 
viability of families - daughter from 
all experimental batches, as well 
around the entire apiary, also, was at 
a rather high level, and ranged on 
average from 92.3 to 93.2%. The 
most brood viability was recorded in 
families - daughters of the queen 
19R. Broods viability from these 
families, has had a clear overcome 
tendency to the apiary average level 
of 0.9 or 1.0% absolute units (td = 
1.70; P<0.1). After improvement 
value of this character, queen no. 
19R was assigned to the category 
Improvement - relative. The other 
tested queen, were assigned to the 
category of Neutrals after qualities 
of descendant, because the level 
brood viability of their families - 
daughters, although have a slight 
tendency to increase, did not differ 
significantly compared to average on 
the apiary. 
Honey production, is one of the 
most important selection characters 
of bee families, was quite high both 
in families -daughters of tested 
queens, and the average for the 
entire apiary, framing within the 
averages limits of 50.18 and 56.02 
kg. We should mention, that due to 
progressive targeted selection of bee 
families, by this character, 
throughout a long period, has been 
obtained the increasing effect of its 
level. More than that, the bee queens 
were selected mainly by the 
production of honey, became, in 

some cases, ameliorative after this 
character. The highest honey 
production was recorded at the 
families - daughters of the queen no. 
49R and was 56.02 ± 2.57 kg. After 
the production of honey, families - 
daughters of the queen significantly 
exceeded the average level on the 
apiary 5.84 kg or 11.6% (td = 2.18; 
P<0.05), which corresponds to thirst 
threshold of certainty, according to 
the probability theory of forecasts 
contest without error after Student. 
After ameliorative value of this 
important morph – productive 
character, the queen no. 49R has 
been assigned to the category 
Ameliorative - ordinary.       The 
second level of honey production 
has been recorded in families - 
daughters of the queen no. 34R, in 
average 55.58 ± 2.47 kg. After the 
production of honey, families -
daughters of the queen significantly 
exceeded the average level on the 
apiary with 5.40 kg or 10.8% (td = 
2.09; P<0.05). After ameliorative 
value of the families - daughters of 
this morph – productive character, 
the queen no. 34R has been 
assigned, also, to the Ameliorative – 
ordinary category. We should 
mention that after the improvement 
value of the other morph – 
productive characters investigated, 
both these ameliorative queens were 
assigned to the category Neutrals. 
Therefore, we can conclude, that 
selecting these queens for breeding 
and multiplication of genitor 
material, we have a significant 
increase of honey production in bee 
family’s population and, at least, 
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will not affect their other morph - 
productive characters.  
After improvement value of honey 
production level families - 
daughters, the other three queens 
taken in testing were assigned only 
to the Neutral category. This 
situation demonstrates, that, in this 
condition  while the queens intended 
for testing, after qualities of 
descendants were previously 
selected by the development of their 
phenotypic characters and parents 
families,  their genotypic value was 
no to all  true. In our research, from 
5 selected queens as performance 
after their phenotypic qualities and 
families-parents, just 2 queens, 
certified their ameliorative value 
after honey production (40%). In 
addition, we found that, at least, in 
our research we have not been 
identified the queens universal - 
ameliorative of all morph - 
productive selected characters. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
 In genotypic testing result of 5 bee 
queens by qualities of descendant, 
through the method of comparing 
with the average on the apiary, have 
been identified two queen-
Ameliorative - ordinary of honey 
production. 
The phenotypic performance of pre-
selected queens after their morph – 
productive qualities and of families - 
parent do not guarantee improvement 
genotypic value without them testing 
after descendant qualities. 
At least, in the studied population, 
have been not identified universal - 

ameliorative queens of all morph - 
productive characters.
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Abstract 
 
This study has been carried out in order to determine the polymorphic traits of various biochemical parameters in goat 
breeds which are native to Turkey. For this purpose, Angora and Hair goat breeds were chosen as live materials. Two 
different herds for each breed were selected from Ankara and Antalya, respectively. Blood samples were taken from a 
total of 120 goats aged between 2 and 4 which was made up of 60 Angora goats and 60 Hair goats. All which derived 
equally from 4 lots of herds. Analyses were performed for the polymorphic determination of the haemoglobin (Hb), 
transferrin (Tf), ceruloplasmin (Cp) and glutathione (GSH). Hb types were determined by starch gel electrophoresis 
and Tf types were detected by SDS-PAGE electrophoresis. Furthermore, Cp and GSH analyses were performed by 
spectrophotometrically. Following the analysis, Hb types were found as 3 genotypes (AA, AB, BB) controlled by 2 allel 
genes (HbA, HbB). Tf types were found as 6 genotypes (AA, AB, AC, BB, BC, CC) controlled by 3 allele genes (TfA, TfB, 
TfC). Findings for Hb were in line with the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE) in Angora goats while the Hair goat 
was not found to be in line. Moreover, Tf was found in line with the HWE for 2 separate goat breeds. The levels of Cp 
and GSH of two breeds were significantly different from other (P<0.0001). The findings are recorded as a source of 
reference for prospective polymorphism studies. 

 
Key words: Electrophoresis, genetic resource, goat, spectrophotometer. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Living things are adapted to a particular region, 
maintained presence here and widely grown. 
This condition is referred as genetic diversity. 
Moreover, native gene pool is consisted in 
species belonging to the races. Protection of the 
shrinking and verge of extinction domestic 
breeds are protected by suitable reclamation 
works. On the other hand, the creation of 
superior efficiency of the herds is essential.  
According to FAO (2012), the data of the 
presence of goats in Turkey asset share in the 
world in the past 40 years (1961-2011) were 
declined as 0.719 % from 7.073 % in the past 
40 years. One reason of this is also the genetic 
erosion of kinds. For this reason, identification 
and control of genetic resources are great 
importance in terms of biochemical 
polymorphic features Turkey's livestock. Goat 
with 90% pregnancy rates is the most efficient 

type of domestic animal (Ince, 2010). Better 
quality breeding may be possible with the 
selection of high-yielding goats among the 
population (Kurnianto, 2009). 
All over the world, Angora goats (Capra hircus 
ancyrensis) known as ''Angora'' goats homeland 
is Central Asia. This breed was grown in 
Turkey from the 13th century (Porter, 1996)  
until the middle of the 19th century. Breeding of 
Angora goats were began with 1 pairs of 
Angora goat and 12 kids in South Africa 
(Anonymous, 2013).  
The importance of this breed utilized from 
meat, skin and rarely milk is mohair. A type of 
lint known as ''Mohair'' in the World is a 
valuable raw textile materials with long, soft 
and shiny fiber-like structure. Mohair produced 
abroad has not reached the same levels of 
produced in Turkey in terms of important 
features such as delicacy and softness. For this 
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reason, Turkey's role in the World market is 
very important at mohair. 
In our country, the majority of the race has 
been spread to mainly in Ankara, Central 
Anatolian Plateau on especially in Anatolia. 
The purest samples collected on breed 
characteristics (Fig. 1a, b) are located in the 
Ankara region. 
 

  
Figure 1.  Angora Goats a) 1st herd    b) 2nd herd 

 
In order to improve the efficiency of our 
ruminants, define the genetic structure of 
populations and know the herds for the yield 
quality are necessary. On this case, it is heavily 
studied for making use of some blood 
parameters in order to obtain a new generation 
of high efficient. Biochemical parameters and 
introduction of genes and their mechanisms as 
well as detailed studies on the molecular level 
are very often used for the recognition of 
different biomolecules structures of herd.  
Hair goat is another goat breed commonly 
found in Turkey. They are known ''Black goat'' 
or ''Ordinary goat'' among the people. These 
animals benefit from scrub areas, they are 
resistant to diseases and their adaptability are 
quite high.  
Hair goat (Fig. 2a, b) is grown by Turkmens 
and Nomands as substantially domesticated 
animals and cover of the Nomand's tent is 
weaved from hair of these goats. Spread area of 
the Mediterranean Region and in the Antalya, 
Konya, Isparta triangle areas are mainly 
inhabited by Nomads. Especially rich marquis 
of vegetation, steep mountains and rugged 
construction of Mediterranean region are 
effective for goat breeding. Hair goat known as 
hot and cold-tolerant breed, its contribution to 
the local economy is very large and production 
of meat and hair are significant. Goat meat is 
higher preferred than the sheep meat by people 
living in the Antalya Region.  
 

  
Figure 2. Hair goats  a) 1st herd     b) 2nd herd 

Polymorphism studies made in goats hold 
common part of the genetic studies. This case 
means the differences between individuals in a 
population. Bushman and Schmid (1968) have 
drawn attention to the rare allele frequency in 
the population at least two alleles of a locus 
when defining the genetic polymorphism. Rare 
alleles relative frequency in the population 
should be at least 0.05 or 0.01 levels for a gene 
locus to be polymorphic.  
Balanced polymorphism is an important term 
of polymorphism. This case is expressed as a 
heterozygote and homozygote mixture 
provided that with progeny mixture and 
opposite the selection pressure. Balanced 
populations are desirable in HWE. On the other 
hand, genes frequency of comprising 
population in the gene pool remains constant 
from insemination to fertilization. Also this 
type of populations is named as stable 
(balanced) population. Thus, HWE is achieved.  
Hb which a large and complex protein is one of 
the polymorphic system that the most widely 
studied in vertebrates (Alphonsus  et al., 2012).  
The presences of Hb in different structures 
were detected in the sheep bloods for the first 
time by Harris and Warrien (1955) and 
Cabannes and Serai (1955) (Dogrul 1985). 
Genetic variation of iron-binding protein was 
found for the first time in serum Tf.   
In mammals, 90-95% of plasma Cu are found 
as Cp form which depending on α2-globulin 
(Burtis and Ashwood, 1999). There are 
significant positive correlations between the 
level of Cp and Cu levels of plasma, serum and 
whole blood (Herbert and Ravin, 1991).   
GSH concentration in erythrocytes is controlled 
by one pair of autosomal allele gene. Genes 
which controlled by high levels of glutathione 
(GSHH) are thought to be dominant versus to 
genes that controlled by low level of 
glutathione (GSHh) (Rizzi  et al., 1988). 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Sample collection phases of this study were 
done at Ankara-Ayas for Angora goat and 
Antalya-Akseki for Hair goat. Independently 
herds of goats have been determined in firstly. 
But similar care and feeding conditions are 
preferred for these goats in semi-intensive 
breeding system. Herds width were not allowed 
to be fewer than from 150 goats.  
Totally, 120 goats in which 30 goats from each 
herds were studied on Angora and Hair goat 
breeds that native genetic resources grown in 
Turkey. A random selection among the other 
animals was made for adult female goats (2-4 
years old) that appeared clinically healthy and 
showed the most obvious characteristics as 
phenotypic in the selected herds. Blood 
samples were taken at 8 o'clock in the morning 
from hungry goats which have done last 
feeding before one night. 
The principle of Hb type assay is based on the 
separation of polymorph properties in the 
heredity structure of Hb with direct current 
power in starch gel plates (Soysal, 1983).  
Sample's Hb type in this study were studied in 
erythrocytes with continuous buffer system that 
using the horizontal starch gel electrophoresis 
system (Meyer, 1963; Braend, 1971). Also Hb 
genotypes were directly determined on the gel 
after than individual genotypes were noted. 
They were defined as the quick-moving type: 
HbA and the slow-moving type: HbB (Ustdal, 
1976). 
Serum samples were used for Tf analysis. 
Dashed SDS-PAGE method was adapted to 
BioRad Mini Protean Tetra Cell system for Tf 
system in these analyzes. And so, sodium 
dodecyl sulfate polyacrylamide gel 
electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) (Zacharius et al., 
1969; Racusen, 1979;  Jay et al., 1990) was 
performed (Laemmli, 1970). Then, Tf types 
were read considering the electrophoretic 
rapids. Gel which carried samples was scanned 
and passed from the scanner and determined 
the genotype of each individual was noted in 
the computer environment. Bands of Tf were 
defined as the fastest-moving type: TfA, the 
slowest-moving: TFC (Dogrul, 1985).  All 
bands based on their fast were listed as TfA, TfB 
and TfC, from fast to slow. 

Hb and Tf gene and the genotype frequencies 
were determined by direct counting method 
(Nei, 1987; Russell, 1992). Chi square (χ2) test 
was performed (Pembeci, 1978;  Duzgunes et 
al., 1987; Yeh et al., 1997) for genetic 
equilibrium control of populations (importance 
of between the observed and expected genotype 
differences - HWE). 
GSH levels in whole blood and Cp levels in 
serum were determined with 
spectrophotometrically. Absorbance of the 
colored product was based on P-phenylene 
diamine dichloride (PPD)-induced serum 
samples with acetate buffer (pH 5.2 and 37°C). 
Studied samples at 550 nm were analyzed for 
Cp levels (Ceron and Subiella- Martinez, 
2004). Then according to the described method 
in the reference literature (Curzon and Vallet, 
1960), Cp levels were calculated. GSH 
measurement was based on the analysis of the 
measured resultant yellow color as 
spectrophotometrically (Beutler et al., 1963; 
Rizzi  et al., 1988). The amount of GSH in 
these colored compounds optical density at 
wavelength of 412 nm was evaluated by 
determining (Burtis and Ashwood, 1999).  SAS 
9.3 statistical analysis software package was 
used in GSH and Cp levels in the calculation as 
statistically. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
Three genotypes (AA, AB, BB) in Hb bands 
were obtained with starch gel electrophoresis in 
Angora and Hair goats. Frequencies of these 
genotypes and homologous / heterologous 
genotypes were presented in Table 1.   
Difference between observed and expected 
gene frequencies in Angora goats was found to 
be non-significant at Hb electrophoresis. For 
this reason, The 1st herd, the 2nd herd and intra-
breed population of Angora goats were in HWE 
in terms of Hb genotypes. 
Difference between observed and expected 
gene frequencies of Hair goat in Hb 
electrophoresis were significant at the 1st herd 
(P<0.05), the 2nd herd (P <0.01) and intra-breed 
population (P<0.0001). HWE was found in this 
regard with respect to Hb genotypes (Fig. 3). 
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Table 1. Hb genotypes, allele frequencies and 
homologous / heterologous genotypes 

 Angora Goat Hair Goat 
1st 
herd 

2nd 
herd 

Total 1st 
herd 

2nd 
herd 

Total 

            N 
GENES 

30 30 60 30 30 60 

G 
E 
N 
O 
T 
Y 
P 
E 

 
HbAA 

14 
% 
46.67 

13 
% 
43.33 

27 
% 
45.00 

12 
% 
40.00 

17 
% 
56.67 

29 
% 
48.33 

 
HbAB 

12 
% 
40.00 

15 
% 
50.00 

27 
% 
45.00 

8 
% 
26.67 

6 
% 
20.00 

14 
% 
23.33 

 
HbBB 

4 
% 
13.33 

2 
% 
6.67 

6 
% 
10.00 

10 
% 
33.33 

7 
% 
23.33 

17 
% 
28.33 

F 
R 
E 
Q 
U 
E 
N 
C 
Y 

 
 
  HbA 

 
40 
0.666
7 
 

 
41 
0.683
3 

 
81 
0.675
0 

 
32 
0.533
3 

 
40 
0.666
7 

 
72 
0.600
0 

 
 
HbB 

 
20 
0.333
3 

 
19 
0.316
7 

 
39 
0.325
0 

 
28 
0.466
7 

 
20 
0.333
3 

 
48 
0.400
0 

 
 
G 
E 
N 
 

 
Hb 
AA,B
B 

18 
% 
60.00 

15 
% 
50.00 

33 
% 
55.00 

22 
% 
73.33 

24 
% 
80.00 

46 
% 
76.67 

 
Hb 
AB 

12 
% 
40.00 

15 
% 
50.00 

27 
% 
45.00 

8 
% 
26.67 

6 
% 
20.00 

14 
% 
23.33 

 
 

 

Figure 3. Observed and expected values of Hb 
frequencies in Angora and Hair goats 

Six genotypes (AA, AB, AC, BB, BC, CC) of 
Tf were obtained in SDS-PAGE electrophoresis 
of Angora and Hair goat bloods. However, in 
Angora goats, AC genotype was not observed 
in the 1st herd. Homologous/heterologous 
genotypes and % frequencies of these 
genotypes were given in Table 2.  
Observed and expected Tf gene frequencies 
differences were not significant in the 
electrophoresis of Hair goats. In this regard, the 
1st herd, the 2nd herd and intra-breed 
population were in HWE in terms of Tf 
genotypes (Fig. 5). 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. Tf genotypes, allele frequencies and 
homologous/ heterologous genotypes 

 Angora Goat Hair Goat 
1st 
Herd 

2nd 
herd 

Total 1st 
Herd 

2nd 
herd 

Total 

                 N 
GENES             

30 30 60 30 30 60 

 
 
 
 
 
G 
E 
N 
O 
T 
Y 
P 
E 
 

 
Tf AA 

1 
% 
3.33 

2 
% 
6.67 

3 
% 
5.00 

1 
% 
3.33 

4 
% 
13.33 

5 
% 
8.33 

 
TfAB 

1 
% 
3.33 

11 
% 
36.67 

12 
% 
20.00 

9 
% 
30.00 

10 
% 
33.33 

19 
% 
31.67 

 
TfAC 

- 
% 
0.00 

1 
% 
3.33 

1 
% 
1.67 

1 
% 
3.33 

2 
% 
6.67 

3 
% 
5.00 

 
TfBB 

12 
% 
40.00 

7 
% 
23.33 

19 
% 
31.67 

12 
% 
40.00 

6 
% 
20.00 

18 
% 
30.00 

 
TfBC 

12 
% 
40.00 

7 
% 
23.33 

19 
% 
31.67 

6 
% 
20.00 

5 
% 
16.67 

11 
% 
18.33 

 
TfCC 

4 
% 
13.33 

2 
% 
6.67 

6 
% 
10.00 

1 
% 
3.33 

3 
% 
10.00 

4 
% 
6.67 

F 
R 
E 
Q 
U 
E 
N 
C 
Y 

 
TfA 

3 
0.050
0 
 

16 
0.266
7 

19 
0.158
3 

12 
0.200
0 

20 
0.333 

32 
0.266
7 

 
TfB 

37 
0.616
7 

32 
0.533
3 

69 
0.575
0 

39 
0.650
0 
 

27 
0.450
0 
 

66 
0.550
0 
 

 
TfC 

20 
0.333
3 

12 
0.200
0 

32 
0.266
7 

9 
0.150
0 

13 
0.216
7 

22 
0.183
3 

 
 
G 
E 
N 
 

TfAA,B
B 

CC 

17 
% 
56.66 

11 
% 
36.66 

28 
% 
46.66 

14 
% 
46.66 

13 
% 
43.33 

27 
% 
45.00 

TfAB 
AC 
BC 

13 
% 
43.33 

19 
% 
63.33 

32 
% 
53.33 

16 
% 
53.33 

17 
% 
56.66 

33 
% 
55.00 

 
Gen frequency differences of observed and 
expected in Tf electrophoresis were found 
significant (P<0.01) at the 1st herd of Angora 
goats. This herd in terms of Tf genotypes was 
not in the HWE. However, the 2nd herd and 
intra-breed population were not detected in 
HWE (Fig. 4).  
 

 

Figure 4. Observed and expected values of Tf 
frequencies in Angora goats. 

 
 

0
50

1st herd 30 14 13,3 12 13,3 4 3,33 12 8,53 8 14,9 10 6,53

2nd herd 30 13 14,0 15 13 2 3,01 17 13,1 6 13,1 7 3,33

Total 60 27 27,3 27 26,3 6 6,34 29 21,6 14 28,8 17 9,6

Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp.

HbAA HbAB HbBB HbAA HbAB HbBB

Angora Goats Hair Goats

0
50

1st herd 30 1 0,08 1 1,85 0 1 12 11,4 12 12,3 4 3,33

2nd herd 30 2 7,11 11 8,53 1 3,2 7 8,53 7 6,4 2 1,2

Total 60 3 2,51 12 18,2 1 8,44 19 33,1 19 30,7 6 7,11

Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp.

TfAA TfAB TfAC TfBB TfBC TfCC

Angora Goats
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Figure 5. Observed and expected values of Tf 
frequencies in Hair goats. 

 
Significant differences (P<0.001) were detected 
in the 1st and the 2nd herds of Angora and Hair 
goats for analyzed Cp results. Fairly high level 
significant difference (P<0.0001) was found 
between breeds in terms of the Cp (Tab. 3).  
 
Table 3. CP and GSH values in Angora and Hair goats. 

 Angora Goat Hair Goat 
1st 
herd 

2nd 
herd 

Total 1st 
herd 

2nd 
herd 

Total 

 N 30 30 60 30 30 60 
 
 
C 
P 

X 
±Sx 

2.608 
±0.14
9 

1.864 
±0.11
3 

2.236 
±0.10
4 

1.685 
±0.17
3 

0.591 
±0.07
0 

1.138 
±0.54
7 

Xmin
Xma
x 

0.943 
5.500 

0.314 
2.986 

0.314 
5.500 

0.157 
3.614 

0.157 
3.043 

0.157 
3.614 

P <0.001  <0.001  
 
G
S
H 

x±Sx 43.49
3±0.5
94 

33.24
4±0.5
93 

38.36
8±0.7
86 

35.22
8±0.6
29 

38.21
9±0.6
90 

36.72
3±1.4
92 

Xmin 
Xma
x 

37.33
3 
48.53
3 

28.80
0 
39.46
7 

28.80
0 
48.53
3 

29.33
3 
42.66
7 

32.26
7 
46.13
3 

29.33
3 
46.13
3 

P <0.001  <0.01  
 

Also scatter diagram of Cp values at the 1st and 
the 2nd herds were given in Fig. 6. 
 

 

Figure 6. Cp scatter diagram 
 
Also, scatter diagram of GSH levels was given 
for totally two herds from each breed in Fig. 7. 
 

 
Figure 7. GSH scatter diagram 

GSH levels were evaluated on the basis of herd. 
Goats below average were divided as GSHH 
and the others were determined as GSHh. These 
two groups were analyzed independently in 
themselves. The lowest GSHh average (30.948 
± 0.268 mg/dl) was observed in the 2nd Angora 
goat herd. However the highest GSHH average 
(39.903 ± 0.735 mg/dl) was found in the 1st 
herd of Angora goat (Tab. 4).  
Table 4. GSHh and GSHH levels in Angora and Hair 

goats 
 Angora Goat Hair Goat 

1st 

Herd 
2nd 

herd 
 1st 

herd 
2nd 

herd 
 

N 30 30  30 30  
 

GSHh 
X 

±Sx 
39.903 
±0.735 

30.948 
±0.268 

 32.879 
±0.412 

35.980 
±0.589 

 

Xmin 
Xmax 

37.333 
43.467 

28.800 
33.067 

 29.333 
34.667 

32.267 
38.133 

 

 
GSHH 

X 
±Sx 

45.572 
±0.265 

36.689 
±0.595 

 38.555 
±0.590 

40.644 
±0.851 

 

Xmin 
Xmax 

44.000 
48.533 

33.600 
39.467 

 35.733 
42.667 

38.400 
46.133 

 

 
In this study, 4 different polymorphic 
parameters, Hb, Tf, Cp and GSH were studied 
in Angora and Hair goats. Hb system was 
determined by 2 codominant alleles (HbA, 
HbB), when Tf system was controlled by 3 
codominant alleles (TfA, TfB, TfC) in 
investigated goats. Also, Cp and GSH levels 
were determined in the expected physiological 
values.  
A study on the 186 Hair goats was done in 
Antalya province by Karabag (2000). 
Accordingly, 126 HbAA and 40 HbAB 
genotypes were in his samples. Hb  genotypes 
had been done for aimed at determining the Hb 
genotype frequencies of domestic Hair goats by 
Boztepe et al. (1993) in a different study. And 
Hb genotype variants have determined as 
HbAA: 0.50, HbAB: 0.48 HbBB: 0:02. In the 
same study, gene frequencies have been 
identified as HbA: 0.74 and HbB: 0:26.  
Alphonsus et al. (2012) have come across HbC 

allele in goats reared in Abuja Nigeria in their 
study. 4 genotypes (AA, AB, BB, AC) 
managed by 3 allele genes (HbA, HbB, HbC) 
have been identified in the same study executed 
on 94 goats. But the HbBC and HbCC 
genotypes were not detected. Allele of the HbC 
was found at very low frequency as 0.0640 
while HbAC genotypic frequency was 0.1227. 
HbA allele has been determined with the 
highest frequency of 0.6010. 

0
20

1st herd 30 1 1,2 9 7,8 1 1,8 12 12,7 6 5,85 1 0,68

2nd herd 30 4 3,33 10 9 2 4,33 6 6,08 5 5,85 3 1,41

Total 60 5 4,27 19 17,6 3 5,87 18 18,2 11 12,1 4 2,02

Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp.

TfAA TfAB TfAC TfBB TfBC TfCC

Hair Goats
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In this study, Angora goats HBA and HbB allele 
frequencies were calculated as 0.6667 and 
0.3333 in the 1st herd, as 0.6833 and 0.3167 in 
the 2nd herd, respectively. HbA and HbB allele 
frequencies of Hair goats were detected as 
0.5333 and 0.4667 in the 1st herd, as 0.6667 
and 0.3333 in the 2nd herd, respectively. Two 
alleles were also determined in different study 
conducted on 54 Norduz goats by Aygun 
(2006) Also, 48% HbAA, 48% HbAB and 4% 
HbBB genotypes have been identified. Allele 
frequencies have been reported as 0.7222 and 
0.2778 for HbA and HbB, respectively. 
Although there were different breeds, these 
results were similar to this study.  
In this study, two allele genes (HBA, HBB) 
controlled by three hemoglobin genotype (AA, 
BB, AB) were determined. Three genotypes 
(AA, BB, AB) were also detected in the 
presence of both Angora and Hair goat herds. 
Common allele frequencies were less than 
95%, so Hb system has been considered 
polymorphic in this study conducted in Angora 
and Hair goats.  
Hair goats were not in HWE with regard to Hb 
genotype frequencies. We could be said to 
protect of stability of gene and genotype 
structures under the Panmixia conditions for 
these goats. Such as the used a small number of 
male goat could be effective on this case. On 
the other hand, small herd and used their own 
males could be caused to departing from 
genetic stability. It was sufficiently believed 
that population size and such case as chances 
factor could be effective on Angora goats. 
TfAA, TfAB and TfBB genotypes in Norduz 
goats were detected by Aygun (2006). He had 
been identified as 0.787 and 0.213 for TfA and 
TfB in same study, respectively. Nozawa et al. 
(1978) had been detected TfA, TfB and TfC 

alleles in a different study which in Japanese 
goats. In the same study, TfA was reported as 
monomorphic. TfA in the Spanish domestic 
goat was identified as predominant by Tunon et 
al. (1987). Additionally, TfC was detected in 
only Negra Serrana breed by them.  
Levels of Tf frequencies were detected as 
0.0500 and 0.2667 for TfA, 0.6167 and 0.5333 
for TfB, 0.3333 and 0.2000 for TfC in this study 
conducted in the 1st and the 2nd herds of Angora 
goats, respectively. Tf frequencies in the 1st and 
the 2nd herds of Hair goats were calculated as 

TfA: 0.2000 and 0.3333, TfB:0.6500 and 
0.4500, TfC: 0.1500 and 0.2167, respectively. 
However, TfAC genotype could not be 
determined in the 1st herd of Angora goats. We 
have thought to be associated with scarcity of 
TfC allel in this breed. On the other hand, the 
effect of aleatory factor was not ignored for the 
selected animals. 
In general, three allel genes (TfA, TfB, TfC) 
which controlled by the 6 Tf genotype (AA, 
AB, AC, BB, BC, CC) were determined in the 
goat herds. Presence of 6 genotypes was 
detected in both Hair goat herds. However, 
TfAC genotype was not determined in the 1st 
herd of Angora goat. Due to chance factor 
could be effective on this case. On the other 
hand, lack of one genotype was usual if we 
have thought that 6 genotypes detected in 30 
goats.  
Fewer male goats were probably used at 
researched materials. So, Tf genotype 
frequencies in populations and herds (the 1st 
herd of Angora goats, the 2nd herd of Hair 
goats) were not in HWE. Breeders have not 
applied any selection in investigated goat 
breeds. In general, the main reasons for 
departing from the genetic stability could be 
listed as migration, the effect of breeding 
systems, genetic mutations and absence of 
sufficient size of herd. Also, lots of high mating 
and using male goats with high reproductive 
performance and fertility could be leaded to 
some problems in terms of breeding. This 
condition might be brought genetic problems 
due to inbreeding such inadequate herd size and 
various chance factors were thought to be 
effective on the HWE.   
Allele number of features which have been 
considered to be effective on analyses of blood 
characteristics with genetic variation (such as 
Hb and Tf ...). If the number of your samples is 
sufficient in study, homologous and 
heterozygous genotypes can obtain higher 
chances for determining by two allele genes (A, 
B) with three genotypes (AA, AB, BB) in 
different populations. Otherwise you may not 
have the chance to identify all of homologous 
and heterologous genes. Blood Hb and Tf 
electrophoresis were studied on 30 goats of 
each herd in this planned study. We have 
considered that obtained genotypes were 
enough for sufficient to define the whole 
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population. With more than expected number 
of genes alleles (3 and more) characteristics of 
the herd size might be more effective incoming 
research results. Otherwise, we would not have 
any chance for identify and describe the entire 
of population. 
Investigated study, the average Cp values in 
Angora and Hair goats were detected as 2.236 
± 0.104 mg/dl and 1.138 ± 0.547 mg/dl on 
average, respectively. High level significant 
differences were detected in Angora and Hair 
goat herds when Cp levels were examined. It  
was thought to be associated with nutrition of 
goats and physiological states because blood 
samples were taken in February. Thus, the 
weak pasture composition might be effect on 
blood mineral levels. 
Gurcan et al. (2011) have used Saanen X Malta 
crossbred goats in their erythrocyte GSH study. 
GSHH and GSHh allele gene frequencies have 
been reported as 0.43-0.57 in the same study by 
them. Otherwise in this study, average GSH 
levels were detected as 38,368 ± 0786 mg/dl in 
Angora goat herds and as 36,723 ± 1,492 mg/dl 
in Hair goat herds. Differences between Hair 
goat herds were found significant when GSH 
levels were examined on the basis of herds. On 
the other hand, high significant level difference 
was detected between two herds of Angora 
goats. This might be related with the result of 
different care and feeding conditions.  
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
As a result, we can say that there was probably 
enough number of male goats for this study. 
About these goats may be said to be 
homogenous dispersion in herd and hold 
regular election especially for cases where the 
equilibrium provided. Other studies showed 
that numerical values obtained in polymorphic 
characters such as Cp and GSH were seen 
sufficient number of samples in the study. But, 
polymorphism studies with more numerous 
samples may be appropriate for multiple allele 
system examination. 
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Abstract 
 
In this research, Kilis and Honamli goats are used, which are specific local genetic resources of Turkey. The herds 
were independent, but they had similar care and nutrition circumstances. From each breed 30 samples were taken, in 
all 120 samples were collected. Erythrocyte, whole blood and serum samples were used for haemoglobin (Hb), 
glutathione (GSH) and transferrin (Tf), ceruloplasmin (Cp) analysis, respectively. In the analysis of these samples, Hb 
and Tf bands were determined by electrophoresis. However, Cp and GSH levels were analyzed by the 
spectrophotometer. 3 Hb phenotypes (AA, BB, AB) and 6 Tf phenotypes (AA, AB, AC, BB, BC, CC) were determined in 
this study. In addition, both the observed and the expected values of polymorphic characteristic for 2 characters were 
presented according to the Hardy-Weinberg Equilibrium (HWE). Cp levels were detected as 0.822 ± 0.055 mg/dl and 
1.793 ± 0.109 mg/dl in Kilis and Honamli herds, respectively. Also GSH levels were detected as, 42,486 ± 1,034 mg/dl 
and 33.515 ± 0.345 mg/dl in these breeds, respectively. On the other hand, the high and low GSH levels (GSHH and 
GSHh) of herds were presented. 

 
Key words: electrophoresis, gene resource, goat, spectrophotometer. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Protecting the gene pool of breeds has a great 
importance, because there is a risk of genetic 
resources loss. In this case, the benefits of 
advanced breeding programs will be reduced. 
In studies about reclamation of livestock, the 
known characteristics of the population are 
used. The studies in order to determine the 
genetic quality have improved the quality in 
goats as in other types of genetic. Kurnianto 
(2009) reported that better quality breeding 
population through the selection of high 
yielding goats can be done with selection and 
in this way it may be possible to yield high 
quality animals. 
Kilis goat, supply genes which are grown in 
Turkey (Fig. 1 a, b); occurred by crossbreeding 
of Hair goat with Aleppo goat originated 
Syrian. Kilis goats have the 25.6% of the total 
goat breeding presence in Turkey. This rate is 
quite high in terms of breeding. They are 
widely grown in the South-eastern Anatolia 

region and especially in Sanliurfa, Gaziantep, 
Kilis and Hatay which are borders of Syria. 
This area with hot weather is quite favourable 
for cultivation because of their vegetation 
(Kaymakci et al., 1997). 

 

   
Figure 1. Kilis goats a) 1st herd   b) 2nd herd 

 
Honamli goats are a breed that spreading in the 
triangle from the lower slopes of the Taurus 
Mountains to the Mediterranean region and 
Antalya, Konya, Isparta provinces. One of 
purity properties of these animals is the 
distance between the horns on the forehead. 
This distance should be two centimetres for 
adult goats. This breed loves to play with its 
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caregivers. Honamli goats are highly active 
animals. Their eyes are large, vivid and bright. 

 

   

Figure 2. Honamli goats a) 1st herd  b) 2nd herd 

Differences between individuals in a population 
were defined as polymorphism. Accordingly, 
alleles belong a population locus in the form of 
at least 5% differences are desired for balanced 
polymorphism by Goldstein and Schlotter 
(2000). These experiments are used to explain a 
various biochemical properties with different 
genetic forms and the morphological 
differences in chromosomes. 
Polymorphism studies can be grouped under 
three main groups as different biochemical 
properties of the genetic forms (various 
proteins and blood group factors), the 
morphological differences in the chromosomes 
(chromosomal polymorphism) and differences 
in the DNA nucleotide sequence (DNA 
polymorphism). 
Hb, one of the polymorphic characters in the 
blood, is frequently investigated in goats. This 
system is commonly controlled by two 
codominant alleles in the form of HbA and HbB. 
These two alleles have different types of 
electrophoretic mobility in electrophoretic 
analyses.  
Tf availability often investigated in breeding is 
a polymorphic system. Tf supplies the 
phenotypes to be determined in the very early 
stages of life and allows them can be used in 
the indirect selection. Thus generation interval 
can be shortened. Especially in goats, the high 
correlation between Tf which in blood and 
mohair proceeds are noteworthy. It is possible 
to make a selection based on the result of the Tf 
polymorphism study for these proceed.  
Orally administered copper (Cu), after being 
absorbed from the top of the stomach and 
intestines, enters into blood plasma and 
erythrocytes. After 24 hours from the 
absorbance, High amount of Cu are collected in 
Cp (Murray et al., 1990).  Besides, Cp is 
involved in various antioxidative and 

cytoprotective activities and thus helps to 
maintain cell integrity, on the other hand, Cp 
which protein facilitates binding of Fe to Tf 
protein. 
Types of erythrocyte GSH are under genetic 
control and they have also inherited property. 
GSH levels in the blood are fairly constant for 
all adults (Mert et al., 2003). Decrease in 
intracellular GSH levels lead to cell apoptosis 
via oxidative stress. Additionally, apoptosis for 
living is a great important condition related to 
cell death. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
In this study 30 animals from 2 herds (which 
two different breeds) with a total of 120 goats 
were used from Kilis and Honamli goats, 
indigenous genetic resources grown in Turkey. 
In study was gone to Kilis centre for Kilis goats 
and Konya-Seydisehir for Honamli goats and 
were studied with two different herds for 
avoiding similar blood results in the wake of 
kindred.  
Blood samples were taken at 8 o'clock in the 
morning when they were hungry. The 
transferred bloods in purple tube with EDTA 
were used for Hb and GSH analysis. On the 
other hand, transferred serum samples to plastic 
dry tube were used for Tf and Cp analysis. 
Polymorph properties in the starch gel plate, 
direct current power with the separation on the 
basis of Hb type determination (Soysal, 1983), 
a continuous buffer system using horizontal 
starch gel electrophores was made according to 
Meyer (1963) and Braend (1971) reported. 
Reading the Hb types were taken into account 
electrophoretic rate, the faster was defined as 
HbA and the slower was described as HbB 
(Ustdal, 1976).   
Transferrin type analysis, the sodium dodecyl 
sulfate polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis 
(SDS-PAGE) (Zacharius et al., 1969; Racusen, 
1978; Jay et al., 1990) discrete BioRad SDS-
PAGE method was performed by adapting 
BioRad Miniprotean Tetra Cell system 
(Laemmli, 1970). Tf types were defined when 
they taken into their electrophoretic velocities. 
The fastest outgoing type was TfA and TfC was 
defined as the slow-moving (Dogrul, 1995). 
Polyacrylamide gel, free functional groups 
which react with the acrylamide monomer 
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N,N'-methylene bisacrylamide-like through-
linked with bifunctional compounds, are 
shaped to polymerize. A radiator must be used 
to determine the location of the protein bands 
on the gel under UV light. 
Hb band types were directly determined on the 
gel at the study. The gel was photographed for 
Tf and the genotype of each individual was 
noted. Genetic variants in terms of both 
properties, gene and the genotype frequencies 
were determined by direct counting method 
(Nei, 1987; Russell, 1992). According to this 
method, related gen frequency are collected 
with more than two times of homozygous 
phenotypes and half of the number of 
heterozygous phenotypes. After then, the result 
is divided to the total number of individuals 
(Duzgunes et al., 1987; Nei, 1987). 
Hb and Tf alleles in terms of population, in 
terms of Hb and Tf genetic stability control 
system (differences between expected and 
observed the importance of genotype-HWE) for 
identifying whether or not provided, the chi 
square (χ2) compliance test was used (Pembeci, 
1978; Duzgunes et al., 1983;  Yeh et al., 1997).  

χ2= ∑ (observed-expected)² / (expected) 

On a further analysis method, serum Cp levels, 
read in pH 5.2 and at 37 °C in acetate buffer, P-
phenylene diamine dichloride (PPD) with 
serum samples formed by the colored product 
absorbance spectrometer at 550 nm were 
analysed (Ceron and Subiella-Martinez, 2004). 
Calculation of Cp was performed according to 
the method described in the literature reference 
(Curzon and Vallet, 1960).  
Occurrence of the yellow color was measured 
spectrophotometrically at GSH analysis 
(Beutler et al., 1963; Rizzi et al., 1988).  The 
amount of GSH in the sample, at a wavelength 
of 412 nm of the colored compound was 
assessed by determining the optical density 
(Burtis and Ashwood, 1999).   
SAS 9.3 software package was used in the 
calculation of statistical analysis of Cp and 
GSH levels. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Hb starch gel electrophoresis in Kilis goats, AA 
and AB genotypes obtained in the 1st herd, 
however the BB genotype was not observed. 
Three genotypes (AA, AB, BB) were obtained 

in the 2nd herd. The other hand, three genotypes 
(AA, AB, BB) in Honamli goats were obtained 
in Hb electrophoresis. Obtained bands image of 
Hb in starch gel electrophoresis was given in 
Fig. 3. 

 
AA    BB          AB 

Figure 3. Hb band types that appear in goat bloods 

 

Belongings to genotypes frequencies % and 
homologous/heterologous genotypes were 
presented in Tab. 1.  

Table 1. Hb genotypes, allele frequencies and 
homologous/ heterologous genotypes 

 Kilis Goat Honamli Goat 

1st 

herd 
2nd 

herd 
Total 1st 

herd 
2nd 

herd 
Total 

            N 
GENES 

30 30 60 30 30 60 

G 
E 
N 
O 
T 
Y 
P 
E 

 
HbAA 

20 
% 

66.67 

10 
% 

33.33 

30 
% 

50.00 

19 
% 

63.33 

13 
% 

43.33 

32 
% 

53.33 
 

HbAB 
10 
% 

33.33 

9 
% 

30.00 

19 
% 

31.67 

7 
% 

23.33 

11 
% 

36.67 

18 
% 

30.00 
 

HbBB 
- 

% 
0.00 

11 
% 

36.67 

11 
% 

18.33 

4 
% 

13.33 

6 
% 

20.00 

10 
% 

16.67 
F 
R 
E 
Q 
U 
E 
N 
C 
Y 

 
 

  HbA 

 
 

50 
0.833

3 
 

 
 

29 
0.483

3 

 
 

79 
0.658

3 

 
 

45 
0.750

0 

 
 

37 
0.616

7 

 
 

82 
0.683

3 

 
HbB 

 
10 

0.166
7 
 

 
31 

0.516
7 

 
41 

0.341
7 

 
15 

0.250
0 

 
23 

0.383
3 

 
38 

0.316
7 

 
 

G 
E 
N 
 

 
Hb 

AA,B
B 

20 
% 

66.67 

21 
% 

70.00 

41 
% 

68.33 

23 
% 

76.67 

19 
% 

63.33 

42 
% 

70.00 

 
Hb 
AB 

10 
% 

3.33 

9 
% 

30.00 

19 
% 

31.67 

7 
% 

3.33 

11 
% 

36.67 

18 
% 

30.00 
 

The 1st herd of Kilis goat was at HWE. In this 
regard, observed and expected gene frequencies 
difference at Hb electrophoresis was non-
significant (P>0.05) in this herd. But the 2nd 
herd and intra population were not in HWE. 
Thus, P values were significant (P<0.05) in 
these. The situation was different for other 
breed. With reference to the 2nd herd of 
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Honamli goat was in HWE. In this regard, 
observed and expected gene frequencies 
difference at Hb electrophoresis was non-
significant (P>0.05) in this herd. But the 1st 
herd and intra population were not in HWE. 
Thus, P values were significant (P<0.05) in 
these groups (Fig. 4).  
 

 
Figure 4. Observed and expected values of Hb 

frequencies in Kilis and Honamli goats 

 
SDS-PAGE electrophoresis, 6 genotypes (AA, 
AB, AC, BB, BC, CC) were obtained from the 
1st herd and 5 genotypes (AA, AB, AC, BB, 
BC) were detected from the 2nd herd in Kilis 
goats. Besides, SDS-PAGE electrophoresis of 
Tf, all 6 genotypes were obtained in Honamli 
goats.  
Obtained bands image of Tf in starch gel 
electrophoresis was given  in Fig. 5. 

 
  AA        BB        CC       BC      AB 

Figure 5. Tf band types that appear in goat bloods 

Belongings to these genotypes % frequencies 
and homologous/heterologous genotypes were 
presented in Table 2.  
Non-significant difference (P>0.05) at 
observed and expected gene frequencies of Tf 
electrophoresis were in Kilis goats. So they 
were in HWE in terms of Tf genotypes (Figure 
6). 
In Honamli goats, significance of observed and 
expected Tf gene frequencies was important in 
the 1st herd (P<0.05), as it was not in HWE in 
terms of Tf genotypes, while others were in 
equilibrium (Fig. 7).  
 
 

Table 2. Tf genotypes, allele frequencies and 
homologous/ heterologous genotypes 

 Kilis Goat Honamli Goat 

1st 

Herd 
2nd 

herd 
Total 1st 

herd 
2nd 

herd 
Total 

                     N 
GENES              

30 30 60 30 30 60 

 
 
 
 
 

G 
E 
N 
O 
T 
Y 
P 
E 
 

 
Tf AA 

2 
% 

6.67 

1 
% 

3.33 

3 
% 

5.00 

10 
% 

33.33 

2 
% 

6.67 

12 
% 

20.00 
 

TfAB 
8 
% 

26.67 

15 
% 

50.00 

23 
% 

38.33 

4 
% 

13.33 

11 
% 

36.67 

15 
% 

25.00 
 

TfAC 
1 
% 

3.33 

1 
% 

3.33 

2 
% 

3.33 

1 
% 

3.33 

3 
% 

10.00 

4 
% 

6.67 
 

TfBB 
7 
% 

23.33 

58 
% 

26.67 

15 
% 

25.00 

6 
% 

20.00 

6 
% 

20.00 

12 
% 

20.00 
 

TfBC 
8 
% 

26.67 

5 
% 

16.67 

13 
% 

21.67 

8 
% 

26.67 

7 
% 

23.33 

15 
% 

5.00 
 

TfCC 
4 
% 

13.33 

- 
% 

0.00 

4 
% 

6.67 

1 
% 

3.33 

1 
% 

3.33 

2 
% 

3.37 
F 
R 
E 
Q 
U 
E 
N 
C 
Y 

 
TfA 

 
13 

0.216
7 

 
18 

0.300
0 

 
31 

0.258
3 

 
25 

0.416
7 

 
18 

0.300
0 

 
43 

0.358
0 

 
TfB 

 
30 

0.500
0 

 
36 

0.600
0 

 
66 

0.550
0 

 
24 

0.400
0 

 
30 

0.500
0 

 
54 

0.450
0 

 
TfC 

 
17 

0.283
3 

 
6 

0.100
0 

 
23 
0.191
7 

 
11 

0.183
3 

 
12 

0.200
0 

 
23 

0.191
7 

 
 

G 
E 
N 
 

 
Tf 

AA,BB,C
C 

13 
% 

43.33 

9 
% 

30.00 

22 
% 

36.66 

17 
% 

56.66 

11 
% 

36.66 

28 
% 

46.66 

 
Tf 

AB,AC,B
C 

17 
% 

56.66 

21 
% 

70.00 

38 
% 

63.33 

13 
% 

43.33 

19 
% 

63.33 

32 
% 

53.33 

 
 

 
Figure 6. Observed and expected values of Tf 

frequencies in Kilis goats 

 

 
Figure 7. Observed and expected values of Tf 

frequencies in Honamli goats 

0
50

1st herd 30 20 20,8 10 8,33 0 0,83 19 16,9 7 11,3 4 1,88

2nd herd 30 10 8,10 9 15 11 7,01 13 38 11 14,2 6 14,7

Total 60 30 26 19 27 11 7 32 28 18 26 10 6,02

Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp.

HbAA HbAB HbBB HbAA HbAB HbBB

Kilis Goats Honamli Goats

0
50

1st herd 30 2 1,41 8 6,5 1 3,68 7 7,5 8 8,5 4 2,41

2nd herd 30 1 2,70 15 10,8 1 1,8 8 10,8 5 3,6 0 0,3

Total 60 3 4 23 17,1 2 5,94 15 18,2 13 12,7 4 2,2

Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp.

TfAA TfAB TfAC TfBB TfBC TfCC

Kilis Goats

0
50

1st herd 30 10 7,66 4 10 1 4,58 6 4,8 8 4,4 1 1,01

2nd herd 30 2 2,70 11 9 3 3,6 6 7,5 7 6 1 0,75

Total 60 12 7,7 15 19,4 4 8,24 12 12,2 15 19,4 2 0,05

Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp. Obs. Exp.

TfAA TfAB TfAC TfBB TfBC TfCC

Honamli Goats
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There was non-significant difference (P>0.05) 
between Cp levels in Kilis goat herds. But on 
the contrary, high level significant difference 
(P<0.001) was detected between two Honamli 
herds. Analyzing Cp values of the breeds, the 
difference from other was fairly high level 
(P<0.0001) when two breeds were compared 
(Tab. 3). Cp level average of Honamli goats 
was significantly higher than Kilis goats. 
There was non-significant difference (P>0.05) 
at GSH levels between Honamli goat herds. A 
low level significance (P<0.05) was detected in 
Kilis goats. In addition, fairly high level 
significant differences (P<0.0001) were found 
in herds and in the breed (Table 3).  
Table 3. CP and GSH values in Kilis and Honamli goats 

 Kilis Goat Honamli Goat 
1st 

Herd 
2nd 

Herd 
Total 1st 

herd 
2nd 

herd 
Total 

 N 30 30 60 30 30 60 
 
 

CP 

X 
±Sx 

0.770 
±0.05

7 

0.874 
±0.09

5 

0.822 
±0.05

5 

2.121 
±0.16

1 

1.356 
±0.11

1 

1.739 
±0.10

9 
Xmi

n 
Xma

x 

0.157 
1.571 

0.157 
2.986 

0.157 
2.986 

0.786 
5.186 

0.471 
2.829 

0.471 
5.186 

P NS*  <0.001  
 
 

GS
H 

X 
±Sx 

41.45
3 

±0.51
2 

43.52
0 

±0.79
7 

42.48
6 

±1.03
4 

32.92
8 

±0.37
9 

34.10
2 

±0.72
6 

33.51
5 

±0.34
5 

Xmi

n 
Xma

x 

36.53
3 

45.60
0 

35.46
7 

49.60
0 

35.46
6 

49.60
0 

28.80
0 

36.53
3 

27.20
0 

46.66
7 

27.20
0 

46.66
6 

P <0.05  NS*  
*Non Significant 
 
The scatter diagram was in Fig. 8. According to 
study material forming the two goat breeds 
belonging to the 1st and the 2nd herd's CP values 
were given in there. 

 
Figure 8. Cp scatter diagram 

 
In Kilis and Honamli goats examined on the 
basis of GSH levels in herds, the goats above 
the average named as GSHH and below average 
goats named as GSHh. These two groups were 
analyzed independently in themselves. Value 
belonging to the arithmetic mean (X), standard 
error (Sx) and minimal-maximal values (Xmin-
Xmax) were calculated. Results were given in 

mg/dl. The lowest GSHh average was observed 
in the 1st Honamli goat herd (3.1219 ± 0.277 
mg/dl); the highest GSHH average was 
observed in the 2nd Kilis goat herd (4.7467 ± 
0.402 mg/dl) (Table 4).  

Table 4. GSHh and GSHH levels in Kilis and Honamli 
goats 

 Kilis Goat Honamli Goat 
1st 

herd 
2nd 

herd 
1st 

herd 
2nd 

herd 
N 30 30 30 30 

 
GSHh 

X 
±Sx 

38.872 
±0.440 

40.067 
±0.688 

31.219 
±0.277 

31.581 
±0.412 

Xmin 
Xmax 

36.533 
41.333 

35.467 
43.200 

28.800 
32.533 

27.200 
33.333 

 
GSHH 

X 
±Sx 

43.550 
±0.327 

47.467 
±0.402 

34.524 
±0.335 

37.044 
±0.950 

Xmin 
Xmax 

41.600 
45.600 

44.533 
49.600 

33.067 
36.533 

34.667 
46.667 

 
GSH scatter diagram of the two goat breeds’ 
the 1st and the 2nd herds was given in Fig. 9.  
 

 
Figure 9. GSH scatter diagram 

Obtaining maximum yield from living, raising 
resistance to various external factors and thus 
obtaining healthy and superior productive herds 
of animals is the main target from an economic 
standpoint.  
HbA and HbB allele frequencies of Kilis goats 
were calculated as, 0.8333 and 0.1667 in the 1st 
herd, 0.4833 and 0.5167 in the 2nd herd, 
respectively. However in Honamli goats, HbA 
and HbB allele frequencies were detected as 
0.7500 and 0.2500 in the 1st herd, 0.6167 and 
0.3833 in the 2nd herd, respectively. 
In the 1st and the 2nd herds of Kilis, TfA, TfB 
and TfC frequencies were calculated as 0.2167, 
0.3000; 0.5000, 0.6000 and 0.2833, 0.1000, 
respectively. The other hand, TfA, TfB and TfC 
frequencies were detected as 0.4167, 0.3000; 
0.4000, 0.5000; 0.1833, 0.2000 in the 1st and 
the 2nd herds of Honamli breed, respectively.  
In this study, TfCC genotype could not be 
determined in the 2nd herd of Kilis breed. At 
that rate, only 1 of 4 from the studied herds was 
not obtained this genotype. The lack of TfC 
allele might be caused this situation. On the 
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other hand, especially the chance of choosing 
animals is considered as the main factor. 
In this study Kilis and Honamli goat blood 
samples examined in terms of Hb locus and 
common allele frequencies were not exceeded 
95%. So they have been considered as Hb 
polymorphic system. The other hand, results 
correspondingly examined in terms of Tf locus, 
common allele frequencies were not exceeded 
95%. Also, Tf system Yuce ver. Bilgen's study 
(2004) have been reported a similar manner 
observed as in the polymorphic. Moreover, also 
coincides with the rare allele frequency was not 
less than 5% in this study when Hb and Tf were 
analyzed. It is desirable in such genetic studies. 
In research material, frequencies of Hb 
genotype could not be provided HWE for herds 
and populations (Kilis goats: the 2nd herd, intra-
population and Honamli goats: intra-
population). Panmixi (random mating without 
selection) of genes and genotypes structure 
could be said that retains invariance under 
conditions. In this case the use of a small 
number of male goats for reproduction was 
known to be effective. When it comes to 
selection in goat breeds studied according to 
whether the reason for departing from the 
genetic stability of the herd was small and their 
causes can be connected to use the male. The 
reverse of this condition was detected in HWE 
for other populations and herds (Kilis goats: the 
1st herd and Honamli goats: the 1st and the 2nd 
herds). Population size and such as chance 
factors could be effective on this desired 
conditions.  
Tf results were obtained in analogy to Hb. In 
research material, Tf genotype frequencies for 
herds and populations which Kilis goats: the 
2nd herd and Honamli goats: the 1st herd were 
not in the HWE. Genes and genotypes 
structures could be said that retains invariance 
under Panmixia conditions. In the case of a 
small number of male goats in reserched herds 
were likely inability to maintain the 
equilibrium. An investigated goat has no 
selection from breeds in practice. In this case, 
the main reasons of getting away for departing 
from the genetic equilibrium were effect of 
breeding systems, genetic mutations and 
inadequate herd size. Also, lots of high mating, 
fertility and reproductive performance of male 
goats can cause lead to problems in terms of 

polymorphic studies. This case brings genetic 
problems due to close kindship. On the other 
hand, HWE was provided in some herds and 
populations (Kilis goats: the 1st herd, the 2nd 
herd and intra-population and Honamli goats: 
the 2nd herd and intra-population). High level of 
chance factor can be caused on observed HWE. 
This equilibrium is desirable genetically. 
Observed diversity of Hb and Tf genotypes 
were interpreted to animals have adapted to 
different environmental conditions. 
Additionally this can be adapted to the different 
environmental conditions of the various 
animals. If the genotype is very common in a 
region, environment X genotype interactions 
presence and indicate living things have a 
selective advantage. Disease resistance and 
yield characteristics on the other terms are 
important in the presence of homozygous and 
heterozygous genotypes. Also, impact of breed 
resistance and yield characteristics cannot be 
ignored.  
The weak pasture could be caused significant 
differences between the obtained Cp results in 
this study. Furthermore, blood samples were 
taken in February; after pregnancy and in the 
first month of lactating period. On the other 
hand, pasture's weak mineral composition 
could be caused significant impact on blood 
levels. In addition, almost all of serum Cu in 
mammals and birds are in the structure of Cp.  
Cobanoglu et al. (2011) have used a total of 15 
goats to compare to genetic polymorphisms of 
Saanen, Malta and Hair goats. They figured out 
GSH levels on the basis of Emekci and Mert’s 
study (2009) and found GSHH and GSHh 
alleles. Cobanoglu et al. (2011) have viewed 
the erythrocyte GSH polymorphism in Saanen 
and Malta goats. They have found GSHh 
average as, 13.5 mg/dl and 13.0 mg/dl, 
respectively. But in Turkish Hair goats, average 
GSHH level was measured as 8.9 mg/dl in same 
study. In these goats GSHH levels were 
calculated as 44.6 mg/dl, 39.5 mg/dl and 48.5 
mg/dl, respectively while there was a similar 
results with this study. GSHh levels were 
significantly lower than the determined average 
values.  
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
At the results of this study conducted on Kilis 
and Honamli goat herds, the polymorphism 
results were found to be useful in animal 
breeding and animal selection. Discussed 
polymorphism results may be beneficial in 
animal breeding for population polymorphic 
studies conducted in various goat breeds.  
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Abstract 
 
This study was performed to compare morphological egg quality parameters in brown and white laying hen hybrids. 
Eggs (n=90 from Lohman Brown and n=90 from Lohman White at age of 42 weeks old) were obtained from a 
commercial poultry company raising laying hens in a multi-tier cage system. Egg quality parameters were analysed 
using one-way ANOVA considering statistical significance at P < 0.05. Except for shape and yolk indexes, other egg 
quality parameters did not differ by the hybrid (Table 1). Eggs from Lohman Brown had higher shape (77.74 vs. 
74.53%) and yolk (4.19 vs. 3.97%) indexes than eggs from Lohman White. In summary, egg quality parameters for 
brown and white eggs are similar as long as hens are in the same age and are subjected to the same managerial 
production protocol. 
 
Key words: egg quality, genotype, conventional production. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Egg is one of the cheapest and most nutritious 
food sources for human consumption. Eggshell 
colour is mainly determined by the genotype. 
Consumer preference and marketing value for 
brown and white eggs vary by culture. Based 
on these farmers are thus eager to raise 
chickens that are suitable and lucrative for their 
regions. For instance, in France and UK brown 
eggs, whereas in Egypt and Japan white eggs 
are more preferable (Koizumi et al., 1993). 
There are no differences in taste as well as 
nutrient profile between white eggs and brown 
eggs. In market price differences are more 
related to the cost of egg production, being 
brown eggs are slightly more expensive than 
white eggs. This is absolutely not because 
brown eggs are superior to white eggs in terms 
of health related nutrient contents. In general 
brown chickens are heavier, consumes more 
feed, lay heavier eggs than white chickens 
(Bell, 1998a). 
This experiment was conducted to compare 
physical characteristics and inner quality 
parameters of brown and white eggs. 
 

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Eggs (n=90 from Lohman Brown and n=90 
from Lohman White at age of 42 weeks old) 
were obtained from a commercial poultry 
company raising laying hens in a multi-tier 
cage system. 
Egg quality parameters (Ergün et al., 1987) 
were:  
 Shape index (%) = (egg width, cm/egg 
length, cm)×100, 
 Shell strength (kg/cm2) was determined 
by using machine with the spiral pressure  
system, 
 Shell thickness (mm×10-2) was 
determined in 3 different parts by using a 
micrometer, 
 Albumen index (%) = (albumen height, 
mm/average of albumen length, mm and  
albumen width, mm)×100 
 Yolk index (%) = (yolk height, 
mm/yolk diameter, mm)×100, 
 Yolk colour was determined by using 
commercially available “yolk colour fan” 
according to the CIE standard colorimetric 
system (Yolk Colour Fan, the CIE standard 
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colorimetric system, F. Hoffman-La Roche 
Ltd., Basel, Switzerland), and  
 Haugh unit = 100×log (AH+ 7.57-
1.7×EW0.37), where AH = albumen height, mm 
and EW = egg weight, g. 
Egg quality parameters were analysed using 
one-way ANOVA considering statistical 
significance at P < 0.05. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Except for shape and yolk indexes, other egg 
quality parameters did not differ by the hybrid 
(Table 1). Eggs from Lohman Brown had 
higher shape (77.74 vs. 74.53%) and yolk (4.19 

vs. 3.97%) indexes than eggs from Lohman 
White. 
In comparison with white eggs, brown eggs 
were reported to have thinner shell thickness 
(0.01449 vs. 0.01535 inches), lower shell 
weight (8.7 vs. 9.4%), higher albumen weight 
(64.5 vs. 63.1%) and Haugh unit (85.1 vs. 
81.9), and lower yolk (26.8 vs. 27.6%) (Bell, 
1998b). Similiar inner quality parameters for 
brown and white eggs were also reported by 
Curtis et al. (1985). 
These values are more related to egg weight 
than egg nutrient profile Curtis et al. (1986), 
which are affected by the the diet fed to 
chickens (Potts and Washburn, 1974). 
 

Table 1. Comparison of egg quality parameters between Lohman Brown and Lohman White 

Parameter  Brown egg White egg  P > F 

Egg weight, g  65.53�0.51 62.35�0.48  0.80 

Eggshell weight, g  7.66�0.07 7.49�0.07  0.10 

Eggshell weight, %  12.28�0.11 12.03�0.10  0.10 

Eggshell stiffness, kg/cm2  2.70�0.12 2.72�0.15  0.92 

Eggshell thickness, mm  0.39�0.002 3.90�0.002  0.91 

Shape index, %  77.74�0.24 74.53�0.25  0.0001 

Yolk colour  10.36�0.09 10.17�0.08  0.13 

Yolk index, %  4.19�0.03 3.97�0.02  0.0001 

Albumen index, %  0.60�0.02 0.64�0.02  0.12 

Haugh unit  70.10�0.89 71.95�0.93  0.18 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In conclusion, egg quality parameters for 
brown and white eggs are similar as long as 
hens are in the same age and are subjected to 
the same nutritional and husbandry 
programmes. 
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Abstract  

This article presents the results of research, whose purpose was to use alleles AEB-locus of blood groups with 
individual selection of cattle in animal herds of STE "Maximovca". For individual fixing have been selected 2 bull-
producer - Academician 767 and Kiperush 79/395360, which are improvers on a complex of traits with the category 
А2Б2. Productivity of their mothers was 9331 kg of milk, with fat content 4.90% and 10915 kg of milk with 4,42 percent 
of fat, respectively. At bull Academician 767 allele of EAB locus - B2O1/G2Y2E'1Q', at bull Kiperush 79 - G2Y2E'1Q'/G". 
Heifers (mother of the future bulls) belonged to the lines Rozeyf Siteyshna 2671510, Montvik Chifteyna 95679, Pawnee 
Farm Arlinda Chifa 1427381, of which 47% - marked with allele B2O1, 20,0% - with allele G2Y2E'1Q' 'and 35,4% of the 
animals are marked with other alleles. Genetic distance between the lines, which include dockable bulls and heifers, is 
large, thus avoiding a future inbreeding.  
 
Key words: genetic markers, selection, alleles, sire, cows, heifer. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
Genetic marking in the breeding of cattle is 
based on the integrated use of modern 
zootechnical and molecular genetic methods 
in the assessment of the genetic structure of 
herds, lines, groups and individual animals. 
As molecular-genetic markers use a variety of 
allele pool AEB and AEC loci of blood 
groups and others., that is, the traditional 
markers of I-generation (Bukarov et al., 2004). 
In the current system of dairy cattle selection 
on the alleles of father demonstrates the 
reliability of the selection of future "improvers" 
of their sons at the level of 5% (Popov, 1995). 
But selection of heifers in the breeding herd 
with the alleles of blood groups approaches to 
the selection on yield of mothers. 
It should be noted that the selection on blood 
groups should be used to increase the 
accuracy of prediction of breeding values in 
combination with other methods of selection, 
and can not replace them, if only because the 
antigenic characteristics of the bull does not 
give plenty of choice, because at bulls prevail 
individual alleles and antigens. Secondly, 
currently certified animal on blood groups are 
gradually replacing more informative 
methods for studying DNA polymorphism. 
For the implementation of individual selection 
of bulls for breeding stock need the following 

information: a) a database of blood groups on 
bull-producer and all bloodstock inventory of 
potential fathers and mothers of bulls and 
cows; b) description of herds over the 
frequencies of antigens, genes and genotypes. 
One of the genetic methods, widely used in 
the Republic of Moldova in the selection of 
cattle is immunogenetics. Necessarily were 
subjected for examination of the origin of 
reconstruction bulls intended for cultivation in 
elevere and subsequent manning of 
enterprises in artificial insemination, bull-
producing cows, reconstruction young 
animals and their mothers. 
Since 2005, plans for individual fixing for 
animals of the Moldavian type black and 
white cattle in a herd of STE "Maximovca" 
compiled using genetic markers of AEB-locus 
of blood groups. 
The aim of this work is the use the alleles of 
AEB-locus at individual selection of cattle. 

MATERIAL  AND METHODS  
The materials have served the data on the 
study of blood groups bulls-produced, as well 
as serological tests of cows and heifers with 
expertise authenticity of origin. 
In plans of the individual fixing on group of 
bull-producing cows and heifers in a herd of 
cattle of STE "Maximovca" attention was 
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drawn to: a linear membership expectant 
mothers and to select bulls-produced, 
breeding category, milk productivity of their 
mothers, the alleles at AEB locus. Are taken 
into account genetic distances between the 
lines of bulls (Focsha V., Alexandra 
Constandoglo, 2006), which were used in a 
herd of: STR - Seyling Trayyun Rokita 
252803 (n=159); VBA - Vis Back Aidiala 
1013415 (n=88); PFAC - Pawnee Farm 
Arlinda Chifa 1427381 (n=63); RS - 
Reflection Sovering 198998 (n=62); OA - 
Osborndeyl Aivengo 1189870 (n=51); MC - 
Montvik Chifteyna 95679 (n=29); RS - 
Rozeyf Siteyshna 267150 (n=22): SST - 
Sanisayd Stendaut Tween 1428104 (n=19); 
PA - Paklamar Astronaut 1458744 (n=13); UI 
- Ues Ideal (n=16).   

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   

As a result, of comprehensive analysis of the 
breeding and genetic parameters for artificial 
insemination of heifers were selected 2 bull-
produced: Academician 767 and Kiperush 
79/395360 (table 1).  
 

Тable1.Characteristics of bulls, assigned to heifers 
 

Indices  

Bulls-produced 
Academician  

767 
Kiperush 79 

Breed  Holsteins Holsteins 
Genealogical line Vis Back 

Aidiala 
Pawnee Farm 
Arlinda Chifa 

Breeding category А2B2 А2B2 
Place of birth Canada  
A number of progenitor 4th 2nd  
Productivity mother milk:  
 yield, kg  
 fat, % 

  
 9331 

4,90 

 
10915 
4,10 

Productivity father's mother: 
 yield, kg 
 fat, % 

 
11713 
4,20 

 
11485 
3,60 

Alleles of AEB-locus  B2O1/G2Y2E'1Q' G2Y2E'1Q'/G" 

The bull-producer Academician 767 - line Vis 
Back Aidiala 1013415, Holstein breed is 
improver on a complex of traits with the 
category А2B2. Productivity of the mother for 
the highest lactation was 9331 kg of milk, 
with fat content 4,90% and the mother of his 
father - 11713 kg and 4,20%, respectively 
Allele of AEB locus - B2O1/G2Y2E'1Q''. 
The bull-producer Kiperush 79-395360 - 
belongs to the line of Pawnee Farm Arlinda 
Chifa 1427381 and is the grandson of 
progenitor line. Yield of his mother was 
10915 kg of milk with 4.42 percent of fat, and 

his mother's of father, respectively 11485 kg 
and 3.60%. Allele of AEB locus is 
G2Y2E'1Q'/G". It should be noted that 
mothers of bulls used in terms of selection, 
combined such features as richly-dairy and 
high fat content of milk, especially at the 
mother of the bull Academic productivity 
which was 9331 kg of milk with fat content 
4.90%, which is very important for fixing sign 
of butterfat Holsteins offspring. 
It should be noted that in our studies of 
animals in different herds (Focsha et al., 
2003, 2005) it was found that the cow-bearer 
of alleles B2O1 and G2Y2E'1Q' have 
combinability high milk yield and milk fat 
and significantly superior to cows-bearer of 
other alleles. Therefore, our emphasis was 
mainly on the allele G2Y2E'1Q' and B2O1. 
In studies (Grindina and Romanenko, 2011) 
observed the dynamics of allele frequencies 
carrying a high milk production. Thus, the 
frequency of allele G2Y2E'1Q' for the entire 
sample ranged from 10% in 2008 to 18% in 
2009, similar results were obtained in studies 
(Efymenko et al., 2009), where the daughter 
of the bull Montfrech 91779 were marked 
with allele G2Y2E'1Q' with a high milk yield. 
Selection was carried out and taking into 
account the genetic distances between the 
lines of bulls used in the herd of STE 
"Maximovca" for a long time (Focsha et al., 
2006). Figure 1 shows a diagram of genetic 
distances between the lines indicating the 
affiliation of bulls to a particular line. 
Thus, the line Rozeyf Siteyshna and Montvik 
Chifteyna, which include the mother of the 
future of bulls are in different clusters (Fig.2).  
Relative to the lines, which include dockable 
bulls, it should be noted that the line Vis Back 
Aidiala (Academic 767) is located on the 
dendrogram apart, and the line Pawnee Farm 
Arlinda Chifa (Kiperush 79) clustered with 
the line Sanisayd Stendaut Tween. 
The results of cluster analysis showed that the 
above lines, which are lockable bulls, and also 
heifers (Table 2, fragment of one of the planes 
of individual selection), substantially sepa-
rated from each other, that is the genetic 
distance between them is large, which will 
avoid future inbreeding. 
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                                        Master 001  G2Y2E'2Q'/ Y2A'1 
                                                 Ecmi 91   P1/Y2A'1 
       Seyling Trayyun Rokita         Starlei 345056 G2Y2E'2Q'/ Y2A'1 
                                                       Almaz 1287  I2/D'E'O' 
I.                                                     Sultan 2120  B2O1/I1QE'2G"  
                                                       Djin 1775   G1I1/ Y2A'1 

          Osborndeyl Aivengo           Arbitru 254   O1B'/I'Q' 
                                                      Balon 2123   G1I1/G2Y2D' 

       Paw. Farm Arl. Chifa          Atlas  8628  B2Y2D'E'3G'O'P'G"/I' 
                                                      Veri 20/65576  Ox /D'E'2F'2G'O' 
                                                      Post 2143   B2O1Y2D'                                            
 II.                                                  Recordist 2129  G2E'1G" 
          Sanis.Stendaut Tween        Mercar 2101  G2Y2 
         
                                                    Volcioc 513 G1I1/ G2Y2E'2Q' 
          Rozeyf Siteyshna               Vladîca 266   O1Y2 
                                                     Capitan 2354  B2O1B'/Y2   
III. 

 Paklamar Astronaute         Coldun 2113  G2Y2E'2Q'/I'O'  

       
      Vis Back Aidiala                Mett 1677672 ....... 
                                                    Academic 767  B2O2/ G2Y2E'1Q' 
                                                    Sinior 7415  B2O2/ G2Y2E'1Q' 
         Reflection Sovering           Blecmor 486033  I2/Y2A'1 
                                                    Bilsboi 482183  G2Y2E'1Q' 
                                                    Iupiter 986   G1Y1D'/O1 

        Montvik Chifteyna             Abiturient 861  G2Y2E'1Q'/O1Y1D'G" 
                                                   Abhazian 835  G2Y2E'1Q' 

Figure 1. Scheme of genetic distances between the 
lines of bulls 

 
                                                                UI*   

                                                                              RS 
                                                                              PA 
                                                                              VBA 
                                                                               
                                                                              PFAC 
                                                                              SST 
                                                                              RS 
                                                                              MC 
                                                                              OA 
 STR* 
              |               |              |               |              |    d 
            0,2         0,15          0,1         0,05           0 

Figure 2.  Micro-phylogeny of genetic relationships 
between the lines bulls-produced in a herd of of STE 

"Maximovca" 

Note: *STR - Seyling Trayyun Rokita; OA - 
Osborndeyl Aivengo; MC - Montvik Chifteyna; RS-
Reflection Sovering; SST - Sanisayd Stendaut Tween;  
PFAC - Pawnee Farm Arlinda Chifa; VBA - Vis Back 
Aidiala; PA - Paklamar Astronaut; RS - Rozeyf 
Siteyshna; UI - Ues Ideal. 
 
 

Table 2. Individual fixation of bulls per heifers 

Heifers (the mother of the future bulls) belonged to 
the lines Rozeyf Siteyshna 2671510, Montvik 
Chifteyna 95679, Pawnee Farm Arlinda Chifa 
1427381, of which 47% - marked with allele B2O2, 
20.0% - with allele G2Y2E'1Q' and 35.4% of the 
animals marked with other alleles. 
 

CONCLUSIONS  
In the selection takes into account genetic 
markers of bulls-produced and broodstock, all 
animals belong to genetically distant lines. 
Screening and selection of bulls-produced and 
broodstock is aimed at increasing the 

No.  
of 
heifers 

The allele of 
AEB-system of 

heifers 

Mather Fixed bulls-producer The allele of 
AEB-system of bulls No.  of 

heifers 
productivity 

Line Vis Back Aidiala 
1 B2O2B' 718 1-4899-3,62 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 

11 B2O1 1085 1-6536-3,72 Kiperush 79 G2Y2E'1Q'/G" 
114 O1T1Y1 432 1-3157-4,08 Academician 767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
116 P2Y2 674 3-4613-3,59 Academician 767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 

Line Pawnee Farm Arlinda Chifa 
3 B2O2/Q 1037 1-6566-4,08 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
5 B2O2/G1I1I'B" 1055 1-6664-3,99 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
7 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 959 1-4945-4,09 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
9 G2Y2O'/O2 979 1-6830-4,04 Kiperush 79 G2Y2E'1Q'/G" 

15 B2O1/G2G' 1201 1-6753-4,08 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
Line Montvik Chifteyna 

106 O1/Y2D'G'O' 710 1-3294-3,52 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
108 G1I1 404 1-5695-4,07 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
110 P2Y2 246 2-3607-3,70 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
118 G2Y2E'1Q'/O1 243 3-4653-3,86 Kiperush 79 G2Y2E'1Q'/G" 
122 G2Y2E'1Q'/P2B'E'3 744 3-5081-4,58 Kiperush 79 G2Y2E'1Q'/G" 

Line Rozeyf Siteyshn 
17 B2O1/I1QY2E'2Y' 712 1-5933-3,97 Academician  767 B2O2/G2Y2E'1Q' 
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proportion of animals in a herd with these 
genotypes, which in the future will help 
increase milk production and milk fat. 
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Abstract 
 
This study was conducted to define some morphological characteristics of a local type of Turkish Kangal (Karabas) 
Shepherd Dogs raised in Denizli province by comparing them with certain other breeds from other regions of Turkey, 
USA and UK. To this end, a total of 48 (39 males and 9 females) dogs were analyzed with the Minitab 16 statistical 
software program using ANOVA and Student’s T-Test. Descriptive statistics were for withers height 78.7 ± 0.59, height 
at rump78.4 ± 0.60, body length87.6 ± 1.14, heart girth circumferences 91.2 ± 0.86, chest depth36.4 ± 0.63, cannon 
circumferences 15.3 ± 0.20and tail length 51.0 ± 0.51 cm, respectively. The overall results of the study demonstrated 
that Turkish Kangal (Karabas) Shepherd Dogs raised in Denizli province had a very close resemblance to dogs raised 
in the UK and USA, but that they were larger than the dogs raised in other regions of Turkey. It could be because of 
better life conditions or higher genotypic capacity.  
 
Key words: Genetic resource, Karabas shepherd dog, morphological trait. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
It is believed by scientist that the domestic dog 
(Canis familiaris) is the first domesticated 
animal (Clutton-Brock, 1995). Belli has found 
some rock carving figures in the village of 
Calli, in the district of Kagizman, in Kars 
province. Those figures showed that dog was 
used as a hunting tool to hunt deer and/or wild 
goats in that region (Yilmaz, 2007b).  
The Republic of Turkey is like a bridge 
between Asia and Europe geographically, thus 
lots of civilizations either lived or passed 
through Turkey in ancient times. Hence Turkey 
has a wide array of domestic animal species 
such as cattle, water buffalos, camels, horses, 
donkeys, sheep, goat, dogs, cats, rabbit, bees 
and poultry including lots of breeds (Wilson et 
al., 2011; Yilmaz and Ertugrul, 2012c; Yilmaz 
and Wilson, 201;, Yilmaz et al., 2012a-e) 
In Turkey there are about 11 dog breeds and 
five of those are livestock protection dogs. 
Turkish Kangal (Karabas) Shepherd, Turkish 
Akbash Shepherd, Kars (Caucasian) Shepherd, 
Koyun, and Karaman Dogs are native livestock 
protection dog breeds of Turkey (Yilmaz and 
Ertugrul, 2011a-e; Yilmaz, 2012; Yilmaz and 

Ertugrul, 2012a-g). Turkish Kangal (Karabas) 
Shepherd is an elegant livestock protection dog 
breed which is bred by Turks for centuries 
(Broadhead, 2003; Yilmaz, 2006; Yilmaz, 
2007a). 
The province of Denizli is located in southwest 
of Turkey and in east of Aegean Region. The 
province has a passage character among three 
geographical regions of Aegean, Central 
Anatolia and Mediterranean. The population of 
the province is about 0.94 million. Denizli is 
rich about freshwaters therefore agriculture is a 
crutial sector in the province 
(www.denizli.gov.tr, 2012). 
A number of studies have been carried out on 
Turkish Kangal (Karabas) Shepherd Dogs as 
seen in Table 1. A PhD study was carried out 
by Kirmizi (1991) on 86 Turkish and 249 
German Shepherd Dogs raised at Gemlik 
Military Veterinary School and Education 
Centre Commandership (GAVOK) between 
1982 and 1990. Yildiz et al. (1993) worked on 
head sizes of Turkish and German Shepherd 
Dogs raised at GAVOK. Ozbeyaz (1994) 
studied the body traits of 59 Kangal Dogs 
raised at GAVOK. Gonul (1996) carried out a 
study to determine body traits and training 
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performance of 202 Turkish and 464 German 
Shepherd Dogs raised at GAVOK. Tepeli 
(1996) made a PhD study to determine body 
traits, growth rate and reproductive 
performance of 57 Turkish Kangal Shepherd 
Dogs raised at Research Centre of Veterinary 
Faculty in Selcuk University. Ozcan and 
Altinel (1997) worked on some morphological 
traits of 45 Kangal and 63 German Shepherd 
Dogs raised at GAVOK. Altuner (1998) 
prepared a PhD thesis to determine 
reproductive performance, survival rate, growth 
and body traits of 32 adult and 167 juvenile 
Kangal Dogs raised at Ulas Agricultural 
Management Institution in Sivas province. 
Tepeli and Cetin (2003) carried out a study on 
head traits of Kangal and Akbash Shepherd 
Dogs. In this study 33 Kangal and 30 Akbash 
Dogs were measured for four head traits. 
Daskiran (2007) studied to define some 
morphological traits on 38 Kangal Dogs.  
The goal of this study is to define some body 
measurements of local Kangal (Karabas) 
livestock protection dogs raised in Denizli 
Province by comparing with livestock 
protection dogs raised in different regions of 
Turkey, USA and UK. 
 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Experimental animals 

The Kangal (Karabas) livestock protection dogs 
in the study were surveyed in September 2012 
in the Denizli province (37º46’N; 29º04’E) 
(www.googleearth.com). A total of 48 dogs, 39 
males and 9 females, were studied. The dogs 
were aged from1to15 years, and divided into 
three age groups: 1-2 years, 3-4 years, and 5-15 
years. In the first group there were 14 males 
and 2 females; in the second group there were 
15 males and 7 females; and in the third group 
there were only 10 males. The ages of the dogs 
were determined from the information given by 
their owners. 
 
Measurements 
The sampled dogs were measured for withers 
height (WH), height at rump (HR), body length 
(BL) and chest depth (CD) by using a 

measuring stick calibrated in centimetres. Other 
linear measures such as hearth girth 
circumferences (HGC), cannon circumferences 
(CC) and tail length (TL) were measured by 
using a graduated plastic tape (Yilmaz, 2007a).  
 
Statistical analysis 
The data obtained were analyzed using the 
Minitab 16 statistical software program. 
Descriptive statistics for body dimensions were 
analyzed using ANOVA and Student’s T-Test 
that also determined the impact of sex, age and 
coat colour group on the response variables of 
WH, HR, BL, HGC, CD, CC, and TL 
(Anonymous, 2011). 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
As seen in Table 2, between male and female 
dogs there were significant differences for 
morphological traits of WH, HR, and BL 
(P<0.01) and HGC (P<0.05). For all results, 
significant or not, male dogs yielded higher 
values than females. The coat colour effect was 
not significant for all morphological traits.  
For the age factor there were significant 
differences among age groups for the traits of 
WH (P<0.01), HR, and CD(P<0.05). The age 
group of 5-15 years old had the higher values 
than the other two groups. 
The phenotypic correlation values displayed in 
the Table 3 showed that most of the observed 
values were affected by selected factors. The 
highest values were found between WH and 
HR (r = 0.92) (P<0.01). Other high values were 
found between WH and HGC (r = 0.68), HR 
and HGC (0.63) WH and CD (0.51) and WH 
and CW (r = 0.50) (P<0.01), which were higher 
than r = 0.50 (P<0.01). The correlations of CD-
BL, and HR-CD, HGC-CD, WH-BL and HR-
BL also yielded higher values than r = 0.70 
(P<0.01). The lowest and the only negative 
correlation value (r = -0.05) were found 
between BL-CD (P<0.05). Other low 
correlation values were found between BL-CC 
(r = 0.11) and BL-CW (r = 0.19).  
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Table 1. Some morphological traits on Turkish Kangal (Karabas) dogs 
 

BREED AND SOURCE WH 
(cm) HR (cm) BL (cm) HGC  

(cm) CD (cm) CC  
(cm) TL (cm) 

Kirmizi (1991) 68(♂) 
62.9(♀) - 71.5(♂) 

67.4(♀) - - 14.7(♂) 
14.0(♀)  

Yildiz et al. (1993) - - - - -   

Ozbeyaz (1994) 69.1(♂) 
62.4(♀) 

71(♂) 
64(♀) - 82.1(♂) 

73.9(♀) -   

Gonul (1996) 63  71.2 82.3-85.8(♂) 
74.8-80.2(♀) 21.1 13.5-14.8(♂) 

12.1-14.3(♀)  

Tepeli (1996) 68.9 70.4 63.8 82.6(♂) 
78.0(♀) 

24.7(♂) 
23.0(♀) 

13.5(♂) 
13.0(♀) 

54.5(♂) 
51.5(♀) 

Ozcanand Altinel (1998) - - - - 28.8(♂) 
26.8(♀) 

13.8(♂) 
12.7(♀) 

46.8(♂) 
43.7(♀) 

Altuner (1998) - - - - -   
Tepeli and Cetin (2003) - - - - -   

Daskiran (2007) 71.7(♂) 
65.2(♀) 

72.1(♂) 
64.5(♀) 

71.1(♂) 
66.2(♀) - -   

Yilmaz (2007a) 75.9(♂) 
73.3(♀) 

74.9(♂) 
72.2(♀) 

86.4(♂) 
81.9(♀) 

87.2(♂) 
84.9(♀) 

31.9(♂) 
31.2(♀) 

13.4(♂) 
13.1(♀) 

48.3(♂) 
47.2(♀) 

(www.akdc.com.uk, 2011) 

74-
81(♂) 

71-
79(♀)  

- - - -   

(www.ukcdogs.com, 2011) 

74-
81(♂, 

71-
79(♀)  

- - - -   

 
Table 2.Descriptive statistics and comparison results of some morphological characteristics of Turkish Kangal 

(Karabas) Dogs for different sexes and ages 
 

Traits Overall (n=48) Sex Age (Year) 
Male (n=39) Female (n=9) 1-2 (n=16) 3-4(n=22) 5-15(n=10) 

      
WH (cm) 78.7 ± 0.59 79.4A± 3.62 78.7B ± 0.59 77.3A ± 3.98 78.0A ± 3.32 82.3B ± 3.83 
HR (cm) 78.4 ± 0.38 79.1A± 3.72 75.1B± 4.54 76.9a ± 4.07 78.0b ± 3.61 81.5c ± 4.12 
BL (cm) 87.6 ± 1.14 88.5A± 6.84 83.6B± 10.93 84.5 ± 8.81 88.2 ± 7.77 91.2 ± 4.61 
HGC(cm) 91.2 ± 0.86 92.1a± 5.42 87.1b± 6.85 90.0 ± 6.96 90.8 ± 5.31 93.9 ± 5.34 
CD (cm) 36.4 ± 0.63 36.8 ± 4.55 34.9 ± 3.22 36.5b ± 3.32 34.9a ± 3.97 39.7c ± 5.23 
CC (cm) 15.3 ± 0.20 15.6 ± 1.19 14.0 ± 1.30 15.3 ± 1.40 15.0 ± 1.34 15.9 ± 1.17 
TL (cm) 51.0 ± 0.51 51.7 ± 3.37 47.9 ± 2.71 51.6 ± 2.47 49.8 ± 3.90 52.5 ± 3.75 

a, b, c = P<0.05; A, B = P<0.01 
* There were no significant differences between means which had not letters of the alphabet in factor groups. 
 

Table 3. Phenotypical correlation coefficients (r) between body measurements in dogs 
 

Traits WH HR BL HGC CD CC 
HR 0.92**      
BL 0.47** 0.47**     
HGC 0.68** 0.63** 0.32*    
CD 0.51** 0.48** -0.05 0.48**   
CW 0.50** 0.41** 0.19 0.41** 0.45**  
CC 0.22** 0.40** 0.11 0.34* 0.49** 0.38** 

*P<0.05, **P<0.01 
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According to the results obtained in this 
research, Denizli dogs were large-size 
livestock protection dogs. The results showed 
that dogs from Denizli were the largest dog 
group in Turkish Kangal (Karabas) Shepherd 
dogs by comparing with other studies. Related 
with the trait of WH the result obtained agreed 
with only results from the UK and USA 
Kennel Clubs. The values of WH in this study 
were lower than the values reported by other 
researchers of Kirmizi (1991), Yildiz et al. 
(1993), Ozbeyaz (1994), Gonul (1996), Tepeli 
(1996), Ozcan and Altinel (1998), Altuner 
(1998), Tepeli and Cetin (2003), Daskiran 
(2007) and Yilmaz (2007). 
For the traits of HR, BL, HGC, CD and CC all 
the values reported by Kirmizi (1991), Yildiz 
et al. (1993), Ozbeyaz (1994), Gonul (1996), 
Tepeli (1996), Ozcan and Altinel (1998), 
Altuner (1998), Tepeli and Cetin (2003), 
Daskiran (2007) and Yilmaz (2007) were 
lower than the values of this study. It could be 
concluded that for the traits of HR, BL, HGC, 
CD and CC, dogs raised in the other regions of 
Turkey were lower than dogs raised in Denizli 
province.The value for TL obtained in this 
study was lower than results reported by Tepeli 
(1996), but higher than results reported by 
Ozcan and Altinel (1998) and Yilmaz (2007). 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The results of the current study showthat 
Turkish Kangal (Karabas) Shepherd Dogs 
raised in Denizli Province have a very close 
resemblance to the dogs raised in the UK and 
USA. It could also be concluded that the 
Turkish Kangal (Karabas) Shepherd Dog 
raised in Denizli was larger than the dogs 
raised in other regions of Turkey. The overall 
results of the current study show that the 
Turkish Kangal Dogs raised in Denizli region 
are the largest dog group in Turkey and also 
are similar in size dogs raised in USA and UK. 
It can be said that could be because of better 
life conditions or higher genotypic capacity. 
The dogs raised in Denizli region can be 
examined more by scientists. 
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Abstract 
 
The naturalization process of shrimp waste extract into proteoglycans with different types of binder was an 
attempt of making material that is expected to provide benefits to increase the productivity of livestock. This 
new material (proteoglycans) formed through a reaction mechanism that is highly dependent on the origin and 
additional components that serve as receptors (inhibitory) or activator (trigger) formation/ occurrence of 
adhesions (chelating) molecule at the core chain. Research has been carried out in the Laboratory of Animal 
Nutrition Poultry, Non-Ruminant and Feed Industry, and Laboratory of Feed Chemistry Faculty of Animal 
Husbandry, University of Padjadjaran, Jatinangor-Sumedang. The experimental design used was completely 
randomized design (6 X 4), with six treatments on chemical and biological extract binding with 3 types of 
binders on chemical and 3 types binders of biological extraction of shrimp waste, which was repeated four 
times. Treatment effect was tested statistically by analysis of variance, and differences between treatments were 
tested by Duncan's Multiple Range Test. The study was done in two stages, namely the stage of preparation 
(manufacture proteoglycans with the addition of three types of binders sulfate ions), and the stage of biological 
test. Testing products through value measurement digestibility and hematological of blood broiler. The results 
showed that the liquid of shrimp waste extraction (either through chemical or biological processes) can be 
used as a source of manufacture of proteoglycans and as a feed supplement for monogastric. The characteristic 
of proteoglycans product based of digestibility value with the high quality was occure both chemical and 
biological extract binding with potassium sulphate; the medium quality Proteoglycans product was chemical 
and biological processes with ammonium sulfate binder, and with sodium hidrosulphate binder. While less 
good quality was for chemical extract with sodium hidrosulphate binder. The number of erythrocytes, 
leukocytes and hematocrit of blood broilers were normaly for all types of products. 

 
Key words: Shrimp waste, binder, digestibility, hematological, broiler. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The naturalization process of shrimp waste 
extract into proteoglycans with different 
types of binder was an attempt of making 
material/ material that is expected to provide 
benefits to increase the productivity of 
livestock. New material (proteoglycans) 
formed through a reaction mechanism that 
is highly dependent on the origin and 
additional components which will serve as 
receptors (inhibitory) or activator (trigger) 

formation or occurrence of adhesions 
(chelating) molecule at the core chain. In the 
otherwise the naturalization process of liquid 
waste once an environmental management 
efforts or handling of waste which if left 
untreated can have a negative impact on 
the environment. This can occur due to 
denaturation of the protein components or 
molecules contained in the liquid waste and 
pollution as a result of the decay process.   
Among the fisheries products developed 
by the government was the development 
and post-harvest management of shrimp 
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farming for export. Waste from these 
activities in the form of shrimp shells.  
The waste management efforts carried out 
by using it as raw material for industrial 
chitosan. Chitosan needed in many 
industries, such as pharmaceuticals, 
textiles, and food. With the increasing 
demand for chitosan, and the rise of 
industrial manufacture of chitosan, the 
greater the volume of liquid waste 
generated from the chitosan extraction 
process. This chitosan liquid waste 
extracts rich in dissolved nutrients, 
including amino-glycans gluko-uronat and 
acid-forming potential as an ingredient/ 
constituent proteoglycans. In addition, 
chitosan liquid waste extract in a state that 
is not biologically active as it has 
undergone a process of biological or 
chemical denaturation. If such things were 
allowed to happen denaturation sustained 
negative impact on the environment.   
In order to overcome these two efforts 
naturalize liquid waste of shrimp waste 
extraction for chitosan by adding a binder 
which is expected to be a binder nutrients 
contained in the waste, and perform the 
polymerization reaction is terminated by 
the esterification reaction to stop the 
process/ polymerization reaction. This 
study aims to find and characterize the 
products of the process of denaturation 
(liquid waste) into proteoglycans with 
binder containing sulfate ions and its 
influence on digestibility, metabolizable 
energy, and hematological blood.  

 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The study was carried out experimentally 
in the laboratory with the following 
stages: 
1) Preparation of product (scale up) chitosan 

extract either chemically or biologically. 
2) Preparation of proteoglycans extracted 

chitosan materials, selected products 
from the best optimization results. 

3) Testing of biological products of the 
three types of binders proteoglycans 
sulfate ions that have been characterized 
physically and chemically, through the 
measurement of dry matter digestibility 
and protein products of proteoglycans, 
and blood hematological values in 
broiler. 

                                                   
                % IR          % NF 
     D = 100 %  - 100                X    

                                       % IF          % NR 
 (Schneider and Flatt, 1975) 
 
Information: 
D = Digestibility; IR = indicators in 
ration; IF = indicators in feces;  NR = 
nutrien in ration; NF = nutrien in feces. 

4) Measured parameters include : 
a) the content of dry matter and crude 
protein products of proteoglycans (%); 
b ) the lignin content of proteoglycans 
products (%); 
c ) the content of dry matter and crude 
protein feces (%); 
d ) the lignin content of feces (%); 
e ) the number of erythrocytes 
(mm/dL); 
f ) the number of leukocytes (mm/dL); 
g ) hematocrit value (%). 

The experimental design used was 
completely randomized design (6 X 4), 
with six treatments on chemical and 
biological extract binding with 3 types of 
binders on chemical and 3 types binders of 
biological extraction of shrimp waste, 
which was repeated four times. Treatment 
effect was tested statistically by using 
analysis of variance, and differences 
between the treatment effect was tested by 
Duncan’s Multiple Range Test. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
1) Digestibility of Proteoglycans in 
Broiler  
The potential value of nutritional 
proteoglycans products from shrimp waste 
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extract can be determined by chemical 
analysis. The true value of the missing 
pieces is shown after feedstuffs digested, 
absorbed and metabolized (Tillman et al., 

1991). The results showed that treatment 
significantly (P<0.05) to the value of the 
ration digestibility. 

 
Table 1. Digestibility Mean Value Products Proteoglycans in Each Treatment 

Treatment Dry matter digestibility Protein digestibility 
 .....................................(%)........................................ 

PgKA 66,17 D 65,38 D 
PgKP 72,30 A 73,36 A 
PgKS 58,60 E 56,44 E 
PgBA 66,12 D 67,35 C 
PgBP 70,38 B 71,66 B 
PgBS 68,41 C 67,17 C 

Note: PgKA = Proteoglycans chemical process with ammonium sulfate binder 
         PgKP = Proteoglycans chemical process with potassium sulfate binder 
         PgKS = Proteoglycans chemical process with sodium hydro sulphate binder 
         PgBA = Proteoglycans biological processes with ammonium sulfate binder 
         PgBP = Proteoglycans biological process with potassium sulfate binder 
 
Table 1 shows that the dry matter 
digestibility value in the treatment of 
binder ammonium sulfate ((NH4)2SO4) 
extracted from either chemically or 
biologically both showed no significant 
difference (P>0.05), but significantly 
(P<0.05) more higher compared sodium 
hydro sulphate binder, and lower than 
potassium sulfate and sodium hydrosulfate 
binders of biological extraction. The use 
of sodium sulfate binder had lowest dry 
matter digestibility. The protein 
digestibility values in proteoglycan 
products with ammonium hidroksisulfat 
binder types were not significantly 
(P>0.05) with sodium hidroxisulfat, but 
significantly (P<0.05) higher compared 
with the treatment PgKS and PgKA. 
Dry matter digestibility in addition to 
indicate the portion of nutrients in feed 
that can be ingested. Reid (1973) argues 
that there are three categories of quality 
feed ingredients based digestibility level, 
ie low quality with digestibility values in 
the range of 50-60%, with the quality 
being digestibility values in the range of 
60-70%, and high quality with 
digestibility values above 70%. From the 
results of this study indicate that 
potassium sulfate proteoglycans of the 

type, has a high quality in terms of 
digestibility. This is understandable 
because the potassium ion (K) absorption 
and instrumental help maintain osmotic 
pressure. K ion permeability of the cell 
membrane also maintains so traffic in and 
out of nutrients. In the terms of its 
characteristics as a constituent amino acid, 
alkaline products tend to be more 
profitable. This is because many types of 
amino acids essential, which is alkaline, 
such as lysine. The fermentation product 
was generally acidic. Given that the 
products tend to be alkaline then it will 
quickly help neutralize a friendly at the 
gut, which is more profitable. 
Use of proteoglycans bioprocess products 
(from extraction of Chemicals) PgKP 
protein digestibility values higher than 
PgBP. Digestibility value differences 
caused by the differences in the amount of 
dissolved nutrients while shrimp waste 
extraction more, so when naturalization, 
nutrients much more bound with 
potassium sulphate ions. 
Proteoglycans bioprocess products PgKS 
had lowest digestibility value. According 
Kompiang and Ilyas (1983) and Wahju 
(1997), the difference of digestibility 
values caused by the differences types of 
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feed will be processed, including its 
suitability for broiler hydrolyzed by 
digestive enzymes. The use of sodium 
sulfate binder hidroxisulfat ions tends to 
have a lower protein digestibility than 
ammonium sulphate and potassium 
sulphate. This is because the pH of the 
product is lower PgKS proteoglycans 
(inclined acid) than the other two types of 
binders. Results of the first year of the 
study showed that the pH of the end 
product of proteoglycans from the 
NaHSO4 binder was 6, while the results 
naturalization with ammonium sulfate at 
pH 7 and pH potassium results at 10. 

Lehninger (1992) studied that an amino 
acid formed in pH 4 was aspartic and 
glutamic acid, while the amino acid lysine 
which was alkaline (pH 10.5), arginine 
(pH 12.5), cystine (pH 8.4), and tyrosine 
(pH 10.5). These amino acids alkaline are 
more essential requirement for monogastric 
than aspartate and glutamate.  
 
2) Hematological Value  
Blood hematological values of broiler 
were obtained as products of 
proteoglycans influence can be seen in 
Table 2. 

 
Tabl  2. Mean blood hematological Value of Each Treatment 

Treatment Erythrocytes Leukocytes Hematocrit 
 (x 106 /mm3) (x 103 /mm3) ........(%)......... 

PgKA 2.37 A 17.56 A 31.25 AB 
PgKP 2.46 A 19.29 A 33.50 A 
PgKS 2.12 B 15.46 A 27.50 B 
PgBA 2.38 A 18.15 A 31.75 A 
PgBP 2.44 A 19.68 A 33.00 A 
PgBS 2.39 A 18.44 A 32.00 A 
 

Based on Table 2,  the average number of 
erythrocytes in this study were within the 
normal range (2.12 to 2.46 x 106 

piece/mm3). According to Smith (1987) 
the number of normal erythrocytes in 
broilers by 2.0 to 3.2 x 106 butir/mm3.  
Means the broilers were not impaired in 
their blood due to physiological systems 
throughout the normal range flats. The 
number of erythrocytes per mm3 of blood 
varies according to species and also 
between individuals within a species. 
According to Swenson (1977), the number 
of erythrocytes is influenced by several 
factors, including age, sex, diet quality, 
disease and environmental temperature.  
Protein and minerals contained in liquid 
waste extraction of shrimp waste was 
easily digested by broilers. Increased 
digestion and absorption of nutrients will 
affect the metabolic processes in the body 
to be smooth. According Anggorodi 
(1994) that the metabolic processes that 

will affect the current living cells 
including blood cells. Anggorodi (1994) 
starting that the protein can be used to 
repair damaged cells and tissues in the 
body, the metabolic process to be smooth 
and improve growth. With a smooth affect 
erythrocyte metabolism that has durability 
with longer life, thereby reducing the 
number of damaged cells and affect the 
overall number of erythrocytes. 
Leukocyte counts of broilers in this study 
were within the normal range in the 
amount of 15.46 to 19.68 x 103 butir/mm3. 
According to Smith (1987) normal 
leukocyte count in broilers at 16-40 x 103 
butir/mm3. According Frandson (1993), 
the number of white blood cells is much 
less than the red blood cells. Brown and 
Dellman (1989), adding the number of 
erythrocytes and leukocytes far below 
vary depending on the type of animal. 
Fluctuations in the number of leukocytes 
in each individual fairly large in certain 
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conditions such as: stress, physiological 
activity, nutrition, age, and others. 
Frandson (1993) stated that the increase in 
the number of leukocytes is generally a 
sign of infection or injury. 
The results of this study illustrate that the 
product proteoglycans contain enough 
nutrients for protein and mineral 
requirements in each treatment so it would 
affect the number of leukocytes that 
uniform so as to increase endurance. 
According to Swenson (1977), leukocytes 
play a role in strengthening the immune 
system of various diseases and wound 
infections. Proteoglycans treatment effect 
was not significant on the number of 
leukocytes, means the product can be used 
as building blocks of animal feed protein 
sources in broiler chickens. Diet 
containing enough protein for broilers can 
affect a performance, health, and 
endurance. The high hematocrit value is 
due to the tendency of high red cell count. 
According to Swenson (1977) hematocrit 
value has a positive relationship with the 
number of erythrocytes. Frandson (1993), 
adding that the hematocrit value is the 
percentage of blood that consists of red 
blood cells (erythrocytes). 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The wastewater chitosan extraction from 
shrimp shells (either through chemical or 
biological processes) can be used as a 
source of manufacture of proteoglycans 
and can be used as a feed supplement in 
broiler rations. Proteoglycans product 
quality characteristics of various types of 
binders with testing blood hematological 

values and digestibility of broilers was as 
follows: 
 
a. Digestibility 

1. Better quality (value > 70%): 
Proteoglycans chemical and 
biological processes with potassium 
sulfate binder. 

2. Medium quality (60-70% value): 
Proteoglycans chemical and 
biological processes with 
ammonium sulfate binder, and the 
binder Proteoglycans biological 
process with sodium hydro sulphate. 

3. Less good quality (value < 60%): 
Proteoglycans chemical process with 
sodium hydro sulphate binders. 

 
b. Hematologic blood 

1. The normal amount of blood 
erythrocytes (range 2.12 to 2.46 x 
106 butir/mm3) for all types of 
products. 

2. Amount of normal blood leukocytes 
(range 15.46 to 19.68 x 103 
butir/mm3) for all types of products. 

3. Abnormal blood hematocrit value 
(range from 27.50 to 33.50%) for all 
types of products. 

 
Suggestion 

1. Liquid waste from the extraction of 
chitosan can be utilized in the 
manufacture of proteoglycans with 
binders suggested using potassium 
hidrosulfat. 

2. Products of proteoglycans can be used 
as a feed supplement in broiler rations 
to increase the absorption of nutrients 
and maintain the health of livestock.  
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Abstract 
 
SARA is a common and serious problem in well-managed and intensive dairy herds or beef cattle operations, because 
of triggering other metabolic disorders and causing lactation-fertility losses. It is a metabolic disease in dairy cattle 
that occurs during early and mid-lactation and has traditionally been characterized by low rumen pH, but lactic acid 
does not accumulate as in acute lactic acid acidosis. Managing the disease, rather than eliminating it, has been 
suggested in high-producing dairy herds. SARA was induced in vitro to appraise the effectiveness of Megasphaera 
elsdenii inoculation. Rumen fluid was collected from 2 ruminally cannulated Holstein heifers. Medium was prepared by 
mixing macromineral (200 ml), micromineral (0.1 ml), buffer (200 ml), reduction (40 ml) and resazurin (1 ml) solutions 
as well as distilled water (400 ml). The media was then added with a test diet consisting (g/kg) of 550-soluble starch, 
260-glucose, 60-cellulose, 70-cellobiose and 60-tripticase, at levels of 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 70 and 100 g/l. After 
determining its level causing SARA as reflected by pH (~5.8) in preliminary experimentation, the substrate (test diet, 25 
g/l) were incubated with presence of 0, 105, 106, and 107cfu M. elsdenii per ml at 39°C for 24 h. Rumen parameters 
were analyzed by 2-way ANOVA. It is determined that most of the tested parameters are not influenced after inoculation 
of M. elsdenii, but the level of NH3-N (P<0.002) and Butyric acid (P<0.006) in rumen fluid, are observed to increase 
with the growth of bacterium level. When the bacterium is inoculated in the level of 7 cfu ml-1, it is reached to the 
highest level of butyric acid (20.29 mM). It is showed that the existent evidence is similar to other studies. In 
conclusion, addition of M. elsdenii into media, one of the predominant lactate-utilizing bacteria failed to reverse SARA 
in vitro.  
 
Key words: in vitro, subacute ruminal acidosis (SARA), Megasphaera elsdenii, rumen fermentation.  
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Subacute ruminal acidosis (SARA) is a 
common and serious problem in well-managed 
and intensive dairy herds or beef cattle 
operations, because of triggering other 
metabolic disorders and causing lactation-
fertility losses. Megasphera elsdenii is one of 
the bacteria that are presented in the rumen of 
high-grain fed cattle (McDaniel et., 2009; 
Klieve et al., 2003). Megasphaera elsdenii is 
utilized by about 97% of lactate that was 
generated from starch fermentation (Counotte 
et al., 1981; Piknova et al., 2004). It is 
confirmed by both in vitro and in vivo studies 
that rumen pH and acidity can be regulated by 
the increase in the population of lactate-
utilizing bacteria like M.elsdenii, so that 
acidosis may be prevented (Greening et al., 
1991; Robinson et al., 1992; Kung and 

Hession, 1995; Wiryawan and Broker, 1995; 
Henning et al., 2010). M. elsdenii is reported to 
reduce adaptation period by 5-7 days to high-
grain diet when introduced gradually (Klieve et 
al., 2003). 
This study is performed to determine the effect 
of M. elsdenii on the rumen fermentation at in 
vitro SARA conditions. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Prior to morning feeding, rumen fluids were 
collected from 2 ruminally cannulated Holstein 
heifers. Medium was prepared by mixing 
macromineral (200 ml), micromineral (0.1 ml), 
buffer (200 ml), reduction (40 ml) and 
resazurin (1 ml) solutions as well as distilled 
water (400 ml). In pressure-resistant Pyrex 
tubes, different amounts (10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 
50, 70 and 100 g/l) of test diet (550 g soluble 
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starch + 260 g glucose + 60 g cellulose + 70 g 
cellobiose + 60 g tripticase), was mixed with 
20 ml rumen fluid and 30 ml buffer at 39°C for 
20 h. pH and lactic acid concentration were 
determined (Sung et al., 2004) to assess 
amounts of substrates necessary to induce 
acidosis in vitro. After determining its level 
causing SARA as reflected by pH (~5.8) in 
preliminary experimentation, the substrate (test 
diet, 25 g/l) was incubated with presence of 0, 
105, 106, and 107cfu M. elsdenii per ml at 39°C 
for 24 h. Gas production, VFA, lactic acid, and 
NH3-N, and pH were measured at 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 
12, and 24 h relative to incubation. Amount of 
gas was calculated based on pressure, which 
was determined by digital manometer (with 
sensitivity of 0.2%; Keller Leo 1, Switzerland), 
in 100 ml bottle (Lopez et al., 2007). 
The linear model included the effect of 
substrate, day, and sampling time as well as 
their interaction in data analysis using one-was 
ANOVA (SPSS 16.0.0, 2007). Significance 
was declared at P<0.05. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
All rumen response variables are summarized 
in Table 1. When the results of variable 
concentrations of M. elsdenii inoculation 
subsequent to SARA that is provided by test 
diet was analyzed; it is observed that 3 different 
inoculated bacteria concentrations had no effect 
on pH, lactate accumulation and gas formation 
levels. It was determined that ammonia (N-

NH3) concentration of in vitro media was 
higher (8.05 mmol/l) with M. elsdenii 
inoculation at 7 cfu ml-1 level (P<0.002). 
Although pH, N-NH3, lactate accumulation and 
gas formation levels of the samples that were 
obtained at the 4, 8, 12 and 24 hours of 
incubation were altered (P<0.0001), no 
interaction was observed between different 
bacteria concentration levels and time for pH, 
ammonia concentration, lactate accumulation 
and gas formation levels. 
It was detected that bacteria inoculation was 
effective on butyrate concentration (P<0.006), 
highest butyrate concentration level was 
obtained by the bacteria inoculation at              
7 cfu/ml-1 level. It was observed that bacteria 
inoculation had no effect on other volatile fatty 
acids (VFA). Total VFA concentration varied 
due to time, total VFA concentration increased 
as the incubation time prolonged. There was no 
interaction between time and bacteria in terms 
of VFA parameters. 
Different results may be obtained from in vitro 
studies in comparison with in vivo studies 
because fermentation end products don't be 
absorbed and accumulate in the media (Menke 
et al., 1979). When the results of three different 
bacteria inoculation dosage after SARA that 
was obtained by test diet was analyzed, it was 
observed that most of the analyzed parameters 
hadn't been affected by M. elsdenii inoculation.  
However, ammonia and butyrate concentration 
of ruminal fluid increased by bacteria 
concentration elevation. 

Table 1. Responses of rumen parameters to addition of M. elsdenii into media containing test diet. 

Trt Response variables 
Bacteria N-NH3 Lactate Gas Ac Pr Bu Isobu Va Isova ΣVFA 
cfu ml-1 pH (mM) (mM) (ml) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (mM) Ac:Pr 

0 5.81 6.70 0.37 240.00 57.74 18.83 17.94 1.38 2.55 1.57 1.29 3.12 
5 5.78 6.76 0.36 238.90 57.68 18.06 17.77 1.45 3.45 1.67 1.31 4.07 
6 5.77 7.26 0.32 245.94 58.51 17.53 18.54 1.28 2.59 1.55 1.42 3.39 
7 5.81 8.05 0.38 244.23 56.67 17.40 20.29 1.35 2.72 1.56 1.33 3.34 

SEM 0.07 0.37 0.08 13.39 0.62 0.46 0.55 0.24 0.36 0.13 0.06 0.39 
ANOVA                         

B 0.9 0.002 0.36 0.97 0.26 0.1 0.006 0.97 0.27 0.93 0.41 0.38 
T 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.13 0.78 0.17 0.89 0.08 0.61 0.0001 0.37 

B*T 1 0.87 0.85 1 0.52 0.43 0.77 0.31 0.5 0.45 0.34 0.24 

Trt: Treatment, B: Bacteria, T: Time 
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It is reported that inoculation of M. elsdenii to 
the in vitro fermentation media had reduced 
propionate formation and increased butyrate 
levels (Marounek et al., 1989; Slyter et al., 
1992; Kung et al., 1995). Correlatively, 
bacteria inoculation caused an increase in 
butyrate formation in this study, too. 
As a result of amino acid deamination that 
Megasphaera elsdenii participates in (Bladen et 
al., 1961; Russell et al., 1988; Rychlik et al., 
2002), sometimes more ammonia than bacteria 
can utilize may be generated in rumen (Leng 
and Nolan, 1984). Accordingly, it is determined 
by in vitro experiment that M. elsdenii 
inoculation is effective on ammonia level 
(P<0.002). 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
M. elsdenii inoculation did not affect 
fermentation parameters in media containing 
test diet. Different bacteria levels had no effect 
on pH, lactate accumulation and gas formation 
levels; this is considered to be a result of 
unfavorable conditions for bacteria due to 
fermentation end products accumulation in 
media because of not being absorbed. 
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Abstract 
 
Fat is typically the most variable component in milk, and is affected by many physiological and environmental factors. 
In dairy cattle, both the concentration and composition of milk fat are influenced by the diet. Concentration is reduced 
by feeding diets that contain large proportions of readily-fermentable carbohydrates (starch) and unsaturated fat. 
Conversely, the percentage of fat in milk can be increased by feeding rumen-inert fats. 
Milk fat depression is due to changes in rumen biohydrogenation of unsaturated fatty acids and the passage of specific 
intermediates of biohydrogenation out of the rumen (e.g. trans-10, cis-12 conjugated linoleic acid) that subsequently 
reduce milk fat synthesis in the mammary gland. Low milk fat tests typically occur as a result of several concurrent diet 
or management factors rather than as a result of a single factor. Low rumen pH is a key change in the rumen 
environment that may lead to flux of fatty acids through alternate pathways of ruminalbiohydrogenation. In this 
situation, high concentrate/low forage diets or dietary supplements of plant oils or fish oils cause a dramatic decline in 
milk fat secretion, whereas yields of milk and other milk components remain unchanged. If the feeding of unsaturated 
fats reduces the numbers or activity of fiber-digesting bacteria in the rumen, then feed intake can decrease, milk 
production can decrease, and milk fat concentration can decrease.  
This review contains the information about  the milk fat depression which is caused by improper feeding. And also its 
huge economic losses in farm animals. 
 
Key words: Milk Fat Depression, Dairy Cattle, Concentrate Diet, Biohydrogenation. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Fat is the major energy component in milk and 
accounts for many of the physical properties, 
manufacturing characteristics, and organoleptic 
qualities of milk and milk products. Dairy 
producers have long been interested in milk fat 
in ruminants because of its economic value, 
and research has been directed toward 
understanding the biosynthesis of milk fat and 
the factors that influence its quantity and fatty 
acid composition.  
Several factors can contribute to change the 
proportion and total amount of fat in the milk. 
The most common include genetic makeup, 
environment, health, season of the year, and 
physiological state; but fat content and 
composition of milk can be markedly affected 
by diet. The fat content in milk can be altered 
positively or negatively by dietary changes. 
Synthesis of milk fat is an energy demanding 

process, but also represents a significant 
portion of the economic and nutritional value of 
dairy products.  
Milk fat depression (MFD) is classically 
observed in ruminants fed highly fermentable 
diets or diets high in plant oils. Varying levels 
of MFD are commonly experienced today in 
both intensively and extensively managed dairy 
herds, and this represents a level of milk fat 
production below the genetic potential of the 
cow. Milk fat depression is also a useful 
variable for evaluating herd management. In 
many cases onset of diet-induced MFD is an 
indication of modified ruminal fermentation 
and in more pronounced cases this can be 
associated with ruminal acidosis and reduced 
efficiency. Therefore, maintaining optimal milk 
fat synthesis has value beyond the milk fat sold. 
Although we know extensively the cause of 
MFD we continue to experience MFD because 
of the high-energy requirements of cows and 
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the desire to maintain optimal milk production. 
Numerous dietary factors commonly interact to 
cause MFD, making prediction difficult. 
 
2. MILK FAT SYNTHESIS 
 
Milk fat is a major component in milk, which is 
played an important role in supplying energy 
and accounts for many physical properties and 
manufacturing characteristics of milk and milk 
products (Bauman and Griinari, 2001). The 
content of lipid present in cow milk is usually 
about 4% (Garton, 1963). In milk fat, the most 
predominant lipid class (more than 95%) is 
TAG, followed by approximately 2% of 
diacylglycerol (DAG), while other lipids 
include small amounts of phospholipids and 
cholesterol, about 1 and 0.5%, respectively, and 
a very small fraction of free FA (about 0.1%) 
(Jensen and Newberg, 1995). In addition, trace 
amounts of ether lipids, hydrocarbons, fat-
soluble vitamins, flavor compounds and 
compounds introduced by the feed are present 
in milk fat (Parodi, 2004). 
Milk fat is mainly composed of triacylglycerol 
(TAG) with 3 fatty acids (FA) esterified into 
the glycerol-3-phosphate backbone. Fatty acids 
are classified according to carbon chain length 
and saturation. Based on chain length, FA are 
grouped as short-chain FA (4-8 carbons), 
medium-chain FA (10-14 carbons), and long-
chain FA (16 and more carbons). Fatty acids 
are also classified by desaturation, including 
saturated FA (no double bond), 
monounsaturated FA (one double bond), and 
polyunsaturated FA (more than one double 
bond).  
There are two sources of FA for milk fat 
synthesis, the de novo FA synthesis in 
mammary epithelial cells and preformed FA 
uptake from blood circulation derived from 
either diet or mobilized body fat (Barber et al., 
1997). To synthesize milk fat, many enzymatic 
activities are involved in the pathways, 
including FA activation, transport, desaturation, 
TAG synthesis, milk fat globule formation and 
secretion (Clegg et al., 2001). 
 
3. THE MILK FAT SYNDROME 
 
Most of these theories postulated that 
limitations in substrate supply for milk fat 

synthesis caused MFD, generally based on 
changes in absorbed metabolites as a 
consequence of alterations in ruminal 
fermentation. For example, the alterations in 
the ruminal environment typically include 
decreased pH and decreased acetate to 
propionate molar ratio (Bauman and Griinari, 
2001). This formed the basis for one of the 
most widely known substrate supply limitation 
theories that proposed that acetate supply was 
limiting milk fat synthesis. However, the 
reduced ratio of acetate to propionate with 
highly fermentable diets is predominantly due 
to increased ruminal production of propionate 
(Bauman and Griinari, 2001, 2003), and 
ruminal infusion of acetate to cows during 
MFD has only a marginal impact on milk fat 
yield (Davis and Brown, 1970). Overall, 
several decades of research has tested 
numerous theories based on substrate 
limitations and found little to no evidence in 
their support (Bauman and Griinari, 2003; 
Bauman et al., 2011; Shingfield and Griinari, 
2007). 
Davis and Brown (1970) recognized that trans-
C18:1 fatty acids (FA) were increased in milk 
fat of cows with low-milk fat syndrome. They 
suggested that these trans-FA originated from 
incomplete ruminalbiohydrogenation of 
unsaturated FA and might contribute to the 
development of MFD. Subsequent studies have 
demonstrated a clear relationship between 
trans-FA and MFD (Bauman and Griinari, 
2003; Bauman et al., 2011; Shingfield and 
Griinari, 2007). Investigations over the past 
dozen years have clearly established that diet-
induced MFD is associated with rumen 
production of unique FA from ruminal 
metabolism of dietary polyunsaturated fatty 
acids (PUFA). Referred to as the 
biohydrogenation theory, the basis for diet-
induced MFD relates to an inhibition of 
mammary lipid synthesis by specific FA that 
are intermediates in the biohydrogenation of 
dietary PUFA, and these are only produced 
under certain conditions of altered ruminal 
fermentation (Bauman and Griinari, 2003). 
Trans-10, cis-12 conjugated linoleic acid 
(CLA) was the first of these to be recognized 
and it has been extensively investigated at the 
whole animal and molecular level (Bauman et 
al., 2011). 
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4. DIETARY RISK FACTORS FOR MILK 
FAT DEPRESSION 
 
Milk fat depression has been associated with a 
reduction in the acetate to propionate ratio and 
increased insülin (Byers and Schelling, 1988; 
Bauman and Griinari, 2003), and the 
production of trans-octadecenoic acids in the 
rumen (Griinari et al., 1998; Bauman and 
Griinari, 2003). Induction of SARA by adding 
grain pellets or by adding alfalfa pellets to the 
diet reduced both milk fat and the acetate to 
propionate ratio in the rumen fluid, but the 
decrease in this ration was due to an increase in 
propionate and not due to a decrease in acetate 
(Gozho et al., 2006; Fairfield et al., 2007; 
Khafipoor et al., 2007). Griinari et al. (1997) 
found that a hyperinsulinemic–euglycemic 
clamp did not depress milk fat. An increase in 
insulin decreases lipolysis (Bauman and 
Griinari, 2003). This might explain why stage 
of lactation and energy balance could affect the 
milk fat depression, as the contribution that 
body fat makes to milk fat is much greater in 
cows in a negative energy balance compared to 
cows in a positive energy balance. The results 
obtained by Griinari et al. (1998) support the 
theory that a low rumen pH caused by feeding a 
low fiber diet results in incomplete 
biohydrogenation of fatty acids and increases in 
trans-octadecenoic acids, and especially the 
trans-10 isomer of transoctadecenoic acid, that 
cause milk fat depression. It is not yet 
understood why experimentally induced SARA 
increases milk protein, but an increase in rumen 
digestible organic matter, which increases 
microbial protein synthesis in the rumen (NRC, 
2001) might play a role. 
 
4.1. Diet Fermentability 
 
The microbial population is driven by the 
substrate available and by the rumen 
environment and is directly dependent on the 
concentration of starch and NDF and the rates 
and extent of ruminal digestion. Maximizing 
fermentablity is important for energy intake, 
but care should be given to minimizing 
subacuteruminal acidosis. Milk fat depression 
more commonly occurs with corn silage 
compared to haylage based rations and with 
more rapidly digested starch sources such as 

high moisture corn compared to dry ground 
corn. Providing multiple sources of starch and 
fiber with overlapping rates of digestion is the 
safest approach. Additionally, sugar substituted 
for dietary starch reduces risk without loss of 
digestibility (Mullins and Bradford, 2010).  
Low milk fat is commonly associated with 
subacute and acute ruminal acidosis, but MFD 
is frequently observed without a reduction in 
rumen pH (Harvatine and Allen, 2006a). 
Rumen pH is dependent on the VFA profile, 
rate of production, and rate of absorption; 
buffer secretion; and presence of dietary 
buffers and varies by approximately 1 to 1.2 pH 
units over the day (Allen, 1997). It appears that 
the microbial shift causing MFD occurs before 
changes in rumen pH are apparent, but may be 
related to more subtle changes such as the 
timing of low pH. 
 
4.2. Diet Polyunsaturated Fatty Acids 
 
Unsaturated FA have a dual impact on 
ruminalbiohydrogenation in that they modify 
the microbial population and increase the 
amount of substrate that must be 
biohydrogenated. It is important to know the 
total amount of unsaturated fat and also the 
source, since this dictates the FA profile and 
rate of ruminal availability. Fish oil has the 
greatest impact, but is not commonly found in 
excessive amounts in diets. Cotton, soy, corn, 
and many other plant oils are high in linoleic 
acid and incorporation of these grains, oils, and 
their byproducts increases the risk of MFD. 
The concept of Rumen Unsaturated Fatty Acid 
Load (RUFAL; Jenkins, 2011) is a simple and 
insightful calculation that is complemented by 
consideration of the fat source. There are 
significant differences in the rate of ruminal 
availability, for instance cottonseed and whole 
roasted soybeans are expected to have a much 
slower release of FA in rumen than distillers 
grains, ground sources, or oil supplements. Fat 
is commonly supplemented to increase diet 
energy density and many protected fat 
supplements are available. Supplements that 
are high in saturated fat (palmitic and stearic) 
do not increase the risk of MFD; however 
calcium salts of FA are available in the rumen 
and can reduce milk fat (Harvatine and Allen, 
2006b; Lundy et al., 2004). The calcium salt 
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slows the release of unsaturated fat in the 
rumen and does reduce the impact of these oils 
compared to free oil, but does not provide a 
high level of rumen inertness. The impact of 
calcium salts depends on the profile of the fat 
supplement and interaction with other factors. 
For instance, we have observed in two 
experiments that calcium salts of palm FA 
reduced milk fat in high producing cows, but 
not in low producing cows; presumably 
because of differences in intake, passage rate, 
and rumen environment (Harvatine and Allen, 
2006a; Rico and Harvatine, 2011). 
 
4.3. Rumen Modifiers 
 
Many supplements have a large impact on the 
rumen microbial population. Monensin is the 
most common rumen modifier associated with 
MFD (Jenkins, 2011). However, it is only a 
risk factor and can be safely used in many 
diets. Other rumen modifiers may reduce risk, 
although their effectiveness generally has not 
been specifically tested. For example, there 
may be some potential for 2-hydroxy-4 
(methylthio) butanoic acid (HMB) to modify 
milk fat yield (St-Pierre and Sylvester, 2005); 
although its role in rumen biohydrogenation 
has not been specifically investigated. 
Additionally, a direct fed microbial product 
was shown to stabilize rumen biohydrogenation 
during a high diet fermentability challenge 
(Longuski et al., 2009). 
 
4.4. Feeding Strategies 
 
Slug feeding grain is commonly associated 
with sub-clinical rumen acidosis and MFD. 
Many assume that TMR feeding eliminates this 
issue since every bite has the same nutrient 
composition. However, the rate of intake of 
fermentable organic matter is very variable 
over the day due to sorting and variable rates of 
intake. Generally, cows sort for more 
fermentable feed particles early in the day, but 
also consume feed at approximately a three 
times higher rate after delivery of fresh feed. 
We recently compared feeding cows once per 
day or in four equal meals every six hours 
(Rottman et al., 2011). The frequent feeding 
treatment decreased the concentration of 

alternate biohydrogenation FA and increased 
milk fat yield and concentration. This 
experimental treatment highlights the potential 
to increase milk fat through management of 
feed delivery. 
 
5. HOW TO PREDICT THE OCCURENCE 
OF MILK FAT DEPRESSION 
 
The complexity of predicting dietary 
fermentability and associative effects makes 
prediction of MFD difficult. It is arguably 
impossible to balance a diet that maximizes 
milk yield and energy intake without 
incorporation of numerous risk factors. 
Ruminant nutrition is best practiced as a 
continuous experiment that monitors cow 
response to diet modification (Allen, 2011). It 
is important to monitor nutrient concentrations 
and model predicted benchmarks that are 
applicable to your region and logical based on 
previous experience with similar diets. 
However, even with the best feed analysis, 
software, and experience the interaction of diet 
ingredients and effectiveness of the diet is best 
determined by the cow and observed by 
titration and observation.  
Diet fermentability is much more extensively 
handled by feed analysis and software 
prediction than dietary fat. Dietary FA have 
typically been consolidated in ration balancing 
and simply reported as total ether extract or fat 
concentration. More recently the FA profile of 
feedstuffs has been included in feed libraries 
and a more detailed approach of FA nutrition 
has been taken (Moate et al., 2004). Effectively 
utilizing this information in diet formulation 
represents a challenge because of rumen 
alterations of dietary FA and the fact that 
individual FA isomers differ in their biological 
effect. Thus, based on the current 
understanding of bioactive FA, effective 
models must predict ruminal outflow of 
individual FA, including specific trans-FA 
isomers. Secondly, the metabolism of FA by 
rumen bacteria is extremely dynamic and 
difficult to integrate into prediction algorithms. 
Ruminal FA models must account for dietary 
associative effects that modify the predominant 
pathways and rates of 
ruminalbiohydrogenation; thereby altering the 
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pattern of FA outflow. This may require a 
mechanistic rather than empirical approach to 
adequately model. Book values are expected to 
accurately represent the FA profile of forages 
and grains and testing of individual lots should 
not be required for most feedstuffs. However, 
more variability exists in byproducts, which 
may require frequent testing of FA 
concentration and profile depending on the 
byproduct and source. An understanding and 
quantification of all factors that induce altered 
ruminal fermentation is not currently available 
and development of prediction equations that 
consider dietary risk factors will require further 
experimentation and more advanced modeling. 
 
6. CONCLUSIONS 
 
Milk fat depression results from an interaction 
between ruminal fermentation processes and 
mammary tissue metabolism. MFD continues 
to be a real-world condition that reduces the 
efficiency and productivity of dairy cows, but 
understanding its fundamental basis will allow 
for effective management and intervention 
strategies. Management of the risk factors 
associated with MFD is required to reach both 
milk and milk fat yield goals. The time course 
of induction and recovery can be utilized to 
both identify contributing factors and set 
expectations for recovery. Lastly, the seasonal 
and circadian pattern of milk fat synthesis 
explains variation observed between summer 
and winter and between milkings and should be 
considered in monitoring and setting 
production goal. 
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Abstract 
The objective of this study was to investigate the effect of supplementation protected arginine to the Awassi lambs diets 
on the chemical and physical analysis  of carcasses meat. Twenty five male Awassi lambs ages 3 - 3.5 months and 
averaged 24,924 kg live body weight were used . Lambs were distributed randomly into five similar group ( 5 lambs for 
each ) and individually housed, and assigned to five experimental diets by amount of addition of protected arginine . T1 
is the (control diet) neither added protected arginine, T2 treatment were lambs fed on 5g / day of protected arginine, T3 
treatment were lambs fed diet control 5 g / cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break), T4 treatment were 
lambs fed diet control 7 g / day of arginine and T5 treatment were lambs fed diet control 7g / cut of arginine is the same 
way as the T3 treatment. All the lambs were assigned in homogeneous batches by the administrative, veterinary and 
nutritional rules along the experimental period (84 days). Fifteen lambs were slaughtered (3 lambs from each 
treatment), then carcasses chilled were for 24h at 2oC. Thereafter, several measured were taken in including some 
chemical and physical analysis. The results of chemical compassion of the leg and rack cuts were obtained treatment T5 
was superior (P<0.01) higher than other treatments to record the highest percentage of moisture, protein and lowest 
percentage in fat. The lamb of T5 treatment was superior (P<0.01) in the results of chemical composition than the other 
treatments to recorded the highest percentage of moisture, protein, pH, water holding capacity and the lowest 
percentage of fat for each Longissimus dorsi and Semimembranosus muscles an compared with the other treatment . The 
lamb of T5 treatment was recorded the lowest percentage of drip loss and cooking loss than the other treatments. It can 
be concluded from this study that adding the protected arginine to the diets of Awassi lambs improved the quality 
characteristics of carcasses meat  and structure compound by additive of7g protected arginine. 

Key words: protected arginine, chemical and physical analysis, meat, Awassi  lambs. 
 

INTRODUCTION  
 
The quality of nutrition one of the important 
reasons that have a direct impact on the 
productivity of agricultural animals, especially 
the Iraqi sheep because of  the low quantity 
and quality of forage available and the lack 
of certain nutrients, especially those related 
to the green forage and natural pastures, or 
low levels in the diet provided to the animal 
it may direct impact on the lower animal 
productivity agricultural, so attention must 
be paid to diversity and improved through 
additions unconventional to diets in order to 
improve their nutritional value, and access to 
animals for maximum production level. And 

this has been confirmed by research and 
modern technologies in the nutrition science, 
immunology and endocrinology that the use 
of nutritional elements such as chromium 
element and the amino acid arginine has play 
an important role in regulating the growth, 
reproduction and immunity in farm animals 
(Barb, 1991; Cunningham-Rundles, 1993; 
AL-Dabbas et al., 2008 ).  The studies were 
indicated in the nutrition science, immunology, 
endocrinology and organic chemistry that 
there are specific nutrients play an important 
role in regulating the growth and immune 
function and regulation metabolism 
(Cunningham-Rundles, 1993). Several studies 
were indicated that amino acid arginine has 
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promoting role on the biological and 
physiological activity in the animal body and 
on the secretion of growth hormone (Flynn et 
al., 2002), and prolactin (Rakoff et al., 1973), 
insulin and glycogen (Palmer et al., 1975), 
also affects on the immune system and the 
secretion of hormones, reproductive as well 
as, absorption of nitrogen and reduce the 
ammonia toxicity in the tissues (Madden, 
1988) and regulate metabolism and immune 
response (Fu et al., 2005; Morris, 2006; Li et 
al., 2007) . But few studies that indicated the 
effect of adding the amino acid arginine 
protected to the diets in growth rates and the 
quantity and quality characteristics of the 
meat produced from the lambs carcasses. 
Therefore, the objective of this study was to 
investigate the effect of supplementation 
protected arginine to the Awassi lambs diets 
on the chemical and physical analysis of 
carcasses meat. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Twenty five male Awassi lambs ages 3 - 3.5 
months and averaged 24.924 kg live body 
weight were used. The study carried out in 
plant breeding and improvement of sheep 
and goats of the Ministry of Agriculture / the 
Authority of the Agricultural Research in 
Baghdad. Lambs were distributed randomly 
into five equal groups (5 lambs for each) and 
individually housed, and assigned to the five 
experimental diets contenting amount of 
different protected arginine. Treatment T1 
diet (control) canting non protected arginine, 
treatment (T2) canting 5 g/day, treatment 
(T3) were lambs fed diet 5 g/day with cut of 
arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day 
break), treatment (T4) canting 7 g/day and 
treatment (T5) were lambs fed diet control 7 
g/day with cutting of arginine in the same 
way as the T3 treatment. All lambs were fed 
Alfalfa hay ad libitum as a basal diet. Lambs 
were introduced live body weight (3%) of 
concentration diet and the diets were offered 

once daily in the morning. Allowances were 
recalculated every week according to live 
weight. All the lambs were assigned in 
homogeneous batches by the administrative, 
veterinary and nutritional rules along the 
experimental period (84 days). Formulation 
and chemical composition of the experimental 
diets are shown in Table 1. The diets were 
contained on 14.82% crude protein and 11.10 
MJ/kg DM. At the end of feeding trial, the 
lambs were slaughtered after over night with 
draw of feed. Slaughter was performed 
according to local Muslim practice. Fifteen 
lambs were Slaughtered (3 lambs from each 
treatment). Carcasses were weighed and 
chilled for 24 h at 4°C weighted again and 
cut into left and right sides, after removing 
the fat tail from the carcasses. The left side 
was cut into standardized wholesale cuts 
(Forrest et al., 1975). The cuts were weighed 
separately, the chemical analysis for the rack 
and leg were determined according to 
according to AOAC (2000). The right side 
was used to muscles dissection according to 
the procedures Butterfield et al. (1983) from 
pelvic limb (SM=Semimembranosus) and  
abdominal wall (LD=Longissimus dorsi) the 
surfaces of muscles are cleaned of all fat and 
connective tissues and then weight it, the 
chemical analysis for the LD and SM were 
determined according to according to AOAC 
(2000).  
The ultimate pH of the muscles LD and SM 
were determine according to the procedure of 
Rashid et al. (1983), water holding capacity 
(WHC) was determined according to 
Dolatowski and Stasiak (1998), thaw loss 
and cooking loss were determined according 
to Denhertog - Meischke et al. (1997), 
Purchas and Barton (1976), respectively data 
was statistically analyzed using Completely 
Randomized Design Model (CRD) procedure 
by (SAS, 2001). Duncan’s multiple range 
test was used to determine the significance of 
differences between treatments means. 
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Table 1. Formulation and chemical composition of concentrate diets 

   *ME (MJ/ kg DM) = 0.012 CP +0.031 EE+0.005 CF +0.014 NFE (MAFF, 1977) 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION   
 
Chemical analysis of leg 
The results of chemical analysis of the leg 
showed the presence of high significant 
differences (P<0.01) among the treatments 
(Table 2). All treatments added amino acid 
arginine protected had superiority than 
control treatment, and the fourth treatment 
T4 was recorded the highest moisture, 
protein and lower fat percentage was (58.47, 
18.65 and 20.56%, respectively) as compared 
than  the lowest percentages of moisture, 
protein and a higher percentage of fat in the 
control treatment was (55.40, 15.66 and 
26.71%, respectively). The higher percentage 
of ash (1.71%) was recorded in treatment 
fifth addition (T5) as compared with other 
treatments, while the lowest percentage of 
ash in the control treatment (1.60%). 
 
Chemical analysis of rack cut 
From the results of the chemical analysis of 
the rack cut (Table 2) observed high 
significant (P<0.01) differences in treatments 
added amino acid arginine protected than 
control treatment. The fourth treatment T4 
was recorded the highest moisture, protein 
and lower fat percentage was (58.10, 17.98 

and 21.60%, respectively) as compared than 
the lowest percentages of moisture, protein 
and a higher percentage of fat in the control 
treatment was 54.86, 15.12 and 27.79%, 
respectively. The ash content was observed 
from the results the second treatment (T2) 
was recorded higher ash percentage (1.75%), 
as compared with the other treatments, while 
the lowest percentage in the control treatment 
was (1.58%). In light of what came clear that 
the addition of arginine protected led to 
improved the quality characteristics of the 
meat and the fourth treatment (which added 
to her 7 g arginine) was recorded higher 
moisture and protein percentages and lower 
fat percentage as compared with the other 
treatments. and these results reinforce what 
we got in the previous results (Al-Badri et 
al., 2010 a) who showed that increased  meat 
percentage and  decreased fat percentage and 
increased  muscles weight and decreased fat 
deposition in the carcasses and this indicates 
to improved the efficiency of the muscle 
production than fat deposition in the 
carcasses. 

Ingredients % C.P % C.F % E.E % NFE % ASH % OM % DM % 
M.E 

MJ/KG DM 
Barley 34 3.77 2.72 0.54 22.34 1.82 29.38 31.19 3.88 

Yellow corn 20 1.86 0.62 0.78 13.74 1.09 17.00 18.09 3.35 
Wheat bran 30 3.57 4.38 1.13 16.41 1.72 25.49 27.21 3.29 

Soybean meal 14 5.62 0.71 0.27 5.04 0.95 11.63 12.59 1.50 
Salt 1.3 0 0 0 0 1.30 0 1.30 0 

Calcium carbonate 0.7 0 0 0 0 0.70 0 0.70 0 
Total 100 14.82 8.43 2,72 57.53 7.58 83.50 91.07 10.11 
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Table 2  The effect of protected arginine addition to diets on the chemical analysis of  leg and rack of Awassi lambs 
carcasses (Mean ± standard error). 

Means± SE within the same row having unlike letters (a-d) are significantly different among treatments ( P<0.01). Control 
(T1),  5 g/day of protected arginine (T2), 5 g/day, cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break) (T3), 7 g/day 
of arginine (T4) and 7 g/day cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break) (T5). 

Chemical analysis of Longissimus dorsi 
Muscle (LD) 
The results in the table (3) revealed that effect 
significant differences for addition to the 
protected arginine in the chemical analysis of 
the LD muscle. The moisture percentage was 
increased in the addition treatments with a 
highly significant difference (P<0.01) 
compared with the control treatment. The 
highest percentage of moisture (70.98%) was 
found in the fifth treatment T5 and the lowest 
(69.80%) percentage of moisture in the control 
treatment. It is noticed that adding arginine led 
to increase the percentage of protein in the 
addition treatments with a highly significant 
difference (P<0.01) compared with the control 
treatment. The fourth treatment T4 recorded 
the highest (23.22%) percentage of protein 
while, the lowest percentage of protein 
(22.27%) was recorded in the control 
treatment. These results confirm data referred 
to previously about increasing the percentages 
of meat and decreasing the percentages of fat  
in the main cuts and whole half carcass and 

the full effect of the positive effect of the 
arginine  to add to the diets of lambs this 
indicates improve the efficiency of the 
production of muscle to fat deposition in the 
carcass account (Al-Badri et al., 2010 b). On 
the other hand, the percentages of fat were 
decreased significantly in all addition 
treatments as compared with the control 
treatment. The highest percentage (5.55%)  of 
fat in the LD muscle was found in the control 
treatment, while the fifth treatment T5 (which 
added to her 7 g arginine) was recorded the 
lowest (4.04%)  fat percentage with a 
significant difference among the other 
treatments. It was clear from the results the no 
significant differences in the percentages of 
ash among treatments. 
 
Chemical analysis of the Semimembranosus 
Muscle (SM)  
The results of the chemical analysis of SM 
muscle are shown in the table 3. It appears that 
the addition amino acid arginine treatments  
were superior (P<0.01) in the chemical 

Cut Chemical analysis Treatments 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

 
Leg 

moisture 55.40± 
0.13 d 

58.20± 
0.05 ab 

57.73± 
0.11 c 

58.74± 
0.11a 

57.88± 
0.14 bc 

protein 15.66± 
0.04 d 

18.52± 
0.09 a 

17.59± 
0.05 c 

18.65± 
0.12 a 

17.96± 
0.12 b 

fat 26.71± 
0.07 a 

21.13± 
0.06 d 

22.25± 
0.09 b 

20.56± 
0.08 c 

21.60± 
0.05 c 

ash 1.60± 
0.02 d 

1.70± 
0.02 a 

1.67± 
0.03 ab 

1.65± 
0.02 ab 

1.71± 
0.02a 

 
Rack 

moisture 54.86± 
0.10 d 

57.79± 
0.04 b 

57.30± 
0.07 c 

58.10± 
0.09a 

57.55± 
0.07 bc 

protein 15.12± 
0.10 d 

17.68± 
0.03b 

17.40± 
0.07 c 

17.98± 
0.06 a 

17.75± 
0.03 b 

fat 27.79± 
0.05a 

21.93± 
0.06 d 

22.75± 
0.07 b 

21.60± 
0.03 e 

22.20± 
0.05 c 

ash 1.58± 
0.01c 

1.75± 
0.02a 

1.65± 
0.02 abc 

1.60± 
0.00bc 

1.70± 
0.05ab 
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analysis of SM muscle as compared to the 
control treatment .It has been observed from 
the results that all addition arginine treatments 
were superior significantly (P<0.01) in the 
percentage of moisture, the highest percentage 
of moisture (73.60%) in the fifth treatment T5 
with significant difference than other 
treatments, while the control treatment  was 
recorded the lowest (72.58%)  percentage of 
moisture. The results showed significant 
differences in the percentage of muscle protein 
among treatments, the highest (21.46%) 
percentage of protein in the fifth treatment T5. 
However, the control treatment had the lowest 
(20.62%) percentage of protein. Data indicated 
that differences among treatments were 
significant (P<0.01) in the percentages of fat 
(Table 3). The percentage of fat was decrease 
significantly (P<0.01) in all addition arginine 

treatments than control treatment. The highest 
(4.38%) percentage of fat was recorded in the 
control treatment while the fifth treatment T5 
had the lowest (3.12%) percentage of fat with 
significant difference than other treatments. 
The ash percentage was observed from the 
results that second treatment (T2) was 
recorded higher ash percentage (1.71%), as 
compared with the other treatments, while the 
lowest percentage  in the control treatment 
was (1.60%) and these results confirm what 
we got in the previous results (Al-Badri et al., 
2010 b) about  increasing   the percentage of 
meat and decreasing of fat percentage and 
increased  muscle weight and decreased  of  
fat  deposition in the carcass and this indicates 
to improvement in the efficiency of muscle 
production and decreasing of  fat deposition in 
the carcasses. 

 

 Table 3  The effect of  addition of arginine protected to diets on the chemical analysis of Longissimus dorsi (LD) and  
Semimembranosus (SM) of Awassi lambs carcasses (Mean ± standard error). 

 

Means±SE within the same row having unlike letters (a-e) are significantly different among treatments (P<0.01). 
Control (T1),  5 g/day of protected arginine (T2), 5 g/day cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break) 
(T3), 7 g/day of arginine (T4) and 7 g/day cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break) (T5). 

 

Muscle chemical analysi Treatments 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

 
LD 

Moisture 69.80± 
0.05 d 

70.60± 
0.02c 

70.52± 
0.04c 

70.80± 
0.02b 

70.98± 
0.04 a 

protein 22.27± 
0.02d 

22.95± 
0.05 b 

22.71± 
0.04 c 

23.22± 
0.02a 

23.00± 
0.05 b 

fat 5.55± 
0.02 a 

4.50± 
0.06b 

4.63± 
0.01c 

4.19± 
0.03d 

4.05± 
0.02 e 

Ash 1.63± 
0.01 a 

1.70± 
0.05 a 

1.70± 
0.01a 

1.61± 
0.01a 

1.60± 
0.05a 

 
SM 

Moisture 72.58± 
0.04 d 

73.05± 
0.04 c 

72.93± 
0.09 c 

73.31± 
0.02b 

73.60± 
0.04a 

protein 20.62± 
0.03d 

21.21± 
0.04b 

20.96± 
0.03c 

21.30± 
0.02b 

21.46± 
0.03a 

fat 4.38± 
0.02 a 

3.51± 
0.02c 

3.80± 
0.02b 

3.35± 
0.02d 

3.12± 
0.02e 

Ash 1.60± 
0.02 b 

1.71± 
0.01a 

1.70± 
0.02a 

1.65± 
0.02ab 

1.61± 
0.00b 
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Chemical and Physical Tests  
pH and Water Holding Capacity (WHC) 
The effect of addition arginine treatments on 
pH and WHC are summarized in Table 4. 
Statistical analysis indicated that pH and 
WHC were affected significantly (P<0.01) 
by addition arginine as compared with the 
control treatment. Add arginine effect in 
raising the pH significantly, the higher value 
(5.82) of pH was recorded in the fifth 
treatment T5 in LD muscle while the lower 
value (5.60) of pH was recorded in the 
control treatment LD muscle. Similar a 
tendency was obvious towards an increase 
the pH values in SM muscle by addition 
arginine as compared with the control 
treatment (Table 4). The results showed 
superiority of the fifth treatment (T5) to raise 
the pH value (5.74) with a significant 
difference than the other treatments. 
Regarding the results of the water holding 
capacity (WHC), it appears that addition 
arginine treatments were superior (P<0.01) in 
WHC  percentage  as compared with the 
control treatment (Table 4). The highest 
(63.25%) WHC percentage in the fifth 
treatment (T5), while the lowest (62.95%) 
WHC percentage in the control treatment .In 
the same boat results of water holding 
capacity appeared in SM, data showed that 
WHC tended to increase with addition 
arginine treatments as compared with the 
control treatment. The fifth treatment (T5)  
had recorded the highest value (63.25%)  of 

WHC than other treatments, while the 
control treatment had recorded the lowest 
value (60.55%) of WHC, and this may be 
due to high moisture and protein percentages 
and reduce the amount of fat  in meat  and  
that has contributed to increased water 
retention within the muscle and thus raise the 
meat's ability to holding  the water and 
reflected that on raising the pH value in meat 
of the effect of addition  amino acid arginine 
to diets lambs. All addition treatments were 
improved the chemical characteristics, 
especially the fifth treatment. In the absence 
of the studies who show the role of add 
arginine on the chemical composition of the 
lambs meat, it can be used the study  
conducted on rats made by Fu et al. (2005) 
who showed that the addition of arginine to 
food by 1.51% for a period of 10 weeks 
determinate the low results (P<0.01) for each 
of the abdominal fat weight (45%) and 
subcutaneous fat (25%) and a significant 
decrease (P<0.05) for each of the triglyceride 
(23%), Free Fatty Acid (27%) and 
percentage of fat (22-24%) in blood serum. 
Tan et al. (2008) also reported that, when 
feeding the pigs was on arginine by 1%, the 
treatment of arginine improved muscle 
content (Longissimus dorsi) of protein and 
glycogen, respectively an increase (4.8 
0.42%). 

 

 
 

Table 4. The effect of  protected arginine addition to diets on the pH and water holding capacity (WHC ) of Longissimus  
dorsi (LD) and  Semimembranosus (SM) of Awassi lambs carcasses (Mean ± standard error) 

Means± SE within the same row having unlike letters (a-d) are significantly different among treatments (P<0.01). 
Control (T1), 5 g/day of protected arginine (T2), 5 g/day cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break) (T3), 
7 g/day of arginine (T4) and 7 g/day cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break) (T5). 

Muscle Test Treatments 
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 

 
LD 

drip loss 
% 

2.35± 
0.05 a 

2.09± 
0.05b 

2.17± 
0.04 b 

1.85± 
0.02 c 

1.70± 
0.05 d 

cooking 
 loss% 

27.19± 
0.22a 

25.14± 
0.12b 

25.42± 
0.15b 

23.45± 
0.14c 

23.25± 
0.10c 

 
SM 

drip loss 
% 

2.67± 
0.05a 

2.20± 
0.01b 

2.26± 
0.05b 

1.98± 
0.07c 

1.80± 
0.03d 

cooking 
 loss% 

28.11± 
0.20a 

26.70± 
0.22b 

26.54± 
0.18b 

26.15± 
0.11c 

25.97± 
0.15c 
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Physical Tests Drip loss and Cooking loss 
The results presented in Table 5 show that all 
the addition treatments exhibited low (P<0.01) 
drip loss and cooking loss percentages as 
compared with control treatment. The fifth 
treatment (T5) had the lowest percentages in 
drip loss (1.70%) and cooking loss (23.25%) 
while, the control treatment had the highest 
percentages in drip loss (2.35%) and cooking 
loss (27.19%) in LD muscle. Similar a 
tendency was obvious towards an decrease 
(P<0.01) the drip loss and cooking loss 
percentages in SM muscle by addition arginine 

as compared with the control treatment (Table 
4). The fifth treatment (T5) had the lowest 
percentages in drip loss (1.80%) and cooking 
loss (25.97%) while, the control treatment had 
the highest percentages in drip loss (2.67%) 
and cooking loss (28.11%) in SM muscle. 
That is probably due to the mode of action of 
addition of arginine in increasing moisture 
bind, pH and WHC, and hence increases 
ability of meat tissue to retain water and 
reduce moisture loss during storage and 
cooking (Al-Rubeii et al., 2008). 

Table 5. The effect of  addition of arginine protected to diets on the drip loss and cooking loss percentages % (WHC ) of 
Longissimus dorsi (LD) and  Semimembranosus (SM) of Awassi lambs carcasses (Mean ± standard error). 

Means± SE within the same row having unlike letters (a-d) are significantly different among treatments (P<0.01). 
Control (T1), 5 g/day of protected arginine (T2), 5 g/day cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break) (T3), 
7 g/day of arginine (T4) and 7 g/day cut of arginine twice a week (on eating a three-day break) (T5). 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
It is concluded that adding the protected 
arginine to the diets of Awassi lambs 
improved the efficiency of meat production, as 
well as quality and quantity characteristics of 
their carcasses and structure compound by 
additive of 7 g protected arginine, and this 
may give approve to the critical role of these 
additives in improving growth performance. 
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Abstract 
 
In order to ensure the energy, plastic and catalytic needs, the human consumes food.  The consumption of milk and 
cheese leads to good physical development and also increases the physical resistance, which is also essential in sport 
activities. The food is a product made of nutrients. Milk and dairy products are also categories of nutritious foods. This 
paper presents a study on the nutritional value of the milk and dairy products, the advantages and disadvantages of 
their use in athletes’ nutrition and the ration required. 
 
Key words: milk, dairy products, athletes' nutrition, ration. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
The food is a product consisting of nutrients 
called trophines. Trophines (substances well-
defined from the chemical point of view and 
indispensable to the humans) are: proteins, 
lipids, carbohydrates, minerals, vitamins and 
water(Craciun,1996). In human body, trophines 
have an important role to maintain its vital 
functions, to improve and restore cells (plastic 
role) and to provide the necessary energy 
needed for the work (energetic role) 
(Alexandrescu,1994). Depending on their 
compounds and on their biological value, foods 
are divided into several groups. Milk and dairy 
products belong to one of these groups. Milk 
and cheese combined with cereals may cover 
the full nutritional needs of an adult.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
The research presented on this paper was 
concluded by bibliographic study and by 
experimental method. Butter and cream had 
been excluded from milk and dairy products 
group because they are part of fats category. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
This paper evaluates the sport performances in 
relation to milk and dairy products nutrients 

consumption. Butter and cream had been 
excluded from milk and dairy products group 
because they are part of fats category. Based on 
the study will determine nutritional values and 
the athlete's diet. Milk and cheese should form 
15% of the caloric intake (Craciun, 1996). 
 
Nutritional value. 
 
Milk and cheese are the most important source 
of calcium. Because of this quality it have 
mineralizing action on children and anti 
decalcifying action on adults due to their 
calcium, phosphorus and vitamin D content, 
which contributes to bone magnesium, sodium 
and iron salts retention (Hodosan, 2014). Also 
due to its calcium citrate, potassium, 
magnesium, and alkaline miliequivalents 
contents, the milk is the only food of animal 
origin to be recommended to be given to 
athletes even after the effort stops (Petrescu, 
2002). 
Milk and dairy products are a source of protein 
rich in essential amino acids. They are the 
cheapest protein animal (casein and 
lactalbumine) and also have a high digestive 
utilization coefficient (90-96%), which 
increases their plastic role. Therefore, milk and 
cheese consumption is indicated during 
growing. Being rich in essential amino acids, 
the proteins in this food category complement 
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the proteins in food made out of grain (corn, 
wheat and their derivatives) (Hodosan, 2004). 
Therefore, polenta or pasta is recommended to 
be consumed with milk and cheese in order to 
increase their nutritional value. Milk and its 
derivatives can also replace meat: whole milk 
contains all the vitamins as meat contains, but 
in different proportions. Example: 35 g of 
cheese or 0.250 l of milk can replace 50 g of 
meat (Table 1) (Craciun, 1996). 
 

Table 1. The content of vitamins and minerals in milk 
and dairy products per 100 g of food used in the athletes’ 

diet 
 

Food Vitamins per 100 grams of food Minerals in milligrams per 100 
grams of food 

 Carotene 
Y 

B1 
Y 

A 
(U.I.) 

D 
(U.I) K Na Ca Fe P 

Cow”s 
milk 35 45 150 3-4 160 50 125 0,05 90 

Cheese 20 30 50 - 120 30 250 0,5 180 
Cottage 
chesse 0 50 1200 20-40 150 2 500 0,6 400 

Butter 700 - 3500 50 16 6 15 0,2 25 
Sour 
cream 500 25 2000 35 95 30 70 0,2 60 

 
 

Whole milk contains all the vitamins but in 
different proportions. It is rich in vitamins A 
(retinol), B2 (riboflavin), K (phylloquinone), 
B2 (pantothenic acid), relatively rich in vitamin 
D (cholecalciferol), B6 (pyridoxine), B12 
(cyanocobalamin), but low in vitamins B1 
(thiamine) and C (ascorbic acid). Acid dairy 
products (sour milk, yogurt, kefir, etc.) are 
richer in B group vitamins than fresh milk. 
Also, acid dairy content of lactose help 
intestinal microbial flora to thrive and to 
synthesize vitamins of group B. Fat cheeses are 
also a good source of A and B2 vitamins 
(Nistor, 2015). 
Milk and cheese are also an important source of 
energy. It ranges from 70 calories per 100 ml. 
milk, up to 300-400 calories per 100 g of fat 
cheese. 
 
Athlete rations on milk and milk products
 
In order  to achieve performance and weight 
control (Table 2), food rations can be combined 
in athletes' diet by taking into consideration the 
caloric value of each food compound in relation 
to the needs of sport branches (Petrescu, 2002). 
 
 
 

Table 2. Calories consumption per sports branch 
Gymnastics 4500 calories 
Boxing, wrestling 4500-5000 calories 
Climbing competition 5000 calories 
Sports games 4400-4600 calories 
Cycling backgroung 6000 calories 
Speed swimming 4500 calories 
Swimming endurance 5000-5500 calories 

 
Determining the rations was accomplished by 
taken into consideration a caloric intake of 
5000 cal / 24h. This calculation was done for 
an athlete with an average weight (70 kg) 
(Table 3) (Alexandrescu, 1994). 
 

Table 3. Average quantities of milk and dairy products 
that are part of the athlete’s ration (protein content, fat, 

carbohydrate and calories)  
 

Food Quantity/week Proteins Lipids Carbohydrates Calories 

Cow’s 

milk 
7 days x 300 g=2100 g 70 70 96 1340 

Cheese 3 days x 100 g=300 g 42 4 12 252 

Cottage 

cheese 
3 days x 50 g=150 g 35 38 - 497 

Butter 7 days x 50 g=350 g 3 294 1 2754 

Sour 

cream 
2 days x 100 g=200 g 6 40 7 426 

 
 

Milk, taking into consideration its nutritive 
contribution, may be considered a complete 
food (Figure 1).  
 

 
Figure 1. The contents of proteins, fat, carbohydrate and 

caloric value of the athlete’s ration for dairy and milk 
products 

 
Daily ratio of an athlet should contain about 
500 ml of milk and 50 g cheese which, in 
addition to their nutritional value, will prevent 
muscle cramps occurrence. Drinking buttermilk 
or 200-250 ml yogurt is better than consuming 
soft drinks or beer or wine. Also, cheese, in 
addition to its nutritional value, help balance 
the intestinal flora in case of a mixed diet or in 
case of having a predominantly vegetable diet. 
However, fermented cheese should not be part 
of athletes' diet. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
Milk and cheese are the most important source 
of calcium. Also, they are a source of rich in 
essential amino acids proteins. 
Whole milk contains all the vitamins but in 
different proportions. It is also an important 
source of energy. 
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Abstract 
 
Normal human diet, as well as the athlete’s diet, should include all the nutrients  such as proteins, lipids, 
carbohydrates, water, mineral salts and vitamins. Cereals, along with tubers, roots and wild fruits, were the first human 
food. This study presents the nutritional value, the nutritious advantages and disadvantages and also the necessary 
ration of cereal and vegetables in the diet of athletes. 
 
Key words: athletes’ nutrition , cereal products, dried vegetables. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Rational diet is the diet that fulfils the nutrients 
quantity and quality needs of human body 
considering the physiological features, the 
effort and environmental conditions in which 
the effort takes place(Alexandrescu,1994). It 
contains plastic, energy and catalytic 
substances needed. The state of nutritional 
balance is the state in which the athlete's body 
should be found (Craciun, 1996). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Research method is based on bibliographic 
study. The most used cereals in human food 
are: wheat, rice, maize, millet, rye, barley and 
oats. The most common dried vegetables are 
beans, peas and lentils. All these must provide 
40% of the caloric value of athletes' food 
ration. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
The results of the research presents the 
nutritional values of grain products and 
vegetables for food rations in athletes' food and 
also the advantages and disadvantages of using 
these food groups (Craciun, 1996). 
 
 
 

A. Nutritional value 
 
Carbohydrate's main role in the body is to 
produce energy (Hodosan, 2014). Cereal 
products are the most important source of 
energy material, as the starch may provide as 
much as 70-80% of human carbohydrates needs 
(Hodosan, 2014). The proteins have a plastic 
role in the body by forming and growing new 
cells and by replacing the damaged tissues. 
Proteins in connection with some enzymes 
have catalytic action in some reactions of the 
body. Cereals and dried vegetables can be a 
source of vegetable proteins. The protide 
content varies from 7 to 16% for cereals and 
from 20 to 26% for dried vegetables, reaching 
up to 32-34% in soy (Taras, 2012). These 
proteins have a much lower nutritional value 
than the ones of animal origin because they 
contain a lower quantity of essential amino 
acids. Soy proteins have a more balanced 
content in essential amino acids (Table 1) 
(Nistor, 2015). 
Vitamins (Table 1) are part of the substances 
acting as enzymes that facilitate various chemical 
reactions especially those like redox catalysts. 
The cereals and the dried legumes represent an 
important source of B vitamins and E vitamin. 
These vitamins are mainly concentrated in the 
shell grain (bran) and therefore the vitamin 
content of extraction flour is reduced. This 
decrease in vitamins is due baking the bread. 
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Table 1. The content of vitamins and minerals products 
derived from cereals and dried vegetables per 100 g food 

used in the athletes’ diet  
 

 
Food 

Vitamins per 100 grams of food Minerals in miligrams per 
100grams of food 

Carotene 
Y 

B1 
Y 

PP 
mg 

B6 
mg  

K Na Ca Fe P 

Rice 30 40 1,0 0,2 200 30 15 0,5 150 
Semolina 100 150 2 - 180 25 20 1,5 120 
Wheat 
flour 

200 150 5 0,6 350 40 35 3 400 

White 
bread 

- 100 1 0,5 120 360 12 1,5 120 

Brown 
bread 

- 250 2 0,25 190 400 28 2,5 200 

Biscuits - 60 - - 90 350 15 0,5 150 
Pasta 60 120 1 0,2 140 100 22 1,5 110 
Beans 100 700 2,5 0,55 1500 60 110 6 400 
Peas 150 600 3 0,45 1000 35 80 5 300 

 
Since bread is the food which mainly covers 
the humans needs of thiamine (B1), the flour 
extraction of which bread is made on plays a 
more significant role. From this point of view 
black bread is the most appropriate. Even that 
dried vegetables contain significant amounts of 
thiamine, their contribution to human needs of 
thiamine is reduced due to the fact that dried 
vegetables are consumed in smaller amounts 
than cereals. 
The mineral elements (Table 1) are part of 
trophines (food substances) with plastic role 
(calcium, phosphorus, sodium, potassium, iron) 
and catalytic role (copper salts, iodine, cobalt, 
iron) (Nistor, 2015). They are indispensable to 
the organism in maintaining of health and life. 
Cereals and dried legumes are a source of 
minerals. 
Cereal products contain phosphorus = 200-400 
mg %, potassium = 150-350 mg %, magnesium 
= 50-160 mg %, while dried vegetables contain 
potassium = 700-1500 mg %, iron and some 
minerals such as copper and manganese, but 
they are poor in calcium and sodium (Taras, 
2012). Hence, cereals and dried vegetables are 
not a source of calcium. Consumed in large 
quantities they can turn insoluble some part of 
calcium brought in from other foods. This 
action extends to other minerals.  
 
B. Ration 
 
The food value that composes the ratio is 
estimated by its content and by its caloric effect 
per 100 g. Therefore, the diet should contain 
carbohydrates, lipids and minerals. It was 
found that calories needs in different sports 
branches are about 5500 calories/24 hours 
(Table 2) (Alexandrescu, 1994).  

These calories are presented in Table 3 
(Alexandrescu, 1994). 

Table 2. Grams of energy necessary for an athlete in a 
sport branch consuming about 5500 calories / 24 hours 

 
 

12% Proteins  

Calories Grams   
Animals origin: 60 %=96 g  

660 
 

160 Plant origin: 40%=64 g 
 

 
30 % Lipids 

 
1650 

 
180 

Animals origin: 70%=126 g 
 
Vegetal origin: 30%=54 g 
 

 
60% 

Carbohydrates 

 
3190 

 
790 

Polysaccharides:  
65%=514 g 

Mono and disaccharides: 
35%=276 g 

 
Table 3. Foods of plant origin part of the athlete’s  ration 

(protein content, fat, carbohydrate and caloric value) 
 

Food Quantity/week Proteins Lipids Carbohydrates Calories 

Brown 

bread 

7 days x 250 g = 

1750 g 

148 26 375 3762 

White 

bread 

7 days x 250 g = 

1750 g 

140 18 875 4340 

Pasta 4 days x 50 g =2 

00 g 

26 2 252 732 

Rice 4 days x 50 g =2 

00 g 

8 2 135 610 

Biscuits 4 days x 50 g = 

200 g 

20 20 144 860 

Semolina 4 days x 50 g = 

200 g 

9 - 152 704 

Beans, 

dried peas 

4 days x 50 g = 

200 g 

10 31 324 1280 

Wheat 

flour 

7 days x 400 g = 

300 g 

41 6 252 1250 

 
The average daily amount required by an 
athlete diet, for different derived food 
categories  belonging to this food group, is 
made of: bread 500-600 grams; 70-80 pasta 
grams; flour 50 grams; rice 50 grams; semolina 
50 grams; 50 biscuits grams; dry beans or peas 
100 grams (Figure 1). 
 

 
 

Figure 1. The content of protein, fat, carbohydrate and 
caloric value of the athlete’s ration 
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C. Advantages and disadvantages 
 
The  food categories included in this group may 
provide almost half the energy needs of the 
body as well as those of thiamine (Petrescu, 
2002). The black bread has a lower caloric 
value than the white bread, (210 cal % 
compared to 240 cal %) but it is richer in 
vitamins and minerals. Due to the fact that it 
contains more bran it takes longer to digest and 
therefore it is recommended that, during the 
first stages and during the recovery phases, the 
athletes to be administrated intermediary bread, 
while during competition they should be 
administrated white bread because it is more 
easily to be digested (Petrescu, 2002). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Cereal products are the most important source 
of energetic material for athlets. Grains and 

dried legumes can be a source of vegetable 
proteins. Cereal products and dried legumes are 
an important source of B vitamins and E 
vitamin. Dried legumes and grain products are 
a source of minerals. 
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Abstract 
 
In this study, the phenolic content of sunflower seed meal, cotton seed meal and soybean meal which are added in 
rations, has been identified. The meals drogs that gathered from 7 different feed factories in Konya, were purified from 
their fats by extraction with petrolium ether. The extracts prepared from the fat extracted drogs by using 70% aqueous 
methanol in the agitated water bath at 40 ° C, were used for determination of phenolic compound. 
Total phenolic compound of obtained extracts were appointed with spectrophotometer in 750 nm terms of gallic acid as 
per Folin-Ciocalteu’s phenol reactions. The identified phenolic compound of meals was compared with each other. As a 
result, the sunflower seed meal was identified as the most phenolic compound contained meal. 
 
Key words: phenolic content, meal. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Phenolic compounds impart the distinctive 
acrid flavor and color of the food. As for that, 
some phenolic compounds play a role in 
forming the bitter taste. As a component of 
nutrients, phenolic compounds are important 
for their functions on human health, effects on 
generating flavor and odor and contribution to 
color formation and changes. They also have 
antimicrobial and antioxidative effects, 
function on enzyme inhibition and they are 
determinants of purity control for various 
foods. 
Phenolic compounds cause some unfavorable 
color changes in foods. The most important of 
them is enzymatic browning. The enzymes 
which catalyze reactions that induce phenolic 
compounds' oxidation are named as poliphenol 
oxidase enzymes (PPO).  
The lipid oxidation that occurs during pulp 
storage gives animal feeds a bitter taste. 
Oxidation mechanism develops subsequent to 
spoilage due to layover. Lipid oxidation 
products may affect the absorption of some 
other food substances like proteins (Shahidi et 
al., 1995). Since oxidized lipids have 

unfavorable effects on the organism, the 
importance of inhibiting the lipid oxidation 
products in the foods has been rising. 
Consumers usually prefer natural antioxidants 
rather than synthetic ones (Namiki, 1990).  
Phenolic substances constitute the most 
important groups of natural antioxidants 
(Shahidi et al., 1992). Those are the 
poliphenolic components that exist in all parts 
of the plants and the most common herbal 
phenolic antioxidants are flavonoids, cinnamic 
acid derivatives, coumarines, tocopherols and 
phenolic acids. The products that contain 
phenolic substances are sources of catechin, 
epicatechin 3-O-gallate, trimeric, tetrameric 
procyanidins, antimutagenic and antiviral 
agents (Saito et al., 1998). Phenols also inhibit 
LDL oxidation (Frankel et al., 1995). 
The raw materials of animal feed are the 
products that can be salvaged by various 
methods. Fats are one of the important 
components of animal feed. The residual fat-
free part subsequent to fat extraction is 
important for determining the antioxidant 
agents from the point of determining the utility 
of the animal feed. Until today, phenolic 
substance quantities of some of the fat-free 
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animal feed raw materials have been calculated 
via various methods. However, phenolic 
substance quantities of the pulps added to the 
rations haven't been compared with each other. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Sunflower seed meal mixed with rations, cotton 
seed meal and soybean meal were collected 
around Konya from seven different feed 
companies. Feed raw materials around Konya 
from, Kuzucu, Balci, Tarpas, Seltav and Ozbey 
company were obtained. The collected samples 
were placed in one kilogram bags. 
In this study we used diethyl ether, methanol, 
ethanol, chloroform, sulphuric acid, acetone, 
benzene, folin reagent and gallic acid. Reflux, 
250 ml flask, and 100 ml. separatory funnel. 
Also, beakers, pipettes, flasks, the extractor, 
Milivial, feed mill, spectrophotometer, Soxhlet, 
deep-freeze, vortex is used. 
Provided meals, with a feed mill, of Selcuk 
University Faculty of Veterinary Medicine 'in 
the located 1 mm. Sieve like milled. 
Crude analysis of the pulp used AOAC (1990) 
according to the method, Selcuk University, 
Faculty of Veterinary Medicine Department of 
Animal Nutrition and Nutritional Diseases ' s 
belonging to the Feed Analysis Laboratory, was 
built in Soxhlet device. Diethyl ether solvent is 
used in the extraction. 
Folin-Ciocalteu method was used for determining 
the total phenolic substance quantity. Pulp 
samples and the Gallic acid that would be used 
as a standard are prepared in 70% methanol. 
40 μl from each of the pulp samples were 
abstracted and 2400 μl of water, 200 μl of 
undiluted Folin reactive and 600 μl of 20% 
sodium carbonate were added to the samples. 
After 2 hours of incubation in room 
temperature and dark, the absorbance of the 
reaction admixture was measured versus 
methanol at 765 nm. Total phenolic content 
was detected by graphing Gallic acid (0-1 
mg/ml) standard curve. The results were 
indicated as mg of Gallic acid in one gram of 
microalgae (Singleton et al., 1965). 
First of all, mean values of the results of the 
samples and arithmetic means of seven samples 
were calculated. Then, standard deviations and 
standard errors were calculated for each of the 
mean values. Minimum and maximum values 

of the samples were determined (Duzgunes, 
1987). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Phenolic compounds are used to determine the 
quality factors of animal feed such as flavor, 
odor and color. They are also helpful in 
taxonomic studies that aim to differentiate the 
strains and types and studies on growth, 
development, rooting and graft incompatibility 
mechanisms. They are responsible for color and 
flavor perversion that occurs during animal 
feed storage. The phenolic substances that are 
present in herbal structure are very important 
for plant growth and productivity. In addition, 
it is known that they play role in many 
physiological mechanisms of the plants such as 
cold tolerance and disease resistance 
mechanisms. For this reason, it is very 
important to analyze the quantity of phenolic 
compounds in animal feed raw materials. 
Phenolic substances prevent oxidation of LDL-
lipoproteins, platelet coagulation and red cell 
damage by their antioxidant properties. In 
addition, they are also effective as metal 
binders, antimutagenic and anticarcinogenic 
agents (Minussi et al., 2003). They also play a 
role in cardiac health (Ahn et al., 2002). 
Phenolic compounds have an important role in 
plants' growth and development processes with 
their complicated chemical structures and 
various derivatives and they form the second 
most common constituent of the plant structure 
after carbohydrates.  
Phenolic compounds include many compounds 
that have an aromatic ring which contains at 
least one hydroxyl group and are important for 
their features regarding flavor, aroma, color, 
quality, nutritive value, storage characteristics, 
pharmacological and toxic effects. In addition, 
these compounds are also used in taxonomic 
studies to identify species and strains. Many 
plant studies showed that phenolic compounds 
are mostly present in plastids of cells, while 
they are found in endoplasmic reticulum during 
the period after fruit set and dispersed 
intracellularly during the following stages 
(Kalalb et al., 1993). Many studies that have 
been conducted until today suggested that many 
technical and cultural processes such as plant 
species and strain, plant and shoot age, hormone 
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and carbohydrate (saccharose and nitrate) 
contents of tissues, pruning with ecological 
factors, ring budding, irrigation, fertilization, 
use of substances regulating external growth 
and agricultural struggle modify the synthesis 
of phenolic compounds (Artik et al., 1997). 
In this study, fat contents were 1.62% for 
sunflower seed pulp, 2.76% for cotton seed 
pulp and 2.12% for soybean pulp. In addition, 
productivities of each sample were calculated. 
These productivity values were 98.39% for 
sunflower seed pulp, 97.25% for cotton seed 
pulp and 97.88% for soybean pulp.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Our analysis showed that calculated phenolic 
substance content of sunflower seed pulp 
indicated as equivalent gallic acid was 140.08 
g/mg. It was 14.61 g/mg for cotton seed pulp 
and 2.83 g/mg for soybean pulp. According to 
these results, the most significant antioxidative 
effect was in sunflower seed pulp, which means 
that the sample with the most significant 
antioxidant capacity was the one which was 
richest in phenolic substance. 
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Abstract 
 
In this study, total fatty acid composition and volatile fatty acid of silage species in Turkey was determined by using 
Gas Chromatography (Shimadzu 15-A). Total lipids were extracted from the corn silage, alfalfa silage and figüre silage 
samples by the method of Folch et al. Silage species were a total of 15 different fatty acids. These fatty acids between 
C12 to C24 have changed. Unsaturated fatty acids were the most corn silage. Linoleic acid levels were at the highest 
levels in alfalfa silage. In this study, unsaturated fatty acid is higher saturated fatty acid. ω6/ω3 ratio is 6. This value is 
high. In the report of HMSO, it was suggested that the minimum ratio of PUFA/SFA should be 0.45. In this study this 
value is 2. According to this result, oil of seed of corn silage is healthy. 
 
Key words: Fatty acid composition, Silage species, Volatile fatty acid. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Silage, forage rich in terms of water, concrete, 
stone, wood or plastic material, leaving a 
vacuum in the activity of lactic acid bacteria 
in the prepared feed silo container is obtained 
by fermenting. So there is a kind of pickles 
made from rich fodder for the animals in 
terms of water. 
In recent years, our country has increased 
rapidly create silage and corn silage produced 
more than about 80% of the total silage 
(Alçiçek and Karaayvaz, 2003). An important 
part of the silo feed produced in our country is 
used for feeding dairy cows, while a small 
portion is used in beef cattle (Yaylak and 
Alçiçek, 2003). Corn silage, which should 
include both energy and lovingly consumed 
by animals because of silage fodder plants 
'best of' bears the distinction of being (DLG, 
1997). The feed value of corn silage should be 
used in both the production costs of intensive 
feeding animals considered to be spread 
throughout the country and is a must. 
Corn silage is an important dietary source of 
fatty acids for ruminant breeding animals in 
Turkey. The fermentation quality of silages 

has a major effect on feed intake, nutrient 
utilization and milk production of ruminants 
(Huhtanen et al., 2002, 2003). Fresh whole 
corn silage dry matter which generally 
contains 30-40% grains is rich in linoleic acid 
and oleic acid and poor in α-linolenic acid, 
<2% (Chilliard et al., 2007). Concentrations 
of ALA vary with plant and environmental 
factors such as stage of maturity, genetic 
differences, as well as season and light 
intensity (Elgersma et al., 2006). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Sample collection 
Corn silage, alfalfa silage and figure silage 
samples, used in this study, were obtained 
from Konya, Turkey. In the present study, the 
laboratory chosen for analysis were in 2014. 
The samples were collected of each season 
during 2013. The samples were frozen at -
26ºC until analyzed. At the beginning of 
analysis, the samples were allowed to 
equilibrate to room temperature. 
Fatty acid analysis 
A water extract of silage was prepared by 
adding deionised water to 20 g of silage to 
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achieve a total of 200 g. The values of pH, 
organic acids lactic acid and volatile fatty 
acids (VFA: acetic, propionic, n-butyric 
acids) - were analysed by the method of 
Naumann and Bassler (1997). The fatty acids 
in corn silages were determined in lyophilized 
samples. Lipids from freeze-dried corn and 
corn silages were extracted using an 
extraction-transesterification procedure 
described by Sukhija and Palmquist (1988). A 
mixture of chloroform and methanol (2:1) 
was chosen as the extraction solvent. In the 
extraction of fatty acids from the silages 
studied, the basic method of Folch, Lees, & 
Stanley, (1957). For this, samples were 
homogenized in a chloroform/methanol (2/1, 
v/v) mixture. The method of AOCS (1972) 
was employed in order to obtain the methyl 
esters of fatty acids by using BF3 (14%). The 
extracted lipids were dissolved in 1mL 
hexane with internal standard C13:0 and the 
esterification of lipids was carried out with 2 
ml N sodium metoxide (30 min, 50°C) and 3 
ml 3 N methanolic HCl (60 min, 50°C). After 
centrifugation (5 min, 2,500 rpm), samples of 
the upper hexane layers were used for gas 
chromatographic analyses. GC analysis of the 
methyl esters was performed using a GC 
Shimadzu 15-A model gas chromatograph 
(GC), equipped with a flame ionization 
detector (FID) and and a 1.8 m × 3 mm 
internal diameter packed glass column 
containing 100/120 Chromosorb WAW 
coated with 10% SP 2330. Injector and 
detector temperatures were 225 and 245 ºC, 
respectively. Column temperature program 
was 190 oC for 45 min then increasing at 
30oC/min up to 220oC where it was 
maintained for 5 min. Total run time was 51 
min. Carrier gas used was nitrogen (1 
ml/min).  
Identification of fatty acids was carried out by 
comparing sample FAME peak relative 
retention times with those obtained for 
Alltech (Carolean Industrial Drive, Satate 
Collage, PA) standards. Results were 
expressed as FID response area relative 
percentages. Each reported result is the 
average value of three GC analyses. The 
results are offered as mean ± SD in Table 1. 
 
 

Statistical analysis 
Each reported result is the average value of 
three GC analyses. The results were given as 
means and standard deviations (±SD). 
Statistical analyses were performed by using 
SPSS 16.0 software, and multiple comparison 
tests were carried out. The results were 
submitted to analysis of variance (ANOVA), 
at 0.05 significance level, using SPSS 16.0. 
The mean values were compared by Duncan 
test. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Fatty acid composition of silage are presented 
in Table 1.  
 

Table 1. Fatty acid composition of corn silage in 
Turkey 

Fatty acids  % 
C 10:0   0,04 
C 12:0   0,3 
C 13:0   0,06 
C 14:0   1,29 
C 15:0   0,33 
C 16:0   17,12 
C 17:0   0,02 
C 18:0   7,67 
C 20:0   0,21 
C 21:0   0,01 
C 24:0   0,03 
∑ Doymuş  27,08 
  
C 14:1   0,28 
C 16:1   1,08 
C 16:1-T  0,01 
C 18:1   27,64 
C 20:1   0,29 
C 22:1   0,06 
∑ MUFA  29,36 
 
C 16:2   0,01 
C 18:2   37,55 
C 18:3   5,39 
C 20:3   0,07 
C 22:2   0,23 
C 22:3   0,07 
C 22:4   0,23 
C 22:6   0,01 
∑ PUFA  43,56 
  
∑ Doymamış  72,92 
∑ PUFA / MUFA 1,48 
∑ Omega 3   5,54 
∑ Omega 6  38,01 
∑ Omega 3/6  0,15 
∑ Doymuş/Pufa  0,62 
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We found 25 fatty acids in corn silage. The 
highest fatty acids in corn silage were found 
to be 18:2, 18:1, 16:0, 18:0, 18:3, 14:0, 16:1. 
C8:0 was not found in corn silage. C10:0, 
C11:0, C12:0, C13:0 were found to be low in 
the SFA fractions of the silage investigated. 
Palmitic acid (C16:0) was the primary major 
SFA (about 17.12). Stearic acid (C18:0) was 
the seconder major SFA (about 7.67) 
Oleic acid (C18:1 n9) was identified as a 
primary monounsaturated fatty acid (MUFA) 
in the corn silage for all samples. This fatty 
acid in corn silage was found to be at levels of 
about 27.64% in all samples.  The highest 
level of MUFA was oleic acid. According to 
Cherfaoui et al. (2013), oleic acid is the major 
monounsaturated fatty acid in other silage 
species.  
Saturated fatty acids were lower than total 
monounsaturated fatty acids. The ratio of total 
SFAs was 27.08%. Linoleic acid was the 
primary polyunsaturated fatty acid, 37.55% 
for corn silage in all samples. In corn silage, a 
high amount of linoleic acid and linolenic 
acid increased the PUFA content in all 
samples. In our study, total SFA were affected 
by palmitic acid and stearic acid amount in 
corn silage. Linoleic acid was major fatty acid 
in corn silage. Other predominant fatty acids 
were oleic acid (27.64%) and palmitic acid 
(17.12%). In this study, DHA, which was 
recorded in silage to be 0.01%, was observed 
to be the minör polyunsaturated fatty acid.  
In this study, corn silage was rich in PUFA, 
especially linoleic acid, and other 
predominant PUFA were linolenic acid in all 
samples. These results agree with Lauková et 
al. (2009), who have reported that linoleic 
acid, linolenic acid and DHA the most 
abundant PUFA in corn silage lipids in 
Konya, Turkey. In a previous study, linoleic 
acid, linolenic acid, DHA, were most 
abundant PUFA in corn silage in all samples 
(Han et al., 2013). In our study, total PUFA 
was higher than total MUFA in corn silage. 
DHA were low level. These results agree with 
Arvidsson et al., 2009 who has reported that 
PUFA is higher than total SFA and total 
MUFA in corn silage. 
The results in the present work indicate that 
the n-3/n-6 ratio of corn silage is lower in all 
samples 0.15%. The present study indicates 

that corn silage are good in terms of n-6/n-3. 
The n-6/n-3 ratio is a good index for 
comparing relative nutritional value in corn 
silage. An increase in the human dietary n-
6/n-3 fatty acid ratio is essential to help 
prevent coronary heart disease by reducing 
plasma lipids (Gokce et al., 2004). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study has revealed that corn silage in the 
Konya of Turkey is a desirable item in the 
diet when the levels of linoleic acid and n-
6/n-3 ratio are considered. The corn silage 
identified in this study was found to be good 
source of n-6 fatty acids. 
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Abstract  
 
Given the currently increased focus of researchers on applications of medicinal herbs as a natural additives to animal 
and poultry feed for enhanced performance of the immune system, the present study aims to examine effects of 
peppermint, Aloe vera, and Vitamin E on immune response in broilers. In this experiment, three hundred one-day old 
male broilers (Ross 308) were used on a completely randomized design in 4 groups with 5 replicates, each consisting of 
15 broilers. The experimental groups included the control group (basal diet with no additive), a group that received 10 
g/kg dry peppermint leaves (added to basal diet), a group given 10 g/kg Aloe vera gel (added to basal diet), and a 
group treated with 100 mg/kg Vitamin E. Evaluation of antibody titer against Newcastle disease virus indicated that on 
day 27, the highest level of antibody titer was observed in the Vitamin E group, showing a significant difference from 
other groups (P<0.05) except for the group that received the dry peppermint leaves. On day 37, the highest level of 
antibody titer against Newcastle disease virus was found in the Vitamin E group with a significant difference compared 
to the herb groups (the groups that received dry peppermint leaves and Aloe vera gel) as well as the control group 
(P<0.05). On the other hand, on days 27 and 37, the groups that received dry peppermint leaves and Aloe vera gel 
showed significant increase in their antibody titer against Newcastle disease virus compared to the control group 
(P<0.05). The results after injection of phytohemagglutinin-P on day 40 demonstrated that broilers in the Aloe vera gel 
group and those belonging to the dry peppermint leaves group significantly enhanced their response to 
phytohemagglutinin-P solution compared to the control group and to the broilers that were given Vitamin E (P<0.05). 
On day 42, a significant increase was observed in total white blood cell counts of broilers in the Aloe vera gel group 
and the dry peppermint leaves group compared to the control broilers, although the largest number of white blood cell 
was found in the broilers that received Vitamin E (p<0.05). In general, our results showed that supplementation of 
broiler feed with either dry peppermint leaves or Aloe vera gel enhances immune response. 
 
Key words: Peppermint, Aloe vera, Vitamin E, Immune system, Broiler. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
In the recent years many researchers have 
focused on improving broiler immune system 
and enhancing resistance against pathogens 
by using feed additives. Among these 
additives, medicinal herbs have received 
greater attention due to the ban on antibiotic 
growth promoters and research conducted in 
this area has shown that addition of herbs to 
feed can enhance responses of the immune 
system. In addition, herb supplements have 
been shown to improve growth performance 
or alter the intestinal microflora of broilers. 
Peppermint (Mentha piperita L.) has 
antioxidant, antitumor, anti-allergy, antiviral, 
antibacterial and fungicidal properties 

(MacKay and Blumberg, 2006). Peppermint 
has been applied in veterinary practice for 
treatment of internal and external parasites as 
well as digestive diseases (Laudato and 
Capasso, 2013), and recently it has been used 
to supplement poultry feed to enhance growth 
performance and reinforce the immune 
system. Aloe vera (Aloe barbadensis Miller) 
has also antioxidant, antibacterial, antiviral, 
antifungal, anti-inflammatory, antitumor, 
immunomodulatory, wound healing, and anti-
diabetic properties (Christaki and Florou-
Paneri, 2010). Furthermore, in the past few 
years, Aloe vera has been used as poultry feed 
additive to improve growth performance and 
the immune system and to treat coccidiosis. 
Vitamin E can also enhance humoral and 
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cellular immune response (Gore and Qureshi, 
1997). Although previous studies have shown 
positive effects of Peppermint and Aloe vera 
on the immune system, further studies are 
needed to determine the extent to which these 
herbs can induce positive impacts. Therefore, 
the aim of this study was to evaluate the 
immunostimulatory effect of dry Peppermint 
leaves and Aloe vera gel supplementation on 
broilers. A secondary aim was to study 
whether using dry Peppermint leaves and 
Aloe vera gel as natural feed additives for 
broilers can positively affect the immune 
system in a similar mode to that of Vitamin E 
supplementation. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Three hundred male Ross 308 broilers were 
assigned randomly to four treatment groups 
with five replication of fifteen birds each. The 
treatment groups consisted of the control 
group (basal diet with no additive), a group 
receiving dried Peppermint leaves at 10 g/kg 
(mixed with broiler feed), a group receiving 
Aloe vera gel at 10 g/kg (mixed with broiler 
feed), and a group that received Vitamin E at 
100 mg/kg (mixed with broiler feed in the 
form of alpha-tocopheryl acetate). Feed 
requirements for the broilers at the different 
growth stages, namely starter (day 0-10), 
grower (day 11-24), and finisher (day 25-42) 
were in accordance to the Ross 308 guidelines 
and the basal experimental diet based on corn-
soybean meal was formulated using the 
UFFDA software. The amount of energy for 
starter, grower, and finisher periods was 3334, 
3150, and 3200 kcal ME/kg, respectively with 
crude protein content of 25.12%, 22.10%, and 
19.76%. During the experimental period, all 
chickens were given complete access to water 
and feed. In addition, management factors 
such as temperature, humidity, light, 
ventilation, and vaccination were the same for 
all groups. 
Newcastle disease vaccine (LaSota) was 
administrated with drinking water at 16 days 
of age. Blood samples from the right wing 
vein were collected 11 and 21 days after 
vaccination from three chickens from each 
replication. Antibody response was determined 
by using the hemagglutination inhibition (HI) 

test and the titer obtained through this method 
was reported as log2. 
On day 40 of the experiment period, three 
birds were randomly selected from each 
replication. First, 0.1 ml of 
phytohemagglutinin-P (PHA-P) solution was 
intradermally injected to the web of the third 
and the fourth digit of the right foot of each 
bird, and 0.1 ml of a phosphate buffer saline 
(PBS) as the control solution was injected to 
the web connecting the third and the fourth 
digit on the left foot. The web thickness was 
measured by a micrometer before and 24 
hours after the injection. Broiler immune 
response to PHA-P was calculated with the 
following equation: 
(response to PBS solution injected to the left 
foot) – (response to PHA-P solution injected 
to the right foot)  
where: 
- Response to PHA-P solution injected to the 
right foot = post-injection thickness of skin – 
pre-injection thickness of skin; 
- Response to PBS solution injected to the left 
foot = post-injection thickness of skin – pre-
injection thickness of skin. 
White blood cell count was determined on 
blood samples from the right wing vein from 
three chickens from each replication that were 
randomly selected. Natt-Herrick method was 
used to count white blood cells. 
Experimental data was analysed with one way 
ANOVA and post-hoc analysis was 
conducted the Duncan’s multiple range test at 
P <0.050. Statistical software package SAS 
version 9.2 (2009) for Windows (SAS 
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) was used. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Antibody titer against Newcastle disease virus 
(NDV), response to PHA-P-injection, and 
total white blood cell count are presented to 
Table 1. Regarding antibody titer against 
NDV there were significant differences 
(P<0.05) between treatments and the highest 
values of antibody titer were observed in the 
Vitamin E group broilers in both examined 
periods (days 27 and 37).  Furthermore, on 
day 27, antibody titer was higher (P<0.05) in 
the dry Peppermint leaves group in 
comparison to the Aloe vera gel group 
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whereas there was no difference between the 
two treatments on day 37. 
There was a significant increase (P<0.05) in 
the response to PHA-P injection for the dry 
Peppermint leaves and the Aloe vera gel 
groups when compared to the Vitamin E 
group whereas the smallest response to PHA-
P was observed in the control group. 
With regard to blood cell count, there was a 
significant increase (P<0.05) in the Vitamin E 
group in comparison to the other groups. 
Furthermore, a significant increase was also 
observed in the dry Peppermint leaves and the 
Aloe vera gel groups compared to the control 
group. 
 
Table 1. Effect of Peppermint, Aloe vera and Vitamin 

E supplementation on broiler immune system 

a, b, c Means with different superscripts within the 
same column are significantly different (P<0.05). 
 
In this experiment we used the medicinal 
herbs dry Peppermint leaves and Aloe vera 
gel as well as Vitamin E as immunostimulants, 
and as seen in the results, these additives 
(Peppermint, Aloe vera, and Vitamin E) 
improved antibody titer against NDV, 
response to PHA-P injection, and total white 
blood cell count of broilers compared to the 
control group. A limited number of studies 
have been conducted on the effect of 
Peppermint on broiler immune system. 
Emami et al. (2012) reported that essential oil 
of Peppermint (200 and 400 mg/kg) failed to 
enhance antibody titer against sheep red blood 
cell (SRBC) in male chickens. Moreover, 
Toghyani et al. (2010) did not observe a 
significant difference on day 42 in terms of 
total white blood cells in chickens that received 
dried Peppermint leaves (4 and 8 g/kg). On the 
other hand, Sabaghi-Darmiyan et al. (2014) 
examined the effect of Peppermint powder 
(1% and 2% of feed) on Japanese quail and 

reported that Peppermint powder can enhance 
antibody titer against SRBC compared to the 
control group, with the highest level of 
antibody titer observed in a group that 
received 2% Peppermint powder. Dosti et al. 
(2012) reported improvements on the immune 
system capabilities in chickens that received 
Peppermint powder (10, 15, and 25 g/kg) 
which resulted in higher antibody titer against 
Gumboro and Bronchitis as well as larger 
total white blood cell count compared to the 
control group. The discrepancies in the results 
seem to have been stemmed from either the 
administration form or the dose level. 
As shown in Table 1, dry Peppermint leaves 
increased antibody titer against NDV and 
total white blood cell count in broilers, 
particularly on day 40 when a significant 
increase was observed in the response to 
PHA-P injected compared to the Vitamin E 
group. The exact mechanism through which 
Peppermint affects the immune system is not 
well understood; however, this may be the 
result of strong antioxidant and antibacterial 
properties which indirectly affect this system. 
In fact, the menthol contained in Peppermint 
leaves can effectively stimulate appetite and 
help digestion while also act as an antiseptic 
(Kamel, 2000). Another study identified 
menthol as an effective agent that produces 
antimicrobial properties of Peppermint (Iscan 
et al., 2002).  
Studies examining Aloe vera have revealed 
that chickens which received Aloe vera gel 
with their drinking water (Valle-Paraso et al., 
2005), Aloe vera gel mixed with their feed 
(Darabighane et al., 2012), Aloe vera powder 
mixed with their feed (Alemi el al., 2012) 
presented increased antibody titer against 
NDV compared to the control groups (with no 
additive). Furthermore, broilers that received 
aquatic and ethanol extract of Aloe vera 
(Akhtar et al., 2012) and Aloe vera gel mixed 
with their feed (Darabighane et al., 2012) had 
enhanced cellular immune response to PHA-P 
injection in comparison to the control groups. 
Other studies reported increased number of 
white blood cell as a result of supplementing 
feed with Aloe vera gel powder (1%, 0.75%, 
and 0.5%) (Mahdavi et al., 2012) or addition 
of Aloe vera gel to drinking water (2%) 
(Valle-Paraso et al., 2005). Zhang and Tizard 

White 
blood 
cells 
count 

(×103/μl) 

PHA-P 
(mm) 

Antibody response to 
NDV (log2) 

Treatment 

42 days 40 days 37 days 27 days 

21.80c 0.387c 2.31c 1.57c Control 
22.42b 0.545a 3.36b 2.37a Peppermint 
22.47b 0.547a 3.32b 2.21b Aloe vera  
22.67a 0.502b 3.77a 2.45a Vitamin E 
0. 76 0.016 0.139 0.145 SEM 
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(1996) attributed these positive impacts of 
Aloe vera on the immune system to 
acemannan (a polysaccharide contained in 
Aloe vera gel) that activates macrophages, 
produces cytokines, and releases nitric oxide. 
However, the enhancement of intestinal 
microflora and the subsequent improvement 
of the immune system response may be 
attributed to the antibacterial properties of 
Aloe vera similarly to the overall reported 
antibacterial properties of medicinal herbs. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The results of our experiment indicated that 
supplementation of broiler diet with either 
dried Peppermint leaves or Aloe vera gel 
improved broiler immune system response.  
However, additional studies are required for 
the determination of optimum supplementation 
level as well as administration form. 
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Abstract 
Grass pea is a very popular crop in many Asian and African countries where it is grown either for livestock feed or 
human consumption. The most important trait of grass pea consists of its drought tolerance and adaptability to diverse 
climatic conditions. In spite of the importance of grass pea for human and livestock, the crop has limited uses due to the 
presence of neurotoxic compound β-ODAP in seeds and plant parts, which causes Lathyrism in human beings and 
animals. The purpose of this study was to determine the nutrient utilization and growth performance of sheep fed grass 
pea hay based diet and to compare its feeding value to Berseem hay (Trifolium alexandrinum), a conventional legume 
fed to livestock in India. Eighteen growing Jalauni lambs of live weight (15.46 ±0.57 kg) were divided in to three 
groups of six animals in each. Animals of G1 (control) was fed berseem  hay ad libitum as basal roughage whereas in 
the diet of G2 and G3, berseem hay was replaced with grass pea hay 50% and 100%, respectively. All the groups 
received 200 g crushed maize grain daily for 90 days. At the middle of the experimental feeding, a digestion cum 
metabolism trial was conducted for 7 days. DM intake (kg per 100 kg live weight and g per kg W0.75) was comparable 
among the groups. Digestibility of nutrients viz., DM, OM, CP, NDF, ADF were none significantly different among the 
groups. Digestible crude protein (DCP) intake (g/d) ranged from 64.68±4.22 in G2 to 68.00±3.01 in G3. Total 
digestible nutrients (TDN) intake (g/d) was also comparable among the groups. Nutrient content (%) in terms of DCP 
and TDN were (8.64±0.56 and 62.89±1.73), (8.42±0.73 and 62.89±0.64), (9.03±0.24 and 64.63±0.63), respectively in 
different diets. Daily live weight gain (g/d) was (84.10±3.59) in G1, (83.53±4.30) in G2 and (86.05±3.77) in G3, 
respectively. No adverse effect on feeding grass pea hay on body condition was observed in experimental lambs. It was 
concluded that nutrient intake and utilization and growth performance were comparable in Jalauni lambs fed either 
berseem hay or grass pea hay based diet and grass pea hay could safely be incorporated  to ruminant’s diet without any 
adverse affection body condition.  
 
Key words: Berseem hay, Grass pea hay, Growth performance, Jalauni lambs, Nutrient utilization. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Grass pea (Lathyrus sativus) is a dual purpose 
annual legume grown for its seed for human 
consumption and for fodder for livestock 
feeding. The main feature of this legume crop 
consists of its sturdiness, drought tolerance, 
and adaptability to a wide range of soil types, 
including marginal ones (Yan et al., 2006). 
Grass pea because of its high protein content 
has made it possible to be a popular crop in 
subsistence farming in certain developing 
countries that suffer from adverse weather 
conditions. In spite of the importance of grass 
pea for human and livestock, the crop has 
limited uses due to the presence of neurotoxic 
compound β-ODAP in seeds and plant parts, 
which causes Lathyrism in human beings and 
animals (Hanbury et al., 2000). 
The experiment was carried out to determine 
the nutrient utilization and growth performance 

of sheep fed grass pea hay based diet and to 
compare its feeding value to berseem hay 
(Trifolium alexandrinum), a conventional 
legume fed to livestock in India. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Grass pea, low ODAP containing variety was 
harvested at full flowering stage and berseem 
during the end of February from Experimental 
farm of Indian Grassland and Fodder 
Research Institute at Jhansi. Eighteen growing 
Jalauni lambs of live weight (15.46±0.57kg) 
were used to investigate the effect of different 
level of replacement of berseem hay with 
grass pea hay on feed intake, nutrient 
digestibility coefficients, nitrogen utilization, 
rumen fermentation and growth performance. 
The animals were randomly assigned to three 
experimental groups (six animals in each 
treatment). The three experimental groups 
were considered as G1: berseem hay (100%) 
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+ 200 g crushed maize grain; G2: berseem 
hay: grass pea hay (50:50) + 200 g crushed 
maize grain and G3: grass pea hay (100%) + 
200 g crushed maize grain. Rations were 
offered in two portions, crushed maize grain 
at 8.30 a.m. followed by different roughage 
sources at 9.30 a.m. for a period of 90 days. 
Water was offered twice daily at 11.00 a.m. 
and 4.00 p.m. Fortnightly body weight were 
recorded. At the middle of the experimental 
feeding, animals were placed in metabolic 
cages for quantitative collection of faeces and 
urine separately and a digestion cum 
metabolism trial of 7 days collection period 
was conducted to evaluate the nutritive value, 
balance of N from various diets.  
Dry matter in feed and faeces was determined 
by oven drying at 100oC overnight. For 
chemical analysis, pooled samples of feed 
offered, refusals and faeces were dried at 
60oC and ground to pass through a 2 mm 
sieve. Wet faeces and urine samples, preserved 
in diluted and concentrated sulfuric acid, 
respectively were analysed for N by the 
standard Micro Kjeldahl method. Feed and 
faecal samples were analysed for CP, EE and 
total ash contents (AOAC, 2000) and fiber 
fractions were analysed as per Van Soest et al. 
(1991). 
Before the onset of digestibility trial, rumen 
liquor was collected at 2 h of post feeding 
through an oesophageal tube. Ruminal pH 
was immediately determined using digital pH 
meter. Rumen liquor samples were analysed 
for total N (Micro-kjeldahl), ammonia N 
concentrations were determined applying NH3 
diffusion technique using Kjeldahl distillation 
method according to A.O.A.C (2000), total 
VFA (Barnett and Reid, 1957). 
Statistical analysis of data was performed 
using SPSS (13.0) statistical package. Data on 
nutrient intake, digestibility coefficients, 
rumen metabolites etc. were analysed by one 
way analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
Significance was declared at P<0.05; 
differences between means were tested using 
least significant difference. All statistical 
procedures were carried out as per Snedecor 
and Cochran (1994). 
 
 
 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Chemical analysis and cell wall constituents 
of feed ingredients are presented in Table 1.  
Crude protein (15.69%), crude fiber (28.59%) 
and organic matter (88.10%) contents of 
berseem hay were similar to earlier report 
(Hamed et al., 2012) where as NDF content 
(53.98%) was higher which might be due to 
late harvesting of the berseem crop in the 
present study. The CP content of grass pea 
hay in the present study was lower than the 
report of Vahdani et al., 2014, however, 
similar with the values reported by Tuna et al. 
(2004). Similarly, NDF and ADF values were 
also higher in the ongoing study than those 
reported earlier (Poland et al., 2003). 
Differences in growing conditions, cultivars 
used and different vegetative stages at harvest 
may explain part or more of these differences.  
 

Table 1. Chemical analysis and cell wall constituents 
of feed ingredients 

Item Maize 
grain 

Berseem 
hay 

Grass pea 
hay 

Dry matter  94.64 92.13 93.47 
Chemical analysis on DM basis 
Organic matter 97.6 88.1 93.77 
Crude protein 10.28 15.69 14.99 
Crude fiber 2.39 28.59 31.85 
Ether extract 2.14 2.26 2.18 
Nitrogen free extract 78.84 41.56 44.75 
Ash 2.39 11.89 6.22 
Cell wall constituents 
NDF 15.54 53.98 58.08 
ADF 5.46 37.9 41.51 
ADL 1.56 7.01 9.3 
Hemi-cellulose* 10.08 16.08 16.57 
Cellulose** 3.9 30.89 32.21 

NDF: Neural detergent fiber. ADF: Acid detergent fiber. 
ADL: Acid detergent lignin. 
* Hemicellulose= NDF – ADF. * *Cellulose= ADF – ADL. 

Dry matter, TDN, DCP intakes by the 
experimental groups fed different experimental 
diets are presented in Table 2. The results 
showed that inclusion of grass pea hay as 
replacer of berseem hay in lamb diet did not 
affect feed consumption as DM, TDN and 
DCP intakes in comparison with the berseem 
hay containing diet. 
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Table 2. Nutrient intake and utilization in Jalauni 
lambs fed grass pea hay based diet 

Parameters G1 G2 G3 SEM P value 

Body weight 
(kg) 20.13 20.25 19.45   -   - 
DMI(g/d) 779 775 752 28.61 0.787 
DMI% BW 3.87 3.84 3.86 0.18 0.993 
CPI (g/d) 114.21 111.76 109.91 3.95 0.749 
TDNI (g/d) 488 487 486 17.09 0.993 
DCPI(g/d) 67.1 64.68 68 3.79 0.819 
Digestibility coefficients (%) 
DM 66.29 65.27 64.28 1.3 0.568 
OM 67.75 66.33 65.96 1.24 0.582 
CP 58.88 59.32 60.78 3.84 0.935 
NDF 53.95 54.32 50.76 1.87 0.377 
ADF 54.83 54.1 56.2 1.68 0.68 
EE 64.6 63.44 62.11 1.58 0.561 
NFE 72.72 72.02 70.45 0.83 0.06 
N intake 
(g/d) 17.9 17.9 17.99 0.79 0.995 
Fecal N 
(g/d) 7.07 7.17 6.77 1.06 0.963 
Urinary N 
(g/d) 5.92 6.19 6.26 0.43 0.835 
N balance 
(g/d) 4.9 4.53 4.95 0.54 0.834 
N retention 
as % NI 27.4 25.77 27.38 3.25 0.921 
Nutrient density (%) 
DCP 8.64 8.42 9.03 0.55 0.731 
TDN 62.89 62.89 64.63 1.12 0.48 

 
Similar nutrient intake was recorded in sheep 
fed berseem hay based diet (Hamed et al., 
2012). The intake of DCP was comparable 
among the groups and was within the 
suggested range (ICAR,1998) whereas TDN 
intake was 16% higher in all the groups than 
the requirement for achieving a daily gain of 
100 g/d. Digestibility of DM, OM, CP and 
NDF in the present study was comparable 
among the groups, however, higher than the 
values reported in Ossimi sheep fed diets 
containing different sources of roughages  
(Hamed et al., 2012) and in Varamini rams 
fed grass pea hay diet (Vahdani et al., 2014). 
On the contrary, Abdel-Magid et al. (2008) 
found that pea forage containing diet and 
berseem hay diet had similar values of 
digestibility of OM, CP and CF. N intake as 
well as N excretion through faeces and urine 
was similar in lambs fed either sole berseem 
hay based diet or grass pea hay supplemented 
diet. The pattern of excretion of N through 
faeces and urine corroborated with the 
findings of Das et al. (2013) in lambs fed 
berseem hay based feed block supplemented 
with different level of maize grain. N balance 

was comparable among the groups and 
similarly, Forster et al. (1988) mentioned that 
N retention was not affected by diet when 
lambs were fed 30% ground maize and 70% 
chopped forage of 0, 25, 50, 75 or 100% pea 
hay with Lucerne. No significant differences 
in ruminal pH were observed after 2 h post 
feeding (Table 3). TVFA's concentration in 
the rumen is governed by several factors such 
as dry matter digestibility, rate of absorption, 
rumen pH, transportation of the digesta from 
the rumen to the other parts of the digestive 
tract and the microbial population in the 
rumen and their activities. Similar pH and 
digestibility values with different experimental 
diets in the present experiment indicated 
comparable TVFA concentration among the 
groups (128.3-130.3 meq/l). Ruminal ammonia 
concentration values were also comparable 
with earlier report (Das et al., 2013).  

Table 3. Rumen metabolites in jalauni lambs fed 
different experimental diets 

Parameters G1 G2 G3 SEM P value 

pH 6.41 6.48 6.54 0.14 0.82 

TVFA (meq/L) 129.7 130.3 128.3 2.98 0.78 

NH3-N (mg/dl) 28.93 29.77 30.24 2.11 0.908 

Total N (mg/dl) 79.33 78.86 81.22 3.48 0.884 
 
Average daily gain (g/d) of lambs fed 
different experimental did not differ 
significantly (Table 4). Similarly, grass pea 
hay compared to alfalfa hay as sole forage fed 
ad libitum to pregnant ewes did not change 
body weight and body condition score 
(Poland et al., 2003). 

Table 4. Growth performance of Jalauni lambs fed 
different experimental diets 

Parameters G1 G2 G3 SEM P value 
Initial body wt 
(kg) 15.52 15.52 15.3 0.76 0.986 
Final body  wt 
(kg) 23.08 23.13 23.04 0.84 0.996 
Gain (kg) 7.56 7.51 7.75 0.43 0.926 
Daily 
gain(g/d) 84.1 83.53 86.05 4.75 0.926 
Feed intake 
/kg gain (kg) 9.2 9.05 8.92 0.59 0.982 

 
CONCLUSION  
 
It could be concluded that grass pea hay can 
be used as an alternative sources of legume 
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roughage successfully in sheep diets instead 
of berseem hay for similar feed intake, 
digestion coefficient, nitrogen utilization, 
ruminal fermentation and growth performance 
without any adverse affect on body condition. 
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Abstract 
 
In this study, effects of using different oil sources (sunflower oil, olive oil, fish oil, flax seed oil and nettle oil) in 
Japanese quail feeding on pH, colour, moisture, protein, fat, myoglobin, total iron, thiobarbituric acid reactive 
substances (TBARS) and fatty acid composition of quail meat were investigated. After two weeks of prefeeding period 
with standard diet, quails were fed with diet containing five different oil sources for a period of five weeks and 
slaughtered at the end of the seven weeks. After that, breast meat was removed from carcass and physico-chemical 
properties of quail meat were evaluated. The results indicated that the meat samples obtained from quails fed with diet 
containing olive oil and nettle oil had the highest pH levels compared to other groups (p<0.05). No significant 
differences for fat, protein and moisture levels, and colour values among treatment groups were determined. The lowest 
myoglobin and total iron levels were determined in meat samples obtained from quails received diet containing flax 
seed oil and nettle oil (p<0.05). As far as lipid oxidation is concerned, the highest TBARS values were found to be in 
meat samples obtained from quails received nettle oil (p<0.05). It was determined that the ratio of polyunsaturated 
(PUFA) and saturated (SFA) fatty acids were higher than 0.4 and the highest PUFA/SFA ratio was found in the meat 
samples obtained from quails received flax seed oil in diet (p<0.05). Furthermore, quail meat obtained from quails fed 
with fish oil and flax seed oil had higher eicosapentaenoic acid and docosahexaenoic acid compared to other groups 
(p<0.05). into quail diet.  
 
Key words: Quail, nutrition, oils, meat quality. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Animal products, in particular poultry meat, 
represent an important part of our diet. Poultry 
meat is distinguished for its low energy 
concentration and it has high nutrient density 
compared with other food substitutes(Hargis 
and Vanelswyk, 1993). Poultry meat is a good 
source of high biological value protein. 
Furthermore, it provides iron and zinc of high 
bioavailability in lower quantities than red 
meats, but important amounts compared with 
food of vegetable origin. Poultry meat has 
significant content of vitamins from group B 
such as thiamine, riboflavin, niacin and vitamin 
B6, although vitamin B12 content is less than in 
other meats. 
The demand of consumers for quail meat has 
increased in recent years due to the pursuit of 
economic and healthy meat. Quail meat which 
can be produced quickly and easily has been 

one of the most important alternatives for 
economic meat source. 
The quails are the smallest species of game bird 
which are farmed as well. These are found in 
wild environment in Europe, Asia, America 
and Australia but commercial strains are 
farmed for meat and eggs worldwide. The most 
common specie of quail is Japanese quail 
(Coturnix coturnix japonica) which is used in 
commercial enterprises (Minvielle, 2004). 
The quail meat may be considered as a 
competitive source against the broiler meat. 
According to some studies, it is believed that 
quail meat is nearly a chicken and even better 
than it. Quail meat includes high protein, 
polyunsaturated fatty acids and essential trace 
minerals and fat. Because of high metabolic 
activity in this bird, the amount of glycogen 
stored in muscles increased, resulting in high 
quality (Boni et al., 2010). 
Researchers have focused on studies related 
with modification of poultry meat composition 
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using different strategies and thus to produce 
the useful food products for human health. One 
of the most effective methods is the use of 
dietary strategies to improve the quality of the 
poultry carcass and meat (Barroeta, 2007). This 
modification is to increase the amount of 
unsaturated FA, especially the omega 3 (n3) 
family which has beneficial effects on human 
health (Salainatcloustnobar et al., 2008). 
However, some studies indicated that increasing 
the unsaturation degree of the meat leads to 
organoleptic and nutritional problems and 
requires assessment of the oxidation processes 
of the lipid fraction (Lopez-Ferrer et al., 1999). 
In the present study, the objective was to 
determine the effect of using different oil 
sources (sunflower oil, olive oil, fish oil, flax 
seed oil and nettle oil) in Japanese quail feed on 
pH, colour, moisture, protein, fat, ash, 
myoglobin, total iron, thiobarbituric acid 
reactive substances (TBARS) and fatty acid 
composition of quail meat. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Animals and diet 
250, 14 day-old Japanese quail (Coturnix 
coturnix japonica) were used in the experiment. 
The quails were obtained from Suleyman 
Demirel University, Faculty of Agriculture, 
Isparta, Turkey. 
Quails were fed by launching feed containing 
20% crude protein and 2900 kcal ME/kg 
energy for the first 2 weeks (prefeeding). The 
later 5 weeks, quails were fed by growing feed 
containing 20% crude protein, 2900 kcal 
ME/kg energy and 2% sunflower oil (S), olive 
oil (O), fish oil (F), linseed oil (L) and nettle oil 
(N). Treatments were applied under ad libitum 
feeding conditions. 
The quails were slaughtered at the end of the 
seven weeks and carcasses were trimmed for 

breast meat (Pectoralis major) by removing 
skin, bones, and connective tissue. Breast meat 
samples within each group were vacuum 
packaged, and stored at -80°C pending further 
experimentation and analysis.  
 
Analysis 
pH measurements were carried out using Orion 
Model 420 digital pH meter (Orion, Boston, 
USA). The pH was determined after mixing a 
10 g sample with 90 ml distilled water and 
equilibrating for 10 min.  Moisture, protein, fat 
and ash of samples were determined according 
to procedures of AOAC (1995)and (AOAC, 
2000). Colour measurement was taken with a 
Hunterlab model Precise Colour Reader TCR 
200 (BAMR Ltd, Claremont, South Africa) 
colorimeter.  Evaluation of oxidative stability 
was performed by measuring the formation of 
thiobarbituric acid reactive substances 
(TBARS). TBARS values of samples were 
determined according to Kilic and Richards 
(2003). Myoglobin, total iron content and fatty 
acid composition of samples were determined 
according to Topel (1949), EPA (2000) and 
Özer and Kiliç (2014).  
The statistical evaluation of the results was 
performed using the SPSS 18.0.0 (SPSS Inc., 
Chicago, USA). The generated data were 
analysed by analysis of variance (ANOVA). 
Differences among mean values were 
established using the Duncan test and were 
considered significant when P<0.05.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The proximate compositions of quail meat from 
are shown in Table 1. No significant 
differences for fat, protein and moisture levels, 
and colour values among treatment groups 
were determined. 
 

Table 1. Proximate compositions of quail meats 
Groups Fat (%) Protein (%) Moisture (%) 

S 5,03a 17,72a 72,16a 
O 5,03a 18,05a 73,35a 
F 5,02a 17,69a 73,54a 
L 5,04a 18,10a 73,36a 
N 5,04a 17,62a 72,41a 

SEM 0,01 0,02 0,01 

All values are the mean of three replicates, SEM: standard error of the mean 
a, b (↓) Different letters within a column are significantly different. 
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TBARS and pH levels of quail meat are 
presented Figure 1. The results indicated that 
the meat samples obtained from quails fed with 
diet containing olive oil and nettle oil had the 
highest pH levels compared to other groups 
(P<0.05). 
 

 
Figure 1. TBARS and pH levels of quail meats, 

All values are the mean of three replicates 
 
As far as lipid oxidation is concerned, the 
highest TBARS values were found to be in 
meat samples obtained from quails received 
nettle oil (P<0.05). This observation could be 
related to PUFA and long fatty acid contents of 
meat. In a similar study, Barroeta (2007) 
indicated that chicken meat containing high 
PUFA is more the susceptibility of meat to 
oxidation. 
Table 2. Myoglobin and total iron levels of quail meats 

Groups Total iron 
(mg/kg) 

Myoglobin 
(mg/g) 

S 128,2b 1,70b 

O 131,3ab 1,80ab 

F 129,3b 1,93b 

L 117,4c 1,19c 

N 116,4c 1,21c 

SEM 0,11 0,06 
All values are the mean of three replicates, SEM: 

standard error of the mean 
a, b, c (↓) Different letters within a column are 

significantly different. 
 
The lowest myoglobin and total iron levels 
were determined in meat samples obtained 
from quails received diet containing flax seed 
oil and nettle oil (P<0.05) 
The fatty acid composition of quail meats is 
presented in Table 3. The results indicated that 

linoleic acid contents in the S and N group, 
oleic acid content of O group and linolenic acid 
content in the L group was higher compared 
with other groups.  
 

Table 3. Fatty acid composition of quail meats 

Fatty Acids S O F L N 
C10:0 0,47 0,29 0,68 0,27 0,37 
C12:0 1,50 1,17 1,27 1,36 0,79 
C16:0 19,89 17,25 22,26 16,50 17,70 
C16:1 3,04 6,45 5,78 5,44 3,43 
C18:0 20,04 19,27 18,01 19,09 21,68 
C18:1 19,62 24,02 22,91 19,96 19,23 
C18:2 22,60 19,89 17,90 20,20 25,16 
C18:3 0,04 0,11 0,17 4,29 0,06 
C20:0 11,53 10,22 5,85 9,21 11,52 
C20:5(n-3) 0,10 0,01 1,26 0,98 0,04 
C22:6 (n-3) 1,16 1,31 3,91 2,70 0,02 
∑SFA 41,90 37,98 42,22 37,22 40,54 
∑UFA 58,10 62,02 57,78 62,78 59,47 
∑PUFA 35,43 31,55 29,09 37,39 36,81 
PUFA/SFA 0,85 0,83 0,69 1,00 0,91 

 
It was determined that the ratio of 
polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFA) and 
saturated fatty acids (SFA) were higher than 
0.4 and the highest PUFA/SFA ratio was found 
in the meat samples obtained from quails 
received flax seed oil in diet (P<0.05). 
Furthermore, quail meat obtained from quails 
fed with fish oil and flax seed oil had higher 
eicosapentaenoic acid (C20:5, n-3) and 
docosahexaenoic acid (C22:6, n-3) compared to 
other groups (p<0.05). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
This study concluded that the use of sunflower 
oil, olive oil, fish oil, flax seed oil and nettle oil 
can be an effective strategy for modifying fatty 
acid composition, total iron and myoglobin 
content and susceptibility to oxidation of quail 
meat when incorporated in quail diet at the 
level of 2%. 
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Abstract 
This study was conducted in the Poultry Research Station – State Board of Agricultural Research - Ministry of 
Agricultural in Abu Ghraib, to study the effect of supplementing different levels and sources of Phytase enzyme to 
laying hens diets on productive performance and quality of eggs produced . 
Nine hundred sixty egg-brown hens (Lohmann Brown-Classic) 24 weeks-old distributed randomly to six treatments with 
various sources of phytase, each source contain three levels which include 16 treatments with 2 replicates (30 hen per 
replicate). Chickens fed on diets equal protein and metabolic energy according to the age periods in Lohmann Index as 
in follow:  
Treatment 1 (T1): Control group (without any supplement and without reduction of calcium and phosphorus). 
Treatment 2 (T2): Supplement phytase from fungal source (Aspergillus oryza).  
Treatment 3 (T3): Supplement phytase from bacterial source (E. coli). 
Treatment 4 (T4): Supplement phytase from phytase mixture 
For every three source of phytase added 3 levels as follows: 

A: a diet reduced phosphorus (0.09) and calcium (0.07) which included Phytase adding by 250 FTY / kg feed 
B: a diet reduced phosphorus (0.12) and calcium (0.10) which included Phytase adding by 350 FTY / kg feed 
C: a diet reduced phosphorus (0.15) and calcium (0.13) which included Phytase adding by 450 FTY / kg feed 

Treatment 5 (T5): Supplement Phytase from yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisia). 
Treatment 6 (T6): Supplement Phytase from Alfalfa plant. 
For every two source of Phytase (T5 and T6) added 3 levels 2.5, 3.5 and 4.5 FTY for each source. All three levels diet 
reduced phosphorus and calcium as in T2, T3 and T4. 
The results of experiment showed:  
Significant differences (P<0.05) between treatments  in accumulative egg production (HD%), egg weight, egg mass and 
feed conversion ratio, while the adding of T2 treatment at level (A,C) and T4 treatment at level(C) were highly 
significant  than other treatments. 
All treatments with adding Phytase enzyme showed significant superiority (P<0.05) for qualitative characteristics of 
eggs produced from 24-55 weeks as follows. 
From this study we can concluded that supplementing  fungal phytase at levels 250 and 450 FTY/kg feed  in  layer diets 
with decrease phosphore 0.09 and 0.15 % and calcium 0.07 and 0.13% respectively gave the best results also when 
supplementing mixture enzyme at level 450 FTY/kg feed. 

Key words:  
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The poultry industry at the present time faced 
many environmental problem, like poultry 
waste that accumulation in very large 
quantities (Toth et. al., 2006). China produced 
nearly 2.21 billion tons of poultry waste in 
2003 (Huang et. al., 2006) and its content 
40% organic material. 
Environmental pollution with phosphorus in-
creased attention by the associations of envi-

ronmental protection, especially if envi-
ronmental pollution sources of this element 
from poultry manure over and above rainwater 
and sewage that have a role in this pollution 
(Howarth et al., 2002; Sim and Sharpley, 
2005). 
All of this is linked to the operations of 
poultry feeding, where the form of cereal 
crops and their by-products and oil seeds 
main ingredients in diets because of 
nutritional value, these components contain 
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phosphorus element which has importance in 
metabolism as a source of energy through the 
entry in the synthesis of ATP and creatine 
phosphate also being primarily created in 
nucleic acids DNA and RNA and responsible 
for phosphorylation of some nutrients during 
metabolism as well as its entry in the 
synthesis of many compounds such as co-
carboxylase, phosphokinase and Vit.B1 
(Thiamine pyrophosphate) (Hatten et al., 
2001).  
Two-thirds of phosphorus in poultry diets be a 
complex compound unavailable form known 
as phytic acid (organic phosphorus) (Lott et 
al., 2000; Gibson et al., 2010). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.1 The chemical composition of phytic acid 
(Kumar et al., 2010) 

Due to the inability of poultry to use phytate 
phosphorus to the lack of phytase enzyme that 
responsible for smashing phosphorus bond 
from inositol ring and make it available for 
mono gastric animals (Singh et al., 2007).
This has led the developed countries to adding 
phytase enzyme to poultry diets in order to 
reduce phosphorus in feces (Francesch et al, 
2005; Ciftci et al., 2005). Studies have shown 
the importance of phytase enzyme to reduce 
the ratio of phosphorus in poultry feces to 
more than 30% (Pulmstead, 2007).
Musapuor et al. (2005) explained that the 
addition of phytase enzyme to the laying diets 
have a positive impact in improving the 
performance and the production of eggs ,also 
added to diets poor with phosphorus 
improved the level of calcium and phosphorus  
and egg weight and production (Scott et al., 
1999). 

Snow et al. (2003) pointed that laying hens 
fed on phytase enzyme by 300FTY/kg for 21 
days did not have any significant effect on 
egg production. While the addition of 
Silversides and Hurby (2009) from phytase 
enzyme at levels 300 and 600FTY/kg to 
Lohmann hens with presence of phosphorus 
at perfect level doesn't appear any effect in 
phosphorus, calcium, energy and protein so 
from this results the researchers concluded 
that the addition of phytase enzyme to poor 
diets can ensuring necessity body from 
phosphorus and reduce phosphorus excreted 
with feces and thus reduce environmental 
pollution. Haitham (2010) found that using 
phytase enzyme Natophus and Phyzyme at 
level 300 and 450 respectively (two different 
microbial sources of phytase enzyme) to corn-
soybean diets have a positive impact on the 
productive performance, feed efficiency  and 
egg weight. Also Mohebbifar and Torki 
(2011) revealed that using 0.3 gm from 
phytase enzyme /kg at levels 0.33 and 0.29 
gm from phytate phosphorus /gm led to 
significant increase in egg production due to 
increased feed consumption and feed 
conversion ratio compared with control 
treatment. 

The aim of this study added different 
sources of phytase enzyme and different 
levels to laying hen diets and their effects on 
productive performance.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Using 960 Lohmann Brown-Classic laying 
hens at 24 week old distributed randomly on 
16 treatment (2 replicate / treatment)30 hen 
per replicate .Treatments were as follows:

T1: Treatment 1 as Control (without adding 
enzyme and non-reduced phosphorus and 
calcium).

T2: Treatment 2 adding phytase enzyme 
from fungal source. 

T3: Treatment 3 adding phytase enzyme 
from bacterial source. 

T4: Treatment 4 adding phytase enzyme 
from enzyme mixture. 
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Treatments 2,3,4 adding by three levels as in 
follow: 

Level A: Diet reduced phosphorus (0.09%) 
and calcium (0.07%) with adding 250 FTY 
phytase enzyme /kg feed. 

Level B: Diet reduced phosphorus (0.12%) 
and calcium (0.10%) with adding 350 FTY 
phytase enzyme /kg feed. 

Level C: Diet reduced phosphorus (0.15%) 
and calcium (0.13%) with adding 450 FTY 
phytase enzyme/kg feed. 

T5: Treatment 5 adding phytase enzyme 
from yeast source. 

T6: Treatment 6 adding phytase enzyme 
from plant source. 

 Treatments 5 and 6 adding by three levels 
as in follow:   

Level A: Diet reduced phosphorus (0.09%) 
and calcium (0.07%) with adding 2.5 FTY 
phytase enzyme /kg feed. 

Level B: Diet reduced phosphorus (0.12%) 
and calcium (0.10%) with adding 3.5 FTY 
phytase enzyme /kg feed.  

Level C: Diet reduced phosphorus (0.15%) 
and calcium (0.13%) with adding 4.5 FTY 
phytase enzyme/kg feed.  
Tables 1, 2, 3 indicate the diets used in the 
experiment for the periods from 18-28, 29-45, 
46-63 weeks of age. 

 
 
 

Table 1. Components and chemical composition (%) of the diet used in laying hens from age 18 to 28 week

 (1) T2 and T3 and T4 represent sources of phytase enzyme treatments fungal ' bacterial and mixture respectively 
(2)Protease Center for poultry feed Breedcom-5 special product by Dutch WAFI company, (3) Metabolic Energy 
(kilocalories = 2100 crude protein 40%, fat 5%, crude fiber 2%, Calcium 8%, phosphorus 2%, lysine 3.75%, methionine 
2.85%, of the date, and according to the (NRC, 1994)

 
 
 
 

             Treatment  
 

Components

T1 
control

T2,T3, T4(1) (S.C)T5 T6( ALFALFA) 
A 

FTY 
250 

B 
FTV 
350 

C 
FTY 
450 

A 
FTY 2.5

B 
FTY 
3.5 

C 
FTY 
4.5 

A 
FTY 
2.5 

B 
FTY 
3.5 

C 
FTY 
4.5 

Corn 53 53 50.89 53.02 53 52.081 52 52.047 50.49 50 
wheat 7.34 7.71 10 8.21 8.466 9.37 9.11 7.59 9.1 9 
SBM (44% cp) 24 24.02 24 24 23.208 23.32 23.659 23.437 22.862 22.91
Protein Centre (2) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
fat 2 2 2 1.8 1.9 1.9 2 2.143 2.32 2.407
Di-calcium phosphate (18.5 P) 1.75 1.25 1.07 0.91 1.25 107 0.91 1.25 1.07 0.91 
Calcium carbonate (limestone) 6.82 6.93 6.95 6.97 6.93 6.95 6.95 6.88 6.88 6.87 
NaCI 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 
Yeast S.C 0 0 0 0 0.156 0.219 0.281 0 0 0 
Dried leaves alfalfa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.563 2.188 2.813
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Calculated Chemical analysis(3)
Energy (kcal I kg) 2804 2825 2811 2812 2813 2813 2820 2798 2800 2797
% Crude protein 18.05 18.1 18.2 18.1 17.92 18.04 18.1 18.0 17.94 18.0 
Lysine% 0.99 0.99 1.0 1.0 0.98 0.99 1.0 0.98 0.97 0.97 
Methionine% 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 0.40 
Methionine+ Sistine% 0.69 0.69 0.70 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 0.69 
Calcium% 3.46 3.39 3.36 3.33 3.36 3.33 3.46 3.33 3.46 3.39 
Available Phosphorus% 0.50 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.38 0.41 0.35 0.41 0.38 0.35 
Arginine 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.83 
Linoleic acid% 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.28 1.28 1.28 1.30 1.30 1.30 
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Table 2. Components and chemical composition (%) of the diet used in laying hens from age 29 to 45 week 

                             Treatment 
 
Components 

T1 
control 

T2,T3, T4(1) (S.C)T5 T6( ALFALFA) 
A 

FTY 
250 

B 
FTV  
350 

C 
FTY 
450 

A 
FTY  
2.5 

B 
FTY 
3.5 

C 
FTY 
4.5 

A 
FTY 
2.5 

B 
FTY 
3.5 

C 
FTY 
4.5 

Corn 50.74 50.43 50.72 50.517 50.334 50 50.009 51.087 51.85 52.777 
wheat 18.34 19 18.15 18.983 19 19.49 19.8 17 16.3 15 
SBM (44% cp) 17.3 17.35 18.06 17.57 17.3 17.221 17 17.2 16.662 16.59 
Protein Centre (2)  5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
fat 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Di-calcium phosphate (18.5 P) 1.6 1.05 0.88 0.72 1.05 0.88 0.72 1.05 0.88 0.72 
Calcium carbonate (limestone) 6.93 7.07 7.1 7.12 7.07 7.1 7.1 7.01 7.03 7.01 
NaCl 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 0.09 
Yeast S.0 0 0 0 0 0.156 0.219 0.281 0 0 0 
Dried leaves alfalfa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1363 2.188 2.813 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Calculated Chemical analysis(3) 
Energy (kcal I kg) 2722 2732 2733 2739 2731 2733 2739 2712 2712 2712 
% Crude protein 16.4 16.5 16.7 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.5 16.4 16.3 16.3 
Lysine% 0.85 0.86 0.87 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.84 0.84 
Methionine% 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 0.38 
Methionine+ Sistine% 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.66 0.65 0.65 0.64 
Calcium% 3.46 3.39 3.36 3.33 3.39 3.36 3.33 3.39 3.36 3.33 
Available Phosphorus% 0.50 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.41 0.38 0.35 0.41 0.38 0.35 
Arginine 0.85 0.85 0.86 0.86 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.85 0.83 0.83 
Linoleic acid% 1.29 1.29 1.29 1.29 2731 2733 2739 1.30 1.30 1.30 

 
Table 3. Components and chemical composition (%) of the diet used in laying hens from age 46 to 63 week 

Treatment 

components
T1 

control

T2,T3, T4(1) (S.C)T5 T6( ALFALFA) 
A 

FTY 
250 

B 
FTV
 350 

C 
FTY 
450 

A 
FTY 
 2.5 

B 
FTY 
3.5 

C 
FTY 
4.5 

A 
FTY 
2.5 

B 
FTY 
3.5 

C 
FTY 
4.5 

Corn 45.04 45.17 45.1 44.95 45.1 45.786 45.55 45.13 45.3 43.3 
wheat 26.86 27.06 27.45 28.212 27.841 27 26.854 25.8 25 26.76 
SBM (44% cp) 14 14.1 14 13.58 13.55 13.6 13.9 13.667 13.8 13.399
Protein Centre (2) 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
fat 0.2 0.18 0.1 0.07 0.05 0.05 - 0.05 0.4 0.442 0.65 
Di-calcium phosphate (18.5P) 1.4 0.89 0.72 0.528 0.528 0.72 0.89 0.89 0.72 0.528 
Calcium carbonate (limestone) 7.45 7.55 7.58 7.61 7.6 7.575 7.55 7.5 7.5 7.5 
NaCI 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 0.05 
Yeast S.0 0 0 0 0 0.281 0.219 0.156 0 0 0 
Dried leaves alfalfa 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1.563 2.188 2.813 
Total 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
Calculated Chemical analysis(3)
Energy (kcal 1 kg) 2722 2733 2732 2737 2727 2733 2735 2723 2720 2127 
% Crude protein 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 15.6 
Lysine% 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.78 0.77 
Methionine% 0.37 0.36 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 0.37 
Methionine+ Sistine% 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.64 0.63 0.63 0.63 
Calcium% 3.60 3.53 3.5 3.47 3.53 3.5 3.47 3.53 3.5 3.47 
Available Phosphorus% 046 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.37 0.34 0.31 0.37 0.34 0.31 
Arginine 0.77 0.77 0.78 0.78 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 0.77 
Linoleic acid% 1.28 1.20 1.23 1.25 1.20 1.20 1.20 1.3 1.3 1.4 

(1) T2 and T3 and T4 represent sources of phytase enzyme treatments fungal ' bacterial and mixture respectively 
(2)Protease Center for poultry feed Breedcom-5 special product by Dutch WAFI company, (3) Metabolic Energy 
(kilocalories = 2100 crude protein 40%, fat 5%, crude fiber 2%, Calcium 8%, phosphorus 2%, lysine 3.75%, methionine 
2.85%, of the date, and according to the (NRC, 1994 
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For bacterial phytase we used E. coli sources 
of enzyme for fungal phytase Aspergillus 
oryzae, enzymes  mixture contain (Xylanases, 
B-glucanase, Protease, Alfa-amylase, phytase, 
for yeast (Saccharomyces cerevisia), and for 
plant (dried alfalfa leaves powder). 

Table 4. Estimation phytase enzyme in alfalfa leaves 
powder and Saccharomyces cerevisia 

Phytase enzyme activity 
(FTY/kg material) Material 

1600 Saccharomyces 
cerevisia 

160 Alfalfa plant leafs 

The analysis was conducted in the Food 
Testing Center in Iowa in America. 
It measured productive performance such as 
Hen day production (H.D.%) during 32 week 
for eight periods ,each period 28 days; 
cumulative egg production (egg/hen) during 
224 day, egg weight, egg mass, feed 
conversions ratio, also qualitative characteristics 
of eggs such as yolk index, yolk weight, yolk 
and white relative weight and shell thickness.  
Statistical analysis of this study using 
General, Linear Model of SAS statistical 
program was conducted (SAS, 2001).   
To determine the effect of treatments studied 
it was using Complete Randomized Design. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Table 5 shows no significant differences 
between treatments during the periods 1, 2, 3, 
4, 5, 7 and 8 and the rate of egg production 
for the period 24-55wk recorded significant 
superior for treatments adding phytase enzyme 
at levels 250 and 450 FTY/kg feed and 
enzyme mixture at level 450 U/kg feed, so 
this was reflected positively to significant for 
the same treatments to produce cumulative 
eggs, followed by other treatments addition 
phytase enzyme  than control group, while the 
lowest rate for this character recorded for the 
treatment added S.c.yeast at level (3.5/kg feed). 
Table 6 revealed significant difference 
between treatments during all periods in egg 
weight, so egg weight  from age 24-55 week 
has recorded higher rates for enzyme mixture 
at level 250 U/kg feed and alfalfa leaves 
powder at level 2.5 FTY/kg feed treatments 
by 65.45 and 65.30 gm respectively compared 
with enzyme treatments at various sources 
and levels (reduced with Ca, p) and control 
treatment which did not differ while adding 

yeast treatment at level 4.5 FTY/kg feed 
recorded the lowest rate of egg weight 62.65 gm. 
Egg mass represents the number of eggs 
produced multiplied by the average egg 
weight and from the Table 7 there were no 
significant differences between experimental 
treatments during the first five periods and for 
the period 24-55 week treatment added fungal 
phytase enzyme at level( 250 FTY/kg feed) 
recorded significant superior at rate 59.83 g/ 
bird/day and a cumulative egg mass 13401 
g/bird/224 day, while S.C. yeast treatment 
(3.5 FTY/kg feed) recorded minimum egg 
mass 54.32 gm/bird/day, which reflected 
negatively on the a cumulative egg mass 
12167 g / bird / 224 day . 
Feed consumption known indicator of the 
nutritional content that provided to birds and 
the limiting factor for the efficiency of 
production and profitability, especially that 
experimental diet adding phytase enzyme at 
different sources and levels low in Ca and P, 
and according to Lohman Guide provided 120 
g feed / hen / day to meet the production need 
and did not recorded any residual amount of 
feed because all feed consumed from 
treatments birds . 
Feed consumption is an important economic 
indicator and what determine the values of 
this index were feed conversion ratio and 
increase egg production, egg weight and other 
qualitative characteristics of eggs are only the 
result of inputs conversion efficiency to 
economic value outputs. Table 8 included the 
average feed conversion ratio for experimental 
treatments, there were significant differences 
(P <0.05) for all periods. When calculated rate 
of feed conversion ratio (g feed / g eggs) for a 
period of 24-55 weeks we showed significant 
improvement (P <0.05) for treatment of 
adding fungal phytase enzyme (250 FTY / kg 
feed) and treatment adding mixture enzymes 
with 2.01 and 2. 04 g feed / g egg respectively 
while S.C. yeast treatment (3.5 FTY / kg feed) 
recorded the worst feed conversion ratio (2.22 
g feed/g eggs). 
The relative weight of the shell, is an 
important indicator of shell thickness Table 9 
revealed significant differences for all 
production periods between the various 
treatments in the experiment. The total  rate of 
relative shell weight for period (24-55) leaves 
weeks, treatment of adding dried alfalfa leaf 
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powder at level (3.5 FTY / kg feed)  showed 
significantly superior (P<0.05) recorded 
10.39%, then fungal phytase enzyme 
treatment at level 250 FYT/ kg feed recorded 
10.16% compared to other treatments. 
These results showed a positive effect because 
the diets differed from the conventional, in 
terms of the fact that rations provided complete 
requirements of calcium and phosphorus for 
the bird while diets adding phytase enzyme 
various sources and levels (fungal, bacterial, a 
mixture of enzymes, S.c. yeast, and dried 
alfalfa leaves) reduced with Ca and P depend 
on phytase enzyme levels, and that hence the 
non-significant increase in these treatments 
compared with control group. The positive 
result in the search indicating the benefit for 
bird from unavailable phosphorus in the plant 
sources and its relationship with many nutrient 
and mineral linked with and reflection on the 
production, this may be due to the lytic action 
of phytase enzyme on phytic acid then release 
linked nutrients and mineral like proteins or 
carbohydrates or minerals and vitamins (Oatway 
et al., 2001; Gatlin et al., 2007; Hardy, 2010) 
,the enzyme works to raise the level of 
phosphorus and availability and thus increase 
the performance of vital functions because of 
its role in metabolites of carbohydrates, amino 
acids, fat and entry in the synthesis of nucleic 
acids and storage of energy in the body (Cao 
et al., 2007). As well as the action of  enzyme 
on the liberalization of calcium that enters in 
many processes and pathways of metabolic 
and increase the permeability of cell membranes, 
which helps the occurrence of absorption of 
nutrients in the intestines and facilitate fluid 
passage and some ions into and out of cells 
process and thus maintain the balance of the 
contents of (Fleet et al., 2008; Schoch et al., 
2012), where each of Ca and P share together 
in many biological processes within the body 
and which affect directly to increase activity 
of thyroid gland as a result of secreted 
hormone responsible for regulating their 
levels in the blood, thereby increasing the 
metabolism which will reflect positively on 
egg production (Elsayed et al., 2010) in 
addition to release manganese by enzyme that 
important in activation many internal enzymes 
in the metabolism of protein, fat and 
carbohydrate to prowrement generated energy 
therefore is an important element in 

production of eggs (Yildiz et al., 2011). So 
release nutrient and mineral elements means 
increased availability and thus achieve 
maximum benefit from digested and absorbed 
(Peter and Baker, 2001; Aksakal and Bilal, 
2002), in addition to release inositol to be 
benefit from body (Wu et al., 2006). This is 
another side to increase in egg production for 
treatments adding phytase enzyme at various 
sources and levels, particularly for the sixth 
period (44-47 weeks) of the production (Table 
5) which coincided in the eighth month 
(August) of the year, which have very high 
temperatures (33-34.5ºC), that means exposure 
of birds to heat stress led to negative impact 
on the productive performance, but 
experimental treatments have proven that add 
phytase enzyme at various sources showed 
significantly superior (P<0.05) in comparison 
with control group (T1). This is due to the 
improvement in utilization of myo-Inositol 
which turns in the secondary path to vitamin 
C in animal body (Panda et al., 2007). On the 
other hand entry inositol in another path for 
the synthesis of fat in the body after 
decomposition glycerol several paths to get 
phosphotedil Inositol (Maurie et al., 2003) 
and therefore, both benefit of inositol whether 
to get vitamin C or release energy are 
important sources to reduce heat stress during 
this period, which reflected positively in 
improving productivity traits especially 
production eggs (Panda et al., 2008). 
The superiority significant for the treatment 
of adding a mixture of enzymes at levels (350 
and 450 u/kg feed) may be due to the enzyme 
mixture, which included Xylanases, ß-
glucanase, α-Amylase, phytase, the Xylanases 
enzyme works on Arabinoxylase, and ß-
glucanase, works on beta-glucane which connect 
many nutrients and thus reduce viscosity of 
intestine, also α-Amylase enzyme is working 
on analysis of starch and that some of it is 
linked to phytic acid after its release by 
phytase enzyme (Cowieson et al., 2008) that 
the mixture enzymes reflected positively on 
egg production. 
The superiority shown for the treatments of 
adding dried alfalfa leaves powder (3.5 and 
4.5 FTY/kg feed), which was similar to fungal 
phytase enzyme treatment at level (350 
FTy/kg feed)in cumulative egg production 
during 224 days may be due to the contains of 
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alfalfa with many vitamins such as vitamin A, 
vitamin E and carotenoids (Mohammed and 
Al-Janabi, 1989) and because of its effect in 
increasing egg production in birds as a result 
of their impact on  increased secretion of sex 
hormones that works as vitamin E to stimulate 
the secretion Luteinizing Hormone Releasing 
Factor (LHRH) from hypothalamus (Karanth 
et al., 2004), and thus enhance the secretion of 
both hormones FSH and LH and progesterone 
and estrogen, which leads to enhance egg 
production to the presence of a positive and 
significant between the concentration of these 
hormones in blood plasma and egg production. 
I believe that the findings from the results 
when we added phytase enzyme with 
reduction in Ca and P lead to get maximum 
benefit from the nutrients release from feed 
and thus appeared clearly in many traits. 
We find that the significant increase for 
treatments adding phytase enzyme at various 
sources and levels with decrease Ca and P in 
rations compared with control treatment (T1) 
led a positive reflection in the production 
process and this can be explained by several 
reasons, including that the most important 
factor in the impact on production is nutrition 
and especially the productive performance of 
laying hens is influenced by the level of the 
source of diets and in addition to other factors 
related to management of birds, this side 
reflects  the superiority of treatments adding 
phytase enzyme at various sources and levels 
on egg weight to the ability of enzyme to 
analysis phytic acid and release nutrients 
either carbohydrates, and fats, and proteins, 
and elements to be more availability , thus 
affecting to increase the size of product egg 
(Liu et al., 2007), also release phytase enzyme 
for magnesium, which is an important 
element in metabolism of protein and  protein 
synthesis (Maguire and Cowan, 2002), as is 
magnesium responsible for activated alkaline 
phosphatase enzyme (ALP) that being necessary 
for deposition of calcium and phosphorus in 
bones and increases metabolism of calcium 
and phosphorus, which encourage the transition 
of vital components of  blood to liver, thus 
increasing liver function of vital components 
manufacturing (proteins, carbohydrates, fats) 
to go overage the need for management and 
production, transmission the necessary nutrients 

for the manufacture of egg yolk components 
(Weiser et al., 1990). Also the role of enzyme 
in release inositol ring which is part of 
secondary course be vitamin C (antioxidant), 
where he pointed by Panda et al., 2008, that 
have positive effect of the reaction of vitamin 
C on poultry production of eggs, weight and 
egg mass associated with increased protein 
concentration in egg yolk. And perhaps 
improve unsaturated fatty acids (Omega-3 and 
Omega-6). When we added phytase enzyme 
thus release associated fat and may have a 
role in improving chicken requirements from 
the essential fatty acid, in addition to 
advantage of vitamins soluble in fat (A, E, D, 
K), which is positively reflected a significant 
improvement to egg weight (Zyla et al., 2012). 
Adding dried alfalfa leaves powder at level 
(2.5 FTy/kg feed) may be due to their contain 
with many enzymes such as phytase, amylase, 
beta-glucanase (Edimister et al., 2001), 
amylase works on analysis of starch into its 
basic components, and beta-glucanase which 
works to break down the compound complex 
beta- glucane and release nutrients associated 
with it, which has a high affinity for  link with 
water, causing increase viscosity (Cowieson 
et al., 2006) and thus led to benefit from feed, 
which reflects positively on the production 
and egg weight. This is in addition to 
containing alfalfa a good quality protein and 
element such as calcium, phosphorus, and 
source of vitamin A. 
The reason for increase relative shell weight 
in dried alfalfa leaves treatment may be due to 
contain alfalfa 9-13 gm/kg calcium is an 
important element in the formation of egg shell, 
as well as 2-3 gm/kg phosphorus, (Mohammed 
and Al-Janabi, 1989).Thus led to increase 
calcium by absorption from intestine and then 
move into blood and increase concentration of 
calcium in blood plasma (Al-Hassani, 2000), 
in addition to the containment. Flavonoids 
known as Isoflavones and glycoside saponine 
compounds for its role in influencing 
stimulation of sex hormones as estrogen that 
works to transform calcium from medullary 
bone to blood. 
This reflected positively on increased shell 
thickness and shell weight, and this enhance 
the strength and hardness for egg produced 
(Fayad and Nagy, 1989). 
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Abstract 
Animal transportation usually causes a weight loss. This surely becomes an economical loss. Animal suspected to be 
under stress circumstances during the transportation which caused physiological change. Twenty Padjadjaran rams 
which have average weight between 17 – 26 kg were used in this research. Research was done experimentally using 
Completely Randomize Design with four levels of electrolyte solution treatment which are P1 (0 mL), P2 (75 mL), P3 
(12.5 mL), and P4 (150 mL). Every treatment was added by 25 mg of Roselle extract and replicated five times. Rams 
were transported for 8 hour using pick-up car with capacity of 20 rams. Observed variables were body weight, and 
physiological responses which consist of rectal temperature, respiration rate, heart rate, glucose level and blood’s 
urea. The observation showed that body weight was not significantly different (P>0.05) between treatments. The 
respiratory rate and heart rate also resulted not significant (P>0.05), although it can be tolerated because rectal 
temperature was in a normal range. Values of glucose and blood’s urea decreased although it were still not 
significantly different (P>0.5). In conclusion, the utilization of coconut water-based electrolyte solution with roselle 
extracts addition can suppress body weight loss without gives any major effect physiologically to the Padjadjaran ram. 
 
Key words: electrolyte, coconut water, roselle, transportation, Padjadjaran ram. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Transportation plays an important part in Farm 
animal to ensure the distribution of both 
livestock and its production. Transportation can 
improve mobility of the livestock but it also 
can be a potential source of physiological 
disruption. Livestock is not fed and watered 
during transportation, meanwhile there are 
stressors that arise that need to be taken care 
immediately (Knowles and Warriss, 2000). To 
overcome this condition, additional energy is 
needed to perform homeostasis process 
(Campbell, 2010) that will result in body 
weight decrease around 8-10% after 
transportation (Cockram, 2007).  
Stressors during transportation will cause 
physiological stress such as thirst, hunger or 
psychological stress such as fear, restlessness. 
It can be happen because of separation from the 
bigger herd, bump, physical bump and 
environmental stress such as climate, weather, 
feed, noise and human presence (Minka and 
Ayo, 2012). Physiological reactions during 

transportation are very dynamic, especially in 
heat release in form of evaporation such as 
sweat excretion, excessive salivation, heart rate 
increase, respiration and panting (Bernardini, 
2012). It will cause body fluid and electrolyte 
become unbalance if it occurs during long 
period of time because half of fluid either from 
extracellular or intracellular fluid and important 
electrolyte will be excreted from body (Knowles 
and Warriss, 2000). Body fluid and electrolyte 
that are excreted from body will immediately 
overcome by administration of isotonic fluid 
instead of water (Koswara, 2009). 
Coconut water (Cocos nucifera) is one of 
natural liquid that isotonic with body fluid and 
equipped with energy resources, vitamins and 
minerals. Meanwhile roselle is herbs that contain 
high ascorbic acid and active compounds such 
as flavonoids and polyphenols that act as 
secondary anti-oxidant (Ramirez-Rodrigues et 
al., 2011). These two materials can be utilize as 
ready to use electrolyte source to supress 
oxidant or free radical to prevent reactive 
characteristic of oxidant (Pokorný, 2007). 
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The objective of this research is to understand 
effect of utilization of coconut water based 
electrolyte and roselle extract on Padjadjaran 
rams body weight and physiological condition. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Twenty Padjadjaran rams with body weight 
between 17 – 26 kg and age between 1 – 1.5 
years old were transported for 8 hours withoutt 
a rest. Research was done experimentally with 
Completely Randomize Design (CRD) that 
consist of 4 treatments that each repeated 5 
times. Mineral contents of coconut water and 
roselle extract were used to design the 
treatment formula can be seen in Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Coconut Water (Cocosnucifera) and Roselle 
Extract  (Hibiscus sabdarifa) Contents in Treatment 

 

 
Rams were given treatment formula before 
transportation and not allowed to be fed and 
watered during it. Content of the treatment 
formula can be seen in Table 2. A pick-up truck 
with capacity of 20 rams was used during 
transportation. Rams were weighed, measured 
its physiological status and taken its blood 
sample before and after the transportation. Each 
rams was given a mark to make observation 
easier. 
 
Measurement methods: 

1. Body weight was measured using scale 
with capacity of 100 kg with deviation 
of 0.1 kg. 

2. Physiological status such as heart rate, 
respiration rate, and rectal temperature 
were measured using stethoscope and 
counter. Heart rate measured by 
counting heart rate for 1 minute. 
Respiration rate measured by counting 
inspiratory and expiratory for 1 minute. 

Meanwhile rectal temperature measured 
by inserting clinical thermometer to 
rectum for 3 minutes. 

3. Blood samples were taken as much as 3 
mL using syringe. Then it was stored in 
vacuum tube EDTA and cold 
temperature to prevent coagulation 
before it was analyzed. Blood samples 
were used to determined glucose level 
and blood urea. Measurement was done 
by Haematology analyzer in a 
commercial laboratory named Multitest 
in Bandung. 

Table . Content of Coconut Water and Roselle 
Extract Based Electrolyte Solution for Each 

Treatment 
 

 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Live Body Weight  
Administration of coconut water-based 
electrolyte and roselle extract showed change 
in body weight with range from 0 – 5.47%. 
Statistical analysis showed that the change in 
body weight between treatments was not 
significantly different. It has to be noted that 
control treatment (P0) had the highest body 
weight loss. Meanwhile there were not any 
body weight loss for treatment P1 and P2, and 
2.38% for treatment P3 (Figure 1). 
Dehydration often happen in transported 
livestock and it is usually considered as cause 
of weight loss (Benardini, 2012).In dehydration 
state there will be a exchange of water and 
electrolyte from intracellular and interstitial to 
intravascular (Cockram, 2007). That fluid 
exchange depends on tonicity and hidrostatic 
pressure of remaining extracellular fluid. It will 
also affect dehydration degree of organs 
(Schaefer et al.,1997). Administration of 

Material Concentration 
Coconut Watera 

Sodium (mg/L) 
Potassium (mg/L) 
Chlorine (mg/L) 

Roselle Extract 
Vitamin C (mg/100g)b 
Flavonoid (mg/L)c 
Phenol Total (mg/L)c 

 
105 
312 
183 

 
250.75 
29.74 
292.01 

Source :a Young (2009) ; bLab. Penelitian dan Pelayanan UNPAD 
(2014) ; c Ramirez-Rodrigues (2011) 

Electrolyte Solution Formulation Treatment 
P0 P1 P2 P3 

Coconut Water (mL) 
Sucrose (g) 
Sodium Chloride (g) 
Sodium Benzoate (g) 
Potash (g) 
Citric Acid (g) 
Vit.C in Roselle Extract(mg) 
Distilled Water 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 

75 

50 
4,5 
0,5 
0,1 
3,1 
0,1 
25 
75 

75 
6,75 
0,75 
0,15 
4,65 
0,15 
25 

112,5 

100 
9 
1 

0,2 
6,2 
0,2 
25 
150 
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coconut water-based electrolyte and roselle 
extract before transportation is a form of 
prevention toward dehydration. Coconut water-
based electrolyte and roselle extract formulated 
to replace lost electrolyte. Coconut water is a 
fluid that istonic with blood fluid and Its 
contain compunds such as sodium bicarbonate, 
sodium sitrat, potash (Koswara, 2009). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Body Weight Change after transportation  

Observation indicate that addition of coconut 
water-based electrolyte and roselle extract tend 
to suppress the body weight loss in 8 hours of 
transportation process. The given treatment 
alledgedly replace lost electrolyte immediatly 
along with urine, feces or sweat (Bernandini, 
2012; Gortel et al., 1992, cited by Schaefer et 
al., 1997). This will make pool size water space 
in interstitial undisturbed, (Gortel et al., 1992, 
cited by Schaefer et al., 1997). On the other 
hand, livestock will experience stressor along 
transportation which can affect physiological 
and biological process in their body. Heat 
levelling and metabolism increase caused by 
increase of cortisol concentration in fight and 
flight have to be provided by additional energy, 
(Campbell, 2010).  

This research showed that treatment P0 
experienced highest weight loss compare to 
other treatments. This allegedly occurred 
because rams in treatment P0 were only given 
distilled water (aquades) before transportation 
so that the rams did not have electrolyte supply 
to replace what was lost. Unlike treatment P0, 
other treatments were given coconut water 
before transportation. Coconut water that 

contains electrolyte (Na and K) and sucrose 
that can be used as energy source.It also 
contains vitamin C as anti-oxidant.  
The non significant result of weight loss 
parameter is in line with Hobson (1997) 
statement, especially in rams which prioritize 
sufficient of water better than electrolyte 
condition. Administration of electrolyte 
intended to improve livestock’s performance 
(Schaefer, 1997), meanwhile roselle extract 
contains vitamin C that can suppress free 
radical that often happen during transportation 
(Minka and Ayo, 2012). Another reason of non 
significant result is that treatment P0 were 
given distilled water equivalent to treatment P1 
so that these two treatments have different 
amount of nutrient and electrolyte in water 
coconut-based electrolyte and roselle extract. 
Because of that reasons, it is strongly possible 
that result of treatment P1 and P2 are 
contributed from coconut water-based 
electrolyte and roselle extract although the 
weight loss still not significant.  
In this research, body weight loss percentage 
range after 8 hours of transportation is lower 
than observation result of Purnomoadi et al 
2003 in Endang Purbowati et al. (2005) that 
range about 1.0 – 1.2 kg or equal to 7.1 – 8.2%.  

 
Table 3. Effect Of Coconut Water-Based Electrolyte Solution and Rosella Extract on Body Weight And Physiological 

Responses on Padjadjaran Ram 
 

Parameter 

Treatment 

P0 P1 P2 P3 

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 

Body Weight  (kg) 20.48 ± 2.65 19.36 ± 2.74 21 ± 0.62 21,08 ± 0,73 22.16 ± 3.26 22.16 ± 3.54 21.88 ± 3.75 21.36 ± 3.84 

Heart Rate (Freq/minute) 81 ± 16.16 73 ± 33.38 65 ± 8.82 62 ± 5 62 ± 3.88 63 ± 4.47 79 ± 22.75 63 ± 7.29 

Respiration rate 
(Freq/minute) 42 ± 4.17 45 ± 8.06 37 ± 3.42 45 ± 6.95 39 ± 6.20 42 ± 4.35 45 ± 17.05 40 ± 9.05 

Rektal temperature (oC) 39.8 ± 0.1 39.7 ± 0.28 39.7 ± 0.19 39.34 ± 0.15 39.78 ± 0.08 39.68 ± 0.24 39.98 ± 0.24 39.7 ± 0.19 

 Blood glucose 
(mg/dL) 49.2 ± 10.43 37.46 ± 22.82 71.60 ± 36.80 28.60 ± 7.44 54.33 ± 11.78 27.40 ± 6.58 73.60 ± 28 52.2 ± 29.72 

Blood urea  (mg/dL) 40.94 ± 14.81 33.50 ± 2.93 42.08 ± 13.93 34.08 ± 2.61 41. 68 ± 14.19 33.42 ± 1.41 45.42 ± 13.06 35.30 ± 3.33 

1:before transportation; 2: after transportation  
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Heart Rate, Respiration Rate and Rectal 
Temperature 
Data about heart rate, respiration rate, and 
rectal temperature can be seen at Table 3. Heart 
rate after transportation was decreased in 
treatment P0 (9,88%), P1 (3,08%) and P3 
(20,25%), meanwhile it was increased in 
treatment P2 (1.61%). Respiration rate was 
increased for treatment P0 (6%), P1 (21.9%), 
P2 (10.4%), meanwhile it was decreasing in 
treatment P3 (6.9%). For rectal temperature, all 
of treatment were decreased as in 10.9% for P0, 
3.6% for P1, 0.7% for P2, and 16.4% for P3. 
Statictical analysis showed that addition of 
coconut water-based electrolyte and roselle 
extract was not significantly different (P > 0.05) 
for those 3 parameters. This can be interpreted 
that eventhough a change occured between 
after and before the transportation, it did not 
cause significant difference physiologically. 
The result of observation from this research 
were opposite from others previous research 
where almost every transportation could increase 
heart rate, respiration rate and body temperature 
(Lefcourt et al., 1986, cited by Kassab, 2014). 
This contradiction was alledgedly happen in 
this research because those parameters were 
higher before transportation condition than 
after transportation condition as result of 
handling. Every stressor from internal or 
external that experience by livestock is a 
stimulus that will be responded immediatly by 
system neuroendocrin through sympatho-
adrenal-medullary (SAM) axis. SAM axis is a 
short term respond system that very effective to 
solve problem (Griffin, 1989, cited by Parker, 
2004). It will be secreted by catecholamine 
from adrenal medulla and functioned to 
improve vigilance (fight and flight). An 
increase in heart rate and dilation of blood 
vessel are parts of homeostasis process. The 
objective of heart rate increase is to accelerate 
blood pumping to cells throughout body. 
Meanwhile blood vessel dilation has purpose to 
release heat out of body through sweat, 
however rams have a more effective system to 
do it by evaporation or an increase in 
respiration rate (Knowles and Warriss, 2000).  
Respiration is a form of respond from livestock 
to release or replace heat with surrounding 
heat, (Yani, 2006). An increase of blood 
temperature by 10C will activate heat receptor 

on peripheral and hypothalamic (Bouchma and 
Knochel, 2002, cited by Sugito, 2009). In the 
end, all of this process inside body will be 
manifested in body temperature. Body 
temperature in homeotherm animal have to 
remain constant, therefore it has to be arrange 
by balancing heat loss and heat gain inside 
body (Yousef, 1985). If livestock cannot lose 
heat form inside the body, it will cause organs 
temperature to increase. If this situation happen 
in long term periode, it will be handled by 
glucocorticoid, a hormone secreted by the 
adrenal cortex on stimulation from 
corticotropic realising hormone (CRH) and 
adenocorticotropic hormone (ACTH). 
Analogically, the more higher concentration of 
glucocorticoid especially cortisol in blood the 
more higher stress experience by livestock 
(Bernardini, 2014),  Because of that reason a 
decrease in cortisol level in blood can be 
interpretated as a sign that homeostatis process 
have been completed.  
In this research, decrease in heart rate and 
respiration rate happened in mid and end of 
transportation, meanwhile body temperature 
would back to normal. The heart rate recorded 
in a range of 62-83 freq/minute which is 
considered normal at 60–80 frequency/minute 
(Smithand Mangkoewidjoio, 1988). Respiration 
rate recorded in a range of 37-45 frq/minute 
which higher than normal average by Frandson 
(1996) at 19 frequency/minute. The high 
respiration rate is a homeostatis mechanism in 
order to maintain body temperature. This 
condition can be seen from average body 
temperature about 39.7-39.9oC which is still 
within a normal average about 39.2–400C 
(Smith and Mangkoewidjojo, 1988). Rectal 
temperature for rams as homoioterm animals 
are about 0.6–1.00C. Capability of endoterm 
animals to maintain its body temperature is an 
autonomic process from heat production. Those 
temperature will protect enzymates process 
inside the body from interruption (Roberto and 
Michael, 1992). 
Based electrolyte solution is believed to be part 
of omoreseptor (Soeharsono, 2010), who 
helped oversee and control systems of the body 
fluids, electrolytes such as sodium and 
potassium and other ions play a role in 
regulating traffic nutrients into the cell. 
Similarly, the role of roselle extracts as 
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antioxidants, ie vitamin C, flavonoids inhibit 
free radicals formed when phosphorylation in 
the mitochondria (Ramirez-Rodriguez, 2011). 
The mean rectal temperature of sheep after 
treatment showed lower transport before the 
transport. This is allegedly closely related to 
system heat setting, the heat for the animals 
homeoterm sourced from heat metabolism, but 
also influenced by the external environment, 
including temperature, humidity, radiant sun 
and wind movement (Cockram, 2007; Yani, 
2006). During the 8 hour trip, sheep in the 
fasting state of eating and drinking while the 
first 4 hours ambient temperature of 
transportation reached the peak is 32oC. The 
condition affects the physiological functions of 
the body, but the four-hour journey end relative 
ambient temperature dropped to 22.7oC (cool). 
Heat exchange occurs between the body of 
livestock and the environment is relatively easy 
so it does not require additional energy for the 
process of homeostasis. 
Body temperature in the range - therefore in his 
body control system equipped with a highly 
sensitive and receptor systems (osmoreceptors 
and baroreceptors) (Raharja, 2010). Both 
systems actively work related to the changes 
that occur during the transport takes place. 
Barriers process heat release in sheep often 
occurs because almost the entire body covered 
in fur, so that evaporation is considered more 
effective way. Sheep known as the panting 
animal, while releasing heat from its body can 
be done in several ways, one of which is the 
mechanism of evaporation. Evaporation is an 
effective way to eliminate body heat load, every 
gram of moisture evaporation will eliminate 
body heat calorie 0.582 (Yousef, 1985). Air 
humidity can be used to control evaporation 
heat loss livestock from the skin and respiratory 
system. High humidity can cause evaporative 
heat loss of livestock hampered. 
 
Blood Glucose and Blood Urea 
Energy needed during transportation depends 
on stressor level that experienced by livestock 
so that glucose level in blood as precursor have 
to be maintained in a relatively satble condition. 
Glucose always have to be available in body 
because of its function as primary precursor 
energy for metabolism. Glicogen is first choice 
followed by fat and protein in reserved energy. 

From observation, glucose level of rams before 
transportation are about 49.2 – 73.6 mg/dL, but 
after 8 hour of transportation it decreased. 
Treatment P1 have the highest decrease with 43 
mg/dL or 60.06%. Treatment P2 and P3 
decreased by 26.30 mg/dL (49.57%) and 21.4 
mg/dL (23.86%), meanwhile treatment P0 
decreased by 11.74 mg/dL (23.86%). This 
condition showed that glucose level tend to 
decrease along with incrase of coconut water-
based electrolyte and roselle extract dosage.  
Glucose is a nutrient that can be immediately 
convert to be energy source. Normal ram has 
glucose level of 35 – 60 mg/dL (Riis et al, 
1983). Glucose level of Padjadjaram rams that 
were given coconut water-based electrolyte and 
roselle extract before transportation in 
Padjadjaran rams is not significantly different 
(P > 0.05). It showed that eventhough there is a 
difference in glucose level between before and 
after transportation, but it did not give any 
physiological meaning. 
Decreased glucose level in treatment P1 
alledgedly happen bacause the dosage of 
treatment solution given. Treatment P1 was 
given 75 mL of treatment solution that means 
almost all of glucose that available used for 
homeostatic process. Meanwhile treatment P2 
and P3 were given 112.5 mL and 150 mL of 
treatment solution that means there is more 
glucose available. That condition made the 
decrease in treatment P2 and P3 lower than P1.  
Sucrose in treatment solution is function as 
energy source. Sucrose is a non-reducing 
disaccharide that have α-ß-glycosidic bond. To 
break the bond of sucrose into glucose and 
fructose takes specific enzymes (Syahrir, 2011) 
which may lack in rumen’s fluid of treatment’s 
rams. Therefore only part of sucrose is used as 
energy source by rumen’s microbe in intestine. 
Glucose enters blood sirculation ang use as 
precursor energy in cellular metabolism. It is 
strongly possible that during 8 hour of 
transportation, rams in treatment only used 
glucose from sucrose that contained in 
treatment solution and were not used glicogen. 
Nitrogen in blood urea is an indicator to 
identified protein metabolism. Low level of 
blood urea indicate process of protein saving 
meanwhile high level of blood urea indicate 
catabolism process, (Peel et al 1981 in Isdoni 
1996). Observation showed that there is a 
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decrease in blood urealevel from before and 
after transportation respectively 7.44 mg/dL 
(18.17%) for P0, 8 mg/dL (19.01%) for P1, 
8.26 (19.82%) for P2 and 10.12 (22.28%) for 
P3. It showed that the more higher dosage of 
treatment solution given the more ureablood 
level decrease. This condition means that during 
transportation there were not any mass protein 
splitting because blood urea was decrease. 
Statistical analysis showed that administration 
of coconut water-based and roselle extract is 
not significantly different (P > 0.05) between 
treatment. There was not shortage of energy in 
every treatment so that there was not any mass 
protein splitting either. Blood urea from every 
treatment is relatively the same around 33.42-
35.30 mg/dL. Those number are considered a 
normal state which is between 15.0-36.0 mg/dL 
(Bendryman et al., 2000). 
 
CONCLUSION  
 
Administration of coconut water-based electrolyte 
and roselle extract before transportation do not 
give negative physiological responses, but there 
is a tendency of body weight loss supression 
without significant effect to heart rate, 
respiration rate, rectal temperature, glucose 
level and blood urea. 
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Abstract 
 
Folic acid plays an essential role in ruminant nutrition. Microorganisms in the rumen can synthesise folates, but these 
amounts are not sufficient to achieve the best efficiency of dairy cows. However, the amount of folates synthesised in the 
rumen could possibly, to some extent, be affected by the forage: concentrate ratio. The supply of folates by the diet and 
the synthesis by ruminalmicroflora is sufficient to prevent folic acid deficiency in dairy cows and to maintain normal 
gestation and lactation. Degradation of orally supplemented folic acid in the rumen seems to be very high (about 97 %), 
as supplementation of folic acid hardly increases folate concentrations in the digesta at the duodenum. However, it 
must be considered that dietary supplements of folic acid higher than 0·5 mg/kg body weight increased serum folate 
concentrations in all available studies and milk folate concentrations in most studies. Additionally, milk production 
tended to be increased in some studies. Therefore, degradation of folic acid in the rumen may be overestimated as 
folates can be absorbed at the proximal duodenum. For future research it is necessary to consider the whole flow and 
the metabolic pathways of folates from the rumen to duodenum, blood, tissue, milk and transfer to calf to declare 
requirement values for cows.  

 
Key words: Folic acid, folate, dairy cows. 
 
INTRODUCTION  

 
Folic acid is one of the vitamins in the B 
complex and it is necessary for the synthesis of 
nucleic acids. Their biologically active forms 
are folates. Folates are essential for the transfer 
of one-carbon units from donor molecules into 
biosynthetic pathways leading to methionine, 
purine and pyrimidines. In general, it is 
assumed that B-vitamin requirements for 
ruminants can be met by microbial synthesis in 
the rumen, even when the animals are fed a 
diet providing very small amounts of those 
vitamins. 
Folic acid has the single, important biochemical 
function in mammals to accept and release 
one-carbon units (Choi and Mason, 2000). 
This role is essential for the synthesis of purine 
and pyrimidine and the de novo synthesis of 
methyl groups for formation of the primary 
methylating agent, S-adenosylmethionin 
(Bailey and Gregory, 1999). Given this last 
role, the metabolic demand for folic acid is 
likely to be high because exogenous supply of 
methyl groups is low in ruminants (Snoswell 
and Xue, 1987). Moreover, it seems that the 

supply in folic acid could be limiting based on 
estimated ruminal synthesis and dietary supply 
(Zinn et al., 1987; NRC, 2001). 
Folic acid is very important during lactation 
and for DNA synthesis of fetal and placental 
tissues during pregnancy (McNulty et al., 
1993), therefore a suboptimal supply should be 
avoided. In agricultural practice in dairy cows, 
gestation and lactation are concomitant during 
several months per year, so the avoidance of 
progressive folate deficiency must be a priority. 
The objective of this review is to elucidate the 
relationship between dietary folic acid levels 
and milk production in dairy cows and 
emphasize the importance of folic acid and it’s 
duty on the metabolism. 
 
CHEMICAL STRUCTURE 
 
The vitamin folic acid (chemical name 
pteroylglutamic acid) consists of three parts: a 
pteridine nucleus, para-aminobenzoic acid and 
glutamic acid (Girard, 1998). The name folic 
acid is deduced from folium, the Latin word for 
leaf, because native forms of folic acid were 
originally isolated from spinach leaves (Mitchell 
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et al., 1944). In chemistry the name folic acid is 
only used for the synthetic form. It is a stable 
compound and the basal structure of a wide 
family of vitamin coenzymes (Lucock, 2000). 
In nature, more than 100 compounds, with the 
basal structure of folic acid, feature a common 
vitamin activity. These pteroylglutamate forms 
of folic acid are generally called folates (Finglas 
et al., 2003; Girard, 1998; Bender, 1992). 

 
ABSORPTION AND BIOCHEMICAL 
FUNCTIONS 

 
There are several excellent reviews on 
absorption and biochemical functions of folates 
(Scott, 1999; Bassler, 1997). Derived from 
studies with non-ruminant animals, two 
mechanisms of folate absorption from the 
intestinal tract seem to exist: an active saturable 
process and a non-saturable passive process. In 
fact, the relative importance of passive 
absorption changes according to folate supply, 
increasing with the amounts of folates available 
(Selhub et al., 1983; Bassler et al., 2002). 
However, folates are perhaps degraded, 
converted and synthesised in the four stomachs 
of ruminants (Zinn et al., 1987), and even 
absorbed on a small scale (Re´rat et al., 1958). 
Unfortunately the forms and the availability of 
the forms present in rumen contents and 
duodenal digestion are unknown 
The folates are involved in two major 
metabolic pathways, the DNA cycle and the 
methylation cycle. When the supply in one-
carbon units is inadequate, the utilization of 
folate coenzymes for biological methylation 
and nucleotide synthesis appears to compete 
(Choi and Mason, 2000). 
A deficit of folates can lead to a decrease in S-
adenosylmethioninelevels and to an abnormal 
DNA precursor metabolism resulting in faulty 
DNA synthesis and a decrease in NAD (James 
et al., 1994), as a decrease in NAD levels is 
consistent with an increase in DNA repair 
activity (James et al., 1989). 
As folates influence DNA synthesis and the 
methionine cycle, they are involved in the 
metabolic pathways of reproduction and milk 
protein synthesis; therefore they are very 
important especially in gestating and lactating 
cows. An additional special situation for cows 
is that they have a very high demand for methyl 
groups in early lactation. Concurrently some 

precursors for methylated compounds (for 
example, serine and glycine) are also needed 
for gluconeogenesis, as the amounts of glucose 
reaching the small intestine through the 
digestive system are generally low. So, 
coincident demand for precursors of methylated 
compounds leads to competition between 
different metabolic pathways, for example, 
gluconeogenesis, lecithin synthesis, DNA 
synthesis and remethylation of methionine 
(Girard and Matte, 2006; Bruesemeister and 
Suedekum, 2006). 

 
SOURCES AND STABILITY OF FOLATES 

 
Folic acid is widely distributed in nature; green 
leafy materials, cereals and extracted oilseed 
meals are good sources of the vitamin. Folic 
acid is reasonably stable in foods stored under 
dry conditions but it is readily degraded by 
moisture, particularly at high temperatures. It is 
also destroyed by the ultraviolet light 
(Mcdonald et al., 2002). 

 
INDICATIONS OF A FOLIC ACID 
REQUIREMENT FOR DAIRY COW 
 
Obviously, in high-producing dairy cows that 
are in gestation and lactation, frequently both at 
the same time, for the greatest part of their life, 
demand for methylneogenesisas well as DNA 
biosynthesis and cell division are highly 
solicited pathways, which are likely to rely 
heavily on folate metabolism. Although 
recovery of nucleic acids from microbial 
digestion could decrease the pressure on the 
DNA cycle competition between 
gluconeogenesis and methylneogenesis for 
substrates are likely to be high in lactating 
high-producing dairy cow, especially in early 
lactation. During those periods when there is a 
shortage in precursors for de novo synthesis of 
methylated compounds, an adequate supply in 
folates should improve efficiency of transfer of 
one-carbon units. Thus, an adequate supply of 
both methyl group precursors and the 
appropriate co-factors (folates, B12) is likely to 
be crucial for an optimal metabolic efficiency 
and milk production (Girard and Matte, 2005). 
A few observations on cattle suggest that, in 
spite of an adequate ruminal function, folate 
supply could vary in time. In growing steers, 
folate supply, evaluated from the amounts 
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reaching the duodenum, was marginal as 
compared to requirement evaluated from 
recommendations for a 35 kg growing pig and 
adapted for steers on a body weight basis (Zinn 
et al., 1987). Some other observations seem to 
substantiate folate supply variations in cows. 
Non-gestating cows have serum concentrations 
of folates superior to those of gestating cows 
(Arbeiter and Winding, 1973; Tremblay et al., 
1991). Total serum folates of dairy cows 
decrease by 40% from 2 months after calving 
to next calving (Girard et al., 1989). Changes in 
serum concentrations are likely to give an 
indication that the relationship between folate 
supply and its tissue utilization differs among 
the different physiological stages studied 
substantiating this choice of vitamin for further 
studies in dairy cows. 

 
MICROBIAL SYNTHESIS, 
DEGRADATION AND ABSORPTION OF 
FOLATES IN THE GASTROINTESTINAL 
TRACT OF RUMINANTS 

 
It is well known that the microbial activity and 
the ruminal population are influenced by the 
level of concentrates in the diet and the type of 
feed (Hungate, 1966). As some bacterial 
species are able to synthesise folates, and some 
others need them (Wolin and Miller, 1988), 
different amounts of folates can be synthesised 
and used in the rumen depending on the feed 
composition. For steers, Hayes et al. (1966) and 
Girard et al. (1994) described a relationship 
between the proportion of concentrates in the 
diet and the amount of folates in the rumen. 
High-concentrate diets resulted in an increase 
of folates. 

 
EFFECTS OF SUPPLEMENTED FOLIC 
ACID ON RUMINANTS 

 
M. Duplessis et al. (2014) reported that milk fat 
concentration was decreased during the first 60 
DIM (days in milk) for both primiparous and 
multiparous cows receiving the vitamin 
supplement. Also they found that 
supplementation of folic acid and vitamin B-12 
given 21 day before the expected calving date 
until 60 DIM did not increase milk yield of 
dairy cows in early lactation and during the 305 
day lactation period in commercial dairy herds. 

Supplementation of folic acid does not 
influence feed intake (Graulet et al., 2007). For 
gestating primiparous and multiparous cows, 
Girard et al. (1995) found a non-significant 
increase in milk production of 14% in the last 
part of lactation due to an i.m. injection of 160 
mg folic acid once per week. 
Girard et al. (1989) observed that total serum 
folates of dairy cows decreased by 40% from 2 
months postpartum (around mating) to 
parturition. According to that study of dairy 
cows, which are generally considered to be 
independent of an exogenous supply of folic 
acid (Agricultural Research Council. 1980; 
National Research Council, 1989) the synthesis 
of folates by ruminal microorganisms was not 
sufficient to prevent a decline in serum folates 
during gestation and lactation. 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
It is concluded from this review that folic acid 
plays an important role in the synthesis of milk 
protein from dietary protein. However; the 
levels at which folic acid should be 
supplemented in dairy cattle diets are not 
determined clearly in many studies. Future 
research on ruminant diets should be headed 
towards on determining the folic acid digestion 
mechanism at rumen and intestinal level and 
their role in milk protein synthesis. Research 
efforts should also be focused on finding the 
balance between supply and demand of folic 
acid in ruminant diets. 
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Abstract 
 
Ruminant animals play an important role in the food chain for evaluate cellulose and non-protein nitrogenous (NPN) 
compounds absorbed partially or not by other farm animals and humans. However, ruminant animals also bring some 
disadvantages. Methane, produced as a natural consequence of the ruminal digestion and it is a potential green house 
gas, is a problem, both ecologically and economically. Methane emissions from ruminant livestock are a contributor to 
total global anthropogenic emissions of greenhouse gases which have a global warming potential. Also methane 
produced by ruminants represents a loss of energy for ruminants.  
Methane is formed in the fore-stomach (reticulorumen, more commonly known as the rumen) of ruminants by a group 
of microbes called methanogens, which form a subgroup of the domain Archaea. Their effect on producing methane is 
mentioned. 
In this review, current approaches towards mitigation of methane in pastoral farming are summarised. The strategies to 
diminish methane output from livestock are required for ecological and economical dairy production. Research 
strategies based on vaccination, enzyme inhibitors, phage, homoacetogens, feed supplements, and animal selection are 
reviewed. Numerous studies have been completed on use of plant secondary metabolites (PSM) in substitute for 
chemical feed additives because some of them modify rumen fermentation and reduce CH4 production. Also this review 
describes the basic conceptual aspects of ruminal methanogenesis, which is a way of keeping a low H2 pressure in the 
rumen by reducing CO2, and steps where it may be possible to intervene to reduce CH4 production 
 
Key words: Methane, Plant secondary metabolits, Ruminant, Greenhouse gas. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Agriculture was responsible for 10–12% of 
total global non-CO2 greenhouse gas (GHG) 
emissions in 2005, but emissions of CH4 and 
N2O increased globally by nearly 17% from 
1990 to 2005, with both gases contributing 
equally to the increase (Smith et al., 2007). 
Enteric CH4 fermentation accounted for about 
32% of total non-CO2 emissions from 
agriculture in 2005 (Smith et al., 2007). If CH4 
emissions grow in direct proportion to 
projected increases in livestock numbers, then 
global CH4 emissions from livestock 
production are expected to increase 60% by 
2030 (FAO, 2003). Efforts are being made by 
governments around the world to develop 
mitigations to reduce CH4 emissions from 
ruminant livestock. However, livestock 
producers are unlikely to adopt these strategies 
if they reduce animal production and, hence, 
profitability. 

Lowering global methane emissions is an 
important part of any effort to reduce 
anthropogenic GHG emissions. However, 
reducing the number of ruminants being farmed 
is not an option as the worldwide demand for 
meat and milk is predicted to double by 2050 
(FAO, 2008). 
 
FATS – EFFECTS ON CH4 EM SS ONS 
 
One of the energy sources is fat and it can 
reduce production of methane. İn case of using 
fat as energy source, the microbial flora in the 
rumen and energy use efficiency can change 
and methane production can reduce (McGinnetal, 
2004). Thus, in a study with dairy cows did by 
Giger-Reverdinetal (2003) reported that adding 
fatty acids with a carbon quantity of medium 
length (8-16 C) reduces the methane production 
and this reduction is proportional with fat’s 
degree of unsaturation. Martin et al. (2008) 
claimed that adding raw linseed, extracted 
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linseed and line seed oil to dairy cow rations 
reduce the methane production substantially 
and they concluded that reduction of feed 
fermentation with fat addition. This inhibits 
cellulolytic bacteria and protozoons. 
There are five possible mechanisms by which 
lipid supplementation reduces CH4: by 
reducing fibre digestion (mainly long-chain 
fatty acids); by lowering DMI (if total dietary 
fat exceeds 6-7%) the suppression of 
methanogens (mainly medium-chain fatty 
acids); the suppression of rumen protozoa; and 
to a limited extent, through biohydrogenation 
(Johnson and Johnson, 1995; McGinn et al., 
2004; Beauchemin et al., 2008). 
There is opportunity to add fat supplements to 
TMR to reduce enteric CH4 emissions. Use of 
by product feeds from agricultural/food 
processing industries, which contain fat, is a 
useful approach to reducing enteric CH4 
emissions and global GHG emissions, 
particularly since GHG emissions arising from 
producing the by-product are accounted for by 
the primary product, at least in some 
jurisdictions. Examples of by-products that 
contain fat and are suitable for adding to 
ruminant diets are whole cottonseed, brewers 
grains, cold pressed canola, and hominy 
(maize) meal. 
Using DDGS in cattle diets to supply digestible 
energy often lowers diet starch content, but 
generally increases dietary fat content and 
enteric CH4 is reduced in a manner 
commensurate with increased dietary fat 
concentration. The effect was demonstrated 
recently by McGinn et al. (2009) in growing 
beef cattle fed a diet in which barley grain (350 
g/kg DM) was replaced by dried maize DDGS. 
Incorporating DDGS in the diet increased the 
dietary fat content from 20 to 51 g/kg DM and 
enteric CH4 decreased from 23.8 to 19.9 g 
CH4/kg DM intake. This reduction in CH4 is 
equivalent to a 1.26 g/kg DM intake decline/10 
g/kg increase in dietary fat, which is consistent 
with the overall rate of decline we report for 
other fat sources. 
Like fish oil, micro-algae are rich in omega-3 
fatty acids, which have been shown to reduce 
CH4 production in vitro (Fievez et al., 2007). 
Micro-algae can be mass produced (Rosenberg 
et al., 2008). For example, MBD Energy 
Limited (Melbourne, VIC, Australia) use waste 

CO2 gases from coal-fired power plants 
combined with sunlight and waste water to 
produce algae meal which can be used as 
livestock feed. The oil contained in this meal 
could be useful in reducing CH4 emissions 
from ruminants, due primarily to its negative 
impacts on methanogen growth in the rumen, 
but testing is required in animals to as certain 
that enteric CH4 production is reduced without 
lowering feed intake or digestibility. 
 
FORAGE QUALITY 
 
Improving forage quality, either through 
feeding forage with lower fibre and higher 
soluble carbohydrates, changing from C4 to C3 
grasses, or even grazing on less-mature 
pastures, can reduce CH4 production (Ulyatt et 
al., 2002; Beauchemin et al., 2008). Methane 
production per unit cellulose digested has been 
shown to be three times that of hemicellulose 
(Moe and Tyrrell, 1979), while cellulose and 
hemicellulose ferment at slower rates than do 
non-structural carbohydrates, thus yielding 
more CH4 per unit substrate digested 
(McAllister et al., 1996). 
 
HIGHER STARCH DIETS 
 
It is well known that feeding grain based diets 
lowers enteric CH4 emissions (g/kg DM 
intake) compared with feeding forage based 
diets (Johnson and Johnson, 1995). Starch 
fermentation promotes propionate production 
in the rumen creating an alternative hydrogen 
sink to methanogenesis (Murphy et al., 1982), 
lowers ruminal pH and inhibits growth of 
rumen methanogens (Van Kessel and Russell, 
1996), and decreases rumen protozoal numbers 
limiting transfer of hydrogen from protozoa to 
methanogens (Williams and Coleman, 1988). 
Whether feeding more grain reduces net farm 
GHG emissions is less certain, and ultimately 
depends on the farming system (Beauchemin et 
al., 2010). Nevertheless, the scope for 
increasing the amount of grain fed to ruminants 
is limited and feeding grain ignores the 
importance of ruminants in converting fibrous 
feeds, unsuitable for direct human consumption, 
to the high quality protein sources milk and 
meat (Garnett, 2009). 
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RATIO OF FORAGE/CONCENTRATED 
FEED 
 
It was reported by several researchers that 
reducing the ratio of roughage/concentrated 
feed and pelleting of the forage cause an 
increase in the production of propionic acid and 
reduction in the formation of methane (Johnson 
and Johnson, 1995; Reynolds et al., 2001). 
However, Reynolds et al. (2001) reported that 
loss of energy reduced substantially in the beef 
heifers with methane. In another study it was 
expressed that adding concentrated feed in the 
rations of beef cattles reduced methane 
emission (Olivera et al., 2007). 
 
HOMOACETOGENS 
 
Autotrophic H2-utilising acetogenic bacteria, 
also known as homoacetogens, are able to 
employ H2 as an energy source for growth, 
using it to reduce CO2 to acetate. Redirection of 
the rumen fermentation by the activity of 
homoacetogens has been postulated as a way of 
increasing feed-use efficiency (Joblin K., 
1999). Instead of feed energy being lost as 
methane, the energy represented by the H2 
would be diverted to acetate formation and 
hence enhance animal productivity. In addition, 
a reduction in methane production would occur. 
 
VACCINATION AGAINST RUMEN 
METHANOGENS 
 
Vaccination against rumen methanogens has 
the potential to reduce methane emissions by 
decreasing the number or activity of 
methanogens in the rumen. Such a vaccination 
approach against rumen-dwelling organisms 
has met with success in vaccinating animals 
against the rumen dwelling bacterium 
Streptococcus bovis (Gill et al., 2000; Shu et 
al., 2001). 
In an Australian study, immunisation of sheep 
with a whole-cell preparation from three 
methanogens reduced methane production (per 
kg/DMI) by 7.7% (Wright et al., 2004). 
However, when the study was repeated with a 
mixture of five methanogens, vaccination failed 
to demonstrate any methane abatement, 
although it changed the microbial fauna in the 
rumen (Williams et al., 2009). These results 

highlight the difficulty of producing effective 
vaccines to reduce methane emissions in 
ruminants based on crude whole-cell 
preparations, which are more likely to target 
selected methanogen species. 
 
BACTERIOPHAGES 
 
Bacteriophages are present in all biological 
ecosystems. Their relative simplicity and 
modular structure (Brussow et al., 2004) makes 
them important agents for genetic exchange 
between various microbial hosts (Stanton, 
2007; Chen and Novick, 2009). Furthermore, 
their ability to penetrate and subsequently lyses 
their host cells makes phages and their genes 
potential sources of mitigation strategies. 
In contrast to the nearly 300 bacteriophage 
genomes reported (Ackermann and Kropinski, 
2007), only six archaeal phages have been 
sequenced and described so far, and only two 
are from methanogens: Methanobacterium 
phage psi M1 and M2 (a variant of M1) (Pfister 
et al., 1998), and Methanothermobacter phage 
psi M100 (Luo et al., 2001). 
More methanogen phages need to be identified, 
sequenced and characterised to identify and 
employ such phage-based strategies effectively. 
However, the high specificity of phages may be 
a limiting factor in their effectiveness in 
reducing the total methane emissions, since 
there appears to be a high diversity of 
methanogens in the rumen (Janssen and Kirs, 
2008). 
 
PLANT SECONDARY COMPOUNDS 
 
Condensed tannins (CT) have been shown to 
reduce CH4 production by 13–16% (DMI basis) 
(Waghorn et al., 2002; Woodward et al., 2004) 
mainly through a direct toxic effect on 
methanogens. Plant saponins also potentially 
reduce CH4, and some saponin sources are 
clearly more effective than others, with CH4 
suppression attributed to their anti-protozoal 
properties (Beauchemin et al., 2008) 
 
DIETARY SUPPLEMENTS 
 
Dietary supplements can potentially profitably 
reduce CH4 emissions from intensive ruminant 
production systems, with many strategies 
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already available for on-farm implementation. 
Yeast cultures of Saccharomyces cerevisiae 
potentially stimulate acetogenic microbes in the 
rumen, consuming H2 to form acetate 
(Chaucheyras et al., 1995), and thus potentially 
reducing CH4 production. 
Enzymes, in the form of cellulases and 
hemicellulases added to the diets of ruminants, 
improved ruminal fibre digestion and 
productivity (Beauchemin et al., 2003) and 
reduced CH4 by 28% in vivo and 9% in vivo, 
respectively, perhaps by reducing the acetate-
to-propionate ratio (Beauchemin et al., 2008). 
Dicarboxylic acids, like fumarate, malate, and 
acrylate, are precursors to propionate 
production in the rumen and can act as an 
alternative H2 sink, restricting methanogenesis. 
McAllister and Newbold (2008) reviewed 
studies that showed 0%– 75% reductions in 
CH4 achieved by feeding fumaric acid. 
Halogenated analogues, such as 
bromochloromethane (BCM) and chloroform, 
are potent inhibitors of CH4 formation in 
ruminants, with BCM reducing CH4 emissions 
by 57%, 84%, and 91% (DMI basis) in feed-lot 
steers, at increasing dose rates (Tomkins and 
Hunter, 2004). 
 
ANIMAL BREEDING 
 
Animal breeding has long been shown to 
increase productivity and to reduce 
susceptibility to disease, and has the potential 
to contribute towards reducing methane 
emissions from livestock. Breeding for 
increased productivity reduces methane 
emission intensity by increasing the proportion 
of feed energy used for production purposes 
while diluting the maintenance requirements 
(Chagunda et al., 2009). However, productivity 
increases also require the use of increasing 
amounts of concentrate feeds. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Reduction of ruminal methane production in 
ruminants is a difficult issue. The variations in 
technological and economic infrastructures in 
the regions where, livestock carried out and in 
the feeding habits , requires the implementation 
of different strategies in this area. But it can be 
useful if some of the precautions taken in part 
in solving this problem. We can achieve 

progress towards reducing methane production 
from biotechnology, reducing the number of 
animals by increasing the efficiency of animal, 
producing high quality of forages and pastures, 
the use of high alternative forage and 
concentrate feeds which has  high content of 
substances such as tannin and saponin and also 
using of probiotics which, can compete with 
methanogens by suppressing them with 
secondary plant components such as essential 
oils. 
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Abstract  
 
The aim of the researches was to evaluate the biodiversity of plant life of feeding ground for deers bred for meat. The 
researches were conducted in 2011-2013. They were carried on the farm for deers, located near Krosno town. The 
fhytosociological tests were based on the Braun-Blanquet method using six-note scale. In general there were 30 photos 
taken which were collectively elaborated. It was established that in the composition of feeding ground there were 62 
plant species among which there were 11 species of trees and shrubs and 51 plants that contain phytoncides and they 
are very valuable for health and animal productivity. 
 
Key words: deers, farmed deer breeding, plant life of feeding ground. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
The consumer behaviour to meat that has been 
observed in the recent years, indicates that the 
offer for animal quality and the treatment of 
meat as functional food has been enhanced. The 
high level of functional food is characteristic for 
the wild meat (Florek and Drozd, 2013; Kilar 
and Ruda, 2014; Kilar, 2013). In many countries 
the wild meat is considered as the up-scale 
product (Dzierżyńska-Cybulko and Fruzinski, 
1997). The organization of farming production 
was caused by the demand for the wild meat 
over its supply. All these things were noticed in 
some countries in 1980s (Berg and Asher, 2003; 
Janiszewski and Daszkiewicz, 2010). The 
pioneers of farming production of deer meat 
came from New Zealand.  Taking Europe into 
account, most deers bred on farms are in 
Germany, Ireland and Austria. The first deer 
farms in Poland came into existence in 1990s 
(Borys, 2004). Legally, deer farming was 
authorised in 2001 when red deers (Cervus 
elaphus), Fallow deers (Dama Dama) and Sika 
deers (Cervus nippon) were considered as the 
farm animals (Dz.U. 2001 nr 129 poz. 1438). In 
Poland in 2013 there were 522 farms where 
there were about 31000 animals kept 
(www.wetgiw.gov.pl). Deer farming is 
particularly aimed at international meat 
production. 

Polish wild meat consumption is only about 
0.08 kilograms per year (Borys, 2012).  
According to the researches (Kilar and Ruda, 
2014; Radkowska, 2013; Radkowski and 
Barabasz-Krasny, 2008; Wolański, 2011), 
variety of floristic composition of feeding 
grounds is very important for animals as it gives 
them many primary nutrient. Also it has a very 
beneficial effect on their health and on the pro-
health properties. A very important group of 
plants are herbs (Chabuz, 2012; Grzelak, 2013; 
Radkowska, 2013; Stokłosa, 2007). 
All of alkaloids, anthocyanins, phenolic acids, 
phytosterols, flavonoids, glycosides, essential 
oils, mineral salts and many different active 
appetizing substances make the deer female 
more milky. Also all these substances make the 
nutrient availability grow and help the body 
detaxification (Budny, 2012; Grzelak, 2013; 
Radkowska, 2013). All these important 
substances are freely used by wild animals.   
The feeding ground for deers is limited on 
account of the geographic location, topography 
and the farm area (Kilar and Ruda, 2014). 
The aim of the researches was to evaluate the 
biodiversity of plant life of the feeding ground 
for deers bread for meat. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The researches were conducted in 2011-2013. 
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They were carried on the farm for deers, located 
near Krosno town. The farm was found in 2006. 
It was made of one headquarters which was 7.0 
hectare big. The clay soils area was formed as a 
gorge with the water course which was 340 
meters high above sea level. Plant communities 
consisted of anthropocentric forest clearing and 
the rest apple orchard in Dentario glandulosae-
Fagetum. A herd of deers consists of 50-60 
animals among which there is about  
40% of adult female deers. 
The phytosociological tests were taken in May 
and October. The tests were based on the Braun-
Blanquet method using six-note scale (Braun-
Blanquet, 1964). Every time on the feeding 
ground there were 5 photos taken which covered 
the area of 50m2. In general there were 30 
photos taken which were collectively elaborated. 
The evaluation of the biodiversity of plant life 
of feeding ground included: species 
identification, apportionment of the plants from 
the economic point of view, belonging to the 
botanical families and to the phytosociological 
class. Also, this evaluation included the 
apportionment of the prophylactic properties 
and medicinal properties (Broda and 
Mowszowicz, 1996; Danysz and Buczko, 2008; 
Matuszkiewicz, 2009; Mirek, 2002).   
The use value of plants was determined by the 
number of use value biased on the point method 
according to Filipek (Filipek, 1973). 
This method has ten-point scale. 9-10 points 
mean a very good value, 7-8 points- just good 
value, 4-6 points- average value, 1-3 points- low 
values, 0 points – worthless. If we have from 1 
to 3 points in this method, it means that the 
plants are poisonous. A comparison of floristic 
composition of the feeding ground and the 
feeding ground composition for wild deers was 
made (Krupka, 1990). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
During the time from the spring to the late 
autumn, the staple food for deers bred on farms 
is the plant resources of the feeding pond. 
During the winter, animals are fed with 
supplementary food because from the floristic 
resources animals can only get some shoots of 
the trees or shrubs (Janiszewski and 
Daszkiewicz, 2010). A big floristic biodiversity 
of feeding ground has the natural behaviour and 

it has a beneficial effect on the animal 
productivity and their health (Kilar and Ruda, 
2014; Radkowska, 2013; Stokłosa, 2007). 
 
Table 1. Biodiversity and characteristics of plant life of feeding ground 

for deers bred on farms 
Details The number 

of species % 

Total, including 
� grass 
� fabacea 
� carex 
� herbs and weeds 
� trees and shrubs 

62 
11 
3 
1 

36 
11 

100.00 
17.74 

4.84 
1.61 

58.07 
17.74 

The degree of coverage 
� above 75% 
� 50-75% 
� 25-50% 
� 5-25% 
� to 5% 

 
0 
0 
6 

18 
23 
15 

 
0.00 
0.00 
9.68 

29.03 
37.10 
24.19 

Species having value in use for 
animals: 
� Lwu 9-10 
� Lwu 7-8 
� Lwu 4-6 
� Lwu 3-1 
� Lwu 0 
� Lwu -1 do -3 

 
 

5 
3 
8 

10 
34 
2 

 
 

8.06 
4.84 

12.90 
16.13 
54.85 

3.22 
Hytoncides including: 
� species with the strong 

prophylactic and medicinal 
properties 

� species with the moderate and 
weak prophylactic and 
medicinal properties 

 
51 

 
27 

 
 

24 

 
82.26 

 
43.55 

 
 

38.71 

 
It was established that in the composition of 
feeding ground there were 62 vascular plant 
species (Table 1). All these plants were 
belonging to 27 botanical families and to 15 
phytosociological classes (Table 3). 
From the economic point of view, the 
apportionment of plant life of feeding ground 
was composed of: 58.07 % of herbs and weeds, 
17.74% of grass, 17.74% of trees and shrubs, 
4.48% of Fabacea, 1.61% of Carex (Table 1). 
Within the botanical families, the grass family 
was the biggest (11 species). 
The Betulaceae, Caryophyllaceae, 
Poligonaceae, Primulaceae and Rosaceae 
families consisted of 4 kinds of plants. The 
Brassicaceae, Fabaceae and Plantaginaceae 
families consisted of 3 kinds of plants. The  
Asteraceae, Boraginaceae, Lamiaceae and 
Ranunculaceae families consisted of 2 kinds of 
plants.All the Adoxaceae, Balsaminaceae, 
Compositae, Cyperaceae, Fagaceae, 
Gentianaceae, Marchantiaceae, Oxalidaceae, 
Rhamnaceae, Rubiaceae, Salicaceae, 
Scrophulariaceae, Umbelliferae, Urticaceae 
families consisted of 1 kind of plants (Table 2). 
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Taking into account the phytosociological 
classes, the biggest number of taxa was in 
Molinio-Arrhena Theretea, Querco-Fagetea and 
Stellarietea Mediale falimies (Table 3). 
 
Table 2.The number of botanical plants of the feeding ground for deers 

bred on farm 

 Family The namber of 
plants Structure 

1. Adoxaceae 1 1.61 
2. Asteraceae 2 3.23 
3. Balsaminaceae 1 1.61 
4. Betulaceae 4 6.46 
5. Boraginaceae 2 3.23 
6. Brassicaceae 3 4.84 
7. Caryophyllaceae 4 6.46 
8. Compositae 1 1.61 
9. Cyperaceae 1 1.61 
10. Fabaceae 3 4.84 
11. Fagaceae 1 1.61 
12. Gentianaceae 1 1.61 
13. Lamiaceae 2 3.23 
14. Marchantiaceae 1 1.61 
15. Oxalidaceae 1 1.61 
16. Plantaginaceae 3 4.84 
17. Poaceae 11 17.74 
18. Poligonaceae 4 6.45 
19. Primulaceae 4 6.45 
20. Ranunculaceae 2 3.23 
21. Rhamnaceae 1 1.61 
22. Rosaceae 4 6.45 
23. Rubiaceae 1 1.61 
24. Salicaceae 1 1.61 
25. Scrophulariaceae 1 1.61 
26. Umbelliferae 1 1.61 
27. Urticaceae 1 1.61 

 
The food value of feeding grounds depends on 
the hydrological conditions, soil conditions and 
the land use intensity (Wasilewski, 2012). 
During the time when the researches were 
conducted, the ceiling of the stocking density 
factor was not higher than 0.70 DJP per hectare. 
Which means that the feeding ground was 
extensively used what is good for biodiversity 
of plant protection (Chabuz, 2012; Radkowski 
and Barabasz-Krasny, 2008). 
The photosociological imagery analysis shows 
that among the plants which are part of the 
feeding ground, dominated plants are: Pyrus 
communis L., Cerasus avium (L) Moench,Poa 
annua L., Trifolium repens L., Cardamine 
impatiens L., and Malus sylvestris Mill. 
The degree of the plant cover is from 25% to 
50%.  The researches have shown that a very 
low share of the plants in the plant life of 
feeding ground had: Carpinus betulus L., Salix 
caprea L., Elymus europaeus L., Poa trivialis L., 
Oxalis stricta L., Impatiens parviflora DC., 
Myosotis silvatica (Ehrh.) Hoffm., Marchantia 
polymorpha L., Primula elatior (L.) Hill., 
Rumex crispus L., Holosteum umbellatum L., 

Silene vulgaris (Moench) Garcke., Heracleum 
sphondylium L.   

 
Table 3. The number of phytosociological plants of the feeding ground 

for deer’s bred on farms 

Phytosociological class The number 
of species % 

Agropyretea Intermedio-Repentis 1 1.61 
Artemisietea Vilgaris 4 6.45 
Betulo-Adenostyletea 3 4.84 
Cakiletea Maritimae 1 1.61 
Epilobietea Angustifolii 5 8.06 
Festuco Brometea 2 3.23 
Koelerio glaucae-Corynephoretea 
canescentis 2 3.23 

Magnoliopsida 1 1.61 
Molinio-Arrhena Theretea 19 30.65 
Montio-Cardaminetea 2 3.23 
Nardo-Callunetea 1 1.61 
Querco-Fagetea 10 16.13 
Rhamno-Prunetea 1 1.61 
Stellarietea Mediale 9 14.52 
Vaccino-Piceetea 1 1.61 

 
The research results show that the use value was 
low- only 2.65 points. The use value was higher 
for typical forage plants – 4.65 points.  The 
small use value of plant life of the feeding 
ground is caused by the presence of 34 kinds of 
plants, which have no use value. 
Among all the plants of the feeding ground 
there were two kinds of poisonous plants 
(Ranunculus sceleratus L., Cardamine pratensis 
L.).  According to Table 1, there was only 8.06% 
of plants that had a very good value and 4.84% 
of plants that had just a good value.   Among 
plants with a very good value were: Dactylis 
glomerata L., Lolium perenne L., Trifolium 
repens L., Trifolium pretense L., Trifolium 
hybridum L. But the plants that had just a good 
value were: Agropyron repens (L.) P.B., Poa 
trivialis L., Alchemilla pastoralis Bus. 
 Even though there was a low use value, the 
plant life of feeding ground was distinguished 
on account of the big number of phytoncides 
(Table 1).  All kinds of plants according to their 
prophylactic and medicinal properties are shown 
in the Table 4. 
The plants such as: Cerasus avium (L) Moench, 
Salix caprea L., Carpinus betulus L., Taraxacum 
officinale Web., Cardamine amara L., Veronica 
chamaedrys L., Primula elatior (L.) Grufb., 
Mentha aquatica L., Heracleum sphondylium L. 
have pro-health properties, antiparastic 
properties and they have a positive impact on 
the digestion process. 
The researches have shown that in the 
composition of feeding ground there was no 
plant life of small shrubs and ferns, forkbeards 
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and horsetails. There were only some shoots of 
trees and shrubs noticeable – about 17.75%. The 
presence of green dicotyledonous plants was 
about 63.0%. It was three times as much as the 
presence of these plants in the feeding ground 
for wild deers (Table 5). 
According to the accurate observations of 
animals that have been done, the poorer floristic 
feeding ground did not cause any clinical 
disorders of the animal health and behaviour. 

 
Table 4. The tapes of plants with the prophylactic properties and 

medicinal properties 
Details Kinds of plants 
Plants with 
the strong 
prophylactic 
and medicinal 
properties 
 
 
 

Cardamine impatiens L., Glechoma hederacea L., 
Primula elatior (L.) Hill., Heracleum sphondylium 
L., Ranunculus sceleratus L., Salix caprea L., 
Centaurium erythraea Rafn., Betula pendula Roth., 
Sambucus nigra L., Plantago media L., Taraxacum 
officinale Web., Plantago maior L., Ranunculus 
repens L., Alchemilla pastoralis Bus., Cardamine 
pratensis L., Achillea millefolium L., Mentha 
aquatica L., Cardamine amara L., Veronica 
chamaedrys L., Polygala vulgaris L., Carpinus 
betulus L., Primula elatior (L.) Grufb., Lysimachia 
nemorum L., Fagus sylvatica L., Frangula alnus 
Mill., Veronica arvensis L., Anagallis arvensis L. 

Plants with 
the moderate 
and weak 
prophylactic 
and medicinal 
properties 

Poa annua L., Impatiens parviflora DC., 
Calamagrostis arundinacea (L.) Roth., Bromus 
erectus Huds., Poa annua L., Dactylis glomerata 
L., Alopecurus geniculatus L., Festuca rubra L., 
Lolium perenne L., Poa trivialis L., Elymus 
europaeus L.,  

 
Table 5. The comparison of the feeding ground for wild deers anddeers 

bred on farm 
Details Wild 

deers % 
Deers bred 
on farm % 

Shoots of trees and shrubs 33.10 17.75 
Small shrubs 24.40 0.00 
Grass, sedges, sieve plants 19.80 19.35 
Green dicotyledonmous plants 20.20 62.90 
Ferns, forkbeards, horsetails 2.50 0.00 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Even if the deer farming is very well organised, 
the freedom to choose both the feeding ground 
and the floristic biodiversity is limited. The 
plant life of feeding ground was composed of 62 
kinds of vascular plant species, among which 
there were 11 kinds of trees and shrubs.  Even if 
there was a big floristic biodiversity of feeding 
ground there were no small shrubs, ferns, 
forkbeards and horsetails that are very important 
for the typical wild deer food. 
The deficiency of these plants could be replaced 
to same extend with a big number of 
phytoncides (51 species) that have a beneficial 
effect on the animal health and animal-
productivity. 
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Abstract 
 
The objective of this work was to investigate the effects of supplemental selenium (Se) and chromium (Cr) on live 
performance and some blood parameters in quails. A total of 90 10-day-old quails (Coturnix coturnix japonica) were 
used, and the work was terminated after 30 days. The birds were randomly assigned to caging units, 30 birds each. 
Water and the diets were consumed by the birds ad libitum throughout the experiment. The quails were fed either 1- a 
basal diet, 2- the basal diet supplemented with either 0.2 ppm Se(SeO2) or 3- the basal diet supplemented with 0.2 ppm 
Se plus 500 ppm Cr (Na2Cr2O7.2H2O).Supplemental Se and Se+Cr resulted in a decrease in live weight gains (P ≥ 
0.0238). Supplemental Se decreased the live weight gain but a combination of Se+Cr caused alleviation on this 
decrease. Feed consumption increased in quails fed a diet supplemented with Se; however, supplementing Se and Cr 
together decreased the feed consumption but still greater than that of control (P < 0.0001). Feed conversion ratio did 
not change among treatments (P = 0.3220). Selenium supplementation alone did not change the serum concentrations 
of glucose or total protein whereas Se+Cr treatment resulted in an increase in glucose (P = 0.0036) but a decrease in 
total protein concentrations (P = 0.0189). Serum cholesterol or triglycerides concentrations remained similar among 
treatments (P = 0.2026). Serum AST enzyme activity decreased with Se supplementation but more with Se+Cr 
treatments (P = 0.0587). Supplementing Se and Se+Cr to the diet of quails resulted in a decrease in serum 
concentrations of Ca (P = 0.0009), P (P = 0.0720) and Na (P < 0.0001) but no changes in Mg or Cl concentrations (P 
≥ 0.2442). Supplementing Se and Se+Cr to the diet of quails resulted in an increase in serum concentrations of Fe, Cu, 
Al and Mn. Selenium treatment caused an increase in serum concentration of Zn but Se+Cr treatment resulted in a 
decrease in Zn concentrations (P = 0.0027). As expected, supplementing quail diets with both Se and Cr resulted in 
increases in serum concentrations of Se and Cr(P < 0.0001). In conclusion, Se alone or as a combination with Cr 
supplementation to the diet of quails resulted in a depressed live performance thus are not recommended in the diet. 
 
Key words: quails, chromium, selenium, performance. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Trace elements are important in growth 
performance of animals including poultry. 
Providing enough trace elements growth is 
crucial. NRC (1994) has already recommended 
the dietary concentrations of trace elements for 
quails. However, supplementing excess 
amounts and combination of trace elements to 
the diet of quails are still unknown. 
Selenium (Se) as an essential element acts as a 
highly effective antioxidant with its function 
(presence) in the active site of the 
selenoenzyme (glutathione peroxidase, GSH-
Px). This enzyme, together with superoxide 

dismutase and catalase, protects cells against 
damage caused by free radicals and 
lipoperoxides (Combs and Combs, 1986).The 
positive effects of Se supplementation on quail 
growth have been known, particularly during 
heat stress (Sahin and Kucuk, 2007).    
Chromium (Cr) as an essential element 
potentiates the action of insulin through its 
presence in an organometallic molecule called 
glucose tolerance factor (Anderson, 1987). 
Dietary chromium supplementation has been 
reported to have a positive effect on the growth 
rate, feed efficiency of growing poultry (Cupo 
and Donaldson, 1987; Lien et al., 1999) as well 
as on decreasing mortality and altering the 
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glucose metabolism of chickens (Lien et al., 
1999). These beneficial effects of chromium 
are increased by dietary, physical and hormonal 
stress (Anderson, 1994; Wright et al., 1994). 
Supplemental dietary chromium is also 
recommended by NRC (1994) for animals 
undergoing environmental stress. 
The objective of this study was to evaluate the 
effects of Se alone or in a combination with Cr 
supplementation on live performance and some 
blood parameters of Japanese quails under an 
intensive production system. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A total of 90 10-day-old Japanese quails 
(Coturnix coturnix japonica) obtained from 
Erciyes University Quail Facility, Kayseri, 
Turkey was used in the study. The birds with 
equal numbers of males and females were 
randomly assigned, according to their initial 
body weights, to three treatment groups, three 
replicates of 10 birds each. The birds were kept 
in cages (four birds per subcage of 19 cm x 19 
cm x 19 cm).  
The birds received either a control diet or 
control diet supplemented with 0.2 ppm Se 
(selenium dioxide - SeO2) or control diet 
supplemented with both 0.2 ppm Se and 500 
ppm Cr (sodium dichromate dehydrate 
(Na2Cr2O7.2H2O). The study took 30 days. The 
birds were fed a commercial diet containing 
21.5 % HP and 3000 Mcal/kg ME. Ingredients 
and chemical compositions of the diet are 
shown in Table 1. The diets were formulated 
using NRC (1994) guidelines. Small amounts 
of the basal diet were first mixed with the 
respective amounts of elements as a small 
batch, then with a larger amount of the basal 
diet until the total amount of the respective 
diets was homogeneously mixed. The diets and 
fresh water were offered ad libitum. Light was 
provided all the time (24 h) inside the hen 
house.   
The experiment was conducted between 15 
May and 15 June. At weekly intervals, feed 
intake and body weight were determined on 
group basis as replicates of each treatment. 
Weight gain and feed efficiency of groups were 
then calculated. At the end of the experiment, 
all birds from each group were slaughtered and 
blood (5 cc) was collected. Blood samples were 

centrifuged at 3 000 × g for 10 min and serum 
was collected from Vena brachialis and stored 
at –20°C for later analysis. Serum samples 
were thawed at room temperature. On thawed 
samples Se, Cr, Ca, P, Mg, Fe, Cu, Zn, Na, K, 
Al, Mn concentrations were measured using 
ICP/MS (Agilent 7500a series, Berghof 
Speedwave, Germany). Serum concentrations 
of total protein, glucose, cholesterol, 
triglycerides, and enzyme activities of ALT and 
AST were measured using biochemical 
analyser (Abbott Diagnostics - Architect, 
USA).  
Chemical analysis of the diets was run using 
the international procedures of AOAC. The 
data were analysed by ANOVA using the GLM 
procedure of SAS. Differences between the 
means (P< 0.05) were determined using 
Duncan’s multiple range test. Most of the 
values reported for measured parameters in the 
present study indicated that the data are 
normally distributed. 
 

Table 1. Ingredients and chemical composition of the 
basal diet fed to quails* 

Feedstuff % 

Crude protein  21.50 

Ether extract  7.50 

Crude fiber  4.00 

Crude ash  6.00 

Calcium   0.90 

Phosphorous   0.50 

Lysine 1.30 

Methionine 0.50 

Trace elements ppm 

Manganese   120.00 

Zinc  100.00 

Selenium 0.30 

Iron  40.00 

Iodine  1.25 

Cupper  16.00 

Vitamins  IU/kg 

Vitamin A 10.000,00 

Vitamin D3 5.000,00 

Vitamin E 75.00 

*The diet contains 100 ppm antioxidant (Narasin - Maxiban).  
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Quails fed a diet supplemented with Se alone or 
a combination of Se+Cr resulted a decrease in 
live weights (P ≥ 0.0238) (Table 2). Selenium 
supplementation in the diet of quails resulted in 
a decrease in live weight but adding Cr to the 
diet supplemented with Se caused alleviation in 
decreased live weights. Similarly, feed intake 
decreased in quails fed a diet supplemented 
with Se, but adding Cr to the diet supplemented 
with Se caused alleviation in decreased feed 
intake (P ˂ 0.0001). However, feed conversion 
ratio did not change upon any supplementation 
(P = 0.3220).  
Surplus of recommended amounts of both Se 
and Cr by NRC (1994) did not support live 
weight performance in quails. In addition, 
excess amounts of these elements resulted in a 
depressed live performance. These results were 
not expected because the both elements are 
involved in crucial functions in the metabolism 
of the quails. Chromium plays important role in 
carbohydrate metabolism. The oligopeptide 
low-molecular-weight chromium-binding 
protein (chromodulin) tightly binds four 
chromic ions before the oligopeptide obtains 
the conformation required for binding to the 
tyrosine kinase active site of the insulin 
receptor (Sun et al., 2000). The oligopeptide-
chromodulin binds chromic ions in response to 
an insulin-mediated chromic ion flux, and the 
metal-saturated oligopeptide can bind to an 
insulin-stimulated insulin receptor, activating 
the receptor's tyrosine kinase activity. Thus, 
chromodulin appears to play a role in an auto-

amplification mechanism in insulin signalling 
(Sun et al., 2000). In addition, the release of 
chromium from chromium picolinate for use in 
cells requires reduction of the chromic centre, a 
process that can lead potentially to the 
production of harmful hydroxyl radicals (Sun et 
al., 2000). However at the present work, blood 
glucose concentrations increased upon Cr 
supplementation of the diet in quails (Table 3). 
It was expected to have a greater live 
performance of quails fed a Se-supplemented 
diet because Se supplementation in poultry has 
long been associated with energy metabolism, 
increased feed conversion ratio, improved 
reproduction, and improved immune responses. 
However, as was a case for Cr, Se 
supplementation decreased the live performance. 
Selenium is toxic to poultry when used in high 
doses (˂ 3–5 mg/kg feed). The dose used at the 
present work is not toxic enough to reduce live 
performance. It was also assumed that the Se 
dose used at the present work was not toxic 
enough to cause any toxicity but high 
concentration enough to reduce live 
performance, namely, feed intake, body weight 
gain, and feed conversion ratio.   
As expected, supplementing both Se and Cr to 
the diet of quails increased the blood 
concentrations of Se and Cr (P ˂ 0.0001) 
(Table 3). In addition, supplementing both Se 
and Cr to the diet of quails increased the blood 
concentrations of Fe and Cu (P ˂ 0.0001). In 
general, supplementing either of the trace 
elements influenced the serum concentrations 
of the elements measured. 
 

 

Table 2. Live weight performance of quails fed a diet supplemented with Se and Cr 

 Treatment*  

Parameter Control Se Se+Cr SEM P 

Initial live weight, gr 24.633 24.300 23.066 0.6507 0.2061 

Final live weight, gr 171.133a 159.500b 165.433ab 2.945 0.0238 

Live weight gain, gr 146.500a 135.200b 142.366ab 3.037 0.0331 

Feed intake, gr 332.833c 340.666a 337.833b 0.643 <0.0001 

FCR** 0.4402 0.4131 0.4214 0.013 0.3220 

*a, b, c: Means in the same row with different superscripts differ (P< 0.05). 

**Feed conversion ratio: live weight gain/feed intake. 
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Table 3. Changes in some serum metabolites and minerals of quails fed a diet supplemented with Se and Cr* 

 Treatment**  

Parameter Control Se Se+Cr SEM P 

Glucose, mg/dL 278.166b 278.280b 308.240a 7.145 0.0036 

Triglyceride, mg/dL 247.208 304.760 380.000 52.694 0.2026 

Cholesterol, mg/dL 192.541 190.640 199.440 5.626 0.2026 

Total protein, g/dL 9.520a 8.628a 6.152b 0.863 0.0189 

ALT, U/L 5.625 6.000 5.680 0.324 0.6818 

AST, U/L 438.916a 386.720ab 315.840b 36.624 0.0587 

Ca, ppm 0.0348a 0.0019b 0.0019b 0.005 0.0009 

P, mg/dL 10.813a 10.048ab 8.608b 0.695 0.0720 

Mg, ppm 0.0212 0.0023 0.0001 0.009 0.2442 

Na, ppm 0.1796a 0.000002b 0.000002b 0.009 <0.0001 

Cl, mmol/L 114.608 112.080 113.200 1.469 0.4658 

Al, ppm 0.005b 8.719b 24.810a 2.909 0.0002 

Mn, ppm 0.0003b 0.0530b 0.1798a 0.0274 0.0007 

Fe, ppm 0.0298c 44.212b 80.534a 4.177 <0.0001 

Cu, ppm 0.0013c 0.463b 0.930a 0.075 <0.0001 

Zn, ppm 0.1364a 0.1886a 0.0002b 0.0307 0.0027 

Se, ppm 0.0028c 0.1154b 0.3982a 0.036 <0.0001 

Cr, ppm 0.0008c 0.2604b 0.4730a 0.028 <0.0001 

*Blood samples were taken in quails starved overnight. 

**a, b, c: Means in the same row with different superscripts differ (P< 0.05). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Results of the present work showed that NRC 
(1994) recommendations should be followed 
for a better performance. Any excess amounts 
of Se and Cr results in a depressed live 
performance in quails.   
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Abstract 
 
The study was made in 2013 - 2014, in Trascău Mountains, situated in the south-eastern part of the Apuseni Mountains 
(Western Carpathians), in their southern limit, represented by the Ampoi valley. In order to determine the mite 
diversity, 300 soil samples were investigated from twelve grassland ecosystems, taking into account the pollution level 
source (an old chimney plant, which provided heavy metals pollutants: As, Cu, Zn, Pb, Mn, Ni). The altitude of 
grasslands varied from 464 m to 958 m, and the distance from pollution source from 975 m to 3200 m. In total, 4447 
individuals were counted, belonging to the following mite orders: Trombidiformes (5.42 %), Sarcoptiformes (72.65 %) 
and Mesostigmata (21.92 %).  
In order to assess the diversity aspects of edaphically mites, a comparative analyse was made between the natural and 
anthropogenic ecosystems. The highest mite diversity was recorded in natural area (grassland G12 - on 3146.52 m 
distance from pollution source), with 639 individuals, belonging to the 14 mite families and Shannon_H index by 1.412. 
On the opposite is grassland G9 (on 1311.65 m distance from pollution source), with 253 individuals from 8 families 
and Shannon_H index by 0.573. Dominant mites were oribatids, decomposers of the organic matter, followed by the 
mesostigmatids (mostly represented by Ascidae, Laelapidae and Rhodacaridae families, which are predators). 
The similarity of mite presence and composition was assessed using Jaccard and respectively Bray-Curtis dendrograms. 
Evidence from Shannon evenness, Shannon-Weaver diversity and Simpson dominance indexes indicate that in the areas 
with a low taxa diversity, there is a dominance of few species with individuals unequally distributed between plots.Each 
investigated grassland ecosystems were characterized by characteristically mite diversity. This study represents a 
valuable argument for using the soil mite fauna as bioindicators. 
 
Key words: acari, diversity, heavy metals, similarity. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Mites are one of the most abundant edaphic 
fauna groups from terrestrial ecosystems that 
are directly or indirectly participate on the soil 
pedogenesis (Walter and Proctor, 2003; Krantz 
and Walter, 2009).  
In grassland the trophic spectrum of the mites 
are very wide, from polyphagous to the high 
specialized species, parasites, herbivores, 
fungivores, microbivores, detritivores, 
scavengers and omnivores (Walter et al., 1988; 
Behan-Pelletier and Kanashiro, 2010).  
Soil mites are very sensitive to any natural or 
anthropical disturbances, their being often used 

as bioindicators (Kardol et al., 2011; Nielsen et 
al., 2010, 2012). 
In Romania, some qualitative and quantitative 
studies the edaphic microarthropods fauna from 
natural grassland ecosystems were made only 
in Moldavian Plain that is placed in the North-
East of Romania (Călugăr, 2006 a, b). 
Our objective is to establish a comparative 
diversity analysis of the soil mite fauna from 
twelve polluted grassland ecosystems from 
Romania, taking into account of the some 
environmental variables and heavy metals 
pollutants from the investigated areas (Pb, Zn, 
Mn, Cu, As, Ni).  
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MATERIAL  AND METHODS 
 
The present study was made in June, 
September-2013 and April-2014, in twelve 
grassland ecosystems situated in Ampoi Valley, 
from Trascău Mountains, located in the south-
eastern part of the Apuseni Mountains 
(Western Carpathians) (Figure 1). The 
pollution source is represented by an old 
chimney plant, situated in the proximity of the 
Zlatna city, one of the most famous industrial 
centres in Romania for the extraction of copper, 
lead, gold and silver, mainly in the communism 
period (1953-1993).  
 

 
Figure 1. Geographical position of the investigated 

grassland ecosystems from Trascău Mountains.  
The altitude of grasslands varied from 464 m to 
958 m, and the distance from pollution source 
from 975 m (G1) to 3200 m (G12-natural 
ecosystem). Most of the recorded plant species 
were xerophytic, hemicryptophyte and perennial. 
Those species with the overall highest coverage 
percentage were Agrostis capillaris, Nardus 
stricta, Rumex acetosella and Trifolium 
pratense. The precise local coverage of these 
species varied greatly with respect to the 
anthropic impact in the area (overgrazing and 
pollution) and these species were not uniformly 
distributed in all investigated plots. 
The concentration of the six heavy metals being 
investigated along the Ampoi valley was mapped 
using XRF (X-ray fluorescence spectrometer). 
In one investigated area by 2500 sq.m. 25 cores 
were sampled for mite fauna, to a depth of 10 
cm with a MacFadyen corer, by 5 cm diameter. 
The samples (300) were taken randomly. The 
mites were extracted with a modified Berlese-
Tullgren funnel, in ethyl alcohol, clarified in 
lactic acid and identified to family level, using 
actual published identification keys.  
4442 mites were extracted from the 300 soil 
cores (296 individuals from Trombidiformes 
order, 3185 from Sarcoptiformes order and 961 
individuals from Mesostigmata). 

In order to assess the diversity aspects of 
edaphically mites, a comparative analyse was 
made between the natural and anthropogenic 
ecosystems. Mite diversity (Shannon index), 
dominance (Simpson’s index) and evenness (E 
index) were calculated using the procedures 
BioDiversity Pro 2.0, PAST (Hammer et al., 
2001). The similarity of mite presence and 
composition was assessed using Jaccard (qJ) 
and respectively Bray-Curtis (qBC) dendrograms. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The investigated heavy metals pollutants were: 
arsenic (As), copper (Cu), manganese (Mn), 
nickel (Ni), plumb (Pb) and zinc (Zn). All 
values were compared with the admissible 
normal values of the heavy metals according to 
the national law (Ministry Order no. 756 from 
3 November 1997 concerning the arrangement 
approval of the environmental pollution 
assessment). The arsenic concentrations exceed 
the normal values in all twelve grasslands, 
following a distance gradient, decreasing from 
G1 to G12. The same situation was recorded on 
copper, but with one exception: in G4 was 
identified one of the highest concentration of 
this heavy metal. On manganese the normal 
values were exceeding only in G2, G7, G8, 
G10 and G11, in the other ecosystems the 
concentrations decreased till 387.46 mk/kg-1. If 
we take into consideration nickel and plumb 
concentrations these were decreasing in 
ecosystems situated on a high distance from the 
pollution source. In G5, G10, G11 and G12 the 
zinc concentrations are lower than the normal 
value, and in the remaining grasslands that 
heavy metal recorded increased values, with a 
maximum at G1 (Table 1). 
If we take into consideration the mite fauna, the 
most abundant group was Sarcoptiformes order, 
mainly represented by oribatids. Oribatids are 
soil invertebrates that included many trophycal 
categories, as macrophytophagous, 
microphytophagous and panphytophagous 
species, beeing in the same time saprophagous 
and second consumers, decomposing the organic 
matter. They are involved in decomposing 
processes and in turnover process, making 
available the organic matter to plants (Walter et 
al., 1988; Walter and Proctor, 2003; Krantz and 
Walter, 2009; Nielsen et al., 2012). 
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Table 1. Average concentrations (mg/kg-1) of heavy 
metals identified in soil from the grassland ecosystems 
(n.v. = normal values according to the Romanian law 

M.O. no.756/1997; ± = standard deviation) 

Grassland As Cu 
G1 55.31 (± 1.86) 576.3 (± 71.32) 
G2 23.22 (± 2.62) 135.55 (± 61.54) 
G3 24.38 (± 2.74) 147.17 (± 71.51) 
G4 23.37 (± 2.95) 305.64 (± 49.16) 
G5 15.68 (± 5.99) 91.49 (± 29.87) 
G6 13.03 (± 5.80) 100.66 (± 64.64) 
G7 21.04 (± 2.12) 156.35 (± 76.52) 
G8 24.38 (± 2.62) 80.1 (± 27.54) 
G9 10.04 (±  4.73) 63.63 (± 21.62) 

G10 12.07 (± 3.01) 52.16 (± 16.19) 
G11 10.89 (± 4.52) 46.56 (± 12.44) 
G12 7.36 (± 5.57) 22.11 (± 11.36) 
N.v. 5 20 

Grassland Ni Pb 
G1 34,13 (± 8.82) 421.12 (± 71.62) 
G2 109.72 (± 12.52) 155.24 (± 54.27) 
G3 73.74 (± 11.45) 167.23 (± 56.22) 
G4 125.80 (± 22.80) 278.96 (± 36.03) 
G5 109.06 (± 13.01) 102.49 (± 34.19) 
G6 127.23 (± 16.37) 105.16 (± 48.22) 
G7 162.82 (± 27.02) 110.68 (± 51.67) 
G8 125.94 (± 19.76) 69.76 (± 16.52) 
G9 105.25 (± 24.51) 71.16 (± 17.41) 

G10 102.56 (± 23.04) 57.63 (± 15.40) 
G11 121.83 (± 19.73) 36.88 (± 9.04) 
G12 100.45 (± 18.40) 28.21 (± 4.62) 
N.v. 20 20 

Grassland Mn Zn 
G1 616.34 (± 81.77) 211.69 (± 18.72) 
G2 920.68 (± 95.62) 161.12 (± 15.13) 
G3 896.74 (± 57.78) 204.18 (± 18.76) 
G4 869 (± 51.07) 224.57 (± 19.87) 
G5 387.46 (± 69.58) 99.66 (± 13.32) 
G6 454.91 (± 77.03) 121.57 (± 21.02) 
G7 1156.17 (± 451.65) 162.83 (± 16.12) 
G8 1344.38 (± 511.34) 121.09 (± 20.98) 
G9 672.78 (± 85.73) 119.4 (± 20.56) 

G10 1071.34 (± 437.92) 90.83 (± 14.35) 
G11 911.17 (± 137.47) 91.27 (± 13.91) 
G12 854.91 (± 115.33) 74.49 (± 8.41) 
N.v. 900 100 

 
If we taking into account the numerical 
densities of the soil mites, the species from 
Mesostigmata order were on the second place, 
mainly represented by Ascidae, Lealapidae and 
Rhodacaridae families. They are predators, 
feeding on immature of oribatids or other soil 
invertebrates. These invertebrates are 
frequently found in anthropic ecosystems, as: 

urban parks, spoilt areas, industrial and derelict 
areas. Species from Trombidiformes order had 
the lowest number of individuals, being 
represented by predators species from 
Bdellidae family (feeding with arthropods eggs, 
nematodes), Cunaxidae family (feed on 
microarthropods in soil, plant debris, moss, or 
straw), Trombidiidae, and Tydeidae families 
(feeding with small mites that scavenge or feed 
on fungi on plant surfaces) (Walter and Proctor, 
2003; Krantz and Walter, 2009) (Table 2). 
In total, 4442 individuals were counted, 
belonging to the following soil mite orders: 
Trombidiformes (5.42%), Sarcoptiformes 
(72.65%) and Mesostigmata (21.92%). 
According to other studies from the natural 
grasslands, the most abundant species are 
prostigmatids, followed by oribatids and 
mesostigmatids (Battigelli and McIntyre, 1999; 
Battigelli et al., 2003; Osler et al., 2008; 
Behan-Pelletier and Kanashiro, 2010). Due to 
the anthropic impact (heavy metal pollution), in 
the present study the situation is different, the 
dominant species being oribatids-Sarcoptiformes 
order, followed by mesostigmatids- 
Mesostigmata order and the last by the 
prostigmatids-Trombidiformes order. 
Making a comparison between grasslands, the 
highest mite diversity was recorded in natural 
area G12 (situated on 3146.52 m distance from 
pollution source), with 639 individuals, 
belonging to the 14 mite families and 
Shannon_H index by 1.412. On the opposite is 
G9 (on 1311.65 m distance from pollution 
source), with 253 individuals from 8 families 
and Shannon_H index by 0.573. The highest 
dominance index was recorded in G10 and 
G12, less polluted areas. On opposite are the 
G3, G5 and G9 ecosystems, where the Ni, As, 
Pb, Cu and Zn exceed the normal values. The 
evenness index indicate that in the areas with a 
low taxa diversity, there is a dominance of few 
species with individuals unequally distributed 
between investigated areas (Figure 2). 
In order to make a comparison between soil 
mite populations, some similarity indexes were 
established. If we take into consideration the 
numerical abundance of the all mites, the Bray-
Curtis index of similarity showed us that these 
invertebrates were grouped as following: those 
from G1-G2-G10-G11; G3-G4-G6-G12 and 
G5-G7-G8-G9. 
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Table 2. Numerical abundance of the soil mite fauna from investigated grassland ecosystems. 

Systematic group G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12 
Order Trombidiformes              
Suborder Prostigmata              
Family Tydeidae 62 49 24 1 4 2 29 10 5 0 4 0 
  Trombidiidae 0 0 0 1 4 4 0 2 1 1 1 16 
  Cunaxidae 0 0 0 1 6 0 0 0 0 2 3 4 
  Bdellidae 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 
  Total 62 49 24 3 14 8 29 12 6 3 8 20 
Order  Sarcoptiformes              
Suborder Oribatida 122 141 398 311 220 455 239 260 219 108 157 310 
Family Acaridae 0 0 0 19 0 128 0 0 0 23 27 42 
  Glycyphagidae 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 
  Total 122 141 398 330 225 583 239 260 219 132 184 352 
Order  Mesostigmata              
Suborder Gamasina              
Systematic group G1 G2 G3 G4 G5 G6 G7 G8 G9 G10 G11 G12 
Family Parasitidae 14 10 11 0 0 0 1 3 1 2 1 7 
Family Ascidae  7 11 7 20 4 6 33 18 3 12 7 21 
Family Phytoseiidae 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 3 0 0 3 0 
Family Macrochelidae 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 2 
Family Eviphididae 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Family Laelapidae 25 13 23 77 7 31 18 24 20 46 102 206 
Family Pachylaelapidae 5 1 4 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 
Family Zerconidae 0 0 1 0 0 3 11 0 0 0 1 0 
Family Veigaiidae 3 0 4 0 0 0 2 2 0 0 0 2 
Family Rhodacaridae 1 4 1 9 16 9 1 8 1 9 3 16 
Suborder Uropodina              
Family Trachytidae 0 0 2 0 0 1 3 0 0 0 0 2 
Family Uropodidae 0 0 11 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 3 
Family Oplitidae 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 3 1 7 
  Total  56 40 64 107 28 52 70 58 28 73 118 267 
 Total mites 240 230 486 444 272 649 338 340 253 218 321 651 
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Figure 2. The diversity (Shannon_H index), the 

dominance (Simpson_D index) and the eveness (E) of 
the soil mite populations from investigated grassland 

ecosystems. 
 
The highest Bray-Curtis similarity index was 
obtained between populations from G1-G2 
(qBC = 0.94); G5-G9 (qBC = 0.82), G7-G8 

(qBC = 0.84), G4-G12 (qBC = 0.69) and G10-
G11 (qBC = 0.78) (Figure 3A). The increased 
similarities between less and most polluted 
grasslands, could be explained through the 
abundance of the prostigmatids – order 
Trombidiformes, especially of mites from 
Tydeidae family (predatory, fungivorous and 
scavenging invertebrates). It is possible that the 
presence of the high heavy metals concentrations 
to determine increasing of the soil acidity, 
favorable environment for fungi development 
or other parasites invertebrates development, 
that constitute the trophic reservoir for these 
mites. 
Taking into discussion the presence/absence of 
the mite systematic groups, there were 
classified in three groups: invertebrates from 
G10-G11-G12, from G4-G5-G6-G9 and G1-
G2-G3-G7-G8. The highest value of the 
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Jaccard similarity index where obtain between 
populations from G1-G2 (qJ = 0.88), G5-G9 
(qJ = 0.70) and G10-G12 (qJ = 0.68) (Figure 
3B). These groupings demonstrated that heavy 
metals influence the soil mite composition, on 
distance gradient. Mites systematic groups 

from the grasslands situated closed to the 
pollution source (G1, G2, G3, G4) are 
characterized by a lower representation in 
comparison with those from ecosystems 
situated on a distance from chimney tower (as 
G10, G11, G12).  

 

 
A. Bray-Curtis similarity 

 
B. Jaccard similarity 

Figure 3. Similarity dendrograms of the investigated systematic mite groups from investigated grassland ecosystems. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Each investigated grassland ecosystems were 
characterized by specifically heavy metals 
concentrations and by characteristically mite 
taxa diversity. The concentrations of heavy 
metals are much higher in soil of ecosystems 
near to the pollution source and lower on the 
distance. All heavy metals exceed the 
admissible legal values concentrations in all 
investigated ecosystems, except the natural 
grassland.  
The most abundant group was Sarcoptiformes 
order, mainly represented by oribatids, 
follwed by Mesostigmata and Trombidiformes 
orders. 
Evidence from Shannon evenness, Shannon 
diversity and Simpson dominance indexes 
indicated that in the areas with a low taxa 
diversity, there is a dominance of few taxa 
with individuals unequally distributed 
between plots. The mite diversity increased in 
grasslands situated on a higher distance from 
the pollution sourse. The influence of the 
heavy metal pollution is highlighted by the 
affinity between mites groups from different 
ecosystems. Mites systematic groups from the 
grasslands situated closed to the pollution 

source are characterized by a lower 
representation in comparison with those from 
ecosystems situated on a distance from 
chimney tower. 
Modifications of the structural parameters of 
the mite populations and their composition 
represent useful arguments for their usage as 
bioindicators.  
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Abstract 
 
The aim of this study was investigate the effects of bacteriocin and organic acids on growth performance of Japanese 
quails. 600-day-old Japanese quails of mixed sex were randomly divided into six experimental groups. Each group 
included five replicates of 20 chicks per pen. Chicks were fed a control diet, 150 mg/kg bacteriocin, 300 mg/kg 
bacteriocin, 3 g/kg organic acid, 150 mg/kg bacterocin + 3 g/kg organic acid (Selacid® GreenGrowth MP), 300 mg/kg 
bacteriocin + 3 g/kg organic acid for 35 days. Active ingredients of Selacid® GreenGrowthMPweresorbicacid, 
formicacid, aceticacid, lacticacid, propionicacid, ammoniumformate, citricacid 1,2-propanediol, 
coconut/palmkernelfattyaciddistillate, silicondioxide (SiO2). There were no effects of dietary treatments on body 
weight, body weightgain, feedintakeandfeedconversionratio of Japanesequails. 

Key words: bacteriocin, organic acid, growth performance, quail. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Maintaining microflora balance and gut health 
of chicks is one of the major issues of modern 
poultry nutrition to prevent diseases by 
controlling the proliferation of potentially 
pathogen microorganism (Józefiak et al., 
2010; Jothi et al., 2012). Therefore, 
antibiotics have been widely used as growth 
promoters and therapeutic treatments for more 
than 50 years in animal nutrition (Dibner and 
Richards, 2005; Diez-Gonzalez, 2007). But, 
the appearance of antibiotic resistant bacteria 
and residual antibiotics in meat caused to ban 
of antibiotics. Ban of antibiotics in 2006 and 
increasing demand of organic production have 
increased interest in searching for alternative 
to antibiotics (Dahiya et al., 2006; Shin et al., 
2008; Tatsadjieu et al., 2009). Probiotics, 
prebiotics, organic acids, essential oils and 
plant extracts, bacteriocins, antimicrobial 
peptides, bacteriophages and feed enzymes 
take place among these alternatives (Joerger, 
2003; Józefiak et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2008; 
Alloui et al., 2013). Bacteriocins, which are 
one of these alternatives, are ribosomally 
synthesized antimicrobial substances of 
proteinaceous character and are active against 
bacteria more or less related to the producing 
bacteria (Klaenhammer, 1993; Cigánková et 

al., 2004; Gillor et al., 2005, 2008). 
Bacteriocin received much attention because 
of their wide antibacterial spectrum and their 
potential application in foods and feeds for 
controlling spoil age and pathogenic 
microorganism (Cleveland et al., 2001;  Stern 
et al., 2006, Rihakova et al., 2009; Józefiak et 
al., 2010; Musikasang et al., 2012). As food 
preservative, Nisin is a bacteriocin produced 
by certain strains of Lactococcus lactis subsp. 
Lactis and widely used in the world uptodate 
(Kišiyadová et al., 2003; Ogunbanwo et al., 
2003; Li et al., 2005). Organic acids are 
another alternative feed additives to 
antibiotics (Soltan, 2008; Hermans et al., 
2010; Menconi et al., 2013). Organic acids 
are considered to be any organic carboxylic 
acid, including fatty acids and amino acids, of 
the general structure R-COOH and widely 
used in animal nutrition as feed acidifers 
(DibnerandButtin, 2002; Ricke, 2003). They 
reduce feed buffering capacity and decrease 
pH of feed, crop and intestinal contents and 
thus inhibit the growth of pathogen bacteria in 
food, gastrointestinal tract and also improve 
the solubility of minerals though increase 
digestive enzymes activity (Yesilbag ve 
Colpan, 2006; Liem et al., 2008; Housmand et 
al., 2011; Swiatkiewics and Arczewska-
Wlosek 2012 a, b). Despite the reare many 
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studies that researched the effects of organic 
acids on performance of quails, studies that 
investigated the effects of bacteriocins on 
performance of quails are limited. Therefore, 
the objective this study was to determine the 
effects of bacteriocin and organic acids on 
performance of Japanese quails. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Experimental procedures were approved by 
Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
of Adnan Menderes University. 
 
BIRDS, DIETS AND MANAGEMENT 
In this study, 600-day-old Japanese quail 
chicks (Coturnix coturnix japonica) of mixed 
sex were used. Chicks were weighted and 
randomly divided into six experimental 

groups. Each group included five replicates of 
20 chicks per pen (6x5x20). The experiment 
was lasted for 35 days. Chicks were fed a 
control diet, 150 mg/kg bacteriocin (B150), 
300 mg/kg bacteriocin (B300), 3 g/kg organic 
acid(Selacid® GreenGrowth MP) (OA), 150 
mg/kg bacterocin + 3 g/kg organic acid 
(B150+OA), 300 mg/kg bacteriocin + 3 g/kg 
organic acid (B300+OA) for 35 days. Active 
ingredients of Selacid® GreenGrowth MP 
weresorbicacid, formicacid, aceticacid, 
lacticacid, propionicacid, ammoniumformate, 
citricacid 1,2-propanediol, coconut/palm 
kernel fatty acid distillate, silicon dioxide 
(SiO2). Nisin was used as bacteriocin in this 
study and it was microencapculated according 
to Stern et al., (2006). The diets formulated to 
meet requirements of quail according to the 
NRC (1994) in Table 1. 

 
Table 1 Ingredients and chemical composition of experimental diets 

Ingredients (%) Control B150 B300 OA B150+OA B300+OA 
Corn  47.90 47.89 47.87 47.70 47.70 47.70 
Soybean meal 45.5 45.5 45.5 45.5 45.49 45.47 
Vegetable oil 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.6 3.6 3.6 
Bacteriocin 0 0.015 0.030 0 0.015 0.030 
Organic acid 0 0 0 0.3 0.3 0.3 
Dicalcium phosphate 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 0.65 
Calcium carbonate 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 1.4 
Salt 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.3 
DL-Methionin 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2 
Vitamin premix1 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 0.25 
Mineral premix2 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.1 
Nutrient Composition (%)  
Dry matter  87.55 87.53 87.52 87.28 87.26 87.25 
Crude protein 23.97 23.97 23.97 23.95 23.95 23.94 
Crude fiber 4.26 4.26 4.26 4.26 4.26 4.26 
Ether extract 5.78 5.78 5.78 5.68 5.68 5.68 
Ash 5.84 5.84 5.84 5.83 5.83 5.83 
Metabolizable energy (kcal/kg) 2897.72 2897.23 2896.74 2882.36 2882.03 2881.70 
Calcium 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 0.87 
Available phosphorus 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 0.30 
Methionine  0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 0.56 
Methionine + Cystine 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 0.95 
Lysine  1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 1.33 
1 Each 2.5 kg vitamin premix contained: 15000000 IU Vit. A, 3000000 IU Vit. D3, 50000 mg Vit. E, 5000 mg Vit. K3, 3000 mg Vit. 
B1, 6000 mg Vit. B2, 5000 mg Vit. B6, 30 mg Vit. B12, 50000 mg Vit. C, 25000 mg Niacin, 12000 mg Cal.D-Pantothenate, 75 mg D-
Biotin, 1000 mg Folic Acid.   
2 Each 1 kg mineral premix contained: 80000 mg Mn, 60000 mg Fe, 60000 mg Zn, 5000 mg Cu, 1000 mg I, 200 mg Co, 150 mg Se, 
200000 mg Choline Cloride %60. 

The quails were allowed access to the feed 
and water ad libitum during the experimental 
period. The chemical composition of the diets 
was determined based on the methods of 
Association of Official Analytical Chemists 
(AOAC, 1997). During the experiment, the 

body weight and feed consumption of quails 
were recorded weekly. Body weight gain was 
determined by taking body weight differences 
between weeks.  
Feed conversion ratio (feed consumed per 1 g 
of body weight gain) was calculated. 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS 
 
Data were analysed by ANOVA using the 
GLM procedure with SAS 8 software. The 
differences among the means were tested 
using Duncan’s multiple range tests. All 
statements of significance were based on a 
probability of P<0.05. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Effects of bacteriocin and organic acids on 
growth performance of Japanese quails were 
given in Table 2. Bacteriocin supplementation 
slightly increased performance of quails. But, 
there were no statistically differences between 
body weight, body weight gain, feed 
consumption and feed conversion ratio in the 
groups (P>0.05). Studies investigated the 

effects of bacteriocin on performance of 
quails could not be found. However, there are 
many studies conducted with broilers and 
laying hens. Many studies reported positive 
effects of bacteriocin on performance of 
broilers (Wang et al., 2011; Jozefiak, 2013; 
Jothi 2012) and laying hens (Wang et al., 
2014;Loh et al., 2014). Our results are in 
agreement with several reports indicating that 
bacteriocin addition had no effects on 
performance of broiler and laying hens 
(Ogunbanwo et al., 2004; Chen et al., 2012; 
Guo et al., 2012; Józefiak et al., 2012). 
Józefiak et al., (2011) reported that despite the 
liquid bacteriocin had no effect on 
performance of broilers, lyophilized non-
encapsulated bacteriocin improved performance 
of broilers. 

 
Table 2 Effects of bacteriocin and organic acids on growth performance of Japanese quails 

Body Weight  
(g) 

Diets Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 
Control 22.85±1.53 63.12±7.19 102.51±6.00 138.69±5.09 169.45±5.95 
B 150 23.46±1.98 63.32±2.18 102.52±8.27 139.21±1.26 171.00±7.22 
B 300 23.64±2.59 63.47±1.27 102.68±3.76 139.12±4.34 170.43±3.58 
OA 23.93±2.30 63.81±9.54 102.47±5.28 139.10±3.36 170.39±6.40 
B 150+OA 23.17±0.93 63.52±2.26 102.13±2.33 138.81±1.58 170.18±3.67 
B 300+OA 23.12±2.55 63.96±1.89 103.67±3.74 141.28±3.29 171.60±4.80 

Body Weight 
Gain 

(g/day/bird) 

Control 2.11±0.22 5.76±1.12 5.63±0.60 5.17±0.39 4.40±0.24 
B 150 2.20±0.28 5.69±0.23 5.60±1.29 5.24±1.28 4.54±1.09 
B 300 2.23±0.37 5.69±0.39 5.60±0.52 5.21±0.31 4.48±0.31 
OA 2.27±0.33 5.70±1.25 5.52±1.02 5.23±0.48 4.47±0.59 
B 150+OA 2.16±0.13 5.76±0.33 5.52±0.51 5.24±0.39 4.48±0.43 
B 300+OA 2.15±0.37 5.83±0.47 5.67±0.60 5.37±0.22 4.33±0.10 

Feed 
Consumption 
(g/day/bird) 

Control 2.86±0.42 8.29±0.10 17.59±0.15 19.33±1.67 20.97±2.57 
B150 2.88±0.40 8.39±0.27 17.86±0.49 18.94±2.43 20.76±2.82 
B 300 2.86±0.53 8.41±0.24 17.67±0.43 18.76±3.25 20.75±3.79 
OA 2.85±0.27 8.36±0.21 17.65±0.57 18.34±4.37 20.74±1.87 
B 150+OA 2.82±0.20 8.27±0.10 17.73±0.63 18.61±2.77 20.87±2.78 
B 300+OA 2.66±0.24 8.22±0.20 17.62±0.40 18.42±0.58 20.64±1.18 

Feed 
Conversion  

Ratio 
 

Control 1.36±0.25 1.48±0.28 3.15±0.32 3.75±0.33 4.76±0.39 
B150 1.32±0.22 1.48±0.08 3.36±0.96 3.76±0.92 4.68±0.63 
B 300 1.30±0.27 1.48±0.12 3.18±0.34 3.62±0.68 4.67±1.02 
OA 1.28±0.23 1.54±0.43 3.28±0.54 3.53±0.91 4.69±0.61 
B 150+OA 1.31±0.13 1.44±0.08 3.23±0.28 3.55±0.48 4.70±0.82 
B 300+OA 1.26±0.24 1.41±0.10 3.13±0.29 3.43±0.21 4.76±0.23 

Values are means ± standard deviation (SD).

Additionally, Józefiak et al., (2013) investigated 
the effects of bacteriocin supplementation at 
100 IU, 300 IU, 900 IU and 2700 IU on 
broiler chicks and reported that only 900 IU 
and 2700 IU levels of bacteriocin positively 
affected the performance of broilers. In this 

study, organic acid supplementation did not 
affect the body weight, body weight gain, 
feed consumption and feed conversion ratio 
of quails (P>0.05). Similarly, several studies 
reported that organic acids had no effects on 
performance of quails (Abdel-Mageed, 2012; 
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Fazilat et al., 2014; Yusuf et al., 2015). Ocak 
et al., (2009) showed that addition of malic 
acid did not affect the feed efficiency. But, it 
increased body weight gain and feed 
consumption of quails. Another study reported 
that weight gains and feed efficiency of quails 
were improved with butyric acid 
supplementation. However, feed intake only 
numerically decreased with butyric acid 
(Salmanzadeh, 2013). Peyman et al., (2014) 
showed that organic acid supplementation 
improved body weight, body weight gain, 
feed intake and feed efficiency. Our results 
showed that combination of organic acids and 
bacteriocin had no effects on performance of 
quails. Similar results were observed by Çakır 
et al., (2008). They compared the effects of 
combined probiotic-prebiotic mixture and 
organic acid supplementation and reported that 
dietary treatments did not affect performance 
of quails. However, Ghosh et al., (2007) 
observed that performance of quails was 
improved with organic acid-prebiotic mixture.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
In conclusion, single and combined dietary 
supplementation with bacteriocin and organic 
acid had no beneficial effects on quail 
performance in present study. However, 
performance characteristics numerically 
improved with dietary treatments. Various 
results have been observed in studies 
conducted with organic acids and bacteriocins 
in poultry. Thus, it is needed to more studies 
conducted under different conditions to 
understand the mode of action of bacteriocin 
and organic acid on performance of poultry.  
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Abstract 
 
Mulberry is a popular medicinal plant belongs to family Moraceae and genus Morus. Genus Morus (Mulberry) is an 
example that contains more than 150 species, Morusalba L. (White mulberry) is dominant specie among them. The 
leaves of mulberry are mainly used as food for the silkworms and they are some times eaten as vegetable or used as 
cattle fodder in different parts of the world. Mulberry leaves contain moisturizer from 71.13 to 76.68%, protein from 
4.72 to 9.96%, fat from 0.64 to 1.51% and carbohydrates from 8.01 to 13.42%. While in dried mulberry leaves the 
moisture content decreases and it ranged from 5.11 to 7.24%, from 15.31 to 30.91% for protein, from 2.09 to 4.93% for 
fat and from 9.70 to 29.64% for carbohydrates. Also, they are very good source of ascorbic acid, β-carotene, antioxidant 
components, which includes rutin. Mulberry leaves are nontoxic natural therapeutic agents known to possess antidiabetic, 
antimicrobial, antimutagenic, antioxidant, anticancer, anxiolytic, anthelmintic, antistress, immunomodulatory,  
hypocholesterolemic, nephroprotective, hepatoprotectiveactivities. The purpose of this review is to explicate the usage 
possibilities of mulberry leaves in poultry nutrition by revealing the important Pharmacological activities. 
 
Key words: mulberry leaves, pharmacological activities, usage possibilities, poultry, nutrition. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Poultry industry is very important sector that 
provides the cheapest animal protein source 
for human consumption within the shortest 
production period. Poultry industry is highly 
dependent on the feed price because of feed 
costs have a major proportion ranging 
between 60-70% of poultry production costs. 
In view of these circumstances, alternative 
feed sources seeking instead of especially 
expensive protein sources like soybean meal 
and fish meal have accelerated in recent years. 
Mulberry leaves have a great potential as an 
alternative protein source for poultry industry 
due to rich protein, minerals, metabolizable 
energy contents and negligible anti-nutritional 
factors like tannic acid (Saddul et al., 2004; 
Srivastava et al., 2006; Al-Kirshi et al., 2010; 
Simol et al., 2012; Kamruzzaman et al., 2012; 
Olmo et al., 2012). Besides the nutritive value, 
mulberry leaves are nontoxic natural therapeutic 
agents known to possess antidiabetic, 
antimicrobial, antimutagenic, antioxidant, 
anticancer, anxiolytic, anthelmintic, antistress, 
immunomodulatory, hypocholesterolemic, 
nephroprotective, hepatoprotective activities 

(Yang et al., 2012; Devi et al., 2013). The 
purpose of this review is to explicate the 
usage possibilities of mulberry leaves in 
poultry nutrition by revealing the important 
pharmacological activities. 
 
CLASSIFICATION OF MULBERRY  
 
Mulberry belongs to the genus Morus contains 
16 species family of Moraceae and 11 species 
are found in China. Genus Morus is one of 
such example that consists of over 150 species, 
among these Morus alba L. is dominant 
(Srivastava et al., 2006, Imran et al., 2010). 
Classification of mulberry has beenshown in 
Table 1.  

Table 1 Classification of mulberry 
Kingdom  Plantae – Plants 
Subkingdom  Tracheobionta – Vascular plants 
Superdivision Spermatophyta – Seed plants 
Division  Magnoliophyta – Flowering plants 
Class Magnoliopsida – Dicotyledons 
Subclass Hamamelididae 
Order Urticales 
Family Moraceae – Mulberry family 
Genus Morus L. – mulberry 
Species  Morus alba L. – white mulberry 

*USDA, NRCS. 2015. The PLANTS Database. 
(http://plants.usda.gov, 19January 2015) 
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NUTRITIONAL VALUE OF 
MULBERRY LEAVES 
 
Mulberry leaves contain significant levels of 
protein with good amino acid profile, 
carbohydrates, fats, minerals, fibers, 
metabolizable energy and vitamins such as �-
carotene and ascorbic acid (Saddul et al., 
2004; Srivastava et al., 2006; Butt et al., 
2008; Al-Kirshi et al., 2010). Srivastava et al. 
(2006) reported that fresh mulberry leaves 
contain 71.13-76.68% moisture, 4.72-9.96% 
crude protein, 4.26-5.32% total ash, 8.15-
11.32% neutral detergent fiber (NDF), 0.64-
1.51% crude fat, 8.01-13.42% carbohydrate, 
69-86 kcal/100 g energy, 160-280 mg/100 g 
ascorbic acid, 10.000-14.688 μg/100 gβ-
carotene, 4.70-10.36 mg/100 g iron, 0.22-1.12 
mg/100g zincand 380-786 mg/100 g calcium. 
Also it was reported that dried mulberry 
leaves contain 5.11-7.24% moisture, 15.31-
30.91% crude protein, 14.59-17.24% total ash, 
27.60-36.66% NDF, 2.09-4.93% crude fat, 
9.70-29.64% carbohydrate, 113-224 kcal/100 
g energy, 100-200 mg/100 g ascorbic acid and 
8438-13.125 μg/100 gβ-carotene, 19.00-35.72 
mg/100 g iron, 0.72-3.65 mg/100 g zincand 
786.66-2226.66 mg/100 g calcium. Composition 
of mulberryleaves is summarized in Table 2.  

Table 2 Composition of MulberryLeaves 
(Dryweightbasis) 

Mouisture, % 5.11-10.75 
Crude protein, % 15.31 - 30.91 
Crudefat, % 2.09 - 6.90 
Crude fiber, % 9.9 - 13.85 
Total ash, % 8.91 - 11.81 
Carbohydrates, % 9.70 - 39.70  
AcidDetergent Fiber (ADF), % 17.33 - 28.00 
NeutralDetergent Fiber (NDF), % 19.38 - 35.77 
AcidDetergent Lignin (ADL), % 3.4 - 8.10 
Hemicellulose, % 2.5 - 12.80 
Ascorbicacid, mg/100 g 100 - 200 
β-carotene, mg/100 g 8.44 - 13.13 
Iron, mg/100 g 19.00 - 35.72 
Zinc, mg/100 g 0.72 - 3.65 
Calcium, mg/100 g 786.66 - 2226.66 
Phosphorus, mg/100 g 970 
Magnesium, mg/100 g 720 
AntinutritionalFactors 
Oxalates, mg/100 g 183 
Phytates, mg/100 g 156 
Tannicacid, % 0.13 - 0.36 

*Yen et al., 1996; Saddul et al., 2004; Srivastava et al., 
2006; Butt et al., 2008; Lin and Lai, 2009; Guven, 
2012; Iqbal et al., 2012; Al-Kirshi et al., 2013. 

PHYTOCHEMISTRY OF MULBERRY  
 
Mulberry contains various phytochemicals such 
as alkaloids, anthocyanins, flavonoids, saponins, 
stilbenes, triterpens (lupeol), sterols (β-
Sitosterol), coumarinsand phenolic acids 
(Zhishen et al., 1999;Omidiran et al., 2012; 
Thabti et al., 2012; Ahmad et al., 2013; Chen 
et al., 2013; Devi et al., 2013; Lakshmi et al., 
2013; Ramesh et al., 2014). 1-deoxynojirimycin 
(DNJ), an alkaloid component found in leaves 
(Oku et al., 2006; Nuengchamnong et al., 
2007; Nakagawa et al., 2010). The predominant 
anthocyanins in mulberry are cyanidin 
3-rutinoside and cyanidin 3-glucoside (Du et al., 
2008; Sarikaphuti et al., 2013). Resveratrol, 
Oxyresveratrol and Mulberroside A are 
stilbenes found in mulberry (Chung et al., 
2003; Song et al., 2009; Zhou et al., 2013; 
Ramesh et al., 2014). Identified major phenolic 
acids in the mulberry leaves are chlorogenic 
acid, caffeic acid, vanillic acid, p- 
hydroxybenzoic acid, p-coumaric acid, sinapic 
acid, protocatechuic acid and ferulic acid 
(Memon et al., 2010; Radojković et al., 2012; 
Flaczyk et al., 2013). Flavonoids exist widely 
in the plants. Mulberry leaves contain rutin, 
izoquercitrin (quercetin 3-β-D-glucoside), 
quercetin-3-O-glucoside, quercetin-3-O-
rhamnoside-7-O-glucoside, quercetin-3,7-D-
O-�-D-glucopyranoside, quercetin-3-O-(6-
malonyl)-�-D-glucopyranoside, quercetin-3-
O-glucoside-7-O-rhamnoside, kaempferol-7-
O-glucoside, kaempferol-3-O-glucopyranosyl- 
(1,6)-�-D-glucopyranoside (Astragalin), 
kaempferol-3-O-(6-malonyl) glucoside (Kim 
et al., 1999; Katsube et al., 2006; Katsube et 
al., 2009; Song et al., 2009; Flaczyk et al., 
2013; Thabti et al., 2012). Also, Yang et al. 
(2011) isolated new arylbenzofuran, 3',5'-
dihydroxy-6-methoxy-7-prenyl-2-arylbenzo-
furan from Morus alba var. multicaulis Perro. 
(Moraceae) white and a total of 89 Diels-
Alder-type adducts have been isolated from 
Chinese Morus plants (Yang et al., 2014). 
 
PHARMACOLOGICAL PROPERTIES 
OF MULBERRY 
 
Various pharmocological activities such as 
antimicrobial, antioxidant, antidiabetic, 
hypocholesterolemic, hepatoprotective activity 
and immunomodulatory activity of mulberry 
have been reported. 
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ANTIMICROBIAL ACTIVITY 
 
Mulberry shows strong antimicrobial activity 
against pathogens due to contains substances 
like kuwanon C, mulberrofuran G, mourin 
and albanol B (Park et al., 2003; Sohn et al., 
2004; Yang and Lee, 2012). Previous studies 
conducted in vitro and in vivo shown that 
various fractions of mulberry had antimicrobial 
effect against Staphylococcus aureus, B. 
subtilis, B. cereus, Escherichia coli, 
Streptococcus faecalis, Mycobacterium 
smegmatis, Streptococcus mutans, 
Streptococcus sobrinus, Streptococcus sanguis, 
Porpyromonas gingivalis, A. tamari, P. 
vulgaricus, Pseudomonas aeruginosa, A. niger, 
F. oxysporum, P. oxalicum, and some mold 
species (Ayoola et al., 2011; Manjula and 
Shubha, 2011; Omidiran et al., 2012; Anis et al., 
2012; Kostić et al., 2013; Salem et al., 2013). 
 
ANTIOXIDANT ACTIVITY 
 
There are many methods used to evaluate the 
antioxidant activities of biological samples 
including DPPH (1,1-diphenyl-2-picrylhydrazyl 
Scavenging Activity), ABTS[2,2'-azinobis-(3-
ethylbenzthiazoline-6-sulphonic acid) radical 
cation scavenging capacity], FRAP (Ferric 
Ion Reducing Antioxidant Power), SSA 
(Superoxide Radical Scavenging Activity)  
and HSA (Hydroxyl Radical Scavenging 
Activity) (Imran et al., 2010; Zou et al., 2012; 
Iqbal et al., 2012). Mulberry is a good source 
of polyphenolic compounds especially 
flavanoids and among the flavanoids quercetin 
3-(6-malonylglucoside) is most important for 
antioxidant potential (Katsube et al., 2006; Butt 
et al., 2008). A strong correlation between free 
radical scavenging and the phenolic contents 
has been reported for mulberry (Yen et al., 
1996; Zhishen et al., 1999; Enkhmaa et al., 
2005; Bae and Suh, 2007; Arabshahi-Delouee 
and Urooj, 2007; Imran et al., 2010; 
Radojković et al., 2012; Zou et al., 2012; 
Chao et al., 2013; Flaczyk et al., 2013) 
 
ANTIDIABETIC ACTIVITY 
 
Diabetes in general is a syndrome characterized 
by high blood glucose level and altered 
insulin metabolism (Butt et al., 2008). 1-
deoxynojirimycin (DNJ) and its derivatives 

isolated from mulberryhave significant α-
glycosidase inhibitors activity and therefore 
suppress the response of both blood glucose 
and insulin secretion resulting in a decrease of 
blood glucose level (Oku et al., 2006; 
Nuengchamnong et al., 2007; Nakagawa  et 
al., 2010; Sarikaphuti et al., 2013). Results of 
studies conducted in diabetic human and mice 
indicated that mulberry decreased the blood 
glucose level (Kimura et al., 2007; Park et al., 
2009; El-Sayyad et al., 2011; Nakamura et al., 
2011; Mohammad and Naik, 2012; Banu et 
al., 2014). 
 
HYPOCHOLESTROLEMIC AND 
ANTIATHEROGENIC ACTIVITY 
 
Hyperlipidemia is lipid metabolism disorder 
characterized as high level serum triglyceride 
and cholesterol (Liu et al., 2009). High 
triglyceride and cholesterol levelshave been 
identified as a risk factor for atherosclerosis 
and cronary heart disease (hypotriglycemic). 
Although low high density protein (HDL) and 
oxidative modification of low density 
lipoprotein (LDL) are associated with 
increased cronary artery disease (Toth, 2004; 
Enkhmaa et al., 2005; Liu et al., 2009). Many 
studies indicated that flavonoids and 
anthocyanins contents in mulberry help to 
prevent atherosclerosis and cronary heart 
disease via scavenging the radicals, inhibition 
LDL oxidation and decreasing blood 
triglyceride and cholesterol levels (Zhishen et 
al., 1999; Chen et al., 2005; Enkhmaa et al., 
2005; Katsube et al., 2006; Du et al.,2008; 
Liu et al., 2009; Yang et al., 2010; Zeni and 
Molin, 2010; Valacchi et al., 2014). 
 
HEPATOPROTECTIVE ACTIVITY 
 
The liver is the major organ controlling all the 
biochemical pathways and hepatotoxins such 
as aflatoxin impair the liver function 
(Muhammad et al., 2012). Mulberrycontains 
flavonoids, coumarine and stilbene that 
possess hepatoprotective activity (Oh et al., 
2002). It was reported that mulberry had 
hepatoprotective potential against 
hepatotoxicity induced by carbon tetrachloride 
(CCL4) (Zeni and Molin, 2010; Hogade et al., 
2010; Hussein et al., 2010) 
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IMMUNOMODULATORY ACTIVITY 
 
Immune system is the main regulatory system 
controlling homeostasis of the body and has 
animportant role in the progression of entire 
life from birth to death (Awais and Akhtar, 
2012). Different methods such as clearance 
test, cyclophosphamide induced neutropenia, 
neutrophil adhesion test, effect on serum 
immunoglobulins, mice lethality test and 
indirect haemagglutination testare used for 
evaluate to effects of mullberry on the immun 
system (Devi et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 
2013). Kim et al. (2000) reported that 
polysaccharide isolated from mulberry had 
immunomodulatory activity. Also other 
studies indicated that aqueous and methanolic 
extracts of mulberry leaves increased serum 
immunoglobulin levels and decreased 
mortality rate (Venkatachalam et al., 2009; 
Bharani et al., 2010; Hou et al., 2011). 
 
USE OF MULBERRY LEAVES IN 
POULTRY NUTRITION 
 
Although mulberry leaves generallyuse to 
feed the silkworms,many researchers have 
studied it as an alternative food source for 
animals due to the high fiber content (Saurabh 
Bajpai et al., 2012; Simol et al., 2012; 
Sujathamma et al., 2013; Vijeyan et al., 
2014). Several studies have shown that 
mulberry leaves can be used to nutrition of 
cattle (Saddul et al., 2005; Vu et al., 2011; 
Huyen et al., 2012; Tan et al., 2012; Zhou et 
al., 2012), sheep (Liu et al., 2001; Tudaro et 
al., 2007; Yulistiani et al., 2008; Kandylis et 
al., 2009), goats (Omar et al., 1999; Azim et 
al., 2002; Kouch et al., 2003), rabbits 
(Deshmukh et al., 1993; Prasad et al., 2003; 
Bamikole et al., 2005) and fish (Mondal et al., 
2012; Sheikhlar et al., 2014). Mulberry leaves 
powder have also been used to feed poultry 
(Simol et al., 2012). Digestibility of mulberry 
leaves is very high by ruminants (Saddul et 
al., 2005; Todaro et al., 2007; Huyen et al., 
2012). However, digestibility of mulberry 
leaves dry matter is poor (35-37%) by poultry 
due to the high neutral detergent fiber (NDF) 
content. Despite poor utilization of mulberry 
leaves dry matter, crude protein and ether 
extract are highly digested (73% and 88%, 
respectively) by poultry (Al-Kirshi et al., 2013). 

Therefore, various studies were conducted to 
assess the effects different levels of mulberry 
leaves powder on performance of broilers 
(Mulla et al., 2003; Chowdary et al., 2009; 
Olmo et al., 2012; Simol et al., 2012; Has et 
al., 2013; Panja, 2013; Islam et al., 2014), 
layers (Lokaewmanee et al., 2009; Al-Kirshi 
et al., 2010; Kamruzzaman et al., 2012; 
Olteanu et al., 2012; Panja, 2013) and quails 
(Hermana et al., 2014). Different results were 
observed in studies conducted with broilers. 
Mulla et al. (2003) reported that broiler 
performance was negatively affected by 
supplementation of mulberry leaf meal at 2% 
of diet. Olmo et al. (2012) and Has et al. 
(2013) observed similar results with addition 
of mulberry leaf meal at 10, 20 and 30 % of 
diet. Panja (2013) showed that there was no 
significant improvement of body weight gain, 
feed intake and feed conversion ratio (FCR) 
in broilers supplemented with mulberry leaves 
at 0, 0.5, 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 % of diet. However, 
Islam et al. (2014) observed that 
supplementation of mulberry leaf meal 
between 2.5 and 3.5% significantly improved 
the broiler performance and decreased serum 
total cholesterol and triglyceride levels. 
Similarly, it was reported that the highest 
body weight was observed in 10% mulberry 
leaf meal addition (Chowdary et al. 2009). 
Additionally, Simol et al. (2012) reported that 
mulberry leaf addition up to 30% decreased 
starter and grower feed cost (24.82 and 
26.09%, respectively) without any adversely 
effect. 
The results of studies conducted with layers 
and quails indicated that mulberry leaves 
supplementation up to 10% did not affect the 
productive performance and egg quality. Also 
mulberry leaves decreased yolk cholesterol 
and increased pigmentation of egg yolk 
(Lokaewmanee et al., 2009; Al-Kirshi et al., 
2010; Kamruzzaman et al., 2012; Olteanu et 
al., 2012; Panja, 2013; Hermana et al., 2014). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Reducing the feed prices which make up the 
majority of production costs plays key role for 
the poultry industry. In this context, mulberry 
leaves have a great potential. Mulberry leaves 
can be used instead of expensive protein 
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sources such as soybean meal and fish meal 
used in poultry diets in limited levels. 
Using mulberry leaves as an alternative 
protein source instead of expensive protein 
sources like soybean meal and fish meal in 
poultry diets plays an important role for 
poultry industry due to it reduces feed costs. 
Studies conducted with poultry indicated that 
addition of mulberry leaves are possible by up 
to 10% in poultry diets without any adversely 
effect on performance of poultry. 
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Abstract 

Cihateup duck is one of the local duck which coming from Cihateup village,  Tasikmalaya District, West Java- 
Indonesia. This bird is very good for  laying ducks with production of about 280-300 eggs.  Some constraints 
because of limited agricultural land, as well as agricultural intensification, resulting land fallow period after 
harvest has in a short and limited and commonly full of pollution with pesticides.  That situation makes duck   
productivity going down or low. For this condition requires much effort to overcome the real problem by 
maintaining ducks used ration and water efficiently as a priority.  The research were  divided into two phases, 
where the first phase   was done to determine the efficiency of   protein utilization value (EUP) dietary  by means 
of excreta collection,  and to define the  requirement standard of protein and energy  during growth.  Twelve 
female ducks at 8 weeks old were used by   using Scott et al. (1982) formula and carried out in two week.  The 
second phase was aimed to evaluate the protein and energy diet levels during   growth period.  The protein in 
energy diet 300 kcal/kg was standard requirement and 2% of protein in energy diet just the same was evaluated.  A 
Completely randomized design with four replications was used in this experiment.  The parameters were feed 
consumption, body weight gain , feed conversion for the growth period, and age at first egg laid.  Feeding trial 
was used 48 female Cihiateup ducks at 3 weeks old, and was carried out up until 20 weeks. The result indicated 
that efficiency utilization protein (EUP) dietary as big as 54.14%.  The Protein and Energy  requirement of female 
Cihateup ducks  for starter, grower I and grower II  phase were respectively need 17.75 percent of protein, 
2,454.57 Kcal/kg; 11.79 percent of protein, 2,122.81 Kcal/kg; 7.17percent  of protein and 2,207.30 Kcal/kg.  
Based with the two phase period, it can be concluded that female Cihateup ducks can be raised with the low 
energy (2,200 kcal/kg ME) and low protein (12.0%) in the growing (20 weeks) diet without any ill-effects on feed 
intake, body weight gain, feed conversion and the age of   first lay. 
 

Key words : Cihateup ducks, efficiency utilization protein (EUP),  age of   first lay ,water minim housing system. 

 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Cihateup duck is one of the local duck 
which coming from Cihateup village, 
Tasikmalaya District, West Java- Indonesia. 
This bird is very good for laying ducks with 
production of about 280-300 eggs.  Cihateup 
duck is namely mountainous duck because 
it can adapt to cool temperature and survive 

in high land (Wulandari et al., 2005). Some 
constraints because of  limited agricultural 
land, as well as agricultural intensification, 
resulting land fallow period after harvest 
has in a short and limited and commonly 
full of  pollution with pesticides. That 
situation makes duck productivity going 
down or low. For this condition requires 
much effort to overcome the real problem 
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by maintaining ducks used ration and water 
efficiently as a priority. Susanti and 
Prasetyo (2009) state that a local duck 
productivity can improved by improving the 
genetic, feed quality and management. 
Improving of genetic quality is considered 
was ways due to its permanent impacts. 
Although it is generally accepted that 
growth of female ducks are influenced by 
the dietary protein and energy rations 
(Leeson and Summers, 2001; Cheeke, 2005; 
Karman et al, 2008). To compose an 
efficient diet, firstly has to make the 
metabolizable energy and the protein for 
rearing purpose must be known. Energy is 
the control of feed consumption, meaning 
the ration energy will determine in feed 
intake.  If the energy ration high then the 
consumption of ration is low, on the 
contrary if the energy ration is low so the 
consumption of ration is high. That is why 
the energy level of the ration will determine 
the level of nutrients composition such as 
protein substances. Therefore between 
energy and protein ration should be balance 
(Scott et al., 1982; Leeson and Summers, 
2001). Similar results were observed by Fan 
et al. (2008), who performed a 42 days trial 
on ducks and evaluated the energy level 
which best fits for growth parameters of the 
ducks, showed increase in body weight with 
increase in energy from 2600 to 3100 
kcal/kg. The result showed that the feed 
intake is affected by ambient temperature. 
This is due to thermostatically mechanism 
that can control income and expenditure of 
energy into and out of the body, in order to 
maintain a stable body temperature. 
Therefore energy is used in different 
climates, and its efficiency will be different 
(Soeharsono, 1976; Sturkie, 1976; Daghir, 
2008). Ducks are kept in the tropics 
generally consume less feed than ducks 
kept in sub-tropical regions. However, low 
feed consumption was not significant due to 
the high content of energy ration. This is 

related to the volume of ration which first 
stimulates crop distension, so that feed 
consumption stopped despite energy intakes 
of protein and protein is still lack. The 
protein is essential organic substances and 
essential for growth and production (Pack, 
2002). Therefore, the accuracy of the 
protein that is used both for maintenance, 
tissue growth and hair growth should be 
calculated by knowing the value of the 
efficiency of the use of protein in the ration. 
The balance of protein - energy is 
influenced by the environment, and the 
amount of ducks needs. Ration with a high 
energy level must be followed by a high 
protein, minerals and vitamins in order that 
be balance.  Ketaren and Prasetyo (2002) 
reported that the nutritional requirements 
for laying ducks in the growth phase the age 
of 1-16 weeks tend to be low at about 85-
100% of the recommendation of 15 percent. 
The balance of metabolizable energy and 
protein within ration determine the growth 
rates. Thus, the same benefit economically 
will be gained. Therefore the preparation of 
rations based on energy-protein needs can 
be a useful benchmark for duck farmers and 
livestock food industry in formulating 
rations for local Ducks especially  Cihateup 
on water minim housing system. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS   

The research were  divided into two phases, 
where the first phase was done to determine 
the efficiency of protein utilization value 
(EUP) dietary by means of excreta collection, 
and to define the requirement standard of 
protein and energy during  growth. Twelve 
female ducks at 8 weeks old were used by 
using Scott et al. (1982) formula and carried 
out in two week.   

EUP = 100%x
EUP

PEK)(PEPPIP ��
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EUP = Efficiency utilization of dietary 
protein (%) 

PIP = Protein Intake from treatment 
ration (g) 

PIK = Protein intake from corrected 
ration (g) 

PEP = The amount of excreta protein 
derive from basal ration (g) 
PEK = The amount of excreta protein 
derive from corrected ration (g) 
 
The protein requirement by day using Scott 
et al. (1982) formula recommended as 
follows:  
 
The Grower phase :   
(A x W x 6,25) + (  DG x PC ) + (DG x F x PF) 

EUP 
Explanation: 
A = Endogenous Nitrogen excreta of 
the grower ducks   (mg/kg    body weight) 
W = Body weight (kg) 
DG = Daily gain of body weight (g) 
PC = Protein content of carcass (%) 
EUP = Efficiency utilization of dietary 
protein (%) 
F = Percentage of feather from body 
weight (%) 
PF = Protein content  of feathers (%) 
 
The metabolizable energy requirement for 
Cihateup ducks by using the Scott et al. 
(1982) 
The Grower phase: Energy for their 
maintenance + activity energy + tissue 
production energy 
1. Energy for maintenance: 83 x W0.75 : 
0.82 Kcal 
2. Energy activity: on cage system 37% of 
the energy for maintenance,   
3. Energy to produce tissue:  body gain x 
1.5 Kcal. 
To determine protein and energy in ration 
Protein Requirement: 
 

 

Energy Requirement: 
 

 

 
Second experiment was done as the basis of 
the results from experiment 2. The diets 
were composed on the basis of energy-
protein levels, standard and over the 
standard requirement (energy differences 
300 kcal/kg and 2 percent protein). A 
Completely Randomized Design (CRD) 
was used in this experiment with 4 
treatments, P1 (2200 kcal/kg ME and 12% 
protein), P2 (2200 Kcal/kg ME and 14% 
protein), P3 (2500 kcal/kg ME and 12% 
protein) and P4 (2500 kcal/kg and 14% 
protein),  each treatment is repeated five 
times. Then the data was analyzed by 
Random Simple Test (Stell and Torrie, 
1989). The research used 48 female 
Cihateup ducks at 3 weeks old, and was 
carried out up until 20 weeks. The variable 
analysis were  feed intake, body weight 
gain , feed conversion for the growth 
period, and age of first lay. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS   

The Result of Research - First Experiment 
 
The results of determination of the efficiency 
protein utilization, the energy and protein 
requirements on growth phases of female 
Cihateup ducks are shown at Table 1. 
 

Table 1. Efficiency Protein Utilization Value, 
Energy and Protein Requirements for Female 

Cihateup on Growth Phases 

Description Growth Phase  
Efficiency Protein 
Utilization (EUP) % 

54.14 

Energy Requirement/day   
(Kcal) 

140.88 

Energy Ration (Kcal/Kg) 2207.30 
Protein requirement/day (g) 7.17 
Protein Ration (%) 12 
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Table 1 shows that the efficiency of protein 
utilization value (EUP) for Cihateup female 
grower phase is 54.14 percent. EUP value 
Cihateup grower phase have the lowest 
UEP value of pekin ducks is 55% (reported 
by Scott and Dean, 1991), Muscovy ducks 
58.65 (Wiwin Tanwiriah, 2011), Leghorn 
chicken is 61% (Scott et al., 1982).  EUP 
value reflects the amount of protein 
utilization efficiency of nitrogen that can 
retention by ducks for growth per day, 
feather growth and replacement of nitrogen 
lost (Leeson and Summers, 2001).  The 
difference between the value of EUP 
Cihateup with pekin ducks and leghorn 
chickens, because the results of more 
rigorous selection in the chicken and pekin 
ducks are done continuously. So the 
degistibility pekin ducks and mucsovy 
ducks is higher  than Cihateup ducks. The 
result by using the method of Scott et al. 
(1982), the need for energy of female 
Cihateup on growth is 140.88 kcal/ 
bird/day, with slight restriction of energy, 
below the ad libitum rate, as a means of 
controlling excessive fat deposition in 
ducks. The level of energy in the ration 
2,200 kcal/kg is enough to Cihateup female 
ducks grower period.  These results agree 
with the opinion of Scott and Dean (1991) 
feed conversion are not normally expected 
in poultry when weight gain is reduced, 
since less gain relative maintenance 
requirement reduces efficiency of gain. For 
protein per day in a period of growing is 
7.17 g/bird/day, For protein per day in a 
period of growing is 7.17 g/bird/day, with 
feed intake 150 g/head/day, it needs protein 
in ducks rations  for growth  phase is 12  
percent. According to Khajarern and 
Khajarern (1987) recommended 10-15% 
protein for growing Thai ducks from 3 to 10 
weeks of age. The recommendation of 
Shafiuddin (1985) was 17% protein for 
growing Bangladesh ducks, and that of 
Sainsbury (1980) was 15% for growing 

ducks. Ketaren and Prasetyo (2002) that the 
nutritional requirements for laying ducks in 
the growth phase the age of 1-16 weeks 
tend to be low at about 85-100% of the 
recommendation of 15 percent. According 
to Leeson and Summers (2001), the light 
weight breeds also require less protein per 
day for maintenance and so chicken need a 
somewhat lower overall daily protein intake 
than do on medium breeds.    
 
The Results of Second Experiment 
(Feeding Trial) 
 
The results of the influence of energy-
protein levels for Growing (3 – 20 weeks) 
female Cihateup Ducks are shows at Table 
2.  It can be seen in  the Table 2, that female 
Cihateup ducks  in the growing stage the 
body weight gain was slow and feed intake 
was very high, so the feed 'conversion ratio 
was very high. This result was similar to 
that obtained by Thongwittaya et al. (1991), 
who reported that the most rapid growth 
rate of female Khaki Campbell ducks was 
observed up to 4 weeks of age, the lowest 
from 13 to 16 weeks of age, and the feed 
conversion ratio increased with an increase 
in age. Feed intake was not different among 
the treatments. It means that energy-protein 
level (2,200 – 2,500 Kcal ME/ 12-14% 
protein) did not influence diet palatability 
and ducks appetite. According to Cole 
(1996), the feed intake is influenced by age, 
body weight, level of production, 
environmental temperature and nutrient 
content of the feedstuff. Lesson and 
Summers (2001) reported that poultry eat to 
get   energy required and they will stop to 
eat when energy needed is achieved.  
Rasyaf (2003) states that the palatability 
determine of the feed intake. The level of 
consumption of ration greatly affect the 
performance of livestock production and 
reflects the level of palatability of a ration 
that is consumed.   
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Table 2. The Effects of Dietary Energy Level on Feed intake, Body Weight Gain and The Feed Conversion Ratio 
for Growing (3 – 20 weeks) Female Cihateup Ducks 

 
Variable  Ratio 
 P1  

(2200:12) 
P2   

(2200:14) 
P3 (2500:12) P4 (2500:14 

Feed Intake  (kg/period)    13.48 a      14.96 a      13.19 a      14.54 a 
Daily gain (g/period)   834.80 a     963.50 a     891.70a     928.2 a 

FCR (kg/period)     16.15a      15.53a      14.80a      15.67a 

age at first egg laid (day)    154 a 151  a 151  ab 150  b 

Note: The similar superscript in the same row show non significant difference (P>0.05) 
   
Analysis of variance showed that energy-
protein into the ration was not significantly 
(P>0.05) effect on daily gain weight.   The 
body weight gain after the age of 12 weeks 
ducks began to decline. This is because at 
that age there is a wing feathers growth and 
process of maturation   reproductive organs 
such as ovaries and oviduct. This gives an 
indication that the ducks were fed 12 % 
protein at 16 weeks of age as well as with 
ducks fed 14 % protein. Thus, using 2,200 

kcal/kg ME and 12 % protein in the ration 
to achieve normal   growth ranging from the 
age of 3 - 20 weeks. The results of the 
present study are  in line to the findings of   
Yung et al. (2001) and Wu et al. (2005), 
who reported that non-significant (P>0.05) 
difference was observed in weight gain, 
feed consumption and feed conversion 
(FCR) with increasing the protein and 
energy ratio in commercial breeder pullet 
diets at growing phase. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Growth Female Cihateup Ducks  
 
Analysis of variance showed that energy-
protein into the ration was also not 
significantly (P>0.05) effect on feed 
conversion ratio. In growing stage, the body 
weight gain was slow and feed intake was 

very high, so the feed 'conversion ratio was 
very high. The result was parallel on feed 
consumption and daily gain weight those 
was no significant different among the 
treatment. Pan et al. (1978) reported that 
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there was no significant difference in body 
weight gain and feed efficiency among 
growing Tsaiya ducks fed diets of different 
protein levels. The results of the present 
study are  in line to the findings of Yung et 
al. (2001) and Wu et al. (2005), who 
reported that non-significant (P>0.05) 
difference was observed in weight gain, 
feed consumption and FCR with increasing 
the protein and energy ratio in commercial 
breeder pullet diets at growing phase. 
As shown in Table 2, the age at first lay of 
female Cihateup duck was 150 – 153 days. 
Cihateup ducks to begin lay earlier  than 
Tegal Ducks 168.8 days (Subiharta et al., 
2002). Analysis of variance showed that 
energy-protein level in the ration was 
significantly (P<0.05) effect on the age of 
fist lay. By adding the 2,200 kcal/kg ME 
and 12 percent protein in the ration of   
Cihateup duck  still gave a good result on 
the age of first lay (154 day) than  if adding 
2,500 kcal/kg ME and 14 percent protein in 
the ration (150 day). This is because if the 
pullets mature earlier, can be lay smaller 
eggs at start of egg production and the 
pullets lay at lower rate and over a shorter 
period after they begin their production 
cycle (Bell and Weaver, 2002).   
 

CONCLUSIONS 

1. The result indicated that efficiency 
utilization protein (EUP) dietary as big 
as   54.14%.  The Protein and Energy   
requirement of female Cihateup ducks  
for starter, grower I and grower II  phase  
were respectively need  17.75 percent of 
protein, 2,454.57 Kcal/kg; 11.79 percent  
of protein, 2,122.81 Kcal/kg; and 7.17 
percent  of protein and 2,207.30 Kcal/kg.   

2. Based with the two phase period, it can 
be concluded that female Cihateup ducks 
can be raised with the low energy (2,200 
kcal/kg ME) and low protein (12%) in 
the growing (20 weeks) diet without any 

ill-effects on feed intake, body weight 
gain, feed conversion and the age of first 
lay. 
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Abstract 
 
The method of long-term preservation of mammalian semen in deep-frozen condition provides great opportunities for 
development and improvement of the system of reproduction of farm animals. Using this method it is possible to check 
the breeders on the quality of offspring so as to maximum use the improvers. This allows to perform the large-scale 
genetic selection in animal husbandry, which significantly increases the rate of mass improvement of breeding and 
productive qualities of animals. However, the existing cryotechnology not provide maximum preservation of the 
biological integrity of the reproductive cells. Comprehensive research has shown the possibility of increasing the 
efficiency of cryopreservation by improving of synthetic mediums and the development of optimum process parameters 
cryopreservation. 
 
Key words: synthetic mediums, cryopreservation, spermatozoa, efficiency of reproduction, farm animals. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The most important condition of the dynamic 
growth of livestock production, along with the 
providing a full feeding and increasing the 
productivity of animals, is the intensification of 
reproduction of the herd, the effective use of 
the biological capacity of a female livestock 
and high-value breeders on the basis of wide 
application of the method of artificial 
insemination. This method, and especially the 
possibility of long-term seed storage in deep-
frozen state allows to radically accelerate the 
tempo of evaluation of breeders at quality of 
offspring, to rational use their genetic potential 
and in the shortest possible time to increase the 
potential productivity of the herds, to save and 
restore the gene pool of rare and endangered 
species. Further improvement of the method of 
freezing the semen of animals provides the 
reduction of losses of spermatozoa during 
freezing - thawing, increasing of the safety of 
their functional activity and, consequently, the 
effectiveness of insemination, as well as 
elimination of certain technological difficulties. 
The solution of these problems requires an in-
depth study of the mechanisms of cryodamage 

and cryoprotection of sexual cells, the study of 
protective properties of the individual 
components of the synthetic mediums which 
are used for dilution of the seed and improve of 
existing cryotechnology. On this concentrated 
the attention of researchers working in different 
fields of knowledge (Blesbois et al., 2007; 
Zamfirescu et al., 2010). 
Based on the above, the aim of the research 
was to explore the possibilities of increasing 
the efficiency of cryopreservation and the use 
of seed in artificial insemination of farm 
animals. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The object of the study was the semen of the 
bulls of Black and White breed, the rams of 
Țigaie breed, the boars of Large White breed, 
the roosters of Rhode Island Red breed and 
seed of carp. The optimal composition and 
concentration of components of cryoprotective 
mediums for freezing sperm of animals was 
determined by the method of consecutive rows 
(Милованов, 1962). 
The semen was frozen in the form of granules 
with volume of 0,1 - 0,2 ml and in polymer 
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straws of 0,25 ml. Thawing was performed in 
water bath at 40 °C or using aerodynamic 
device. 
The amount of cholesterol was determined by 
the method Ilka (Благоразумова, 1965), at the 
wavelength of 665 nm with a 
spectrophotometer SF - 26. The content of 
loosely bound cholesterol was determined by 
the formula: 

Х = А*В/С*D, where: 
Х – the amount of cholesterol in μg per one billion of cells, 
А – data obtained from the calibration curve, 
В – multiplicity of the dilution of seed, 
С – the sperm concentration (billion), 
D – the volume of the diluted seed, ml. 
 
The activity of aspartate transaminase (AST) 
were determined by the method of Paskhinna 
(Пасхина, 1959). Data were obtained on the 
spectrophotometer SF - 46 at a wavelength of 
530 nm. Calculation of AST activity was 
performed according to the formula: 

Т = А*В/С*D*0,1, where: 
Т – the activity of AST, in IU per 1 billion of spermatozoa, 
А - multiplicity of the dilution of seed, 
В - the activity of AST was found in the table, 
С - the sperm concentration (billion), 
D – the volume of the diluted plasma in the sample, ml 
0,1 – the volume of plasma required for research. 
 
Study of morphological changes in the 
acrosome of the spermatozoa was performed 
using phase-contrast microscopy by the use of 
interference microscope LPI - 5. Microscopy 
was performed under immersion at 1500 of 
times magnification. Smears were fixed with 
1% solution of sodium fluoride. The 
experimental data was processed by the method 
of variation statistics using the Student's t-test. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Raising of the effectiveness of cryopreservation 
of semen of animals is possible by improving 
of the cryoprotective agents and the use of 
effective technological methods. However, they 
can be developed on the basis of experimental 
studies, performed at different levels of 
organization of biological objects using 
substances distinguished by their mechanism of 
action. 
One of the promising approaches in this 
direction is the introduction in the composition 
of the mediums of such components, which 
provide the possibility of formation of new bio-
complexes between components of plasma 
membranes and synthetic medium. In this 

regard, we studied the effect of amino acids 
belonging to different groups, on the functional 
indices of thawed spermatozoa of the rooster 
after freezing it in synthetic mediums 
(Борончук et al., 2008; Фурдуй et al., 2013), 
which contained amino acids with acidic side 
chains (aspartic acid), basic side chains 
(arginine), hydrophobic (valine) and neutral 
(alanine) (table 1). 

Table 1 
Effect of exogenous amino acids on the quality of the 

thawed semen of the rooster 

Name of amino acids Motility of thawed gametes, 
points 

Alanine 3,8 ± 0,14 

Arginine 4,4 ± 0,12* 

Aspartic acid 3,9 ± 0,21 

Valine 4,6 ± 0,11* 
Medium without amino acids 

(control) 3,9  ±  0,11 

*The difference is statistically authentic 
The data presented in the table 1 show that after 
freezing semen of the rooster in medium which 
contain examinee amino acids the motility of 
spermatozoa varies in the range of 3,8 ± 0,7 to 
4,6 ± 0,11 points. 
It is known that the surface of the spermatozoa 
carries a negative electric charge, so the 
efficiency of amino acid easier to explain from 
the point of view of their classification, 
according to the state of residue of amino acids 
in a protein chain. In this case, amino acids are 
classified into polar and non-polar. Arginine 
and aspartic acid, according to this 
classification refers to polar amino acids. They 
are able to form hydrogen bonds, acting thus on 
the structure of water in the cryopreservation 
process. However, in the physiological range 
pH is 6 – 8, arginine has a positive charge but 
aspartic acid - negative. Based on these 
considerations, the positive effect of arginine 
may be due to the formation of bio-complexes 
with components of plasma membranes 
carrying electronegative charge. Aspartic acid 
cannot form such biocomplexes which explains 
its lower efficacy. 
Alanine and valine are non-polar amino acids. 
The different effectiveness of these amino acids 
can be explained by the fact that valine has a 
non-polar residue that is inside the protein 
globule, and at alanine there is no clear 
distribution of amino acid residues in different 
parts of the protein molecule (Balan, 2013; 
Наук, 1991). 
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Previously, in our laboratory it was shown that 
steroid glycosides kapsikoside and 
purpureatoside, possess antioxidant capacity in 
the cryopreservation of sperm of the bull. 
Therefore, we considered it appropriate to 
investigate a series of steroid glycosides as 
antioxidants in the cryopreservation of sperm 
of the different species of animals (table 2). 

 
Table 2 

The influence of steroid glycosides on the motility of 
frozen–thawed gametes of different species of animals 

Name of steroid glycosides Motility of thawed gametes, 
points 

The sperm of the bull 

Petumoside – 2 3,8 ± 0,12* 
3,4 ± 0,10 

Rusticoside 3,8 ± 0,12* 
3,4 ± 0,10 

Melangoside 3,7 ± 0,18 
3,6 ± 0,07 

Lilia – Н 4,2 ± 0,28 
3,6 ± 0,33 

Trioside – Lilia 
4,1 ± 0,11 
3,8 ± 0,22 

Asparagoside - H 4,4 ± 0,11* 
3,5 ± 0,11 

The sperm of the rooster 

Petumoside – 2 5,8 ± 0,21* 
4,8 ± 0,20 

Strophantine 
4,7 ± 0,31 
4,2 ± 020 

Lilia – Н 
6,1 ± 0,17* 
5,2 ± 0,12 

Trioside – Lilia 6,3 ± 0,23* 
5,4 ± 0,17 

Asparagoside - H 6,7 ± 0,18* 
5,9 ± 0,17 

The sperm of the boar 

Petumoside – 2 3,7 ± 0,34* 
2,5 ± 0,29 

The sperm of the carp 

Balconoside 4,2 ± 0,20 
3,8 ± 0,21 

Melangoside 3,3 ± 0,21 
3,8 ± 0,20 

Petumoside – 2 4,7 ± 0,74 
3,8 ± 0,14 

Rusticoside 4,2 ± 0,20 
3,8 ± 0,21 

*The difference is statistically authentic in comparison 
with the experimental variant. The numerator provides 
the data of the experimental variants, the denominator - 
the data of control variants. 
 
From the data presented in table 2 follow that 
the steroid glycosides increases the quality of 
the thawed semen of the bull, rooster and boar. 
Thus, the use of the drug Lilia – Н allows to 
increase the motility of thawed spermatozoa of 
the rooster by 17,3% compared to the control 
variant, where the antioxidants were not used. 
However, some glycosides exhibit high 
protective properties, as shown above, while 

others, such as Melangoside, at the 
cryopreservation of sperm of the bull is less 
effective. It should be noted that the optimal 
concentration of drugs varies in the range of 
0,015 – 0,312 mg. per 100 ml. of the medium, 
even within the semen of the same species (the 
semen of the bull). While experimenting with 
the semen of other species of animals the 
concentration of substances is also changing. 
Also noteworthy is the fact that some steroid 
glycosides (Lilia - H) is effective in the 
cryopreservation of sperm of some species of 
animals (rooster), in another case 
(Asparagoside - H) other animal species (bull). 
But if there are cases (Petumoside – 2) when 
the drugs are effective in the cryopreservation 
of sperm of several species of animals (bull, 
rooster, boar), still it is different in the 
cryopreservation of semen of various species of 
animals (Petumoside – 2 is more effective in 
the freezing of seed of the boar). 
Steroid glycosides were tested by us in the 
cryopreservation of seed of the carp. It was 
found that the tested antioxidants do not have a 
significant protective effect, which may be 
explained by the fact that their efficiency in the 
cryopreservation is associated with different 
hydrophobic–hydrophilic interactions of 
molecules of steroids. More hydrophobic 
steroid glycosides have less biological activity 
(Давыдов, 1986), as well as features of seed of 
the carp and used cryopreservation techniques. 
Since in the process of cryopreservation is 
disturbed the stability of bond of protein-
cholesterol complexes and occur the changes of 
acrosome of the most labile structures, then one 
would assume that this is accompanied by loss 
of enzymes. These enzymes include glutamic-
aspartic transaminase, localized in the 
mitochondria. Leakage of this enzyme into the 
extracellular space indicates at the serious 
intracellular damage. These indicators play an 
important role in maintaining of the functional 
state of the spermatozoa and can be used to 
predict of their fertilizing ability. In this regard, 
we investigated the possibility of stabilizing of 
these indicators through applying of different 
cryopreservation techniques (table 3). 
The data presented in table 3 indicate a better 
stabilization of morphological indicators and 
safety of protein–cholesterol complexes in the 
case of freezing semen in plastic straws. 
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Table 3 
The indicators of sperm of the ram which were 

cryopreserved in a different ways 
№ of 
indic
ators 

Method of packing 

granules mini straw 

I 
The content of intact acrosome, % 

44,0 ± 1,23 48,4 ± 1,09* 

II 
The content of loosely bound cholesterol, μg/billion 

328,5 ± 17,94 417,4  27,81* 

III 
The activity of glutamic-aspartic transaminase IU (billion) 

144,8 ± 24,87 152,4 ± 27,09 
*The difference is statistically authentic between the 
methods of cryopreservation 
 
What concerns the activity of glutamic–aspartic 
transaminase, we observed a similar trend. Im-
proving the efficiency of cryopreservation of 
semen can be explained by the fact that the 
cylindrical shape of the packaging is more 
preferable, since it influences the formation of 
crystals, thus preventing significant morpholo-
gical and biochemical changes in thawed 
spermatozoa (Андреев et al., 2014). 
In separate production experiments were found 
that fertility (e.g. cows) is higher by 5,5% in 
the variant where the sperm of the bulls was 
frozen in plastic straws in comparison with the 
packaging in the form of granules. 
Summarizing the results of the conducted 
research it can be concluded that the prospect 
of research in the field of cryopreservation of 
reproductive cells is purposeful synthesis of 
components of cryoprotective medium. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The researches allow making the following 
conclusions: 
1. Increasing the effectiveness of artificial in-

semination of farm animals is possible by 
improving of the cryoprotective medium and 
optimization of the technological methods that 
would contribute to a more complete mani-
festtation of the cryoprotective properties of 
new components of synthetic mediums. 

2. Best cryoresistance of semen and reducing 
of the damaging effects of low temperatures 
can be achieved by the use of new cryopro-
tective agents, the regulation of lipid 
peroxidation, the use of polar compounds 
and through creating favorable conditions 
for cryopreservation of seed of animals. 

3. Stabilization of resistance of protein-choles-
terol complexes, morphological structures, 

activity of glutamic-aspartic transaminase 
and motility of spermatozoa of semen of the 
ram breeders are better achieved with the 
use of cryopreservation technology in 
polymer straws. 
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Abstract 
 
There is considered that if buffalo cow fertilization has not occurred before entering the barn to be protected against 
the cold weather of the winter she will get in anestrous state and new heats will delay for a long time. The present paper 
refers to the results of a prostaglandin PGF2α derivate treatment of 44 cases of after calving anestrous in buffalo cows 
registered during the housing period in the last 4 years. The buffalo cows aged between 6 and 14 years. The time 
interval from the former last heat was over 90 days. The treatment consists of intra muscular injection 2 ml of one of 
cloprostenol derivates. After the first injection 15 buffalo cows out of 44 ones came in heat within 5 days.  All of them 
were two times inseminated artificially at a 12 hours interval. Out of them 12 buffalo cows became pregnant. The other 
29 buffalo cows have received a second doze of prostaglandins 11 days after the first treatment. All of them have 
received blind insemination after 48 and 72 hours from the second treatment. This time 9 buffalo cows became 
pregnant. Result of the treatment has to be considered as a good one since 24 cows out of 44 treated cases (54, 55%) 
became pregnant. Perhaps 14 buffalo cows didn’t react to the treatment. Nevertheless the price of the 73 doses of 
prostaglandin used for the treatment is lower compared to the feeding cost saved by shortening the buffalo cows what 
became pregnant. 
 
Key words: anestrous, artificial insemination, buffalo cows, calving interval, prostaglandins. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Calves period of buffaloes, which lasts five 
months a year, is diminishing consequences of 
their reproductive function, manifested 
primarily by the absence of heat. Because at 
this time there are large fluctuations in 
temperature and humidity, animals have no 
possibility of movement and nutrition is poor in 
terms of quality, it was found that about 80% of 
heat are discrete not conclusive as to the cow 
(Bogdan et al., 1981; Ilinca et al., 1993). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHOD  
 
The work was done over four years and 
consisted in the administration of hormonal 
based PGF2α who followed there sumption of 
sexual cycle, with the advent of heat followed 
artificial insemination or natural service using 
luteolytic effect of prostaglandin. Following 
transrectal examination were identified 44 

anestrus buffaloes with a period of more than 
90 days after calving, aged 6 to 14 years old 
and a very good state of repair. The protocol 
consisted of PGF2α administration, tracking the 
occurrence of heat and artificial insemination 
or natural service. The buffaloes showed no 
heat, yet received a dose of PGF2α 11days after 
the first inoculation was followed occurrence 
heat, the heat not demonstrating blind artificial 
seeding is performed at 72 hours and to 96 
hours. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Ovarian response following treatment with 
prostaglandins is shown in table 1. 
Although detection of ovarian formations is 
more difficult than the buffalo cows because of 
the small size of the ovaries, following a 
correct diagnose is by transrectal examination, 
it can act to revive hormonal ovarian function 
and thus to obtain gestation and during this 
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period of the year. Also it was found that 
animals disrepair maintenance, those with 
advanced age or those who have experienced 
various problems in the post-partum, did not 
respond positively to this treatment. Buffalo 

bull daily presence around the female, is 
beneficial, even if it has allow libido (Braselli 
et al, 1997; Vidu et al., 2011). 
 

Table 1. Ovarian response following the treatment with prostaglandins

Year 
 

Buffaloes 
treated 

Drugs 
used 

The first administration 
of PGF2α A second injection of PGF2α 

Total 
gestation 

Birth 
rate    
% Artificial 

insemination Pregnancy Artificial 
insemination Pregnancy 

Artificial 
insemination to 

72-96 hours 
Pregnancy 

2011 13 Flavoliz 3 3 - - 10 3 6 (46%) 67 

2012 15 Prosolvin 4 4 2 2 9 2 8 (53%) 72 

2013 6 Enzaprost 2 2 - - 4 1 3 (50%) 90 

2014 10 Prosolvin 6 3 2* 1 2 - 4 (40%) 87 

Total 44 - 15 12 4 3 25 6 21 
(48%) - 

* - natural service 

CONCLUSIONS  
 
Use preparations based on PGF2α helps 
increase the percentage of gestation and hence 
living products and increasing the milk 
produced. 
Method is beneficial especially for households 
where buffaloes are usually sexual inactivity in 
winter, the cost of treatments accessible. 
Method helps to extend artificial insemination, 
especially in private breeders accustomed only 
natural service, usually during this period. 
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Abstract 
 
The aim of this paper was to compare two non-animal macromolecules (methyl cellulose and hydroxyethyl-starch) as 
an alternative to bovine serum albumin supplement in the bull sperm capacitation medium. Attention was paid to the 
rate of penetrated oocytes and to the polyspermic fertilization in order to assess the effect of these substances on bull 
semen capacitation.435 class one and two oocytes were matured in TCM -199supplemented with bovine serum albumin 
(3mg/ml) and FSH (0.88 mg/ml) for 24 hours at 38.5°C, 5% CO2 in saturated humidity. 21 straws from one single bull 
ejaculate were used. Sperm motility was assessed using Sperm Vision 3.7® (Minitübe, Germany) before the separation 
process. Sperm preparation was done on a commercial density gradient medium (BoviPure®, Nidacon, Sweden). Three 
groups were formed: the bovine serum albumin group (BSA at 6mg/ml), the methyl cellulose group (MC at 0.1mg/ml) 
and the hydroxyethyl-starch group (HES at 10mg/ml). Matured oocytes were co-incubated for 18 hours with the sperm 
(38.5°C, 5% CO2 in saturated humidity). After 18 hours, the oocytes were denuded, fixated and stained with aceto-
orcein in order to assess the penetration and pronuclear formation.77.80%±14.82% of the oocytes in the BSA group 
were not-penetrated, 22.20%±14.82% were penetrated and3.37%±2.37% were with polyspermy. In the MC and HES 
group respectively, 71.18%±21.66% and 60.23% ± 23.04% of the oocytes were not-penetrated, 28.82%±21.66% and 
39.77%±23.04% werepenetrated and8.71%±6.3% and 13.74%±8.87% were with polyspermy. The physical 
characteristics of methyl cellulose and hydroxyethyl-starch were considered suitable for the in vitro production; they 
are all white powder, colourless and odourless in aqueous solution. The results showed that, there are no significant 
differences (p < 0.05) between methyl cellulose and bovine serum albumin regarding the penetration rate and the 
polyspermic fertilization, thus making methyl cellulose suitable to be used as an alternative supplement to the 
capacitation medium for bull semen. 
 
Key words: bovine serum albumin, bull sperm, capacitation medium, non-animal macromolecules. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is extensively 
added to all the mediums for in vitro 
fertilization. Its role is to prevent cells from 
sticking to themselves or to the plastic ware 
and to provide nitrogenous substrate for 
cellular metabolism (Matson and Tardif, 2012). 
Additionally, the bovine serum albumin 
induces the efflux of cholesterol from the 
sperm membrane, the first crucial step in the 
sperm capacitation process (Naseer, 2014). In 
human medicine, animal or human blood-
derived proteins are avoided in all the culture 

media for assisted reproductive technologies. 
This is based on the desire of excluding any 
risk of infection with hepatitis or Creutzfeldt-
Jakob disease or with other viruses and 
infective agents that may appear in the process. 
Researchers in human medicine have 
considered plant-derived products such as 
enzymes for removing the cumulus cells 
(Parinaud and Vieitez, 1998) or culture medium 
supplements (Parinaud and Milhet, 1998; 
Parinaud and Milhet, 1999). Nevertheless, the 
cost of these plant-derived proteins must be 
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taken into consideration as it is substantially 
lower (a very important aspect for veterinary 
medicine and in vitro embryo production). 
This study aims to investigate the efficiency of 
two different non-animal macromolecules as a 
supplement to capacitation medium for bull 
sperm cells and to compare these supplements 
efficacy to bovine serum albumin. In order to 
assess the performance of those non-animal 
macromolecules, the fertilization rate was taken 
into consideration (attention was paid to the 
rate of penetrated oocytes and to the 
polyspermic fertilization). Also, the physical 
characteristics of the supplements and their 
potential acceptability were studied.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Chemicals and reagents 
All chemicals were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich (St. Louis, MO, USA), unless stated 
otherwise. 
 
Collection and maturation of the oocytes 
A total of 300 bovine ovaries were collected 
from adult cows in a local slaughterhouse and 
transported in NaCl 0.9% solution at 35°C to 
the laboratory. Only follicles between 2 and 8 
mm diameter were aspired using 18G needles 
attached to a vacuum pump in 50 ml tubes. The 
sediment was taken out using a Pasteur pipette 
and transferred into a screened Petri dish (90 
mm diameter) with modified PBS-Dulbecco 
with Ca2+ and Mg2+ (mPBS, Biochrom®, 
Berlin) supplemented with glucose (1 mg/ml), 
pyruvate (27.7 mg/ml), penicillin (0.02 mg/ml), 
streptomycin (0.04 mg/ml), heparin (0.01 
mg/ml) and bovine serum albumin (0.3 mg/ml). 
The cumulus oocyte complexes (COCs) were 
classified as described by Leibfried and First 
(Leibfried and First, 1979) and  onlyclass one 
and twoCOCs, with compact layers of cumulus 
cells and homogeneous cytoplasm, were 
selected and washed in mPBS. The selected 
COCs were washed twice with TCM-199 
supplemented with bovine serum albumin (3 
mg/ml), pH 7.4, then transferred to a 4-well 
dish (NUNC, Thermofisher, USA) containing 
400μl TCM-199 supplemented with bovine 
serum albumin (3 mg/ml) and FSH (0.88 
mg/ml), for washing. Finally, they were placed 
into the final 4-well dish with the same medium 

for maturation (24 hours at 38.5°C, 5% CO2 
and saturated humidity). 
 
Sperm preparation 
During the experiment 21 straws from a single 
bull ejaculate were used (0.25 ml straws, 15 x 
106 sperm per straw). The experiment was 
repeated 7 times in 7 different days. Sperm 
motility was assessed before the sperm 
separation process using a Computer-Assisted-
Sperm-Analysis system (Sperm Vision 3.7®, 
Minitübe, Germany) and the mean motility of 
the sperm was ranged at 60%.  
Motile sperm was obtained using a commercial 
density gradient medium (BoviPure®, Nidacon, 
Sweden) and all the protocol was followed 
according to the producers recommendations. 
Briefly, for each sperm sample three Eppendorf 
tubes were prepared with 40%, 80% BoviPure 
and the wash one containing 1000μl BoviWash. 
These tubes were incubated for at least 30 
minutes in 38°C. Afterwards, using a sterile 
pipette, 500μl BoviPure 40% were carefully 
transferred on top of the bottom layer of 500μl 
BoviPure 80%. The content of the thawed and 
cleaned sperm straw was slowly emptied onto 
the BoviPure gradient. The Eppendorf tube was 
centrifuged at 300 x g for 15 minutes at room 
temperature. After centrifugation, the 
supernatant was removed. The remaining 
pallets were transferred to the wash tube 
containing 1000μl of BoviWash solution and 
centrifuged again at 300 x g for 5 minutes. The 
supernatant was removed, leaving the pallet. 
The pallet was diluted using the capacitation 
medium to a final concentration of 
1x106sperm/ml in the IVF drop. After this 
procedure the sperm concentration was 
determined using an Improved Neubauer 
haemocytometer as described previously by 
Mahmoud et al. (1997).    
Three groups were formed: the bovine serum 
albumin group (BSA), the methyl cellulose 
group (MC) and the hydroxyethyl starch group 
(HES). 
 
In vitro fertilization 
Modified Tyrode-Lactate medium (Bavister 
and Yanagimachi, 1977) containing heparin, 
gentamycin and hypotaurine-epinephrine was 
used for the in vitro fertilization and it will be 
further referred as modified TALP. The 
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capacitation/fertilization medium was 
supplemented, depending on the experimental 
group, with: 1) BSA (6 mg/ml) and sodium 
pyruvate (0.22 mg/ml); 2) MC (0.1 mg/ml) and 
sodium pyruvate (0.22 mg/ml); 3) HES (10 
mg/ml) and sodium pyruvate (0.22 mg/ml). 
After maturation, the recovered COCs were 
washed in 200μl drops of modified TALP and 
then transferred into the 60μl drops of the same 
medium for the fertilization (Haenisch Woehl, 
2003). 
Fertilization was carried out at 38.5°C under 
5% CO2 in 100% humidified air for 18 hours. 
 
Assessment of sperm penetration of oocytes 
in vitro 
After 18 hours of co-incubation, the fertilized 
oocytes were denuded in 400μl modified D-
PBS by repeated pipetting and then washed 
three times. 
The denuded oocytes were mounted, fixed for 
48 hours at 4°C in ethanol-glacial acetic acid 
(3:1), stained with 1% (v/v) orcein in 45% (v/v) 
acetic acid and examined under phase-contrast 
microscopy at a magnification of 200 or 400x 
(Nikon Eclipse E400) in order to assessthe 
sperm penetration of oocytes. 
Oocytes that had been penetrated were 
identified when an enlarged sperm head or 
male pronucleus with its accompanying sperm 
tail was present in the oocytes. Oocytes with 
more than two pronuclei and a clear second 
polar body, but without a sperm tail, were also 
considered penetrated (polyspermy). 
 
Statistical analysis  
Values for penetrated oocytes, not-penetrated 
oocytes and polyspermy were evaluated using 
analysis of variance (One Way ANOVA) in the 
IBM® SPSS® Statistics Version 21 software 
program.  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The values of penetrated oocytes, not-
penetrated oocytes and penetrated oocytes with 
polyspermy (mean ± standard deviation) for the 
three groups are given in Table 1 and Figure 1 
and 2.  
 
 

Table 1: Comparative values of penetrated oocytes,not-
penetrated oocytes and polyspermic fertilization 

(mean ± standard deviation) 
Capacitation 

medium 
supplement 

Penetrated 
oocytes 

Not-penetrated 
oocytes Polyspermy 

BSA 22.20 ± 14.82 77.80 ± 14.82 3.37 ± 2.37 
MC 28.82 ± 21.66 71.18 ± 21.66 8.71 ± 6.3 
HES 39.77 ± 23.04 60.23 ± 23.04 13.74 ± 8.87 

 

 
Figure 1. Comparative values of penetrated oocytes and 

not-penetrated oocytes 

 
Figure 2. Comparative values of polyspermic fertilization 

and penetrated oocytes with no polyspermy 

The penetrated oocytes (Figure 3) did not differ 
significantly (p < 0.05) between the methyl 
cellulose (37/150, 28.82 ± 21.66%) and 
thehydroxyethyl-starch group (48/134, 39.77 ± 
23.04%) compared with the bovine serum 
albumin group (34/149, 22.20 ± 14.82%) as 
showed in Table 2. 
The not-penetrated oocytes (Figure 3) did not 
differ significantly (p < 0.05) in the methyl 
cellulose group (113/150, 71.18 ± 21.66%) and 
in the hydroxyethyl-starch group (86/134, 
60.23 ± 23.04%) compared with the bovine 
serum albumin group (115/149, 77.80 ± 
14.82%) as showed in Table 2. 

Table 2: Effect of the capacitation medium supplement 
on the penetrated / not-penetrated oocytes 

Capacitation medium supplement Mean difference 

BSA MC -,06616 
HES -,17573 

MC BSA ,06616 
HES -,10956 

HES BSA ,17573 
MC ,10956 

*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level 

22,20 28,82 39,77 

77,80 71,18 60,23 

0,00
20,00
40,00
60,00
80,00

100,00

BSA MC HES

Penetrated oocytes Not-penetrated oocytes

3,37 8,71 13,74 

96,63 91,29 86,26 

0,00

20,00

40,00

60,00

80,00

100,00

BSA MC HES

Polyspermy Normal penetrated oocytes
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The polyspermic fertilization (Figure 3) was 
significantly higher (p<0.05) in the 
hydroxyethyl-starch group (15/134, 13.74%± 
8.87%) compared with the bovine serum 
albumin group (5/149, 3.37 ± 2.37%), but it did 
not differ significantly (p < 0.05) between the 
methyl cellulose group (12/150, 8.71 ± 
6.3%)and the bovine serum albumin group 
(5/149, 3.37 ± 2.37%) as showed in Table 3. 

Table 3: Effect of the capacitation medium supplement 
on the polyspermic penetration of the oocytes 

Capacitation medium supplement Mean difference 

BSA MC -,05338 
HES -,10373* 

MC BSA ,05338 
HES ,05035 

HES BSA ,10373* 

MC ,05035 
*The mean difference is significant at the 0.05 level 
 
The results of the present study show that there 
are non-animal macromolecules than can 
substitute bovine serum albumin from the 
capacitation medium without damaging the 
sperm cells and the oocytes. Unfortunately, 
when referring to the rate of polyspermy, only 
methyl cellulose is considered to give the same 
results as bovine serum albumin.  
Attempts have been made in the past in order to 
substitute BSA with other non-animal proteins 
in several culture media. One of these attempts 
was made by Biggers and his collaborators 
(Biggers and Summers, 1997) who have 
investigated the effect of replacing BSA with 
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and/or amino acids on 
mouse zygote development. They concluded 
that PVA could not substitute completely BSA 
in the mouse embryo culture medium. They 
followed the blastocyst rate during their 
experiments and observed that blastocyst 
development was only slightly less than with 
BSA, but the rate of partial hatching was 
significantly less. Substitution of BSA with 
PVA lowered the overall response but did not 
lead to major perturbation.  
The present study was focused on the 
penetration of the oocytes in order to avoid the 
oocyte influence on the fertilization and assess 
only the ability of BSAs replacements to induce 
sperm capacitation. The substances used in this 
study in order to substitute BSA from the 
capacitation medium were used in human 
medicine for short term culture of human sperm 
at the same concentrations (Matson and Tardif, 

2012) giving encouraging results and only the 
best of them were chosen for bull sperm 
capacitation. 
The physical characteristics of methyl cellulose 
and hydroxyethyl-starch were considered 
suitable for clinical use; they are all white 
powder, colourless and odourless in aqueous 
solution. 
Matson and Tardif concluded in their study that 
hydroxyethyl-starch had poor solubility and 
had to be centrifuged resulting in a saturated 
solution of undefined concentration (Matson 
and Tardif, 2012). In the present study, this 
problem had been solved by sterile filtration 
(0.2μm, 5.7cm2 filter) of the medium 
containing these supplements before their use 
(Insufil, Fresenius Kabi, Germany). This poor 
solubility aspect was noticed only regarding 
hydroxyethyl-starch.  
Additionally, both methyl cellulose and 
hydroxyethyl-starch did not significantly 
modify the mediums pH (initially 7.8) after 
3hours of incubation before being used for the 
fertilization (BSA – pH 7.93, MC – 7.96 and 
HES – 8.03). 
Protein-free medium have been used before but 
only in human assisted reproductive 
technologies. SMART1®medium (Parinaud, 
Milhet et al. 1998) was developed in order to 
support fertilization and it was shown to give 
good fertilization rates and hence supported 
capacitation and avoided premature acrosome 
reaction. Another series of media, the ART-7 
series (Ali and Shahata, 2000) ensured a sperm 
survival rate of approximately 80%  and has 
been shown to support both fertilization and 
embryo development. It contained undefined 
supplements, but these were likely to include 
methyl cellulose (Ali, 2009). 
There are no data available at this moment for 
protein-free medium designed for assisted 
reproductive technologies in veterinary 
medicine, so that our results cannot be 
compared with other studies results. These 
preliminary results will be completed with 
more than one bull ejaculate in order to avoid 
the ejaculate effect and individual influence on 
the results. 
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a) BSA group: two pronuclei 
and sperm tail 

b) MC group: two pronuclei 
and sperm tail 

c) HES group: two pronuclei 
and sperm tail 

d) BSA group: not-penetrated 
MII and polar body 

e) MC group: not-penetrated 
MII and polar body 

f) HES group: not-penetrated 
MII and polar body 

g) BSA group: polyspermy h) MC group: polyspermy i) HES group: polyspermy 

Figure 3. Morphological analysis of the oocytes. Oocytes were stained with aceto-orcein dye to analyse chromatin 
configuration: penetrated oocytes (the presence of both male and female pronucleus and the sperm tail), not-penetrated 

oocytes (MII stage and the presence of the polar body) and polyspermic fertilization (the presence of more than one 
sperm inside of the oocyte or more than two pronuclei) 

 
 

 
 

CONCLUSIONS  
 
In conclusion, no significant differences were 
observed between methyl cellulose and bovine 
serum albumin regarding the penetrated 
oocytes and the polyspermic fertilization. Thus 
MC is suitable to be used as a supplement in 
the capacitation medium for bull sperm. 
The present study showed no significant 
differences between hydroxyethyl-starch and 
bovine serum albumin regarding the penetrated 
oocytes, but found a significant difference 
when the polyspermic fertilization was taken 
into consideration, thus suggesting that 

hydroxyethyl-starch may have a negative effect 
on the penetration of the oocytes.  
Further studies are needed in order to assess the 
real efficiency of these non-animal 
macromolecules on the embryo development 
when added as supplements in bull sperm 
capacitation medium. 
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Abstract 
 
The effectiveness of livestock farming in great extent depends on the efficiency of animal reproduction. Therefore, 
researches in this direction acquire theoretical and practical significance. Given the fact that in the practice of 
reproduction of pigs widely was used the method of artificial insemination of sows’ chilled sperm, the purpose of the 
conducted research was to improve the synthetic mediums through introducing into their composition of the 
biologically active compounds. As such substance was used L-carnitine. By method of consecutive rows was determined 
dose-dependent effect of investigated substance included in the base medium on the basis of electrolytes and non-
electrolytes. It was found that after dilution of boar sperm the mobility of spermatozoa and their absolute indicator of 
survival after 12 hours of storage at hypothermic temperatures (16-18˚C) is increased by a statistically significant 
amount. It is concluded about protective and stimulating activity of L-carnitine at the dilution and storage of boar 
semen. 
 
Key words: synthetic mediums, hypothermic storage, sperm, L-carnitine, boar semen. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The possibility of dynamic growth in livestock 
production is determined, among other factors, 
the intensification of reproduction of the herd 
using artificial insemination. Zoo veterinarian 
benefits of this biotechnological method of 
reproduction in comparison with natural 
reproduction determine its leading role in the 
technology of production of pigs in farms with 
different production and economic structure. 
However, the potential of artificial 
insemination of pigs is not realized in full. And 
the reason for this is the fact that the freezing 
and long-term preservation of boar semen not 
yet found wide industrial application in 
connection with cryo technological difficulties 
and insufficient knowledge of species-specific, 
morpho–physiological, biochemical and 
physico–chemical characteristics of 
reproductive cells of these species (Федина, 
2007). In addition, there are significant age, 
breed and individual differences in cryo 
sustainability of seed material, and the 
preparation of sperm for long-term storage also 
leads to serious disturbances of lipid 

metabolism, manifested in the change of the 
content of glycolipids, phospholipids and fatty 
acids. Progressive method of embryo transfer, 
due to the complex and costly mediums, tools 
and equipment also are not used in practice. In 
this regard, in production conditions generally 
is accepted the insemination of sows with 
diluted boar semen stored in hypothermal 
conditions at 16–18 ºC. However, in this case 
too more intensively metabolic processes 
occur. As a result, there is accumulation of 
toxic products of metabolism and the decrease 
of the functional parameters of spermatozoa. 
Given the fact that under the influence of drugs 
containing carnitine was noted normalization of 
acrosomal reaction of spermatozoa (Zhou et al., 
2007), was detected a correlation between the 
concentration of carnitine in sperm and the 
integrity of the nuclear DNA of the gametes 
(De Rosa et al., 2005), osmotic resistance of 
spermatozoa (Yeste et al., 2010), as well as the 
positive impact of the use of carnitine on the 
levels of reduced glutathione and 8-
hydroxydeoxyguanosine in the testes (Abd-
Allah et al., 2009), but the molecular 
mechanisms of antioxidative action of carnitine 
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remain unclear until the end (Wang et al., 
2010), which served as a prerequisite for its 
introduction in the composition of the synthetic 
medium for boar semen. 
Based on the above, the purpose of the 
conducted research was to study the qualitative 
indicators of reproductive cells of the boar 
stored after dilution with synthetic medium 
containing biologically active substance L-
carnitine. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
As experimental material used semen of the 
boars breeders of Landrace breed which 
contained in the conditions of the breeding 
enterprise "Moldsuinhibrid", the relevant 
veterinary requirements. The sperm was 
received by fractional method using an 
artificial vagina, the temperature of which was 
in the range 38-40 °C. For dilution it was used 
the synthetic medium consisting of glucose, 
EDTA and sodium citrate. Medium 
components were dissolved in bidistilled water. 
In our experiments we used pharmacological 
2% L–carnitine and ferric sulfate chemically 
pure quality. Dilution of semen was performed 
1:1 in compliance with the rules of asepsis 
when working with the experimental material. 
After that, it was kept in hypothermal 
conditions at room temperature. The optimal 
concentration of the test substances was 
determined by the method of consecutive rows 
of Milovanov V. K. (Милованов, 1962). 
Qualitative indicators of the diluted semen 
were determined using a light microscope 
"AMPLIVAL" of company Carl Zeiss (Jena) at 
200 × magnification. Sperm motility was 
determined in points on a ten-point grading 
scale, and the absolute survival rate (ASR) is in 
conventional units, which is the sum of survival 
indices multiplied by the number of hours their 
survival. 
Statistical processing of the results of research 
were conducted using the criterion of Student's 
t-test. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The synthetic mediums for dilution and storage 
of semen of farm animals at 16–18ºC, as a rule, 
are not complex. They are designed to maintain 

osmotic pressure, pH and the viability of 
spermatozoa. However, the problem of 
improving of the functional status and 
increasing of life expectancy of the cells 
continues to be relevant for practitioners 
involved in the swine reproduction. Therefore, 
we consider it expedient to enter into the 
composition of mediums the components 
which contribute to homeostasis of metabolic 
processes. For this purpose, we have studied 
the protective properties of L-carnitine in the 
composition of the basic medium for dilution 
and storage of semen of the boar. The results of 
conducted researches are presented in table 1. 

Table 1 
Dose-dependent effect of L-carnitine in the hypothermal 

storage of boar semen 

The 
experi
mental 
variant 

Concentr
ation of 

L-
carnitine, 

mg/ml 

Motility of 
spermatozo

a after 
dilution, 
points 

ASR, c.u. 

After 12 
hours 

After 24 
hours 

1 Control 6.2 ± 0.42 74.7 ± 5.02 132.0 ± 18.00 

2 0.02 7.6 ± 0.27 88.8 ± 5.37 165.7 ± 10.73 

3 0.04 7.6 ± 0.27* 91.2 ± 3.29* 177.6 ± 6.57 

4 0.08 7.6 ± 0.27* 91.2 ± 3.29* 177.7 ± 6.57 

5 0.16 7.0 ± 0.35 84.0 ± 4.24 160.8 ± 9.10 

6 0.32 6.9 ± 0.27 81.6 ± 4.03 160.8 ± 9.10 

*The difference is statistically authentic 
 
The data of table 1 demonstrates that L-
carnitine has a dose-dependent effect. Its use in 
the composition of the medium for dilution of 
boar semen at a concentration of 0.04-0.08 
mg/ml has a positive effect on the functional 
indices of reproductive cells. In the best 
experimental variants the motility of 
spermatozoa after dilution and absolute 
survival rate after 12 hours of storage of the 
sperm at 16-18ºC amounted respectively 7.6 ± 
0.27 and 91.2 ± 3.29, which indicates an 
increase of the studied parameters on 22.6 and 
22.1% compared to the control variant. L-
carnitine (3-Hydroxy-4-(trimethylazaniumyl) 
butanoate) refers to indispensable substances 
because they perform the basic role in the 
transport of fatty acids across the mitochondrial 
membrane (Спасов et al., 2005). However, L-
carnitine is synthesized also in the animal body 
in the liver and kidneys where through the 
blood stream is transported to other tissues and 
organs. Great interest to L-carnitine is due to its 
role in metabolic processes. Among them we 
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should mention: transport of long-chain fatty 
acids into the mitochondrial matrix, where they 
are included in the process of formation of 
acetyl coenzyme A; stabilization of the content 
of the acetyl coenzyme A and the deletion of 
short-chain fatty acids from mitochondria; 
regulation of the contents of the CoASH, which 
is required for detoxification of metabolic 
products; the maintenance of the optimal ratio 
of acetyl CoA/СоАSH for stimulation of 
anabolic processes; the maintenance of cell 
activity through the involvement of L-Carnitine 
in energy metabolism with the participation of 
phospholipids (Копылевич, 2005). It is 
suggested that the increased of mitochondrial 
energy metabolism may indirectly prevent the 
formation of free radicals (Abd-Allah et al., 
2009; Lombardo et al., 2011). In this regard, it 
is recommended to use as the most widely 
utilized antioxidant for regulation of metabolic 
processes of spermatozoa (De Rosa et al., 2005; 
Божедемов et al., 2012). 
From the analysis of the submitted information 
it follows that the protective effect of carnitine 
in the composition of the medium for dilution 
and hypothermal storage of boar semen, mainly 
may be due to the regulation of energy 
metabolism and the detoxification of the 
products of this process. At the same time, it is 
obvious that the normalization of the 
antioxidant characteristics of seminal fluid is a 
mandatory prerequisite for the recovery of the 
fertilizing ability of ejaculate, especially in 
conditions of oxidative stress in hypothermal 
storage of sperm. The data presented in table 1 
prove conclusively that vitamins can perform a 
protective function, protecting the spermatozoa 
of the boar from the harmful effects of internal 
and external factors. 
Minerals, along with vitamins and other 
biologically active substances, are mandatory 
elements providing cell viability. Therefore, in 
the next series of experiments it was 
investigated efficacy of ferric sulfate in 
hypothermal storage of boar semen and 
determined its optimal concentration (table 2). 
The study results which are presented in table 2 
show that the optimal concentration of ferric 
sulfate in the composition of the medium is 0.6 
mg/ml. In this experimental variant, the 
motility of spermatozoa was 6.9±0.11 points 
and the absolute survival rate after 12 hours of 

storage has reached 82.8 ± 1.34 c.u., which 
respectively is more with 13.4 and 13.1% in 
comparison with the control variant. 

Table 2 
The influence of ferric sulfate on the functional indices 

of boar semen 
The 

exper
imen

tal 
varia

nt 

Concen
tration 

of 
ferric 

sulfate, 
mg/ml 

Motility of 
spermatozo

a after 
dilution, 
points 

ASR, c.u. 

After 12 hours After 24 
hours 

1 Control 6.1 ± 0.17 73.2 ± 1.34 72.0 ± 12.01 

2 1.0 6.0 ± 0.01 72.0 ± 0.01 0 

3 0.8 6.1 ± 0.27 73.2 ± 6.57 19.2 ± 2.15 

4 0.6 6.9 ± 0.11* 82.8 ± 1.34* 96.0 ± 4.24 

5 0.4 6.7 ± 0.22 80.4 ± 2.68 96.0 ± 4.24 

6 0.2 6.1 ± 0.17 73.2 ± 2.68 86.4 ± 6.57 

*The difference is statistically authentic 
 
The positive effect of the use of ferric sulfate 
may be due to the fact that this element not 
only maintains the water-salt metabolism, but 
also participates in the composition of 
cytochromes in a number of redox reactions 
(Овчинников, 1987). As a result, may be the 
inclusion of certain processes that lead to an 
increase of the functional activity of 
spermatozoa. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The researches allow making the following 
conclusions: 
1. For maintenance of the functional status of 

boar semen after it is received the significant 
role acquires the regulation of metabolic 
processes at different technological stages. 

2. Improving the quality of boar semen stored 
at hypothermal conditions can be realized 
through including in the composition of 
mediums of L-carnitine and ferric sulfate. 

3. For hypothermal storage of boar semen is 
preferable to use a dense fraction, the 
volume of which will be increased after the 
first and repeated dilution. 

4. If necessary the prolonged storage of boar 
sperm after its receipt should be diluted one-
for-one with medium containing L-carnitine, 
and before the actual research of artificial 
insemination of sows re-diluted one to 0,5 
with a similar medium containing ferric 
sulfate. 
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Abstract 
 
Ear tagging is one of the common husbandry procedures that cause not only pain and stress but also tissue reaction 
and infection. Reliable and non-invasive tools are needed to determine the stress and/or pain resulting from routine 
husbandry procedures commonly performed in farms. Thermal imaging is a non-invasive diagnostic method used in 
veterinary medicine. The aim of the study was to determine the usability of infrared thermography in prediction of 
infections caused by electronic and visual ear tags in lambs. We hypothesized that reactive temperature increase within 
the first hour in the ear tissue in response to the ear tags would trigger the formation of infection. The study was 
carried out on Akkaraman lambs (n=60) reared under rural farm conditions. All lambs at two weeks of age were 
identified with an electronic ear tag (FDX-B, Allflex) on the left ear and an official plastic ear tag on the right ear. 
Before tagging, infrared images of the ear region were collected at a consistent distance from the left ear of the animal 
using an infrared camera (FLIR E50) in the barn. Tag insertion was performed by two practitioners at the same time. 
An hour after tagging, the thermal measurements of both ears were carried out again with infrared camera. The ears of 
lambs were individually checked in the week after tagging. The status of ear lesions was monitored until healing (about 
8 weeks). Before tagging, the average thermal temperature of the left ear was measured as 16.68˚C. Electronic ear tags 
caused more problems than official ear tags. Infected ear rate in electronic and official ear tags was 80% and 50% 
respectively. Significant temperature differences existed between infected and non-infected ears (P<0.05). All ear tags 
that caused further increase in reactive temperature resulted in an inflammatory reaction. As a result, early detection of 
inflammation is very crucial in terms of implementation of treatment and animal welfare. Ear lesions caused by ear tags 
in lambs can be early identified using infrared thermography. The preliminary findings of this study should be 
supported in subsequent studies.  

 
Key words: infrared thermography, ear tags, lamb. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Ear tagging is one of the identification 
procedures most commonly performed on 
livestock for routine on-farm management. 
Retention rate of ear tags vary from 60-98% 
depending on the factors such as age at tagging, 
tag features, healing of the tagging site, species, 
breeds and environmental conditions. Due to 
the great variability in losses and external 
damages, minimum retention rate of 98% 
recommended by the International Committee 
for Animal Recording (ICAR) for official 
identification devices at 1 year after tagging in 
animals is not fully achieved in many cases 
(Caja et al., 2004; Carne, 2010).  

The ear tags in ewes and lambs were illegible 
or difficulty legible for reasons such as wear 
and tear, breakage and fouling. Tag loss rate 
caused by tearing of the animal’s ear were 
reported to be up to 5% in sheep (Gonzales-
Barron et al., 2009). Electronic ear tags are 
plastic-encapsulated transponders designed to 
be fixed to the animal’s ear using specially 
designed pliers with the same principle of 
application as for conventional plastic ear tag 
(EC, 2006). Losses and damages caused by 
events such as tissue reaction, infection or ear 
splitting should also be a reason for the 
consideration for electronic ear tags similar to 
conventional ear tags (Carne, 2010). 
The measurement and alleviation of fear, pain 
and stress during routine husbandry procedures 
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commonly used on farms (e.g. ear-tagging, 
dehorning, and castration) has crucial 
importance in terms of animal welfare. Because 
reliable and non-invasive tools are needed to 
measure stress or pain, infrared thermography 
(IRT) can be used as a useful tool for this 
purpose (Stewart, 2008).  
Thermal imaging is a non-invasive diagnostic 
method used in veterinary medicine.  Diseased 
area can be determined by this method 
indicating different heat than normal emitted 
from damaged tissue and organs of animals 
(Düzgün and Or, 2009). The fact that 
measurements can be made without touching 
the animal at close (<1 m) or large distances 
(>1000 m) and compromising their welfare is 
the main advantage of IRT in animal research 
(Church et al., 2009). IRT has been used to 
determine lameness, injuries, and 
inflammations (Martins et al., 2013; Renn et 
al., 2014); to diagnose infectious diseases 
(Schaefer et al., 2007; Gloster et al., 2011); to 
detect estrus, ovulation, and male fertility 
(Scolari, 2010; Menegassi et al., 2014); to 
control of stress and pain levels for evaluation 
of animal welfare (Stewart, 2008; Stubsjoen et 
al., 2009); and to assess thermal comfort (Paim 
et al., 2012; 2014) in livestock.  
The aim of the study was to determine the 
usability of infrared thermography in prediction 
of infections caused by electronic and visual 
ear tags in lambs. The main approach was to 
measure the thermal responses of tissue to the 
ear tags. We hypothesized that reactive 
temperature increase within the first hour in the 
ear tissue in response to the ear tags would 
trigger the formation of infection. So that, it 
would be feasible to determine and follow as 
early as possible the risk of infected ears from 
tagging in terms of retention rate of ear tag and 
animal welfare, as well as time and labor 
saving.    
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The study was carried out on Akkaraman lambs 
(n=60) reared under rural farm conditions. All 
lambs at two weeks of age were identified with 
an electronic ear tag (FDX-B, Allflex) on the 
left ear and an official plastic ear tag on the 
right ear. Before tagging, infrared images of the 
ear region were collected at a consistent 

distance from the left ear of the animal using an 
infrared camera (FLIR E50) in the barn. The 
tags were immersed in a disinfectant before 
insertion. Tag insertion was performed by two 
practitioners at the same time. The behavior of 
the lambs was observed at tagging. An hour 
after tagging, the thermal measurements of 
both ears were carried out again with infrared 
camera. The ears of lambs were individually 
checked for signs of infection associated with 
the ear tag in the week after tagging. The status 
of ear lesions was monitored until healing 
(about 8 weeks). Statistical analysis was 
performed using t test.              
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Following ear tagging, all lambs showed 
characteristic signs of pain or discomfort by 
bleating, head-shaking and ear-scratching. 
Leslie et al. (2010) reported that head shakes 
and ear scratching were the behaviours 
observed most frequently following the 
application of ear tag in piglets.  
Electronic ear tags caused more problems than 
official ear tags. Infected ear rate in electronic 
and official ear tags was 80% and 50% 
respectively (Figure 1). Signs of infection were 
observed in the form of swelling of the ear, 
irritation under the ear tag, inflammation, and 
discomfort or pain when touched. The severity 
of ear lesions was monitored until healing. All 
infected ears healed within 8 weeks of insertion 
of the ear tag based on lesion severity. Edwards 
et al. (2001) indicated that the insertion of ear 
tags resulted in an inflammatory response in 
ewes and lambs. By the 20th week after 
inserting the ear tag, all lesions, except those 
caused by the metal loop tags, were almost 
completely healed. Carne et al. (2009) reported 
3.3% infection and 6.5% tissue reaction rates 
for electronic ear tags in goat kids, but 90.2% 
of ears were completely healed at 2 months 
after tagging. On the other hand, Kowalski et 
al. (2014) observed only bleeding in one goat 
during application of the big visual ear tag. It is 
thought that the problems in ears with e-ET 
may be caused by the greater weight due to the 
presence of a transponder. 
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Figure 1. Infected and non-infected ear rate in electronic 

and official ear tags   

 
Average ear temperatures before tagging and 
60 min after insertion of electronic and official 
ear tags are presented in Table 1. Before 
tagging, the average thermal temperature of the 
left ear was measured as 16.68˚C. One hour 
after insertion of electronic and official ear 
tags, the average temperature of overall was 
24.56˚C and 21.85˚C, respectively.  

 

Table 1. Average ear temperatures before and 60 min after tagging (degree C) 

 Before tagging After tagging 
 n  n Electronic ear tags n Official ear tags 
Overall  60 16.68±1.46 60 24.56±4.68 60 21.85±5.21 
    *  * 
Infected ear 48 16.58±1.34 48 25.95±4.05 30 26.18±3.41 
Non-infected ear 12 17.09±1.89 12 19.00±2.28 30 17.52±2.22 

*: P<0.05 
 
Significant temperature differences existed 
between infected and non-infected ears. The 
average temperature of infected ears caused by 
electronic ear tags was measured as 25.95˚C 
while the temperature of non-infected ears was 
19.00˚C (P<0.05). On the other hand, the 
average temperature in ears with official tag 
resulted in an inflammatory reaction was 
26.18˚C while the temperature of non-infected 
ears was 17.52˚C (P<0.05). Temperature 
increase is a good predictor for the early phase 
of inflammation development. All ear tags that 
caused further increase in reactive temperature 
resulted in an inflammatory reaction.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 

Ear tags may result in an inflammatory 
response due to the wound created when they 
were inserted into the ear. Ear wounds should 
be considered in terms of ear tag losses and 
welfare implications, since re-tagging of an 
animal result in increased cost and animal 
stress. Therefore, early detection and treatment 
of inflammation or ear tissue reaction is 
economically and strategically advantageous. 
As a result, infrared thermography as a non-
invasive diagnostic tool can be used to identify 
lambs with inflammations caused by ear tags.  

However, the preliminary findings of this study 
should be supported in subsequent studies. 
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Abstract 
 
The carp is the main aquaculture species which is omnivorous, eating both vegetable and animal food. The aim was to 
analyze the research undertaken blood parameters at two varieties of carp fry culture, those common carp (Cyprinus 
carpio var. typica) and mirror carp (Cyprinus carpio var. specularis), which were grown with both natural food 
(zooplankton and phytoplankton) and with mixed food (natural and supplementary - cereal mixed with soybean meal). 
The weight of juveniles ranged between 25-45 g, and the blood parameters were determined during two periods, 
respectively in August and October. The values of blood parameters showed a physiological response similar to both 
varieties of carp, for similar living conditions. The number of erythrocytes, haemoglobin and the value of hematocrit 
were higher in summer than autumn, due to metabolic processes more pronounced in summer, when juvenile fish gets 
feed more intense. Moreover, the blood parameters were influenced by the variation of environmental factors, 
respectively the water temperature, its decrease causing the lowering of the analyzed blood parameters. 
 
Key words: carp, blood parameters, food type, water temperature. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Although carp is a species tolerant to 
environmental conditions, in fish farms must be 
ensured a good quality of water supply for the 
ponds and a right feeding to get proper 
productions in terms of economic efficiency. In 
Romania the carp grown in ponds and lakes, in 
monoculture or polyculture with other species 
of cyprinids (Chinese carp). 
For the breeding in monoculture, it is 
recommended the use of small ponds (<5 ha), 
with water alimentation and independent 
exhaust. Productions are done in cycles of 2-3 
summers (1.5-2.5 years) and may be obtained 
typically 2-3 t/ha, or 5-6 t/ha when using 
aerators or big flows of fresh water. Feeding is 
done traditionally with mixtures of cereals, fish 
meal and meal (soya or sunflower), usually 
taken in the farm (Parvu et al., 2003). In the last 
years it has began to be used extruded feed, 
which allow obtaining high productions, an 
excellent meat quality and economic efficiency 
by reducing the production cycle, of labor and 
other expenses. Common carp ("Romanian") is 
an omnivorous fish and it needs feed with a 

protein content of 25-30%, respectively 7-12% 
fat (Hangan et al., 2008). 
The juvenile in the first year of life needs a 
feed richer in protein (over 35%). 
Carp is harvested during the fall period and 
most of it is sold in the market, fresh or alive, at 
a weight of about 1.5-2 kg. 
The aim was to analyze the research undertaken 
blood parameters at two varieties of carp fry 
culture, those common carp (Cyprinus carpio 
var. typica) and mirror carp (Cyprinus carpio 
var. specularis), which were grown with both 
natural food (zooplankton and phytoplankton) 
and with mixed food (natural and 
supplementary - cereal mixed with soybean 
meal). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
In order to follow the dynamics of blood 
parameters for the juvenile culture carp were 
analyzed two varieties, respectively the 
common carp (Cyprinus carpio var. typica) and 
mirror carp (Cyprinus carpio var. specularis), 
which were raised in two variants of feeding, 
with natural food (zooplankton and 
phytoplankton) and with mixed food (natural 
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and supplementary - cereal mixed with soybean 
meal). 
The tested juvenile carp had relatively similar 
conditions of life: ponds were enclosed, with a 
surface area of about 2000 m2; water supply 
was made from the same source; depths were 
similar; populating was done simultaneously 
with alevins coming from the same natural 
controlled breeding ponds. 
The juvenile carp weight ranged between 25 
and 45 g, while the blood parameters were 
determined in the same year, in two periods, 
respectively summer and fall, for 2 weeks 
(table 1). 
 

Table 1. Experimental schema 

Date of 
sampling 

Carp 
species n Feeding 

procedure Objectives 

August 

Common 
carp 

 
40 

Natural 
food 

Mixed food 

Determinatio
n of blood 
parameters: 
- red blood 
cells number; 
- hemoglobin; 
- hematocrit; 
- eritrocyte 
index (mean 
corpuscular 
volume, mean 
corpuscular 
haemoglobin, 
mean 
corpuscular 
haemoglobin 
concentration
); 
- leukocyte 
count. 

Mirror 
carp 

 
40 

Natural 
food 

Mixed food 
 

 
October 

Common 
carp 

 
40 

Natural 
food 

Mixed food 
Mirror 
carp 

40 Natural 
food 

Mixed food 

 
From the blood collected from the level of the 
caudal artery of carp from the experiment, have 
been determined using an automatic analyzer a 
number of blood parameters represented by the 
red blood cells number – RBC (x106 cells/μl 
blood), hemoglobin – Hb (g/dl), hematocrit – 
Ht (%) and the erythrocyte indici: the mean 
corpuscular volume – MCV (μm3), the mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin – MCH (pg), the mean 
corpuscular hemoglobin concentration – 
MCHC (g/dl). It has also been determined the 
leukocyte count – WBC (x103/ μl blood) from 
the sampled blood. 
 

Derived parameters were calculated according 
to the following formulas:  
MCV=(Ht×10)/RBC  
MCH=Hbx10/RBC  
MCHC=(Hb×100)/Ht 
The obtained results were subjected to 
statistical analysis using the Student test. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Data regarding the blood profile of juveniles 
belonging to the common carp and the mirror 
carp are shown in the tables 2 and 3. 
The red blood cells number varied for the blood 
samples collected in August from the common 
juvenile carp between 1.32 x 106/μl (in case of 
natural feeding) and 1.58 x 106/μl (in the case 
of mixed feeding). In October, when the water 
temperature has decreased, there was a 
decrease in the recorded values, respectively 
1.14 x 106/μl (in the case of natural feeding) 
and 1.40 x 106/μl (in the case of mixed 
feeding), the recorded differences being 
significantly distinct. 
For the juvenile mirror carp, it was found the 
same trend of red blood cells decrease in the 
number determined by water temperature drop, 
respectively by the season. Also, there was a 
slight increase of the recorded values at this 
variety of carp (about 5%), which demonstrates 
a better adaptation to environmental conditions. 
The hemoglobin content of the blood collected 
from juvenile carp recorded similar values for 
the two varieties, ranging between 7.91 and 
5.64 g/dl, significant decreases being seen 
when water temperature drops to 14oC. In these 
conditions, higher values can be found in the 
case of mixed feeding. 
A similar situation was observed in the case of 
hematocrit values, which ranged between 35.78 
and 30.63%. 
One of the determined erythrocyte indices was 
MCV which recorded the highest value (268 
μm3) for the both varieties in October, at a 
water temperature of 14oC, in the case of 
natural feeding. 
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Table 2. Dynamics of blood parameters determined for the juvenile common carp 

Date of 
sampling 

Number 
of 

studied 
samples 

Water 
temperature 

(oC) 

Feeding 
procedure 

RBCx106 
cells/μl 
blood 

Hb 
g/dl 

Ht 
% 

MCV 
μm3 

MCH 
pg 

MCHC 
g/dl 

WBC 
x103/ 

μl 
blood 

August 40 26 Natural 
food 

1.32+ 

0.04 

6.54+ 

0.65 

32.51+ 

1.25 

246.29+ 

4.22 

49.54+ 

1.87 

20.12+ 

0.95 

63.21+ 

3.17 

 40 25 Mixed 
food 

1.58+ 

0.05 

7.78+ 

0.44 

35.34+ 

0.99 

223.67+ 

5.04 

49.24+ 

3.26 

22.01+ 

1.25 

62.76+ 

4.73 

October 40 14 Natural 
food 

1.14+ 

0.03 

5.64+ 

0.52 

30.63+ 

1.76 

268.84+ 

3.95 

49.47+ 

4.65 

18.41+ 

1.47 

62.34+ 

2.99 

 40 13 Mixed 
food 

1.40+ 

0.04 

6.60+ 

0.31 

33.15+ 

1.65 

236.86+ 

5.36 

47.14+ 

2.17 

19.91+ 

2.05 

61.16+ 

3.06 

 
Table 3. Dynamics of blood parameters determined for the juvenile mirror carp 

Date of 
sampling 

Number 
of 

studied 
samples 

Water 
temperature 

(oC) 

Feeding 
procedure 

RBCx106 
cells/μl 
blood 

Hb 
g/dl 

Ht 
% 

MCV 
μm3 

MCH 
pg 

MCHC 
g/dl 

WBC 
x103/ 

μl 
blood 

August 40 24 Natural 
food 

1.40+ 

0.05 

6.77+ 

0.22 

34.48+ 

1.37 

246.28+ 

5.76 

48.36+ 

2.69 

19.63+ 

2.63 

62.36+ 

4.14 

 40 25 Mixed 
food 

1.60+ 

0.03 

7.91+ 

0.40 

35.78+ 

1.29 

223.62+ 

4.06 

49.44+ 

1.75 

22.11+ 

0.79 

63.11+ 

3.65 

October 40 13 Natural 
food 

1.20+ 

0.04 

5.89+ 

0.36 

32.24+ 

1.07 

268.67+ 

6.12 

49.08+ 

3.49 

18.27+ 

1.48 

61.79+ 

2.89 

 40 13 Mixed 
food 

1.46+ 

0.03 

6.90+ 

0.29 

34.57+ 

1.32 

236.78+ 

4.92 

47.26+ 

2.75 

19.96+ 

2.15 

61.39+ 

3.26 

 
 
Another determined erythrocyte indicator was 
MCH, that registered close values, the lowest 
being during the fall, in the case of mixed 
feeding (47 pg). 
The third determined erythrocyte indicator was 
MCHC, which recorded higher values in the 
case of mixed feeding, for both varieties, both 
during summer, as well as in autumn (22.11, 
respectively 19.96 g/dl). 
In the case of the leukocyte number, the values 
obtained did not register significant differences 
depending on the type of feeding, noticing a 
slight decrease of the values in the case of 
water temperature decrease (61.16 x103/μl 
blood). 

As a consequence of the undertaken research 
by applying different technological conditions, 
different values of carp hematological profile 
were recorded, varying for RBC 0.70-2.50 x 
106/μl, hemoglobin between 3.00 and 11.00 
g/dl, for hematocrit 20.00-45.00%, for MCV 
115-368 μm3, for MCH 18-69 pg, for MCHC 
12-35 g/dl (Bocioc et al., 2015; Darvish et al., 
2008; Svobodova et al., 2008; Witeska et al., 
2010). 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
After the undertaken research regarding the 
determination of the hematologic profile for the 
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juvenile carp varieties common carp Cyprinus 
carpio var. typica) and mirror carp (Cyprinus 
carpio var. specularis) have been established 
the following aspects: 
- The values of blood parameters showed a 
physiological response similar to both varieties 
of carp, for similar living conditions.  
- The number of erythrocytes, haemoglobin and 
the value of hematocrit were higher in summer 
than autumn, due to metabolic processes more 
pronounced in summer, when juvenile fish gets 
feed more intense.  
The blood parameters were influenced by the 
variation of environmental factors, respectively 
the water temperature, its decrease causing the 
lowering of the analyzed blood parameters. 
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Abstract 
 
Proteins are the most important organic substances which are part of the composition of living cells. Since the specific 
capabilities of spermatozoa depend on the protein, occurs the necessity of studying the characteristics of changes of the 
spectrum of the protein fractions of sperm depending on the ambient temperature. In this experiment was studied the 
effect of temperature of 45°C on the spectrum of protein fractions of the bull semen. From the data of the conducted 
research it is observed that when sperm of bull was exposed to a temperature of 45°C for 1 minute, has been a trend of 
increasing the quantity of albumin up to 4.2% and at 10 minutes - up to 3.3% of the total volume. When exposed to a 
temperature of 45°C for 1 minute the total amount of globulins, typically does not significantly change. The content of 
α-globulins tends to decrease, while the β- and γ-globulins do not support the changes. After 10 minutes of stress the 
amount of albumins is also increasing in comparison with the control sample and the quantity of total globulins 
decreased, especially α - and γ-globulins, while the content of β-globulin is not changed. Thus, the hyperthermic stress 
of bull semen for 1 minute is reflected only on the quantity of albumin, which has a tendency to increase. The influence 
of hyperthermic stress for 10 min is manifested by the tendency of growth of the percentage content of albumin and 
insignificant decrease in the concentration of total globulins, including α-globulin. 
 
Key words: protein fractions, spermatozoa, high temperature, hyperthermic stress, bull semen. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Intensification of reproduction of farm animals 
is impossible without fundamental studies of 
biochemical changes occurring in seed material 
in the process of manipulation with it. On the 
basis of experimental data it is possible to 
develop the technological methods of 
stabilizing the functional activity of the 
reproductive cells and use them for artificial 
insemination of animals. 
Sperm of cattle is a complex system, the basic 
structural elements of which make up the 
spermatozoa. Their chemical composition is 
dominated by organic substances, which 
determine the viability and functionality. 
Among of organic substances included in the 
composition of living cells, from the viewpoint 
of structural and biological roles, the most 
important are the proteins. They form the basis 
of protoplasm. The specificity of biological 
processes mainly depends on the composition 
of proteins with different structure and 

function. It is known that the reproduction and 
development of organisms is determined by the 
properties of conjugated protein - 
nucleoproteins of spermatozoa and egg cells 
(Mereuţă, 2010; Исаева et al., 2007). 
From a chemical point of view the proteins 
belong to physiologically very active 
substances. Protein fractions that may exist in 
many states are markedly different from each 
other. Proteins, characterized by a high 
cooperative subjected to transformation with a 
relatively small change and limiting 
manifestation of the maximal cooperatively is 
the transition between two states. It is known 
that the chemical activity of proteins 
determines the physiological properties of cells 
(Борончук et al., 2003; Фурдуй et al., 2003; 
Юрченко, 1988). 
The purpose of the research, the results of 
which are presented in this paper, was to study 
the characteristics of changes of the spectrum 
of protein fractions of sperm in depending on 
the ambient temperature, because the specific 
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opportunities and tolerance of cells, including 
sperm inevitably depend on proteins. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The determination of the content of protein 
fractions was performed through method 
developed by Oll and Makford with changes of 
Carpiuc S.A. by the description of Holban D. 
M. et al. (Голбан et al., 1988). 
The principle of the method is based on the 
properties of phosphate solutions of various 
concentrations to precipitate proteins. The 
value of optical density of solutions of different 
protein fractions was determined using 
spectrophotometric methods. We used the 
spectrophotometer SF-26. The color intensity 
of the solution was determined at a wavelength 
of 720 nm. The content of the separated 
fractions are calculated in percent. As the 
subject of research was used sperm from 5 
bulls of Black and White breed at the age of 3 
years. In research were used 68 of ejaculate. 
For stressing of bull semen. as a stress factor 
was chosen hyperthermia (45°C). 
Hyperthermic stressing of sperm was 
performed in a water bath where the 
temperature was maintained at 45°C. We 
studied the effects of short-term (1 minute) and 
long-term stress (10 minutes) at changes in 
protein fractions of sperm of the bull. To each 
experimental sample matched control sample 
(35°C). 
Digital materials are statistically processed 
using the Student's t-test. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Proteins which have chemical individuality. 
responds differently to different stress factors. 
This experiment consist of the study of 
influence of hyperthermic stress on the 
spectrum of protein fractions of bull semen. 
Obtained results are shown in table 1. 
The data of table show that at the effects on 
spermatozoa of cattle for 1 minute. compared 
with control. there has been a shift towards 
increasing of amount of albumin from 1.9 to 
4.2%. After 10 minutes of stressing of albumin 
increased in comparison with the control 
variant on 13.3% of the total content of protein 
fractions. 

Table 1 
The spectrum of the protein fractions of bull semen 

during of hyperthermal stress (45 °C) 

Name of 
proteins 

Content of protein fractions (%) 

Control The experimental variant 
1 min 10 min 

Albumins 1.9±0.43% 4.2±1.03% 13.3±1.01%*.** 
Globulins 98.1±2.89% 95.8±1.19% 86.7±4.34% 

α-globulins 6.6±1.17% 4.1±1.45% 3.3±0.84%* 

β-globulins 32.7±4.38% 31.5±0.99% 30.6±4.8% 

γ-globulins 58.8±3.13% 60.2±1.15% 52.8±3.38% 
* P<0.05 compared with indicators from control sample 
** P<0.05 the difference is statistically authentic 
between the variants of experience. 
 
The amount of globulin at stressing for 1 
minute did not undergo any significant 
changes. The content of α-globulin decreases 
from 6.6 to 4.1%, while β- and γ-globulin 
showed no obvious changes. When exposed for 
10 minutes the concentration of globulin was 
decreased from 98.1 to 86.7% compared with 
the control. Also decreased the level of α-
globulins from 6.6 to 3.3%, and γ-globulins 
from 58.8 to 52.8%, while the concentration of 
β-globulins has not changed significantly. 
Statistically authentic changes are observed not 
only at modification of content of albumin but 
and α-globulin in particular. Process of its 
variability , apparently, is aimed at increasing 
the adaptability of the whole cellular system of 
gametes to the action of unfavorable factors of 
hypothermia and, obviously, can be regarded as 
a manifestation of cell adaptation to the stress 
effect of cold, and therefore can provide a 
higher level of survival of gametes. 
It should be noted that these changes occur 
only at long-term hyperthermic exposure, but 
probably and at short-term. In this regard, in 
the next series of experiments it was 
determined the short-term impact of 
hyperthermic temperatures (45°C) on protein 
fractions of sperm of the bull. The results of 
researches are shown in the diagram (fig. 1). 
The figure shows that at short-term 
hyperthermic influence are subjected to 
insignificant changes the protein fractions of 
albumins and α-globulins. At a temperature of 
45°С the content of the albumin fraction is 
definitely growing, and the concentration of α-
globulin decreases slightly. Other fractions of 
proteins in experimental conditions have only a 
tendency to decrease. 
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Figure 1. The protein fractions of semen of the bull at 

hyperthermal stress (45°C) 
 
At short-term hyperthermic stress out of five 
revealed fractions only the content of albumin 
is increased but the magnitude of the 
concentrations of all other fractions is reduced. 
Because the total protein content of the seed of 
animals when exposed to high temperatures 
does not change, it can be explained by the 
denaturation of proteins and, in particular, these 
fractions. 
It should be noted that the activity of proteins is 
caused by a sufficient (but not excessive) 
conformational flexibility. However, this 
condition is possible only in a limited 
temperature range, which lies within the 
optimum temperature of activity of gametes. 
Significant temperature changes that occur in 
the process of conservation should disrupt the 
optimal ratio of lability and stiffness of cellular 
structures and thereby cause morphological and 
functional changes (Наук, 1991). 
The reaction of protein macromolecules to the 
change of temperature are mainly determined 
by two temperature-dependent specific 
component included in the entropy of the 
system multiplied to the absolute temperature: 
conformational entropy and entropy is 
determined by hydrophobic interactions. In the 
field of physiological temperatures their 
influence is opposite on protein stability that 
has deep biological sense, since it smoothes the 
impact of temperature effects on the state of 
protein macromolecules (Александров et al., 
1975). 
It should be assumed that gametes must possess 
a variety of regulatory mechanisms that are, to 
a certain extent, can compensate for these 
changes. In the case where environmental 
factors on the strength and duration, prevail 
over the capabilities of these mechanisms, 

conformational mobility of protein molecules 
can be changed, and then in the cell at different 
levels of its organization, may occur destructive 
changes (Борончук et al., 2008). 
The temperature change of any biological 
object can be considered as a powerful stressor 
effect, which causes a complex set of structural 
and functional changes (Фурдуй et al., 1992). 
In cellular systems during freezing don't have 
time to develop the adaptive change. However, 
the cooling of the gametes in the area of 
hypothermic temperatures during equilibration, 
although accompanied by a sharp decrease of 
metabolic processes, however, does not stop 
them completely. This is due to carrying out of 
adaptive-compensatory reactions. 
Given that when the cells are gone from the 
body some time interval remain viable, can be 
considered possible to implement in them in 
this period of self-regulation processes due to 
the negative feedback aimed to restore the 
original level of living system as a whole 
(Юрченко, 1988). The study of adaptive-
compensatory reactions of biological objects in 
the hypothermia is of great importance and is 
an integral part of the development of the 
theory of defense mechanisms in biology. 
In the case of lack of effectiveness of adaptive-
compensatory reactions in cells occur the 
temperature changes. It should be noted that the 
most labile cellular structures are membrane 
(Наук, 1991). 
Thus, the hyperthermic stressing of semen of 
the bull for 1 minute reflects only the tendency 
towards increasing the percentage content of 
albumin and decrease of globulin. The outcome 
of exposure to hyperthermic stress for 10 
minutes is manifested by changing upward of 
the percentage content of albumin, and is 
reflected downward at concentrations of α-
globulin. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The researches allow making the following 
conclusions: 
1. Changes of the protein spectrum of semen of 

the bull can be the result of the excess of 
intensity of the influence of the temperature 
factor over the adaptive-compensatory 
reactions of the spermatozoa. 
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2. Short-term stressing of spermatozoa of the 
bull does not cause significant changes in 
the quantitative composition of the 
investigated proteins. 

3. The increased of duration of temperature 
exposure to ten times accompanied by an 
increase of content of albumin, while the 
total amount of globulins and their fractions 
are not subjected to significant changes. 

4. Globular proteins of the sperm of bull are 
more resistant to the effects of temperature 
factor compared with their albumin fraction. 

5. When creating temperature-protective 
mediums for sperm of the bull is necessary 
to consider the ability of their components to 
stabilize the adaptive-compensatory 
reactions and the preservation of proteins in 
particularly their albumin fraction. 

6. The increase in the content of albumin 
fractions after thermal exposure of semen of 
the bull takes place by reducing the amount 
of globular proteins. 
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Abstract 
FSH is an important component of superovulations programs in the cow, its administration being made routinely 
intramusculary, at 12 hours intervals for 4 days. The aim of the study was to evaluate the efficacity of single-
dose FSH administration on a mixed route (epidural and intramusculary). 6 cows (Holstein and Montbéliarde) 
were superovulated according to the following protocol: on day 0 – vaginal application of progesterone spiral 
(PRID®, CEVA, France); day 7- administration of FSH (Folltropin-V®, Bioniche, Canada) 200 mg epidurally 
and 200 mg intramusculary; day 9 – administration of 250 mg D- sodium cloprostenol (Prostol®, Syva, Spain) 
and removal of PRID. Response monitorization was made by ultrasound exams of the ovaries on days 12 (during 
estrus) and 19 (the day of embrion collection). On average, 14 follicles (minimum 8, maximum 20) and 9 
corpora lutea (minimum 6, maximum 12) were identified per donor compared to 15 follicles (min 8 max 22) and 
9.5 corpora lutea (7 minimum, maximum 12) per donor in the routine protocols. The results show a very close 
efficacy to those obtained by classical protocol with daily intramuscular administration of FSH. Due to the 
epidural administration of FSH, deduction of stres for the donor and of the time of treatment, the method can be 
used in the protocols of embryotransfer in the cow. 
 
Key words: FSH, cow, poliovulation, embriotransfer. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Obtaining calves with high genetical value 
is a major goal for farm practicioners. 
Difusion of genetic progress in a bovine 
population can be accomplished by two 
strategies: the paternal way, by increasing 
the intensity of artificial inseminations 
with semen from a given male and through 
maternal way, when a female produces 
more than one calf per year (gemelar 
gestation). Since gemelar pregnancies are 
not frequent enough in the bovine 
population, the only way for maximizing 
the maternal genetical inheritance remains 
the embryotransfer. 
Over the years, many protocols have been 
tried in order to obtain as many embryos as 
possible from a certain donor. Different 
hormonal products based on seric 
gonadotrophins or GnRH have been tried, 
but the most efficient of all proved to be 
the purified porcine FSH extract. 

At the same time, a constant goal was to 
reduce the stress for females and to 
simplify the superovulations protocols, in 
order to collect more embryos from the 
donor and of better quality. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Six dairy cows donors (Montbeliarde and 
Holstein breeds) were selected for embryo 
collection. Donor sellection was made in 
accordance with the folllowing phenotypic 
characteristics: body conformation, milk 
production, reproductive activity and 
physico-chemical caractheristics of milk. 
Throughout the whole study time, the 
donor cows were housed in comfortable 
and well ventilated shelters, with ad 
libitum access to fresh water and they were 
fed with optimized nutritional ratios 
according to their physiological status and 
production group. 
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The following products were used: FSH 
(Folltropin-V®, Bioniche, Canada), a slow 
release progesterone device manufactured 
of a silicone elastomer (PRID®, CEVA, 
France) and D-sodium cloprostenol  
(Prostol®, Syva, Spain), a synthetic 
omologue of PGF2α. 
In order to monitor the ovarian response 
determined by the superovulaton protocol, 
we used a linear Tringa ultrasound 
machine (Esaote®, Olanda). 
Treatment was initiated in the 4th day of 
the estral cycle. The introducing of the 
progesterone slow releasing intravaginal 
device (PRID) (fig. 1) was considered day 
0 of the superovulation protocol.  
 

 
Figure 1. Devices and applicators used for 

intravaginal insertion 
 

On the 7th day, purified FSH obtained from 
swine pituitary gland (Folltropin-V) (fig. 
2) was administered in a mixed manner: 
200 mg epidurally and 200 mg 
intramusculary (Tasdemir et al., 2012).  
 

 
Figure 2. Product Folltropin used in poliovulation 

protocols 
 
In the 9th day, PGF2α was administered 
intramusculary and PRID was extracted.  

In the 11th day of the treatment protocol, 
the donors showed signs of heat and they 
were ineminated with frozen semen straws 
(first insemination at the begining of the 
heat, than 2 more inseminations 10 – 12 
hours apart) (the AM / PM scheme) (fig. 
4). 
The ovarian response was monitored 
through ultrasound examinations starting at 
3 days after the administration of PGF2α in 
order to identify ovarian follicles (Hanzen, 
2008; Mapletoft and Hasler, 2014). 
The next ultrasound exam was conducted 
in the day of embryo collection, in order to 
identify the luteal bodies formed after 
ovulation. 
Classical poliovulation protocols include 
administration of FSH for 4 days, b.id. 
This makes the protocol more time 
consuming and more stressful for the 
females (Robertson, 2005) (fig. 5). 
Statistical analysis was done with SPSS 
ver. 18 (IBM, USA).  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Following the ultrasound exam of donors 
during estrus, a mean of 14 follicles per 
donor was identified. (fig. 3). There were 
donors with only 8 preovulatory follicles 
(1,8 – 2,2 cm diameter). This were mainly 
older females. In other donors, 20 ovarian 
follicles were identified. These were 
young, primipaorus or secundipaorus 
females, just starting their productive lives. 
 

 
 

Figure 3.  Ultrasound image with superovulated 
ovary (original) 
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In the classic protocols with a b.id. 
administration of FSH for 4 days, a mean 
of 15 follicles per donor was reported (Bό 
et al., 2004). 
There is not a significant difference (p > 
0,05) between the results obtained in the 
study and the classic protocol. 
In the day of embryo collection, a mean of 
9 luteal bodies (minimum 6 and maximum 
12) was seen at the ultrasound exam. 
For the classic superovulation protocols, a 
mean of 9,5 luteal bodies per donor was 
reported (Bό et al., 2004). 

There is no statistical difference (p > 0,05) 
between the mixed way protocol and the 
classic one. 
Due to the unique administration of the 
FSH in a mixed manner (epidurally and 
intramusculary) is easier, faster and less 
stressful for the donors. At the same time, 
the results regarding the ovarian response 
are almost similar for the two 
superovulation protocols. 
 

 
                                Z0            Z7             Z9                  Z11        Z12                     Z19 

Estrus                               Prid          Folltropin            Prostol                         AI               AI                        Embryos 
                                                        200 UI epidural    Remove PRID        AM/PM         AM                      collection 

                                                               200  UI im   

Figure 4. Graphic representation of mixed FSH administration 

 
 

 
 

                       Z0            Z5           Z6           Z7           Z8               Z10        Z11             Z18 

Estrus              Prid         Folltropin       Folltropin    Folltropin      Folltropin                  AI             AI              Embryos    
                                         2,5 ml            2,5 ml          2,5 ml           2,5 ml                   AM/PM      AM            collection  
                                        AM/PM        AM/PM       AM/PM        AM/PM                 
                                                                                                        Remove PRID  
                                                                                                        Prosolvin 2 ml   

 
Figure 5. Classic protocol for superovulation (FSH is administered 8 times). 

 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The results show a very close efficacy for 
the mixed way administration of FSH 
(epidurally and intramusculary) to the 
classical protocol with daily intramuscular 
administration of FSH. Due to the epidural 
administration of FSH, the stress over the 
donor is significantly reduced, the time for 
treatment is lowered. Thereby, we state 
that the method can be used in the 
poliovulation protocols for bovine 
embryotransfer.  
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Abstract  
 
The paper aimed to investigate the influence of subcutaneous injections of organic microelements in liposomal forms on 
the performance antioxidant status in blood of female rabbits and their reproduction function during the early stage of 
pregnancy. Two weeks before fertilization females from experimental group were subcutaneous injected preparations 
with Zn glutamate, Mn glutamate, Cr methionine, NaSe with vitamins E, A, D in liposomal form. Reproductive organs 
and blood samples were obtained after hormonal induction and fertilization on 14th day of gestation. Our results 
showed that supplemental organic trace elements increased the number of implantations and corpus luteum in the 
ovaries in the experimental group as compared with the control group. The activity of catalase has decreased in the 
experimental group compared with control group. However, the increasing ceruloplasmin activity in experimental 
group was noted. Liposomal preparation injection induced the significantly decrease of content oxidatively modified 
proteins (OMP) in the blood of the experimental group (p<0.05; p<0.01) compare to that index in control group. 
Accordingly, TBARS level in experimental group significantly (p<0.01) decreased, as compared with the control. The 
results of our study indicate that supplementation organic microelements in liposomal form before 2 weeks and during 
fertilization has a positive effect on the reproductive ability of female rabbits to improve the pregnancy, implantation 
rates. Addition of organic microelements in liposomal form provided increase of antioxidant defense system and lower 
intensity of peroxidation. 
 
Key words: organic trace elements, rabbits, reproduction. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Organic trace minerals make more of the trace 
mineral bioavailable to the animal than 
inorganic trace minerals. Numerous studies in 
cattle, rabbits and poultry have shown 
improvements in reproductive performance, 
immune system function and mineral status 
when complexed organic trace minerals were 
used. Bioavailability of organic Zn, Cu, Mn 
and Se relative to inorganic salts has been 
evaluated in many studies (Pavlata et al., 
2012; Cao et al., 2000). Zinc functions as a 
catalytic, structural and signaling factor in the 
regulation of a diverse array of cellular 
pathways involving hundreds of enzymes and 
proteins. Zinc is an important factor necessary 
for regulating the meiotic cell cycle and 
ovulation (Kim A.M., 2011). Many studies 
have shown that zinc deficiency before 

conception causes fertility and pregnancy 
problems, abnormal embryo and fetal 
development. The study by Tian X. and Diaz 
F. (2013) noted that zinc deficiency decreases 
histone and DNA methylation in oocytes. 
Manganese is an essential element utilized by 
antioxidants, including superoxidedismutase 
(MnSOD), and others metalloenzymes that 
take part in reduction reactions, in multiple 
physiological processes including 
reproductive system (Kim S. I., 2012).  
Added to that, the combination of trace 
minerals used in the present study can help 
assure delivery of the essential trace minerals 
that can affect reproduction, including 
implantations rates, embryo development 
during the early stage of pregnancy.  
The objective of this study was to evaluate the 
effect of subcutaneous injections of organic 
microelements in liposomal form for 2 weeks 
prior to mating on implantations and on 
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antioxidant status in blood of female rabbits 
during the early stage of pregnancy. 

 
MATERIAL  AND METHODS  

 
The study was conducted on female rabbits 
divided into two groups: experimental and 
control. Female rabbits experimental group 
were subcutaneous injection 5 ml liposomal 
preparation with Zn glutamate (35 μg/kg), Mn 
glutamate (32 μg/kg), Cr methionine (60 
μg/kg), NaSe (20 μg/kg) with vitamins E, A, 
D two weeks before fertilization. 
Artificial insemination with appropriate 
hormonally treatment was performed in all 
group of animals. We used 40 IU PMSG 
(Follimag, Intervet, Holland) for synchro-
nized cycle (was injected 48 h before AI) and 
20 μg/doe GnRH (Gonadotropin-releasing 
hormone) (Fertagil, Intervet, Holland) for 
induction of ovulation (was injected at the 
moment of insemination). Rabbits were 
fertilized intravaginally of 10 × 106 sperma-
tozoa/doe in 0.5 ml tris-citrate diluents.
Rabbits were slaughtered on day 14th of 
gestation. The weight of ovarian and uterine, 
number of implantations and corpus luteum, 
the indices of fertilization and pregnancy were 
determined. 
The blood samples were collected for 
determining antioxidant enzyme activities and 
levels of lipid peroxides. Activities of 
antioxidant enzymes such as catalase, 
ceruloplasmin, and, as well as oxidative stress 
biomarkers (thiobarbituric acid reactive 
substances (TBARS) and stable 2.4-
dinitrophenyl hydrazine derivates of the 
oxidative modified carbonyl groups level) 
were measured. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

 
The effects of liposomal preparation on 
reproductive parameters are summarized in 
table 1. The mean number of corpus lutea in 
experimental group and the control group 
were 11.8±0.74 and 10.8±1.02, respectively. 
Data analysis showed that the number of 
corpus lutea in the experimental group 
increased in compare with the control group. 
The injection of liposomal preparation with 
some organic trace elements showed positive 

effect on the female in number of implanted 
embryos. However, the number of resorption 
in the female rabbits treated with liposomal 
preparation and control group were in similar 
level. While the pre- and post-implantation 
losses were lower in experimental group 
liposomal-treatment animals than the control 
(Table 1). 
 

Table 1. Effect of liposome preparation on reproductive 

ability of female rabbits 
Parameters Control Experimental  

Number of corpora lutea  10.8±1.02 11.8±0.74 
Number of implantation sites  9.8±1.52 10.8±0.74 
Total Live Fetuses 9.2±1.36 10.2±1.14 
Number of resorption sites  0.4±0.24 0.4±0.24 
Pre-implantation losses (%)  11.1 10.2 
Post-implantation loss  
(%)  4.2 3.7 

Total gestational losses 14.8 13.5 
Values are given as mean ± SD for 5 rabbits in each 
group.  

 
Our results agree with those obtained by Diaz 
Francisco J. et al., 2014. They used zinc prior 
to ovulation, and it had marked positive 
effects on the mice’s fertility. The study by 
Alikwe P.C.N. et al., 2011, showed that 
dietary supplementation of rabbits with zinc 
was carried out to determine its effects on 
reproduction performance and growth rate of 
rabbits. 
We have studied the influence of liposome 
preparation with some organic trace elements 
on antioxidant status and lipid peroxidation in 
the female rabbits during the early stages of 
pregnancy. The obtained data showed that 
catalase activity decreased compared with 
control values (Figure 1). However, the 
increasing ceruloplasmin activity in 
experimental group was noted (Figure 2). 

 

 
Figure 1. Effect of subcutaneous injections of organic 

microelements in liposomal form on catalase activity in 
female rabbits 

Values are expressed as mean ± SD for 5 rabbits in 
each group. 
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Catalase is one of the important antioxidant 
enzymes regulating the levels of intracellular 
hydrogen peroxide and hydroxyl radical. It is 
known that the trace elements as Zn, Mn, Cu, 
Se are involved in the metabolic activities via 
metalloenzymes (Cu-Zn SOD, Mn SOD, 
Catalase, GSH-Px, etc.), which are essential 
for the antioxidant protection of cells (Ozturk-
Urek R. et al., 2001).  
 

 
Figure 2. Effect of subcutaneous injections of organic 

microelements in liposomal form on ceruloplasmin 
activity in female rabbits.  

Values are expressed as mean ± SD for 5 rabbits in 
each group. 
 
In our study the decreasing of catalase activity 
in experimental female rabbits which might 
be having been due to depletion or inhibition 
of the enzyme was found. As a result of 
decreasing of catalase activity production of 
free radicals increased during early gestation 
period, but serum ceruloplasmin activity in 
experimental group increased as compared to 
the control group. 
Figure 3 show the effect of administration of 
liposomal preparation with some organic trace 
elements on serum lipid peroxidation and 
oxidative modification of proteins. 
Thiobarbituric acid reactive species (TBARS) 
level significantly decreased (p<0.01) up 
1.76±0.06, when compared with 2.64±0.06 in 
the control value (Figure 3). The observed 
decrease of TBARS concentration in co-
treated group is agreement with investigations 
Oshiro M., 2001, and can be explained by the 
enhanced activities of SOD. In many papers it 
have described the correlation between 
plasma concentration of the level of trace 
elements and SOD activity of erythrocytes,
because copper, zinc and magnesium are the 
main components of SOD that plays a vital 

role as an antioxidant and protects from 
oxidative stress.  
Intensification of free radicals oxidation leads 
to oxidative modification of proteins (OMP), 
destruction of nucleic acids, sugars, and 
causes to structural and metabolic damages in 
the cells. Initiation of OMP is the most 
dangerous link in the cell damages, which 
leads to cytoplasmic enzymes and membrane 
ion pumps inactivation with gradual initiation 
different mechanisms of cell apoptosis. 
 

 
Figure 3. Effect of subcutaneous injections of organic 
microelements in liposomal form on OMP content and 

TBARS level in female rabbits
Oxidatively modified proteins (OMP) content, 
measured by quantity of carbonyl oxidation (aldehyde 
derivates, OMP370; ketonic derivates, OMP430) in the 
blood of females rabbits from control (non-treatment) 
and liposomal preparation injected experimental 
groups.  
Values are expressed as mean ± SD for 5 rabbits in 
each group. Figures in parenthesis are differences 
relative to control Significantly different from control * 
- (p<0.05); ** - (p<0.01). 

 
However, destruction of proteins is a more 
reliable marker of oxidative damages in 
tissues then the products of lipid peroxidation, 
because derivatives of OMP are more stable. 
The oxidatively modified proteins content in 
the serum of female rabbits experimental 
group, measured as carbonyl oxidation levels, 
are shown in Figure 3. Liposomal preparation 
injection induced the decrease of carbonyl 
oxidation level (aldehyde derivatives) in the 
blood of the experimental group (p<0.05) 
compare to that index in control group. 
Similarly, the ketogenic derivatives of 
oxidatively modified proteins level 
experimental animals was significantly lower 
(p<0.01) than in control group. 
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CONCLUSIONS  
 

The results of this study indicate that 
subcutaneous injection organic forms of trace 
elements in liposomal preparation 2 weeks 
before fertilization improves female rabbits' 
reproductive performance and is efficacious 
in enhancing implantation rates and also 
promotes the normalization of oxidation-
antioxidant balance during pregnancy. The 
activity of antioxidant enzymes was 
significantly decreased by supplementation of 
liposomal preparation indicating improvement 
in the antioxidant activity and decrease 
oxidative stress to female rabbits during early 
state of gestation. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper explores breed characteristics of the Romanian Spotted Cattle, as far as the parameters of milk 
production and economic ones from Pantelimon, Mogosoaia and Afumati farms. For the purpose of determining 
total duration of lactation, milk production on total and normal lactation, the proportion of protein on total and 
normal lactation, the proportion of fat on total and normal lactation have been calculated using the statistics 
indicators: average, the variation, standard deviation, standard error of the average and the coefficient of 
variability. The researches carried out showed that the highest total duration of lactation has been obtained by 
Romanian Spotted Cattle on the Afumati farm (334.68 ± 1.82 days) with approximately 2.5% higher than lowest 
total duration of lactation (326.46  ± 1.87 days) at the Mogosoaia farm. The best average production of milk has 
been obtained at the Pantelimon farm 8092.63 ± 35.53 kg, top with 6,45% than that of Afumati farm and 17.85% 
than milk production obtained in Mogosoaia farm. Regard to the results obtained on average quantity of milk on 
normal lactation, showed that again the Pantelimon farm have been reach out the best results. Regarding at the 
percentage of fat, it showed that the best results have been obtained in the Mogosoaia farm 3.9 ± 0.004% 
followed by Pantelimon farm 3.75 ± 0.003 % and Afumati farm with 3.7 ± 0.004 %. About the developments in 
the milk quantity, of the percentage of protein and a percentage and quantity of fat in relation to lactation, it is 
found that biological material from the farms named above has a good precocity in the direction of milk 
production. 
 
Key words: breed, cattle, farm, percentage of protein/normal lactation, percentage of fat/normal lactation. 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Cattle were in the economy in general and 
agriculture in particular, an important socio-
economic features that result from their main 
function, food function, as it provides 96% of 
the world production of milk, 30% of the 
world production of meat and over 90% of the 
world production of skins and directly 
participate in the growth, development and 
health insurance mankind (Georgescu, 1990; 
Georgescu, 1993; Pantazi, 2000). 
This paper studies the characteristics of the 
Romanian Spotted Cattle breed, in terms of 
milk production and economic parameters in 
Pantelimon, Mogosoaia and Afumati farms. 
 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Milk production is the main objective pursued 
in milk production operation of the three 
farms analyzed.  
For the purpose of determining total duration 
of lactation, milk production on total and 
normal lactation, the proportion of protein on 
total and normal lactation, the proportion of 
fat on total and normal lactation have been 
calculated using the statistics indicators: 
average, the variation, standard deviation, 
standard error of the average and the 
coefficient of variability (Bockisch et al., 
1999; Calin et al., 1999). 
Total lactation duration is the time elapsed 
from the time of birth and at weaning cows 
(Banica, 1995; Bordeianu, 1991). 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Data on total lactation length in relation to the 
sequence of lactations and average 
populations analyzed are described in tables 
1, 2 and 3: 
 

Table 1. Total lactation length in relation to the 
sequence of lactations of cows in the Pantelimon farm  

Nr.crt Specifi-
cation 

n x  sx s v  

1 First 
lactation 

75 324.17 3.44 98.97 30.53 

2 Second 
lactation 

55 336.13 3.49 83.90 24.96 

3 Third 
lactation 

48 330.17 4.32 88.02 26.66 

4 Forth 
lactation 

24 336.22 5.63 94.41 28.08 

5 Fifth 
lactation 

16 333.15 7.54 101.79 30.53 

6 Sixth 
lactation 

12 318.23 10.57 110.87 34.84 

Average - 329.68 1.90 94.72 28.73 
 

Table 2. Total lactation length in relation to the 
sequence of lactations of cows in the Mogosoaia farm  

Nr.crt Specifi-
cation 

n x  sx s v  

1 First 
lactation 

124 320.12 3.44 97.26 30.38 

2 Second 
lactation 

84 333.84 4.49 84.65 25.36 

3 Third 
Lactation 

61 328.27 4.84 84.12 25.63 

4 Forth 
Lactation 

46 334.27 5.62 92.28 27.61 

5 Fifth 
Lactation 

22 325.05 6.64 98.68 30.36 

6 Sixth 
Lactation 

18 317.21 8.56 101.25 31.92 

Average - 326.46 1.87 92.08 28.21 
 

Table.3. Total lactation length in relation to the 
sequence of lactations of cows in the Afumati farm  

Nr. 
crt 

Specifi-
cation 

n x  sx s v  

1 First 
lactation 

155 325.32 3.21 96.54 29.68 

2 Second 
lactation 

126 341.86 3.68 89.62 26.22 

3 Third 
lactation 

71 340.42 4.73 84.95 24.95 

4 Forth 
lactation 

50 345.36 5.52 96.52 28.07 

5 Fifth 
lactation 

25 329.18 7.84 101.24 27.95 

6 Sixth 
lactation 

14 325.94 8.26 95.68 29.36 

Average - 334.68 1.82 98.26 29.36 
 

Following research revealed that the highest 
total duration of lactation was achieved by 
herd on the Afumati farm, about 2.5% higher 
than the lowest total duration of lactation 
found in Mogosoaia farm. 
The amount of milk is expressing in total 
lactation, normal lactation, in maturity 
equivalent and productive life. 
The best average milk production was 
achieved in Pantelimon farm (8092.63 ± 
35.53 kg), top with 490.18kg (ie 6.45%) than 
production in Afumati farm with 1225.87 kg 
(ie 17.85%) than the milk production 
achieved  in Mogosoaia  farm. 
 

 
Figure 1.The variation of milk production / total 

lactation in lactating dairy cows succession from farms 
Pantelimon, Afumati and Mogosoaia (kg milk / total 

lactation) 
  
The RSC cows achieved an average amount 
of milk / normal-lactation at 7178.37 ± 165.65 
kg in Pantelimon farm, 6485.33 ± 142.34 kg 
in Afumati farm and 5641.16 ± 34.28 kg in 
Mogosoaia farm. 
The milk production/normal lactation in 
Pantelimon farm is greater by approx. 10.75% 
dairying/normal lactation than Afumati farm 
and with approx. 27.24% than milk 
production/lactation normal in Mogosoaia 
farm and place the Pantelimon farm on top of 
the pyramid farm improvement, as 
performances are unique.  
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Figure 2.The variation of milk production / normal 
lactation in lactating dairy cows’ succession from 

farms Pantelimon, Afumati and Mogosoaia (kg milk / 
normal lactation) 

 
Fat percentage (among other parameters - 
milk protein, including casein, especially k-
casein, somatic cell count, total plate count, 
etc.) was and is an important parameter that 
defines milk quality reflecting particularly in 
butter yield obtained after processing it. 
After analyzing the data obtained from the 
three farms located in the study, the greater 
percentage of fat on total lactation was 
achieved in Mogosoaia farm (3.9 ± 0.004%), 
followed by Pantelimon farm with 3.75 ± 
0.003% and Afumati farm with 3.7 ± 0.004%. 
 

 
Figure 3.The variation of fat percentage / total lactation 

in lactating dairy cows succession from farms 
Pantelimon, Afumati and Mogosoaia 

 
The highest average percentage of fat on 
normal lactation was found at Mogosoaia 

farm (3.88 ± 0.005%) with a lower value of 
the coefficient of variation 5.56% which 
shows a good homogeneity of biological 
material from this farm. Compared to the 
same indicator found in other farms located in 
the study, Mogosoaia farm fat percentage is 
superior to the one found on the Afumati farm 
(cca 2.37%) and 3.19% from Pantelimon 
farm.  
The amount of fat is a basic criterion in the 
selection of dairy cows because it offers 
synthetically information about both the 
quantity and quality of milk. Data analysis 
showed that the greatest amount of fat / total 
lactation was obtained at Pantelimon farm 
305.55 ± 1.39 kg, recording a high variability 
(23.32%). 
The pure fat is superior to other elite farms of 
cows in the country, but is lower than that 
achieved by other strains Holstein-Friesian 
(by 46% compared to the American Holstein, 
by 34% compared with Israeli Frieze, by 16-
18% from European strains Danish, Dutch, 
German, Swedish and Italian Frieze). 
In other farms located in the study, the 
average amount of fat / total lactation ranged 
between 266.67 ± 1.42 kg at Mogosoaia farm 
and 285.47 ± 1.46 kg at Afumati farm. 
 

 
Figure 4.The variation of fat quantity (kg) / normal 

lactation in lactating dairy cows succession from farms 
Pantelimon, Afumati and Mogosoaia 

 
The amount of fat on normal lactation in 
Pantelimon farm was 269.34 ± 4.45 kg, 
Afumati farm to 245.09 ± 4.52 kg, and the 
smallest amount of fat obtained was at 
Mogosoaia farm (224.4 ± 3.37 kg). 
The cow populations breed and improved 
from farm Pantelimon is a plus version; it is 
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not situated in the amount of fat made by 
RSC, which are active populations subject to 
improvement of performance from animal 
husbandry countries. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
From research done we have a number of 
useful conclusions on the state of knowledge 
of RSC breed improvement in our country:  
- amount of milk varied in relation to the total 
duration of lactation, the cows in the herd 
analyzed varied between 334 days to Afumati 
farm, 329 days Pantelimon farm to and 326 
days  Mogosoaia farm. The data regarding the 
real total lactation milk production shown a 
balance obtained between 8029 kg at 
Pantelimon farm and 6866 kg at Mogosoaia 
farm and on normal lactation milk yields 
varied between 7187 kg milk at Pantelimon 
farm and 5641 kg milk at Mogosoaia farm;  
- the evolution of the amount of milk in 
relation to the lactation certify a good early in 
lactation milk production of biological 
material from the analyzed farms, which 
produces 37 to 46.5% more than the average 
RSC active population in the country; 
- milk fat content / total lactation from the 
population analyzed cows varied within 
relatively close: in Mogosoaia farm was 
obtained 3.9 ± 0.004%, in Pantelimon farm 
3.75 ± 0.003 and in Afumati farm 3.7% ± 
0.004%; the fat percentage in normal lactation 
varied between 3.76% at Pantelimon farm and 
3.88% at Mogosoaia farm; 
- the total amount of fat on total lactation 
varies between 266 kg in Mogosoaia farm and 
305 kg to Pantelimon farm; the total amount 
of fat on normal lactation gets the most 
amount of fat in Pantelimon farm 269.34 ± 
4.45 kg fat / normal lactation, in Afumati 
farm were obtained 245.09 ± 4.52 kg fat / 
normal lactation and lowest amount of fat was 
obtained in Mogosoaia farm 224.4 ± 3.37 kg 
(with about 20.02% lower than 
Pantelimonfarm and approx. 9.22% lower 
than in Afumati farm). Both fat percentage 
and the amount of pure fat are much lower 
than those achieved in Western European 
countries, ie 1-18% and 91-199%. 
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Abstract  
The paper presents the study done on the frame model technology used for adapting the bees the pedoclimate conditions 
of Romania. It is based on the observation done on four models, two widely used ones (Dadant and Layenes) and two 
models than provide conditions closer to the ones the bee hive experiences in nature (Warre and Dellon). Considering 
the current weather conditions and taking into account that bee family should have a strong development in the spring 
time to acquire a large quantity of bee forage in the first major harvesting of the year (harvesting canola), we 
concluded that the pattern of the hive most used in Romania (Dadant hive) no longer meets the requirements. To better 
understand the development of bee colonies in natural conditions, we began to study swarms of bees who have found 
shelter in hollow trees in the wilderness. By studding a swarm of bees that form a family in natural conditions (in a 
hollow tree and without any human intervention), we can see that they prefer a round enclosure and stat building 
combs from the top down. As bees begin to bring in nectar reserves, honeycomb building will continue so that the queen 
cans oviposition, while food reserves will be stored in the top of the hive. Bees prefer not to overcome the honeycombs 
with honey, and concentrate in the center where the area is more easily heated. Best results were observed in hives with 
an inner diameter of 25-35 cm and a height of 70-120 cm. If we take into account that the winter mat has a diameter of 
26 to 30 cm, we can see that these families enclosures in the winter conditions were entirely occupied by the wintering 
ball and that the displacement occurred only vertically. Higher temperatures were observed above the wintering ball so 
than honey is kept a higher temperature, and thus keep its liquid state and be ready for consumption by the bees. If the 
temperature drops below a certain level and the bees only have food reserves in one side of the ball, they cannot move 
left or right to consume the honey and starve, even though they have food reserves in the hive. The conclusion reached 
after the research is that the Layens frame with the internal dimensions of 310x370 mm and a total area of 11.47 dm2 
best suits this purpose, but the technology of the Layens frame model can be adapted to the pedoclimate conditions of 
Romania. 
 
Key words: bees, frame, hive, pedoclimate, Romania. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Apiculture in Romania is a remarkable success 
due to the favorable pedoclimatic conditions 
and the valuable traits of the Romanian bee 
(Apis mellifera carpatica). The most used bee 
in apiculture in Romania is a cross between the 
local bee (Apis mellifera carpatica) with Italian 
species (Apis mellifera ligustica), Carniolan 
bee (Apis mellifera carnica) and other hybrid 
species from Banat and Wallachian plain (Bura 
et al., 2005; Marghitas, 2005). This species has 
successfully adapted to the climate changes of 
the past years, but the apiculture technology 
must also adapt. In the current climatic 
condition and considering the fact that the bee 
family must grow intensely in the spring for it 
to have great numbers of working bees in time 
for the first harvest (rapeseed harvest), we have 
come to the conclusion that the beehive model 

most used in Romania (the Dadant beehive) is 
no longer adequate. For all those passionate 
about apiculture, the beehive has always been a 
special topic, always improving it for better 
results. Due to the new concepts of ecologic 
apiculture and the need to have a working 
beehive full by the time of the first harvest near 
the end of April (Iordache et al., 2008), we 
have tried adapting the beehive model and 
technology to maximize the results. 
The goal of this paper is compare four beehive 
models: two of the most used in Romania 
(Dadant and Layens) (Bura, 1996) and two that 
provide closer conditions to ones found in 
nature (Warre and Delon), to modify and adapt 
the beehive and apiculture technology to the 
current pedoclimatic conditions. 
To better understand the development of a bee 
family in natural condition, we began studying 
bee families that found shelter in tree hollows 
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in the wild. If we study a bee family in these 
natural conditions, we will observe that they 
prefer a round enclosure, where they will begin 
constructing honeycombs from the bottom up 
(Volcinschi, 1988). As bees begin to bring into 
the hive nectar supplies, the honeycomb will 
continue to grow so that the queen can lay the 
eggs, while the future supplies will be stored in 
the upper part of the comb structure. Thus it 
appears that bees prefer not to cross over the 
full honeycombs, in order to protect them. It 
also seems that the round enclosure is easier to 
adapt into a hive.  
If we are to follow the development of the 
winter cluster we will notice that as the outer 
temperature drops, the bees form the cluster 
right under the full honeycombs, proffering the 
empty cells beneath the supplies to better 
anchor onto the combs. The best results were 
with bee families within enclosures of 25 to 35 
cm diameter and 70-120 cm in height. 
Considering that the winter cluster is 26 to 30 
cm in diameter, we can observe that these 
families occupied the entire diameter of the 
enclosure and the movement occurred only on 
the vertical plane. Higher temperatures were 
kept above the winter cluster and thus the 
honey was kept at a good temperature to ensure 
it’s liquid state, prime for bee consumption. If 
the temperature drops too much and the bees 
have the food supplies on the sides of the 
winter cluster, they cannot move left or right to 
consume the honey, and even if they are able to 
reach that point, the honey is at a low 
temperature and requires an even greater effort 
to warm up and liquefy. Thus, the bees can 
starve to death with honey supplies in the hive. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The research was conducted on our own 50 
beehives and of those of Mr. Mierlesteanu 
Valentin, situated in Tamadau, Calarasi 
County. Thee hives are stationary and receive 
the same care in the same timeframe. 
Knowing the major influence of the bee queen 
quality on the development of the bee families, 
only queens obtained by double transfusion, of 
the same age, from the same original bee 
family were used 
The power of the bee family was determined by 
weighting at certain times: during the winter 

preparations, and the end of the winter, at the 
beginning of the harvest and at the beginning of 
the summer 
The determination of the hatchlings and honey 
quantities was made by measuring the surface 
occupied at certain times: 1 dm2 of honeycomb 
contains on one side 175gr of honey or 400 
worker bee cells  
The number of beehives used was twelve, three 
for each model, with the following 
characteristics: 
a) The Dadant hive (Photo 1) (systematic hive), 
invented by Ch. Dadant, American beekeeper 
of French nationality, who also invented the 
wax sheet of the frame (Nicolaescu, 1928). The 
innovation was the frame that suits centrifuging 
very well.  
 

 
Photo 1. Vertical Dadant hives during spring harvest 

 
The hive’s sizes are: 
- hive body – 446 mm X 370 mm X 306 mm 

(interior size); 
- harvest magazine – 446 mm X 370 mm X153 

mm (interior size); 
- hive bottom  – 586 mm X 410 mm; 
- inner cover – 466 mm X 390 mm (multiple 

parts); 
- outer cover – 486 mm X 390 mm X 150 mm 

(interior size). 
The hive is built out of fir boards 2 cm thick 
and can use one or two harvest magazines 
(Antonescu, 1979). 
The frames are from basswood and have 
interior size of 414mm x 272mm with a surface 
of 11.26 dm2, with frames used in the harvest 
magazine at half that height. The hive has a 
volume of 0.05 m3, a surface of 112.6 dm2 on 
the 10 frames inside and 56.3 dm2 honeycomb 
surface inside a magazine harvest. 
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b) The Layens (Photo 2) hive was designed and 
built by M. de Layens, and was an adaptation 
from the hive of Abbot Voirnot, to improve the 
winter conditions. 
The hive’s sizes are: 
- hive body – 342 mm X 333 mm X 404 mm 

(interior size); 
- harvest magazine – 342 mm X 333 mm X 404 

mm (interior size); 
- hive bottom  – 482 mm X  373 mm; 
- inner cover – 362 mm X 343 mm (multiple 

parts); 
- outer cover – 382 mm X 373 mm X 150 mm 

(interior size). 
The hive is built out of fir boards 2 cm thick. 
The frames are from basswood and have 
interior size of 310mm X 370mm (Gustav, 
1972) with a surface of 11.47 dm2. The hive 
has a volume of 50.28 cm3, a surface of 103.23 
dm2 on the 9 frames inside. 
 

 
Photo 2. Layens hives during spring harvesting  

 
c) The Warre hive (the popular hive) with fixed 
frames. Was designed by Abbot Emile Warre 
(Antonescu, 1966), initially built only with 
fixed frames, but wanting to centrifuge the 
frames and control the swarming, the mobile 
frames model was built.   
The hive’s sizes are: 
- module height – 208 mm (interior size); 
- module length – 296 mm (interior size); 
- module width – 296 mm (interior size). 
The frames are from basswood and have 
interior size of 264mm X 174mm with a 
surface of 4.59 dm2. 
In the upper side of the modules, on opposite 
walls, channels must be made to support the 
frames. These 8 frames are 296 mm X 25 mm 
X 18 mm. There is a 12 mm space where the 
bee can pass (between the frames and the 

walls). The particularity of this hive is that the 
bee can built the honeycombs without a wax 
sheet and the cell will have a distance between 
two opposite sides of 4.9 mm (the natural cell 
size built by bees) instead of 5.4 mm in the 
Dadant frame. With this size reduction, an 
increased resistance to the parasite Varroa 
Destructor (named in 2000 by Anderson and 
Trueman) was noticed, by the mechanism 
called “VSH”. The hive is formed by a bottom, 
3 modules and a cover. During the winter only 
2 modules will be used, a third to be added 
beneath following the coming of spring. This 
system ensures that the interventions on the 
hive are reduced, thus cutting down the 
beekeeping time. 
 

 
Photo 3. Hives during spring harvesting (original) 

d) The Delon hive, designed by beekeeper 
Roger Delon (1919-2007), introduced the 
concept of Stable Climate Hive. He built a hive 
with a 300 mm x 300 mm base and a 215 mm 
height, with a volume of 0.019m3 on each 
module. He also invented the Alpine frame, 
from a V shaped body and a metallic wire 
support. This type of hive can stack up to 5 
modules and due to this fact it has an upper bee 
entrance to facilitate bee movement and 
vertical currents inside the hive during the 
summer. 
The 8 frames are built from basswood and 
stainless 8 mm wire, with the interior size of 
272 mm x 173 mm and a surface of 4.7 dm2. 
The following procedures were followed: 
- The work done over the year on the four hive 

systems were identical to highlight the 
proposed parameters for the experiment; 

- In the preparations for the winter, an 
equalization of the families was made 
(Hristea, 1976), by adding bees the classic 
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way (smell uniformization by adding 
flavoured tea with water and sugar 1:1); 

- Protection of the hives was done according to 
the technology required for each hive type 
(adding thermo isolation diaphragms where 
needed);  

- Widening the hive was made progressively, 
following each hive type instructions; 

- The stimulation feedings were done during 
the winter with powdered sugar cakes and 
honey (Louveaux, 1987) (25% honey and 
75% powdered sugar), and the beginning of 
the spring with  powdered sugar cakes, honey 
and inactive yeast. (25% honey, 62.5% 
powdered sugar and 12.5% yeast); 

- The treatments against Varroa were done with 
varachet, according to the treatment scheme: 
two in October-November (7 days apart) and 
two after the black locust (Istratie, 2010); 

- The experiment was conducted over the 
course of one year (October 2013 – October 
2014).  

 
RESULTS AND DISCUS IONS 
 
To highlight the quantity evolution of the bee 
population, the research done on the four hive 
models took place over one year, starting in the 
period before the winter (October 2013) and 
ending with the last days of summer 
(September 2014). The results are presented in 
1-5 tables, and concern the average bee 
quantities obtained using the same hive model. 
The standard quantity used was 2.2kg bees per 
family. Because the variation in bee mortality 
is greater in the winter even within the same 
hive model, we used the same quantity in all 
the hives so that de deviation could be kept to a 
minimum. 
 

Table 1. Quantity evolution of bee families kept in Dadant hives in the winter 

Month Hive no 1 Hive no 2 Hive no 3 Mortality 
rate 

 Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Kg 
 

% 
 Kg % Kg % Kg % 

Oct 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 0 0 
Mar 1.90 0.30 13.70 1.84 0.36 16.30 1.75 0.45 20.40 0.37 16.8 

 
Table 2. Quantity evolution of bee families kept in Layens hives in the winter 

Month Hive no 1 Hive no 2 Hive no 3 Mortality 
rate 

 Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Kg 
 

% 
 Kg % Kg % Kg % 

Oct 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 0 0 
Mar 2.09 0.11 5.20 2.11 0.09 4.20 2.07 0.13 6.20 0.11 5 

 
Table 3. Quantity evolution of bee families kept in Warre hives in the winter 

Month Hive no 1 Hive no 2 Hive no 3 Mortality 
rate 

 Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Kg 
 

% 
Kg % Kg % Kg % 

Oct 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 0 0 
Mar 2.10 0.10 4.70 2.11 0.09 4.20 2.13 0.07 3.20 0.08 3.63 

 

Table 4. Quantity evolution of bee families kept in Delon hives in the winter 

Month Hive no 1 Hive no 2 Hive no 3 Mortality 
rate 

 Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality Kg 
 

% 
 Kg % Kg % Kg % 

Oct 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 0 0 
Mar 2 0.20 10 2.14 0.06 2.80 2.12 0.08 3.70 0.11 5 
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Table 5. Quantity evolution comparison of bee families kept in the four hive models in the winter 

Month Hive Dadant Hive Layens Hive Warre Hive Delon 
 Bee 

weight 
kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight 

kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight 

kg 

Mortality Bee 
weight kg 

Mortality 
kg % kg % kg % kg % 

Oct 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 2.20 0 0 
Mar 1.80 0.40 16.80 2.10 0.10 5 2.10 0.10 3.63 2.08 0.12 5 

 
If we follow the quantity evolution of the bee 
families, we notice that the Dadant hive 
model has suffered the biggest loss in the 
winter (16.8% average), the Layens and 
Delon hives have the same loss (5% average), 
while the Warre hive has the best percentage 
(3.63% average), thus the fewest losses.  
Brood is an important factor in the 
development of bee families. The main 
factors that influence this are: 

- Exterior temperature; 
- Queen quality; 
- Bee family power; 
- Food supplies in nature and inside the hive; 
- Hive model and quality. 
To follow the development of the families we 
measured the brood honeycombs at different 
dates, 21 days apart, according to the 
development cycle of the working bee from 
egg to adult. 

 
Table 6. Bee family growth dynamics between February 2014 and April 2014 in the four hive models 

Hive model Bee weight 
(Kg) 

February 15 
 (dm2) 

March 7  
(dm2) 

March 28 
 (dm2) 

April 18 
 (dm2) 

Brood 
(dm2) 

Brood 
(cell no) 

Dadant 1 1.90 6.87 8.50 14.25 22.50 52.12 20 848 
Dadant 2 1.84 5.62 7.50 13 22 48.12 19 248 
Dadant 3 1.75 6.12 8 14 22.20 50.32 20 128 
Dadant 
average 

1.83 6.20 8 13.75 22.23 50.18 20072 

Layens 1 2.09 9.10 12.50 18 29 68.60 27 440 
Layens 2 2.11 10 12.80 18.20 30 71 28 400 
Layens 3 2.07 9.80 12.80 18.20 30 70.80 28 320 
Layens 
average 

2.09 9.63 12.70 18.13 29.66 70.13 28 052 

Warre 1 2.10 10.20 13 18.80 30 72 28 800 
Warre 2 2.11 11 12.80 19 31 73.80 29 520 
Warre 3 2.13 10.90 12 19 30 71.90 28 760 
Warre 
average 

2.11 10.70 12.60 18.93 30.33 72.56 29 026 

Delon 1 2 10.20 13.50 19 31 73.70 29 480 
Delon 2 2.14 10.80 14 20 32 76.80 30 720 
Delon 3 2.12 11.50 14.80 21 32 79.30 31 720 
Delon average 2.08 10.83 14.1 20 31.66 76.60 30 640 

 
From the analysis of Table 6 we can observe 
that compared to the Dadant hive, the growth 
is bigger with:  
- 39.75% inside the Layens hive; 
- 44.60 % inside the Warre hive; 
- 52.65 % inside the Delon hive. 
This is due to the fact that the Dadant hive has 
a 0.050m3 and thus is very difficult to warm 
up, affecting the growth in the cold periods of 
spring. The best growth is in the Delon hive, 
with its narrow frame that allows the winter 
cluster to fill the entire space, preserving 
warmth and putting less stress on the bees. 
Also to be noted is the fact that the brood 
frames are situated in the upper side of the 

hive where the conditions are best for 
development (in this model, the winter must 
be passed using 2 modules). 
Compared to the Layens hive, the Delon hive 
had a 9.22% bigger growth, starting from 
identical conditions. The Delon had better 
results than the Warre hive also, with a 5.56% 
increase, leading us to the conclusion that it is 
the best hive model for the spring growth 
interval.  
Another element to be considered is the honey 
production. This is different from hive to 
hive, being influenced by the following 
factors: 
- Queen quality and egg-laying capacity;  
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- Brood quantity in the hive at the harvest 
time;  

- Exterior temperature;  
- Hive model used;  
- Number of working bees;  
- Distance to main harvest;  
- Wind direction and speed;  
- Rapeseed harvest began on 19th April 

2014, and the honey extraction was made 
on 11th May 2014. 

Looking at table 7 we can make some 
observations.  
In the Dadant hives, the bee loss is the lowest 
during harvesting (7.9%), even though it is 
the hive model with the smallest bee quantity 
(2.91 kg average at the beginning). In the 
Delon hive, the bee loss is the highest 
(12.87%), even though it is the hive model 
with the biggest bee quantity (4.04 kg average 
at the beginning); The Layens hive has an 
almost equal loss with the Warre hive 
(11.5%). 
 

Table 7. Honey production and bee weight evolution in the four hive models during rapeseed harvest 19th April 
2014 to 11th May 2014 

Hive model 

Bee family weight Bee quantity difference Honey production 
Before harvest 

(kg) 
19.04.2014 

After harvest 
(kg) 

11.05.2014 
kg % kg 

kg of honey 
per kg of 

bees 
Dadant 1 3.03 2.80 0.23 7.59 7.50 2.47 
Dadant 2 2.84 2.62 0.22 7.74 7 2.46 
Dadant 3 2.88 2.62 0.26 9.02 7.20 2.5 
Dadant average 2.91 2.68 0.23 7.90 7.23 2.48 
Layens  1 3.78 3.38 0.40 10.58 10 2.64 
Layens  2 3.89 3.40 0.49 12.50 10.50 2.69 
Layens  3 3.86 3.40 0.46 11.91 10.50 2.72 
Layens average 3.84 3.39 0.45 11.71 10.33 2.69 
Warre  1 3.93 3.50 0.43 10.94 10.80 2.74 
Warre  2 3.89 3.44 0.45 11.56 10.50 2.69 
Warre  3 3.93 3.46 0.47 11.95 11 2.79 
Warre average 3.91 3.46 0.45 11.50 10.76 2.75 
Delon  1 3.94 3.50 0.44 11.16 11 2.79 
Delon  2 4.14 3.56 0.58 14 11.40 2.75 
Delon  3 4.06 3.50 0.56 13.79 11 2.70 
Delon average 4.04 3.52 0.52 12.87 11.13 2.75 

 
We can conclude that if the bee family is 
strong, the work is taking its toll during 
harvest and bee losses are greater. 
The honey production in the Delon hives 
(11.13 kg average) puts it in the lead; with 
53.94% more than the Dadant hives (7.23 kg 
average). The difference between the Delon 
hive and other models is that it has an upper 
bee entrance that allows a better circulation 
and time saving with transporting nectar 
inside the hive. The Delon production is 
3.43% larger compared to the Warre and 
7.74% larger compared to the Layens.  
Concerning the transformation of nectar to 
honey, Delon and Warre take the first place 
with 2.75 kg honey per kg of bees, followed 
by Layens with 2.69 kg honey per kg of bees 
and Dadant with 2.48 kg honey per kg of 
bees. 

Acacia harvest due to adverse weather 
conditions could not be performed. The 
sunflower harvests a home in the 3rd of July 
2014, while the honey extraction took place in 
the 5th of August 2014.  
Looking at table 8 we can make some 
observations. In the Dadant hives, the bee loss 
is the highest during harvesting (31.16%), 
even though it is the hive model with the 
smallest bee quantity (3.53 kg average at the 
beginning).  
In the Warre hive, the bee loss is the lowest 
(20.44%), even though it is the hive model 
with the second biggest bee quantity (4.06 kg 
average at the beginning). The Layens hive 
has a biggest loss (21.53%) than the Delon 
hive (20.44%). 
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Table 8. Honey production and bee weight evolution in the four hive models during sunflower harvest  
3rd July 2014 to 5th August 2014 

Hive model Bee family weight Bee quantity 
difference 

Honey production 

Before harvest (kg) 
03.07.2014 

After harvest (kg) 
05.08.2014 

kg % kg kg of honey 
per kg of bees 

Dadant 1 3.60 2.40 1.20 33.30 12.00 3.33 
Dadant 2 3.50 2.40 1.10 31.42 12.00 3.42 
Dadant 3 3.50 2.50 1.00 28.57 11.70 3.34 
Dadant average 3.53 2.43 1.10 31.16 11.90 3.37 
Layens  1 4.00 3.10 0.90 22.50 14.00 3.50 
Layens  2 3.80 3.00 0.80 21.05 13.50 3.55 
Layens  3 3.90 3.10 0.80 20.51 13.70 3.51 
Layens average 3.90 3.06 0.84 21.53 13.73 3.52 
Warre  1 3.90 3.10 0.80 20.51 13.00 3.33 
Warre  2 4.20 3.50 0.70 16.66 13.20 3.14 
Warre  3 4.10 3.10 1.00 24.39 13.10 3.19 
Warre average 4.06 3.23 0.83 20.44 13.10 3.22 
Delon  1 4.10 3.20 0.90 21.95 14.10 3.43 
Delon  2 4.30 3.50 0.80 18.60 13.50 3.13 
Delon  3 4.30 3.30 1.00 23.25 14.00 3.25 
Delon average 4.23 3.33 0.90 21.27 13.86 3.27 

 
We can conclude that due to the low 
temperatures during the night and the high air 
humidity, the stress is greater on the bees 
inside the Dadant hives due to the large 
volume. 
The honey production in the Delon hives 
(13.86 kg average) puts it in the lead, with 
16.4% more than the Dadant hives (11.9 kg 
average).  
The Delon production almost the same with 
Layens hives (13.73 kg average) and Warre 
hives (13.1 kg average). The difference 
between the Dadant hive and the other models 
is that the frame surface and lengths is larger 
and thus the bees work more and spend more 
energy. The Delon production is 5.8% larger 
than Warre’s and 0.94% larger than Layens. 
Concerning the transformation of nectar to 
honey, Layens hives take the first place with 
3.52 kg honey per kg of bees, followed by 
Dadant  with 3.37 kg honey per kg of bees, 
Delon with 3.27 kg honey per kg of bees and 
Warre with 3.22 kg honey per kg of bees. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
After analyzing all the date, we have reached 
a number of conclusions. 
The bee family quantity evolution during the 
winter is very different depending on the hive 
model used. In Layens and Warre hives, the 
mortality is at 5.2%, in Delon hives at 5.7% 

and in Dadant hives at 20.3%. The 
explanation in the fact that Layens hives, 
Warre and Delon has the same internal 
dimensions of the ball size of the wintering 
area and therefore losses are small, while 
Dadant hives have grater inner dimension 
100-150 mm than the ball it does not form on 
the center of the frame so that, the bees will 
fall laterally for food and bee losses are high. 
There are great differences in the bee family 
growth dynamic in the spring. In Layens 
hives there is 39.75% more brood than in 
Dadant hives, in Warre there is 44.60 % more 
brood and in Delon there is 52.65% more 
brood than in Dadant hives. Because of the 
rate of 100-150mm higher, Dadant hives 
updrafts form internal cooling leading to the 
family nest of bees and queen laying eggs 
correlates with the ability to heat the family 
nest. On Delon hives, Alpine frame is reduced 
to the use of free space inside the hive, the 
nest is very well protected and the capacity of 
the queen is the best. 
The Dadant hives have the smallest bee loss 
rate during rapeseed harvest (7.9%), Delon 
has the biggest bee loss rate (12.87%), Layens 
(11.71%) is close to Warre (11.5%). Bee loss 
is correlated with the strength of the bee 
family. The Dadant hives where bee families 
are still growing, the quantity of bee forage is 
lower, resulting lower losses, many of them 
being nurse bees. 
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Concerning rapeseed harvest, the nectar to 
honey transformation rate is the best in Warre 
and Delon with 2.75 kg of honey per kg of 
bees, followed by Layens with 2.69 kg of 
honey per kg of bees and Dadant with 2.48 kg 
of honey per kg of bees. The quantity of the 
nectar bought to the hive is directly 
proportional to the strength of the bee family. 
During sunflower harvest, when the 
difference between day and night 
temperatures is big, the Dadant hives suffer 
the greatest loss (31.16%), Warre the smallest 
one (20.44%), Layens (21.53%) nearly the 
same as Delon (21.27%). Being the last great 
harvest of the year, forcing the bees gathering 
nectar and quantity bought in to the hive is 
relatively equal, but in Dadant hives, bees 
wear out quickly being forced to work harder 
at night to maintain the indoor temperature. 
Concerning sunflower harvest, the nectar to 
honey transformation rate is best in Layens 
hives with 3.52 kg of honey per kg of bees, 
followed by Dadant with 3.37 kg of honey per 
kg of bees, Delon with 3.27 kg of honey per 
kg of bees and Warre with 3.22 kg of honey 
per kg of bees. The parameter shows no large 
differences between the four models of hives, 
but we can see that Dadant hives are not good 
enough at this respect. 
It is clear that in the current pedoclimatic 
conditions of Romania the use of the Dadant 
hive model is no longer justifiable, 
considering that it has the largest mortality 
rate during winter, the slowest growth during 
spring, the smallest nectar to honey rate 
during the first harvest, the largest mortality 
rate during summer and a low nectar to honey 
rate during spring. 
Layens, Delon and Warre hive models are 
showing differences between the parameters 
taken into account, but each beekeeper, 
depending on the purpose it pursues in 
beekeeping can choose one of the other models. 
The overall conclusion is that the Layens 
frame with the interior size of 310 mm x 370 
mm and a total surface of 11.47 dm2 is best 

fitted for winter beekeeping and good growth 
in the spring. The technology must be adapted 
by adding a second module under the main 
one in the spring and by using the upper bee 
entrance during the summer. It remains 
however to solve the problem of obtaining 
flower honeys because of the large dimension 
of the frame. 
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Abstract  
 
The paper presents the study done on the frame model technology and its effects on productivity. The productivity of a 
bee family is correlated with the hive’s productive capacity, the micro-climate conditions and the volume available for 
the optimal growth of the bee family. For finding solutions that limit the negative influence that a certain hive model 
has on a bee family, the paper aims to compare the two main frame technologies used in apiculture. The study was 
made using numerically equal bee families, kept in the same conditions and under the same preventive treatments, with 
the purpose of determining their productive capacity and development patterns. 
 
Key words: bees, frame, hive, Dadant, Layens. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
From the ancient times because of the favorable 
podeclimatic conditions of our country, there 
has been a big concern about beekeeping. Thus, 
the first document appears in the writings of the 
Greek historian Herodot (484 – 425 b.C.) 
which says that “in the south of Danubis the 
earth is inhabited by bees”. 
The type of bee exploited at present is a cross 
between the local bee (Apis mellifica carpatica) 
with qeens of Italian species (Apis mellifica 
lingustica), Carniolan bee (Apis mellifica 
carnica) and other hybrid species from Banat 
and Wallachian plain (Bura et al., 2005). 
Besides improving the quality of the biological 
material always existed a concern for discovering 
new effective methods of raising bees. The 
production capacity of the bee families is 
correlated with several factors: the productive 
potential of the queens, resistance to diseases 
and pests, the characteristics of the hive, the 
hive ability, the mining technology applied, the 
apiary honey production (Nicolaescu, 1928; 
Antonescu, 1966; Bura, 1996). Depending on 
the goal you are pursuing every beekeeper 
along the time created many models of hives . 
Between all the systematic hives created, only 
two models have managed to establish itself 
until today: Dadant and Layens (Hristea, 1976). 
The aim of the paper is to highlight the 
effectiveness of the technology maintenance 

compared bee hives in two models, to find 
solutions that can limit the negative influence 
of climatic factors on the bee and beekeeping 
production. 
 
MATERIAL AND METHOD  
 
To highlight the influence that both models 
have on the biology of the bee hives and 
beekeeping production , researches have been 
conducted in own apiary on a number of six 
hives, three vertical Dadant model and three 
Layens vertical model in September 2012 - 
September 2013. For results to be closer to 
reality the bee families that were populated 
hives were brought to the same initial weight 
(2.5 kg) weight ensure normal development in 
the two models of hives during winter. Bees 
were applied to the same treatments performed 
in the same period and were stimulated with the 
same amount of food. 
BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL 
Knowing the major influence on the development 
of quality queen bee family were used queens 
obtained by double tapping, having the same 
age, from the same bee family. 
Power bee family was determined by weighing 
at certain period of time: in preparation for the 
winter period" at the end of winter, early 
harvest of rape, early summer". 
Determine the amount of sapling and honey 
was made by measuring the area occupied by 
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them from time to time so: 1 dm2 comb on one 
side contains 175 g or 400 cells empower 
honey bee working. 
AUXILIARY MATERIALS 
The lot of hives subject experiment consists of 
six hives (three of each type), with the 
following characteristics: 
A. Dadant hive was invented by Ch. Dadant, 
American beekeeper with French nationality, 
who invented and related wax leaf frame. 
Innovation in beekeeping was brought by frame 
which is very well suited to spin. In the first 
phase was invented longue 18 frames then 
create a frame due to the need for storing 
smaller harvest hive appeared vertical 
(systematic hive) with three models of frames: 
Frame ½ , ¾ frame and frame 1/1 (Antonescu, 
1979; Manualul Apicultorului, 1986). 
The hive dimensions are: 
- Nest body - 446 mm x 370 mm x 306 mm 
(internal dimensions); 
- Store harvest - 446 mm x 370 mm mm x 153 
(internal rates); 
- The bottom of the hive - 586 mm x 410 mm 
- Plateau - 466 mm x 390 mm (made up of 
several parts); 
- Cover - 486 mm x 390 mm x 150 mm 
(internal dimensions). 
The hive is made of fir plank thickness of 2 cm 
and can be used as appropriate with one or two 
stores harvest. Stores crop used in this study are 
those of ½. The frames are made of linden and 
414 mm x 272 mm have internal dimensions 
with an area of 11.26 dm2, with frames for 
harvest shop with a height reduced by half. 
Hive has a volume of 0.050 m3 (body nest), an 
area of 112.6 dm2, 10 frames per nest and 56.3 
dm2  surface combs shop harvest. 
B. Layens hive was designed and built by M. 
de Layens and it has been adapted by the model 
of Voirnot abbot’s hive , improving conditions 
for wintering and work easier for beginners in 
beekeeping. At first horizontal version was 
built with 16 frames after that, because 
naturally bee hive inside vertical movement 
was built and vertical version with new frames. 
In this study it was used a modified version of 
the hive Layens using ten frames as well 
(instead of the new hive has Layens as original). 
Layens hive has the following dimensions: 
- Body 342 mm x 370 mm hive x 404 mm 
(internal dimensions); 

- Store the harvest 342 mm x 370 mm x 404 
mm (internal dimensions); 
- Hive bottom 482 mm x 390 mm; 
- Plateau 362 mm x 343 mm (made up of 
several parts); 
- Cover 382 mm x 150 mm x 373 mm (internal 
dimensions). 
The hive is made of fire wood 2 cm thick. The 
frames are made of linden and 310 mm x 370 
mm (Gustav, 1972), have internal dimensions, 
with an area of 11.47 dm2. Hive has a volume 
of 0.051 m3 and 114.7 dm2 the frames nest. 
PROCEDURE 
Working technology used was as follows: 
- The work done over the year in the two hive 
systems were identical pointing out by 
determining the parameters proposed for the 
experiment; 
- In preparation for wintering hives has been 
performed and equalize weight of the bee 
families(LOUVEUX., 1987), by adding bees 
using classical methods (uniform smell by 
adding flavoring tea made with water and sugar 
1: 1); 
- Protecting the nest was made according to 
each model technology hive (aperture adding 
insulation); 
- Expanding the nest was made progressively as 
the technology for each hive model;  
- Stimulating feeding winter cakes were made 
from powdered sugar and honey (25% and 75% 
powdered sugar honey) and in early spring with 
powdered sugar cakes, honey and inactivated 
yeast (25% honey, 62.5% powdered sugar and 
inactivated yeast 12.5%); 
- Against Varroa treatments were performed 
with varachet, as planned: two in October (at a 
distance of seven days) and two spring after 
picking acacia (Istratie, 2010); 
- The experiment was conducted over a period 
of one year (September 2012 - September 
2013). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUS IONS 
 
To highlight the quantitative evolution of the 
population of bees in winter, comparative 
research conducted on two models of hives that 
were conducted over the period September 
2012 to early March 2013 and are presented in 
Table 3. The amount of bee used in the 
experiment was 2.5 kg bee \ family. Because 
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variability in mortality of bees in winter is high 
even when using the same model of the hive, in 
Table 3 we worked with the average amount of 

bee hive within each model for the deviation to 
be as small as possible.
 

 

Table 1. Quantity evolution of bee families kept in Dadant hives in the winter: September 2012- March 2013 

Month 
Hive no 1 Hive no 2 Hive no 3 Mortality 

rate
Bee 

weight kg 
Mortality Bee 

weight kg 
Mortality Bee 

weight kg 
Mortality Kg %Kg % Kg % Kg %

Sept. 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 0 0 0
March 2 0.500 20 2.15 0.35 14 1.95 0.55 22 0.46 18.4

Table 2. Quantity evolution of bee families kept in Laynes hives in the winter: September 2012- March 2013 

Month 
Hive no 1 Hive no 2 Hive no 3 Mortality 

rate 
Bee 

weight kg 
Mortality Bee 

weight kg 
Mortality Bee 

weight kg 
Mortality Kg % Kg % Kg % Kg % 

Sept. 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 0 0 0 
March 2.3 0.20 8 2.35 0.15 6 2.30 0.20 8 0.19 7.6 

 

Table 3. Comparison of quantitative average evolution of bee families, maintained in two models of hives during the 
winter in September 2012 - March 2013 

Month 
Dadant hive Layens hive 

Bee weight kg Mortality Bee weight kg Mortality 
Kg % Kg % 

September 2.5 0 0 2.5 0 0 
March 2.04 0.46 18.4 2.32 0.18 7.2 

 
If we follow the quantity evolution of the bee 
families, we notice that the Dadant hive 
model has suffered the biggest loss in the 
winter (18.4 % average) and the Layens 
(7.2% average), while the thus the fewest 
losses (Figure 1). 
 

 
Figure 1. Mortality of bee families maintained in both 
models of hives during the winter: September 2013- 

March 2013 (%) 
 

This is possible because, Dadant hives (even 
if the family was isolated with a diaphragm in 
a total of seven frames) is hardly heated 

enclosure frames having the largest share of 
horizontal skein may not fully occupy space 
in the hive and thus in the remaining 
unoccupied, the low temperature condensation 
occurs.  
The space inside of the Layens hive during 
the winter (seven frames isolated diaphragms) 
is almost equal to the Dadant hive (0.0357 
m3) because of the largest space that is 
occupied by the vertical frames, the family 
occupies the entire premises and so the 
conditions of wintering are close to the 
natural ones, so the bee family has the optimal 
conditions for wintering. 
A basic indicator in the growth and 
development of bee families is the presence of 
the brood. The main factors that influence this 
indicator are: 
- Outdoor temperature; 
- Queen quality; 
- The quality of the hive model used; 
- The power of bee family; 
- Reserves of food from nature and from 
inside the hive. 
To pursue further development of bee families 
was done to measure surface brood combs at 
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different dates at a period of about 21 days, 
period corresponding to a working bee 
development cycle from egg stage to adult.  
To understand better the dynamics of 
development of bee family in one year research 
was split into three periods: the development 

during spring, summer development during 
and development during the autumn. 
Development during spring begins with the 
first background check and ends at the first 
big harvest of the year. The data obtained are 
presented in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. The growth dinamics of bee families in the two hive models in spring: March 2013 – May 2013 

Hive model Bee weight 
(Kg) 

March 7 
(dm2) 

March 28 
(dm2) 

April 18 
(dm2) 

May 9 
(dm2) 

Brood 
(dm2) 

Brood 
(cell no.) 

Dadant 1 2 8 13.80 21 50 92.80 37120 
Dadant 2 2.15 8.50 14 21.50 50 94 37600 
Dadant 3 1.950 8 13.50 21 48 90.50 36200 
Dadant average 2.03 8.16 13.76 21.16 49.3 92.43 36972 
Layens 1 2.30 12.30 18 29 67.10 126.40 50560 
Layens 2 2.35 12.50 19 30 68 129.50 51800 
Layens 3 2.30 12 17.50 28.50 67 125 50000 
Layens average 2.31 12.26 18.16 29.16 67.36 126.96 50784 

 
 

The hive used has a large influence on egg-
laying queen as shown in Table 4 the bees 
maintained in the Layens are with 37.35 % 
higher than those maintained in Dadant hive, 
the development period of the year before the 
first big harvest (Figure 2, Figure 3). 
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Figure 2. The dynamic development of bee families  

in the two hive models during spring  
March 2013 - May 2013 (dm2 brood cells ) 

 
This difference is even greater in early March 
when the bees in hives Layens had maintained 
with 50.24 % higher than the Dadant hives.  
The fact that the height of the frame is longer 
than the length makes the volume of the 
family nest of bees to occupy full frames, bee 
family development occurs vertically and 
temperature inside the hive is much easier to 
control. 

 

 
Figure 3. The dynamic development of bee families, 

expressed as average in the two hive models during the 
spring, March 2013 - May 2013 (brood cells no.) 

For the second phase of development of the 
bee family research started after completion 
of the first harvest and was completed with 
the completion of the last great harvest of the 
year (sunflower harvesting). The data 
obtained are presented in Table 5. 
The analysis of the obtained data we can see 
that during this period in the Dadant hive, 
the lay-eggs queen decreases by 41% while 
the hives Layens decreases only 34.13% 
(Figure 4).  
We can conclude saying that summer frame 
Layens is superior to the summer frame 
Dadant for the growth of the bee families 
inside the hive, the heat is concentrated at the 
top (which has a height of 404 mm) and this 
makes the bees work less for conditioning the 
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nest. It should be noted that during this period 
Dadant hives had attached one harvest shop. 
For the third growth period for the bee family 
researches begun after the last great harvest of 

the year and were completed late in September 
before performing treatments to destroy the 
Varroa Destructor parasite. The data obtained 
are presented in Table 6. 
 

Table 5. The dynamic development of bee families in the two hive models  in summer May 2013 - July 2013 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4. Bee family growth dimanics in both hive 

models between May 2013 – July 2013  
(dm2 brood cells) 

 
Making a review of the data obtained we can 
observed that during this period the Dadant 
hives , queen drops 66.22 % as hives Layens 
decreases 65.04 %. It can be concluded as the 
autumn Layens frame is superior to Dadant 
frame for the growth of bee families.  
If we analyze the amount of brood is 
submitted after the date of August 20, 2013 
we notice that Layens hives it is 17.996 and in 
Dadant hives the average is 9464. 
Considering that the queen bees and brood 
submitted by the end of October - early 
November we conclude that Layens hives for 
winter will be enough but Dadant hives will 
need to make unification of hives to pass 
safely over the winter.

Analyzing the dynamics of bee family in 
terms of the amount deposit of brood (Figure 
5) we can see that Layens is superior to the 
Dadant hive throughout the year. 

 

 
Figure 5. Bee family growth dynamics in both hive 

models during all the year 2013 
 

The floral honey results from the processing 
of floral nectar honey bee brought by it in the 
hive (Iordache et al., 2008). The quantity of 
honey needed by the bee colonies during a 
year is very difficult to quantify, it varies 
depending on several factors: the strength of 
the bee family, the amount of eggs and brood 
in the hive, microclimate conditions that 

Hive model Bee weight 
(Kg) 

May 
30

(dm2) 

June 
20 

(dm2) 

July 
10 

(dm2) 

July 
30 

(dm2) 

Brood 
(dm2) 

Brood 
(cell no.) 

Dadant 1 3.39 74 78 62 42 256 102 400 
Dadant 2 3.60 76 81 65 45 267 106 800 
Dadant 3 3.30 72 77 62 44 255 102 000 
Dadant hive 
average 3.43 74 78.66 63 43.66 259,33 103 732 

Layens 1 4.56 90 100 82 62 334 133 600 
Layens 2 4.68 95 98 80 60 333 133 200 
Layens 3 4.52 89.8 94 78 59 320.8 128 320 
Layens hive 
average 4.58 91.60 97.33 80 60.33 329.26 131 704 
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ensure their hive model, outdoor temperature 
and humidity (Marghitas, 2005).  
To draw a conclusion about the potential 
production per hive model, we analyzed the 
parameter "quantity of extracted honey" and 

quantity of bee families that conducted us to 
this parameter. Rapeseed harvest began in 
May 9 data and lasted until 20 May 2013. The 
data obtained are presented in Table 7. 

 
Table 6. Bee family growth dynamics in both hive models during the autumn period August 2013 – September 2013 

 

Table 7. Honey production and bee weight evolution in both of hive models during the rapeseed harvest                       
9th May 2013 to 20th May 2013 

Hive model 
Weight of bee family Differences between the 

weight of the bees The honey production 

Before harvest (kg) 
9.05.2013 

After harvest (kg) 
20.05.2013 (kg) (%) (kg) (kg honey/kg bee) 

Dadant 1 3.39 3 0.39 11.5 7 2.06 
Dadant 2 3.60 3.1 0.5 13.88 7.5 2.08 
Dadant 3 3.30 3 0.3 9.09 7 2.12 

Average 3.43 3.03 0.4 11.66 7.16 2.08 

Layens 1 4.56 3.8 0.76 16.66 10.5 2.3 
Layens 2 4.68 3.7 0.98 20.94 12 2.56 
Layens 3 4.52 3.8 0.72 15.92 11 2.43 

Average 4.58 3.76 0.82 17.9 11.16 2.43 

 
 
According to Table 7 at the rapeseed harvest 
the quantity of harvested honey is 55.86 % 
higher in Layens hives to Dandant hives but 
also the bee loss is 6.24 % higher (Figure 6). 
 

 
Figure 6. The efficiency of transforming the nectar in 
honey bee at bee families maintained in Dadant and 

Layens hives (kg honey / bee kg ) at rape harvest 
 

We conclude that stronger families during 
spring collect more honey bee but also the bee 
loss family is higher. The honey production is 
higher at bee families from Layens hives that 
collect 2.43 kg / kg to bee families from 
Dadant hives that collect with 2.08 kg / kg 
bee. 
Looking at table 8 we can make some 
observations. The honey production is 
32.81% higher at Laynes hives than Dadant 
hives after sunflower harvest, but also the bee 
loss in higher with 1.41% at Laynes hives. 
The honey production is 6.07% honey kg/ bee 
kg higher at Laynes hives than Dadant hives 
with 5.42 honey kg/bee kg (Figure 7). 

 

Hive model Bee weight 
(Kg) 

August 
20

(dm2) 

September 
10 

(dm2) 

September 
30 

(dm2) 

Brood 
(dm2) 

Brood 
(cell no.) 

Bee weight 
(Kg) 

Dadant 1 2.7 27 16 9 52 20800 2.7 
Dadant 2 2.5 24 15 8 47 18800 2.5 
Dadant 3 2.4 23 15 8 46 18400 2.4 
Dadant hive 
average 2.53 24.66 15.33 8.33 48.33 19333 2.53 

Layens 1 3.2 47 29 16 92 36 800 3.2 
Layens 2 3.3 48 28 17 93 37 200 3.3 
Layens 3 3.2 48 28 17 93 37 200 3.2 
Layens hive 
average 3.23 47.66 28.33 16.66 92.66 37066.66 3.23 
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Table 8. Honey production and bee weight evolution in both hive models during sunflower harvest  
24th June 2013 to 30th  July 2013 

Hive model 

Weight of the bee family Difference between bee weight Honey production 

Before 
harvest (kg) 
24.06.2013 

After harvest 
(kg) 

30.07.2013 
(kg) (%) (kg) (kg honey/kg 

bee) 

Dadant 1 4.1 2.7 1.4 34.1 22 5.36 
Dadant 2 3.9 2.5 1.4 35.89 21 5.38 
Dadant 3 3.9 2.4 1.5 38.46 21 5.38 
Average 3.93 2.53 1.43 36.38 21.33 5.42 
Layens 1 4.8 3.2 1.6 33.33 28 5.83 
Layens 2 4.9 3.2 1.7 34.69 29 5.91 
Layens 3 4.8 3.2 1.6 33.33 28 5.83 
Average 4.66 3.23 1.63 34.97 28.33 6.07 

 
 

 
Figure 7. The efficiency of transforming the nectar in 
honey bee  at the bee families maintained in Dadant 
and Layens hives (kg honey / bee kg ) at sunflower 

harvest 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
After analyzing the evolution of bee families 
and quantity of honey collected we can 
conclude: 
- The study undertaken aimed at comparing 
the behavior of bee colonies increased in two 
types of hives (Dedant and Layens), 
widespread in beekeeping practice. The study 
case was carried out in the south of the 
country, in the author's own apiary. 
- Have been targeted a number of technical 
and biological parameters (power bee family, 
the ability to produce juvenile, survival during 
winter, the amount of honey harvested etc.). 

- In winter, bees from Layens hives losses are 
lower than the 11.2% Dadant hives. Inside 
Layens hives, the bee fully occupy the space, 
wintering mat is formed in the middle frame 
and the bee will only move vertically 
constantly having food over the ball of winter. 
This system helps to decrease the mortality 
during the winter. 
- During the winter, bee losses in Layens 
hives are lower than the losses in Dadant 
hives with 11,2%.Inside Layens hives, the bee 
fully occupy the space, wintering mat is 
formed in the middle frame and the bee will 
only move vertically constantly having food 
over the ball of winter. This system helps to 
decrease the mortality during the winter. 
- During the spring, the bee families of 
Layens hives have showed a stronger growth, 
in March the bee queens layed with 50,24% 
more eggs than the bees from Dadant hives. 
The lack of vertical currents in Layens hives, 
have determined the temperature maintenance 
and the bee queens lays more eggs. 
- The bees growth in summer from Layens 
hives is 6.87% higher than Dadant hives of 
bees. In the summer, the queen of the hive 
Layens, sustained over a longer time lay 
ceiling , with less need for conditioning bee 
hive. 
- During the autumn, bees in Layens hives  is 
higher by 3.88% from Dadant hives of bees 
lay eggs and brood amount obtained, allow us 
to get through the winter without unify hives. 
Also with plentiful bee, bees growth will 
cover a longer period in the late autumn, 
which will ensure less waste bee in the spring 
and will influence the growth of earlier brood 
start. 
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- The quantity of honey obtained and 
extracted from rapessed harvest is higher in 
Layens hives than Dadant hives, with 
55.16%. With a stronger development in the 
early part of the spring, the Layens hives have 
a larger amount of bee for the first harvest of 
the year.Honey extracted from sunflower 
harvest is higher in Layens hives than Dadant 
hives with 32.81%. 
 - The research carried out in the mentioned 
conditions (plains) shows the superiority of 
the Layens hives to Dadant hives. 
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Abstract 
 
In this study, it was aimed to evaluate two grazing systems for the performance of beef cattle grazing on artificially 
established pastures under the West Mediterranean climate conditions. For this purpose, an experiment was conducted 
at university farm in Isparta province located in the west Mediterranean region of Turkey in 2012 and lasted for 70 
days.  A total of 20 Holstein breed beef cattle with an average of 6 months old were assigned equally to two grazing 
pastures which were composed of Medicago sativa L. ( 20%) + Bromus inermis L. (40%) + Agropyron cristatum L. 
(30%) + Poterium sanguisorba (10%). Two pasture areas with a 3 ha in size were established artificially next to each 
other and designed as one with zero grazing (ZG) and the other one with rotational grazing, using electrical fencing 
system (RG) to determine the grazing performance of beef cattle. Biomass available for grazing was also monitored. It 
was found that there were no effects of grazing types on the performance of the animals. The total weight gains of the 
animals were 66 and 69 kg for ZG and RG respectively at the end of the experiment. Similarly, there were also no 
statistical significant differences in daily live weight gains (DLWG) of the animals. DLWGs were 0.954 and 0.996 kg 
for ZG and RG respectively. Consequently, both type of grazing systems can be recommended for beef cattle production 
in the region. However, it should be taken into consideration that there was a tendency for the animals perform better 
in rotational grazing system on artificially established pastures in the West Mediterranean climate conditions. 
 
Key words: Holstein, Artificial Grassland, Performance, Beef Production, Mediterranean. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
In developing countries, where there is a much 
smaller scale of farming practices divided 
mainly into smaller farms, meat is produced 
primarily as a by-product of dairy production 
and the cattle are mainly dual purpose for milk 
and beef. For the last decade, beef producers in 
Turkey have been facing a big challenge in 
meeting the great demand for red meat 
consumption of the population along with its 
rapid growth rate and due to the lack of 
roughage and insufficient natural grasslands. 
Therefore, beef production systems using 
artificial grasslands have gained a big interest 
due to its low investment and efficient 
management applications (Ecevit, 1999).  
Beef production constitutes an important sector 
of the agricultural industry of many countries. 
The type of beef industry which develops in 
any country depends largely on climatic 
conditions and land types (Allen and Kilkenny, 
1984). 

One of the ways to resolve the lack of roughage 
was to establish artificial pastures. Artificial 
pasture establishment increased in recent years 
in Turkey. The commonly used species in 
establishing artificial pasture in Turkey is 
crested wheatgrass, smooth bromegrass and 
alfalfa (Acar et al., 2011). Flora, stage of 
maturity, soil composition, climate, altitude and 
other managerial factors affect the physical and 
chemical properties of grassland (Church, 
1991; Holmes, 1994; McDonald et al., 1995). 
Beef cattle production systems ranges from the 
beef cow herds that typically graze on 
pastureland or graze the remaining residue on 
the land after grain harvest to growing and 
finishing young cattle in feedlots. The feedlot-
housing systems used in beef cattle production 
typically varies by climate and can range from 
open earthen lots with very little shelter to open 
shed and lot or an enclosed confinement 
building (Pastoor et al., 2012). 
In literature there are many studies in favour of 
different grazing systems for improving 
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performance of grazing animals. However, the 
best grazing system can change according the 
situations. Producers always search for the 
most effective grazing system and that utilize 
grazing livestock are continually faced with the 
need to develop, implement, monitor and 
evaluate their grazing systems. It is important 
to have effective and efficient grazing systems 
for profitable cattle and sheep productions.    
Therefore, in this study it was aimed to 
evaluate two different grazing systems (zero 
grazing) for the performance of grazing beef 
cattle on artificial pastures. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
Experimental Location 
This research was conducted in 2012 in Isparta 
Province (37°45′N, 30°33′E, elevation 1035 m) 
located in the Mediterranean region of Turkey. 
During the experimental year, total 
precipitation as a long-term average was 450 
mm. Average temperature was 12.1ºC.  
Animals 
The experiment was set up at Süleyman 
Demirel University Research Farm and lasted 
for 70 days in 2012. It was involved a total of 
20 Holstein beef cattle with an average 6 
months old and divided into two grazing 
groups in this experiment with an initial weight 
of 230 and 240 kg for Rotational Grazing (RG) 
and Zero Grazing (ZG) experiments 
respectively. 
Animal and Pasture Management 
Animals were initially weighed at the 
beginning of the experiments and were 
randomly divided according to their weights 
into two grazing groups. Each group was 
weighed and monitored on a fortnightly basis, 
using electronic weighing scale (True-Test2000 
SmartUnit). The animals had free access to 
water throughout the experimental period.  
For the establishment of artificial grazing land, 
3 ha pasture land was chosen adjacent to the 
university farm and cultivated in March 2010 
with a botanical composition of Medicago 
sativa L. ( 20%) + Bromus inermis L. (40%) + 
Agropyron cristatum L. (30%) + Poterium 
sanguisorba (10%). 

The chemical composition changes in pastures 
were monitored in order to determine the 
nutritious properties of grasses. The grass 
samples were collected by using 1m2 quadrates 
fortnightly from May to August. The fresh 
biomass (FB) yield, dry matter (DM) yield, 
crude protein (CP), acid detergent fibre (ADF) 
and neutral detergent fibre (NDF) contents 
were determined as well. 
Statistical Analysis 
The data were subjected to the statistical 
analysis by performing General Linear Model 
(GLM) procedure using Minitab.16 statistical 
software programme and in the statistical 
model, initial weight and age were taken as 
covariates to eliminate the weight and age 
differences at the start of the experiment. 
 

ijkjiijkY ���� 			
  

where Yijk is the ijk th observation of animal 
weight, 
 � is the overall mean, 
 �i is the effect of treatments, 
 �j is the effect of initial weight and, 
 �ijk is the residual effect or random 
error associated with the individual animal  
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
The least-squares means and standard errors for 
liveweights for grazing systems are shown in 
Table 1. 
As it is presented in Table 1, final weights of 
the animals in 2012 were 306 and 299 kg; the 
average total weight gains 66 and 69 kg and 
finally daily liveweight gains of 0.954 and 
0.996 kg respectively. Similarly, in respect to 
performance of animals in grazing systems, the 
final weights were 306 and 299 kg for ZG and 
RG respectively. The average total weight 
gains 66 and 69 kg and finally daily live weight 
gains of 0.954 and 0.996 kg respectively. 
There were no significant (P >0.05) differences 
between grazing systems in terms of Final 
Weights (FW), Total Weight Gains (TWG) and 
Daily Liveweight Gains (DLWG). However, 
the animals in RG tended to perform better than 
the cattle in ZG in all parameters observed.
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Table 1. Overall performance comparisons of animals by grazing system types*  
Grazing System N IW(kg) s.e. FW(kg) s.e. TWG(kg) s.e. DLWG(kg) s.e. 

ZG 10 240 19.7 306 16.7 66 4.93 0.954 0.071 

RG 10 230 17.7 299 15.6 69 5.44 0.996 0.078 

 
IW= Initial weight, FW= Final weight, TWG= Total weight gain, DLWG= Daily liveweight gain 
* The means with the same superscripts presented in the table are not statistically significant (P >0.05). 
 
There were also no statistical differences in 
chemical compositions of grasses in both 
pastures. 
In the literature, there are similar or 
contradictory results obtained to the findings of 
this study. In contrast to the finding of this 
study, Bozkurt and Kaya (2011) reported that 
rotational grazing resulted in greater weight 
gains than set stocking to achieve maximum 
cattle performance. However, their study was 
carried out at a high altitude on hilly rangeland 
conditions.  
The results of the study conducted by Bozkurt 
and Kaya (2011) confirmed that rotational 
grazing has shown superiority over set-stocking 
grazing on high mountain ranges in many 
studies (Howery et al., 2000). It was also 
pointed out by Poland et al. (2004) that using a 
rotational grazing system improved animal 
performance with increased stocking rate, calf 
average daily gain and calf gain per acre and 
resulted in an improved financial status for the 
operation. However, in this study there was no 
superiority of any grazing systems over each 
other. Vendramini and Sollanberger (2007) 
reported that no single grazing management 
system is suitable for all forage systems in all 
environments. Because of the possibility of 
greater forage production and pasture 
persistence, rotational grazing has potential to 
improve animal production on beef cattle 
operations in many grazing conditions. The 
results of this research can be considered to be 
consistent with the statement that rotational 
grazing increased performance of the animas 
although there was no statistical difference in 
the performance of animals in both grazing 
systems in this study (Hensler et al., 2007). 
Pointed out that rotational grazing provides 
continual ground cover and high quality, good-
yielding forage for the livestock and as a result 
better animal performance In contrast, animals 
in a set stocking grazing system are left in a 

single, undivided pasture for weeks or months, 
often yielding overgrazed, sparse pastures with 
low persistence (Broomer and Moore, 2000; 
Teague and Dowhower, 2003). Bozkurt and 
Kaya (2011) concluded that rotational grazing 
using electrical fencing system can 
substantially improve grazing performance of 
beef cattle on hilly rangeland conditions. 
Performance potential varies greatly between 
different breeds of cattle and different 
production systems. While there are certainly 
differences between performance of animals in 
growth rate, the liveweight gain which can be 
achieved from a given area of grass or quantity 
of feed is similar for most breeds of animals, 
provided that animal is fed and managed 
according its own environment (Wilkinson, 
1985; Bozkurt and Ap Dewi, 1996; Bozkurt, 
2012). 
The results of these comparisons, including 
those reported in literature are not necessarily 
applicable outside the countries where such 
experiments were carried out due to the 
differences in factors such as production 
systems, slaughter weights and climate etc. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Consequently, both type of grazing systems can 
be recommended for beef cattle production in 
the region. However, it should be taken into 
consideration that there was a tendency for the 
animals perform better in rotational grazing 
system on artificially established pastures in the 
West Mediterranean climate conditions. 
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Abstract 
        
The aim of the research was to evaluate and test the influence of organic coordination compounds containing rare 
microelements, on the vital functions and on the development of the morpho-character of Apis mellifera bee colonies. 
Several experiments where conducted and was tested in feeding bees in spring (April 1 to 21) a period with poor 
harvest in nature, a nutritious blend of 50% sugar syrup supplement enriched with bioactive organic compound 
heteronuclear coordinative sulfate [tris-thiosemicarbazide cobalt (III)] [1, 2-diaminociclohexantetraacetat bismuth 
(III)] hexahydrate - [Co (tios) 3], [Bi (CDTA)] SO4 · 6H2O in aqueous solution with concentration of 1 mg% 
(hereinafter referred to as "compound + Co + Bi), which was mixed with sugar syrup in a ratio of 2: 100, and was 
administered directly into the food of bees and bee families where feed with the nutrient in amount of 100 ... 130 ml for 
every frame with bees, every 2 days for a period of three weeks. Bee colonies were formed into three lots, each lot 
formed from 16 families, of which: group I - control, which were fed only with sugar syrup 50%, group II - prototype, 
which where feed with sugar syrup by adding nutritional supplement enriched with patented "Apispir + Fe + It" (MD 
477 Z 2012.09.30) and group III - experimental, which received sugar syrup enriched with supplement "compound + 
Co + Bi". The research results have shown that using energizing nutritional supplements enriched with biologically 
active substances of organic compounds coordination in bee feeding in times when there is a poor harvest in nature, 
helps stimulate vital functions of bee families and increase their productivity: the prolificity of queen - with 5.2 to 9.7% 
(P <0.001); the amount of capped brood - with 5.2 to 9.7% (P <0.001); family strenght- by 2.5 to 9.7% (P <0.1s P 
<0.001); disease resistance - by 2.4 to 5.0% (P <0.001); brood viability - with 1.2 to 2.2% (P <0,01s (P <0.001); the 
amount of accumulated bee bread in brood chamber- by 15.0 to 23.3% (P <0.001), an increased amount of wax combs 
- by 21.4 to 39.3% (P <0.001) and the amount of honey accumulated in the colony - with 13.9 to 25.4% (P <0.01 and P 
<0.001). The beneficial effect of feeding bees with biologically active nutritional supplements Apispir + Fe + + Co + 
Se and Bi compound denotes the fact that in the spring (March-April), a period poor in harvesting, in the area studied, 
in nature there is a shortage of biologically active substances, including rare microelements. 
 
Key words: testing, supplements, rare microelements, feeding, bees. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Many biological research (Istriteanu et al., 
2002; Van Strallen, 1994; Войнар, 1960; 
Игнатьeв et al., 2006; Ковальский, 1971; 
Колосова, 1968; Ноздрюхина, 1977; Тома et 
al., 1980) performed both in our country and 
abroad, have proved that that trace elements 
play an important role in the metabolism of 
biotic environments both plants and animals. 
From the numerous number of trace elements, 
Co is one of the most well studied in the  

animals and the humans, which can not be said 
about Bi.         
In warm-blooded animal organisms, Co fulfills 
various functions: synthesis of blood elements, 
enzymes, vitamin B12 (cyanocobalamin), to 
boost protein metabolism and assimilation of 
vitamins A, E, C, activation of some enzymes 
and antibiotics, inhibition of some pathogenic 
micro-organisms (Колосова, 1968; Яковлев, 
1972). It is assumed that such functions could 
have cobalt in the insect body through the hem 
lymph.      
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The inclusion of cobalt chloride (CoCl2) in bees 
feed, the researcher Яковлев А.С. 1972 
(Яковлев, 1972) obtained an increase of 
working bees longevity by 5 days compared 
with controls. Based on this research, the author 
inferred conclusion that Co strengthens the 
defence functions of bee’s body.  
However, a number of other researchers 
(Hernandes et al., 1985; Somlyay, 1983; 
Кирилюк, 2006) studied the existence of these 
trace elements in the biosphere components in 
terms of heavy metals as environmental 
pollutants, if their concentration exceeds the 
maximum allowable. After the particularities of 
migration in the biosphere, the researcher 
Кирилюк, 2006 classifies trace Co and Bi in 
aqueous cations category respectively poorly 
circulating (low intensity) and less circulating 
(insufficient), noting their impact, beneficial or 
harmful on living organisms depends on the 
concentration and form of their existence in 
nature and the accessibility of the active 
circulating forms. For example, bismuth from 
nature is assimilated by plants very difficult. So, 
the concentration of the trace element in the 
flower nectar and pollen is very low. Therefore, 
we can ascertain, rather, an insufficiency of 
these rare micronutrients in the nature, but 
extremely important for living organisms, 
including bees, than heavy metal pollution. In 
the spring, after wintering colony of bees, the 
bee’s body there is a deficiency of bioactive 
nutrients, especially micronutrients, which have 
a catalytic role in physiological processes of 
vital activity of bees, fulfilling multiple 
functions in the bees body at the cellular level, 
entering into the composition of enzymes and 
hormones with decisive role in metabolism. 
Insufficient of active biological substances, 
especially trace elements, leading to the 
weakening of resistance to diseases of bee 
families and decrease their productivity 
(Колосова, 1968).  
The main natural sources of supply the body 
with micronutrients are bees nectar and pollen 
collected from melliferious plants. According to 
scientific information in honey and pollen are 
more than 30 micro-macro, including trace 
elements. Among them, cobalt and bismuth are 
found in very small quantities, from 10 to 14 
mg%, but their role in the metabolism of 
substances in living organisms is enormous. 

Given that the spring (poor harvesting period in 
kind), most beekeepers feeds bee families with 
sugar syrup, which constituted more than half of 
the necessary trace elements are missing, then 
identify sources of available trace elements to 
enrich ration nutritional supplement of bees 
families becomes an actual problem.  
Are known processes for the feeding of bee 
families sources with trace elements, in 
particular in salt form of cobalt CoCl2 at a dose 
of 8-25 mg per litre of sugar syrup (Яковлев, 
1972), but the efficiency of these methods is 
very low, because digestion and assimilation of 
this salt in the body of bioactive substances are 
very weak.  
For these reasons, researchers of the  Institute of 
Zoology of the ASM, together with those from 
Moldova State University, undertook a series of 
studies focused on the identification of available 
sources of biologically active substances to feed 
bees, including trace elements, obtained using 
coordination of organic compounds (Patent MD 
475, 476, 477 Z 2012; Cebotari et al., 2012; 
Cebotari et al., 2013; Cebotari et al., 2013) 
According to the information of Заозерский 
(1965), coordination complexes compounds 
plays an enormous role in the processes of vital 
activity of living organisms. Such substances 
extremely important as regards biological, such 
as haemoglobin and chlorophyll are into 
complex compounds. It was observed that a 
number of rare elements which are found in 
animal and plant tissues, enter into the 
coordination complex compounds. Metals 
linked in complex are part of the enzymes, in 
particular to those oxidative.  
In this context, the aim of the research was to 
assess the influence of some coordination 
organic compounds containing rare trace 
elements, on the vital functions and 
development morph productive character of 
Apis mellifera bee families.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
       
The researches were conducted on families of 
bees Apis mellifera carpathian grown at 
experimental apiary of Zoological Institute of 
the Academy of Sciences. Apiary is located at 
stationary in a clearing of the forest, near its 
edge. The main melliferious sources in this area 
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are white acacia, linden and spontaneous flora 
inclusive yellow melilot.  
In special, experiments was tested in bees 
feeding in spring (April 1 to 21) from poor 
harvesting in nature, a nutrient mixture of 50% 
sugar syrup supplement enriched with bioactive 
supplement from hetero nuclear organic 
coordination compounds sulphate [tris-
thiosemicarbazide of cobalt (III)] [1, 2- 
diaminociclohexantetraacetat of bismuth (III)] 
hex hydrate - [Co (tios) 3], [Bi (CDTA)] SO4 · 
6H2O in aqueous solution to the concentration 
of 1 mg% (hereinafter referred to as "Compound 
+ Co + Bi), which was mixed with sugar syrup 
in a ratio of 2: 100, administered directly into 
bees food, and bee families feeding  with 
nutrient mixture was carried out at 100 ... 130 
ml of mixture at every frames interval populated 
with bees, every 2 days for three weeks. 
To estimate the efficiency of the process of bees 
feeding with up-nominated nutritional 
supplement, experiments were conducted 
comparative testing it on bee colonies formed in 
three batches, each batch by 16 families in each 
group, which batch I - control, which: bees were 
fed only 50% sugar syrup only, batch II - 
prototype, the bees which received in food sugar 
syrup enriched with nutritional supplement 
patented "Apispir + Fe + Se" (MD 477 Z 
2012.09.30) obtaining from Spirulina platensis 
biomass grown in the presence of organic 
coordination compounds selenite Fe (III) 
chloride hex hydrate FeSeO3 · 6H2O and batch 
III - the actual experiment, the bees which 
received the sugar syrup enriched  with food 
supplement "Compound + Co + Bi".  
After spring stimulation to the 45 days of the 
experiment start and first collected (70 days 
after the start of the experiment), at the bee 
families were evaluated the following morpho - 
productive characters: queen´s prolificacy, 
brood´s capacity, family strength, resistance to 
disease, brood´s viability, increased amount of 
wax combs in the nest, the quantity of honey 
and bee bread accumulated in the nest. 
Determining the level of development bee 
families morpho-productive character were 
carried, out according to the methodology 
developed by us (Cebotari, 2010) for livestock 
norm concerning bee families assessment, 
growth and certification of  beekeeping genitor 

material certification, approved by Government 
Decision no. 306 of 28.04.2011 (OJ no. 78-81 
of 13.05.2011, art. 366) (Livestock norm, 2011). 
The data obtained in experience, was 
statistically processed using computer software 
"STATISTICA - 6" and was evaluated their 
certainty, according to variation biometric 
statistics, by the methods of Плохинский 
(1969). 

 
RESULTS AND DISCU IONS 
 
The test results in bees feeding, of nutritional 
supplements enriched with aqueous solutions of 
coordination organic compounds containing rare 
trace elements, demonstrated that they 
(supplements) had a beneficial action in general, 
on vital activity of bee colonies and growing, 
especially, their productivity (Table ).  
Mentioned that in the 45 days after the 
beginning of the experiment, the bee families of 
experimental groups who received in feed 
nutritional supplements enriched with 
coordination organic compounds containing rare 
microelements with both „Apispir + Fe + Se”, 
and the "Compound + Co + Bi", had only a 
rising trend compared with controls batch the 
level of character and morpho- productive 
feature, within the limits 1.7 - 4.0% (P>0.1). 
Given the fact that the coefficient of certainty of 
these differences was recorded as zero the 
threshold level of probability theory of forecasts 
contest without error after Student 
(Плохинский, 1969) meaning beneficial effect 
at this stage (45 days after the start of the 
experiment), gives only a tendency character. At 
the same time, the period of 70 days from the 
start of the experiment (see Table first 
collected), beneficial influence of biologically 
active substances of organic coordination 
compounds supplement "Apispir + Fe + Se", as 
well the appendix "Compound + Co + Bi" has 
become significant, and the certainty coefficient 
of difference between of bee families value 
morpho-productive characters from 
experimental batches and control batch when 
reached the highest certainty threshold 
according to the probability theory of forecasts 
contest without error. 
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Table . The test results in bees feeding (first harvest) with nutrient supplements, enriched with active organic 
coordination compounds, containing rare microelements.  

 
The experimental batch and bioactive element The number of 

families in 
batch, N 

The average value of 
character 
M ± m 

The difference from 
the control batch 

The coefficient 
of certainty, td 

d % 
Queens prolificacy, eggs/24 hour 

Batch I (control) 16 1590 ± 20 - - - 
Batch II (Apispir+Fe+Se) 16 1673 ± 14 + 83 5.2 3.4** 
Batch  III (Compound+Co+Bi) 16 1745 ± 14 + 155 9.7 6.3*** 

Quantity of capped brood, hundred cells 
Batch I (control) 16 190.8 ± 2.4 - - - 
Batch II (Apispir+Fe+Se) 16 200.7 ± 1.6 + 9.9 5.2 3.4** 
Batch  III (Compound+Co+Bi) 16 209.4 ± 1.6 + 18.6 9.7 6.4*** 

Family strength, kg 
Batch I (control) 16 3.20 ± 0.02 - - - 
Batch II (Apispir+Fe+Se) 16 3.28 ± 0.04 + 0.08 2.5 1.7 
Batch  III (Compound+Co+Bi) 16 3.51 ± 0.05 + 0.31 9.7 5.8*** 

Resistance to disease, % 
Batch I (control) 16 88,4 ± 0,4 - - - 
Batch II (Apispir+Fe+Se) 16 90,5 ± 0,3 + 2,1 2,4 4,2*** 
Batch  III (Compound+Co+Bi) 16 92,8 ± 0,3 + 4,4 5,0 8,8*** 

Broods viability, % 
Batch I (control) 16 89.3 ± 0.3 - - - 
Batch II (Apispir+Fe+Se) 16 90.4 ± 0.3 +1.1 1.2 2.6**           
Batch  III (Compound+Co+Bi) 16 91.3 ± 0.4 +2.0 2.2 4.0*** 

Quantity of bread, hundreds of cells 
Batch I (control) 16 90.5 ± 1.8 - - - 
Batch II (Apispir+Fe+Se) 16 104.1 ± 1.5 + 13.6 15.0 5.8*** 
Batch  III (Compound+Co+Bi) 16 111.6 ± 2.1 + 21.1 23.3 7.6*** 

Quantity of wax, kg 
Batch I (control) 16 0.28 ± 0.01 - - - 
Batch II (Apispir+Fe+Se) 16 0.34 ± 0.01 + 0.06 21.4 4.3*** 
Batch  III (Compound+Co+Bi) 16 0.39 ± 0.01 + 0.11 39.3 7.8*** 

Quantity of honey, kg 
Batch I (control) 16 11.62 ± 0.40 - - - 
Batch II (Apispir+Fe+Se) 16 13.24 ± 0.40 + 1.62 13.9 2.9** 
Batch  III (Compound+Co+Bi) 16 14.57 ± 0.38 + 2.95 25.4 5.3*** 

Notice: * P < 0.05;  ** P < 0.01;  *** P < 0.001. 
 
So, the queens prolificacy from bee families, 
being identical in all batches at the beginning of 
the experience, then increased significantly at 
the first harvest, compared with control batch, in 
the experimental batches, whose families have 
received the feed supplement enriched with both 
Apispir + Fe + Se, and Compound + Co + Bi. 
the coordinating organic compound. The most 
pronounced increase queens prolificacy was 
recorded in batch III, bees were fed during 
spring (April) with energy nutritional 
supplements, enriched with organic coordination 
compounds which contained rare microelements 
Compound+Co+Bi. The Queens of bee families 
from this batch exceeded certainly after 
prolificacy, their congeners from the control 
group - with 155 eggs or 9.7% (td=6.3; 
P<0.001). Be mentioned, that the difference, 
compared with the control batch, the queen 

prolificacy from bee families in the batch III, 
who received in feed nutritional supplement 
enriched with the coordinating organic 
compound containing rare microelements (Co, 
Bi) was 1.9 times higher, than the queen bee 
families in batch II, who received feed 
supplement enriched with Apispir + Fe + Se 
(P<0.001).  
The quantity of capped brood, as determined 
by the queen prolificacy, as also positively 
influenced by nutritional supplements enriched 
with both biomass extract Apispir + Fe + Se, as 
well the coordinating organic compound 
containing rare trace elements such as 
Compound + Co + Bi. Thus, the bee families 
from experimental batches significantly 
exceeded after this character in the first harvest 
their congener from the control batch. The 
highest increase in the amount of capped brood, 
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compared with controls, was registered at the 
bee families from the batch III, who received in 
feed nutritional supplement enriched with the 
coordinating organic compound containing rare 
microelements Compound + Co + Bi. The 
difference in increasing amount of brood capped 
in the bee families from this batch compared 
with the control batch was 18.6 hundred cells, 
or 9.7%. This difference is certain, with the 
highest certainty threshold of the probability 
theory of forecasts without error after Student 
(td= 6.4; P<0.001).  
Thus, the strange of bee families, being identical 
in all groups at the beginning of the experience, 
then, at the first harvest, significantly increased 
compared with controls, in experimental lots, 
whose families received in feed nutritional 
supplements enriched, both the biomass extract 
Apispir + Fe + Se, and with the coordinating 
organic compound containing rare 
microelements (Co, Bi). The most pronounced 
increase of the strange of bee families was 
recorded in group III; the bees were fed during 
spring (April) with energy nutritional 
supplement enriched with coordination 
compounds Compound + Co + Bi. The Bee 
families from this lot exceeded with certainty, 
after power, their congeners from the control 
group - with 0.31 kg or 9.7% (td=5.8; P<0.001). 
Be mentioned, that the difference compared 
with the control group, the power from group III 
bee families, who received in feed nutritional 
supplement enriched with the coordinating 
organic compound containing rare 
microelements (Co, Bi), was about 3.9 times 
higher, than in bee families from batch II, who 
received feed supplement enriched with Apispir 
+ Fe + Se.        
Resistance to diseases of bee families, as a 
biological trait determined hereditary, can be 
influenced, at the same time, by external factors, 
among which, the most important is nutrition. 
The experiment results showed that at the first 
harvest, the bee families from experimental 
batches had a higher resistance, compared with 
controls batch. As a high resistance to disease 
was recorded in the bee families from the batch 
III, who received in feed nutritional supplement 
enriched with organic coordination compounds 
which contained rare microelements Compound 
+ Co + Bi. After the value of this character, the 
bee families from this experimental group 

exceeded their congener from the control batch 
with 4.4 percentage points or 5.0% (td= 8.8; 
P<0.001). Given the fact, that biological 
variability of this character is very narrow, 
significance of this difference (small at first 
glance, the absolute size) is quite high and 
corresponds to a high certainty threshold of the 
probability theory forecasts contest without 
error.  
The more obvious, this increased of 
development morpho-productive characters of 
bee families from experimental batches can be 
seen in the histogram (see figure). From the 
diagram it can be seen that all the morpho-
productive characters of the bee families from 
experimental lots, shown in brown and yellow 
colours pillars is significantly higher than the 
control batch. 
The broods viability, such as disease 
resistance, the bee families from bees whose 
experimental lots received feed supplements 
enriched with biologically active substances, 
was significantly higher compared with batch 
controls. The highest viability of brood was 
recorded in the bee families from the batch III, 
who received in feed nutritional supplement 
enriched with organic coordination compounds, 
Compound + Co + Bi. After this important 
biological character, the bee families from the 
batch III significantly exceeded their 
contemporaries from the control group with 2.0 
or 2.2%. Because brood viability character has a 
narrow variability (as disease resistance), this 
small difference at first sight is certainly the 
highest threshold (td=4.0; P<0.001), according 
to forecasts contest without error probability 
theory.    
The quantity of bee bread accumulated in nest 
was also positively influenced by nutritional 
supplements enriched, both biomass extract 
Apispir + Fe + Se, and with the coordinative 
organic coordination compounds rare 
microelements such as Co and Bi. Thus, the bee 
families from experimental lots significantly 
exceeded by the level of this character, at the 
first harvest, their congener from the control 
group with 13.6-21.1 hundred cells, or 15.0-
23.3% (P <0.001). The highest increase amount 
of bee bread accumulated in the nest, compared 
with controls, was registered that the bee 
families from the batch III, who received in feed 
nutritional supplement enriched with the 
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coordinative organic compound containing rare 
microelements Compound + Co + Bi. The 
difference in increasing amount of brood capped 
in the bee families from this batch, compared to 

with the control batch is 21.1 hundred cells or 
23.3%. This difference is certain with the 
highest certainty threshold of probability 
forecasts without error (td=7.6; P<0.001).  
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Figure 1. The level of morpho- productive characters of the  bee families, compared with control batch.

The quantity of wax increased on the combs in 
the nest was equally influenced positively by 
nutritional supplements enriched with both 
biomass extract Apispir + Fe + Se, and with the 
organic coordination compounds containing 
microelements such as Co and Bi. 
Thus, the bee families from experimental lots 
significantly exceeded by the level of this 
character, at the first harvest, their congener 
from the control batch with 0.06-0.11 kg or 
21.4-39.3% (P<0.001). The highest increase of 
wax quantity in the nest, compared with 
controls, was registered to the bee families from 
the batch III,  who received in  feed nutritional 
supplement enriched with the organic 
coordination compounds containing rare 
microelements (Co + Bi). The difference in 
increase, compared to controls, of wax quantity 

accumulated in the nest bee families from this 
lot, was 0.11 kg, or 39.3%. This difference is 
certain with the highest certainty threshold of 
the probability forecasts without error (td=7.8; 
P<0.001). 
The quantity of honey accumulated in the nest, 
is the most important morpho-productive 
character, was also positively influenced by the 
nutritional supplements, enriched with the 
extract of biomass as Apispir + Fe + Se, and 
with the organic coordination compounds 
containing rare microelements such as Co and 
Bi.  
Thus, the bee families from experimental lots II 
and III significantly exceeded level of  
production of this character at the first harvest, 
their congener from the control group with 13.9-
25.4% (P<0.01 and P<0.001). Of these two 
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groups, the largest increase in the amount of 
honey accumulated in the nest, compared with 
controls, was registered at the bee families from 
batch III, who received in feed nutritional 
supplement enriched with organic coordination 
compounds containing rare microelements 
Compound + Co + Bi. The difference in growth 
of the amount of honey accumulated in the nest 
bee families from this batch, compared with 
controls, is 2.95 kg or 25.4%. This difference is 
certain, with the highest certainty threshold of 
the probability theory of forecasts without error 
after Stiudent (td=5, 3; P< 0,001).  
  
Generalizing the results of research development 
level of morpho-productive character of bee 
families can conclude, that biologically active 
substances from organic coordination compounds 
mentioned above, certainly contributes to the 
activation of family reproductive functions 
(queens prolificacy, quantity of capped  brood, 
family strength), strengthening immunity of 
body insect (increasing resistance to disease and 
brood viability) and substantially increasing as a 
whole productivity of bee families. Beneficial 
influence of coordinative organic compounds on 
the vital functions of bee families is explained 
by us, not only by the action of rare 
microelements, and through the complex action 
of all biologically active substances  from their 
complicated molecular structure with their 
structural ties very close and stable, including, 
of the complexes ions of the ligands and metal 
ions of the radicals with modified valence and 
increased penetration properties of cell 
membranes of living tissues of the bee body.  
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Using bees in feed during periods of poor 
harvest in nature, of energizing nutritional 
supplements, enriched with biologically active 
organic compounds of organic coordination 
compounds hetero nuclear sulphate [tris-
thiosemicarbazide of cobalt (III)] [1, 2 – 
diaminociclohexan tetraacetat of bismuth (III )] 
hex hydrate - [Co (tios) 3] [Bi (CDTA)] SO4 · 
6H2O, contributes to stimulating the vital 
functions of bee families and increase to their 
productivity: the queen prolificacy - 9.7%; the 
amount of capped brood - 9.7%; family strength 
- with 9.7%; resistance to disease - 5.0%; the 

brood viability - with 2.2%; the quantity of bees 
bread accumulated in the nest – with 23.3%; 
increased amount of wax combs - by 39.3% the 
honey quantity honey gathered in the nest - by 
25.4%. 
The beneficial effect of the feeding bees of 
biologically active nutritional supplements 
Apispir + Fe + Co + Se and Bi compound 
indicates, that in the spring (March-April) poor 
harvesting in the studied area, in nature there is 
a shortage of biologically active substances, 
including rare microelements. 
The deficit of biologically active substances in 
bees ration can be completed by synthesizing 
new organic coordinative compounds by new 
generation, highly effective in stimulating vital 
activity processes of Apis mellifera bee families. 
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Abstract 
 
The paper studies the characteristics of the goats’ breeds Alba de Banat and Carpatina, in terms of fur aspect, exterior 
particularities, assessing the body development level and body indices determination. For determining the goats’ body 
development level, the somato-metrical method was used, in which animal body measurements were made, at females 
inlactations1, 2and 3 and at males of ages1, 2 and 3 years and, based on these, the following statistical indicators were 
calculated: average, variance, standard deviation, standard error of the average and coefficient of variation. The 
results of body measurements performed at Alba de Banat show that the superior line of the animal body describes an 
upward trend from the anterior train to the back train, medium size (67.467 ± 0.886 cm for females and males 72.278 ± 
0.932 cm) and back train more developed than the anterior (for females, the height at croup 68.500 ± 0.753 cm, for 
males 73.278 ± 0.651 cm). At Carpatina breed, the superior line of the animal body also describes an upward trend 
from the anterior train to back train, medium size (67.033 ± 1.033 cm for females and 71.833 ± 1.070 cm for males) and 
back train more developed than the anterior train (for females, the height at croup 68.033 ± 0.902 cm, 72.167 ± 1.054 
cm for males). The values calculated of body indices (lateral body format index, transverse body format index, skeleton 
index, massiveness index) show that the animals fit in the morpho-productive type of milk. Regarding the characteristics 
of goats breeds exploited in the farm of S.C. AGROFAM HOLDING FETEŞTI, the research results has shown that they 
fit within the breed’s standard. 
 
Key words: breeds, goats, index, measurements, size. 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The goats’ raising had in the recent period a 
remarkable development, both in terms of herds 
and of productions level. Thus, according to 
FAO statistics, in 2013, worldwide there were 
over 1,005.6 millions heads. In Romania, 
raising goats shows an upward trend in the 
structure of animal production; following the 
global evolution manifested, in our country, in 
the past 10 years, was an upward trend of the 
total goats herds, from 558,000 heads in 2000, 
reaching to 1,265,676 heads in 2013, so an 
increase of 126% (http://faostat3.fao.org/ 
browse/Q/QA/E). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The research was conducted on the two 
autochthonous breeds of goats, Alba de Banat 
and Carpatina, exploited in the Farm 1 Ovidiu, 
from Borcea commune, Calarasi County, a farm 

owned by S.C. AGROFAM HOLDING S.R.L. 
Thus, Alba de Banat breed represents 50.4% 
(340 females and 9 bucks) of the total number 
of goats of the farm and Carpatina breed 43% 
(302 females and 8 bucks). 
The fur colours and exterior particularities were 
evaluated outside in daylight conditions. 
For determining the goats’ body development 
degree, the somato-metrical method was used, 
in which animal body measurements were 
made, their position being placed forced. The 
measurements were performed at females in 
lactations 1, 2 and 3 and at males of ages 1, 2 
and 3 years, with zoometer, tape measure and 
Wilkens compass. 
There were performed 10 different body 
measurements: size (height at withers), croup 
height, trunk length, chest width, chest perimeter, 
chest depth, croup length, croup width at ischia, 
croup width at ilium, whistle perimeter for 
which were calculated the following statistical 
indicators: average, variance, standard deviation, 
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standard error of the average and coefficient of 
variation, by using the available application 
from Microsoft Excel program. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
ALBA DE BANAT BREED 
The fur colour and exterior particularities 
The fur colour of the goats from Alba de Banat 
breed in the farm under study is white, with 
some particularities: uniform white, white with 
reddish and white with brown aroused out as a 
result of a crossing the pure breed with getters 
from other breeds. In Table 1, there are 
displayed these characteristics. 

Table 1. Fur colour particularities at the goats of Alba de 
Banat breed 

Colour Particularity No. heads % 

White 
 
 

uniform 442 87,7 
with reddish 27 5,4 
with brown 35 6,9 

Total white 
colour   504 100,0 

 
Assessments of body development at the 
goats of Alba de Banat breed 

5% 7%

88%

uniform white

white with reddish

white with brown

Figure 1 – The fur colour and its particularities at Alba 
de Banat breed 

Regarding the exterior particularities, following 
the evaluation, it was found that there are some 
differences between animals regarding presence 
or absence, shape or size of the horns and ears, 
udder shape, its degree of development, the 
presence of formations called earrings, or 
goatee. Among these particularities, some are 
presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Morphological particularities at Alba de Banat 
goats 

Morphological particularities No. heads % 
Goats with horns 294 58.37 
Goats with goatee 451 89.46 
Goats with earrings 427 84.8 
Earless goats 42 8.29 
Total  504 100 
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 Figure 2. Alba de Banat breed – morphological 
particularities 

 
The results show that almost 90% of the Alba 
de Banat goats herd presents a goatee and at 
nearly 85% are present the earrings. Regarding 
the absence of ears, this feature is found in only 
8.29% of the herd. 
 

Table 3. The main body dimensions at Alba de Banat breed (cm) 

Specification 
Males Females 

Average ± standard error  
of the average V% % 

of size 
Average ± standard error  

of the average V% % 
of size 

Height at withers (size) 72,278 ± 0,932 3,869 100 67,467 ± 0,886 5,084 100 
Croup height 73,278 ± 0,651 2,667 101,4 68,500 ± 0,753 4,256 101,5 
Trunk length 73,333 ± 1,083 4,432 101,5 68,933 ± 0,862 4,841 102,2 
Chest depth 35,944 ± 1,232 10,280 49,7 32,500 ± 0,535 6,37 48,2 
Chest width 25,333 ± 0,882 10,444 35 21,800 ± 0,942 16,738 32,3 
Croup width 18,611 ± 0,865 13,945 25,7 16,333 ± 0,326 7,733 24,2 
Chest perimeter 92,167 ± 2,705 8,806 127,5 87,567 ± 1,724 7,627 129,8 
Whistle perimeter 10,278 ± 0,409 11,944 14,2 9,067 ± 0,182 7,762 13,4 

 
The body measurement results show that the  
top line of the animals body describes an 
upward trend from the anterior train to the 
back train, medium size (67.47 cm for 

females and 72.28 cm for males) and the back 
train more developed than the anterior train 
(the croup height at females 68.50 cm, and at 
males 73.28 cm). The values obtained are 
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mostly similar to those reported by other 
authors for this breed (Călin, 2004; Taftă, 
2002).  
The animals have long shapes and small 
widths, the body format being dolicomorph, 
having a relatively harmonious conformation, 
fine, thin and elongated head, medium ears, in 
a slight bent position, thin neck, medium 
sized horns, held back, with divergent 
direction, laterally flattened, elongated trunk, 
pear-shaped, narrow back, sloping croup, 
relatively narrow chest, developed abdomen, 
long and thin limbs, but powerful, with 
normal position (Fig. 1). 
The udder is generally medium or well 
developed, globular or pear-shaped, with good 
fixation, supple and smooth skin and well-
developed nipples, suitable for mechanical 
milking.  
 

 
Photo 1. Alba de Banat goats, from the farm in study 

Source: Photo made by author 

Determining the body indexes 
 
In order to assess the proportionality and the 
development harmony of the different body 
regions or parts, as well as of the productive 
capabilities assessment, based on the body 
measurements performed, there have been 
calculated the body indexes, which are the 
ratio between two dimensions morpho-
physiological correlated. They are presented 
in Table 4. 
Table 4. The main body indexes at Alba de Banat goats 

(%) 
Index Males Females 

Lateral body format index 102,0 101,63 
Transverse body format index 35,74 34,78 
Skeleton index 11,15 10,39 
Massiveness index 127,52 129,79 

The lateral body format index values, 
expressed by the trunk length value reported 
to height at withers and the transverse body 
format index, obtained by reporting the chest 

width to the size, show that the animals fall 
into the morpho-productive type of milk. 
Also, the skeleton index, with a value greater 
than 10%, indicates a population with well-
developed bones, belonging to the morpho-
productive type of milk. The massiveness 
index shows that these animals have a body 
development characteristic to the milk 
production type, with a relatively low 
massiveness.  
 
CARPATINA BREED 
 
The fur colour and exterior particularities 
The predominant colours of the fur at the 
goats of Carpathian breed under study are 
brown and black (29.9% and 20.9%), but 
there are animals which have the following 
colours and particularities: black with white, 
reddish, grey, dark grey with black, grey with 
brown, brown with black (Table 5). 
Table 5. Colours and colour particularities at Carpatina 

breed 

Colour Particularity No. heads % 

Black uniform  121 20,9 

 with white 52 9,0 

Total black colour  173 29,9 

Reddish uniform  97 16,8 

Grey uniform  43 7,4 

Dark grey 
  

with black 52 9,0 

with brown 27 4,7 
Total dark grey 
colour   79 13,6 

Brown 

uniform 173 29,9 

with black 14 2,4 

Total brown   187 32,3 

Total   579 100 

0 10 20 30 40

Brown with black

Uniform brown

Dark grey with black

Dark grey with brown

Uniform grey

Uniform reddish

Black with white

Uniform black

Figure 3. Carpatina breed – the fur colours and colour 
particularities 

Regarding some particularities of exterior, 
following the assessment, it was found that 
there are certain differences between animals, 
which are presented in Table 6. 
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Table 6. Morphological particularities  
at Carpatina goats 

Morphological particularities No. heads % 
Goats with horns 401 69,25 
Goats with goatee 529 91,47 
Goats with earrings 410 70,83 
Earless goats 25 4,37 
Total  579 100 
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Figure 4. Carpatina breed – morphological 

particularities 
 

The results show that 91.47% of Carpatina 
goats have goatee and at a number of 
approximately 70% are present earrings and 
horns. Regarding the absence of ears, this 

feature is found in only 4.37% of the herd. 
Between the two breeds, there are horned 
goats with 18.6% more at Carpatina than Alba 
de Banat and with 2.2% more goats with 
goatee, but with 16.5% fewer goats with 
earrings and with 47% fewer earless goats at 
Carpatina compared to Alba de Banat.    
 
Assessments of body development at the 
goats of Carpatina breed 
 
The body measurement results show that the  
top line of the animals body describes an 
upward trend from the anterior train to the 
back train, medium size (67.03 cm for 
females and 71.83 cm for males) and the back 
train more developed than the anterior train 
(the croup height at females 68.03 cm, and at 
males 72.17 cm). For this breed, also, the 
values are similar with those from other 
authors (Călin, 2004; Taftă, 2002). In Table 7 
are presented these data. 

 

Table 7. The main body dimensions at Carpatina breed (cm) 

Specification 
Males Females 

Average ± standard error  
of the average V%  Average ± standard error  

of the average V%  

Height at withers (size) 71,833 ± 1,070  3,648 100 67,033 ± 1,033 5,970 100 
Croup height 72,167 ± 1,054  3,578 100,5 68,033 ± 0,902 5,133 101,5 
Trunk length 72,167 ± 1,295  4,396 100,5 67,533 ± 0,983 5,635 100,7 
Chest depth 35,583 ± 1,344  9,253 49,5 32,333 ± 0,410 4,913 48,2 
Chest width 24,833 ± 1,014  10,000 34,6 21,233 ± 0,649 11,837 31,7 
Croup width 18,750 ± 0,588 7,683 26,1 16,400 ± 0,219 11,380 24,5 

Chest perimeter 91,833 ± 3,683  9,823 127,8 83,333 ± 1,560 7,252 124,3 
Whistle perimeter 10,083 ± 0,539  13,088 14,0 9,267 ± 0,153 6,406 13,8 

 
 
The animals of this breed have also long 
forms and small widths, dolicomorph body 
format, conformation relatively smooth, thin 
and fine head, medium ears, medium-sized 
horns, more developed at males, longish 
trunk, narrow back, sloping croup, relatively 
tight chest, thin limbs (Fig. 2). The udder is 
generally medium or well developed, globular 
or pear-shaped, with smooth skin, nipples 
generally well developed, most suitable for 
mechanical milking.  
 

 
Photo 2 – Carpatina goats, from the farm in study 

Source: Photo made by author 
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Figure 5. Comparison between the two breeds 

regarding the main body dimensions 
 
Comparing the body dimensions of the two 
breeds, it appears that they are superior at 
Alba de Banat breed compared to Carpatina 
and at males compared to females.  
 
Determining the body indexes 
 
Based on the body measurements performed, 
there have been calculated the body indexes, 
which are presented in Table 8: 

Table 8. The main body indexes at Carpatina goats  
(%) 

Index Males Females 
Lateral body format index 101,39 100,75 
Transverse body format index 35,04 34,80 
Skeleton index 10,98 10,76 
Massiveness index 127,84 124,32 

 
The lateral body format index values, as well 
as of the transverse body format index show 
that the animals of this breed fall also into the 
morpho-productive type of milk. 
Also, the skeleton index, with a value greater 
than 10%, indicates a population with well-
developed bones, belonging to the morpho-
productive type of milk. Also, the skeleton 
index, of more than 10%, indicates a population 
with well developed bones, belonging to the 
milk production type. The massiveness index 
shows that these animals have a development 
characteristic to the milk production type, 
with a relatively low massiveness.  
 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Regarding the characteristics of the goat 
breeds exploited in the farm of S.C. 
AGROFAM HOLDING FETEŞTI (Alba de 
Banat and Carpatina), the research results 
show that they fall within the breed standard. 
The fur colour of the goats from Alba de 
Banat in the farm under study is white, with 
some peculiarities: uniform white (87.7%), 
white with reddish and white with brown. The 
predominant colours of the fur at the goat of 
Carpatina breed in the farm under study are 
brown and black (29.9% and 20.9% 
respectively), but there are animals who have 
the following colours and particularities: 
black with white, reddish, grey, dark grey 
with black, dark grey with brown, brown with 
black.  
The body measurements results performed at 
Alba de Banat breed show that the top line of 
the animal body describes an upward trend 
from the anterior train to back train, the 
medium size (67.47 cm at females and 72.28 
cm at males) and the back train more 
developed than the anterior train (at females, 
the croup height 68.50 cm, at males 73.28 
cm). The values obtained are mostly similar to 
those reported by other authors for this breed. 
At Carpatina breed, the top line of the body of 
animals also describes an upward trend from 
the anterior train to back train, the medium 
size (67.03 cm at females and 71.83 cm at 
males) and the back train more developed 
than the anterior (at females, the croup height 
68.03 cm, at males 72.17 cm). For this breed 
also, the values are similar to those reported 
by other authors. The values calculated of the 
body indexes show that the animals fall in the 
morpho-productive type of milk.  
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Abstract  
 
The growing process of kids from birth to adulthood is not a uniform process, but has a stage character, in the sense of 
achievement of more intense or slower growth in different periods. The assessment of growing process of the goat’s 
youth was performed on kids of Alba de Banat and Carpatina breeds, at S.C. Agrofam Holding Feteşti, where weighing 
were made at different stages, namely at birth, at age of 28 days, at weaning (45 days) and at 6 months. The research 
results show that the weight gain of kids is superior at Alba de Banat compared to Carpatina; also, the males recorded 
a higher increase in weight than the females in both breeds, and the kids resulting from single births, on total period 
from birth until 6 months, have a higher growth than those from twin births. The weight gain curve is upward in the 
period of 28 days – weaning, compared to 0-28 days; in the period after weaning, until 6 months of age, the weight gain 
decreased at all categories, this may be due to the stress of weaning, transition to the exclusively foddered nutrition, 
fodders quality compared to nutrients of the maternal milk etc. 
 
Key words: kids, weight, weight gain, youth. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
In all the countries, due to the accelerated 
increase in the number of human population, 
it practices most efficiently the exploitation of 
animal resources, applying more efficient 
technologies for animal breeding. In this 
context, the goat rising has known recently a 
remarkable development, both globally and in 
Romania. The effectiveness of a goat farm is 
subject also, among other things, of obtaining 
a weight gain of kids raised, in a short time. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The assessment of growing process of the 
goat’s youth was performed on kids of Alba 

de Banat and Carpatina breeds, raised in semi-
intensive system, at S.C. Agrofam Holding 
Feteşti, where the weighing were made at 
different stages, namely at birth, at age of 28 
days, at weaning (45 days) and at 6 months. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The main factors influencing the intensity of 
growth and kid’s development are the body 
weight at birth, the sucked milk quantity and 
the care and maintenance conditions. In Table 
1 are given the weights of kids of Carpatina 
and Alba de Banat breeds in the farm under 
study, at different ages. 
 

 
Table 1. The average weight of the kids, on breeds, at different ages (kg/head) 

 
Breed 

Weight at birth Weight at 28 days Weight at weaning Weight at 6 months 
Average ± 

standard error  
of the average 

V% 
Average ± 

standard error  
of the average 

V% 
Average ± 

standard error  
of the average 

V% 
Average ± 

standard error  
of the average 

V% 

Alba de Banat 2.961 
± 

0.117 

16.791 
 

6.550 
± 

0.173 

11.210 
 

8.889 
± 

0.174 

8.311 
 

24.128  
± 

0.268 

4.708 
 

Carpatina 2.710 
± 

0.099 

16.411 
 

6.170 
± 

0.087 

6.290 
 

8.460 
± 

0.096 

5.079 
 

23.070 
± 

0.211 

4.088 
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From the table above, it appears that the 
average weight of kids from Alba de Banat 
breed is superior to those of Carpatina breed, 
at all the weighing moments, as follows: 
average weight at birth is higher by 9.26%, 
weight at 28 days with 6.2%, weaning weight 
by 5.1% and weight at 6 months by 4.6%.  
The research results are within the range of 
values reported by other authors for these 
species (Tafta, 2008). In terms of the kids’ 
weight in the two breeds, by gender, this is 
shown in Figure 1. 
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 Figure 1. Evolution of the life weight at kids of Alba 
de Banat and Carpatina, by gender (kg) 

 

The above data show that, by gender, the 
weight of males is higher than of females in 
both breeds. Thus, at Alba de Banat breed, the 
males weigh 13.8% more than the females at 
birth, with 9.8% more at the age of 28 days, 
with 8.2% at weaning and with 6.1% more at 
the age of 6 months.  
At Carpatina breed, the males weigh 6.2% 
more than the females at birth, with 6.2% 
more at the age of 28 days, with 7.1% more at 
weaning and with 3.9% more at the age of 6 
months.  
Between the two breeds, the males of Alba de 
Banat weigh more than those of Carpatina 
breed, as follows: at birth with 12.8%, at the 
age of 28 days with 8%, at weaning with 
5.8% and at the age of 6 months with 5.7%. 
Also, the females of Alba de Banat have a 
higher weight than the Carpatina breed: at 
birth with 5.2%, at the age of 28 days with 
4.4%, at weaning with 4.8% and at 6 months 
with 3.5%.  
Regarding the of weight gain of the kids from 
the two breeds, at different ages, it is shown 
in Table 2.  
The results in this table show that average 
daily gain of kids of Alba de Banat breed is 
superior to the Carpatina breed kids, in all 
periods of growth, as follows: from birth to 
28 days by 4.9%, from 28 days to weaning by 
3%, from weaning at 6 months by 4.8% and 
from birth to 6 months by 4.5%. The largest 
increase in weight is recorded during 28 days 
- weaning, and the smallest increase, from 
weaning to 6 months. 

Table 2. Average daily gain (ADG) of the kids from the two breeds, at different ages (kg/day) 

 
Breed ADG birth – 28 days ADG 28 days - weaning ADG weaning – 6 

months ADG birth – 6 months 

Average ± 
standard error  
of the average 

V% 
Average ± 

standard error  
of the average 

V% 
Average ± 

standard error  
of the average 

V% 
Average ± 

standard error  
of the average 

V% 

Alba de 
Banat 

0.128 
± 

0.003 
9.552 

0.138 
± 

0.003 
8.314 

0.110 
± 

0.001 
4.457 

0.116 
± 

0.001 
3.916 

Carpatina 0.122 
± 

0.002 
6.839 

0.134 
± 

0.003 
9.938 

0.105 
± 

0.001 
2.983 

0.111 
± 

0.001 
2.625 
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In the Figures 3 and 4, are shown the average 
daily gain curves, on gender, at the two breeds. 
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Figure 3. Average daily gain at kids  

of Alba de Banat breed, by gender (g/day) 

The average daily gain of the males of Alba 
de Banat is larger than of females in the same 
breed, by 6.5% from birth to 28 days, by 
3.7% from 28 days to weaning and by 4.6% 
from weaning to 6 months. 
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Figure 4. Average daily gain at kids  

of Carpatina breed, by gender (g/day) 

At Carpatina breed, the average daily gain is 
higher at males than at females by 5% from 
birth to 28 days, by 9.4% from 28 days to 
weaning and by 1% from weaning to 6 
months. In Figures 5 and 6, are shown the 
average daily gain curves on simple births 
and twin births, for the two breeds. 
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Figure 5. Average daily gain at kids  
of Alba de Banat breed, on simple births and  

twin births (g/day) 

The data in Figure 5 shows that the kids of 
Alba de Banat breed from simple births 
record higher weight gains than those from 
twin births, as follows: from birth to the age 
of 28 days with 5.6%, from 28 days to 
weaning by 3.7% and from weaning to 6 
months by 1%. 
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Figure 6. Average daily gain at kids of Carpatina 
breed, on simple births and twin births (g/day) 

 
Also, at Carpatina breed, there are differences 
in the weight gain of kids, those from simple 
births recording increases higher than the twins: 
from birth to 28 days by 0.8%, from 28 days 
to weaning by 2.3% and on the entire period 
from birth until the age of 6 months, by 1%. 
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CONCLUSIONS 
 
In terms of weight gain of kids, it is superior 
at Alba de Banat breed, compared to Carpatina; 
also, the males record an increase in weight 
larger than the females in both breeds and the 
kids resulting from simple births have higher 
weight gains than those from twin births. The 
weight gain of kids is conditioned by genetic 
factors, birth weight, gender, individual, type 
of birth (single or twin) feeding conditions 
(the mother's milk production and nutrition 
after weaning) and maintenance etc. It requires 
the application of amelioration programs in 
goat breeding in our country, both for milk 
and meat production, being needed to close 
the gaps between the results obtained in this 
field by farmers in Romania and those from 
European Union countries. 
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Abstract  
 
Poultry meat earned a very important position on worldwide animal food market due to both its nutritive value low 
costs compared with other animal protein sources. Poultry meat quality is a particularly complex feature and it is 
increasingly tackled by taking into consideration consumers’ safety which is being now a disqualifying concurrence 
element on this market. 
 Considering this situation this study was performed with the aim of finding total chicken meat protein content.  
Two chicken hybrids (ROSS 308 and COBB 500) were used during the experiment and influence of hybrid and 
production season on total chicken meat protein content was observed.  
During firs year of experiment total protein content of ROSS 308 hybrids had values between 262.5669 g (season 1) 
and 265.4952 g (season 2) with difference non-significant statistically. COBB hybrids had a total chicken meat protein 
content between 312.4330 g and 316.6311 g (NS). Differences between average values of the two tested hybrids were 
highly significant statistically both in first and second season (respectively t=12.2578*** and t=12.3030***). 
During the second year of the experiment carcass protein content values were between 263.1595 g and 257.9397 g in 
ROSS 308 hybrid and between 317.4594 g and 320.6270 g in COB 500 hybrid (NS). Differences between the two 
hybrids for the analyzed parameter were highly significant statistically which allows us to affirm the superiority of 
COBB 500 hybrid. 
 
Key words: chicken,  protein, broiler. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Poultry meat quality research concerning 
poultry meat water content is being a very 
sensitive issue inside the European Union. 
What is important is finding not just water 
content but also protein content and proportion 
water/protein. Last value is offering 
information about chicken groups which might 
be approved or rejected. Methods and 
requirements have been established by 
Directive EC no. 543/2008. 
Allowed water content of broiler meat inside 
the European Union is being, depending of 
chilling method, up to 7% in poultry carcasses 
and between 2% and 6% in cut parts. Beyond 
these limits selling of the product is still 
permitted but under obligation to label it with 
red capital letters as “water content beyond EC 
limit”. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
A study to find out total broiler protein content 
using two genetic types of industrial broiler 
hybrids, ROSS 308 and COBB 500, was 
perform in poultry production farm Avicola 
Crevedia. 
ROSS 308 is a valuable hybrid with production 
result up to 2,8 kg average body weight al 47 
days of age with sexes housed together and 
with a conversion index of 1.813 and with a 
good slaughtering output and also with a better 
contribution of main cut parts in carcass. 
COBB 500 is a hybrid adapted for different 
climates and production systems. If broilers are 
raised non sexed body weight might be 2.6 kg 
at 42 days of age and with a conversion index 
of 1.76 and with an excellent livability. High 
quality carcasses are produced following 
slaughtering, with a high slaughtering output of 
78-80%. 
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The study aimed to find out the influence of 
genetic type and season on carcass total protein 
content. 
Experiments took place during two years with 
two sequences in each year (one sequence was 
raised during the warm season (season 1: April-
September) and the second during the cold 
season (season 2: October-March).
Groups of 100 birds (50-50) were raised in 
uniform conditions and in extended captivity, 
in upgraded houses, by sticking to standard 
technologies of each hybrid; feeding and 
watering were performed „ad libitum” and 
slaughtering was performed at 6 weeks of age.  
Combined feeds for birds were processed 
according to nutritional requirements of studied 
hybrids by three research phases: starter 1-10 
days (3055 kcal ME/kg and 24% CP), 
production 11-25 days (3178 kcal ME/kg and 
22% CP) and finishing 26-42 days (3228 kcal 
ME/kg and 20% CP). 
Total carcass protein content was evaluated and 
detected differences between the two genetic 
types and also between the two seasons of each 
year was statistically tested after slaughtering. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
Chicken total protein content was evaluated in 
this paper as it is used for calculating chicken 
maximum acceptable water content. We are 
going to illustrate average values of this feature 
for the two discussed groups and also the 
statistical significance of differenced noticed 
between averages to evaluate quality standards 
in the house in which study was performed and 
also to emphasize a likely difference between 
the analyzed genetic types. 
In table 1 we are illustrating value found for 
“chicken total protein content” in the two 
groups used in the experiment in year I and 
season 1. 
From analyze of data in table 1 and figure 1a) it 
is noticed that best average performance was 
found for carcasses from COBB 500 chickens 
with 15.96% higher than at ROSS 308 
chickens. Significance of differences noticed 
between averages of this feature was tested 
using the Student test. So, calculated value of 
Student test (t = 12.2578***) has been showing 
very significant differences between average 
performances presented by groups of the two 
genetic types. 

 
Table 1. Influence of genetic type on total protein 

content, first year, first and second season 
 

Genetic type n  s c.v.% 

First year, first seson 

ROSS 308 25 262.5669 ± 
3.6322 18.1612 6.9168 

COBB 500 25 312.4330 ± 
1.8320 9.1600 2.9318 

Differences 
significance 

t = 12.2578*** 
t48;0.05 = 2.01; t48;0.01 = 2.68; t48;0.001 = 

3.51 
First year, second seson 

ROSS 308 25 265.4952 ± 
3.7698 18.8488 7.0995 

COBB 500 25 316.6311 ± 
1.7505 8.7525 2.7643 

Differences 
significance 

t = 12.3030*** 
t48;0.05 = 2.01; t48;0.01 = 2.68; t48;0.001 = 

3.51 
 

 
a) 

 
b) 

Figure 1. Total protein content at both hybrids, first year, 
first season (a) and second season (b) 

 
Hierarchy has been the same in year I and 
season 2 and best average performance has 
been noticed in chickens of hybrid COBB 500 
with 16.16% higher than average performance 
noticed in chickens ROSS 308 in the 
environment inside the house in which study 
was performed. Estimated value of Student test 
was higher than table value for corresponding 
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tolerance limits and significance level was 
0.001 which is demonstrating that there are 
very significant differences between analyzed 
averages (t = 12.3030***). 
In table 2 and figure 2 we are illustrating value 
found for “chicken total protein content” in the 
two groups used in the experiment in year II 
and seasons 1 and 2. 
 

Table 2. Influence of genetic type on total protein 
content, second year, first and second season 

 

Genetic type n  s c.v.% 

Second year, first seson 

ROSS 308 25 263.1595 ± 
2.9769 14.8843 5.6560 

COBB 500 25 317.4594 ± 
2.2162 11.0811 3.4905 

Differences 
significance 

t = 14.6312*** 
t48;0,05 = 2.01; t48;0.01 = 2.68; t48;0.001 = 

3.51 
Second year, second seson 

ROSS 308 25 257.9397 ± 
2.5732 12.8660 4.9880 

COBB 500 25 320.6270 ± 
1.7459 8.7294 2.7226 

Differences 
significance 

t = 20.1595*** 
t48;0.05 = 2.01; t48;0.01 = 2.68; t48;0.001 = 

3.51 
 

It is noticed that in second year best average 
performance was also noticed in carcasses from 
chickens COBB 500 with 17.10% higher than 
average performance noticed in chickens ROSS 
308. Measured value of Student test (t = 
14.6312***) is suggesting that there are very 
significant differences between average 
performances noticed for the groups containing 
the two genetic types.  
Hierarchy has been the same in season 2 and 
best average performance has been noticed in 
chickens of hybrid COBB 500 with 19.55% 
higher than average performance noticed in 
chickens ROSS 308 in the environment inside 
the house in which study was performed. 
Estimated value of Student test (t = 20.1595***) 
was higher than table value which is 
demonstrating that there are very significant 
differences between analyzed averages. 
The measure in which analyzed quality indexes 
are the same in year II in production house in 
which we performed the study is statistically 
analyzed by testing the significance of noticed 
differences between feature averages by year 
and season. 

 

 
 

a) 

 
 

b) 
 

Figure 2. Total protein content at both hybrids, second 
year, first season (a) and second (b) season 

 
In tables 3 and 4 we are showing values found 
for Student test and their statistical significance.  

 
Table 3. Testing of differences significance between 

years, first and second season, ROSS hybrid 
 

Specification Student value Student critical 
value 

First season ROSS 
   

Carcass weight 0.1020NS t48;0.05 = 2,01 
t48;0.01 = 2,68 

 t48;0.001 = 3,51 Total protein 
content of chicken 
(RP) 

0.1262NS 

Second season ROSS 

Carcass weight 2.0699* t48;0.05 = 2,01 
t48;0.01 = 2,68 

  t48;0.001 = 3.51 
Total protein 
content of chicken 
(RP) 

1.6553NS 

 
Table 4. Testing of differences significance between 

years, first and second season, COBB hybrid 
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Specification Student value Student critical 
value 

First season COBB 
   

Carcass weight 0.8660NS t48;0,05 = 2.01 
t48;0,01 = 2.68 

 t48;0,001 = 3.51 Total protein 
content of chicken 
(RP) 

1,7481NS 

Second season COBB 

Carcass weight 0.0688NS t48;0,05 = 2.01 
t48;0,01 = 2.68 

  t48;0,001 = 3.51 
Total protein 
content of chicken 
(RP) 

1,6163NS 

 
Analyze of results is revealing that there are no 
statistical significant differences between 
averages of chickens of ROSS 308 hybrid 
between the two analyzed years excepting 
carcass weight in season 2. So it is recognized 
that there were no differences about the 
technologies of production, feeding and 
assurance of quality standard between previous 
and next year inside the house in which study 
was performed. The significant differences 
about carcass weight in season 2 might 
attributable to some trial errors.  
For COBB 500 hybrid noticed differences 
between averages between the two analyzed 
years are not statistically significant. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
Average protein content had different values 
for the two analyzed hybrids. Value found in 
season I and year I has been 262.5669 ± 3.6322 
grams in ROSS 308 and 312.4330 ± 1.8320 
grams in COBB 500 and differences noticed 
between the two hybrids are also highly 

significant statistically. Value found in season 2 
has been 265.4952 ± 3.7698 grams in ROSS 
308 and 316.6311 ± 1.7505 grams in COBB 
500, and differences noticed are highly 
significant statistically between the two hybrids. 
In year II and season 1 it was found a value of 
263.1595 ± 2.9769 grams in ROSS 308 and 
317.4594 ± 2.2162 grams in COBB 500 and 
differences noticed between the two hybrids are 
highly significant statistically. In season 2 it 
was found a value of 257.9397 ± 2.5732 grams 
in ROSS 308 and 320.6270 ± 1.7459 grams in 
COBB 500 and differences have been very 
significant from a statistical point of view. 
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Abstract 
 
In the spring time sometimes Nosema occurs and as a result we have a number of essential losses, such as lots of dead 
bee families, as well weak families with a small number of bees because of their low resistance. One of the methods by 
which it is possible to increase growth and productivity of bee families is early stimulating nutrition. The purpose of the 
investigation is to study the stimulating feeding of bees during spring time with using of probiotic. Using of "Bilaxan" 
probiotic  in bees feeding stimulates increasing of bee families power raised in horizontally  hives by 8.29%, queens 
prolificacy and caped brood with 2.51-31.41% and productivity by 12.24% and respectively in multistage hives  with 
3.89-5.56%; 8.48-32.45%, and 4.94-12.47%. 

Key words: honey bees, probiotics, sugar syrup, bee families. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
The main task of apiculture is ensuring food 
products with superior nutritive and biological 
values. Mostly, the produced goods depend 
mainly on the conditions in which the bee 
families are kept and nurtured and the work 
organization, selection, and quality of the 
honey obtained from the apiary specialized 
queens. The bees collect pollen and nectar 
from the flowers of plants, which it processes 
into honey and bee bread. Bees’ feed contain 
all the vital nutritive substances – proteins, 
lipids, carbohydrates, mineral substances and 
vitamins (Буренин, et al., 1977).  In cases 
where family food reserve amount is 
insufficient, bees must be fed. For growth of 
juvenile sugar syrup is used in a concentration 
of 50% (1 kg of sugar in 1 L of water) 
(Кривцов et al., 2000). In the same 
environmental conditions, with the same 
growth technology, bee families with equal 
population achieved different formats in 
quantitative yields. One of the methods, 
which can assure the profitability of small and 
medium hives, is the temporary stimulatory 
nutrition. By using this nutrition, enhanced 
egg-laying can be achieved by the laying 
queen, resulting in increased number of bees 

and harvested honey from fruit trees and 
white acacia. For the stimulatory feeding in 
spring, honey, honey syrup, pollen and sugar 
syrup can be used (Marghitas, 1997; 
Marghitas, 2005). 
The main function of the bees from the spring 
generation is focused towards increasing the 
number of juveniles, in order to assure the 
maximum number of bees for the main 
harvesting (Лебедев, 2000). For Carpathian 
bees it is typical a set of traits for the 
biological and morphological precious (high 
prolificacy queens), allowing a short time for 
the growth of strong and productive families, 
able to all kinds of harvesting, starting with 
spring (Малькова et al., 2007). Productivity 
of bee family is founded in early spring. From 
this moment the number of eggs laid by the 
queen in 24 hours must increase every day, 
due to which the correct amount of food is 
needed to feed larvae and protein secretion by 
the royal bee (Маслов, 2007). 
For the brood growth stimulation sugar syrup 
is used, which is usually enriched with vitamins, 
microelements, floral pollen, bee bread and 
pine extracts (Ишмуратова et al., 2002). 
The utilization of sugar syrup as stimulatory 
nutrition is fully efficient only when the feed 
contains protein substances, as the growth of 
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the juveniles can only happen when there are 
enough proteins. If there is a lack of proteins 
in the hive or in nature, then the bees use the 
protein reserves of their own bodies (Билаш 
et al., 2002). 
It was reported that the prebiotics are 
significant effects on performance, health, 
vitality, intestinal ecology and the digestibility 
observed in many studies, although the mode 
of action of probiotic is not yet completely 
explained (Fialho et al., 1998). 
Манапов et al. (2009) communicated that 
lately animal husbandry and veterinary 
Probiotics are widely used for the prophylaxis 
of infectious diseases of animals and increase 
their total resistance. Using probiotics in 
beekeeping as a feed additive also 
demonstrated increase in the survival of bees. 
In the spring, Nosema sometimes occurs and 
as a result we have a number of essential 
losses, families of dead bees, weak with few 
bees due to the low resistance. One of the 
methods with the help of which it is possible 
to stop the development and productivity of 
bee families, is early stimulatory nutrition. 
The purpose of the investigation is to study 
the bees feeding stimulants during spring with 
probiotic use. 
 
MATERIAL  AND METHODS 
 
In order to achieve the set objectives, as 
object for investigations have served hives of 
Carpathian breed from apiary "Albinărie" 
maintained horizontally and "Nisporeni" – 
multi-leveled hives. In order to determine the 
optimal amount of probiotic per liter of syrup 
in bee feeding, during spring 5 groups of bee 
families were formed, including four 
experimental and one control. Bee families 
from the experimental group I received 0.5 l 
of sugar syrup with 50 mg/l "Bilaxan", II - 
100 mg/l, III - 150 mg/l , IV - 200 mg/l. 
Families bee in group V (control I) received 
0.5 litres of pure sugar syrup. 
The families of bees in the apiary "Albinărie" 
were fed during spring evenings starting April 
19 - 0.5 l sugar syrup to a family every 6 days 
until the beginning of the main harvest and 
the apiary "Nisporeni" - one liter of syrup 
every 12 days. The influence of the "Belaxan"   
probiotic increases immunity and metabolic 

normalization process, bees growth, 
development and productivity of bee families 
in the spring. During the active season, the 
checking of bee families was performed every 
12 days before the main harvest from the 
white acacia. From productive characters of 
bee families were studied: strength, number of 
capped brood and honey productivity. 
The data were processed by means of 
statistical variations by Меркурьева (1970), 
Плохинский (1971). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The probiotic substances are used for the 
enhancement of the immune system, recovery 
normalization of intestinal microflora and 
metabolic process of the body. As probiotic 
"Bilaxan" was used - symbiotic feed composed 
of microorganisms like: strains of 
Lactobacillus acidophilus, Lactobacillus 
plantarum, Lactobacillus acidophilus 
bulgaricus titer of 1x108 CFU/g, 
Enterococcus faecium - 1x107 CFU/g, 
Bifidobacterium bifidum - 1x108 CFU/g - 
liofilozate cells, antagonistic to pathogenic 
microflora and pectin, yeast extract, essential 
phospholipids as natural acidifier. 
Research results have shown that during the 
first spring check (19.04.2013) at the formation 
of experimental group, families power was 
4.7-5.0 spaces between frames populated with 
bees, capped brood cells were from 64.3 to 
80.0 and honey from 4.2 to 8.2 kg (Table 1).  
At the control that has been done on 
05.01.2013 was found that the strength of 
families was on average 4.7 to 8.0 spaces 
between frames populated with bees, capped 
brood cells was from 96.6 to 136.3 and 4.0- 
5.3 kg honey. During this period better 
developed were in group III that was fed with 
sugar syrup and 150 ml/l "Bilaxan" or with 
37.6 hundred cells (td = 2.31) more than in 
the control group.  
It was revealed that prior to the flowering of 
white acacia (on 13.05.2013) the highest 
number of capped brood (157.3 hundred cells) 
was in group III or 31.41% more than in 
group I (td = 2.66) (Figure. 1). Queens’ 
prolificacy in this group was 1310 eggs in 24 
hours and in the experimental group I - 997.5 
eggs. 
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Table 1. Morph-productive indicators of bee families from the  LTD „Albinărie” apiary 

Groups 
Strength, spaces between frames 

populated with bees 
Brood capacity, hundreds 

cells 
Honey, kg 

19.04.2013 
I – Sugar Syrup + 50 mg/l „Bilaxan” 5.0±1.00 80.0±18.58 5. 7±1.67 
II – Sugar Syrup + 100 mg/l „Bilaxan” 5.0±0.58 67.0±13.43 4.2±0.79
III – Sugar Syrup + 150 mg/l „Bilaxan” 5.0±1.00 65.0±7.94 6.8±2.05
IV – Sugar Syrup + 200 mg/l „Bilaxan” 4.7±0.33 67.0±1.16 8.2±0.81
V – Sugar Syrup pure  (witness) 5.0±0.00 64.3±9.20 7.1±0.70

1.05.2013 
I – Sugar Syrup + 50 mg/l „Bilaxan” 6.3±1.33 120.0±23.74 5.0±1.53
II – Sugar Syrup + 100 mg/l „Bilaxan” 8.0±0.58 100.0±18.21 5.3±1.45
III – Sugar Syrup + 150 mg/l „Bilaxan” 7.0±1.16 136.3±13.54 4.33±0.67 
IV – Sugar Syrup + 200 mg/l „Bilaxan” 4.7±0.33 109.3±2.333 4.0±1.53
V – Sugar Syrup pure  (witness) 7.0±0.00 98.7±9.025 4.0±1.00

13.05.2013 (before the flourish of white acacia) 
I – Sugar Syrup + 50 mg/l „Bilaxan” 7.3±1.33   136.0±31.19 5.3±1.45
II – Sugar Syrup + 100 mg/l „Bilaxan” 9.7±1.20 122.7±22.93 9.3±0.89
III – Sugar Syrup + 150 mg/l „Bilaxan” 9.7±1.20 157.3±11.26 8.3±2.33
IV – Sugar Syrup + 200 mg/l „Bilaxan” 8.3±0.33 141.3±21.80 5.0±0.58
V – Sugar Syrup pure  (witness)  9.3±0.33 119. 7±8.51 6.7±0.67

26.05.13 after the harvest from white acacia 
I – Sugar Syrup + 50 mg/l „Bilaxan” 11.67±2.67 132.3±24.85 22.2±6.38 
II – Sugar Syrup + 100 mg/l „Bilaxan” 11.33±0.88 97.7±10.20 27.5±1.43 
III – Sugar Syrup + 150 mg/l „Bilaxan” 12.67±2.73 131.3±15.25 25.1±4.36 
IV – Sugar Syrup + 200 mg/l „Bilaxan” 11.7±1.20 105.0±7.1 22.9±0.35 
V – Sugar Syrup pure  (witness) 11.7±1.45 127.0±10.9 24.5±0.32 

 

 

Figure 1. Number of capped brood, hundreds cells
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Figure 2. Quantity of collected honey, kg 

 

It was found that after the harvest of white 
acacia (26/05/2013) the most power had 
families of group III - 12.67 spaces between 
frames populated with bees, or 8.29% more 
than the control group. The maximum amount 
of honey from the bee families was collected 
in group II - 27.5 kg or 12.24% more than in 
the control group (Figure. 2).  
In the second experience made with bees 
families maintained in multistage hives in the 
apiary "Nisporeni" feeding was done every 12 
days using one liter of syrup, starting on 20 of  
April before the main harvest from the white 
acacia.   
At the moment of groups formation on 
20/4/2013, bee families had an average of 7.7-
8.0 combs, with power of 6.7 to 7.0 spaces 
between frames populated with bees, capped 
brood counted 71.2 -75.0 hundred cells, and 
the reserve of honey was 2.0-4.0 kg (Table 2).  
After 12 days at the next check, there was an 
increase in the number of capped brood in 

group II where were administered sugar syrup 
100 mg / l "Bilaxan"  more with 35.6 hundred 
cells, or 32.45% compared to  the control 
group (td = 2.16). Also significant increase 
was noted in group III, which increased 137.7 
hundred cells or with 25.52% more than  in 
the control group (td = 2.38). 
After harvest of white acacia on 4 of June, 
2013 bee families in group II reached spaces 
between frames populated with bees to 19 or 
by 5.56% higher than the control group, the 
family has   grown 169.3 hundred cells or by 
29.93 % cells  more than in  the control group 
(Figure 3). Queens’ prolificacy of bee 
families in group II, in this period was 1 411 
eggs in 24 hours, or 326 eggs more than the 
control group. Bees from the experimental 
groups stored in an average of 40.4 to 43.3 kg 
of honey per nest or with 1.9 to 4.8 kg (4.94 
to 12.47%) more than in the control group.  
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Table 2. Morph -productive indicators of bee families from the  „Nisporeni” apiary 

Groups 
Strength, spaces between 

frames populated with 
bees 

 Capped brood, hundreds 
cell 

Honey, kg 

20.04.2013 
I – Sugar Syrup + 50 mg/l „Bilaxan” 6.7±0.33 74.0±5.51 4.0±1.15 
II – Sugar Syrup + 100 mg/l „Bilaxan” 7.0±0.00 75.0±3.21 2.0±0.58 
III – Sugar Syrup + 150 mg/l „Bilaxan” 6.7±0.33 74.0±6.81 2.7±0.67 
IV – Sugar Syrup + 200 mg/l „Bilaxan” 7.0±0.00 74.0±6.56 3.3±1.33 
V – Sugar Syrup pure  (witness) 6.7±0.33 73.67±9.82 3.3±0.88 

02.05.2013 
I – Sugar Syrup + 50 mg/l „Bilaxan” 9.0±0.00 134.3±22.24 5.7±0.88 
II – Sugar Syrup + 100 mg/l „Bilaxan” 9.3±0.33 145.3±15.94 7.3±0.33 
III – Sugar Syrup + 150 mg/l „Bilaxan” 9.0±0.00 137.7±11.05 6.3±1.20 
IV – Sugar Syrup + 200 mg/l „Bilaxan” 9.0±0.00 119.0±13.00 6.3±1.20 
V – Sugar Syrup pure  (witness) 9.0±0.00 109.7±4.05 6.0±1.00 

04.06.2013 after the harvest from white acacia 
I – Sugar Syrup + 50 mg/l „Bilaxan” 19.0±0.00 135.0±0.00  40.7±1.12 
II – Sugar Syrup + 100 mg/l „Bilaxan” 19.0±0.00 169.3±35.36   41.0±4.84 
III – Sugar Syrup + 150 mg/l „Bilaxan” 18.7±0.33 132.0±24.01 43.3±5.34 
IV – Sugar Syrup + 200 mg/l „Bilaxan” 18.7±0.33 139.0±26.96  40.4±2.51 
V – Sugar Syrup pure  (witness) 18.0±1.00 130.3±14.44 38.5±1.21 

   

 
Figure 3. Number of capped brood, hundred cells 

 
The largest quantity of honey from the white 
acacia has been deposited by families from 
the 3rd group, averaging 43.3 kg or 12.47% 
more than the control group (Figure 4). 
Therefore the stimulatory feeding of bee 
families in the spring with the administration 

of sugar syrup together with the probiotic  
"Bilaxan" kept in horizontal hives provided a 
surplus of honey of 12.24% on average and a 
family in the – in multi-level hives 4.94 to 
12.47% more than  in the control group. 
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Figure 4. Quantity of collected honey, kg 

 
CONCLU IONS 
 
1. The optimal dose of probiotic "Bilaxan"  
for the stimulatory feeding for bees in spring 
is 100-150 mg/litre of sugar syrup  
2. Feeding bee families in spring during the 
lack of honey harvest without bees flying in 
the area can be done once, every 6-12 days 
using 0.5-1.0 l sugar syrup. 
3. The use of  the "Bilaxan" probiotic in bee 
nutrition stimulates power growth in families 
kept in horizontal hives by 8.29%, queens 
prolificacy and  number of capped brood from 
2.51 to 31.41% and 12.24% and productivity 
in multi-levelled hives from 3.89 to 5.56%; 
8.48 to 32.45%, and 4.94 to 12.47%. 
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Abstract 
 
The submitted report has not proposed a description of the welfare of cattle, but is mainly aimed at highlighting the fact 
that the animal is not an "object" that man can exploit at will, without being interested in providing an optimal 
environment. Animals are living souls who have needs, needs which if understood and if a good relationship between 
man and animal is kept, one can speak of maximum yields and even record. The first definition of animal welfare was 
proposed by the Universal Declaration on Animal Welfare and supported by the World Society for the Protection of 
Animals (based in Boston, USA). This first statement presented, in the first part, animal welfare as "the degree to which 
the requirements for physical, behavioral and psychological needs of the animal are satisfied." In the second part of the 
definition,a negative concept is presented, for animals that are dependent on humans, known as the five freedoms 
simultaneously: 1- ensuring access to fresh water and food; 2-ensure appropriate environment, including watering and 
comfort; 3- prevention of pain, injury, rapid diagnosis and treatment of wounds; 4- elimination of fear and mental 
suffering; 5- providing space, facilities and the company of other animals to express normal behavior. The concept of 
animal welfare must be made common knowledge to all the employees in the farm. The idea that animal welfare 
depends on their behaviorand their behavior towards animals may induce or prevent fear response and undesirable 
emotional state should be transmitted and understood. 
 
Key words: cattle, concept, definition, animal welfare. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
We talk and give attention to the dairy cattles 
because they are one of the most important 
farm animele species by being the source that 
provides a wide range of consumer products 
like milk and meat mainly, from which derives 
a lot of preparations, and also a sum of 
subproducts useful to man, such as the skin and 
manure. From Figure 1, show that 95% of the 
world  total production of milk, 38% of world 
production of meat, 75% of the total production 
of manure and 90% of the raw skins (Velea and 
Mărginean,  2012). 
Milk is the most important aliment obtained 
from this category of animals, both by its 
chemical composition and biological value 
expressed mainly by its the degree of 
digestibility. 

It is well know that the milk contains more than 
100 substances that are necessary for human 
body, including the 10 esential amino acids, 45 
minerals, 25 vitamins and last but not least, 10 
fatt acids. 

 
Figure 1. The proportion of products obtained from cattle 

in world production 
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Through their physiological functions, dairy 
cows transform the substances from forages 
into milk (50%) and meat (20%) with a very 
high efficiency (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. Feed utilisation in dairy cows 

 
Cattle welfare is a very valuable  and used 
concept of the contemporary world. 
The importance of this concept was recognized 
by the United Nations, which already ranks it 
in the circle of interests of the Eurogroup for 
Animal Welfare, the Council of Europe, 
European Union, World Health Organization, 
and the list goes on. 
The importance of the concept of animal 
welfare was formalized for the first time, by the 
33rd protocol of the Treaty of Amsterdam, of 
the European Union in 1997. 
In this treaty was presented the idea based on 
which, animals are living beings who have 
senses and intrinsic value.
Besides the zootechnical value of the animals, 
dairy farmers have to understand that cows 
need the providing of specific comfort in order 
to achieve their genetic potential (Battini et al., 
2009). 
We can not speak of productive performances 
in dairy cows as long as they received  
deficient feed rations in terms of energy or 
other nutrients and were maintained on 
permanent litter for the last 3 years. 
In time, the idea that productive performances 
are directly related to animal welfare, was 
better understood, and the interest of more 
organizations  to study, make known and to 

regulate this concept has grown, so have 
formed new dairy farming systems, systems 
that creates a bridge between ethics, 
engineering and medical sciences. 
With our country's integration into the 
European Union, there were legislative changes 
of the legal acts of this field, that were emitted 
by the Council of Europe.These changes are 
aiming at improving the animal welfare at the 
dairy farm level, by implementing new asses-
sment methods and a series of specific proto-
cols, largely based on socio-economic reasons. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The working method consisted in consulting 
the scientific results obtained at national and 
international level, until now, in the dairy cows 
welfare field. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
We can not have expectations regarding 
production performances if we do not take 
animal welfare action on how to feed and 
maintenance the dairy cows. 
Because the animal welfare depends on the 
housing conditions of the animals and the 
Managament in the farm, experts of the 
European Food Safety Authority (EFSA), were 
involved in supporting the welfare of cattle, by 
implementing of new legislative basis for 
systematic risk assessment at the dairy farm 
level.The European Union was, as well, 
involved by financing the project titled "The 
Welfare Quality", within which were 
established a set of measures to assess animal 
welfare and at the same time were established 
strategies to achieve all 12 important criteria, 
that are part of several areas of animal welfare 
(Table 1). Afterwards they were systematized 
in four main criteria, criteria that facilitated 
communication between consumers, these 
principles are found in Figure 3. The 
systematization of the 12 principles in only 4 
basic criteria and good information about the 
impact of animal welfare in farms, in the sense 
that it is closely related with the quality of 
products obtained, conclusions that were 
reached from studies performed before, led to a 
growing interest in this concept among society,  
farmers and researchers. 
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Table 1. Principles and Criteria of animal welfare (Keeling and Veissier, 2005) 

The principle  Animal welfare criteria Examples of potential measurements 

Good feeding 
1 The absence of prolonged hunger Body condition assessment 

2 The absence of prolonged thirst Access to Water 

Good housing 

3 Rest confort Frequency of different positions of rest, lift 
and seating behavior 

4 Thermal comfort Panting, shaking 

5 The easy movement of the cows The slipping and falling 

Good health 

6 The absence of wounds The clinical state of skin, the carcass 
quality, pododermatitis 

7 The absence of diseases Enteric problems, disqualification at 
slaughter 

8 The absence of induced pain cused 
by the management methods 

The evidence of routine mutilation such as 
cutting the tail or the horns, efficient 

stunning at slaughter 

Proper behavior 

9 The expression of social behavior Licking, aggression 

10 The expression of other types of 
behavior Playing, abnormal behavior 

11 Good human – animal relationship Nearby and / or avoidance tests 

12 The absence of general fear Test with new objects 

 
Later, because of the increasing interest among 
the society, research institutions, educational 
organizations, enterprises, government 
agencies and other development institutions 
were involved in developing and implementing 
the concept of animal welfare, providing expert 
support to the dairy farmers. 
 

 
Figure 3. The evaluation is based on estimating the 

welfare by measurements  at the level of the animal that 
reflect the quality of the housing and the management at 

which the animal was exposed. 
(Blokhuis et al., 2009) 

 
In 2001, Fregonesi and Leaver studied as 
animal welfare indicators the behavior and 
health of dairy cows housed on permanent litter 
compared to the behavior and health of dairy 
cows that are housed in individual berths.The 
two researchers watched the comparative 
indicators of animal welfare within the two 
systems of housing and concluded that dairy 
cows that were maintained on permanent litter, 
have spent a longer period of resting and 
rumination than cows maintained in individual 
berths. 
Regarding individual berths housing system, 
the cows were much cleaner, but studies have 
shown an equality between both systems in 
terms of milk production, somatic cell number 
or the motion score that were observed at 
evaluation. 
Productive performances are closely related to 
the stables where cows are housed. 
Regarding the dairy cows, we should be 
concerned mainly about the udder and the very 
close relation between the udder health and the 
next two aspects: condition of the environment  
in which the animal lives and cow's corporal 
hygiene. Both aspects are the responsibility of 
the dairy farmer, in the sense that he must 
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provide to the animal an optimal environment 
of housing by providing quality litter, 
microclimate, the optimal number of heads in 

the animal house and a  suitable  system of 
accommodation. 
Natural luminosity in the animal house must be 
ensured by windows with vertical opening. 

Table 2. Minimum values for the natural lighting index (ANSVSA, 2005) 

Building density Lighting index Lux 

Milking cows 1”20 40-60 

Maternity 1”15 60-80 

Young breeding cattle 1”16 40-60 

Young fattening cattle Phase 1 1”10 40-60 

Young fattening cattle Phase 2 1”15 40-60 

Fattening cattle 1”25 25-30 

 
The microclimate in the animal houses is, also, 
a very important factor, and the dairy farmer 
must take into account of it, if he wants to 
achieve the proposed productive performances. 

In Table 3 are presented the standards of 
temperature, humidity and air currents to 
ensure an optimum microclimate. 

Table 3. Ensuring microclimate in dairy houses (ANSVSA) 

Category of the 
cattle Temperature (°C) Humidity  (%) The air currents speed (m/s) 

 
Minimu

m 
Maximu

m 
Optimal 

for calves Minimum Maximum For min. To For max. To 

Milking cows 6 24 10”14 60 75 0,2”0,3 1 

Maternity 12 24 20 55 70 0,1”0,2 0,1”0,2 

Young cattle 6 24 8”10 60 75 0,2”0,3 1 

 
Using the data in the table 4, we can accurately 
calculate the optimal surface which the animal 
needs to feel comfortable, so as to avoid stress 
due to overcrowding. 
Another factor that is determinant for cows 
welfare is proper feeding (table 5) and 
watering. Gjodesen et al. (2010) have stated 
that the need for water and feed are 
interdependent.It is true that, when the cows 

are feeded with forages with a higher water 
content, the volume of water consumed will be 
diminished. Feed have a strong impact on 
health and wellbeing of the cows, and for this 
reason, the dairy farmers, should give a special 
attention to it. 
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Tabl  4. Distribution of the floor space (ANSVSA) 

Body weight (kg) Minimum rest area (m2) Minimum area without 
litter (m2) 

The total minimum area / 
animal (m2) 

≤100 1.5 1.8 3.3 

101 - 199 2.5 2.5 5.0 

200 - 299 3.5 2.5 6.0 

300 - 399 4.5 2.5 7.0 

400 - 499 5.5 2.5 8.0 

500 – 599 6.0 2.5 8.5 

600 – 699 6.5 2.5 9.0 

700 - 799 7.0 3.0 10.0 

≥800 8.0 3.0 11.0 

Table 5. Nutritional requirements for maintenance of dairy cows (Stoica, 2001) 

Body weight (kg) Dry Matter 
(maximum kg/zi) 

UNL 
(/zi) 

PDI 
(g/zi) Ca (g/zi) P (g/zi) 

450 10,36 4,64 225 18 18 

500 11,26 5,08 243 20 20 

550 12,12 5,46 262 22 22 

600 12,96 5,82 279 24 24 

650 13,77 6,18 296 26 26 

 
Studies to date have shown that the welfare of 
dairy cows, is influenced by several factors, 
among which we mention the proper 
maintenance of the hooves. If this action is not 
executed properly, it can cause sub-clinical  
laminitis,  disease that is detectable only when 
the bleeding is taking place, situation that 
seriously affects the productiv performances of 
the dairy cows. 
Hard surfaces, also, favors the appearance of 
limbs disorders, that is manifesting with an 
incidence of 80% in the hind legs, on the outer 
surface of the hooves. 
DLG Research Institute, showed, in the study 
on the influence of the surface type of the rest 
zone, over the limbs disease occurrence, that 
the surfaces with a softer texture can provide an 
optimal level of comfort and can significantly 
reduce the incidence  of this kind of affections 
at the herd level. 
 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
We have to realize that the concept of dairy 
cows welfare should not remain at a theoretical 
level, and must be implemented in every farm, 
through dairy breeders and especially dairy 
farm workers. 
Cattle are animals whose exploatation is 
profitable if the their well-being is ensured, but, 
having no reason, they can not choose how to 
exploit themselves, so, the breeders, must 
intervene to ensure the optimal living 
environment and finally a normal relationship 
with them. 
Dairy farmers must understand that once they 
provide the optimum environment to the cows, 
they can expect at productive performances, 
otherwise the results are: deficiency, failure 
and, finaly, lose of the income. 
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Abstract 

Through this research we intend to analyze the Holstein herds in farms of various sizes from Teleorman County 
to highlight the productive performance of the breed and to emphasize the similarities, respective the differences 
that were found in the studied farms and furthermore, another goal of the study was to show that the breed is 
very valuable.The Holstein cows studied for this paper are from  various origins (Germain, France, 
Netherlands). The material studied is represented by the dairy cows that were send to slaughterhouse from 5 
farms, representing 1200 heads.The lifetime of the animal is defined by two aspects, namely, the biological 
longevity and the productive longevity.We can observed, from the data processed and interpreted by us, that the 
greatest biological longevity was registered in farm 1 (6.27 years), where the productive longevity was 3 years 
old.The highest frequency of reproductive disturbances was registered in the farm No.4 (58.33%) and farm No. 3 
(55%).The data held by us from the 5 farms that were analyzed shows higher rates of reproductive disorders 
comparative to that established by Curelariu of 43.66% et al (1980) and Vidu of 28,52%(2002).The herds 
analyzed are characterized by a mean of 5.71 years for the biological longevity with a variability between 5.10 
years and 7.24 years, which is consistent with the literature. 

Key words: milk, biological longevity, reproductive longevity, dairy cow  

 

INTRODUCTION 

A particularly very important indicator for 
animal welfare is the longevity, as a result 
of the health welfare. The lifetime of the 
animal consist of two parts, namely the 
biological longevity and the productive 
longevity. Both components of the animal 
life are influenced by the following factors: 
the degree of genetic improvement, the  
direction of exploatation, the applied 
technology and health. 
The biological longevity can be defined as 
beeing the time elapsed from birth until the 
death, as a result of natural causes. 
Normally, lifespan of the cattle is between 
15 and 18 years, being influenced by the 
physiological and environmental factors. 

The reproductive longevity or the 
exploitation period is between the first 
calving and the final lactation of the cow.It 
can be expressed by the number of 
lactations or years of exploitation. High 
productive longevity is reflected by high 
yields of milk and by a larger number of 
calves per cow, which leads to increased 
economic efficiency (Georgescu, 1990; 
Vidu, 2002). 
From an economic perspective, it is 
desirable for productive cows to achieve 
the production peak at an early age, to keep 
production constant for as long as possible 
and to obtain at first the lactation a milk 
production as close to the maximum level. 
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MATERIALS AND MET ODS 
 
The present study aimed to analyze 
Holstein herds in farms of various sizes in 
Teleorman County.The material studied is 
represented by the dairy cows that were 
send to slaughterhouse from 5 farms, re-
presenting 1200 heads.In the analyzed 
farms, the exploitation technology is 
playpen, semi-open or closed shelters with 
cows resting in bunks.The feeding 
technology is stock feeding and, in some of 
the studied farms, the distribution of the 
feed is made with the technological 
trailer.The milking is done in specially 
designed for this purpose houses, type tree 
or Side by side.The working method was 
based on technical data collection directly 
from the farms, or from the database of 
ANARZ. 
The data obtained were statistically 
analyzed, then were compared with the 
scientific data from the literature and then 
summarized in this paper. 

In order to establish the differences 
between the studied farms, we applied the 
Student test. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The longevity of dairy cows varies by 
race.Thus the research conducted over the 
years have demonstrated a productive 
longevity between 3,5 years and 4 years in 
Holstein-Friesian, 4.3 years in Romanian 
Brown Swis and 4.8 years for Romanian 
Spotted. 
For the breeds reared in Austria, in 2000, 
the highest productive longevity was 
recorded for the next breeds: Grauvieh 
(7.38 years), followed Braunvieh (6.89 
years), Pinzgauer (6.74 years), Fleckvieh 
(6.61 years ) and finally Holstein, with the 
lowest productive period (6.21 years) 
(Vidu, 2002). 
 

 
Table 1. Comparative analysis of biological and productive longevity in the studied farms 

Farm Biological longevity Productive longevity 

n X±SX S V% n X±SX S V% 

Farm 1 524 2288±56,01 1350,01 59 524 1066±22,11 550 51,59 

Farm2 301 2030±33,11 611 30 301 1590±25,00 460 28,93 

Farm3 87 2222±56,15 624,10 28,08 87 1450±42,01 451 31,10 

Farm4 71 1816±59,16 544 29,95 71 1248±44,11 390 31,25 

Farm5 61 2078±75,6 590 28,39 61 1246±39,11 320 25,68 

 

From the data we statistically processed 
and interpreted, the greatest biological 
longevity was observed  in farm 1 and was 
registered in January (6.27 years), where 
productive longevity was 3 years old. It 
also can be observed a high variability on 
the productive and biological longevity 
(Table 1). Curelariu Niculina et al. (1980),  
 
 

 
 
from the analysis of 284 Friesian cows 
from an elite farm that were send to the 
slaughter house, founds that biological 
longevity was 5.6 years and the productive 
longevity of 2.74 years, which has led  to 
the conclusion that the exploitation tech-
nology was ineffective from a zootechnic 
and economically point of view.  
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Table 2. Comparison of the biological longevity registered in the analyzed farms 

Farm X 
Farm 

Farm 1 Farm 2 Farm 3 Farm 4 Farm 5 

Farm 1 2288 - 3.05 
** 

1.90 
NS 

0.53 
NS 

1.22 
NS 

Farm 2 2030 3.05 
** - 0.81 

NS 
2.25 

* 
0.36 
NS 

Farm 3 2222 1.90 
NS 

0.81 
NS - 2.45 

* 
0.96 
NS 

Farm 4 1816 0.53 
NS 

2.25 
* 

2.45 
* - 1.33 

NS 

Farm 5 2078 1.22 
NS 

0.36 
NS 

0.96 
NS 

1.33 
NS - 

 
Analyzing the causes of the outputs, it can 
be grouped into involuntary causes  
(mortality and slaughter of necessity) and 
voluntary causes (selective reform).In 
countries with high achievements in dairy 
farming, the main cause of exits from the 
herd is the selective refroma of the cows 
(Vidu et al. 2005.2014). 
Gheorghe Georgescu and co. highlights 
that, for the Romanian Black Spotted 
cattle, the reform is made for the next 
reasons: reproductive disorders (35.6%), 
circulatory disorders (10.5%), digestive 
disorders (9.65%) disorders of the rumen 
(7.45%) mamary gland disorders (5.1%), 
nutritional and metabolic diseases (4.5%), 
musculoskeletal disorders (4.3%), leukosis 
and tuberculosis (1,1%) and other causes 
(21.9%) (Georgescu et al, 1987). 
 

 
In Table 2, we have grouped the main 
causes of reforms in the analyzed farms so 
that,  it can be highlighted the highest 
procent recorded. From the synthesis in 
table 2 it can seen that  that the most 
important motif of reform is because of 
reproductive disorders, followed by limb 
disorders.The causes of reform are 
presented in Table 3. 
Reproductive disorders. Of all the health 
disorders that caused the exits of the cows 
from the herd, for the  Holstein cows, we 
observed the highest frequency for the 
reproductive disorders (average 43.66%). 
The highest frequency of reproductive 
disorders was registered in farms No.4 
(58.33%) and No. 3 (55%).In fact, these 
two farms have livestocks with highest  
milk production. 
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Table 3. Causes reform in the analyzed farms 

Nr. 
crt. The couse 

Analized farm 

Farm 1 Farm 2 Farm 3 Farm 4 Farm 5 

heads % heads % heads % heads % heads % 

1 Agalactia 54 9.37 40 10.81 2 2.5 1 1.58 - - 

2 Pericarditis 131 22.74 15 4.05 10 12.5 2 3.17 - - 

3 Reticulum and 
foreign bodies 14 2,43 5 1,35 9 11,25 5 7,93 5 12,19 

4 Endometritis 3 0,52 2 0,54 2 2,5 7 11,11 2 4,87 

5 Womb disorders 20 3,47 1 0,25 7 8,75 8 12,69 7 17,07 

6 Ovarian disease 220 38,19 151 40,81 14 17,5 12 19,04 9 21,95 

7 Diseases of the udder 15 2,62 42 11,35 19 23,75 14 22,22 7 17,07 

8 Limb disorders 48 8,33 56 15,13 10 12.5 6 9.52 9 21.95 

9 Repeated abortions. 
dystocia 1 0.17 9 2.43 2 2.5 2 3.17 1 2.43 

10 Nutrition and 
metabolism diseases 10 1.74 47 12.70 3 3.75 4 6.34 - - 

11 Accidents 60 10.42 2 0.54 2 2.5 2 3.17 1 2.43 

 Total 576 100 370 100 80 100 63 100 41 100 
 

Reproductive disorders have origins and 
different percentages in the farms that were 
studied, as follows: 
-  Ovarian disorders have the highest rate 
of 23.82% of the total reproductive 
disorders, and, in the analyzed farms, in 
the farm no. 2 the percentage was 40.91%; 
- Udder's disorders ranks second in terms 
of incidence, with 11.24%; the lowest 
incidence of Udder's disorders was 
registered in farm No. 1 (2.62%) and the 
highest in farm No. 3 (24%) and farm no. 4 
(22%); 
- Uterine disorders ranks third with a 
percentage of 7.24%, and the variability of 
these conditions in relation to the farm are 
lower (0.25% in farm No. 2 and 12.69% in 
farm No. 4); 
- Endometritis recorded the lowest 
incidence, averaging 2.52%. 
Data held by us regarding the incidence of 
reproductive disorders in the 5 farms 
studied shows higher rates comparative to 

that established by Curelariu et al (1980) 
and Vidu (2002), respectively 43.66%, 
against 28.52%. 
Pericarditis. This is inflammation of the 
pericardium and is found in cows mostly in 
traumatic forme and less as primary 
pericarditis or in presepticemia form.In the 
analyzed farms, pericarditis ranks second 
after the reproduction disorders, in terms of 
frequency.Thus, this inflammation has an 
incidence of 11.16%, noting that the farm 
No. 5 there has been no case, which 
demonstrates special care in managing the 
feeding of cows. 
Limb disorders. This is manifested most 
often by inflammation of the hooves.The 
number of cows examined showed an 
average incidence of podal disease of 
14%.The most intensive care of the hooves 
was registered farm No. 2 where the 
frequency was very low.On the contrary, 
negligence in cleaning and adjustment of 
the hooves was recorded in the farm No. 5, 
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were it was recorded a frequency of about 
22% for the podal disorders.The data 
obtained by us are close to those 
encountered in the literature (14% vs. 
13%). (Andronie, 2004).  
The accidents. It are random and 
unexpected events that cause injury, death 
or reform and are often caused by 
negligent exploitation in dairy cows.In the 
analyzed farms, the frequency of accidents 
was averaged at about 6.13%.Se observă 
că există o pondere foarte scăzută a 
accidentelor în ferma nr.2 (0,54%), ca 
urmare a managementului foarte bun. 
Traumatic reticulitis. It is an 
inflammation of the cow's reticulum 
caused by trauma of the reticulum wall, 
produced by a metallic foreign body (nail, 
wire, etc.) that was swallowed once with 
the feed.The frequency in the 5 herds 
studied, had an average of 6%.This value 
indicates a great deal of carelessness and 
even negligence in feeding dairy cows, 
when, for the feeding, bales bound with 
wire are used.There is also a large 
frequency for traumatic reticulitis based 
farm (farm No. 5 12.15%). 
Agalactia. The absence of milk in the 
mammary gland of the Holsetin cows from 
analyzed farms, was almost 5%.The 
absence of the secretory disorders is 
noticeable in some farms analyzed (farm 
No. 5) and, for the other farms, the 
frequency is very high (farm No. 2 above 
10%, farm No. 19.4%).The nutritional and 
metabolic diseases. They are the result of a 
concentrated and unbalanced feedings 
technologies of the animals.In the analyzed 
farms, the disease incidence is relatively 
low (about 3%), due to the fact that, the 
feeding technology involves the use of the 
ratios that are optimised relating to the 
standard requirements of Holstein 
cattle.However, this kind of disorders are 
present and the incidence variates from one 
farm to an other.Thus, in the farm No. 5 
does not have been registered such 
problems, while in the farm No. 2, where 
milk production performances are the 
highest, incidence of nutritional and 

metabolic disorders is very high (12.7%), 
so, we can conclude that the feeding 
technology should be assisted by a 
nutritional sofware.In general, the 
frequency of this disturbance is four times 
lower  in comparation  with the data from 
literature.Overall, the digestive disorders 
(pericarditis, traumatic reticulitis, 
nutritional and metabolic disorders) are 
ranking second, accounting for 20% of the 
total disorders, after reproduction 
disorders, in the analyzed farms. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 

The productive longevity and,especialy the 
reproductive one, have an important 
significance for both genetic improvement 
and the economics of dairy farming. 
The analyzed herds are characterized by a 
biological longevity of 5.71 years, with a 
variability between 5.10 years and 7.24 
years,beeing within the literature limits. 
The average length of exploitation of 
Holstein cows is 3.61 years, with 
variability between 2.73 years and 4.74 
years, which proves different housing 
conditions. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper aims to present the methods used so far for mathematical modelling and the optimization techniques of the 
dairy farming sector. Article content is based on the various papers published from 1940, a period which is considered 
to taken the first steps in mathematical modelling and optimization of technology used in dairy farming. In literature 
are described three main groups of optimization methods: intuitive methods (empirical, quantitative and qualitative 
analysis, graphs and charts, etc.), statistical and mathematical (clusters, dynamic series analysis, correlations, etc.) 
and operational research ( linear programming, non-linear programming, square  programming, etc.). Currently, both 
farmers and  staff involved in livestock research, have a number of computer softwares, very affordable, allowing quick 
and efficient analysis of information that build mathematical models developed to optimize dairy farming technology. In 
addition, these programs allow maximum freedom in terms of how the mathematical models are constructed and their 
degree of complexity. A good example is the optimization of feed rations and recipes that can be made with specialized 
softwares or general softwares such as Excel. In both cases, the biological limits imposed restrictions on the model, but 
the human factor is the one who decides the number of feeds or the number of nutrients that make the object of 
optimization. Mathematical modelling and optimization activities in this area are of greatest interest because they 
allow, through a systemic and causal approach of the phenomena that occur in the dairy farm system, achieving 
economic goals such as minimizing costs, optimizing the use of available resources and maximizing income or profit. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
Dairy farming is an important branch of animal 
husbandry due to the share on that milk occupy 
in human nutrition and the nutritional qualities 
of this type of food. This statement is supported 
by the following figures: in the world there are 
about 1.5 billions cattle (for the year 2013, 
FAOSTAT 2015) and the milk production is 
about 626 milions tonnes (for the year 2012, 
FAOSTAT 2015), while in Romania are 
registered over 2 milions heads of cattle (for 
the year 2013, FAOSTAT 2015) and the milk 
production stands around of 4.33 milions tons 
(for the year 2012, FAOSTAT 2015). In the 
year of 2012, the cow milk production at global 
level accounted for 83% of the total milk 
production, and in Romania 87% (FAOSTAT, 
2015). 
However, over time, there have been various 
imbalances, regarding the relationship between 
supply and demand that have led to the 
dramatic fall of the prices offered to the dairy 

farmers. This risk is imminent in the current 
context that requires the removal of milk 
quotas starting with April the 1st 2015. 
In these circumstances, we consider that one of 
the ways that the dairy farms can remain 
profitable, throughout their existence,  is to use  
mathematical modelling to identify the best 
optimisation techniques for the technologies 
that are used in dairy farm. 
 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This paper is a bibliographic study of the 
results obtained in this area in order to 
elaborated, in the future, a dynamic 
macromodel of the dairy farm that allow an 
integrated optimisation of the used 
technologies.  
For this study, we used the scientific results 
obtained so far in this field and published in 
various papers (books, treatises, handbooks, 
PhD theses and scientific articles published in 
the scientific symposia dedicated to agriculture 
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and livestock, available in print in libraries or 
in digital from the scientific data bases from the 
internet). After identification of the papers that 
are of great interest for this article, we selected 
on those with increased applicability in 
practice, to be presented here. In addition, our 
paper contains a short presentation of the main 
computerizate programs, specialized or not in 
this area, which can be used in modelling and 
optimisation of specific technologies for dairy 
cows. 
The period of time studied in this work is that 
contained between the years 1940 and 2015. 
 
RESULT  AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
In the case of dairy farms, optimization is the 
action which seeks, by using various methods 
available, the most effective way of combining 
production factors, so that the end result is the 
best possible outcome in the given context. 
Considering these aspects, the dairy farm must 
be regarded as a system with the particularity 
that has to be seen both from an ecological 
perspective, but also an economical one.  
Regarding the ecological side of this type of 
system, the dairy farm is a productive 
zoosystem which differs from a natural 
ecosystem because it assumes a much higher 
energy consumption, uses several sources of 
energy and does not account for  
biogeochemical natural cycles (Gruia and 
Păstîrnac, 1991). In addition, there are 
structural and functional differences in the 
sense that the control subsystem of the dairy 
farm, as a zooproductiv system, is being done 
by human intervention (Gruia and Păstîrnac, 
1991). The bio-ecological perspective of the 
farm system, plays an important role in 
mathematical modelling performed for the 
system optimization, because it imposes a 
number of restrictions to the model. Dairy farm 
system is an integrated economical system 
because of the "natural" evolution in the market 
economy context and also it has feedback 
capacity in the sense that it respects the 
demand-offer principle. This means that the 
dairy farm economic system is in competition 
with other economic systems, more or less 
similar, so there is a need of a continue 
optimisation of the production processes to 
support the development  capacity of the dairy 

farm in time. Under these circumstances, the 
dairy farm has to be seen as an economic 
system that has the particularity that the 
optimization process is strongly influenced by 
the biological restrictions. 
Initially, the optimisation process was very 
subjective, relying heavily on the experience of 
the dairy farm manager, but since 1940s, the 
mathematical modelling of the bio-productive 
processes and the farm's systemic approach, 
allowed development of the production 
functions which have highlighted the relation 
of dependence between the production factors, 
represented by the resources involved in the 
production process, and the result in the form 
of the finished product. Such a production 
function can be represented by the following 
mathematical expression: Y = f (x1, x2, … , xn), 
where the dependent variable "Y" represents 
the production obtained in dairy farm and the 
independent variables " x1, x2, … , xn " signify 
the resources used.  
The advantage of using production functions to 
optimize the production process of  the dairy 
farms is the possibility of recognizing the best 
variant for combining the production factors in 
terms of quality and quantity. 
In the field of optimizing the production, 
pioneers are considered Eilhart and 
Mitscherlich which, together with the 
mathematician Baule, in 1909, have defined the 
relationship "production factor - production" as 
being a nonlinear logarithmic function. 
(Drăgănescu, 1984). 
The first specialized work which connects the 
exploitation of dairy cows and production 
functions has belonged to Jensen and was 
published in 1940 (Heady and Dillon, 1966). 
In this paper, Jensen points out that, besides the 
necessity of knowing the nutritional 
requirements of dairy cows according to their 
productive potential, it is also required for us to 
know how the production is affected when the 
nutrients intake is increased or decreased 
(Jensen, 1940). Another problem at which the 
author tries to find an answer is regarding the 
way that the milk yield varies depending on the 
amount of concentrates administrated to the 
cows. Thus, the question is whether between 
milk production and level of concentrates 
administrated by ration is a constant 
relationship or a gradual one (Jensen, 1940). 
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Considering these issues addressed by Jensen, 
one can claim that this paper is the first one 
which introduces the concept of optimization, 
in its true sense, in the field of dairy cattle.  
In the period after publication of the paper of 
Jensen, there have appeared a number of 
scientific works on finding an optimum 
(represented by the change in milk production) 
regarding the ratio between the quantity of 
grain and the quantity of forage in the ration. In 
this context, Heady and Dillon quotes in their 
book "Agricultural production functions", that 
was published in 1966, the experiment 
conducted by Huffman and Duncan in 1949. 
The two authors have studied the impact of 
replacing a quantity of TDN from hay, with an 
equal amount of TDN from concentrates. The 
result was an increase in milk production, 
which concluded that milk production function 
could be rather non-linear.  
The next paper on this subject belongs to Ashe 
and was published in 1950. The results showed 
that the relationship between the input and 
output (regarding the milk yield) has a linear 
character for cows fed with a maximum of 
1800 kg of grains / lactation, in the case of 
cows fed with a surplus of 1800 to 2700 kg of 
concentrate the increase in production is much 
smaller, while a grain intake over 2700 kg per 
cow has no positive effect on milk production 
(Heady and Dillon, 1966).  
Since the 1970s, the attention of researchers 
began to move increasingly towards the 
development of the concept of optimizing the 
technologies for dairy farms by using 
production functions (Diaconescu, 1995), so, 
the number of papers published for the 
evolution of this area began to grow. In 1981, 
Balaine, Person and Miller published the paper 
entitled "Profit in Dairy Cattle functions and 
effect of measures of efficiency and prices" in 
order to define the profit function based on 
performances of cows, to establish the 
relationship between profit functions used and 
determine the effects that prices may have on 
characteristics of the functions and 
classification of cows in the context of the 
trend of using the economic efficiency 
achieved in farm as a selection criteria for the 
genetic improvement of cows. The conclusions 
reached by the authors are: 1) is advisable to 
define the economic efficiency, in the case of 

dairy cows, as a linear function of income 
minus expenses per herd life time, because a 
linear function has a  more closed correlation 
with other functions and is easier to understand, 
2) the changes in relative prices have little 
effect on the classification of cows that are 
candidate for selection, 3) income variables 
(milk, fat and protein yield) have the highest 
correlation (> 0.44) with the daily profit, and 
expenses, defined as mastitis treatments            
(-0.21), herd life (0.19) and feed consumption 
(0.27) had the highest correlation with the 
profit function. 
The trend in the '70s continued in the next 
decade, and researches on production functions 
have been enhanced by several researchers. 
In this regard, we recall the article published by 
E. Groeneveld and M. Kovac in 1990, showing 
a calculation procedure based on several 
methods such as the method of least squares 
and systems of mixed equations, with 
applications in the animal genetic 
improvement. 
A dominant feature of the use of production 
functions to optimize the dairy farm 
technologies is the fact that it focuses on 
achieving economic efficiency at the expense 
of technological aspects, so the production 
factors are dosed to achieve profit 
maximization (Diaconescu, 1995). This is 
eloquently supported by the work entitled 
"Profitability of dairy cow herd life". The 
authors, Congleton and King, have used a 
dynamic model to estimate the impact of 
increasing herd life on economic efficiency of  
the farm. So, the model estimates the economic 
efficiency variation on the base of the 
interaction between several factors, like the age 
of the cows, milk production, demand for labor, 
cost of treatment, etc. 
We consider that targeting the efforts to 
optimize the dairy farm technologies to 
maximize the farm's economic efficiency, is 
appropriate given the argumentation made 
earlier in this paper, which has shown that 
dairy farm is primarily an economic system, 
being integrated in the market economy 
through the self-regulation mechanism which it 
has developed. In this context, we want to 
remember that the perspective which defines 
the dairy farm as a productive zoosystem 
should not be ignored, because it is the main 
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peculiarity of livestock and agricultural 
economic systems. This approach of the dairy 
farms can be easily understood and accepted, 
by both theorists and practitioners in the field 
of dairy farming, by showing how linear 
programming can be applied in the 
optimisation of feeding technologies for cows. 
Mathematical programming is a very effective 
method for solving economic problems by its 
ability to identify the optimal solution from a 
set of possible solutions, so the production can 
achieve maximum growth under conditions of 
rational use of resources involved in the 
process (Drăgănescu and Drăgănescu, 1966). A 
practical problem solved by linear 
programming involves the following steps: 1) 
the identification of variables, 2) determination 
of the objective function, 3) the writing of 
objective function and 4) the highlighting of 
the non-negativity condition. The objective 
function is a linear function in the sense that 
the equations of the mathematical model are 
equations of first degree, and the goal is to 
maximize or minimize a process of economic, 
technical or biological nature. 
Dairy production optimization by using the 
linear programming, can be done with the 
Simplex method that was developed by Dantzig 
in 1947. 
In the case of dairy farms, the linear 
programming is typically used to optimize feed 
rations for cows. 

In practice, regardless of the method used for 
finding the solution, solving the linear 
programming calculations is difficult and time 
consuming (increases the likelihood of errors). 
For this reason, the use of a computer program, 
that allow finding the optimal solution   in a 
very short time, is highly recommended. The 
most accessible program of this type is the MS 
Excel software. Next, we present a practical 
example of feed ration for cows that was 
optimized by using the Solver, an Add-in from 
Excel that calculates the solutions for linear 
programming problems by using Simplex 
method. 
In the Excel worksheet, the data is systematized 
as in the Table 1, and then the formulas are 
inserted as in the cell range from G4 to J7 plus 
the formula from the F7 cell. The next step is to 
select from the "Data" menu, the icon "Solver", 
action after which   a window will opened, 
requesting the next information: 1) "Target 
cell" or objective function (the J7 cell); 2) 
"Equal to" or the objective function type.  For 
this case, "Min" will be selected; 3) in the "By 
Changing Cell" section, the cells that 
correspond to the variables (F4:F6) will be 
selected; 4) and in the "Subject to the 
Constraints", the restrictions of mathematical 
model will be noted, which, in this case, are: 
G7:I7 >= G1:I1; G7:I7 <= G2:I2; F5 <= 6;      
F4 >= 0; F5 >= 0; F6 >= 0. 

Table 1. The systematization of data in the worksheet and formulas used 

A B C D E F G H I J 

1     
The nutritional 
requirements of 
a 650 kg cow 
with 20 kg of 

milk/day 

Min. 16.3 15.3 1420  

2     Max. 19.5 16.3 1560  

3 DM 
(kg) MNU IDP 

(g) Cost/kg TYPE OF 
FEED 

Quantity 
(kg) DM (kg) MNU IDP (g) COST 

4 
 0.26 0.21 15 0,003 € Corn silage  A4*F4 B4*F4 C4*F1 D4*F4 

5 0.89 0.57 70 0,110 € Alfalfa hay A5*F5 B5*F5 C5*F2 D5*F5 

6 0.88 1.00 120 0,170 € 
Mixture of 

concentrated 
feed  A6*F6 B6*F6 C6*F3 D6*F6 

7 TOTAL F4+F5+F6 G4+G5+G6 H4+H5+H6 I4+I5+I6 J4+J5+J6 

 
The next step consists in selecting the "Solve" 
button and the display of the solution, if there is 
one. In the case shown here, the solution is the 
one from Table 2. To illustrate better the 
importance of using such a method in dairy 

farming, we can compare the cost obtained by 
using linear programming to optimize the feed 
ration with the cost of a feed ration that was 
optimized by the classical method of "attempt". 
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Table 2. The optimum solution for the feed ratio 

A B C D E F G H I J 

1     
The nutritional 
requirements of 
a 650 kg cow 
with 20 kg of 

milk/day 

Min.  16,3 15,3 1420  

2     Max. 19,5 16,3 1560  

3 DM 
(kg) MNU IDP 

(g) Cost/kg TYPE OF 
FEED 

Quantity 
(kg) DM (kg) MNU IDP (g) COST 

4 0.26 0.21 15 0.003 € Corn silage 30,0 7,80 6,30 450 0,090 € 
5 0.89 0.57 70 0.110 € Alfalfa hay 5.3 4,68 3,00 368 0,579 € 

6 0.88 1.00 120 0.170 € 
Mixture of 

concentrated 
feed 

6,3 5,28 6,00 720 1,020 € 

7 TOTAL 41,3 17,76 15,3 1538 1,689 € 
 
To this end, keeping the same nutritional 
requirements, we optimized purely technical 
the same feed ration (Table 3). Optimizing by 
"attempt" involves combining the available 
forages in various proportions based on the 
experience and the intuition of the person that 
optimizes the feed ratio until the nutritional 
requirements of the cow are satisfied. 
One can easily see that there is a significant 
cost difference between the two feed ratios 
(0.152 euro per cow per day), although 
nutritional requirements are satisfied, both for 

maintaining the vital functions as well for 
production. 
Analyzing this situation, we can conclude that 
the economy obtained, thanks to applying the 
linear programming in zootechnical practice 
(optimizing the feed ratios), for the case 
discussed here, is of approximately 47 euros 
per lactation (305 days) for each cow in the 
farm. Based on these results, it can be stated 
that along with the increasing of the dairy farm 
size, the economy achieved increases, if these 
optimization techniques are used. 

Table 3. Feed ratio optimized through the "attempting" method 

 
In dairy farms, linear programming can be 
applied to other activities, such as crop 
structure optimization, herd structure 
optimisation or to the genetic improvement 
technology. In genetic improvement, linear 
programming is a method for selection of 
animals that will be used for breeding, taking 
into account a number of restrictions on the 
availability of resources, marketing strategies 

of the farm or the market trends (Jansen, 1984). 
Thus, Jansen argues in his article, "Linear 
Programming in Selection of Livestock", 
published in 1984, that the estimated 
performances of the animals can be integrated 
into objective functions (e.g. maximization of 
the dairy farm's profit), procedure which brings 
a higher benefit for the decision making 
process, compared to the results that may be 

A B C D E F G H I J 
1 The nutritional 

requirements of 
a 650 kg cow 
with 20 kg of 

milk/day 

Min. 16,3 15,3 1420 

2     Max. 19,5 16,3 1560  

3 DM 
(kg) MNU IDP 

(g) Cost/kg TYPE OF 
FEED 

Quantity 
(kg) DM (kg) MNU IDP (g) COST 

4 0,26 0,21 15 0,003 € Corn silage 27.0 7.02 5.67 405 0.081 € 

5 0,89 0,57 70 0,110 € Alfalfa hay 7.5 6.68 4.28 525 0.825 € 

6 0,88 1,00 120 0,170 € 
Mixture of 

concentrated 
feed 

5.5 4.84 5.50 660 0.935 € 

7 TOTAL 37.5 18.54 15.45 1590 1.841 € 
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obtained by using the simple equations  method 
that disregard the model's restrictions or 
production alternatives. 
Another method for optimizing the activities in 
the dairy farm is by applying the graphs theory 
in the process of organization and planning the 
work of employees. This method allows the 
rationalization of work time through a 
sequential and global approach of the work 
process in order to optimize the total labor 
consumption (Iosif et al., 1984). As in the case 
of linear programming, the optimization 
calculations required for this segment, are 
facilitated by using computer programs. As a 
result of the application of this method in 
practice, the benefits obtained are the 
maximum possible reduction of the                                 
duration of the working process, the increased 
productivity of labor and reducing costs. 
Since the 1990s, appear specialized computer 
programs for agriculture and livestock. The 
role of these programs was initially storing 
various information collected in the form of 
data banks, but the emergence of new 
programs, especially those for data processing 
has enabled a better use of them. Thus, 
implementation of the "Expert Systems" 
computer programmes allowed more efficient 
use of the computing technique and also the use 
of very effective electronic sensors in animal 
husbandry (Diaconescu, 1995). 
The expert systems, also known as 
"information-based systems" were designed to 
solve complex problems and allow drawing 
conclusions and optimal management decisions 
based on computer processing (analysis, 
synthesis) of the raw data available. E. 
Teigenbaum from Stanford University, quoted 
by Șt. Diaconescu in 1995, gives the following 
definition of the expert systems "... a "smart" 
computer program, which, by using 
information and interface  procedures, solve 
difficult problems that require a significant 
human experience for them to be resolved. The 
information required to solve such levels, plus 
the interface procedures used, are the concern, 
for such a model, of the best practitioners in the 
field." 
In general, such a system is made up of several 
sub-systems (Figure 1). 

 
 

Figure 1. General scheme of an expert system 
(after Farnir, 1992, cited by Diaconescu, 1995) 

 
Using expert systems, designed to optimize the 
exploitation of dairy cows, bring some 
advantages: 
- reduce the cost of dairy farming by reducing 

the need of experts in this field; 
- the expertise of an expert system is available 

at any time; 
- can combine the expertise of several 

specialists in dairy farming; 
- developing solutions is timely; 
- the solutions are not influenced by human 

subjectivity; 
- is a perfect source of knowledge for the farm 

manager and not only; 
- uses complete and in an intelligent manner 

the available databases in the dairy farm. 
The first steps in the use of expert systems in 
dairy farms were done by using systems of a 
lesser extent, in the sense that they were 
designed to solve specific issues or specific 
technological segments of dairy farming as: 
reproduction (Domecq et al., 1991), milking 
system (Hogeveen et al., 1995), forages 
(Patacq, 1987), animal health (Benas, 1986), 
the herd management (Pellerin, 1994), 
designing and development of dairy farms 
(Samer et al., 2012), veterinary medicine 
(Pastell and Kujala, 2007), etc. 
Along with the trend of making expert systems 
that are specialized in the various technologies, 
there is the tendency of developing complex 
expert systems that integrate all dairy farm 
technologies, so that, the solutions developed 
by the program, to be truly integrated by taking 
account of the interrelations that exist between 
the phases of production in the dairy farms. 
The first steps in this direction are made by 
Hogeveen et al. in 1991 (Diaconescu, 1995), 
which creates a general scheme of the modules 
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and paths of a complet expert system for dairy 
farms (Figure 2). The functioning of these 
complete expert systems requires that each 
module elaborates specific solutions in the field 
that was designed for (specific algorithms for: 
breeding, animal health, milking technology, 
feeding technology, etc.) and then, by unifying 
these solutions, to issue findings and 
recommendations in the form of decisions. 

Figure 2. Search paths in a rule-based and a model-based 
systems (Hogeveen and all, 1991) 

 
One of the first programs of this type is 
presented in the paper "DXMAS: An expert 
system software providing advice to dairy 
operators" that was published in 1993 by 
Schmisseur and Gamroth. This program was 
created to identify management problems in 
dairy farms. As a result, it has been shown that 
it is able to imitate the decisions and 
conclusions of dairy experts in 95 management 
issues. It has been estimated that, by correcting 
these deficiencies, the dairy farmer can get an 
income growth ranging, at that time, between $ 
25 and $ 450/cow/lactation (Schmisseur and 
Gamroth, 1993). 
A year later, is presented a evaluation of the 
LAIT-XPERT VACHES program, whose 
expertise is based on experience of three 
experts in nutrition and dairy farm 
management. The program can calculate targets 
for production, costs of feeding, reproduction, 
etc; identify problems in feeding technology, 
genetic improvement, herd management, etc., 
based on the 950 rules and to issue findings 
from analysis carried out with an accuracy of 
92.3% (Pellerin et al., 1994). 
Starting with the year 2000, in dairy farming 
field occurs the concept of "Precision Feeding", 
which can be defined as being the optimization 

of the feeding technology, so that, nutrient 
losses at dairy farm level to be minimized, and 
the pollution and costs reduced. This can be 
achieved by administrating rations with the real 
nutritional value (what the cow really consume) 
equal to the theoretical nutritional value, 
estimated by formulation (Sova et al., 2014). 
Thus, in the last 15 years, a series of studies 
have been carried out for the implementation 
and development of this concept (Bateman et 
al., 2001; Cerosaletti et al. 2004; Trenel et al., 
2009; Spanghero et al., 2010; Lascono et al., 
2011). 
From 2010 a new trend appeared in dairy 
farming, that optimize the production processes 
by treating the cows in the herd at an individual 
level. This is done automatically by sensors 
which take and transmit in real time the 
information collected from the cow on: body 
temperature, cow's position, daily distance 
made by the cow, etc. The data collected is 
processed by computer, and the results are used 
to develop management strategies in the short, 
medium and long term (Rutten et al., 2013; 
Liang et al., 2013). This concept is called 
"Precision Livestock Farming" (André et al., 
2011) and, currently, is the last optimisation 
technique used in dairy farming. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Dairy farm is primarily an economic system 
which has as the main feature, the fact that 
model's restrictions are of biological nature. 
The concept of optimization of dairy farms 
technologies appeared in the '40s and since, it 
has gone through several stages: production 
optimization by using production functions, use 
of the linear programming, applying the theory 
of graphs, development of the expert systems 
and, currently, the tendency to treat dairy cows 
individually (Precision Dairy Farming 
Concept). 
The objective of optimization of production in 
dairy farm is mainly of economic nature and 
secondary of a technological nature. 
New studies are needed on the development 
and implementation of the "Precision Dairy 
Farming" concept in Romania, in the near 
future. 
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Abstract 
 
Public perception about the nutritional qualities of table eggs obtaining from alternative systems compared to 
conventional one is based on the idea that eggs produced in alternative systems are superior in quality to those 
obtained in growth batteries. In the foreground but falls to assure the welfare of laying hens in battery cages adoption 
'improved' , which provides ethological needs of laying hens during production . The purpose of this study is to analyze 
the impact of the welfare on the performance  as body weight, egg production and laying intensity ,at  Lohmann Brown 
laying hens during 50 weeks of operation. The determination of performance indicators was performed using specific 
methods weighing scales Weighmate regular Junior , records and intensity of egg production of laying computerized 
system Touch Viper Climate and Production. The research was conducted on two groups of hens exploited in  classic 
system as improved battery and  alternative system free range. Performance indicators were recorded and the data 
were statistically processed , establishing systems impact on body weight , egg production , and  the intensity of laying. 
Compared to conventional systems where body weight of birds at the age of 20 weeks was 1545.571 ± 15 369 g, in 
alternative one the body weight was 1652.429 ± 29.663 g ;in terms of  egg production was 1.17 % lower than the 
production standard for free range system and 0.03 % in group battery operated, about  laying intensity was 97.14 % at 
week 34,in the free range group and  97.43 % at week 29 in the group operated batteries. Alernative systems has 
multiple benefit on the health of laying hens but not on their productivity , morphological and productive performance 
of the hybrid , both classical system  and free range  one is due to genetic stability and environmental factors . 
 
 
Key words:eggs, laying hen, performance, free range, improved battery. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
Alternative systems of growth, such as free 
range have increased in recent years not only to 
meet the latest consumer food changes, and 
respond to their concerns about the of well-
being condition of laying hens during the 
productive life (Anderson K.E., 2009). 
Growing system is a very important external 
factor influencing both morphological and 
productive performance of laying hens and 
quality characteristics eggs obtained 
(Englmaierová et al., 2014) . 
Productions and their quality are related to 
physiological status of laying hens, which is the 
best indicator that expresses the condition of 
welfare (Travel et al., 2011).  
In this context with the ban in the European 
Union in 2012, was allowed classical battery 
operation only caged hens improved or 
alternative systems, such as systems with loft 
and outdoor access, improve quality of 
productive life of laying hens (Tauson et al., 
1999; Leyendecker et al., 2001a ). 

In conventional systems is achieved notable 
performances, including higher eggs 
production, index improved of feed conversion 
and lower mortality (Voslarova et al., 2006; 
Valkonen et al., 2010), but high production of 
eggs occurred when small groups of chickens 
were housed in cages improved, but feed intake 
was higher (Appleby et al., 2002). 
The results of Tanaka and Hurnik (1992) 
indicate that egg production of hens is similar, 
and relatively high in both systems, 
conventional and free range, but alternative 
systems provides a more comfortable 
environment for birds than batteries . 
Therefore poultry specialists are forced to focus 
on growing alternative systems that replicate 
the natural environment of life of the hens, but 
must ensure conditions for a while 
externalizing the productive potential they 
possess (Usturoi, 2004). 
In this context, the aim of this study is to 
analyze the impact of the welfare provided in 
the 2 systems increase the performances as: 
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body weight, egg production and laying 
intensity, of Lohmann Brown laying hens 
during 50 weeks of operation. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The biological material studied was the 
Lohmann Brown  laying hens, in the period 
April 2012 - March 2013 distributed as 
follows: free range system operated (group FR) 
and improved battery (group B ) (Table 1). 
 

Table.1 Experimental research scheme 
 

Specification Experience groups 
Group FR Group B 

Hybrid used Lohmann Brown 
Growth 
system 

Free – range 
7000 hens 

Improved battery 
32000 hens 

Insured 
surface 

in hall = 7  hen/ 
m² 

in paddock = 4 
m²/ hen 

750 cm²/hen 

Followed 
indicators  

 

- body weight 
- egg production 
- laying intensity  

 
The determination of performance indicators 
was made by using specific methods weighing 
scales Weighmate regular Junior, records and 
intensity of egg production of laying 
computerized system Viper Touch Climate and 
Production . 
The investigations were carried out over a 50 
weeks of the production period of laying hens. 
On the 2 groups of hens exploited - improved 
batteries - conventional system and free-range-
alternative system weighings were performed 
every 10 weeks, aiming their body weight in 
the two systems. The other two parameters that  
were recorded was egg production number and 
intensity of laying. 
The recorded data were statistically processed  
(arithmetic mean, standard deviation and 
coefficient of variation average V%). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Data analysis performed on the 3 parameters 
investigated in the 50 weeks, there was a higher 
weight to free range laying hens compared with 
the improved battery system where body 
weight of birds at the age of 20 weeks was 
1545.571±15.369 g, the weight of the hybrid 

Lohmann Brown was 1652.429±29.663 g in 
alternative system, with an ascent that weight at 
70 weeks was 2051.286±27 970 in alternative 
system compare to 2032.000±25 430 g in the 
conventional one. 
 

 
Figure 1. Evolution of body weight of the Lohman 

Brown hybrid in  operated agreed systems 
 
Regarding the evolution of this parameter, 
regular individual weighings were performed 
on individual samples from each group, body 
weight scales measuring with the Weighmate 
Junior . 
Rise in body weight in laying hens is due to 
access to the paddock outside the hall for the 
free range, and recipe management. 
Production parameters were determined was 
eggs production and laying intensity exploited 
in the 2 growthing systems . 
Cumulative egg production was 1.17% lower 
than the production standard for free range 
system in week 70 of productive life of birds, 
and 0.03% in group of improved battery 
operated, as confirmed by the literature . 
The Golden J.B. in 2012 states that egg 
production registered a productive cycle is 357 
eggs/hen in conventional system and 304 
eggs/hen in free range system, but 
environmental factors and genetic stability of 
the hybrid, contribute to achieving these 
productions . 
The peak of laying  was reached in week 34, 
the group free range, laying intensity was 
97.14% compared to 97.43% at week 29 in the 
group operated batteries. In 2009, Arbona, said 
that in the 65 weeks of the hybrid operation 
Lohmann Brown in the two systems it was 
81.9% battery, and 77.7% for the free range 
system. 
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Table 2. Egg production in the two systems agreed 
(eggs/hen ) 

Groups of 
experience 

Hens 
age 

Eggs/hen Standard 
(eggs/hen) weekly  cumulative 

B 

20 3.1 3.10 3.9 
30 6.78 66.16 65.8 
40 6.60 132.70 130.7 
50 6.17 197.10 193.1 
60 5.45 252.60 252.1 
70 5.50 306.80 306.9 

FR 

20 2.26 2.26 1.4 
30 6.7 61.6 58.3 
40 6.6 128.7 122.3 
50 5.7 190.2 183.7 
60 5 242.9 241.1 
70 4.4 289.7 293.1 

 
Table 3. Intensity of laying in the two systems agreed 

(% ) 

Groups of 
experience 

Hen 
age 

Total 
production 

(no.) 

Laying intensity (%) 

Realized Standard 

B 

20 99200 44.29 45.0 
30 216210 96.81 94.8 
40 209850 94.23 93.3 
50 195694 88.14 89.8 
60 172460 77.86 85.1 
70 173547 78.57 79.4 

FR 

20 15820 32.29 20.0 
30 46599 95.71 93.7 
40 45791 94.29 91.8 
50 39438 81.43 88.1 
60 34505 71.43 82.2 
70 30188 62.86 73.8 

 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
Alternative systems provide multiple benefits 
on the health of laying hens but not on their 
productivity, morphological and productive 
performance of the hybrid, the improved 
battery and free range is due both welfare 
conditions, environmental factors and genetic 
stability of the hybrid . 
The body weight of hens exploited this 
dynamics  for during the 50 weeks, due the 
good bioconversion of food but also additional 
sources provided by outside paddock with grass  
from free range  system. 
Egg production in the two systems has 
increased from one stage to another, to guide, 
but both free range system and the improved 
batteries in week 70 it was lower than that of 
technological guide with  1.17% in free range 
system and 0.3% in the improved battery. 
Regarding the intensity of laying, at the age of 
40 weeks was 0.9% higher in the improved 

battery, than 2.7% in free range system.     
Generaly , the morpho-productive  performance 
of laying hens, in the two systems approved, 
may not be assigned to a particular operating 
system . 
Battery system brings an improvement in 
production due to the well-being improved 
batteries, balanced consumption, and better 
feed conversion. 
The alternative system as free range offers the 
possibility of  manifesting all the instincts 
(pecking, scratching) at the expense of higher 
food consumption to ensure both productivity 
and ethological specific activities, but not least 
products with superior nutritional qualities. 
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Abstract 
 
The content of the air surrounding animals is important in terms of poultry production. Particularly increasing 
concentration of some harmful gases such as ammonia, carbon dioxide and methane cause unfavorable conditions for 
animals. In the insufficient ventilation conditions these gases should be taken into consideration.  
In this research, the ammonia reduction effect of zeolite incorporation to litter was investigated at the poultry house 
which 22 m long, 10 m wide, capable to produce 3000 chicken at once. Twenty-five percent of zeolite (w/w) was applied 
to litter as 3 m wide band throughout the short edge of the poultry house to prevent rise of ammonia concentration. 
EFM/C coded electrochemical ammonia sensors were used to determine ammonia level whereas 16 bit AD/DA 
converter was used to log data on PC using self-developed software. The first sensor located in the middle of zeolite 
applied zone, second sensor located just conjunction between zeolite applied and non- applied zones and the others 
located on the centerline that parallel to long edge, 1.5 m far from each other. 
While planning the experiment, reduction on ammonia level was predicted by means of zeolite application. Results 
obtained showed that the zeolite has a potential to be used in poultry house to prevent rise of ammonia concentration. 
However, due to the rapid diffusion capabilities of ammonia gas, the differences between measurement sites determined 
rather low. Therefore, measurement should repeat in tight-separated measurement sites. 
 
Key words: ammonia, harmful gases, poultry, zeolite. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Improving ambient conditions is one of the 
major parameters to improve productivity of 
broiler production. Therefore a number of 
researches focused on new approaches that 
allow reducing ammonia level of the 
surrounding atmosphere of poultries. Broiler 
production commonly performed on the litter in 
Turkey (Sarıca et al., 1996; Sarıca and Çam, 
1998). Although many different litter materials 
are available, the cheapest and easily accessible 
regional products are preferred (Moore et al., 
1996; Sarıca and Çam, 1998; Eleroğlu and 
Yalçın, 2004). To obtain the expected 
performance of broilers is closely connected to 
the appropriate environmental factors as well as 
types and management of the litter. Moreover 
type of the litter also effective on the 
performance, welfare, health and behavior of 

animals along with product quality 
(Benabdeljelil and Ayachi, 1996; Ritz et al., 
2005; Torok et al., 2009; Garcia et al., 2012; 
Şekeroğlu et al., 2013). Sawdust accepted as 
the most suitable litter material for poultry; 
however, the price of sawdust is raised in 
recent years due to it has been using for 
different purposes, consequently production 
cost of enterprises is raised (Sarıca et al., 1996). 
Thus, researchers are encouraged to devise new 
materials that will not negatively affect broiler 
production performance with reasonable cost 
issues (Poyraz et al., 1991; Eleroğlu and 
Yalçın, 2005). A number of studies carried out 
to determine influence of different litter 
materials that may substitute sawdust litter on 
broiler production performance and carcass 
properties of poultries (Kaygisiz and Corekci, 
2003). Some researchers (Eleroglu and Yalcin, 
2005) are focusing divers chemical additives to 
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reduce microorganism abundance and ammonia 
level. The litter material where the production 
activities carried out should be clean and 
odorless to prevent bothering the animals. To 
this end, researchers are trying to optimize litter 
quality by a number of different approaches to 
improve animal welfare. Zeolite that used as a 
binding agent for animal feed; also be used as 
an additive to litter due to it has high water-
holding capacity, a positive effect on litter 
aeration, an effect of reducing gas and odor 
formation (Eleroğlu and Yalçın, 2004). 
Ammonia formation in litter is closely related 
by urease activity that synthesized by particular 
microorganism that act to convert urea to 
ammonia and carbon dioxide in the presence of 
adequate moisture. Produced ammonia is 
volatile and commonly located just 3-8 cm 
above the litter whereas ammonium ions are 
water soluble and may stay in the litter 
(Şekeroğlu et al., 2013). Rising litter humidity 
and ammonia concentration in the atmosphere 
surrounding animals are negatively affecting 
growth rate of animals (Akşit et al., 2000). 
Optimum litter moisture content reported by 
Sainsbury (1992) as 24-25%; while, other 
researchers (Reece et al., 1980; Caveny et al., 
1981) reported reduction of body weight, air 
bladder inflammation and some viral diseases 
in case of rising ammonia level above 25 ppm. 
Moreover, in case of ammonia level rise up to 
50-100 ppm, eyes of the employees are also 
effecting from ammonia, with tears appearance 
and irritation. 
In this research effect of 25% (w/w) zeolite 
incorporation to the litter was investigated to 
reduce ammonia formation under limited or 
non-aerated conditions. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The research carried out at deep litter poultry 
house that 22 m long, 10 m wide and 3.3 m 
high with the capacity of 3000. Long axis of 
the poultry barn positioned East-West 
direction. The base was covered with lean 
concrete. Course sawdust was used as a litter 
throughout the experiment. Barn walls built 
from lean concrete blocks 20x20x40 cm in size 
and, therefore, heat insulation was quite poor. 
Between the supporting columns of southern 
and northern walls, series windows are located 

on both sides for ventilation. Two types of 
feeders are used during each production cycle 
as bottom placed or hanging tube feeders 
considering the age of animals. To provide 
water requirement of the animals a nipple type 
drinker was used. Barn heated by radiant type 
heaters, additionally greenhouse heaters 
(Bouderus) was used as auxiliary heat source in 
the coldest days.   
Ross hybrid chicks which widely used in 
poultry production were used as a test organism 
and chicks transferred to barn when they were 
1 day old. Thomason et al., (1987) reported that 
due to the chicks are not able to manage body 
temperature in beginning stage, ambient 
temperature should be carefully adjusted. Thus 
within first two weeks ambient temperature 
should be higher than 27-30 �C whereas should 
not rise over 32-35 �C. Considering that 
information ambient temperature of barn in the 
beginning stage adjusted between 30-32 C and 
gradually decreased at the rate of 2-3 C in week 
until reaching recommended temperature for 
adult chickens. 
Twenty-five percent of zeolite (w/w) was 
applied to litter as 3 m wide band throughout 
the short edge of the poultry house to prevent 
rise of ammonia concentration. EFM/C coded 
electrochemical ammonia sensors (Electronic 
Devices Limited, UK) were used to determine 
ammonia level whereas 16 bit AD/DA 
converter was used to log data on PC using 
self-developed software. The first sensor 
located in the middle of zeolite applied zone, 
second sensor located just conjunction between 
zeolite applied and non- applied zones and the 
others located on the centerline that parallel to 
long edge, 1.5 m far from each other (Figure 1). 
Sensors were located to determine differences 
between zeolite applied and non-applied sites 
as well determine the ammonia gradient by 
means of distance from zeolite applied sites. 
Two more sensors were placed on 1.7 m high 
from bottom to determine ammonia 
concentration in the air where the employee 
was breathing. 
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Figure 1. Placement plan of the sensors in barn (Figure is not scaled) 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

 
In the experiment, cultivation in poultry house 
was continued for 45 days; however, 
measurement was not cover all cultivation 
period. Because, in the earlier stage of 
cultivation, litter was not enough dirtied by 
poultry dung; thus ammonia emission in the 
barn atmosphere was quite low, even lower 
than the detectable threshold value of the 
sensors. In the later stage of cultivation, 
ventilation was necessary due to higher outside 
temperature; therefore, ammonia concentration 
was rarely exceeded 60 ppm. It was not 

possible to suspend ventilation on the day time 
and thus, at the late afternoon ventilation 
windows are closed and then opened at the 
morning. Data from ammonia sensors started to 
log 2-3 hours before closing ventilation 
windows, whereas log closed 2-3 hour later 
then windows opened. Figure 2 presents the 
ammonia measurement of three days average at 
1/2 hour interval that representing overall 
situation about ammonia level in the barn. 
 

 

 
Figure 2. Ammonia values of representative measurement day (please note 0 m upper and 3 m upper are stand for 

employee nose level ammonia concentration) 
 
Ammonia concentration of barn atmosphere 
along with ambient temperature was starting to 
rise dramatically just after closing the 
ventilation windows. It was expected situation 
but ammonia increment settled up couple hours 
later and ammonia level became constant 

between 40 to 50 ppm nearly all night long. 
Early in the morning ammonia level started to 
increase once more and reached slightly higher 
than 60 ppm. Results obtained were not clearly 
revealed the emission-reducer effect of zeolite 
application. Between the measurement sites 
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there was minor differences by means of 
ammonia values; however these differences 
was not significant to conclude precise 
suggestions. On the other hand, reasons for not 
determining the difference between the 
measurement sites seems to be closely related 
to diffusion of ammonia gas from one 
measurement sites to other. Thus based on this 
experimental design it is hard to make 
inferences revealing that zeolite incorporation 
is beneficial or useless. 
Eleroğlu and Yalçin (2004) reported that 
intensive ventilation condition prevents reliable 
measurements on ammonia level in the barns. 
Supporting that evaluation Sarıca and Demir 
(1998) did not reported positive effect of 
zeolite application on ammonia level 
controlling in well ventilated poultry houses. 
Bintaş et al., (2014) moved subject to different 
point and revealed that zeolite incorporation is 
not effective on controlling ammonia emission 
from litter and improving animal welfare.   

Three days average values for each 
measurement sites are presented in Figure 3. 
Ammonia concentration was increased with 
distance from zeolite applied zone. Considering 
trends on ammonia level by means of distance 
from zeolite zone (Polinom. 30 cm; Figure 3), 
it can easily said zeolite application is effective 
on ammonia concentration suppressing. Nose-
level ammonia concentration (170 cm) was 
higher than all measurement points except 9th. 
The 9th point gives the highest ammonia level 
among the sites which is one of the farthest 
sites. The last point which 10.5 m far from 
zeolite applied zone shows lower value than 7.5 
and 9 m points. This because that point just 
close to entrance of barn and while employees 
are entering the barn fresh air comes in. Lower 
values in nose-level point would be another 
evidence for beneficial effect of zeolite. 
 

 

 
Figure 3. Mean ammonia values by means of distance from zeolite applied zone 

 
The determined temperatures in the barn 
presented in Figure 4. Results revealed that the 
air temperature in barn were higher than 
recommended value of 21-22 �C. The 
experiment carried out in spring time and 
outside temperature increased rapidly when 
cultivation near to end. Last week of 

cultivation, all windows tightly closed at the 
night time to be able to evaluate effect of 
zeolite application, this would be another factor 
elevating air temperature in the barn. There was 
no difference in temperature between the 
measuring points as expected.
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Figure 4. Air temperatures of poultry house 

 

CONCLUSIONS  
 
Overall results obtained from the experiments 
revealed that zeolite may use as an ammonia 
suppressing agent. However, due to the mean 
ammonia concentration fluctuating within only 
3 ppm band, based on present data given here it 
is hard to conclude any reliable decision. Thus, 
further experiment should carry out using air 
tight compartments to prevent ammonia 
diffusion from one site to other. Although 
ventilation seems to be the most effective 
method for reducing ammonia concentration, 
yet it should be noted the negative effects of air 
quality. 
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Abstract 
 
The research was focused on the influence of lactation on the milk yield in terms of quantity and quality, as well as on the speed of milking 
and total content of fat and protein in the milk of Estonian Red and Moldavian Black Spotted cattle breeds in the first and third lactation. The 
researches were conducted in the cattle breeding farm of the Experimental Technological Station „Maximovca” and in the laboratory of 
Cattle Breeding and Exploitation of the Scientific and Practical Institute of Biotechnology in Animal Husbandry and Veterinary Medicine. We 
studied the following indices: milk yield by performing control milking, assessment of fat, protein and lactose content and milk density by 
laboratory analysis of the milk, milking speed, the amount of total fat and total protein. 
 
Key words: Analysis, Cattle, Milking speed, Quality, Total fat, Total protein. 

 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Cattle breeding is an ancient occupation, which 
today has become a representative one, as it allows 
to obtain a variety of products - milk, meat, leather, 
biomass, etc. At present, high yields of milk 
obtained from cattle, with a high content of fat, 
protein and lactose represent the result of human 
labour. The specialists in selective breeding have 
worked for centuries with local, moderately 
productive, cattle creating specialized dairy breeds 
as Holstein breeds. Taking into account current 
market conditions, when it is necessary to obtain 
high and qualitative yields in short terms, it is 
crucial to know the productive and qualitative 
characteristics of cattle breeds at different ages in 
current breeding conditions. As for the milk 
production and its quality [9 ], it can be mentioned 
that milk production, fat, protein and sugar content 
change as the animals age.  If one intends to buy 
dairy cows and to raise them in small and medium-
sized farms, it is necessary to know the productive 
and qualitative characteristics of the cow breeds 
raised in the country in order to achieve an essential 
economic efficiency. 

 
MATERIAL  AND METHODS 
 
The researches were performed in the cattle 
breeding farm of Experimental Technological 
Station „Maximovca” of the Scientific and Practical 
Institute of Biotechnology in Animal Husbandry 
and Veterinary Medicine. As research material, we 
took the cows raised in the farm and divided them 
into groups. The first group included Estonian Red 

breed, the second group – Moldavian Black 
Spotted breed and also the cows were distributed 
depending on the lactation number: the first and 
third lactation. The cows of Estonian Red breed 
were grouped as follows: 12 cows in the first 
lactation and 17 cows in the third lactation. As 
for Moldavian Black Spotted breed, the situation 
was as follows: 20 cows in the first lactation and 
14 cows in the third lactation. All animals were 
kept in identical breeding conditions according to 
the loose housing system. We studied the 
following indices: milk yield by performing 
control milking, assessment of the fat, protein, 
lactose content and milk density doing the 
analysis of milk in the Laboratory of Cattle 
Breeding and Exploitation of the SPIBAHVM 
using the apparatus „Ecomilc Total”. Milking 
speed was determined in the milking parlor, 
using a pine tree milker and a timer to control the 
length of time, and then comparing the obtained 
amount of milk and the time. The amount of total 
fat and total protein was determined by 
multiplying the milk yield by the percentage of 
fat and protein, then dividing by 100.  
The obtained data were processed biometrically 
using the Excel program. Milk density was 
converted from degrees of the aerometer 
(1.02677 ˚A – for Estonian Red  breed) = % - in 
percentage 26.77%. 

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
According to the analysis of data on the milk 
yield of the breeds used in research, we obtained 
the results shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Milk yield characteristics 

 
The data in Figure 1 show that the highest amount 
of milk was obtained from cows of Estonian Red 
breed in the third lactation - 424.58 kg of milk and 
from cows of Moldavian Black Spotted breed – in 
the first lactation - 592.4 kg of milk, but many 
researchers consider that the maximum milk yield 
can be obtained in the IIIrd and IVth lactation from 
cows of Black Spotted breeds [8].  
High nutritional value of milk fats as well as the 
ease of their assessment served as reasons to 
consider the fat content as basic criterion to weigh 
the breeding and productive value of the dairy 
animals [10].    
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Figure 2. Characteristics of the fat content of milk 

 
According to data presented in Figure 2, we can 
mention that the fat content of milk of Estonian Red 
breed is by 0.13% higher at cows in the third 
lactation compared to the first lactation as for the 
Moldavian Black Spotted breed it is also higher in 
the third lactation by 0.05%.  
As reported by the authors [9], there is a direct 
connection between milk fat content and milk 
density, and if milk is degreased, its density 
increases, and vice versa when increasing the fat 
content - milk density increases too. Figure 3 
indicated milk density of the studied dairy cattle 
depending on the breed and lactation number of 
these cows. 
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Figure 3.  The density of milk in percentage 

 

The data in Figure 3 show the density of milk, 
which is by 0.11% higher in the milk obtained 
from cows of Estonian Red breed in the first 
lactation, while for the cows of Moldavian Black 
Spotted breed, milk density is by 2.75% higher in 
the third lactation. 
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Figure 4.  Protein content of milk 

 
The cows of Estonian Red breed have higher 
protein content in the first lactation - by 0.1%, 
while the cows of Moldavian Black Spotted 
recorded a greater percentage of protein in the 
third lactation - by 0.29%. 
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Figure 5. Lactose content of milk 

 
According to the figure above, the lactose 
content of milk of Estonian Red cows is 4.48, 
regardless of lactation number, while the highest 
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lactose content of milk - 4.63 was obtained from 
cows of Moldavian Black Spotted breed in the third 
lactation, which is by 0.43 % higher than in the first 
lactation. In conditions of intensive technologies, 
the cows are milked using a milking equipment and 
special attention is given to the selection of aptitude 
for mechanical milking. Increased speed of cow 
milking reduces labour costs and time to obtain 1 q 
of milk, fact which influences the economic 
efficiency of breeding cows for milk yield.  
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Figure 6. Milking speed 

 
The results presented in Figure 6, show that the 
milking speed of cows of Estonian Red breed in the 
first lactation is lower than the milking speed of 
cows in the third lactation by 0.062 l/min, while in 
the case of Moldavian Black Spotted breed the 
milking speed of cows in the third lactation is by 
0.023 l/min lower than the milking speed of cows in 
the first lactation.  
The authors [9] consider that when increasing the 
speed of milking, the obtained milk has a higher fat 
content. Therefore, we calculated the amount of 
total fat in kg as it is necessary in the production of 
butter and other dairy products, which require an 
increased amount of fat content in milk. 
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Figure 7. Total fat amount in the milk obtained from the 

entire lactation 
 

According to Figure 7, the greatest amount of fat 
in the milk from the entire lactation of Estonian 
Red breed was obtained from the cows in the 
third lactation, i.e. by 21.66 kg more than from 
the cows in the first lactation. As for the 
Moldavian Black Spotted breed, the largest 
amount of fat in the milk from the entire lactation 
yield was obtained from the cows in the first 
lactation, approximately by 4.00 kg more than 
the total amount of fat obtained from cows in the 
third lactation.  
In the European Union, according to the 
traditions of cheese-producing countries, the 
milk that is used to produce cheese contains a 
greater amount of protein compared to drinking 
milk, therefore they choose to breed cows 
producing milk with high percentage of protein. 
Taking into consideration all the facts mentioned 
above we calculated the total amount of protein 
in milk obtained from the studied cows. 
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Figure 8. Total amount of protein in the milk 

obtained from the entire lactation 
 

Figure 8 shows that the largest amount of total 
protein in the milk of Estonian Red breed was 
obtained from cows in the third lactation, which 
is by 12.76 kg of protein more than from the 
cows in the first lactation. The cows of 
Moldavian Black Spotted breed recorded the 
largest amount of total protein in the first 
lactation, which is by 6.33 kg of protein more 
than from the cows in the third lactation. 
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Figure 9.  Indices studied for the mentioned cow 

breeds in the first lactation 
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Figure 10. Indices studied for the mentioned cow 

breeds in the third lactation 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
According to the research results we can draw the 
following basic conclusions: 
      1. It was found that depending on the lactation 
number and animal breed, milk yield indices, its 
quality and content of total fat and total protein 
varies from one lactation to another, and namely: 
      2. Regarding the milk yield per lactation, the 
highest milk yield was obtained from cows of 
Moldavian Black Spotted breed - 4354.15 kg of 
milk in the first lactation and the lowest milk yield 
was obtained from cows of Estonian Red breed - 
3599.83 kg of milk in the first lactation. 
      3. Fat percentage, milk density, percentage of 
protein, and lactose percentage are superior in the 
milk of cows of Moldavian Black Spotted breed. 
      4. As for the milking speed, the highest speed 
was recorded by the cows of Estonian Red breed in 
the third lactation. 
      5. With reference to the fat content of milk, the 
cows of Moldavian Black Spotted breed are 
superior in both lactations. 
       6. The amount of total protein in the milk from 
the entire lactation shows that the largest amount of 
total protein was obtained from cow’s milk of 
Moldovan Black Spotted breed in the first lactation. 
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Abstract 
 
In the context of the global demographic boom, we notice a more and more obvious interest of livestock farmers’ both 
in streamlining animal farming and in the biodiversity of domestic species from which we may obtain a series of food 
products with high nutritive and organoleptic value. This phenomenon is supported, as far as duck husbandry is 
concerned, by the numerical evolution of the livestock for these species at global level in the interval 2009-2013. Thus, 
the latest data available at present (for the year 2013, FAOSTAT 2015) indicate that the livestock being reared in the 
world exceed 1,335 million ducks. They gain a more and more significant ratio among the domestic poultry livestock 
reared on a large scale, filling the third position in Europe after chicken and turkey and the second position in Asia. On 
the Asian continent, which has the longest tradition of consuming food products obtained from ducks, we notice a 13% 
increase, in Europe the increase is of 4%, in Africa of 5%, in North and South America of 7%, while Oceania is the only 
region where the livestock decreased by 20%, which is not insignificant at all due to the small livestock that are reared 
there. In this context, an international level, there is an average increase of 9%. Romania, too, follows this upward 
trend, the duck livestock increasing by 5% in the above-mentioned interval. 
An important aspect of duck husbandry is represented by the diversity, quantity and quality of the productions it 
provides: meat, foie gras (considered a delicacy), eggs, feathers and down of very high quality. The global production 
of duck meat is about 4.341 million tons, 11.5% of which is produced in European countries. The trade in this poultry 
totals imports of over 11.3 million ducks, 11.7% of which is performed in Europe. The main problem encountered by 
livestock farmers in farming certain species of duck is represented by the relatively low performances recorded in the 
reproduction activity, which decreases the farm’s profitability and makes it difficult to improve the poultry populations. 
 
Key words: ducks, foie gras, livestock, meat productions, trade. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Ducks are poultry that love water, they are 
reared in large flocks in people’s households, 
as well as in farms with various levels of 
intensification. They are highly variable in 
terms of breeds, which is why farming them 
may have several purposes such as: meat, foie 
gras, feathers, down or eggs. These fowls’ 
consumption of concentrate feed is low, as they 
make very good use of green mass. Thus, in the 
first part of their life, their feed includes a 
mixture of concentrated fodder, then juicy 
fodder is gradually introduced in feeding. 
Legumes such as clover and lucerne, as well as 
poaceae can be consumed by ducks directly 
through grazing. In order to obtain larger 
carcass, or to obtain foie gras, the ducks are 
force-fed. This may be done using corn grains 

boiled with 2% extra fat, or corn mash which 
includes 1.5-2% fat, 0.8% salt and 1% premix. 
The force-feeding interval ranges between 20-
25 days. In order to obtain a foie gras weighing 
350-400 g approximately 15-17 kg of corn are 
consumed (Vacaru Opriș, 2002). Rearing this 
species contributes to diversifying poultry 
production, in order to increase the assortments 
that the consumers can choose from. This is 
very important in the context in which classic 
poultry species such as chicken or broiler 
turkey have already achieved outstanding 
performances, which renders necessary the 
development of research in this field. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The paper was elaborated upon a thorough 
bibliographic study, based on the scientific 
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results obtained to date in the field of duck 
husbandry. Various bibliographic sources were 
referred to, such as: books, textbooks, scientific 
articles, other internet data about the numeric 
evolution of the duck livestock, the quantitative 
aspect of yields and the economic balance. In 
the statistical processing of the data, we used 
the Excel MS software, which decreased the 
time required for this activity and allowed us to 
avoid calculation errors. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
At global level, a wide variety of breeds is 
reared, even different species of ducks, as well 
as hybrids, which may be ranked according to 
the specialised direction of their production 
into: meat breeds, egg-producing breeds and 
decorative breeds. Another classification 
criterion is body weight, according to it there 
are heavy and light breeds. Hybrids are the 
products obtained by interspecific or 
intraspecific crossbreeding, breeds or lines, in 
order to obtain an added yield due to the 
heterosis phenomenon. 
The Pekin breed. It originated in China, 
wherefrom, in the 16th century it was imported 
to the UK, and then it spread throughout 
Europe. The body weight is 3.5 kg in males and 
3.0 kg in females, and the egg production 
varies between 160-220 eggs. In extensive and 
semi-intensive farming, the egg-laying season 
opens in February and lasts until August, 
extending even until October. The plumage is 
white, and incubation takes 28-30 days. In our 
country, the breed was imported several times, 
the latest import being made in the 1980s, 
when the pure lines 001 and 005 were brought 
from Cherry Valley in the UK, which were 
used in producing intraspecific and 
interspecific hybrids with the Muscovy breed. 
(Popescu-Micloșanu 1990) 
The Muscovy breed. It originated in South 
America, it appeared naturally by taming the 
Cairinia moscata breed. It was brought to 
Europe by Christopher Columbus in the 16th 
century. The breeds exhibits a significant 
gender dysmorphia, mainly the male weighs 
between 4.5-6 kg and the female between 2.5-
3.5 kg. The egg production ranges between 70-
80 eggs, and in controlled microclimate 120-
150 eggs may be obtained. In terms of colour 

varieties, this breed displays the following 
colours: black, white and pied. Incubation takes 
34-36 days, at the age of 11-12 weeks the 
males weigh 3-3.5 kg, and the females 2-2.15 
kg. 
The Rouen breed originates from North-West 
France, the Rouen town region, it is a heavy 
duck breed, with a slightly elongated body 
shape, the chest is wide, it has good features for 
meat production, the males achieve weights 
ranging between 3.5-4 kg, and the females 3-
3.5 kg. The female lays 80-90 eggs of cream of 
greenish colour. The plumage is wild. (Bunaciu, 
2009) 
The Aylesbury breed was obtained in 
Aylesbury county town in the UK. In this 
region, the breed was obtained through the 
selection of individuals with high body weight, 
whose offspring grow fast, the breed fattens 
easily and produces high quality meat. It is 
highly appreciated in Germany, where it has 
been reared for 150 years. The body weight is 
3.5 kg for ducks, and 4 kg for drakes; the 
fattened fowl may reach 5 kg. Ducklings are 
fattened easily and yield fine meat. Ducklings 
also have a fast growth rate, so that at the age 
of 8-11 weeks they weigh 2-2.5 kg. The egg 
production is of 80-180 eggs with an average 
weight of 90-115 g/egg, and a white-yellowish 
or greenish colour. Egg-laying begins in 
December – January and continues until July. 
The egg fecundity ratio is satisfactory. The 
plumage is white. (Vacaru-Opriș, 2000) 
The Campbell breed. It was created at the end of the 
19th century. There are many colour varieties, such 
as: khaki, white and pied. At the age of 8-10 weeks, 
ducklings weigh between 1.5-1.9 kg, and at adult 
age, males weigh 2.2-2.5 kg, and females 1.8-2 kg. 
The breed is very good egg-layer, with a high yield 
ranging between 250-300 eggs, in 1929 a record 
number of 357 eggs was recorded. The breed is 
used in obtaining egg-laying or meat producing 
hybrids.( Popescu-Micloșanu, 2009) 
The Indian Runner breed. It originated in India, 
wherefrom it was brought to Europe in mid-
20th century, its body weight is of 2 kg in 
males and 1.8 kg in females. It is a good egg-
layer, yields range between 180-200 eggs, 
weighing 65 g and having a white or cream 
shell colour. In terms of colour varieties, the 
breed displays: the wild variety, pied, white, 
brown and trout colour. (Usturoi, 2008) 
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Ducklings at the age of 8-10 weeks weigh 
between 1.5-1.8 kg. 
Ornamental breeds. Recently, both at global 
level and in our country, these breeds have 
expanded rapidly and they include: the 
Carolina, Mandarin, Dwarf, Crested, Labrador 
or Cayuga breeds. They are appreciated for 
their plumage beauty, structure and colour as 
such, but also for embellishing parks and yards. 
To obtain foie gras, as well as meat, the Pekin 
and Muscovy breeds are reared globally and 
their crossbreeding yields interspecific hybrids. 
The intraspecific hybrids based on the Pekin 
breed are those that achieve the highest 
performances in terms of broiler production, 
and they are the most widely spread at global 
level. Thus, the hybrids produced by Cherry 
Valley Farms in the UK may reach a delivery 
weight of over 3 kg, on a low specific 
consumption, over an interval 10-15 days 
shorter than the local duck breeds in various 
countries, thus they are in demand due to these 
performances. 
The Star 53 hybrid of a French company, has as 
father the GL 50 strain, with sexual maturity at 
the age of 25 weeks, and as mother the GL 30 
strain, with maturity at the age of 24 weeks and 
a production of 230 eggs per egg-laying season 
of 44 weeks, ducklings reaching a weight of 3 
kg at the age of 42 days, with a specific 
consumption of 2.4 kg. 49 days from hatching, 
ducklings weigh 3.4 kg, with a specific 
consumption of 2.6, which is why they are also 
in high demand due to the increased 
performances they achieve. 
Among the Muscovy duck hybrids reared for 
meat ducklings with very high yield 
characteristics, we may quote those produced 
by the company Grimaud Frères in France. 
When Muscovy ducks and common ducks mate 
naturally, the fertility ratio is usually very low. 
At present, the artificial insemination method is 
used to increase fertility. (Usturoi, 2005) 
The R.32 black hybrid. It is a Muscovy duck 
hybrid obtained by crossbreeding males from 
the “Dominant” line with females from the 
“Typical” line, it has black plumage, dark grey 
skin colour, male slaughter age of 80 days, and 
female 70 days, the slaughter weight of 3.8 kg 
in males and 2.1 kg in females, the specific 
consumption is of 2.85 kg. 

The R.51 hybrid. Muscovy duck hybrid created 
by crossbreeding males from the “Cabreur” line 
with females from the “Casablanca” line, it has 
white plumage and yellow skin. The slaughter 
age is the same as in the case of R.32, the male 
eviscerated carcass weighs 3 kg, and the female 
one 1.7 kg. The specific consumption is of 
2.8kg. (Popescu-Micloșanu 1990) 
The 31 barred hybrid. Muscovy duck hybrid 
obtained by crossbreeding males from the 
“Dominant” line with females from the 
“Dynamic” line, plumage upon hatching is 
barred, and at slaughter age it is grey with 
black spots. The male eviscerated carcass 
weighs 3.7-4.0kg and the female one 1.8-2.0kg. 
the slaughter age and specific consumption are 
the same as in the case of the other hybrids. 
(Popescu-Micloșanu 1990) 
The Romanian meat and foie gras hybrid, 
Mulard. It was obtained by crossbreeding 
Muscovy males with Pekin females, the 
hybrids have a fast growth rate, with good 
force-feeding features, they may reach 3.5-4kg, 
after force-feeding, foie gras weighing 350-
400g may be obtained, with a consumption of 
16-18 kg corn. (Usturoi, 2005) 
Ducks are valued for their diverse productions, 
as they yield: meat, eggs, foie gras, feathers 
and down. The meat production is influenced 
by breed, age, gender, hybrid, feed 
maintenance or administration, using force-
feeding or not. Duck meat is consumed due to 
its organoleptic features, as well as to its low 
intramuscular fat content, being leaner than 
chicken meat, having 2% lipids content in the 
muscles and being rich in polyunsaturated fatty 
acids. The colour is redder due to the high red 
muscle fibre ratio ranging between 70-90%. 
A 100g serving of skinned duck breast meat 
contains 140 calories and 11.2 g of fat. 
A great advantage of moderate consumption of 
duck meat is given by duck fat. The melting 
point for duck fat is only 14 degrees Celsius, 
much lower than the human body temperature, 
and for this reason it is easy to eliminate, as 
compared to the high melting points of beef, 
pork and chicken fat which are 45, 38 and 37 
degrees Celsius. The low melting point allows 
the meat to be very delicious even when it is 
served cold. 
The egg production is also important. 
According to M. Bălășescu (1980) the chemical 
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structure of a duck egg is the following: 70.1% 
water, 13% protein, 14.5% lipids, 1.4% glucose 
and 1% mineral salts. The caloric value of a 
duck egg is of 131 calories/egg or of 190-
230/100g egg. 
The duck egg contains iron, zinc, potassium, 
retinol, vitamin K and can help people 
suffering from insomnia, digestive problems or 
hypertension. The disadvantage is that the duck 
egg contains a high level of cholesterol, so it 
will be consumed more rarely and only very 
well cooked. The eggs laid by these species 
must be consumed after proper thermal 
treatment was applied (boiling/frying), or they 
are consumed as liquid eggs (pasteurised), thus 
lowering the possibility of becoming infested 
with certain diseases such as Salmonella. 
(Popescu-Micloșanu, 2007) 
Eggs for human consumption are obtained from 
light breeds, considered good egg-layers 
(Campbell, Indian Runner). 
Feathers and down are used in the animal flour 
industry, as well as in manufacturing quilted 
clothing, pillows or duvets, for which white 
down is preferred. 
The foie gras production is generally obtained 
from hybrids after force-feeding, a procedure 
which leads to liver becoming even 10 times 
heavier than normal. The phenomenon is due to 
the accumulation of lipids in the hepatic tissue. 
The global production of foie gras in 1998 was 
of 16,800 tons and has increased rapidly and 
constantly in the past 20 years. Almost 80% of 
the global foie gras production is obtained by 
France and Hungary. Bulgaria and Spain are 
also large producers.  
Romania, as well as its neighbours, can also 
produce and market foie gras efficiently, both 
for domestic consumption and for export, 
where the demand is continually increasing.
A statistical situation related to the global foie 
gras production in 2005 shows that the overall 
production was of 23,500 tons, the main 
producer being France, with 18,450 tons, 
followed by Hungary with 1,920 tons and 
Bulgaria with a production of 1,500 tons. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1. The global foie gras production in 2005 
Country Foie gras production 

(tons) 
Ratio to the 

total 
France 18,450 78.5% 

Hungary 1,920 8.2% 
Bulgaria 1,500 6.4% 

USA 340 1.4% 
Canada 200 0.9% 
China 150 0.6% 
Other 

countries 
940 4% 

Total 23,500 100% 
 
Force-feeding may be done manually and 
industrially. Manual force-feeding is a method 
that takes more time, between 5-10 minutes, 
the advantage being that the behaviour and 
state of each individual can be observed, 
obtaining satisfactory average yields. Among 
the disadvantages there are the high corn 
consumption and the workforce. (Usturoi, 
2005) 
Industrial force-feeding is of three types: force-
feeding on corn grains, on corn mash and the 
auto-force-feeding method, the amount of 
labour being smaller and yields being higher. 
The current status of duck husbandry, both at 
global level and in our country, is good, the 
data from the past 13 years and the analyses 
performed indicate that livestock is constantly 
growing, reaching 22.27% at global level. 
 

 
Fig.1. The status of duck husbandry at global level 

(thou heads) 
 

In Romania, the livestock is small due to the 
fact that duck consumption in our country is 
quite low. 
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Fig. 2. The status of duck husbandry in Romania (UM) 

At continent level, Asia yields the best results, its 
livestock increasing from 860,857,000 heads in 
2000, to 1,045,055,000 in 2013, the increase being 
of 21.40%. 
 

 
Fig. 3. The status of duck husbandry in Asia (thou heads) 
 
The Asian continent is followed by the 
European one, in 2000 in Europe there were 
approximately 67,728,000, increasing by 
28.43% and reaching 86,983,300 heads in 
2013. 

 
Fig. 4. The status of duck husbandry in Europe           

(thou heads) 
 

Africa is the third continent globally with a 
livestock of 25,514,000 in 2013, the increase 
being quite high, of almost 50% since 2000, 
when 17,095,000 heads were reared in Africa. 

Fig. 5. The status of duck husbandry in Africa            
(thou heads) 

 
In South America the status is also good, Fig.6 
showing that there is a 31.21% increase since 
2000, when the livestock amounted to 
7,118,000 heads, until 2013, when it reached 
almost 9,400,000 heads. 

Fig. 6. The status in South America (thou heads) 
 
In North America, in 2013, there were 
approximately 8,751,000 ducks, the livestock 
increasing by 13% since 2000, when 7,751,000 
heads were reared. 

 
Fig. 7. The status of duck husbandry in North America 

(thou heads) 
 
In Oceania, we encounter the highest increase 
of approximately 75%, but the livestock reared 
here is much smaller that it is on the other 
continents, thus the increase is insignificant at 
global level. 
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Fig. 8. The status of duck husbandry in Oceania 

The livestock recorded in Oceania have 
evolved from 818,000 heads in 2000, to 
1,428,000 in 2013. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
From the analysis we performed, we notice a 
global increase in duck livestock in the past 13 
years. Among the continents, the largest 
livestock are found in Asia, the Asian peoples 
having a long tradition of rearing and 
consuming duck meat and eggs. Asia is also the 
largest duck exporter in the world, and there 
are countries that process the duck eggs 
incubation on board ships, reaching the 
destination during the ducklings hatching. 
Europe also has an important duck livestock, 
which has increased more than the global one, 
by over 28 % in the interval 2000-2012. 
We notice that the first two foie gras exporters 
are France and Hungary. 
In Romania, the increase in livestock amounts 
to 5%, from 4,000,000 to 4,200,000. In time, 
the livestock tends to develop, which is also 

due to the ever higher demand for duck meat, 
as well as to the outstanding characteristics of 
duck meat. 
Decorative breeds will also develop due to the 
fact that they are liked more and more globally, 
and the demand is higher and higher. The 
livestock tend to keep increasing due to the fact 
that ducks meet the requirements of poultry  
products diversification and have a low feed 
consumption, they can be reared very well in 
extensive system, on lakes and pastures, thus 
making very good use of feed sources that are 
not used by other animal species and do not 
compete with human food. 
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Abstract 
 
The study of the average performance regarding the results in national competitions for the horses from the Romanian 
Sport Breed (RSB) is particularly important. Thus, by studying the averages nationally competitive results we can form 
an idea about the performance level in dressage for this population. 
The objective of this study was to analyze the differences between the horses from RSB regarding competition level, sex 
and origin, and to investigate the impact of these factors on the average competition results for the last 3 years. 
For this research we examine all the horses legitimated FER from RSB participants in national dressage tests, divided 
in 2 groups for origin variable and 3 groups for competition level and sex variables. 
Data were manipulated and analyzed using SPSS Version 21 for Windows (IBM, USA). 
The results of the statistical analyze show that for the sex variable in case of the RSB legitimated FER from national 
state studs evaluated as being significantly different (p<0.001) for variable competition results at FE level in 2012, 
(p<0.01) for variables competition results at BA level in 2012 and competition results in 2012, (p<0.05) for variable 
competition results. 
Also, the results show that from the distribution of RSB legitimated FER participants in national dressage tests, 62.5% 
participate at FE level (the lower difficulty level) and only 12.5% at BA level (the highest difficulty level). Must be 
noted that the last year in which the RSB horses participated at BA level was 2012, and from 2012 to 2014 the number 
of RSB horses participants in national dressage tests been halved. 
In conclusion we can say that the present research work demonstrate that the role of RSB horses in dressage is abruptly 
decreasing and the only levels in which this horses are still present are the lower difficulty levels. 
 
Key words: competition, level, dressage, competition results, Romanian sport horses. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
When we talk about breeding sport horses for 
performance in dressage or show jumping, the 
performance level obtain by these horses in 
competitions is particularly important. This is 
the basic criterion in terms of profit and 
profitability achieved from the economic point 
of view of this branch of farming. 
The recent studies show that young horse 
performance tests have high genetic 
correlations with later competition results, but 
competition data are more accurate predictors 
when selecting for only one discipline (Hellsten 
et. al., 2006; Ducro et. al., 2007). 
Good competition results in dressage and/or 
show jumping are the main objectives for 
breeding sport horses all over the world 
(Olsson et. al., 2008). The study of the average 
performance regarding the results in national 

dressage competitions for the horses from the 
Romanian Sport Breed (RSB) is particularly 
important because in this way we can form an 
idea about the performance level in dressage 
for this population. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
For this research we examine the entire 
population of horses from the Romanian Sport 
Horse (RSB) breed that are legitimated to 
Romanian Equestrian Federation (FER) and 
participants in national dressage competitions 
from 2012 to 2014. 
This RSB horses come from both state studs 
and private studs and farms, consisting of 16 
individuals, of whom 13 individuals represent 
RSB horses from state studs and 3 individuals 
representing RSB horses coming from private 
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studs and farms, with both parents from 
Romanian breeds. 
In this research we had 4 independent variables 
divided in two groups for breeder variable 
(state studs and private studs and farms), three 
groups for sex variable (geldings, stallions and 
mares), four groups for competition level 
variable (EF levels, DC levels, BA levels and 
EF+DC levels) and six groups for competition 
period variable (2012, 2013, 2012-2013, 2014, 
2013-2014 and 2012-2014). 
The horse distribution for competition level and 
competition period variables taken is shown in 
Figure 1. 

Figure 1. Horse distribution according to competition 
level and competition period 

 
All the data were assessed based on FER 
reports, also serving in the calculation and 
assessment of results of competitions each year 
separately, for each and every horse in part. 
The competition results of each horse were 
judged in part as follows (Figure 2.): 

- for the first 5 places were offered points 
for the obtained place (5 point for first 
place, 4 points for second place, 3 points 
for third place, 2 points for fourth place 
and 1 point for fifth place); 

- number of points obtained was multiplied 
by 1, 1.5 or 2 along with the raising of 
tests difficulty; 

- the scores were calculated for each horse 
regardless of the rider because we want to 
realize an analysis of the horse sports 
performance and not those of the rider; 

- we considered and awarded points only 
for the first 5 places in each test because 

under FER Regulation prizes are 
accorded to 25% of the number of starts, 
but at least to the first 5 finishers 
(http://www.fer.org.ro/pdf/regulament-
competitional-2013.pdf). 

Figure 2. Assessment of competition results 
 
Data was manipulated and analyzed using 
SPSS Version 21 for Windows (IBM, USA) the 
following statistical analyzes being performed: 

- Independent Sample T-Test; 
- One-Way ANOVA; 
- Descriptive statistics on the distribution 

of variables, mean, median, graphs etc. 
The value of alpha was set at 0.05 for all 
statistical tests. 
The objective of this study was to analyze the 
differences between the horses from RSB 
regarding competition level, sex and origin, and 
to investigate the impact of these factors on the 
average competition results for the last 3 years. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The results show that for: 

- sex variable: - 43.75% of the horses are 
mares, 31.25% are stallions and 25% are 
geldings; 

- breeder variable: - 81.25% of the horses 
come from state studs and 18.75% from 
private studs and farms; 

- competition level: - 62.5% of the horses 
compete on EF levels, 12.5% on DC 
levels, 12.5% on BA levels and 12.5% on 
EF+DC levels; 

Total score of competitional 
results for horse/contest 

B + A Levels  
10 pts. - Place I 
8 pts. - Place II 
6 pts. - Place III 
4 pts. - Place IV 
2 pts. - PlaceV 

E+ F Levels 
5 pts. - Place I 
4 pts. - Place II 
3 pts. - Place III 
2 pts. - Place IV 
1 pts. - Place V 

D+ C Levels  
7.5 pts. - Place I 
6 pts. - Place II 

4.5 pts. - Place III 
3 pts. - Place IV
1.5 pts. - Place V 

B + A Levels
10 pts. - Place I
8 pts. - Place II
6 pts. - Place III
4 pts. - Place IV
2 pts. - PlaceV

1 pts. - Pla
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- competition period: - 25% of the horses 
competed only in 2012, 12.5% only in 
2013, 18.75% only in 2014, 12.5% from 
2012 to 2013, 12.5% from 2013 to 2014 
and 18.75% from 2012 to 2014. 

For the RSB horses from state studs that are 
legitimated FER and competing in dressage 
tests we observed that the highest value of the 
factor score for competition results was 
recorded for the mare Magnolia with an overall 
score of 59.5 points, while the lowest value was 
recorded for the gelding Taifun with a total 
score equal to 0 (Table 1). The average 
performance for this factor is 23.62 points. 
(Table 3) 
 

Table 1. The values of the competition result 
scores of RSB horses from state studs that are legitimated 

to FER and competing in dressage 
Name Sex Competition 

period 

Score for 

competition 

results 

APOLLO s 2014 2 

DESTOINIC s 2012-2013 38 

DOMINO s 2012 46 

ELMO s 2013-2014 33,5 

GRETA m 2013-2014 37.5 

LEONA m 2012-2014 46 

LUP g 2012-2014 6 

MAGNOLIA m 2012-2014 59.5 

NUFĂR g 2012 4.5 

OLIMPIA m 2014 6 

PANTERA m 2012 27 

REFLEX g 2012 1 

TAIFUN g 2013 0 

 
For the RSB horses from private studs and 
farms that are legitimated FER and competing 
in dressage tests we observed that the highest 
value of the factor score for competition results 
was recorded for the mare Zaina with an 
overall score of 19 points, while the lowest 
value was recorded for the mare Afrodita with 
a total score of 8 points (Table 2).  
The average performance for this factor is 12 
points (Table 3). 

 

 

 

 

Table 2. The values of the competition result scores of 
RSB horses from private studs and farms that are 

legitimated to FER and competing in dressage 
Name Sex Competition 

period 

Score for 

competition 

results 

AFRODITA m 2013 8 

ORLIC s 2012-2013 9 

ZAINA m 2014 19 

 
The results shows that the total score for 
competition results for all 16 horses taken into 
study vary between 0 and 59.5 points, with an 
average of 21.44 points (Table 3 and Figure 3). 

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for the competition results 
variable 

Competition 
results 

N  s V% Min. Max. 

RSB State 

Studs 

13 23.62 5.84 21.06 89.17 0 59.5 

RSB Private 

Studs and 

Farms 

3 12 3.51 6.08 50.69 8 19 

Total 

Effective 

16 21.44 4.88 19.53 91.12 0 59.5 

 

Figure 3. Normal distribution of the score for 
competition results in the studied population 

 
For the sex variable the results from the 
statistical analysis shows that the score for 
competition results doesn’t present statistically 
significant differences for the 0.05 significance 
level (F = 3.153, p = 0.077). 
Therefore, we can say that, regarding the score 
for competition results there are no statistically 
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significant differences between mares, geldings 
and stallions. 
 

Table 4. Descriptive statistics for the sex variable 

 N  s  Min. Max. 

mare 7 29.00 7.50 19.85 6 59.5 

gelding 4 2.87 1.41 2.83 .00 6 

stallion 5 25.70 8.55 19.13 2 46 

Total 16 21.43 4.88 19.53 .00 59.5 

 

Figure 4. Means Plots of the score for competition results 
for sex variable 

 
Nevertheless the results from the statistical 
analysis shows that the score for competition 
results for the RSB horses from state studs 
presents a statistically significant differences 
for the 0.05 significance level (F = 4.596, p = 
0.038). 
Therefore, we can say that the score for 
competition results for the RSB horses from 
state studs is significantly higher (p = 0.048) 
for mares ( 1=35.2) compared to geldings 
( 3=2.87), but no statistically significant 
differences exist between stallions and gelding 
(p=0.134), nor between mares and stallions 
(p=1.000). 

Table 5. Descriptive statistics of the RSB horses from 
state studs for the sex variable 

 N  s  Min. Max. 

mare 5 35.20 9.03 20.20 6 59.5 

stallion 4 2.87 1.41 2.83 .00 6 

gelding 4 29.87 9.64 19.28 2 46 

Total 13 23.61 5.84 21.05 .00 59.5 

Figure 5. Means Plots of the score for competition results 
of RSB horses from state studs for sex variable 

 
For the breeder variable the results from the 
statistical analysis shows that the score for 
competition results doesn’t present statistically 
significant differences for the 0.05 significance 
level (t = 1.704, p = 0.113). 
Therefore, we can say that, regarding the score 
for competition results there are no statistically 
significant differences between horses from 
state studs and horses from private studs and 
farms. 
 

Table 6. Descriptive statistics for the breeder variable 

 N  s  Min. Max

. 

State 

studs 

13 23.61 5.84 21.05 .00 59.5 

Privat

e studs 

and 

farms 

3 12.00 3.51 6.08 8 19 

Total 16 21.43 4.88 19.53 .00 59.5 

 
For the competition level the results from the 
statistical analysis shows that the score for 
competition results presents a statistically 
significant differences for the 0.05 significance 
level (F = 4.163, p = 0.031). 
Therefore, we can say that the score for 
competition results is significantly lower (p = 
0.028) for horses that compete in EF levels 
( 1=12.4) compared to horses that compete in 
BA levels ( 3=42) and also comparing to 
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horses that compete in EF+DC levels (p=0.014, 
4=46.5), but no statistically significant 

differences exist between the horses that 
compete in EF levels and the horses that 
compete in DC levels (p=0.482). 
 

Table 7. Descriptive statistics  
for the competition level variable 

 N  s  Min. Max. 

EF 

levels 

10 12.40 4.58 14.49 .00 46 

DC 

levels 

2 21.00 16.50 23.33 4.5 37.5 

BA 

levels 

2 42.00 4.00 5.65 38 46 

EF+DC 

levels 

2 46.50 13.00 18.38 33.5 59.5 

Total 16 21.43 4.88 19.53 .00 59.5 

 

Figure 6. Means Plots of the score for competition results 
for competition level variable 

 
For the competition period variable the results 
from the statistical analysis shows that the 
score for competition results doesn’t present 
statistically significant differences for the 0.05 
significance level (F = 1.278, p = 0.346). 
Therefore, we can say that, regarding the score 
for competition results there are no statistically 
significant differences between horses that 
competed only in 2012, the ones that competed 
only in 2013, only in 2014, the horses that 
competed from 2012 to 2013, the ones that 
competed from 2013 to 2014 and the ones that 
competed from 2012 to 2014. 

Table 8. Descriptive statistics  
for the competition period variable 

 N  s  Min. Max. 

2012 4 19.62 10.51 21.02 1.00 46 

2012-

2013 

2 23.50 14.50 20.50 9.00 38 

2013 2 4.00 4.00 5.65 .00 8 

2013-

2014 

2 35.50 2.00 2.82 33.50 37.5 

2014 3 9.00 5.13 8.88 2.00 19 

2012-

2014 

3 37.16 16.06 27.82 6.00 59.5 

Total 16 21.43 4.88 19.53 .00 59.5 

 

Figure 7. Means Plots of the score for competition results 
for competition period variable 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
From those shown so far it can be seen that the 
majority of RSB horse participates in the 
lowest difficulty tests (62.5% in FE levels tests) 
and only 12.5% in the test with the highest 
level of difficulty (BA levels tests). It should be 
observed that the last year in with an RSB 
horse participated in BA levels tests was 2012, 
and in the period between 2012 and 2014 the 
number of participants from this breed halved. 
In conclusion we can say that regarding the 
average score for competition results for RSB 
horses participants in national dressage 
competitions from 2012 to 2014 is not 
influenced by the type of breeder (private or 
state), but we have to specify that for the 
private farmers we included in the study only 
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horses with both parents from Romanian 
breeds. 
For the future is impetuously necessary to 
research how the level of performance achieved 
in dressage tests is influenced by the RSB 
horses from different type of breeder (private 
or state), the parents breed and also a 
comparison of their results to other breeds that 
take part in Romanian national dressage 
championship. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper explains the swine productive capacity study and the swine growth during the lactation period and the 
breeding under the animal genetic type influence. It was concluded that by crossing the Yorkshire x Pietrain breeds, a 
young swine breed has been fetched, defined by a more advanced intensive growth; made by boars and sows similar to 
Landrace breed resulting in a bigger body mass of the studied swine family at the age of two months, explained by the 
manifestation of the heterosis phenomenon.  
 
Key words: boar, breed, growth, heterosis, swine. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Research carried out worldwide proves that 
nowadays the main technique of increasing 
productivity is hybridization. The hybrids 
obtained from crossing breeds, types and 
specialized lines have a higher productivity, 
with 8-10% than pure breed animals and with 
5-6% towards half-breeds from crossing 
breeds (Rotaru, 2013; Rotaru et al., 2015). 
In order to obtain higher and more efficient 
productivity quantitatively and qualitatively 
there are certain methods for proficient 
exploitation of heterozis phenomenon.  
Swine populations formed and improved in 
our country, as well as import genotypes 
could be very useful in this process, being 
provided efficiently, this is why, genetic 
resources must be rationally used in swine 
growth and hybridization system (Rotaru, 
2009). 
For improving genetic swine background, a 
selection of individuals used on reproduction 
is made, in order to create parental forms 

capable of producing descendents with a 
valuable productive potential, among products 
resulted, there are chosen those who submit 
special characters. 
Based on reported facts, the aim of the 
research was to study the reproductive 
capacity of swine according to breeds used for 
producing hybrids (Ladosi, 2010; Polen, 
2007). 
Scientific postulates submitted were focused 
on testing productive qualities of swine by 
using boars on Danish selection Duroc and 
Pietrain and determining growth and 
development performances on young biracial 
swine during lactation period until the age of 
2 months. 
 
MATERIAL  AND METHODS 
 
The research was made at P.E 
“Moldsuinhibrid”. The subject of 
investigations was the swine for breeding 
Yorkshire, Landrace- maternal form and 
Duroc, Pietrain-paternal form. 

 
Table 1. The scheme of obtaining young biracial swine of reproduction 

 
Lot Parental forms Young selected swine 

Maternal Sow no. Paternal Boar no. Young boars           Sows 

I- witness 
II-experim. 
III-experim. 

Landrace 
Yorskhire 
Landrace 

14 
11 
14 

Landrace 
Duroc 
Pietrain 

5 
4 
4 

6 
6 
5 

11 
16 
23 
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In order to obtain young Yorkshire x Duroc x 
Pietrain biracial swine there were selected 11 
Yorskhire sows and 14 Landrace sows, which 
were tested according to their body mass and 
length at 2, 4, 6 months. The young swine 
was set to analogical conditions of sustenance 
and nutrition during the testing period. Before 
artificial seeding sows were assessed 
according to their own performances to 
determine the body mass, body length and fat 
depth using electronic scales, ribbon and 
ultrasonic equipment. For the insemination 
there were used 4 Duroc boars and 4 Pietrain 
boars. Experimental swine was appointed 
pursuant to evaluation marks in elite and I 
categories. 
The productivity of swine was appreciated on 
calving according to prolificacy (number of 
living piglets), the weigh of a piglet and piglet 
lot at birth. At piglet weaning there could be 
determined the fertility of swine, based on the 
number of weaned piglets.  
The average weigh of a piglet at birth was 
calculated by weighing individually each boar 
and sow using electronic scale. 
The development of piglets in lactation and 
growth period was appreciated according to 

body mass and average daily gain, indexes 
being determined individually on each 
animal. 
The young swine was selected for 
reproduction after 2 months (6 boars and 16 
Yorskhire x Duroc sows and 5 boars and 23 
Landrace x Pietrain boars) appreciated 
according to their own performances. The 
control lot (Landrace x Landrace) was 
represented by 6 boars and 11 sows. 
The results obtained following the 
investigations were processed statistically by 
calculating parameters of variation series, 
arithmetic average (M), average error (m) and 
variation coefficient (Cv). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Growth and fattening units of swine could 
perform and be competitive, only by 
practicing intensive system based on selection 
and hybridization technologies, feeding and 
modern exploitation. Using these technologies 
can assure continuous growth of carcass and 
meat quality by reducing feed consumption 
per kg and work force. 

 
Table 2. Testing swine on body mass, kg 

 
   Age Breed 

Yorkshire Landrace 

 xSX �  Limits Cv xSX �  Limits Cv 

2 months 

4 months 

6 months 

18.55±0.21 

47.09±0.83 

81.36±2.09 

17-19 

42-50 

71-95 

3,71 

5,81 

8,52 

18.00±0.30 

44.86±1.44 

79.50±2.78 

15-20 

29-52 

51-85 

6.16 

12.05 

13.07 

 
 
The results of determining body mass 
presented in this table, show that together 
with increasing the age of sows, in different 
periods, the intensity of growth differs. 
During the growth period between 2 and 4 
months, absolute gain was of 28.54 kg, while 
between 4 and 6 months, the body weigh on 
Yorkshire breed increased with 34.27 kg.  

Such results were obtained also on Landrace 
breed. 
The selection effect, but also hybridization 
depends on the quality of biologic material 
used for this aim, which must be valued 
according to their own performances until 
seeding. The results of these papers are 
presented in table 3. 
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Table 3. The appreciation of sows own performances on seeding 
 

Breed 

Yorkshire Landrace 

 xSX �  Limits Cv xSX �  Limits Cv 

Body mass, kg 119.46±3.18 104-132 8.82 104.93±3.21 80-133 11.44 

Breed 

Yorkshire Landrace 

Body length, cm 134.55±1.07 128-142 2.65 135.0±0.55 131-138 11.44 

Fat depth, mm 14.18±0.35 13-16 8.23 13.64±0.33 12-16 8.91 

 
The sows were appreciated according to their 
own results before seeding, determining their 
body mass, stem length and fat depth. 
Following the research, there was proved that 
between breeds, no significant differences 
based on body length and fat depth were 
signaled, but in what concerns body mass the 

differences were of 14.53 kg, which is 
considered significant. (B>0.95). 
Sows proved a characteristic development for 
breeding animals, and fat depth complied 
within the limits of 12-16 mm, the average 
varying between 13-14 mm, which 
corresponds to the requirements of biologic 
material used for this experiment. 

 
Table 4. Sows productivity 

 
Lot Parental 

combinations 
No. 

Prolificacy, 

head 

1 Weight 

piglet at birth, kg 

Piglet weigh lot at 

birth, kg 

I – witness L x L 10 11.50±0.54 1.37±0.04 15.24±0.57 

II – witness Y x D 4 11.25±1.37 1.32±0.08 14.27±0.99 

III- witness L x P 12 10.58±0.78 1.37±0.05 14.18±0.90 

 
The data from this table prove that sows 
prolificacy on experimental lots vary within 
the limits from 10.58 to 11.50 on piglets, the 
difference between Landrace the combination 
of L x P was equal with 0.92 piglets, being 
insignificant. The results concerning the 
weight of a piglet at birth, prove that between 
lots there were no significant differences, 

varying between 1.32-1.37 kg. The lot weigh 
of piglets at birth is higher with 1.06 kg based 
on a prolificacy higher that 11 piglets. 
The results analyzed lead to the conclusion 
that indexes used for the appreciation of 
swine productivity are more optimal so that 
young swine could be selected for 
reproduction from them. 

Table 5. Sows fertility 
 

 

Lot 
 

Parental combinations 

Weaning  

Piglet lot 

weight, kg 
No. of piglets, head 

1 weight at 

birth, kg 

I – witness L x L 10.90±0.46 8.57±0.17 93.00±3.62 

II – experim. Y x D 10.50±0.96 8.02±0.40 84.25±8.80 

III – experim. L x P 10.00±0.67 8.37±0.60 81.67±6.84 
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The data form the table confirm the fact that 
the number of piglets at seeding is decreasing 
from 0.60 in control lot, until 0.75 in 
experimental lot II, but there could be 
mentioned that the fertility of sows is good 
enough in every lot.  
The average weight of a piglet varies from 
8.02 kg in lot II of piglets obtained by 

crossing Yorskhire and Duroc breeds, and 
8.57 kg in control lot of piglets, the 
differences varying within the limits of 0.35-
0.55 kg. Such differences were noticed on lot 
weigh of piglets at seeding. 
 

 
Table 6. Piglets development during embryonic period 

 
 

Lot 

 

Parental 

combinations 

Average weight of piglets at birth, kg 

Boars Sows 

No Mass Limits No Mass Limits 

I – martor L x L 6 1.42±0.02 1.30-1.50 18 1.39±0.02 1.3-1.5 

II –experim. Y x D 6 1.41±0.03 1.30-1.50 16 1.37±0.02 1.2-1.5 

III–experim. L x P 5 1.50±0.03 1.40-1.60 23 1.37±0.02 1.2-1.5 

 
The embryonic development of piglets 
appreciated by the weigh of a piglet at birth, 
confirm that it varies from 1.3 until 1.5 kg on 
boars and sows, the average being higher in 
experimental lot III. Important differences 
between lots were not noticed, but there could 
be mentioned the fact that at birth piglets had 

a weigh that could be appreciated as being in 
accordance with optimal indexes of 
development. 
During lactation period, the piglets must 
develop intensively, but such factors as swine 
genotype could influence this process.

 
Table 7. Development of piglets during lactation period 

 
 

Lot 

 

Parental 

combinations 

Piglet weigh on weaning, kg 

Boars sows 

 

No 

 

Mass 

 

Limits 

 

No 

 

Mass 

 

Limits 

I – witness L x L 6 10.0±0.00 10.0-10.0 18 9.03±0.24 7.8-10.0 

II – experim. Y x D 6 8.30±0.33 7.10-8.90 16 7.32±0.85 7.10-8.9 

III –experim. L x P 5 8.66±0.21 8.30-9.00 23 8.38±0.50 2.3-10.8 

 
The results presented in this table prove that 
on boars, important differences between lot 
were not noticed, these being insignificant 
and equal with 0.36 kg. 
The best results on sows were obtained in 
control lot and experimental lot III. 
Differences between I and II lot were equal 

with 1.71 kg, III and II-1.06,I and III -0.65 kg. 
The limits in every lot were 2.2-2.5 kg. 
In selection units, for the appreciation of 
development level of young swine, there is 
analyzed the average weigh of a piglet at 2 
months, period which includes the duration of 
lactation and piglets growth. The results 
obtained in this period are presented in table 8
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Table 8. Results of piglets growth until 2 months 
 

 

Lot 

 

Parental forms 

Average weigh of a piglet at 2 months, kg 

Boars sows 

No Mass Limits No Mass Limits 
I – witness L x L 6 18.23±0.85 17-21 11 16.46±0.41 14-19 

II –experim. Y x D 6 17.83±1.14 16-21 16 17.31±0.85 14-26 

III-experim. L x P 5 19.80±0.97 17-23 23 18.39±0.59 15-25 

 
 
In the growth period from birth until 2 
months, the development of piglets was 
within optimal limits, but a smaller average 
weigh of a sow, was registered in control lot, 
equal with 16.46 kg, and one bigger in 
experimental lot III -18.39 kg, formed from 
biologic material obtained by crossing 
Landrace and Pietrain breeds (B>0.95), the 
results being insignificant. The limits were 
between 16 and 23 kg on boars and 25 kg on 
sows. 
The results of growth and development of 
young swine during lactation and growth 
period until 2 months, prove that the number 
obtained could be selected from the necessary 
number of boars and sows for reproduction, 

because it correspond with the requirements 
submitted by the instruction of evaluation 
marks of swine, especially the aim presented 
during the research. 
The ratio of meat in carcass at hybrids is 
influenced by the growth intensity of young 
swine during seeding, because the formation 
of muscular tissue happens more intensive 
during post embryonic period. 
It must be mentioned that beginning with 2 
months the weigh of sow fits within the 
normal limits. 
The results of growth speed appreciation on 
young swine are presented in table 9. 
 

 
Table 9. Growth speed on young swine 

 
 

Lot 
 

Parental 
combinations 

Average daily gain,g 

boars sows 
 

No 
 

xSX �
 

 
Limits 

 
Cv 

 
No 

 
xSX �

 

 
Limits 

 
Cv 

I – 
witness 

L x L 6 282.0± 
13.9 

388-458 8.79 11 191.6± 
7.79 

148-221 13.48 

II-
experim. 

Y x D 6 190.0± 
11.7 

153-220 15.08 16 186.1± 
8.84 

140-275 18.99 

III-
experim. 

L x P 5 214.2± 
11.8 

180-253 12.4 23 204± 70 160-266 11.61 

 
The results presented in this table prove that 
the average daily gain on boats in 
experimental lots varied from 190 g in lot II 
until 214 g in lot III and 186 at 204 g 
corresponding to differential swine being 
insignificant. This confirms the fact that the 
development standard of young swine from 
experimental lots is almost at the same level, 
but we can observe a tendency of increase in 
experimental lot III. 
 

 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Yorkshire and Landrace sows, according to 

body weigh and length during the growth 
period from 2 months until seeding fits 
within the standard of elite class and I, and 
according to fat depth in elite class. 

2. Their own performances and reproductive 
qualities of Pietrain and Duroc boars fit 
within the standard of this breeds 
according to the age of each animal. 
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3. The development of boars and sows during 
lactation period was more intensive in 
experimental lot III and the body weigh at 
seeding was 8.38 kg on swine and 8.66 kg 
on boars, while the body mass of young 
swine from experimental lot II was of 7.32 
kg on swine and 8.30 kg on boars, the 
difference being significant and equal with 
1.06 kg on boars and 0.36 on sows. 

4. During the growth period from birth and 
until 2 months young swine developed 
within normal limits, but the body weight 
of swine was smaller than control lot equal 
with 16.46 kg, and swine from 
experimental lot III had a weigh of 18.39 
kg, the difference being insignificant and 
equal with 1.93 kg (B>0.95). Such 
differences were noticed on boars between 
experimental lots. 
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Abstract 
 
The eggs treatment process is one from which the result of incubation largely depends. In incubation for eggs 
disinfection are used different methods that affect the bacterial load. Choosing the most effective methods of eggs 
disinfection will depend on how used substances will influence on embryonic and postembryonic development of 
poultry. Currently the use of substances having disinfectant effect which would not have negative influence during 
embryonic and postembryonic development is one of the latest trends. As an alternative to chemical treatment methods 
it was proposed the use of propolis extract in hens’ egg incubation. The aim of research was to determine the influence 
of propolis extract on hatching indices used in incubation of hens’ eggs. At the end of the experience and data recording 
there was established that the maximum index of eggs hatchability was received as a result of using as a disinfectant the 
propolis extract in an amount of 2 ml/70 ml of water and 4 ml/70 ml water daily during the whole period of incubation. 
Hatchability was higher in first experimental group compared to the control group and second experimental group.  
 
Key words: eggs, hens, incubation process, treatment. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Achievements of science and best practices 
prove conclusively that one of the reserves of 
increase in hatchability, improving the quality 
of day-old chicks and their future viability 
and productivity is not only the continuous 
improvement of the conditions of eggs 
incubation, but the search for methods of 
stimulating the embryonic development.  
It is found that a single treatment in critical 
periods of development in the embryonic or 
early postnatal ontogeny period influences the 
entire subsequent development program for 
the animal organism and, consequently, on 
their productivity (Бессарабов, 1983; 
Шакирева, 1997). 
Several methods and disinfectants are 
available for hatching eggs disinfection in 
poultry. There are produced different 
antibacterial disinfectants that have an 
important role in poultry eggs hatching 
practice. There are used different methods of 
eggs treatment as: treatment by using 
formaldehyde; UV treatment; ozone therapy; 
nebulization with hydrogen peroxide and 

other. Substances for disinfection of hatching 
eggs are divided into: chemical; physical and 
biological. All the methods are more or less 
used because of their influence on egg shell 
bacteria. The most spread method of eggs 
disinfection is chemical, and the most popular 
disinfectant is formaldehyde. There is an 
actual tendency for avoiding formaldehyde 
because of its negative action on living beings 
as it is carcinogen.  
Studies have shown that using biological 
methods in poultry eggs disinfection had a 
positive effect by increasing hatching indices. 
The disinfectant used, in itself, must fulfill 
different requirements: to have a broad 
spectrum (to be able to destroy a wide range 
of micro-organisms), to be active at low 
concentration, safe for human users as for 
eggs, without any corrosive action on metals, 
etc. As a natural disinfectant may be used 
propolis, as it has antibacterial properties. 
This product was used in different trails in 
eggs hutching. There was shown that propolis 
extract used in eggs hutching presented 
antibacterial and antifungical effect besides 
not being harmful to the embryo development 
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allowing high hatchability rates (Vilela et al., 
2012; Shahein et al., 2014). 
Propolis is a resinous mixture that honey bees 
collect from tree buds, sap flows, or other 
botanical sources. It is used as a sealant for 
unwanted open spaces in the hive. Propolis is 
used for small gaps. It is dark brown in color, 
but it can be found in green, red, black, and 
white hues, depending on the sources of resin 
found in the particular hive area.  
Preliminary scientific studies show some 
types of propolis have in vitro antibacterial 
and antifungal activity with active constituent 
including flavonoids like galangin and 
hydroxycinnamic acids like caffeic acid. 
Propolis and its ethanolic extract are usually 
used for treatment and prevention of different 
diseases. Propolis has antibacterial, antiviral, 
antifungal, anti-inflammatory, anesthetic and 
immunomodulating properties (Eremia, 2014; 
Majieneet al., 2004). 
The main aim of this study was to determine 
the influence of propolis extract produced in 
our country in poultry eggs hatching on 
hutching indices. 
 
MATERIAL  AND METHODS 
 
The present experiment was carried out in the 
Laboratory of Poultry and Eggs hutching, 
State Agrarian University of Moldova. 
The propolis was collected from the central 
zone of Republic of Moldova. Brown propolis 
extract was produced beforehand and stored 
in a dark place at +40C. 

To determine the influence of propolis extract 
eggs were collected from the parental flock of 
broiler chickens and were placed in 
incubation. 
In the experiences were formed three groups: 
one control group and two experimental 
groups. Each group of eggs was placed in 
separated incubator. In each batch were 
placed in incubation of 120 eggs, before 
appreciating eggs quality parameters as: egg 
weight; index of eggs format; diameter of air 
chamber. To assess the quality indices 30 
eggs were collected from each batch. 
Incubation was performed using identical 
regimens for chicken eggs hatching. 
Because of propolis volatile properties it was 
placed in a container directly in the incubator. 
The propolis extract was added daily using 2 
ml of extract diluted in 70 ml of distilled 
water for experimental group I and an amount 
of 4 ml diluted in 70 ml of distilled water in 
the second experimental group. 
At the end of the incubation the hatching 
indices and the quality of the chickens were 
determined. Eggs with dead embryos were 
broken and age of embryonic death was 
determined. 
All the results were processed and analyzed 
using Microsoft Excel program. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
For determination of the hatching perfor-
mances the eggs quality indices were 
analyzed (Table 1). 

 
Table 1.  Hatching eggs quality indices 

Group 

Eggs format index 
(%) 

Diameter of air chamber 
(mm) 

Egg weight (g) 
Nr. of weightings (days) 

Ẋ ± Sẋ Ẋ ± Sẋ Before hatching 6 14 
Ẋ ± Sẋ 

Control 72.5 ± 0.5 17.7 ± 0.3 55.4 ± 0.6 53.5 ± 0.6 51.2 ± 0.6 

Experimental I 72.5 ± 0.5 18.4 ± 0.4 54.9 ± 0.5 53.4 ± 0.6 51.2 ± 0.6 

Experimental II 73.2 ± 0.3 18.1 ± 0.3 55.3 ± 0.6 53.5 ± 0.6 51.4 ± 0.5 
 

Index format in groups ranged from 72.5% to 
73.2%, the data showed that the index of 
format of hatching eggs of hens meet the 
requirements. Analyzing the diameter of the 
air chamber it can be concluded that it ranged 
from 17.7 to 18.4 cm, which proved that the 
eggs used in the experiment had shelf life no 
more than six days which meets the 

technology requirements. Another index is the 
egg weight that characterizes embryonic 
development and its evolution during the 
incubation period, knowing that significant 
changes of weight characterize the failure of 
incubation regime. In the experience hatching 
eggs weight had values that were within 54.9- 
55.3 g (Figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Weight loss of eggs during incubation, % 

Analyzing weight loss shown in the diagram 
is noted that the total weight loss in different 
groups were different, registering 6.7% -7.7% 
values throughout the incubation period, 

maximum weight lost  had the eggs in the 
control group but it should be mentioned that 
the total loss of weight in all groups were 
within the rules for this index (Table 2). 

Table 2. Results of eggs hutching 
 

 

 

 

The fertility of hatching eggs placed in the 
incubator ranged from 92.5% to 96.7%. 
Maxim eggs with dead embryos were 
observed from 6 to 14 days in the control 
group and accounted 6.0%, in other groups 
this index was low ranging from 3.6%-5.1%.
It should be noted that the lowest mortality 
rate was 3.6% in first experimental group or 
2.4% lower than in the control group. In the 

second experimental group, however this 
figure is lower compared to the control group, 
but higher compared with first experimental 
group. 
Chicks hatching results showed that the 
maximum number of hatched chicks was 
obtained in first experimental group - 93.7% 
higher to the control group by 6.8% and 4.9% 
to the second experimental group (Figure 2).

 

 
Figure 2. Hatching indices 

At the days 15 to 20 of hatching,  maximum 
percentage of eggs with dead embryos were 
observed in the control group (3.5%), while in 
experimental group II the index was  lower 
(1.7%), in the experimental group I mortality 

was not observed. At hatching in all groups 
was recorded mortality rate that ranged from 
2.7% to 4.3%,the lowest was 2.7% in the first 
experimental group (Figure 3). 

Group Total hatched 
eggs 

Eggs fertility 
(%) 

Eggs with dead embryos (%) Dead chicks (%) Hatchability of 
fertile eggs (%) 

Hatchability of 
total eggs 

(%) 6-14 days 15-20 days  

Control  
120 95.8 

 
6.0 

 
3.5 

 
3.5 

 
86.9 

 
83.3 

Experimental I  
120 92.5 

 
3.6 

 
- 

 
2.7 

 
93.7 

 
86.7 

Experimental II  
120 96.7 

 
5.1 

 
1.7 

 
4.3 

 
88.8 

 
85.8 
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Figure 3. Embryos death during the hatching period  

Another important indicator is the chicks’ 
quality. Maximum number of checks of first 
quality was obtained in second experimental 

group -77.7% by 9.7% and 9.4% higher than 
in the other groups (Table 3). 

 
Table 3.Chicks quality 

Group Total number of chickens 
Quality, % 

I II III 
Control 100 68,0 30,0 2,0 

Experimental I 104 68,3 26,9 4,8 
Experimental II 103 77,7 22,3 - 

 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
The conducted experiments may explain the 
effect of propolis extract on mineral shell 
decontamination and increasing incubation 
indices, due to the ability of antimicrobial 
product used as a disinfectant. 
There were recorded maximum indices of 
eggs, where was used as a disinfectant 
propolis extract in an amount of 2 ml/70 ml of 
water for the entire period of incubation, 
hatchability of fertile eggs was 93.7% or 
higher  by 6.8% compared to the control 
group and by 4.9%, comparing to the same 
index in  second experimental group. As well 
the embryos death during hatching period was 
lower in the experimental groups. 
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Abstract 
 
This paper aims to disseminate the wider application of knowledge on the welfare of rabbits, considering the majority of the 
factors that contribute to it. Its development was based on scientific literature, the European legislation on the protection 
and welfare of animals and the Code of good practice for growing rabbits. To ensure the welfare of animals a number of 
factors that contribute to the comfort of their condition should be considered, such as nutrition and optimum microclimate 
factors, selection of parent lines for calm temperament and maternal skills, specific accommodation conditions operating 
system used, appropriate sanitation, eliminating stress caused by improper handling, noise etc. According to these data, 
harboring rabbits should be made in cages of welded wire mesh whose floor has to be flat, not thinner than 2.032 mm, mesh 
size 19x19 mm in case of square mesh and 75x12,5 mm, if rectangular. The floor made of mesh wire with too thin mesh and 
too big or rough welds can cause feet problems. It is recommended that for a normal position of the animal in the cage so 
that they can keep their ears erect and make install, the height of the cage should be 45 cm and the temperature of the 
shelter between 10-20°C depending on the category of animal. Knowing and applying of all welfare conditions in addition 
to eliminating the discomfort and stress also influences the quantity and quality of rabbit products. Given the literature is 
still quite poor and fragmented, it is necessary to continue research into breeding and exploitation of rabbits, their handling 
during transport and slaughter, and improving their welfare standards. 
 
Key words: Rabbit; welfare; intensive breeding, Code of good practice. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
House rabbit can meet the basic requirements of 
human existence, namely: food through its flesh 
and clothing through the fur and wool by which 
it provides. It also produces agricultural 
fertilizers and it is particularly useful as 
laboratory animal and in scientific experiments. 
He is also the subject of sporting passions in 
exhibitions - contest (Georgeoni et al., 1984). If 
in 1975 the world production of rabbit meat was 
estimated at about 120,000 tones, in 1992 it was 
about 300,000 tones. In 1994 world production 
of rabbit meat stood at approx. 1.597 million 
tons, out of which 637,000 t was achieved in the 
traditional system, 528,000 t in intermediate or 
semi-intensive system and 435,000 t was 
obtained in intensive or commercial systems 
(Lebas and Colin, 1994). In 2012 world 
production of rabbit meat was estimated at 1.83 
million tons, increasing by 14.2% the last 5 
years (FAOSTAT, 2014). In Romania, in 1990, 
rabbit meat production was 10,625 t, then it 
decreased rapidly, so in 2000 it was by 71.77% 
lower, and in 2007 with 97.5% lower compared 

with production in 1990 (after FAO data, 2009). 
Until year 1999 our country exported rabbit 
meat mainly to Italy, France, Germany, and 
starting 2003 the market demand for this product 
was provided mainly by imports. 
The rabbit, due to its extraordinary capacity of 
production and reproduction, can make an 
important contribution in the fight for increased 
of animal protein production worldwide 
(Baselga and Garcia, 2002). Research regarding 
rabbits welfare are still fragmented and were the 
preoccupation of a small number of researchers, 
who often did not take into account the 
commercial production aspects involved. In 
addition, many existing data, unlike other spe-
cies of domestic animals, are obtained through 
observations on wild rabbit and no on the 
domestic ones. 
 
MATERIAL  AND METHOD 
 
In preparing the paper, a series of biblio-
graphical material consisting of books and 
journals, specific research papers and 
specialized websites have been studied. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The most important aspects which compete in 
ensuring the welfare of intensively bred rabbits 
are the ones regarding choice of the breed, 
meeting the requirements of their housing and 
nutrition.  
 

1. Breeds of rabbits raised in intensive 
system 

In the world so far are cataloged about 200 
existing breeds of rabbits (Popescu Micloşanu, 
2011). They are classified as follows: 
Depending on body weight in adulthood: 
� Large breeds (over 5 kg: Flemish Giant, 

German Giant, French Lop, White or 
Termond Giant, German Checkered Giant); 

� Medium Breeds (3-5 kg: Chinchilla, 
Viennese Blue, Silver French, Californian, 
New Zealand); 

� Small breeds (2-3 kg: English Spot, 
Havana, Dutch); 

� Dwarf breeds (less than 2 kg: Hermelin, 
Miniature Lop). 

Depending on hair length: 
� short-haired breeds of rabbits (Rex); 
� middle-haired breeds of rabbits (most 

breeds); 
� breeds of rabbits with long hair (Angora). 
According to the main production there are 
breeds for meat, fur and mixed. 
For meat production especially large and 
medium breeds are raised. Large breeds have the 
advantage of reaching in the adult stage weights 
exceeding 5 kg. Medium breeds are more 
precocious, they have high growth rate during 
youth, and a very good feed valorization. 
In general, at birth, rabbits weigh between 50 
and 70 g. At a month old they already have bet-
ween 400 and 700 g. In intensive raising rabbits 
weaning occurs at the age of 28-35 days. 
Depending on breed, rabbit slaughter for meat 
production is made at 3-4 months of age (Iancu, 
www.crescătoriede iepuri.ro). 
 

2. Requirements for rabbits housing 
Rabbit cage size in industrial system raising 
should ensure the minimum area shown in Table 
1 (after Code of Practice for the Welfare of 
Animals, Australia, 2003). 
 

Table 1. The minimum surface required for growing 
rabbits (Code of Practice for the Welfare of Animals, 

Australia, 2003) 
Breeding in cages Minimum surface 
Female rabbit with 
nestling up to 5 weeks 

0.56 sqm total surface 

Female rabbit with 
nestling up to 8 weeks 

0.74 sqm total surface 

Rabbits between 5 – 12 
weeks 

0.07 sqm per capita 

Rabbits above 12 weeks 0.18 sqm per capita 
Female rabbits and male 
rabbits for reproduction 

0.56 sqm per capita 

 
In intensive raising rabbits are maintained in 
closed housing, in welded wire mesh cages 
whose floor must be smooth and appropriate 
mesh size in accordance with animals size 
(according to animal protection law). 
In case of square wire meshes, their side shall not 
exceed 19 x 19 mm and for rectangular mesh size 
shall not exceed 75 x 12.5 mm. 
Cages for rabbits older than 12 weeks will have 
a height of at least 45 cm, or one that allows 
rabbits to stand in upright position, with erect 
ears. 
The diameter of the wire used to manufacture 
the net shall be not less than 2,032 mm. The 
wire mesh will be smooth; all protrusions 
resulting from the manufacturing process are 
removed, so as not to cause feet problems. When 
it is necessary, because of the weight, that 
rabbits to be raised on continuous floor, a clean 
litter will be ensured.  
Farrowing nest must have a minimum length of 
30 cm and a minimum floor surface of 0.08 m2. 
Drop drinkers have to be located approximately 
25 cm from the floor of the cage, so rabbits can 
have easy access to them. 
In order to prevent uncontrolled growth of the 
incisors, which can lead to self-infliction, pieces 
of wood for stimulation of gnawing will be 
made available. 
The recommended temperature in intensive 
raising is between 14-20ºC depending on the 
category of animals. Thus, it is recommended to 
have 18-20ºC in maternity and for youth raising 
14-18ºC. 
The limits of variation of temperature should be 
between 10-25ºC, otherwise reproduction is 
affected (Popescu-Micloşanu, 1998). 
Verga (2007) states that the ideal temperature in 
rabbits raising shelter is 16-21°C for female and 
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12 -16 °C for males rabbits and relative air 
humidity should be 60%. 
Rabbits are very sensitive to high temperatures. 
Thermal stress leads to reduced feed consumption 
(Morrow-Tesch et al., 1994), increased 
susceptibility to disease (Kamwanja et al., 1994) 
or affects the efficiency of breeding activity 
(Marrai and Rashwan, 2004). 
In intensive - industrial system, rabbits are 
raised most frequently in cages batteries 
installed on one level and in tiered batteries 
partially or completely overlapped. 
The batteries on one level (horizontal or flat-
deck) are most suitable for breeding animals. 
They are used for fattening as well, especially in 
colony, in bigger cages. They provide great 
comfort for the animals and for the caregiver for 
the supervision and handling of animals, it does 
not require complicated ventilation and they 
have a higher durability. Disadvantages can be 
mentioned: low density of animals per built unit 
area, which raise the investment, although cages 
have quite low price. 
Vertical batteries (all overlapping or compact) 
have cages placed on 2-4 levels. It allows the 
installation of more cages within a given area, 
low investment cost per animal, but it requires 
more complicated ventilation of the housing 
because of the high density. Light distribution is 
uneven for breeding female rabbits; access to 
cages is difficult on some levels. As a result, the 
rabbits from lower or higher levels are not as 
well cared for, watched, like the rabbits on more 
accessible levels, handling of animals is more 
difficult, respiratory diseases problems and 
cleanliness in the farm are increasing, a faster 
wear of materials is encountered. 
Using floored batteries is less used worldwide 
(Popescu Micloşanu, 2011).  
Because rabbits spend much time on the cage 
floor, this is a very important factor in the 
welfare of rabbits (Szendro and Luzi, 2006; 
Verga et al., 2006). Drescher (1992) mentions 
that rabbits spend less time on the floor of wire 
mesh compared to other types of floor. On the 
other hand, Trocino A. et al. (2004) 
demonstrated in an experiment that no 
significant differences can be found in terms of 
live weight between rabbits reared on wire mesh 
floors and on galvanized steel bars floor. A 
preference test showed that rabbit’s bunnies 

prefer rubber floor, but once they age they prefer 
plastic floor (Matics et al., 2007). On the other 
hand, the plastic floor, due to feces and high 
humidity can lead to increased risk of 
coccidiosis (Princz et al., 2009).  
In an experiment conducted in weeks of growth 4-
11 on a group of 24 white New Zealand rabbits 
breed, Abdelfattah et al. (2010) found that the use 
of plastic or rubber affects the drinking and 
agonistic behavior without affecting other 
behaviors or growth performance in the last three 
weeks of the experiment, but it also reduces the 
incidence of eyes and ears injuries of rabbits and it 
reduces chronic stress measured by total and diffe-
rential white blood cell number in rabbits. 
The authors concluded that the use of plastic or 
rubber material as cage floor has advantages in 
terms of animal welfare. 
 
3. Contention and proper handling of 
rabbits 
Contention and handling of rabbits is done by 
grasping the elastic range skin from the neck with 
one hand and with the other supports 
hindquarters, to avoid sudden movements that 
can cause injuries. It is not recommended to 
content rabbit by the ears, which is very painful 
and may cause ear problems. 
One of the key success factors in the intensive - 
industrial growth is the rational nutrition. This 
should be done on the basis of complete mixed 
feed and watering should be done at discretion, 
through automated systems. 
 
4. Features regarding feeding rabbits 
reared in intensive system 
Ration structure should allow supplying the 
required quantity and quality of nutrients for 
maintenance and production of various types of 
rabbits. 
Physiological nutritional requirements are not 
sufficiently studied and there are large 
differences between different authors regarding 
the recommendations on the features that 
combined fodders should have (Stoica, 2001). 
Lebas (quoted by Frăţilă et al., 1985) makes the 
recommendations on feed requirements for 
rabbits from Table 2. 
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Table 2. The minimum requirements for rabbits feed 
(Lebas, quoted by Frăţilă et al., 1985) 

Specification MU Youth  
4-12 
weeks 

Lactating 
females 

Pregnant 
and 
reproducing 
females 

Unique 
fodder 

Metabolizable 
energy 

Kcal/kg 2400 2600 2600 2400 

Crude protein % 15 18 15 17 
Lysine % 0.60 0.75 - 0.70 
Methionine + 
cysteine 

% 0.50 0.60 - 0.60 

Crude fiber % 14 12 14 14 
Fats % 3 5 3 3 
Calcium % 0.50 1.10 0.80 1.10 
Phosphorus % 0.30 0.80 0.50 0.80 
Vitamin A UI/100 

g 
600 1200 1200 1000 

Vitamin D UI/ 100 
g 

35 35 35 35 

Vitamin E ppm 50 50 50 50 

 
In the intensive growth system feed technology 
can use in a farm one, two, three or four fodder 
recipes (Popescu - Micloşanu, 1998). 
Eating with fodder produced after a single recipe 
(with unique fodder) uses the same recipe as for 
maternity and for young stock for breeding and 
fattening. 
This system is practiced in order to avoid 
confusion that can cause accidents in case of 
reversal of the feed administration on the other 
categories of animals. It is recommended for 
small farms with less than 200 breeding females. 
Two types of forage diet generally use a recipe 
for breeding females (type lactating female 
rabbits) and one for the other categories (young 
raising). It is recommended for farms with more 
than 300 female rabbits. 
Three types of fodder diet use a broiler starter 
feed, fodder for broiler growth and fodder for 
adult animals. 
In large farms with over 1.000-1500 breeding 
females 4 types of fodder can be used (young 
growing, female lactating rabbits, pregnant 
female rabbits, male and no pregnant females). 
Front feeding line for broilers is 15 cm to 10 
animals or 7-8 cm length of gutter when 
nourisher is used on both sides. 
Given the industrial growth of rabbits, 
granulation of combined feed is a prerequisite 
because the rabbit presents an increased 
susceptibility to respiratory airways for 
powders, by granulation waste is removed and 
homogeneity of the mixture is stored. It is 

recommended that the diameter of the grain is 3-
5 mm, and the maximum length of 10 mm. 
In libitum feeding an adult rabbit consumes 4-5 
g combined fodder in about 30 rounds per 24 
hours. Eating is more frequently at night rather 
than day (Stoica, 2001). 
Food management considers food ad libitum in 
feeding of females with nestlings, broiler rabbits 
and young replacement animals up to 8 weeks. 
Female rabbits with nestlings in intensive 
breeding, consume 350-380 g/mixed feed /day 
and broiler rabbits 110-130 g/day. Other 
categories have restricted feeding. Thus, to 
maintain the condition of breeding, males in 
service receive 120-140 g/day of fodder, females 
without nestlings up to 120 g/day, youth 
replacement animals after 8-12 weeks of age 
maximum 140-150 g/day, pregnant female 
rabbits maximum 140 -150 g/day. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Raising rabbits in industrial system requires a 
unified technological system that ensures 
favorable conditions for expressing their 
productive potential. The aim is to obtain high 
yields of meat (number of products per female, 
per sqm. of shelter, per value of the investment) 
and good economic efficiency relative to total 
expenditure (Stoica, 2003). 
In the intensive rearing of rabbits especially 
medium breeds and hybrids are recommended, 
which have the advantage of having a high 
growth rate and very good food recovery rate. 
The minimum surface on which lactating female 
rabbits with nestlings are maintained should be 
approximately 0.56 m2 at the age of 5 weeks. 
Between 5-12 weeks of age a surface of 0.07 m2 
per rabbit should be provided, and after the age 
of 12 weeks 0.18 m2 per rabbit. 
The batteries on one level (horizontal or flat-
deck) are recommended especially for breeding 
animals. Compared to completely floored 
batteries, they provide greater comfort for the 
supervision and handling of animals, it does not 
require complicated ventilation and their 
durability is large. Their most important 
disadvantage is the low density of animals per 
built unit area, which raises investment unit. 
Rabbit feeding must ensure the animal 
requirements on its quality and quantity, for 
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intensive raising appropriate granulated mixed 
fodder is recommended. 
Since the literature on the welfare of domestic 
rabbits is still quite poor and fragmented, it is 
necessary to continue research into breeding and 
exploitation of rabbits, their handling during 
transport and slaughter, as well as improving 
their welfare standards.  
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Abstract 
 
Acids, essential oils, saponins and flavonoids compounds in lime juice is expected to improve the storage life of culled 
layer hens meat. The research’s aim is to obtain a correct concentration of lime juice as marinade of culled layer hens 
meat that can extend storage life with an acceptable acidity. Research carried out experiments in the laboratory using a 
completely randomized design with 5 treatments. It were 4 treatments of  concentration  of  lime juice as a marinade of 
the meat (10, 20, 30, and 40%), and 1 treatment without marinade of lime juice. Each treatment had 5 times replication, 
so there were  20 treatments. The measured variables are early decay, total bacteria, pH, and  acceptability  of culled 
layer hens meat which had various treatments of lime juice concentration and without the treatment of lime juice.  The 
results showed that concentrations of lime juice significantly affect extended early decay and total bacteria, but not 
significantly affect on pH of culled layer hens meat. Increasing concentrations of lime juice is followed by an increasing 
in pH, increasing in the storage life and decreasing the amount of bacteria.The meat accidity up to 30% lime juice 
(Citrus aurantifolia) marinade can still be accepted by the panelists. 
 
Key words: chicken, meat, lime juice, acidity, storage. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Culled layer hens meat has loamy texture and 
because of that it less prefered by costumers. 
Nevertheless culled layer hens meat still has its 
potential as food because the meat has high 
nutrition, but the meat also a good media for 
microorganism to grow which make the meat 
decay.  
Meat decay can be delayed  by natural 
preservative such as lime juice. It is because 
lime juice has big proportion of organic acid 
(ascorbic acid and citric acid). Beside it, lime 
juice contain saponin compound and flavonoid 
such as hesperidin, tangeretin, naringin, 
eriocitrin (Dewi Maharani, 2009). Lime juice 
contain flavonoid compound which has 
function as bacteriside and bacteriostatic. This 
compound can obstruct  metabolism process on 
bacteria which can also obstruct bacteria 
growth (Cowan, 1999). 
Birk et al. (2010) said that marinated meat with 
organic acid such as acetate acid, citric acid, 
tartaric acid, lactic acid or malic acid can 
decrease pH of the meat which can also 
decrease growth of bacteria Campylobacter 

jejuni for 25 days storage at 4°C. Aritonang 
and Mihrani (2008) reported that marinated 
local chicken in acetate acid for 15 minutes 
with concentration until 12% can decrease pH 
and bacteria number and extend meat storage. 
According to the research of Hantoro (2012) 
that organic acid in lime juice such as citric 
acid, malic acid, lactic acid and small amount 
of tartaric acid with low concentration  is able 
to penetrate the cell wall of salmonella bacteria. 
It is the same with the research of Razak et al. 
(2013), that lime juice had an obstruct effect 
toward the growth of bacteria Staphylococcus 
aureus. 
The effectivenes of lime juice as preservative 
affected by the level of solution concentration 
as marinade because it affects amount of acid 
component which is diffused inside the meat 
and in the end will affect durability, pH and 
total amount of bacteria in culled layer hen’s 
meat, but high concentration of  lime juice will 
decrease acceptability. Therefore, the aim of 
this research is toget a perfect lime juice 
concentration which can extend the storage life 
and acceptable by panelist. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
This research used 20 culled layer hens strain 
Isa brown age 24 month, and 40 kg limes 
Citrus aurantium, subspes. Aurantifolia, 
var.fusca. To make solution concentration of 
lime juice, the lime should be washed and 
peeled and squeezed  until 16.000 ml (assumed 
that 1 kg lime makes ± 400 ml lime juice) 
(Geugeut, 2010). The result of lime juice 
solution for various concentration treatment 
listed on Table 3. Then carcass of culled layer 
hen soaked in each lime juice concentration. 
 

Table 1. Manufacture of various concentration  
of lime juice solution 

Concentration (%) Lime Juice (ml) Aquades (ml) 
Without Lime Juice 0 40000 

10 400 3600 
20 800 3200 
30 1200 2800 
40 1600 2400 

 

The research was done by experiment with 
Completely Randomized Design with 5 
treatments there are soaking without lime juice 
(P1), soaking with 10% lime juice 
concentration (P2), soaking with 20% lime 
juice concentration (P3), soaking with 30% 
lime juice concentration (P4) and soaking  with 
40% lime  juice concentration (P4), each 
treatment were soaked for 30 minutes. Each 
treatments repeated 4 times.  
The measured variables are pH, total early 
decay of bacteria, and acceptibility toward  
meat acid level. 
 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The effect of concentration of lime juice toward 
durable power and acceptability of culled layer 
hen meat acid  is listed in Table 2. 
 

Table 2. Result of statistical test of the treatment effect toward  
acceptability and storage life of culled layer hens meat 

Variable Lime Juice (%) 
0 10 20 30 40 

Early Decay (minute) 678 (a) 746 (b) 933 (c) 1001 (d) 1098 (e) 
Total Count ( x106 cfu/g) 87.32 (a) 43.85 (b) 24.38 (c) 10.68 (d) 2.75 (e) 
Acidity (pH) 5.63 (a) 5.46 (a) 5.29 (a) 5.02 (a) 4.91 (a) 
Acceptability (acid/no acid):  
    Taste 
    Smell 
    Flavor 

 
No Acid 
No Acid 
No Acid 

 
No Acid 
No Acid 
No Acid 

 
No Acid 
No Acid 
No Acid 

 
No Acid 
No Acid 
No Acid 

 
Acid 
Acid 
Acid 

Description: Value which is followed by the same letter to the line show no significant effect  
 

 
Data on Tabel 2 showed that increasing 
concentration of lime juice will be followed by 
increasing of early decay and decreasing of 
amount of each bacteria significantly different 
(P<0.05). This is because increasing of 
concentration of lime juice followed by 
increasing of meat acidity so that microor-
ganism growth inhibited, specially not acid 
resistant microorganism. This is in line with 
opinion of Buckle et al. (2009) that only small 
microorganism founded and can damage food 
ingredient which is pickled, beside that lime 
juice contain flavonoid compound which has 
function as anti bacteria and has bacteriostatic 
character. This compound  inhibit metabolism 
process on bacteria and caused the growth of 
bacteria inhibited (Cowan, 1999). The more 
increasing of lime juice concentration which is 

used in marinating, the more flavonoid content 
in lime juice which cause inhibiting bacteria 
activity, so that storage life of culled layer hen 
meat can be extended.  
Inhibited mecanism of microbe growth by 
antimicrobe compound such as (1) cell wall 
devastation, which caused lisis or inhibit 
forming  the  cell wall growth, (2) change 
permeability sitoplasm membran which caused 
nutrition leaked inside the cell, (3) protein 
denaturation, (4) devastation of metabolism 
system inside the cell with inhibiting intra-
celullar enzyme process (Pelczar et al., 2005). 
Soaking treatment of culled layer hen meat on 
concentration 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 
soaking without lime juice (0%) don’t give 
significant effect to pH of culled layer hen 
meat. This is because adding lime juice as meat 
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marinade from concentration 0% untill 40% 
produce pH between 5,63 – 4,91. This showed 
that pH of culled layer hen meat is in the same 
acid group, which include  not acid until 
medium acid ingredient food. According to 
Buckle et al. (2009) that food ingredient 
between pH 5.63 – 4.91 grouped into not acid 
until medium acid food ingredients. Decreasing 
of pH not only caused by lime juice soaking but 
also the stop of blood circulation and oxygen 
supply after the animal being slaughtered 
which is caused glycolysis, a breakage of 
glycogen into lactic acid which make 
decreasing of pH of culled layer hen meat.  
Lowest meat acidity (pH 4.91), lowest amount 
bacteria (2,75 x 106 CFU/g) and longest early 
decay (18 hours 18 minutes) is on treatment 
concentration of 40% lime juice but for 
acceptability (taste, smell and flavor) on that 
concentration, panelist had taste the acidity on 
the meat. This is because of an increasing of 
lime juice concentration will be followed by 
increasing of acidity of the culled layer hen 
meat, and it showed in meat pH test which is 
showed decreasing of pH with increasing of 
lime juice concentration. This showed that in 
acceptability, optimum limit of using lime juice 
as mariate of culled layer hen meat is on 
concentration 30%. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
1. Concentration of lime juice as marinade of 

culled layer hen meat affect early decay and 
total amount of bacteria, but do not affect 
pH.  

2. Increasing concentrations of lime juice is 
followed by an increasing in pH, increasing 

in the storage life and decreasing the 
amount of bacteria.The meat accidity up to 
30% lime juice (Citrus aurantifolia) 
marinade can still be accepted by the 
panelists. 
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Abstract  
 
Meat quality and control of meat quality in poultry production are requiring a good management through whole 
production chain aiming both performances improvement with the raise of profitability and production of products at 
required quality standard. 
This study was performed with the aim to observe a poultry meat quality index compulsory inside the European Union 
because of the free food products trade inside the Union. 
Experiments were performed inside Avicola Crevedia during two years and with two industrial chicken hybrids (ROSS 
308 and COBB 500) with the aim of finding the influence of both hybrid and production season on total chicken meat 
protein content. 
During firs year of experiment total protein content of ROSS 308 hybrids had values between 17.4272 g (season 1) and 
17.4688 g (season 2) with difference non-significant statistically. COBB 500 hybrids had total chicken meat protein 
content between 18.3196 g and 18.3960 g (NS). Differences between average values of the two tested hybrids were 
highly significant statistically both in first and second season (respectively t=4.9332*** and t=5.2795***). 
Results were similar during the second year of the experiment with carcass protein content values between 17.4472 g 
and 17.4032 g in ROSS 308 hybrids and between 18.5392 g and between 18.6212 g in COB 500 hybrids (NS). Like in 
the previous year, differences between the two hybrids for the analyzed parameter were highly significant statistically 
which allows us to affirm the superiority of COBB 500 hybrid. 
 
Key words: protein, carcasses, broiler  
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Quality is paramount in promoting the product 
„hen broiler meat” (currently known as „broiler 
meat”) on the market.  
As nowadays concurrence is fierce in any 
business quality is both the main assurance 
factor of business sustainability and the main 
management tool used by the enterprises. 
Poultry meat quality might be evaluated base 
on several criteria: anatomical-histological, 
zoo-technical, economical, commercial, shelf 
life and fitness for human consumption 
(Georgescu, and col., 2000). 
Many authors have described meat quality as a 
combination of objective and measurable 
characters (features, indices and criteria) 
generally classifiable in four components: 
flavors, nutritional characters, technological 
characters and hygienic characters. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Study was performing in a poultry production 
farm (Avicola Crevedia) during two years, 
using two genetic types of industrial broiler 
hybrids (industrial hybrids ROSS 308 and 
COBB 500). 
Influence of genetic types and season on 
carcass protein content was evaluated. 
Groups of 100 birds (50-50) were formed and 
raised in uniform conditions and  in extended 
captivity, in upgraded houses, by sticking to 
standard technologies of both hybrids; feeding 
and watering were performed „ad libitum” and 
slaughtering was performed at 42 days of age.  
Experimental groups were raised in two 
seasons (season 1 – warm: April-September; 
season 2 – cold: October-March), and the 
experimental schedule was repeated next year. 
Poultry were feed with combined feeds 
processed according to nutritional requirements 
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of studied hybrids by three research phases: 
starter 1-10 days, production 11-25 days and 
finishing 26-42 days (table 1). 
 

Table 1. Mixed feed used in experiment 
 

SPECIFICATION 
STARTER PRODUCT

ION FINISHING 

(1-10 
DAYS) 

(11-25 
DAYS) 

(26-42 
DAYS) 

TOTAL 100.00 100.00 100.00 
 
ME ,  KCAL/KG 3055 3178 3228 
CP% 24.00 22.00 20.00 
CF% 5.82 7.66 7.89 
CE% 3.63 3.75 3.90 
CA% 1.00 0.90 0.85 
AVAILABLE  P  % 0.50 0.45 0.42 
NA% 0.16 0.16 0.16 
CL% 0.22 0.22 0.22 
LYSINE% 1.44 1.25 1.05 
DIGESTIBLE LYSINE 
POULTRY% 1.32 1.13 0.94 

METHIONINE% 0.96 0.85 0.71 
DIGESTIBLE METHIONINE 
POULTRY % 0.93 0.83 0.69 

METHIONINE +CYSTINE% 1.36 1.22 1.04 
METHIONINE + CYSTINE  
POULTRY % 1.27 1.13 0.96 

TREONINE% 0.93 0.82 0.75 
TRIPTOPHAN% 0.26 0.25 0.23 

 
 The combined feeds contained several types of 
raw materials: cereals, vegetal and animal 
protein, minerals, premixes and synthesis feeds. 
Total carcass protein content was evaluated 
after slaughtering by using the total carcass 
nitrogen content by multiplying this with a 
factor of 6.25 and the statistical significance of 
noticed differences between averages of the 
two genetic types and also between the two 
seasons of each year was tested. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
Carcass protein content is an important quality 
sign because physiologically linked water is 
closely related with it. Analyze was performed 
based on carcass nitrogen content by 
multiplying this with a factor of 6.25 according 
to methodology described in chapter about 
working material and method. 
We are going to show average value of feature 
analyzed for the two studied groups and the 
statistical significance of differences noticed 
between averages to emphasize a likely 
influence of genetic type carcass protein 
content as other possible influence factor were 

as much as possible eliminated especially by 
leveling the environment conditions and 
procedures of group designing.  
In table 2 and figure 1 we are showing values 
found for “carcass protein content” of the two 
groups used in experiment in year I and seasons 
1 and 2. 
COBB 500 hybrids are having the best average 
value of feature analyzed in year I and season 1 
– 4.87% higher than average value of ROSS 
308 hybrids. Testing significance of noticed 
differences between averages of the two 
experimental groups showed estimated values 
of Student test higher than table values (t = 
4.9332***) which are illustrating that there are 
some highly statistically significant differences 
between them. 
This proves the superiority of COBB 500 
hybrids in this matter and differences noticed 
are related to genetic type as consequence of 
conditions in which experiment was performed. 

 
Table 2. Influence of genetic type on carcass protein 

content, first year, first and second season 
 

Genetic type n  s c.v.% 

First year, first seson 

ROSS 308 25 
17.4272 ± 

0.1477 0.7384 4.2372 

COBB 500 25 
18.3196 ± 

0.1045 0.5223 2.8510 

Differences 
significance 

t = 4.9332*** 

t48;0.05 = 2.01; t48;0.01 = 2.68;  
t48;0.001 = 3.51 

First year, second seson 

ROSS 308 25 
17.4688 ± 

0.1532 0.7662 4.3863 

COBB 500 25 
18.3960 ± 

0.0858 0.4289 2.3316 

Differences 
significance 

t = 5.2795*** 

t48;0.05 = 2.01; t48;0.01 = 2.68;  
t48;0.001 = 3.51 

 
Hierarchy about average value of carcass 
protein content has been the same in year I and 
season 2 and best average performance has 
been noticed in COBB 500 hybrids with 5.04% 
higher than value noticed in chickens ROSS 
308. Average performances for carcass protein 
content are actually the same in the two 
analyzed seasons. Noticed differences between 
averages of carcass protein content in carcasses 
from the two genetic types are highly 
significant statistically according to Student test 
(t = 5.2795***) and so we are able to sustain 
further the superiority of COBB 500 hybrid at 
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least in house we analyzed and in the 
environmental conditions in which the 
experiment was performed. 

 

 
a) 

 
b)

Figure 1. Average carcass protein content (g) at 
both hybrids, first year, first season (a) and second 

season (b) 
 

In table 3 and figure 2 we are showing values 
found for “carcass protein content” of the two 
groups used in experiment in year II and 
seasons 1 and 2. 
In year II and season 1 birds of group COBB 
500 have showing the best average value of 
carcass protein content with 5.89% higher than 
value noticed in birds of ROSS 308 hybrid. 
Testing significance of noticed differences 
between averages of the two experimental 
groups showed estimated values of Student test 
higher than table values (t = 6.6759***) which 
are illustrating that there are some highly 
statistically significant differences between 
them and so there is a superiority of COBB 500 
hybrids. 
Hierarchy is not changing in the second season 
and best average performance has been noticed 
in birds of COBB 500 hybrid (18.6212 ± 
0.0836 percentage) which is a value 6.54% 
higher than in chickens ROSS 308 (17.4032 ± 
0.1261 percentage). Noticed differences 
between averages of carcass protein content in 
carcasses from the two genetic types are highly 
significant statistically according to Student test 
(t = 8.0522***) and so we are able to sustain 
further the superiority of COBB 500 hybrid in 

year II at least in house we analyzed and in the 
environmental conditions in which the 
experiment was performed. 

 
Table 3. Influence of genetic type on carcass protein 

content, second year, first and second season 
 

Genetic type n  s c.v.% 

Second year, first seson 

ROSS 308 25 17.4472 ± 
0.1345 0.6727 3.8555 

COBB 500 25 18,5392 ± 
0,0930 0.4652 2.5093 

Differences 
significance 

t = 6.6759*** 
t48;0,05 = 2.01; t48;0,01 = 2.68; t48;0.001 = 

3.51 
Second year, second seson 

ROSS 308 25 17.4032 ± 
0.1261 0.6304 3.6224 

COBB 500 25 18.6212 ± 
0.0836 0.4178 2.2439 

Differences 
significance 

t = 8.0522*** 
t48;0,05 = 2.01; t48;0,01 = 2.68; t48;0,001 = 3.51 

 

 
a) 

 
b) 

 
Figure 2. Average carcass protein content (g) at 

hybrids, second year, first (a) and second (b) season 
 

The measure in which analyzed quality indexes 
are the same in year II in production house in 
which we performed the study is statistically 
analyzed by testing the significance of noticed 
differences between feature averages by year 
and season. 
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In tables 4 and 5 we are showing values found 
for Student test and their statistical 
significance. 

 
Table 4. Testing of differences significance between 

years, first and second season, ROSS hybrid 
 

Specification Student value Student critical 
value 

First season ROSS 
   

Carcass weight 0.1020NS t48;0,05 = 2,01 
t48;0,01 = 2,68 

 t48;0,001 = 3,51 Carcass protein 
content (b%) 0.1001NS 

Second season ROSS 

Carcass weight 2.0699* t48;0,05 = 2,01 
t48;0,01 = 2,68 

  t48;0,001 = 3,51 Carcass protein 
content (b%) 0.3306NS 

 
 

Table 5. Testing of differences significance between 
years, first and second season, COBB hybrid 

 
Specification Student value Student critical 

value 
First season COBB 

   

Carcass weight 0.8660NS t48;0,05 = 2,01 
t48;0,01 = 2,68 

 t48;0,001 = 3,51 Carcass protein 
content (b%) 1.5698NS 

Second season COBB 

Carcass weight 0.0688NS t48;0,05 = 2,01 
t48;0,01 = 2,68 

  t48;0,001 = 3,51 Carcass protein 
content (b%) 1.8804NS 

 
Analyze of results is revealing that there are no 
statistical significant differences between 
averages of chickens of ROSS 308 hybrid 
between the two analyzed years excepting 
carcass weight in season 2. So it is recognized 
that there were no differences about the 
technologies of production, feeding and 
assurance of quality standard between previous 
and next year inside the house in which study 
was performed. The significant differences 

about carcass weight in season 2 might 
attributable to some trial errors.  
Concerning results obtained for COBB hybrid 
(table 5) it is noticed that differences found 
between averages of the two analyzed years are 
not statistically significant. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
Average carcass protein content had different 
values for the two analyzed hybrids. Value 
found in season I and year I has been 17.4272 ± 
0.1477 percent in ROSS 308 and 18.3196 ± 
0.1045 percent in COBB 500 and differences 
noticed between the two hybrids are highly 
significant statistically. Value found in season 2 
has been 17.4688 ± 0.1532 percent in ROSS 
308 and 18.3960 ± 0.0858 percent in COBB 
500 and differences are highly significant 
statistically. 
In year II and season 1 it was found a value of 
17.4472 ± 0.1345 percent in ROSS 308 and 
18.5392 ± 0.0930 percent in COBB 500 and 
differences noticed between the two hybrids are 
highly significant statistically. In season 2 it 
was found a value of 17.4032 ± 0.1261 percent 
in ROSS 308 and 18.6212 ± 0,0836 percent in 
COBB 500 and differences have been very 
significant from a statistical point of view. 
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Abstract 
 
This experiment was carried out to compare morphological egg quality parameters of brown eggs laid by chickens 
reared in different production systems: conventional, free-range, and family type production systems. A total of 270 
brown eggs were obtained from commercial poultry companies raising Lohmann Brown in a multi-tier cage system and 
free-range unit as well as families possessing hens in their yards. Differences in egg quality parameters among the 
production systems were attained using the LSD option at P < 0.05. All egg quality parameters differed by the 
husbandry system, except for albumen index. Eggs from the free-range system had characteristics similar to those from 
the conventional system. Quality of eggs from the family type system had high coefficient variation. In conclusion, high 
variability in quality of eggs from the family type system could be related to variations in breed, age, and diet, which 
are uncontrollable and undeterminable. The most strikingly different egg quality parameter in eggs from the family type 
production, in comparison with other is yolk colour. 
 
Key words: egg quality, production system, welfare, organic egg  
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
The egg is one of the most consummate foods 
for human nutrition. Egg protein is of high 
quality and is easy to digest. Because it 
contains almost all vitamins an important 
vehicle to complement the essential vitamin 
supply to the human. It is also a good source of 
minerals (Sparks, 2006). The external and 
internal qualities of eggs are very important for 
the consumers. The egg production and quality 
are related with the type of husbandry system 
(Radu-Rusu et al., 2014). Thus, Ozbey and 
Esen (2007) reported that the different breeding 
systems have essential effects on egg 
production and egg quality characteristics. 
Similarly, Meng et al. (2014) reported that the 
hens in the large furnished cages treatment had 
lower productivity and higher egg quality than 
those in the small furnished and conventional 
cages treatments. 
Different husbandry systems are available in 
laying hens breeding such as Free-range, 
organic, yard, battery cage and furnished cage. 
Battery cages type is one of the husbandry 

systems which controversial subject for among 
advocates animal welfare, animal rights and 
industrial producers. Thus the European Union 
banned battery husbandry of chickens from 
January 2012 for welfare reasons (Leenstra et 
al., 2014). We aimed to compare morphological 
egg quality parameters of brown eggs laid by 
chickens reared in different production 
systems: conventional, free-range and family 
type production systems.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
A total of 270 brown eggs were obtained from 
commercial poultry companies raising 
Lohmann Brown in a multi-tier cage system 
and free-range units as well as families 
possessing hens in their yards.  
The egg weight was measured with an 
electronic balance to the nearest 0.01 g. The 
egg shape index (%) was determined by 
equipment developed by Rauch and egg shell 
strength (kg/cm2) was measured by special 
equipment. Egg yolk diameter, albumen length, 
albumen width (mm) were measured with 
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digital caliper. The albumen and yolk height 
(mm) were measure using tripod micrometer.  
The yolk (YI) and albumen (AI) indexes were 
calculated using the following formula as 
described by Doyon et al (1986): 
YI = (yolk height/yolk diameter) x 100 
AI = (albumen height/(albumen length + 
albumen width)/2)) x 100 
Individual HU score was calculated using the 
egg weight and albumen height (Haugh, 1937).  
HU = 100 x log (H + 7.5 – 1.7W0.37), where: H 
= Height of the albumen (mm), W = Weight of 
egg (g).  
Eggshell thickness was measured after 
removing the internal membranes of the 
eggshell. A precision micrometer was used to 
the nearest 0.01 mm. Measurements were taken 
at the three regions of the shell and the means 
were calculated. Egg yolk colour was 
determined according to Roche yolk colour fan. 
The all data were analyzed by using PROC 
GLM procedure of statistical analysis software 
(SAS v9.4) (SAS, 2013). Differences in egg 
quality parameters among the production 
systems were attained using the LSD option at 
P < 0.05. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
The effects of different housing systems on 
external and internal quality of egg are 

presented in Table 1. All egg quality 
parameters differed by the husbandry system, 
except for albumen index.  The deepest yolk 
colour is observed in family type system as 
expected. Shell breaking strength, eggshell 
thickness, shape index, yolk colour in 
conventional and free-range systems were 
similar but significantly (P<0.05) differ that of 
the family type system. Similiarly, Sekeroglu et 
al. (2010) reported that there was no difference 
among free range and cage systems. 
Egg weight was the highest (62.53 g) in 
conventional system, intermediate (58.14 g) in 
free-range system and the lowest (54.02 g) in 
family type. Similarly stated by Pištěková et al. 
(2006), we observed significant differences for 
egg weights among the husbandry systems in 
the present study (P<0.05). Conversely 
Sekeroglu et al. (2008) reported that weights of 
eggs were not affected by housing system in a 
similar study. 
Eggshell quality (breaking strength, weight and 
thickness) could be related to Ca level of shell. 
It is generally accepted that dietary Ca 
supplementation should play an important role 
in maintaining good eggshell quality (Arpášová 
et al., 2010). High variability in quality of 
eggshell from the family type system could be 
related to diet, which is uncontrollable. 

 

Table 1. The quality parameters of eggs obtained from different production systems. 

  Production System* 
Parameter  Conventional Free-range Family type 
Egg weight, g  62.53�0.51a 58.14�0.39b 54.02�0.81c 
Eggshell weight, g  7.66�0.07a 7.44�0.09a 6.62�0.11b 
Eggshell weight, %  12.28�0.22b 12.81�0.14a 12.31�0.16b 
Shell breaking strength, kg/cm2  2.70�0.12a 2.85�0.10a 2.13�0.12b 
Eggshell thickness, mm  0.39�0.002a 0.39�0.003a 0.35�0.04b 
Shape index, %  77.74�0.24a 78.01�0.25a 74.55�0.40b 
Yolk colour  10.36�0.09b 10.42�0.07b 11.85�0.21a 
Yolk index, %  4.19�0.03a 4.08�0.02b 4.06�0.04b 
Albumen index, %  0.60�0.02 0.57�0.02 0.60�0.02 
Haugh unit  70.10�0.89a 67.81�0.99ab 66.65�1.48b 
*Different superscripts among columns differ (P < 0.05). 
 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Eggs from the free-range system had similar 
characteristics to those from the conventional 
system. Quality of eggs from the family type 
system had high coefficient variation. High 

variability in quality of eggs from the family 
type system could be related to breed, age, and 
diet, which are uncontrollable. The most striking 
egg quality parameter in eggs is yolk colour. 
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Abstract 
 
In Romania there is a tradition regarding beekeeping and in last years the focus was on organic beekeeping. This type 
of activity is quite easy to achieve in Romania because of a large number of areas favourable to organic beekeeping, 
especially hills areas, where pollution has failed to penetrate and destroy the natural environment. The present paper 
aimed to highlight the dynamics of beekeepers which are producing ecological honey during the period 2012-2014. To 
achieve the objective, the case study was carried out on beekeepers who are part of Beekeepers Association from 
Romania, Bacău subsidiary, association who has members from one of the areas of maximum performance in this 
domain. The study followed two directions: both number dynamic of beekeepers who acceded to organic farming system 
for each of the studied years, and the evolution of the beehives number in each exploitation from one year to another. 
As a conclusion, the results of this case study show growth trends for the number of beekeepers who produce organic 
honey, while the evolution of beehives number in the apiary is weather dependent and also dependent on the efficiency 
of preventive treatments applied. 
 
Key words: beekeeping, honey, organic agriculture, Romania. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Organic farming is an activity practiced since 
antiquity which led to the development of the 
great civilizations. Even if in those times the 
current word which refers to the organic 
system was not known, the agriculture was 
based on biodynamic principles kindly with 
the environment, very well known and 
forwarded from generation to generation. 
“Agricultura ecologică” is a protected term 
assigned to Romania by the European Union 
in order to define a new direction of the 
nowadays agriculture, namely sustainable 
agriculture. This term is similar to “organic 
agriculture” or “biological agriculture” used 
by other Member States. 
In Romania, organic farming is a dynamic 
sector which knew an ascendant evolution in 
the last period, both in vegetal and animal 
sectors. This thing is due to the intensive 
promotion of this concept, sustained first of 

all by the European Union through Ministry 
of Agriculture and Rural Development, on 
one hand and to the increasing awareness by 
the consumers of the organic products’ 
quality on the other hand (Pocol, 2011). 
Organic beekeeping is a branch of the organic 
farming and it represents an activity which in 
Romania can be easy performed due to the 
proper natural environment (Toncea, 2002). 
In this manner, to convert a conventional 
apiary to an organic one it must be browsed 
through a conversion period by minimum 1 
year, according to the legislation in force. In 
this period the existent frames should be 
replaced with new frames and the wax from 
these frames should come from organic 
certified apiary (Popescu, 2013). The main 
condition for the conversion of the apiary is 
the bees to have consistent sources of pollen 
in order to fill all the honeycomb existent in 
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the apiary (conventional honeycomb) and the 
new added frames to comply with the 
legislation in force regarding the organic 
farming. 
In order to be considered finished the 
conversion period it will be presented proves 
certifying both origin of the wax used for the 
new frames and the purchased quantity. 
In this context, the present article represents a 
case study which wants to highlight the 
evolution of the number of beekeepers from 
North-East of Romania which are members of 
Romania Beekeepers Association, Bacău
subsidiary and which acceded to the organic 
farming system in the period 2012-2014 and, 
also to highlight the apiary evolution year by 
year. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
In order to analyze the dynamics of 
beekeepers which make the subject of this 
case study, there were used the following 
indicators: the number of beekeepers regis-
tered to the County Agricultural Directions
for the geographical area taken for the study, 
the number of bee families and the quantity of 
honey obtained.  
The period analyzed in this study was 2012-
2014. 
The data presented in this article comes from 
personal monitoring performed to onsite 
through annually and seasonally apiary visits, 
in the months in which the picking honey was 
performed: April, May and September. 
The data obtained by personal monitoring was 
completed by information taken over from the 
Ministry of Agriculture and Rural 
Development and from SC Apicola Bacau 
SRL, they were statistically processed and 
interpreted, in this manner being able to 
highlight trends in this area for years to come. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
During this case study we monitored several 
aspects so that we can obtained a more 
realistic picture to the organic farming 
concept evolution of the number of 
beekeepers from North-East of Romania. 
The first indicator analyzed in this case study 
is the distribution by county of beekeepers

which acceded to the organic farming for the 
period 2012-2014, and it was realized 
following two directions: the evolution of 
beekeepers number from each county for the 
three years and, also the evolution of 
beekeepers number from each county reported 
to the total number of beekeepers for each 
year took into study. 
Thus, in figure 1 it can be observed the 
distribution by county evolution of 
beekeepers in the period 2012-2014. From 
this chart it can be observed that in all three 
years of study only in two counties the 
number of beekeepers is varying, namely 
Vrancea and Bacău, while for the other three 
counties the number of beekeepers is constant 
from year to year. 
 
Figure 1. The evolution of beekeepers’ distribution by 

counties of in the period 2012-2014 
 

 
 
Regarding the percentage distribution by 
counties of beekeepers from North-East of 
Romania which make subject of this case 
study, it can be observed a linear evolution for 
the three years took in study.   
Thus, the most operators are from Bacău 
county, having a percentage of 86.2, followed 
by Vrancea county with an average of 6.63%, 
by Neamţ county with an average percentage 
of 4.3 and by Vaslui and Iaşi counties with 
the same average percentage of 1.43 (figure 
2). 
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Figure 2. Distribution by counties of beekeepers 

 

 
 
Another indicator analysed in this case study 
is the evolution of beekeepers total number 
and it can be observed an obvious growing 
trend for the period 2012-2014, like it results 
from figure 3. Thus, it was recorded an
increase with 9.5% of beekeepers number in 
2013 against 2012 and an increase of 11.5% 
in 2014 against 2013, fact which confirms the
becoming greater interest of beekeepers from 
Romania to produce organic honey. 
 
Figure 3. The evolution of total number of beekeepers 

for period 2012-2014 
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For studying the evolution of bee families’ 
number, from the three years lists of 
beekeepers we selected only the beekeepers 
which remained in the organic farming 
system the entire period and we calculated the 
total number of organic or in conversion bee 
families (figure 4). 
 
 

 
Figure 4. The evolution of total number of bee families 
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The values in above figure represent the total 
number of bee families for a number of 57 
beekeepers. 
In figure 4 we can observe that in 2013 the 
total number of bee families decreased against 
2012 with about 7%, this decreasing of 
apiaries being due to the winter 2012-2013 
unpropitious weather conditions when the bee 
families’ mortality increased. Another cause 
is represented by bee diseases with the 
parasite varroa destructor, when the 
preventative treatments accepted by the 
legislation for organic farming wasn’t 
successfully.   
Regarding also the evolution of bee families’ 
number it can be observed a significant 
increasing, with about 10% in 2014 against 
2013, fact which leads to a growth trend of 
apiaries when the environmental conditions 
are friendly and the treatments prevents the 
apiaries diseases. 
For create a more clearly image regarding the 
evolution of beekeeping in organic farming 
system, apart from the indicators presented till 
now, we monitored also the quantity of honey 
obtained for period 2012-2014 for the 
following categories: acacia honey, linden 
honey and polyfloral honey (table 1).
 

Table 1. The honey production assortments 
 

Assortment (kg)/year 2012 2013 2014 
Acacia  10500 19000 33000 
Linden  16000 21500 13000 
Polyfloral 27100 16300 22000 

 
The honey production is presented graphically 
in figure 5 where we can observe a growing 
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of the acacia honey production from a year to 
another. It is known that acacia honey is the 
most appreciated assortment by the 
consumers due to the fact that the 
crystallisation phenomena is slower and due 
to its sensorial properties. In the same time, 
this assortment is the most expensive one, fact 
which is stimulating the beekeepers to 
produce this organic honey assortment in 
order to obtain a higher profitability. 
 
Figure 5. The honey production for period 2012-2014 
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In addition, we can tell that the honey 
production is also influenced by the 
specificity of the area, meaning the fact that 
the North-East area from Romania is a hilly 
area with a lot of acacia forests, in which the 
linden honey areas and the wild grassland are 
found in smaller proportion, being an area 
exploited for vine crops, orchards and cereals 
crops. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Organic beekeeping is an important sector 
which contributes to the development of the 
organic farming concept in Romania. Thus, 
following the case study made in this paper 
we can observe a growing trend of number of 
beekeepers which wants to produce organic 
honey in North-East of Romania from year to 
year.    
Also, in favourable weather conditions and 
because, over time due to the organic 
treatments the bees acquire its own immunity 
which help them to resist pests and diseases, 
we can observe a significant increasing of 
apiaries dimensions over the years, too. 

Regarding the quantity of organic honey 
obtained from the organic certified apiaries, 
we can say that the production of acacia 
honey increased very much (from 10500 kg in 
2012 to 33000 kg in 2014). The beekeepers 
are stimulated to produce this assortment of 
honey due to the very high consumers’ 
request, due to its best quality and, being the 
most expensive one, the beekeepers 
profitability is greater. 
For the other two assortments of organic 
honey, linden honey and polyfloral honey, 
there is a significant production, but it doesn’t 
know the same evolution like the acacia 
honey production.  
As a final conclusion, the organic beekeeping 
represents a dynamic sector, having an 
increasing evolution, trend which seems to be 
kept for the coming years, mainly due to the 
publicizing and promoting of a healthy life 
style. Also, the organic farming is sustained 
by supporting programs with European funds. 
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Abstract 
 
It must be pointed out that fish protein ingredients production has a growing trend all around the world because their 
low-cost, high nutritive quality and more concentrated protein levels. The current study refers to miofibrilar protein 
extraction and their characterization, from fresh carp meat. Acid pH dissolution, followed by precipitation at isoelectric 
pH was used as extraction method. The myofibrillar protein chemical characterization was made by taking into account 
the functional and rheological properties. Spray-dryer method for myofibrillar proteins solubilized at alkaline pH and 
acid pH and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was used for dry. The solubility of the muscle proteins, constituent 
components of protein derivatives, is a critical property that controls the other functional characteristics of the protein 
(emulsifying capacity, foaming and gel formation). The protein concentrates/isolates, studied by their functional 
properties, protein solubility and gelling characteristics, can be suitable raw materials for protein films and 
biodegradable coatings generation. 
 
Key words: abramis brama, common bream, gelling characteristics of proteins, myofibrillar protein, solubility of the 
muscle proteins. 
 
INTRODUCTION  

 
Fish myofibrillar protein concentrate is an 
important under utilised commodity in 
Romania even though they are known to be 
good source of protein and other nutrients. A 
variety of raw materials that come from 
aquaculture and marine are used for obtain fish 
protein concentrate.  Abramis Brama (Common 
Bream)is in volume terms by far the most 
important aquaculture species in world 
fisheries. We focused on that food sources 
because they are most available to them.  
Production of fish protein ingredients such as 
fish myofibrillar protein concentrate is growing 
throughout the world. It ingredient is a low 
volume but high value and relatively low prices 
and it can serve as active ingredients in 
functional foods, in edibles film and other 
health related products. 
The pH of the protein environment are one the 
most important factor affecting protein 
solubility, conformation and functional 
properties, such as emulsification and foaming 
ability. 

Protein is, after water, the most important 
constituent of animal bodies. 
Myofibrillar proteins are located in myofibrils, 
contribute in the filamentous organization of 
the muscle and directly participate in the 
mechanochemical process of muscle 
contraction and stiffness. Structural proteins are 
the most abundant protein fraction of muscle 
tissue (54-70% of total muscle protein). 
Myofibrillar proteins, from technological point 
of view, contribute to meat tenderness, 
determine the capacity of water retention and 
hydration of meat, fat emulsifying and gelling 
capacity. Myofibrillar proteins by high intake 
of essential aminoacids, contribute about 70% 
to the nutritional value of meat. (Ionescu et al.,  
2009).  
Myofibrillar proteins have intermediate 
solubility between sarcoplasmic and stromal 
proteins (insoluble in water, but soluble in 
saline solutions with ionic strength higher than 
0.3 or in solutions with controlled pH). They 
are fibrillar proteins that associate with each 
other to form complex parallel structures (Cuq 
et al., 1995).  
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Meat proteins have important functional 
properties, such as: water holding capacity, 
gelation and emulsification.  
The factors which influence heat-induced 
gelation properties were studied for different 
myofibrillar proteins, in particular, beef, pork, 
poultry, fish and rabbit myosin (Fretheim et al., 
1986; Smith et al., 1988; Hennigar et al., 1989; 
Chan et al., 1992; Xiong, 1992; Lan et al., 
1995a, 1995b; Boyer et al., 1996a, 1996b). 
Gelation of muscle proteins involves partial 
denaturation followed by irreversible 
aggregation of the ends of myosin by the 
formation of disulfide bonds and the transition 
of the molecule's body from the helix form to 
spiral which results in a three-dimensional 
network structure (Samejima et al., 1981; 
Smith et al., 1988; Sharp et al., 1992; Stone et 
al., 1992). During gelation, myosin and other 
salt soluble proteins undergo complex changes 
of the rheological properties, depending on the 
temperature and pH at which they are exposed 
(Egelandsdal et al., 1986; Xiong, 1993). 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
1. Raw materials 
Fresh Abramis Brama (Common Bream) 
specimens (≈1000 g) were obtained from a 
commercial supplier. The samples were 
transported to the laboratory in ice. 
Immediately on reaching the lab, the fishes 
were thoroughly washed with cold water to 
remove blood, slime, dirt, etc. After 
decapitation and evisceration, fishes were de-
skinned and filleted. The fillets were 
immediately used for myofibrillar proteins 
preparation. 
2. Myofibrillar proteins extraction.  
Myofibrillar proteins were extracted from fish 
muscle according to following methods: 
alkaline pH method; acid pH method and KCl 
+ EDTA. The resulting concentrates 
myofibrillar proteins were used immediately 
for determination of their physicochemical 
properties and for protein recovery, also. The 
physicochemical properties of fish protein 
concentrateswere determined according to 
Association of Official Methods of Analysis 
(AOAC, 1990; Ionescu et al., 1992). Crude 
protein contentwas calculated by multiplying N 
by 6.25. The results were expressed as g/100g 

protein concentrate. Nitrogen (N) was 
calculated using the Kjeldahl method (AOAC, 
1990; Ionescu et al., 1992) (Raypa, Spain). 
Crude lipid contentwas determined according 
to Soxhlet method described in (AOAC, 1990; 
Ionescu et al., 1992) (Solvent extractor VELP 
Scientifica SER148, USA). The results were 
expressed as g/100g protein concentrate. Crude 
ash contentwas obtained by heating the protein 
concentrates in a furnace at 550°C for 24 h. 
Crude ash was determined according to 
method. The results were expressed as g/100g 
protein concentrate. Protein recovery (% yield) 
of the washed mince from different washing 
methods was determined according to the 
method of Kim and al. The recovery of protein 
was expressed as % in DM (dry matter).  
The pH was measured potentiometric, using the 
pH meter type "Hanna" using protein 
dispersions with a concentration of 10% 
(G/V)), at a temperature of 22 ± 1 C. 
All chemical analyzes were carried out in 
duplicate.  
3. Myofibrillar proteins characterization. 
Finally, after finding the bestmyofibrillar 
proteinsextraction methods for fresh fish, the 
functional properties of myofibrillar proteins 
obtained by these methods were determined. 
Functional properties such as foaming capacity, 
emulsion capacity and solubility, are important 
factors if fish proteins are to be incorporated 
into a food or dish as additives during 
preparation.The solubility of protein obtained 
from best method of extraction was measured 
according to the method of Choi and Park with 
slight modifications. The protein solubility was 
calculated on the basis of 100% solubility of 
the protein.The emulsion capacity was 
calculated by dividing the emulsion volume 
after centrifugation by the original emulsion 
volume and then multiplying by 100. 
Emulsifying stability was determined by the 
same procedure except that, before 
centrifugation, the emulsion was heated at 
90°C for 30 min followed by cooling in tap 
water for 10 min.The method of Miller and 
Groninger wasused to determine foaming 
properties. The foam was calculated as the 
volume of mixture after blending compared to 
the original volume. The foaming stability was 
the ratio of the foam capacity after time 
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observation divided by the original foam 
capacity. 
The determination was performed in duplicate. 
4. Gelling properties 
The gelation properties were determined by 
dynamic rheological measurements at 
oscillations of small amplitude, performed by a 
voltage-controlled rheometer (AR 2000, TA 
Instruments, New Castle, DE), attached to a 
control software computer (Rheology 
Advantage Data Analysis Program, TA , New 
Castle, DE). The temperature was monitored 
using a Peltier temperature control system. All 
rheological measurements were made using a 
cone plate geometry of 40 mm with an angle of 
2° and a gap of 2000 μM. For each test, about 2 
g of protein suspension was placed at the base 
of the rheometer plate. To prevent dehydration 
low viscosity silicone was added around the 
edges of the plate. The measurements were 
made at a constant angular frequency of 0.3142 
rad / min (0.05 Hz frequency) by scanning the 
temperature ranges 4.3 – 74.9° C and 31-80°C. 
Changes in storage modulus (G') and phase 
angle or deformation (δ) were recorded 
depending on the temperature. The heating rate 
was programmed to 1°C/min. For all samples 
the linear viscoelasticity domain was 
established at a constant temperature of 20°C 
and at a frequency of 0.10 Hz. For each test, the 
sample was kept for 5 minutes for temperature 
equilibration. Samples were running in 
duplicate. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS TNR 12 
 
1.Determining the approximate chemical 
omposition 

Table 1. Proximate chemical composition of Abramis 
Brama (Common Bream) meatand a protein concentrated 

obtain. 

MHAB - Muscle homogenate of Abramis 
Brama 

CPMAB 1 -Protein concentrate – Alkaline 
extraction  
CPMAB 2 - Protein concentrate – Acid 
extraction 
CPMAB 3 - Protein concentrate - KCl and 
EDTA extraction 
Depending on the method of extraction is 
higher protein concentrate (more pure) the 
method of extraction by acid leaching at pH 
compared with other methods, as shown in the 
(Table 1). 
2.Protein solubility 
The solubility characteristics of the myofibrillar 
proteins are interesting because of the 
relationship with other functional properties, 
particularly the gelling and water retention 
properties (Hultin et al., 1995). Muscle proteins 
are properly differentiated by their solubility.  
To find the proper pH values for maximum 
solubilization and recovery of muscle protein, 
we constructed the solubility curves (protein 
concentration versus pH) for myofibrillar 
protein concentrates and isolates.  
Protein solubility curves are shown in the 
Figure 1. Solubility profiles were similar for all 
analyzed protein paste. 
 

 
Figure 1. Myofibrillar protein solubility of Abramis 

Brama (Common Bream) 

Fish concentrates showed minimum solubility 
in isoelectronic range with pH ranging from 5.5 
to 6.0, characteristic for most muscle protein 
(Xiong, 1997), the lowest values of protein 
solubility being observed at pH 5.5. For protein 
concentrates / isolates obtained by alkaline and 
acid solubilisation, higher values of solubility 
at pH 5.5 were recorded (12.46 to 9.88 % per 
s.u.) than protein concentrates obtained by 
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washing the minced meat with water with or 
with different solutions (KCl and EDTA) (7.85 
to 7.31% per s.u.). We explain this by the 
presence, in the composition of those 
concentrates, of sarcoplasmic proteins soluble 
in water and in solutions of low ionic strength 
and which represent 20-30% of the muscle 
proteins (Haard et al., 1994; Ionescu et al., 
2009). 
Lowering the pH to the isoelectric point 
resulted in a substantial increase in the protein 
solubility up to a pH of 2.0 where the proteins 
exhibited a solubility of more than 45% for all 
the samples we tested. The maximum solubility 
was reached at pH 2.0 (for the concentrate 
obtained by solubilization in alkaline pH and 
the one obtained in acidic pH).  
Increasing the pH value relative to pI 
(isoelectric point) leads to increased solubility, 
suddenly up to 7, than we have a gentle slope to 
reach the maximum solubility at pH 11.  
By changing the value of the pH of the protein 
solution, the protein gains a net negative or 
positive charge at which the moisture of the 
charged residues and electrostatic repulsion 
causes an increase in solubility (Damodaran et 
al., 1996). At pH values close to the isoelectric 
pH of the protein, the repulsion between the 
chains of the proteins is reduced and their 
association occurs. As a result, most of the 
proteins have minimum solubility at the 
isoelectric point (pI), since the lack of 
electrostatic repulsion promotes hydrophobic 
interactions (protein-protein) and aggregation 
of the protein molecules. Because of the protein 
aggregation under these conditions, they can be 
separated from the solution by means of an 
appropriate centrifugal force.  
At pH below 5.5, the proteins become 
negatively charged resulting in electrostatic 
repulsion which facilitates protein to bind water 
and swell. Also, at pH higher than the 
isoelectric point, proteins gain positive net 
charge resulting in repulsion, hydration of the 
proteins and increase in their hydrodynamic 
size, viscosity of the protein solutions 
(Damodaran et al., 1996). 
3.Gelling properties 
Myofibrillar proteins are responsible for the 
textural properties of the processed meat 
products (Yasui et al., 1980; Asghar et al., 
1985).  

Among the myofibrillar proteins, myosin and 
actomyosin contribute most to the development 
of gel characteristics of salted meat processed 
products.  
We studied the gelling properties of some carp 
homogenized muscle and wet protein 
concentrates obtained from Abramis Brama 
(Common Bream).  
In our study, we followed the rheological 
behavior of protein suspensions by scanning a 
wide temperature range (4.3-74.8 C or 31-
80 C) and monitoring parameters: elastic 
modulus and phase angle (delta). Rheological 
measurements were determined by dynamic 
rheological method at small deformation, non-
destructive, conducted in the linear region of 
viscoelasticity, which enables the determination 
of the elasticity and viscous nature of the tested 
sample.  
Elastic shearing modulus (storage or storage 
facilities, G') is a measure of the released 
energy per cycle of deformation per unit 
volume and the property which makes the 
correlation with the elastic nature of the 
material.  
Phase or deformation angle (δ) is a measure of 
the prevalence of viscous properties 
(characteristic to the liquids) and elastic 
properties (characteristic to the solids) in the 
viscoelastic behavior of a material. The phase 
angle is related to the formation of bonds in the 
gel during the heating/deformation, mainly in 
temperature increase/oscillation frequency 
decrease. 

 
Figure 2. Shows the rheological behavior of Abramis 

Brama (Common Bream) 
As can be seen, the values of the elastic 
modulus and phase angle (δ) of the homogenate 
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and the Abramis Brama (Common Bream) 
muscle protein derivatives have evolved 
differently depending on the temperature 
domain and the nature of the sample. 
In the case of homogenated Abramis Brama 
(Common Bream) muscle (pH 6.3), elastic 
modulus had a moderate downward trend in the 
temperature domain between 4.3-35.9°C, 
characterized by high values of G ', 76140 Pa at 
4.3°C and 43700 Pa at 35.8°C. This interval is 
followed by another temperature domain (35.9-
51.7°C) characterized by a more significant 
reduction of this parameter to a minimum of 
23150 Pa (51.7°C). In these temperature 
ranges, the reduction of storage module can be 
attributed to the complex structure of fish 
muscle proteins due to denaturation of certain 
protein fractions. Denaturation of the 
quaternary structure, tertiary and secondary 
when applying external stress (heating) 
possibly involved subunit dissociation of 
protein filaments, breaking of the disulfitic 
bonds (-S-S-), dipole-dipole non-covalent 
interactions between polar aminoacids and 
interactions between non-polar aminoacids in 
the side chains, as well as partial conversion of 
α-helix structures and ß-folded at the 
configuration of random twisted spiral. 
The thermo-rheogram, shows below, a portion 
close to a plateau in the 50.7-59.7°C domain, 
possible characteristic to the denaturation and 
simultaneous aggregation of some protein 
fractions, given the complex nature of the 
system investigated. Our findings are in 
agreement with those reported by Westphalen, 
etc. (2005), who found the existence of the 
plateau in the range of 50-57°C, for 
myofibrillar protein samples with a 6.0 pH and 
lower concentration. 
Starting with the inflection point of the curve 
(51.7oC), elastic modulus values increased very 
slowly at first, then the increase was 
accelerated when the temperature was raised 
above 59.7oC to the finalization of the heating 
process at 74.6°C. This rheological behavior is 
typical for the thermal gelation of Abramis 
Brama (Common Bream) muscle proteins and 
for the increase of the formed gel strength. The 
gel formation involves irreversible aggregation 
of denatured proteins to form new disulfitic 
bonds, in particular, between the globular 
myosin ends and the transition of the helical 

spiral the myosin molecule rod to a three-
dimensional network structure (Stone et al., 
1992; Sharp, et al, 1992; Samejima et al., 
1981). Changes in rheological characteristics 
depending on the temperature of the Abramis 
Brama (Common Bream) homogenate are 
confirmed by the evolution of the phase angle. 
The thermo-rheogram of the phase angle 
indicates a reverse trend relative to the elastic 
modulus. Low values of the phase angle, 
between 8.998-16.34 grade, across all the 
temperature domain of 4.3-74.6°C are specific 
to the viscoelastic bodies at which elastic 
component was permanently predominant 
relatively to the viscose component. The base 
zone of the elastic modulus in the thermo-
rheogram corresponds to the highest value of 
phase angle,> 12.0°.  
Below are presented the thermo-rheograms of 
the elastic modulus and phase angle for wet 
protein concentrates, extracted from Abramis 
Brama (Common Bream) muscle by the 
alkaline and acid procedure and extracted by 
washing with KCl and EDTA. The thermo-
rheogram profile of the protein concentrates 
was similar with the one of the Abramis Brama 
(Common Bream) muscle homogenate except 
for the elastic modulus values which were 
different, being much higher for the muscle 
homogenate (see the table).  
 

 
Figure 3. The elastic modulus change  

depending on temperature and changing  
of the phase angle depending temperature 
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If we compare the three types of protein 
concentrates (acid, alkalin, and KCl) it can be 
observed that the values of G' were higher for 
the alkaline protein concentrate compared with 
the acid one and the one extraced by washing 
with KCl. For the three types of protein 
concentrates, the transition temperature from 
ground to gel was the same (50.8oC), slightly 
lower than the one registered for the muscle 
homogenate (51.9oC). 
 

 
Figure 4. The influence of temperature  

on the phase angle values 

The modifications of the rheological properties 
on heating of the Abramis Brama (Common 
Bream) protein concentrates compared to the 
Abramis Brama (Common Bream)  muscle 
homogenate we ascribe on the greater 
complexity of the homogenate, differences in 
protein content and characteristic pH values 
and potential denaturing changes in the protein 
system during extraction treatments 
(Yongsawatdigul and Park, 2004).  
Table 2. The temperature dependence of the elastic 
modulus and the method of extraction of muscle proteins 

Sample 
nature 

Elastic modulus (G´), Pa 

4.2oC 50.7oC 51.7oC 74.6oC 

MHAB 76140 - 23150 29560 

CPMAB 1 34840 9975 - 10940 

CPMAB 2 23620 11210 - 15990 

CPMAB 3 11280 4809  27490 

MHAB - Muscle homogenate of Abramis 
Brama 

CPMAB 1 -Protein concentrate – Alkaline 
extraction  
CPMAB 2 - Protein concentrate – Acid 
extraction 
CPMAB 3 - Protein concentrate - KCl and 
EDTA extraction 

Protein concentration and pH are very 
important parameters in thermal gelation of 
meat protein. In addition, it is a well-known 
fact that during the extraction of muscle 
proteins by the acid procedure, due to the high 
concentration of hydrochloric acid suffers 
modifications which influence the functional 
and rheological properties. 
Reduced capacity to form gels of acid treated 
protein, when compared to those treated under 
alkaline conditions may be attributed to 
conformational changes (partial loss of myosin 
heavy chain) or due to the unfavorable 
conformation of the protein during the acid 
treatment (several hydrophobic groups leading 
to larger aggregates and to a less ordered gel). 
Another explanation could be that related to the 
presence of denatured sarcoplasmic protein that 
are retained in the acid process, but not in the 
alkaline one (Ingadottir, 2004). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The protein content of protein derivatives was 
conditioned by the extraction technique 
applied.  
Solubilization of muscle proteins, in a strongly 
alkaline medium, followed by their 
precipitation in the solution at the pH of 
isoelectric point (pI) also ensures the recovery 
of sarcoplasmic proteins which precipitate at 
5.5 pH.  
The solubility of muscle proteins, components 
of protein derivatives, is a critical property it 
controls the other functional characteristics of 
the protein (emulsifying, foaming and gels 
formation capacity).  
The variation of the elastic modulus (G') and 
phase angle (δ) during thermal treatment of 
protein suspensions reflects profound changes 
in the protein system (denaturation, 
dissociation and reassociation) depending on 
the temperature. 
All concentrates/isolates of muscle protein 
behaved, from rheological point of view, as 
viscoelastic systems with high elastic 
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component, but variable depending on the 
temperature, source of proteins, extraction 
method and drying process through 
lyophilization.  
Elastic modulus values were directly 
proportional to the protein concentration from 
proteic suspension. The correlation coefficients 
between protein concentration and elastic 
modulus during heating (30-71.9oC) showed 
values above 0.930, values slightly higher at 
lower protein concentrations.  
The analyzed protein concentrates/isolates have 
functional capabilities suitable for use in 
various systems based on meat, bringing 
products added nutritional value through their 
protein component but their production is only 
justified economically for species of 
inutilisable fish, inferior quality meats and 
some organs. 
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Abstract 
 
The Russian government adopted a list of products that are banned for a period of one year from the EU, United 
States, Norway, Canada and Australia. These products cover almost all milk and dairy products, meat products fruits 
and vegetables, as well as fish and crustaceans. These restrictions put a serious pressure on the European agri-food 
sector because of the temporary loss of a significant commercial market and because of possible cascade effects 
leading to oversupply on the internal market given the volumes involved and the quantity of perishable products 
banned in full harvesting season. Some sectors and Member States are more heavily affected - i.e. 31% of EU milk 
products export, 29% of fruits and vegetables export. The overall temporary restrictions currently applied by Russia 
potentially jeopardize 5 billion EUR worth of trade and affects the income of 9.5 million people in the EU working on 
the holdings most concerned. 
 
Key words: embargo, agri-food sector, oversupply, European Union, market. 
 

The global economy has entered into a new 
stage of geopolitical instability after the 
financial and economic crisis from 2007/2008, 
a stage with intensified economic uncertainty. 
The sanctions imposed on Russia by the 
European Union and also by the United States, 
Australia and Norway, have led the Russian 
authorities to impose their own restrictions in 
return.  
On 7th August, The Russian Federation imposed 
an embargo on agricultural products from 
Europe, the United States, Canada, Australia 
and Norway as an answer to the sanctions in the 
context of the situation in Ukraine. The 
restrictions have been issued for a period of one 
year and cover almost all meat products (beef, 
pigmeat, poultry, and certain sausages), milk 
and dairy products, fruits and vegetables, as 
well as fish and crustaceans. Some processed 
agricultural products are also banned (Cenusa et 
al., 2014). 
Exceptions are introduced for goods destined to 
baby food, certain animal products (fat, meat 
offal) and live animals, as well as preparations 
in the fruit and vegetables sector (such as fruit 

juices, canned fruit or prepared vegetables). 
Since end of August, lactose-free milk and milk 
products, seed potatoes, onion sets, hybrid 
sweet corn and nutritional supplements are also 
lifted from the ban. 
Although the latest bans add to a long list of 
import restrictions already in place, the scope of 
the bans, involving a large range of products 
from the main exporters to the Russian market 
raised concerns that supplies of key 
commodities to the Russian market would be 
further constrained, with negative implications 
for Russian consumers across all income levels, 
at least in the short run. 
Russia is one of the world’s largest markets for 
agricultural and food products, being the fifth 
largest importer after EU, US, China and Japan. 
As reported by FAO, Russia represents the 
second most important destination for EU agri-
food exports (after the USA) and according to 
the European Institute for Statistics it absorbs 
10% of EU’s agricultural and food exports. The 
agri-food products recently banned by The 
Russian Federation represent a total value of 
5.06 billion Euros (i.e. 43% of EU agri-food 
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exports to Russia), while agricultural and food 
exports from the EU to Russia annually reach 
about 11.8 billion Euros (Table 1). 
The EU agriculture and food sector is put under 
serious pressure because of the temporary loss 
of a significant commercial market in main 
agricultural sectors (almost all meat products, 
milk and dairy products, fruits and 
vegetables).An oversupply on the internal 
market is likely to happen, given the volume 
involved and the quantity of perishable 
products banned. 
  

Table 1.Agri-food exports of the main member state 
towards Russia in 2013 (million Euros) 

 Agri-food 
exports 

Products under 
embargo  

Lithuania  1374 922 
Poland 1267 840 
Germany 1649 589 
The Netherlands  1551 503 
Denmark  627 341 
Spain 572 326 
Belgium  558 281 
Finland 464 273 
France 756 229 
Italy 705 163 
Greece  158 114 
Austria 247 103 
Hungary 266 77 
Ireland  216 70 
Estonia 228 60 
EU-28 11864 5064 

Source: www.ec.europa.eu 
 
In the case of sudden drop in demand – or 
oversupply, markets will react and this could 
lead to a price decrease that might exceed the 
level at which prices tend to stabilise after the 
shock is absorbed. The current theory is 
applicable for perishable products, that are non-
storable, and also for those that are at the early 
stage of the marketing year, when prices are at 
the highest under normal conditions. 
An immediate negative impact on prices is  
already felt in some sectors and this is both 
related to oversupply situations (e.g. rerouting 
ofseasonal products and perishable towards the 
EU markets, combined with difficulties in 
identifying alternative markets) and to 
"psychological" effects of the announcement of 
the ban. 
According to several analysis made so far by 
different bodies it is shown that not only 

countries which were traditionally exporting 
substantial quantities to Russia are affected, and 
that also oversupply may spread into the 
internal market.  
A significant external trade disruption will take 
time and may imply costs for private operators 
and producers on short or medium term.  
The current restrictions are affecting in the first 
place the perishable products sector. Taking 
into account that Russia is considered an 
important destination for EU fruit and 
vegetables and that for many products the 
harvest was ongoing or about to start in the EU, 
this effect is immediate. 
The EU fruit and vegetables sector represents 
about 17% of the total agricultural output value, 
of which 10% corresponds to vegetables and 
the remaining 7% to fruits. In most of the 
southern  Member States this sector has a 
higher importance and it represents between 
one third  and one quarter of their total 
agricultural output (on average for the period 
2011-2013, more than 30% in Greece, Cyprus, 
Malta and Portugal, and between 25% and 30% 
in Spain, Italy and Romania). 
Only 15% of the total fruit production and 7% 
of the vegetables production is exported in third 
countries, while most of the EU's production of 
fresh fruit and vegetables is consumed 
internally. Russia absorbs only 5% of total EU 
fruit production and 2% of the vegetable 
production (about 9% of the production of pears 
and kiwis, 6-7% of apples and nectarines and 3-
4% of the production of peaches and 
mushrooms). 
The Russian market represents however one of 
the main export markets for the EU's fruit and 
vegetables sector, currently purchasing about 
34% of our fresh fruit exports (1.225 million 
EUR) and 26% of the fresh vegetable exports 
(734 million EUR). This market was the top 
destination for products like: cherries, 
mushrooms and cabbages (70% of extra-EU 
exports, in quantities), pears, peaches, 
eggplants, tomatoes and carrots (60-64%), 
nectarines, strawberries, apples and cucumbers 
(around 50%), and apricots, potatoes and sweet 
peppers (40%).Also 30% of lemons and table 
grapes exports are sent to Russia. 
Poland, Spain, Greece, Italy and Belgium are 
the main EU fruits suppliers and the 
Netherlands, Poland, Spain and Belgium are the 
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main vegetables suppliers (Table 2). Lithuania 
is considered an important channel for re-
exports to Russia of fresh fruit and vegetables 
imported from other EU producers such as 
Spain, the Netherlands and Germany; Poland 
and Belgium play a similar role for specific 
products. 
According to latest rumours Russia intends to 
purchase vegetables and fruit in particular from 
Turkey, Serbia, Azerbaijan and Uzbekistan.  
 
Table 2. Production, total exports extra-EU and exports 

to Russia of fresh fruit and vegetables – 
average 2011-2013 

Source:www.ec.europa.eu 
 
The EU milk production is around 20% of the 
world production, approximately 153 million 
tonnes of milk were produced in 2013. This 
sector represents 15% of the total EU 
agricultural output with a value of production 
close to 55 billion EUR. Germany and France 
are the main producers covering around 40% of 
EU’s production and they are followed by 
United Kingdom, Poland, the Netherlands and 
Italy.  
Only 11% (in milk equivalent) from the EU’s 
dairy production is exported while the rest is 
consumed domestically. Cheese is the main 
dairy product obtained, using 50% of EU’s milk 

production and only 8% of the EU cheese 
production is exported. The main exported milk 
products are powders (50%), butter (6%) and 
fresh dairy products. The Netherlands, France, 
Germany, Belgium, Poland and Denmark are 
exporting more than a million tonne of milk 
equivalent each and they gather more than 70% 
of the EU exports (Table 3).Russia’s main 
suppliers are the EU followed by Belarus, both 
supplying 80% of the Russian dairy imports. 
EU exports to Russia only account for 1.4% of 
the EU cow’s milk production in milk 
equivalent, which is a significant share of the 
total 11% of exported EU milk production. The 
Baltic countries have the highest export share: 
Finland (22%), Lithuania (14%), Estonia (8%) 
and Latvia (5%)1. It is to be noted that the share 
is much higher in the case of cheese 32% and 
butter 24%. Finland, Germany, the Netherlands, 
Lithuania, Poland and France being the main 
EU exporters to Russia. 
 
Table 3. Production, total exports extra-EU and exports 

to Russia of milk and milk products  

 
Source: www.ec.europa.eu 
 
Cheese is the most affected product by the ban 
and the exports to Russia accounted for close to 
one third of extra-EU exports of cheese. Since 
2011, EU exports of cheese to Russia have 
increased by 24%, more rapidly than the total 
EU cheese exports. For Finland and the Baltic 
countries Russia is an exclusive trading partner 
with regard to cheese(about or over 85% of 
these countries' cheese exports), which also 
represents for each of these countries around or 

                                                            
1 Some of these exports can originate from other EU Member States. 

million 
tonnes

% of EU-
28

million t. in 
milk eq.

% of 
production

million t. 
in milk 

eq.

% of EU-
28

% of 
production

% of 
exports 
extra EU

EU-28 152.4 100 16.5 10.8 2.1 100 1.4 12.8

Germany 30.8 20.2 2.1 6.7 0.4 19.3 1.3 19.7

Estonia 0.7 0.5 0.1 9.9 0.1 2.7 7.9 80.1

France 24.7 16.2 3.1 12.4 0.2 7.2 0.6 4.9

 Italy 11.4 7.5 0.5 4.4 0 1.7 0.3 7.1

Lithuania 1.8 1.2 0.4 20.5 0.2 11.7 14 68.6

Netherlands 12 7.9 3.2 26.8 0.3 14 2.5 9.1

Poland 12.6 8.3 1.2 9.7 0.2 8.3 1.4 14.5

Finland 2.3 1.5 0.8 32.7 0.5 24 22 67.3

U.K. 14 9.2 0.5 3.3 0 0.4 0.1 1.8

MILK

Average 2011-2013 Quantities
Exports extra-EU Exports to RussiaProduction

1000 
ttonnes
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EEU-28
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s

% of 
pproductio

n

1000 
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s
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EEU-28
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n

% of 
eexports 

extra_EU

Belgium 545.3 1.6 197.9 36.3 171.8 12.9 31.5 86.8
Greece 3076.0 8.9 313.3 10.2 92.9 7.0 3.0 29.6
Spain 8511.0 24.6 415.0 4.9 133.4 10.0 1.6 32.1
France 2871.0 8.3 267.4 9.3 29.0 2.2 1.0 10.8
Italy 9766.0 28.2 497.4 5.1 85.1 6.4 0.9 17.1
Lithuania 59.6 0.2 206.1 346.1 167.0 12.6 280.4 81.0
Netherlands 681.0 2.0 134.9 18.9 55.1 4.1 8.1 40.9
Poland 3284.0 9.5 860.8 26.2 549.7 41.3 16.7 63.9
Romania 1379.0 4.0 2.6 0.2 1.1 0.1 0.1 41.2

Belgium 4300.6 4.4 80.3 1.9 56.3 7.3 1.3 70.1
Germany 12642.6 12.8 94.2 0.7 33.5 4.3 0.3 35.5
Spain 9871.4 10.0 134.5 1.4 41.9 5.4 0.4 31.1
France 9435.4 9.6 76.8 0.8 17.4 2.3 0.2 22.7
Italy 13075.8 13.3 26.1 0.2 2.1 0.3 0.0 8
Lithuania 733 0.7 211.1 28.8 192.2 24.8 26.2 91
Netherlands 10997.3 11.2 1227 11.2 261.3 33.8 2.4 21.3
Poland 12316.4 12.5 215.5 1.7 124.7 16.1 1.0 57.9
Romania 5168.4 5.3 3.1 0.1 0.3 0 0.0 10.3
U.K. 6760.2 6.9 13.4 0.2 5.4 0.7 0.1 39.8

FRESH VEGETABLES

Quantities 

Production Exports extra EU Exports to Russia

FRESH FRUIT
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above 20% of the national cheese production. 
Other main cheese exporters to Russia are 
represented by: Netherlands with 42% (about 
8% of national production), Germany with 38% 
(about 2% of national production) and Poland 
with 43% (corresponding to less than 4% of 
national production).  
Regarding the butter production approximately 
6.1% of was exported outside the EU and 1.5% 
to Russia (31.6 thousand tonnes). Half of the 
butter exported to Russia comes from Finland 
(17 000 tonnes covering 95% of Finland's 
butter exports). Close to 50% of the powder 
production was exported outside the EU and 
only 1% to Russia (19 000 tonnes).Germany, 
France and the Netherlands are covering 53% 
of the total EU production. Although Russia is a 
minor destination of the EU powder exports, 
the prices have decreased significantly since the 
implementation of the embargo (by 19% for 
SMP and 15% for WMP). 
Since early 2014, a downward pressure had 
been registered on prices for dairy products, 
due to increased supply both in the Union and 
in the main milk producing regions of the 
world. European average prices remain above 
intervention levels. At Member States' level, the 
situation is variable: those Member States who 
are the primary suppliers of dairy products to 
Russia undergo deeper price drops. 
Almost all the dairy products designed for the 
Russian market have to find their way on the 
internal market, increasing pressure on 
European prices. As an additional burden to this 
immediate impact on the internal market, while 
looking for alternative outlets, some of the 
volume of milk that would have been used for 
cheese production will have to be channelled to 
butter and powder production, increasing the 
risk of unbalancing those markets. 
At world level, EU is the third largest producer 
of beef/veal (12%) after the USA (17%) and 
Brazil (13%) and before China (10%). The 
share of EU in world beef/veal trade amounts to 
2% both in exported quantities and value while 
it represent 5% in imported quantities and 9% 
in value. Due to a weak internal demand and a 
declining production, the beef sector has been 
facing structural difficulties. Over the last ten 
years EU beef production decreased by more 
than 1 million tonnes due to the combined 
effect of the impact of animal diseases (Bovine 

Spongiform Encephalopathy - BSE, Food and 
Mouth Disease - FMD), higher feed costs and 
policy changes, and structural decrease of the 
dairy herd associated to increasing milk yields. 
After a period of two years with high prices in 
2012 and 2013, average prices for adult male 
bovine have decreased in the first six months of 
2014. Beef represents 8% of the total EU-28 
agricultural output value. 
The main producing Member States are France, 
Germany, Italy, the United Kingdom, Spain and 
Ireland (producing 5.6 million tonnes, approx. 
72% of the EU-28 beef production and 75% of 
the value of beef production). With a very 
limited domestic production (around 40 000 
tonnes) Lithuania is an important channel for 
re-exporting beef of different EU origins. 
(Table 4) 
 
Table 4.Production, total exports extra-EU and exports to 

Russia of beef 

 
Source: www.ec.europa.eu 
 
Even before the introduction of the current ban 
the EU meat sector has been confronted with 
sanitary related trade restrictions from Russia. 
The immediate impact of the current ban was 
limited due to relatively high producer prices 
for all meats, moderate feed costs and good 
export demand from other markets than Russia.  
The first destination of EU exports for beef 
meat is Russia, rising to 25% of all EU beef 
meat exports. Breeding animals and low value 
products (offal, trimmings and fats) are EU’s 
most relevant beef products for the Russian 
market. France, Spain, Ireland and Italy made 
up for around 30% of total EU exports to 

1000 
tonnes

% of      
EU-28

1000 
tonnes

% of 
production

1000 
tonnes

% of 
production

EU-28 7716.4 100.0 232.8 3.0 67.6 100.0
Denmark 128.9 1.7 8.6 6.7 5.4 7.9
Germany 1145.7 14.8 41.6 3.6 11.3 16.7
Estonia 10.2 0.1 0.1 0.7 0.0 0.0
Ireland 519.9 6.7 11.2 2.1 5.0 7.3
Spain 592.1 7.7 15.6 2.6 7.2 10.6
France 1494.9 19.4 17.0 1.1 1.2 1.8
Italy 948.5 12.3 18.0 1.9 7.0 10.3
Latvia 17.2 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.0 0.0
Lithuania 40.2 0.5 16.7 41.6 14.9 22.0
Poland 371.6 4.8 61.6 16.6 11.8 17.5
Finland 82.0 1.1 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.0
U.K. 888.6 11.5 5.8 0.7 0.0 0.0

Beef

Average 2011 -2013 - Quantities
Production Exports extra_EU Exports to Russia
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Russia, despite being major beef producers. 
British beef has been banned on BSE grounds 
since 1986. The products affected directly by 
the ban represent less than 1% of EU 
production. The ban affects the export of fresh, 
chilled and frozen beef but not the exports of 
live animals, offal or fats. In order to avoid 
significant drops in prices, which could 
generate an additional drop in European 
production, it is essential to search for 
alternative export markets. Asia can be an 
alternative market for EU beef exports and 
needs to be encouraged. 
The EU is the main world pig meat exporter 
and the world's second producer of pig meat 
with a share of 20%from the global production, 
after China (with a share of 47%).The EU 
exports around 3.2 million tonnes of pig meat 
(fresh, frozen, salted meat, offal, fats and 
preparations) to the extra EU countries with 
main destinations as Russia (24% of pig meat 
exports) followed by China (17%), Hong-Kong 
(14%), Japan (8%) and South Korea (5%).The 
pig sector accounts for approximately 9.5% in 
total EU-28 agricultural output value. Germany, 
Spain, France, Italy, Poland, Denmark and the 
Netherlands are the EU's main producer 
countries, representing altogether around 76% 
of EU-28 value of pig production at producer 
prices. These countries altogether are supplying 
the Russian market with 80% of EU pig meat 
exports to Russia. 
Since February 2014 EU pig meat exports to 
Russia are banned after the discovery of a few 
cases of African swine fever (ASF) in the wild 
boar population in Lithuania and Poland. The 
Commission started a WTO procedure against 
this unjustified measure. Therefore, pig prices 
did not show any reaction after the 
announcement of the new Russian embargo. 
Products affected directly by the ban represent 
1.9% of EU production. Most exported 
products to Russia are the frozen meat (43%), 
lard (32%) and offal (15%).  
Through increased exports to Japan, South 
Korea and the Philippines operators have been 
able to partially absorb the drop of exports to 
Russia. The Russian ban now also affects other 
pig meat exporters on the world market (USA 
and Canada) that are now looking for new 
outlets. 

The least affected of the meats sector is poultry 
meat, being a well-integrated sector with a short 
cycle of production (less than 2 months for 
broilers).In the last years, the poultry meat 
sector has been growing as demand is 
increasing worldwide. The European Union is a 
large producer of poultry meat (around 12% of 
world production), after the USA (19%) and 
China (17%) and a net exporter of poultry 
products with a self-sufficiency rate at 104%. 
France, the UK, Poland, Germany, Spain and 
Italy are the leading producers, altogether 
producing 70% of total EU poultry meat. 
Russia ranks on fifth place in EU export 
destinations with 8%, mainly fresh and frozen 
and exports amount to 0.7% of EU. The EU 
broiler price even increased after the Russian 
ban to 194 €/100 kg. 
 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
According to the European Parliament, the 
impact on GDP is supposed to be modest for 
almost all EU-countries, despite considerable 
values affected by the food ban, as agriculture 
accounts for a decreasing and low part of the 
EU’s GDP (1.7 % in the EU 27, OECD 2012). 
The risk of a negative macroeconomic impact is 
highest for Lithuania (2.6 % share of exports to 
Russia in GDP 2013) followed by Estonia (0.4 
%) and Latvia (0.3 %); assuming that no 
alternative markets can be found. For seven 
further EU-countries, the share of exports in 
GDP was 0.1 % in 2013 (Belgium, Finland, 
Greece, Hungary, Ireland, Netherlands and 
Cyprus). 
Even if the national overall share in national 
GDP is zero, in countries showing a 
considerable absolute value of food exports to 
Russia, certain regions with a high concen-
tration of agriculture may be affected as well as 
the related exporters and transport services.   
Within the one-year period for which the food 
embargo has been imposed short-term losses 
could be considerable and a full compensation 
is not very probable. 
Additionally to the loss of external markets, 
producers are suffering even more from income 
losses due to falling prices on the internal 
market as banned (perishable) agricultural 
products are being offered for domestic use. 
According to Copa-Cogeca prices in the EU 
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fruit and vegetable and dairy sectors have 
decreased by over 50 % in some Member States 
in early September, and milk prices were down 
by up to 30 %.  
Several countries consider job losses as 
probable, while there is, so far, no evidence to 
corroborate this. For example: in Belgium, the 
Meat association estimates 500/5000 job losses 
due to the Russian embargo; for Greece, 
economists state that the food ban will hit 
Greek farmers hard and that seasonal workers 
will need alternative employment.  
The status-quo can be explained trough a 
number of factors which have implications for 
the future monitoring of changes in the 
employment situation due to the Russian food 
embargo: 
� In EU-28 most farm work is carried out by 
the farmers and members of their family, 
mainly spouses (92.2 %), whilst many farmers 
combine farm work as minor activity with work 
as employee. 
� Even if the loss of the Russian market will 
cause job losses in the future, numbers may be 
too small to be reflected in national aggregate 
labor market statistics, as the share of 
agriculture in GDP is low in most countries. 
Agricultural and food products only count for 
1.7 % of GDP, 6.6 % of all EU exports and 4.5 
% of employment (2012). According to initial 
estimates by ING Group NV from 22 August 
2014, the Russian food ban could cost the EU 
130,000 jobs corresponding to an increased 
unemployment rate of approximately 0.1 %. 
The sanctions directed at the financial sector by 
the EU, together with Russia’s weak economic 
development, have tightened the financial 
situation in Russia and are particularly 
impacting sales of the EU’s technology 
industry’s investment goods in Russia. In 
addition, the uncertainty increased by the 
Ukraine crisis is weakening the investment 
climate in Russia. Decline in demand for 
investment products in Russia will impact EU’s 
economy and exports more extensively than the 
import restrictions imposed by Russia on the 
food sector. 
Overall, the review of accessible European and 
national information within the scope of this 
article shows that a targeted in-depth analysis of 

affected sectors and regions would be necessary 
to detect the real impact of the Russian food 
ban on the employment situation, which might 
be limited to certain regions and specialized 
exporters. 
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Abstract 
 
Research about characterization of probiotic Lactobacillus sp. origin from bovine colostrum in some types of formula 
encapsulation has been done. The research method was carried out experimentally using a factorial Completly Randomized 
Design with two factor: a x b, the value of a and b depend on the level of each treatment, which a was bacteria that 
encapsulated in some types of formula and b was characterization of probiotic test, with three times repetition. The data 
were analyzed using analysis of variance with a level of 95%, followed by Duncan's Multiple Range Test. The results 
showed that L. paracasei in alginate tapioca and L. curvatus in alginate skim had high viability during storage of 4 weeks 
with each of the bacterial population were 2,98 x 1010 CFU/ml and 2,25 x 1010 CFU/ml. Bacteria L. curvatus 
encapsulated in alginate skim had the highest resistant to the acidic environment of pH 2 and 4 with each of the bacterial 
population were 1,02 x 103 CFU/ml and 3,69 x 105 CFU/ml and resistant to bile salt concentration of 0.3% and 0 , 5% with 
each of the bacterial population were 3,5 x 1010 CFU/ml and 2,4 x 1010 CFU/ml. The supernatant of L. curvatus in 
alginate skim also had the highest antimicrobial activity against pathogenic bacteria Escherichia coli and Salmonella 
typhimurium with each inhibitory diameter was 20.83 mm and 12.67 mm. Encapsulation formula, especially the 
combination of alginate and skim milk, can protect the probiotic during processed, storage, and applied in digestive tract. 
 
Key words: encapsulation, Lactobacillus, probiotik iv. 

 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 
Bovine colostrum is pre-milk fluid produced by 
cows in the first 24-48 hours after birth and 
several types of microorganisms that have been 
widely used as probiotics found on it (Brandano, 
et al., 2004; Lindner, et al., 2011). Probiotics are 
living microorganisms that are beneficial to 
humans, especially in maintaining health and 
preventing disease. They can live in digestive 
tract to control the balance of gut microbial and 
has characteristics such as non-pathogenic, 
resistant to stomach acid conditions, resistant to 
bile salt concentration in the intestine, producing 
organic acids, and also has antimicrobial 
properties against pathogens digestion (Salminen 
and von Wright, 2004). One of the probiotic 
bacteria found in bovine colostrum is 
Lactobacillus sp. (Anal and Singh, 2007). The 
bacteria have the ability to attach to host cells, 
remove or reduce pathogenic bacteria, produce 
acid, hydrogen peroxide and bacteriocins which 

able to inhibit the growth of pathogenic bacteria 
(Rizqihati, et al., 2009). 
Due to environmental factors that are less 
conducive for probiotic bacteria to survive, 
viability of probiotic bacteria in product should 
reach 107-109 CFU/ g. Low pH of 1.5 to 2.0 for 
an empty stomach or pH of 4.5 to 5.0 for filled 
stomach and presence of bile salts in the small 
intestine which must pass by the bacteria would 
decrease the viability while in the digestive tract 
or even during storage. Bile salt concentration 
equivalent to physiological concentrations of bile 
salts in the duodenum is 0.5% (Puspawati, 2010). 
While all microbial that could live in 0.3% bile 
salt was resistant to bile salts in the small 
intestine (Wijayanto, 2009).  
Encapsulation is a process of core material coa-
ting, in this research the probiotic bacteria. 
Specific encapsulation material used to maintain 
viability and protect probiotics bacteria from 
damage due to the environmental conditions 
(Rizqihati et al., 2009). The encapsulation 
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material that often used is alginate. Alginate used 
to protect or wrap core material from unfavorable 
environmental factors (Desmond, et al., 2002). 
The advantages of alginate use is easy to form gel 
matrix overlying bacteria, safe to consumed, easy 
to obtain, and can release the trapped cells. 
However, alginate also has the disadvantage that 
vulnerable in an acidic environment. Therefore, 
in order to optimize the alginate encapsulation 
process, combination of alginate with a variety of 
other polymer compounds needed. The addition 
of starch, skim milk, gelatin, and chitosan com-
bined with alginate can provide better resistance 
on encapsulation (Chavarri, et al., 2013). 
In this study, resilience of probiotic bacteria 
Lactobacillus sp., which encapsulated with various 
encapsulation formula tested to acidic conditions 
and high bile salts to determine the best 
encapsulation material formula that can be select 
for encapsulation process on probiotic bacteria. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The tools used in this study are centrifuge Hermle 
Z 300, syringe, filter, and vortex. Materials used 
are alginate acid (sodium salt) from Sigma, acetic 
acid, Lactobacillus paracasei and Lactobacillus 
curvatus isolated from cow colostrum, bile salt 
(Oxoid), phosphate buffer, 0.1 M CaCl2, Nutrient 
Agar (NA), Nutrient Broth (NB), skim milk and 
tapioca. 
 
Biomass Production (Puspawati, 2010) 
Lactobacillus sp. biomass production obtained by 
sub-culture the isolate on NB for 24 h at 37°C. 
Sterilized NB inoculated by the 10% culture and 
then incubated at 37°C for 18-20 hours. Culture 
were centrifuged at a speed of 5000rpm for 10 
minutes. Supernatant separated with the filtrate to 
obtained biomass. 
 
Encapsulation with Alginate (Purwandhani, et al., 
2007) 
Bacterial biomass suspended in physiological 
NaCl at MacFarland turbidity three then counted 
by Total Plate Count (TPC) to determine the 
number of bacteria before encapsulated. Three ml 
cultured Lactobacillus paracasei and Lactoba-
cillus curvatus re-suspended in 10 ml of sterilized 
NaCl then 60 ml of Sodium Alginate 3% (w/v) 
were added. After mixing dropped into 200 ml of 

CaCl2 0.1 while stirring with a magnetic stirrer 
then washed with sterilized 0.8% NaCl and dried. 
 
Encapsulation with Skim Alginate (Purwandhani, 
et al., 2007) 

Isolates of Lactobacillus paracasei and 
Lactobacillus curvatus subcultured in 2.5 ml NB 
incubated for 9 hours, then re-subcultured in 
consortium twice at 25 ml and 250 ml of skim 
milk and incubated for 9 hours. The inoculum of 
bacteria in skim milk centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 
10 min at 4°C. Biomass obtained suspended in 
100 ml distilled water then mixed with 100 ml of 
3% alginate as carrier material. The mixture then 
put into a syringe and dropped into CaCl2.2H2O 
0.1 mol/l with 10 cm distance from syringe tip 
and the surface of CaCl2.2H2O. Hold for an hour 
so that the grains of the encapsulation yields 
harden while kept on a shaker. The encapsulation 
pellets yields rinsed with sterilized 0.8% NaCl 
and sterilized distilled water, then dried. 
 
Encapsulation with Tapioca Alginate (Wijayanti, 
2010) 
Sterilized sodium alginate as much as 1% (w / v) 
dissolved into 90 ml of distilled water followed 
by addition of 3% (w / v) tapioca powder. Ten 
percent biomass consortium aseptically inocu-
lated into 90 ml of coating material formula. The 
mixture of biomass consortium and coating 
material dropped into 0.1 M CaCl2.2H2O and then 
washed twice using sterilized distilled water.  
Ca-alginate capsule that washed inoculated into 
NB and incubated for 24-30 h in a rotary shaker 
with speed 150 rpm at room temperature for 
secondary multiplication. Washed twice using 
sterilized distilled water and then dried. 

 
Acid Tolerant Test (Lian, et al., 2003) 
One gram encapsulated isolates of Lactobacillus 
paracasei and Lactobacillus curvatus grown at 9 
ml NB with pH 2, pH 4, pH 6 and control. 
Vortexed and incubated at 37°C for 6 hours then 
centrifuge at 5000× g for 10 min at 4°C and 
washed twice with phosphate buffer. Pellet 
diluted in 10 ml of sterilized distilled water then 
poured into NA and incubated at 37°C for 48 
hours then the number of colonies counted. 
 
Bile Salt Tolerant Test (Lian, et al., 2003) 
One gram encapsulated isolates inoculated into 9 
ml NB that bile salt added (0.3% and 0.5%) and 
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control. Vortexed and incubated at 37 ° C for 6 
hours, centrifuged at 5000 × g for 10 min at 4°C 
then washed twice with phosphate buffer. Pellet 
diluted in 10 ml of sterilized distilled water then 
poured into NA and incubated at 37°C for 48 
hours then the number of colonies counted. 

 
Data Analysis 
Data analyzed using analysis of variance with the 
level of 95% and treatment effect will analyzed 
by Duncan's Multiple Range Test (DMRT). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Probiotic candidate isolated from bovine 
colostrum 
Two species of bacteria of L. paracasei and L. 
curvatus isolated from bovine colostrum on 
preliminary research. Both have proved as type of 
probiotic bacteria naturally found in the human 
digestive tract because their ability to survive in 
acidic stomach conditions and high concentration 
of bile in the intestine (Anal and Singh, 2007). 

Isolates of L. paracasei and L. curvatus encap-
sulated to maintain their probiotic characteristics 
while in the digestive tract. 
 
Probiotic encapsulation 
Encapsulation of probiotics is the process of 
wrapping probiotic bacterial cells using protective 
materials. Protective material used in this study is 
alginate, skim, and tapioca. Alginate used as a 
protective material because the ability to wrap 
core material, in order to protect from unfa-
vorable factors (Desmond, et al., 2002). The use 
of alginate combined with another polymer 
compound such skim milk and tapioca. Skim 
milk was a good source of nutrients for microbes, 
especially sugars and proteins (Triana, et al., 
2006). Tapioca also a good source of nutrients for 
microbes due to high carbohydrate content 
(Vidhyalakshmi, et al., 2009). The formulations 
used as encapsulation material in this study is 
alginate, alginate skim, and alginate tapioca that 
will form gel encapsulation containing bacterial 
biomass (Figure 1). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Gambar 1. The encapsulan gels of Lactobacillus curvatus and Lactobacillus paracasei  
in alginate formula, skim alginate and tapioca alginate  

Before encapsulation process L. paracasei 
biomass as much as 1.55 x 1010 CFU / ml and L. 
curvatus as much as 1.21 x 1010 CFU / ml. 
Bacterial biomass produced mixed into the 
formula protective material. Mixture dropped into 
CaCl2 solution to form gel encapsulation. Gel 
encapsulation formed by the reaction of sodium 
alginate with calcium chloride (CaCl2) which 
causing gelatinization of calcium alginate gel-
matrix occured. Encapsulan tested for acidic 
conditions and various bile salt levels resistance. 

Encapsulated Probiotic Tolerance towards Acidic 
Environment 
Test done to determine the encapsulated probiotic 
tolerance towards environment pH of 2, 4, and 6. 
Based on the analysis of variance, it known that 
there was an interaction between pH and the 
probiotic bacteria inside the encapsulation for-
mula. Test continued with DMRT at 5% signi-
ficance level and the results shown at Table 1. 
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Tabl  1. DMRT at 5% of encapsulated probiotic tolerance towards acidic environment  
Description: The mean treatment followed by the same capital letter (vertical direction) and lowercase letters the same 

(horizontal direction) are not significantly different according to DMRT 0.05 
 

Table 1 showed that higher pH value gave higher 
number of probiotics colonies bacteria in the 
encapsulation material. Probiotic bacteria L. 
paracasei and L. curvatus that already 
encapsulated by the formula were optimally grew 
at pH 6. It is because Lactobacillus bacteria are 
optimally grew at the pH 5.5 to 6.2. Some can 
survive at low pH of 3.2, high pH of 9.6 and 
several of them only grows in a narrow pH range 
(4.0 to 4.5) (Wijayanto, et al., 2009). 
Probiotic bacteria L. curvatus in skim alginate 
formula has high resistance towards acidic 
environment which shown by lower number of 
decreased bacterial colonies than another 
encapsulation formula, such as 5.556 cycles log 
CFU / ml. Lactobacillus curvatus in tapioca 
alginate formulas have highest colonies decreased 
among other encapsulated formula, namely 6.605 
cycles log CFU / ml. The number of bacteria 
colonies declined because of low pH values (pH 2 
and 4) which destruct the bacterial cell. 
Denaturing effect of enzymes that exist on the 
surface of cells, damage lipoposaccharide, outer 
membrane and cytoplasmic pH through increased 
membrane permeability causing bacteria cell 
destruction (Puspawati, 2010). Skim addition as 
protective material able to increased L. curvatus 
tolerance towards acidic environments than other 
materials. Skim milk composed by variety of 
complex materials such as lactose, casein, citrate 
and phosphate which able to act as buffer so that 
could protect the bacteria from acid and bile salts 
exposure  (Puspawati, 2010). 
Decreased of total bacteria was occured after 5 
hours incubation in acidic media (Puspawati, 
2010). Addition of skim milk, lactose and 

maltodextrin as protective material could 
increased tolerance of L.brevis A17 towards low 
pH (each declined of 5.37 log CFU/ml; 4.78 log 
CFU/ml; 5.13 log CFU/ml). While addition of all 
kinds of protective material on L. rhamnosus R21 
could increased the tolerance towards low pH 
with the amount of decreased of 3.95 log CFU/ml 
in sucrose; 3.21 log CFU/ml in skim milk; 5.09 
log CFU/ml on lactose; and 1.38 log CFU/ml in 
maltodextrin (Puspawati, 2010). 

 
Encapsulated Probiotic Tolerance towards 
Various Bile Salt Concentrations 
Test conducted to determine the probiotic 
bacteria tolerance in an environment that has a 
high concentration of bile salts (0.3% and 0.5%). 
Analysis of variance results showed that there 
were no interaction between concentration of bile 
salts towards encapsulated probiotic bacteria L. 
paracasei and L. curvatus. Various concentration 
of bile salts did not gave significant effect 
towards probiotic bacteria colonies number, so 
that DMRT was not carried out. 
The results showed that the encapsulation 
formula has a high resistance to 0.3% and 0.5% 
bile salts after 6 hours incubation. Probiotic 
bacteria colonies in the encapsulation material 
shown approximately 1010 CFU / ml. Lacto-
bacillus sp.could tolerates high concentrations of 
bile salts because the bacteria own bile salt 
hydrolase (BSH) enzyme. The enzyme was able 
to change physico-chemical abilities possessed 
bile salts so that not harmed the lactic acid 
bacteria (Puspawati, 2010). Bacteria tolerance 
towards bile salts thought to be caused by the role 
of polysaccharides as constituent of the cell wall 

pH Bacteria (CFU/ml) 
e1 e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 

p1 5,05 x 102 
C 
b 

4,33 x 102  c 
C 
B 

6,12 x 102  c 
C 
ab 

1,81 x 102  c 
C 
c 

1,02 x 102  c 
a 

1,08 x 102  c 
d 

p2 7,53 x 104 
B 
C 

2,84  x 105 b 
B 
ab 

1,86  x 105 b 
b 

2,17  x 105 b 
ab 

3,69  x 105 b 
a 

2,08  x 105 b 
b 

p3 4,03  x 108 

A 
A 

3,93  x 108 a 
A 
A 

4,57  x 108 a 
a 

3,26  x 108 a 
A 

3,71  x 108 a 
a 

3,86  x 108 a 
A 
a 
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of gram-positive bacteria (Surono, 2000). In 
addition, the presence of lipid components in the 
membrane of gram-positive bacteria were also an 
important part to maintained the structure of 
membrane because fatty acids has role in lowered 
cell leakage caused by bile salts (Kimoto, et al., 
2002). 
Based on the results of encapsulated probiotic 
bacteria tolerance towards bile salt concentration 
of 0.3% and 0.5% (Table 2), L. curvatus in skim 

alginate formula has the highest average colony. 
Although the results did not have significantly 
different with other encapsulation materials, but it 
can concluded that the combination of skim and 
alginate was good formula in protecting bacteria 
against high concentration of bile salts. Skim 
milk contains complex nutrients that can act as 
buffer that protects the bacteria from high bile 
salts environmental conditions (Puspawati, 2010). 

 
Table 2. Average colony of encapsulated Lactobacillus paracasei  
and Lactobacillus curvatus towards various bile salt concentration 

 
Probiotic Formula Bile Salt CFU/ml Average 

L. paracasei 

Alginate 

0.3% 
3.50 x 1010 

2.97 x 1010 1.99 x 1010 
3.42 x 1010 

0.5% 
3.74 x 1010 

3.10 x 1010 3.59 x 1010 
1.98 x 1010 

Skim-Alginate 

0.3% 
2.75 x 1010 

3.11 x 1010 3.30 x 1010 
3.16 x 1010 

0.5% 
2.90 x 1010 

3.99 x 1010 3.18 x 1010 
3.35 x 1010 

Tapioca-
Alginate 

0.3% 
4.36 x 1010 

3.11 x 1010 3.90 x 1010 
1.07 x 1010 

0.5% 
3.60 x 1010 

3.14 x 1010 4.40 x 1010 
3.97 x 1010 

L. curvatus 

Alginate 

0.3% 
1.40 x 1010 

2.73 x 1010 3.89 x 1010 
2.90 x 1010 

0.5% 
3.78 x 1010 

3.10 x 1010 3.30 x 1010 
3.84 x 1010 

Skim-Alginate 

0.3% 
2.55 x 1010 

4.42 x 1010 5.14 x 1010 
5.57 x 1010 

0.5% 
4.68 x 1010 

4.43 x 1010 5.21 x 1010 
3.40 x 1010 

Tapioca-
Alginate  

0.3% 
4.04 x 1010 

3.80 x 1010 3.57 x 1010 
3.80 x 1010 

0.5% 
4.18 x 1010 

3.12 x 1010 0.85 x 1010 
4.34 x 1010 
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CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS 
 
Conclusions 
Lactobacillus paracasei and Lactobacillus 
curvatus colostrum origin that encapsulated in 
various formulas could tolerates acidic conditions 
and high levels of bile salts. Skim-alginate 
encapsulation formula was the best coating 
material that could maintained viability of 
bacteria towards acidic conditions and high levels 
of bile salts 

 
Suggestions 
To produce encapsulan gels that have high 
tolerance towards low pH and bile salts advisable 
to combine alginate with other polymer com-
pounds such as skim, tapioca and others. The pre-
sence of second coating will protect bacteria better 
from unfavorable environmental conditions. 
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Abstract 
 
The livestock’s surveillance of bat-borne zoonoses, as the Paramyxovirus infections with Hendra virus, Menangle virus 
and Nipah virus, it’s a new concern of national veterinary authorities all over the world. The high volume of 
commercial trade and the human travel between European countries and the countries were bat-borne zoonoses are 
endemic make a risk of virus introduction into the European continent. In this paper, we review the factors associated 
with bat-borne zoonoses risk of emergence in European free-countries in relation to the introduction of the 
ParamixovirusesHendra, Menangle and Nipah. Hendra virus proved to be pathogen for horses and humans, while 
Menangle and Nipah viruses for swine and humans. Until now, Hendra and Menangle viruses’ transmission to the 
humans have been only after a close contact with infected animals. Transmission of Nipahvirus can be done by contact 
with human patients and infected animals (human-human transmission was proved). In the light of this data the 
Hendra, Menangle and Nipah viruses have a limited potential of introduction if the national authorities applies an 
efficient border control of all live animals imported from endemic areas and evaluate all suspect cases of human 
diseases. The natural reservoir of all three viruses are fruit-bat species (genus Pteropus), and the bat migration may be 
another rout of viruses introduction into Europe. The routes of Pteropus bats migration from the endemic territories to 
European countries have not been investigated, and are slight indication of major migration pathways into Europe. 
Also, fruit-bat species classified as host reservoir for specific zoonotic Paramyxovirus could transmit the virus to 
another bat species (e.g. Rousettus aegyptiacus may overlap with some migratory European bat species). 
In conclusion, the risk of emergence of Hendra, Menangle and Nipah viruses into the European countries seems to be 
low, but the risk cannot be excluded until the completely investigation of the route of migration for all fruit-bat species 
with history of infection. 
 
Key words: epidemiology, infection, transmission, risk factors, surveillance. 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
The bat-borne zoonosis and the livestock’s 
surveillance in this respect must be the new 
concern of the national veterinary authorities. It 
is already known that bats are reservoir hosts of 
several emerging viruses (Calisher et al., 2006), 
some of them have been already reported in 
Europe and other possess high potential for 
introduction into the EU (Simons et al., 2014). 
The bats host a broad spectrum of viruses 
belonging to family Arenaviridae (Tacaribe 
virus), family Bunyaviridae (genus Bunyavirus, 
Catu virus, Guama virus, Nepuyo virus); genus 
Hantavirus, Hantaan virus; genus Phlebovirus, 
Rift Valley fever virus, Toscana virus; 
unassigned genus, KaengKhoi virus, Bangui 
virus), family Coronaviridae (SARS 

coronavirus, MERScoronavirus), family 
Flaviviridae (genus Flavivirus, Bukalasa bat 
virus, Carey Island virus, Central European 
encephalitis virus, Dakar bat virus, Entebbe bat 
virus, Japanese encephalitis virus, Jugra virus, 
Kyasanur Forest disease virus, Montana 
myotisleucoencephalitis virus, Phnom-Penh bat 
virus, Rio Bravo virus, St. Louis encephalitis 
virus, Saboya virus, Sokuluk virus, Tamana bat 
virus, Uganda S virus, Yokose virus),family 
Filoviridae ( genus Ebolavirus, 
Bundibugyoebolavirus, Reston ebolavirus, 
Sudan ebolavirus, Taï Forest ebolavirus, Zaire 
ebolavirus; genus Marburgvirus, Marburg 
marburgvirus), family Herpesviridae (Agua 
Preta virus, cytomegalovirus of 
Myotislucifugus, Parixa virus), family 
Orthomyxoviridae (genus Influenzavirus A, 
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influenza A virus), family Paramyxoviridae 
(genus Henipavirus, Hendra virus, Nipah virus; 
genus Rubulavirus, Mapuera virus, Menangle 
virus, Tioman virus; undetermined genus, 
parainfluenzavirus of Rousettus leschenaultia), 
family Picornaviridae (Juruaca virus), family 
Reoviridae (genus Orthoreovirus, Nelson Bay 
virus, Pulau virus, Broome virus; genus 
Orbivirus, Ife virus, Japanaut virus, Fomede 
virus), family Rhabdoviridae (genus 
Lyssavirus, Aravan virus, Australian bat 
lyssavirus, Duvenhage virus, European bat 
lyssavirus 1, European bat lyssavirus 2, Irkut 
virus, Khujand virus, Lagos bat virus, Rabies 
virus; unclassified genus, Gossas virus, Kern 
Canyon virus, Mount Elgon bat virus, Oita 296 
virus),family Togaviridae (genus Alphavirus, 
Chikungunya virus, Sindbis virus, Venezuelan 
equine encephalitis virus), Issyk-kul (Keterah 
virus), Mojui dos Campos virus, Yogue virus, 
Kasokero virus (Halpinet et al., 2000; Badrane 
and Tordo, 2001; Chua et al., 2001; Childs, 
2004; Li et al., 2005; Leroy et al., 2005; 
Calisher et al., 2006; Kurth et al., 2012; Luby, 
2013; Memish et al., 2013; Ithete et al., 2013; 
Simons et al., 2014). 
Despite the large number of human pathogenic 
viruses which were isolated from bats, is quite 
possible that several undiscovered viruses are 
still hosted in bats, many of them in a silent 
way. Moreover, it has been established that bat-
borne zoonotic viruses are significantly more 
than rodent-borne zoonotic viruses (Luis et al., 
2013). 
On the list of emerging zoonoses are some bat-
borne paramyxoviruses: Hendra virus, 
Menangle virus and Nipah virus.This viruses 
have been identified in various bat species 
(fruit bats of the genus Pteropus) in Africa, 
Australia, South America or Asia. Also, three 
paramyxoviruses have been identified in 
insectivorous bats in Europe, but they are not 
phylogenetic related with Pteropus–
paramyxoviruses (Kurth et al., 2012). Although 
to date has not been reported Pteropus –
paramyxovirusesin free-ranging European bats, 
the inter-speciespilloverof viruses should be 
considered. The high volume of goods traded 
and the human travel frequency between 
European countries and countries were bat-
borne zoonoses are endemic, rise a risk of virus 
introduction into the European continent.  

In this paper, we review the factors associated 
with bat-borne zoonoses and their risk of 
emergence in European free-countries in 
relation to the introduction of the 
Paramixoviruses Hendra, Menangle and Nipah. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
In this study we correlated the results of 31 
scientific papers that present epidemiological 
features of paramyxovirus infections with 
Hendra, Menangle and Nipah viruses. 
The method of analyses consist in the 
evaluation of the introduction routes of Hendra, 
Menangle and Nipah viruses to the EU by 
human travel, by trade, by bat migration, by 
accidental transport of bats and by the 
expansion of bats areal following ecological 
and climate changes. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Hendra virus have been shown to be pathogenic 
for horses and humans, while Menangle and 
Nipah viruses are pathogenic for pigs and 
humans (Wong et al., 2007). 
 
Human travel 
Transmission of Nipahvirus can be done by 
contact with human patients and infected 
animals (human-human transmission was 
proved) (Homaira et al., 2007), while the 
human cases of Hendra and Menangle viruses 
infection were associated only with animal 
contact (Philbey et al., 1998; Field H., 2009; 
Young et al., 2011).Therefore, the travellers 
(tourism, business, or migrations) could be the 
main route for transmission of Nipah virus into 
the EU. Bangladesh, India, Malaysia and 
Singapore had registered Nipah virus infections 
outbreaks in humans (Homaira et al., 2007; 
Harit et al., 2006; Clayton et al., 2012; Paton et 
al., 1999).  
In our opinion, national authorities should 
apply efficient border control and should 
evaluate all suspect cases of human diseases 
related to people coming from high risk area, 
where active outbreaks of Nipah virus 
infections were reported. The recommendation 
is supported by MERS-CoV cases of human 
infections, another bat-borne disease, when the 
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European outbreaks were related with human 
travel. (ECDC, 2015). 
 
Trade 
The pramyxoviruses could be introduced in 
Europe with vegetable food products or live-
animals and animal products and sub-products 
imported. Until present, only for Nipah virus 
was proved transmission by palm sap drinking, 
and for this reason it was assumed that all 
unprotected fruit grown in the endemic regions 
could be contaminated with saliva or urine of 
Pteropus bats (Rahman et al., 2008). Because 
only horses and pigs were involved in human 
transmission of this paramyxoviruses, in the 
live-animals trade should be restricted at least 
these species when active outbreaks were 
reported. If the national authorities applies an 
efficient border control of all live animals 
imported from endemic areas then Hendra, 
Menangle and Nipah viruses will have limited 
potential of introduction. 
 
Bat migration 
The natural reservoir of Hendra, Menangle and 
Nipah virus are fruit-bat species (genus 
Pteropus), and the bat migration may be 
another way of introduction of viruses into 
Europe. The median travel distance of the 
migratory bats is 860 km (Tsoar et al., 2011) 
and in some circumstances bat species from 
endemic areas can be in contact with European 
bat species (e.g. Rousettusaegyptiacus may 
overlap with some migratory European bat 
species). However, the routes of Pteropus bats 
migration from the endemic territories to 
European countries have not been investigated, 
and are slight indication of major migration 
pathways into Europe (Fleming and Eby, 2003; 
Hutterer et al., 2005). 
 
Accidental transport of bats 
Pteropus bats are often involved in aircraft 
strikes (Parsons, 2009), and transcontinental 
flights could bring in Europe infected dead 
bats. Also, bats could be transported in bilge 
waters of transoceanic ships. In both cases, the 
European airports and ports should take 
measures to collect and destroy the bat carcass 
remains. 
 

Areal expansion of bats by ecological and 
climate changes 
The adaptation of some bat species in response 
to climate changes has been reported (Lundy et 
al., 2010). 
Deforestation, fragmentation, and urbanization 
of Pteropusbats habitat conducted to Hendra 
and Menangleviruses’ emergence (Philbey et 
al., 1998; Daszak et al., 2001). 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
The risk of emergence of Hendra, Menangle 
and Nipah viruses into the European countries 
seems to be low, but cannot be ignored. The 
risk associated with each route of virus 
introduction cannot be assessed for entire 
Europe into unitary manner. The volume of 
human travel and trade are quite different from 
one country to another. Until today, the routes 
of migration for all fruit-bat species with 
history of infection have not been entirely 
investigated. Ecological changes can create 
different opportunities for expansion of bats 
habitat. 
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Abstract 
 
The goal of the project was to establish a self-sustaining herb production unit in a soilless environment, using an 
aquaponic system as a bionutrient source for the plants.  
Aquaponic systems are closed-loop symbiotic systems of aquaculture and soilless agriculture which uses nutrient-rich 
water from the fish culture to irrigate and fertilize the plants, while the plants clear the water before being recirculate 
to the fish tank. In this process, the wastes generated by the fish (such as urine, ammonia and decomposed fish fodder) 
are converted by nitrifying bacteria into forms readily to be assimilated by plants. The process of building the nitrifying 
bacteria cultures is known as "cycling". On this process the daily values of temperature, nitrates, nitrites, ammonia and 
pH in the fish tank water are to be assessed and controlled toward the goal of having the bacteria cultures established 
as quick as possible. The methodology of choice for the assessment of nitrates, nitrites and ammonia was 
spectrophotometric determination. 
After completion of cycling stage, a soilless grow bed for the plants was established. Different combinations of 
substrates and plants are to be tested on this stage of the project, in order to achieve the best combination of "pairs" of 
substrates and plants to be grown in an aquaponic setup. 
 
Key words: aquaponics, nitrification, nitrogen-fixing bacteria, spectrophotometric determination.  
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Worldwide, in our days millions of people are 
facing hunger. They are also affected by food 
security issues  (FAO, IFAD and WFP, 2013). 
The causes may be diverse: rapid population 
growth (practically the global population has 
doubled in the last 50 years), local conflicts, 
over-exploitation of lands, pollution and so on. 
One of the ways to solve food security issues is 
the use of aquaponics systems, the combined 
culture of plants and fish in symbiotic systems 
in which fish wastes provide nutrition to the 
plants, which, in turn, purify the water for the 
fish (Diver, 2006). Basically, water is 
continuously recycled among the fish tanks to 
the plant grow beds, and then back to the fish 
tanks. This recirculation capitalizes on the 
mutually beneficial (symbiotic) relationships 
among three components: fish, beneficial 
bacteria, and plants (he most commonly species 
grown in aquaponics systems are lettuce as 

plant and tilapia as fish). So, fish are raised on 
healthy vegetarian feed, bacteria convert fish 
waste and non-eaten fish fodder into nutrients 
necessary for plants growth, while the plants 
serve as a biofilter, purifying the water before it 
is returned to the fish tanks (Rakocy et al., 
2006; Pantanella, 2010) (Figure 1).  

 

Figure 1. How aquaponic systems works 
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However, establishing a successful aquaponic 
systems is all about "growing" the "good 
bacteria" that perform those chemical reactions 
in the water to transform the compounds which 
are harmful for the fish and not usable by the 
plants into compounds harmless for the fish and 
usable for the plants, process known as 
"nitrification" (part of the global nitrogen 
cycle). The process of luring and establishing 
of "good" bacteria colonies is known as 
"system cycling".  

In this context, the paper presents the cycling 
stage of an aquaponic system built out of a 
newly built non-cycled ornamental aquarium.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

In order to transform the new aquarium into an 
aquaponic system the following steps were 
taken (Elia et al., 2014; Connolly and Trebic, 
2010): 

� a grow bed was set up aside the fish 
tank and on top of a water collector 
tank; 

� the grow bed was then provided with an 
overflow system in order to guide the 
excess water into the water collector 
tank;  

� a layer of gravel on top of a layer of 
hydrotone was used as grow media; 

� a lightning system was set up above the 
grow bed to provide light and heat to 
the plants; 

� a piping system was set up between the 
fish tank and the grow bed, and between 
the collector tank back to the fish tank; 

� a new biofilter was added to the system 
as a replacement for the power filter 
found in the aquarium; 

� two water pumps controlled by an 
automatic "smart" control unit were 
added to the system;

� basil and parsley seedlings (grown from 
seeds aside the system) were used in the 
cycling stage. 

 
In this build the water is recirculated in a closed 
loop from the aquarium and through the filter 
to the grow bed, and from the grow bed, back 
to the aquarium through the water collector 
tank (Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2. The aquaponic system 

The cycling stage of the system took place 
between December 2014 - January 2015. 
During that period water temperature, pH value 
and nitrogen concentration (NH3/NH4

+, NO2
-, 

NO3
-) were daily assessed (Hodoșan, 2012; 

Hodoșan, 2014). While water temperature and 
pH value were determined by direct 
observation (using a thermometer and a 
commercial test kit), nitrogen concentrations 
were determined by using spectrophotometric 
analysis of water probes (Hodoșan, 2014). This 
method requires measuring the intensity of 
light as a beam of light passes through the 
probe, knowing that each chemical compound 
absorbs or transmits light over a specific and 
known wavelength. The concentration values 
of nitrites and nitrates are then determined from 
the benchmark curves built out of the 
extinctions shown by spectrophotometer.  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  

The main sources of organic nitrogen in the 
water are fish and plants. Since an aquaponic 
system will not have aquatic plants planted in 
the fish tank the organic ammonia will mainly 
be the result of fish's respiratory and digestive 
systems activities and from decomposed fodder 
(Nicolae, 2007). An important step in the 
global nitrogen cycle starts when ammonia is 
oxidized to nitrates under the action of 
autotrophic bacteria, process known as 
"nitrification". Further, the final phase of 
nitrogen cycle take place, when nitrates are 
oxidized back to nitrogen by heterotrophic 
bacteria, process known as "denitrification". In 
context, autotrophic bacteria metabolize carbon 
out of CO2 molecules, while heterotrophic 
bacteria metabolize carbon out of organic 
carbon compounds. 
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The process of interest in aquaculture systems 
is nitrification. 

In the water ammonia is found at all times in 
both ionized and non-ionized forms, 
(ammonium and ammonia), the ratio between 
the two forms being related to water's 
temperature and pH level (more ammonia at 
higher temperatures and pH values). 

NH3 + H2O <=> NH4
+ + HO-  

 Because ammonium is less toxic to fish than 
ammonia, relatively low temperature and pH 
values are to be preferred if possible. 
The sum of the two forms of ammonia (ionized 
and non-ionized) represents Total Ammonia 
Nitrogen (TAN). In the aquaculture systems the 
level of ammonia is empirically calculated 
based on the quantity of fish fodder (1 kg of 
fish fodder delivered to the fish ultimately 
produce 30 grams of ammonia). In our new 
system, right after the fish were added to the 
fish tank, ammonia started to build up. This 
stage represent both the beginning of System 
cycling and of nitrification process. Once 
ammonia was present in the system, the first 
colonies of nitrifying bacteria Nitrosomonas 
started to be established. Nitrosomonas, in 
order to build their own cells, need to gather 
elements present in the water (oxygen, 
nitrogen, phosphorus, carbon, potassium and 
calcium). To be able to use these elements and 
to run their own metabolism processes, they 
need energy. In order to get that energy, they 
drive chemical reactions that release energy as 
follows:  

2 NH3 + 3 O2 => 2 NO2
- + 2 H2O + 2 H+ 

or 
2 NH4

+ + 3 O2 => 4 H+ + 2 NO2
- + 2 H2O 

This process converts ammonia into nitrites 
(NO2

-), a compound even more toxic for the 
fish than ammonia (NH3). This point is the 
critical point of cycling. If not managed well, 
all fish can die as a result of the presence of 
both NH3 and NO2

- in the water. 
Lured by the presence of NO2

- in the water, the 
second nitrifying bacteria (Nitrobacter) start to 
colonize the system. Nitrobacter converts the 
nitrites to nitrates (NO3

-), a nitrogen based 
compound harmless to fish and an excellent 

food supply for plants, as follows:  

NO2
- + 1/2 O2 =>  NO3

- 

Considering both stages of system cycling as 
phases of a unique process, the total reaction of 
nitrifying bacteria is (Gujer and Boller, 1986): 

NH4
+ + 2 HCO3 + 1,9 O2 => 

=> NO3
- + 2,9 H2O + 1,9 CO2 + 0,1 CH2O 

where CH2O is cellular biomass.  

We can now assess that 1 g of NH3 consumes 
during the nitrification process 4,34 g O2 and 
7,14 g alkalinity in order to produce 0,21 g 
cellular biomass and 4,43 g nitrates. 

The nitrification process depends on ammonia 
level, pH value, alkalinity, temperature, solvate 
oxygen and light: 

� any level above 2 mg/l of NH3 stops 
nitrification; 

� any value of pH between 6 and 9 is 
optimal for the nitrification, faster 
around value of 9 and slower around 6. 
Though, around the high values of pH, 
the ratio between ammonia and 
ammonium will favor ammonia, which 
is harmful to fish; 

� alkalinity is a limiting factor also, since 
it is consumed during the process; 

� there is no nitrification process above 
38 OC and below - 5OC 

The nitrification process and can be identified 
by assessing the values of water parameters 
obtained during system cycling (Figure 3): 

 
 

 

Figure 3. TAN, NO2
- and NO3

- values during system 
cycling 
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The daily outcome of the project was:  

� day no. 1 - some random fishes were 
added to the system in order to provide 
ammonia; 

� day no. 7 -  NH3 - 1 mg/l; NO2
- - 0,5 

mg/l; NO3
- - 0,15 mg/l. Conclusion: 

Nitrosomonas started to colonize the 
system; 

� day no. 7 - 50 litres of water were 
removed from the aquarium and 
replaced with 50 litres of nitrogen-free 
water; 

� day no. 14 -  NH3 - 0,6 mg/l; NO2
- - 0,8 

mg/l; NO3
- - 20 mg/l. Conclusion: 

Nitrosomonas colonies are established. 
Nitrobacter started to colonize the 
system; 

� day no. 14 - 50 litres of water were 
removed from the aquarium and 
replaced with 50 litres of nitrogen-free 
water; 

� day no. 25 - system cycling was 
concluded. The levels of NH3 and NO2

- 
dropped below 0,2 mg/l, with NO3

-  in 
excess of 40 mg/l. The system is ready 
to receive fish and plants in order to 
start production. 

CONCLUSIONS 
 
Food security poses a very real and serious 
threat in the world today. What makes 
aquaponic food production so attractive is its 
ability to address these issues of resource 
conservation and access to a reliable and 
quality food source (Mc Murtry et al., 1990). In 
addition to this, the simplicity of an aquaponic 
system makes it accessible and friendly use so 
it has the potential to help families who are 
most in need of it. The addition of some 
income through in the form of food has the 
ability to significantly impact the lives of 
families (Nelson, 2008). Furthermore, it can be 
a profitable endeavor and a lucrative vegetable 
and fish production for farmer or family that 
developed an aquaponic system. The potential 
is high for this type of agriculture and it will 
likely gain notoriety as global circumstances 

continue to necessitate an increasing amount of 
innovation, conservation, and consciousness. 
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Abstract 
 
The goal of the aquaponic system was to establish a self-sustaining herbs production in an applied research 
environment based on a home ornamental aquarium as a nutrient source for the plants. The study was conducted in two 
different stages. The first stage was to set up an aquarium with ornamental fish. This stage was conducted over a 40 
days period (including water cycling). On this stage a 400 liters aquarium was set up then populated with Goldfish 
(Carassius auratus auratus) and Bronze Corydoras (Corydoras aeneus). During the time needed to set up the 
aquarium, basil, oregano and parsley seedlings were prepared aside. Upon completing this stage, the seedlings were 
moved into the grow bed and an aquaponic system was established. Thus, the NO3

-
 rich water from the fish tank was 

directed to the grow bed. The working paper will present the steps to establish an ornamental aquarium, and how to 
turn it afterwards into a natural nutrients factory for a self-sustainable plant crop. 
 
Key words: aquaponics, biotechnologies, sustainable food system. 
 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Basically, the aquaponic systems (or 
"aquaponics", or "aquaponic agriculture", 
depending on the system's scale) are food 
production units, based on a combination of 
aquaculture and hydroponics, tailored to 
provide healthy food productions (fish and 
plants). Aquaponics were borned in 1984 
through the article published by Watten and 
Busch (Connolly and Trebic, 2010). Today, this 
new innovative agriculture technology is 
widely adopted in countries in America and 
Australia. Unfortunately, in Europe, the 
number of aquaponic implementations is still 
scarce. 
In brief, an aquaponic system is a symbiotic 
closed-loop recycling fresh water system 
between fish and plants, where the wastes 
generated by fish (such as urine and ammonia) 
are converted by nitrifying bacteria into forms 
that plants can accept in their nourishment 
processes, thus acting as biofilters and cleaning 
the water before being sent back to fish (Figure 
1). The most common cultivated plants are 

green leafy plants such as lettuce, basil, parsley 
and mint.  
There also have been cultivated tomatoes, 
cucumbers, cabbage, kale, celery, eggplant and 
okra but the income obtained from the herbs is 
much higher and therefore those are preferred 
(Rakocy et al., 2006; Connolly and Trebic, 
2010). 
 

 
Figure 1. How aquaponic systems work? 

 
Regarding the fish, the most common grown 
species is tilapia (Oreochromis niloticus). 
However, any species of fresh water fish can be 
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suitable for an aquaponic system as long as a 
proper fish tank is prepared (dimension wise) 
and the required environmental conditions are 
met (Elia et al., 2014). 
In this context, the paper present the steps to 
build an ornamental aquarium and to turn it 
afterwards into a fully fledged reversed 
aquaponic system used to grow healthy plants 
for consumption or use and also to reduce 
aquarium maintenance. 
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
The project required not only to turn an 
existing aquarium into an aquaponic system, 
but to build the aquarium also. Not any 
aquarium, but an ornamental aquarium 
intended to be shown in public, placed one 
meter above the floor.  
This latter requirement hindered a "regular" 
implementation of an aquaponic system due to 
the fact that, in case of a "regular" 
implementation, the grow bed will be 
suspended out of reach, two meters above the 
floor. This has led to the emergence of novelty 
in implementation of such a system, which 
ultimately had to be configured with the grow 
bed placed below the level of the fish tank. This 
model of build is known as reversed aquaponic 
system. 
To assess the water parameters, the following 
indicators were used: water temperature, pH 
value and nitrogen concentration (ammonia, 
nitrites and nitrates) (Nicolae, 2007). While 
water temperature was determined by direct 
observation (using a thermometer), nitrogen 
concentrations were determined using 
spectrophotometric analysis of water probes. 
pH value was assessed by using a commercial 
test kit. The water assessment was carried out 
between December 2014 - January 2015.  
The aquarium was built out of tampered glass, 
using silicone to harden and seal the joints. A 
sturdy aquarium stand was also built out of 
metal bars to withstand a total weight of about 
500 kg. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
The aquarium 
To build the aquarium (Figure 2) were 
necessary: four 10 mm thick tempered glass 

sheets for the side walls; one 12 mm thick 
tempered glass sheet for the bottom; four 12 
mm thick 50 mm wide tempered glass stripes 
for reinforcements and lid support; painter's 
tape; scissors and scraper; aquarium silicone 
and silicone gun. The thickness of the glass 
chosen for the build was based on the physical 
parameters of the glass. 
 

 
Figure 2. Aquarium blueprints 

 
Based on the thickness and the dimensions, the 
weight of an empty aquarium can be calculated 
(Table 1). This is a very important factor to be 
taken into account when designing the 
aquarium stand. 
 

Table 1. Physical parameters of tampered glass 

Glass thickness 
(mm) 6 8 10 12 15 

Weight (kg/m2) 15 20 25 30 37,5 
Light transmission 
(%) 88 87 86 84 82 

Light reflection (%) 8 8 7 7 7 
UV absorption (%) 38 43 46 52 56 
Shadow reduction 
(%) 0,88 0,82 0,80 0,74 0,70 

 
In order to build the aquarium, the aquarium 
elements were first lined out and checked one 
against the others, to make sure that every glass 
element was cut according to the blueprints. 
Then, the edges of the aquarium sides were 
covered on both sides with painter's tape to 
prevent soiling with silicone.  
The sides of the bottom were also covered with 
painter's tape except for the surfaces to be 
jointed with the sides. One by one, the ends of 
the bottom and the corresponding edges of the 
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side elements were covered with silicone and 
put together in position. The reinforcements 
were also covered with silicone and placed in 
position.  
After all the edges of the side elements and the 
bottom were aligned and the silicone in excess 
removed, the painter's tape was removed. The 
silicone was left to cure for three days.  
Meanwhile, the aquarium stand was placed in 
position and levelled so as the table surface to 
be perfectly horizontal. The spot where the 
aquarium stand was positioned was chosen 
according to the following rules: 
- to be away from direct bright light in order to 
prevent excessive algae growth; 
- to preserve a constant temperature; 
- taking into consideration the ability of the 
floor to support the weight of the full loaded 
aquarium and grow beds (the stand should be 
as close as possible to floor crossbeams); 
- close to a power outlet. 
Prior to place the aquarium on its stand a shock 
absorbent 5 mm thick polystyrene sheet was 
placed and fixed to the table surface. Finally, 
the aquarium was filled with water in order to 
make sure the quantity of gluing was good and 
that there are no water leaks. The aquarium was 
then emptied and cleaned. 
The next step was to install the power filter, 
water heating system and air pump. While the 
heating system and the air pump were placed 
into their final designated position (taken into 
consideration the future aquaponic system), the 
power filter role was only to hasten the 
Nitrogen cycling process. Later on the power 
filter was replaced by an experimental biofilter 
to deliver both mechanical and active water 
filtration. None of the electrical devices were 
turned on yet. 
Chemically inert artificial gravel was chosen as 
substrate.  
The gravel was rinsed in warm tap water before 
adding it to the aquarium (the less dust in the 
water, the faster it will clear when the filter is 
started up).  
The substrate was slightly sloped upward 
toward the back of the aquarium. Some 
artificial plants and decorations were added 
also, and then the aquarium was filled with tap 
water (Figure 3).  

Before that, a plate was placed on the substrate 
to prevent its dispersion when the water is 
added.  
 

 
Figure 3. The aquarium build 

 
Water dechlorinator was added to the water in 
order to remove the chlorine and chloramines. 
According to the best practices on any 
aquarium build some facts are necessary to be 
taken into account: 
- regarding the size of an aquarium, the rule 
"bigger is better" always apply. A bigger 
aquarium is easier to maintain due to its high 
inertia: thermal shocks and water imbalances 
are much less likely to occur; 
 - the heaters are to be plugged in only after the 
aquarium is filled with water and after the 
thermostat in the heater has adjusted to the 
water temperature; 
- the effective water volume is not the 
geometric volume of the aquarium. It only 
represents the real volume of the water 
contained in the aquarium. 
The number and adult size of the fish to live in 
the aquarium will always dictate the 
dimensions of the aquarium. A simple 
calculation model (based on the length of an 
adult fish) will show the needs in term of water 
of one adult fish. Knowing the total number of 
fishes meant to be in the aquarium in the 
production stage, the effective water volume 
may be calculated (Table 2). 
 

Table 2. The needs in term of water of an adult fish 
Fish length (cm) < 5  5 - 9 9 - 13 > 14 

Litres of water / 
cm 1,5  2  3  4  

 
For example, based of the above formula, a 4 
cm neon tetra (Paracheirodon innesi) will need 6 
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liters of water, while a 15 cm hoplo catfish 
(Hoplosternum thoracatum) will need 60 liters of 
water.  

System cycling - a process common to all 
aquarium setups 
After the water was allowed to sit for a few 
days in order to remove the Chlorine and to 
reach optimum temperature the aquarium was 
populated with only a few Goldfish (Carassius 
auratus auratus) and Bronze Corydoras 
(Corydoras aeneus).  
The fish, as a result of their respiratory and 
digestive processes, started to produce 
ammonia (NH3), a Nitrogen based compound 
toxic to the fish. Some food in excess was also 
provided, in order to increase the ammonia 
level in the fish tank while decomposing.  
Once ammonia was present in the system, the 
first nitrifying bacteria (Nitrosomonas) was 
lured into the system and started to colonize. 

As a result of its presence, ammonia started to 
be converted to nitrites (NO2

-), also a Nitrogen 
based compound, even more toxic for the fish 
than NH3. This point is the critical point in 
terms of fish welfare, when in the water are 
found high levels of both NH3 and NO2

-. 
Fortunately, the presence of NO2

- in the water 
lured the second nitrifying bacteria to the 
system (Nitrobacter), which converts the 
nitrites to nitrates (NO3

-), a Nitrogen based 
compound harmless to fish and an excellent 
food supply for plants (Hodoșan, 2012).  
The process of biological oxidation from 
ammonia to nitrates, carried out by autotrophic 
bacteria, is known as nitrification and can be 
identified by assessing the values of water 
parameters obtained during system cycling 
(Figure 4).  
Nitrification is also the process that drives the 
aquaponic systems. 
 

 

 
Figure 4. The nitrification process 

 
System cycling is concluded once the levels 
of NH3 and NO2

- are below 0,3 mg/l,  while 
NO3

- is in excess of 30 mg/l. At this point any 
fresh water aquarium can be turned into an 
aquaponic system.  
Thereby, along with the production of plants, 
the required periodical removal of a part of 
the water from the aquarium with the addition 
of clean water will no more be necessary: 
instead, the plants will do the cleaning of the 
water. 
 
System conversion 
In order to turn the aquarium into an 
aquaponic system were made some 
preparations: 

- at the same time with system cycling 
process we started some basil and parsley 
seeds in perlite;
- a small grow bed was established, in order 
to support some seedlings to clear the water 
while cycling the system; 
- a piping system was set up between the fish 
tank and the grow bed, and between the 
collector tank back to the fish tank; 
- for basil we made sure that the plugs are not 
too wet, as the seed will rot; 
- an experimental new biofilter was added to 
the system, aiming to replace later the actual 
power filter; 
- a lightning system was also added to the 
grow bed. 
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The grow bed 
Normally, the grow bed sits above the fish 
tank, and the water showers back to the fish 
tank, also providing natural aeration through 
water surface movement (Figure 5). 
In addition, no additional pump is needed 
(apart from the pump which lift the water 
from the fish tank to the grow bed). 
 

 
Figure 5. The grow bed 

 
In our setup, the grow bed was placed on a 
table below the level of the fish tank. To make 
the system work, we provided the grow bed 
with an overflow (Figure 6) leading to a 
collector tank placed below the level of the 
grow bed. 
 

 
Figure 6. The overflow 

 
A 10 cm thick layer of Hydrotone was added 
at the bottom of the grow bed, followed by a 
20 cm thick layer of aquarium gravel. For this 
stage, a germination tray was placed on top of 
the gravel. 
 
How the system works? 
The water is pumped from the aquarium to 
the biofilter (flood and drain system) (Figure 
7). At this stage, the filter retains all 
suspended particles (Hodoșan, 2014). 
Also, most of the nitrifying process occurs 
within the filter. Coming out from the filter 

water begins to fill the grow bed till the 
overflow level is reached. The water in excess 
flows into the collector tank.  
 

 
Figure 7. The aquaponic system 

 
When the water reaches a certain "High" 
level, a "smart" pump starts to move the water 
from the collector tank back to the aquarium. 
The drain pump only stops when a preset 
"Low" level is reached. 
 
The plants 
Parsley (Petroselinum crispum) is a common 
herb rich in calcium, iron and vitamins A and 
C. It also has a high market value. Even it can 
resist to 0oC temperatures, the minimum 
temperature for growth is 8oC. It enjoys sun 
for up to eight hours a day.  
While in the first year the plant produce only 
leaves, in the second year the plant will begin 
sending up flowers for seed production. 
Harvesting begins when the individual stalks 
are 15 cm long. 
Basil (Ocimum basilicum) has a high value 
and high demand in urban zones. Its seeds 
need a high and stable temperature (around 
22oC) to germinate. It grows in warm 
conditions with full exposure to the sun. 
When temperatures above 27oC are reached, 
shading is needed.  
Harvesting begins when the plant is 15 cm 
high and continues for the next 30 - 50 days. 
A few variations are also available: Italian 
Genovese basil (sweet basil), lemon basil and 
purple passion basil. 
 
CONCLUSIONS 
 
Any existing ornamental aquarium can be 
easily transformed into a self-sustaining herb 
production unit.  
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The costs of such a system are very low and 
no special skills or tools are required. 
Moreover, even an aquarium can be made out 
of low cost components. It is not required 
special skills and tools also.  
This is a way for urban people to get closer to 
the nature, to enjoy the peaceful view of some 
beautiful fish, and, with virtually no 
production costs, to have in their kitchen fresh 
herbs straight from the grow bed all year 
round. 
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Abstract  
 
A fishing survey conducted at the end of October 2014 in Cişmigiu Gardens from Bucharest, revealed that length -
weight relationship (LWR) in the cyprinid Carassius gibelio was influenced both by environmental conditions and small 
length range of specimens caught.  
The LWR for a total of 94 unsexed Gibel carp, examined from the very next day of sampling was calculated as: TW = 
0.0055 TL 3.6303. Similar with other biometric case studies conducted on this species in the specialized literature, our 
report has limitations like narrow-sized specimens, but this is because in sample season, the fish had not yet reached 
full maturity. However, to our knowledge, this is the first contribution on length-weight relationship for Carassius 
gibelio belonging to an anthropic lake from Bucharest.  
 
 
Key words: Carassius gibelio, Cişmgiu Lake, length-weight relationship. 
 
INTRODUCTION  
 
Length-weight relationships play an important 
role in fish biology (Froese et al., 2011; Zargar 
et al., 2012). LWR enables morphological 
comparisons between different fish species or 
populations from different habitats (Sangun et 
al., 2007).  
Carassius gibelio Bloch, 1782 (Prussian carp 
or Gibel carp), a cyprind fish species spread in 
Europe, Siberia and Northeast Asia (De Giosa 
et al., 2014) was relatively few studied in 
Romania from biometric perspective, most 
studies focusing on the Danube populations 
(Gheorghe et al., 2012). 
Here we aim to present such observations on 
gibel carp, a fish species introduced in the 
oldest public garden from Bucharest. From 
ecological point of view, Cişmigiu Lake is a 
young lacustrian ecosystem, artificially 
maintained through water emptying and the 

mud drainage in winter months (Zinevici et al., 
2001), and this was the season when we easily 
collected the fish specimens.  
 
MATERIALS AND METHODS  
 
Overall, 94 specimens of Gibel carp were 
caught with the aid of a fishnet from Cişmigiu 
Lake on October 22, 2014. Sampling was 
carried out in three different points: near Monte 
Carlo Restaurant (44026'15'' N, 26005'22'' E), 
Walnut Bridge (44026'16'' N, 26005'27'' E) and 
Stone Bridge (44026'12'' N, 26005'30'' E) 
(Figure 1). Fish specimens were preserved 
frozen and analyzed during the next three days 
in our laboratory from UASVM of Bucharest 
(Figure 2).  
For each fish, the total weight in grams (TW ± 
1 g) and the total length in cm (TL ± 1 mm) 
were measured. The length-weight relationship 
(LWR) was expressed as: TW=aTLb, where a 
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(the intercept of the logarithmic form) 
describes the rate of change of weight with 
length and seasonal parameter b (the slope of 
the regression line in the logarithmic form) 
provides information about the type of growth 
(Froese, 2006; Sangun et al., 2007). The 
equation was log transformed (Log TW= Log a 
+ b Log TL) to estimate the two coefficients of 
LWR. The b values should be within the 
expected range of 2.5-3.5 (Froese, 2006). When 
b > 3, positive allometric pattern of growth 
occurs, this means that the fish grows faster in 
weight than in length (Karachle and Stergiou, 
2012). The slope and intercept were estimated 
with a nonlinear regression, by the least-square 
method, using PAST (Paleontological 
Statististics Software) version 3.04. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Sample stations from Cişmigiu Lake, Bucharest 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. Gibel carp specimens from Cişmigiu Lake 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS  
 
In our fish sample, the TL ranged from 3.7 to 
10.8 cm, with a mean of 5.283 cm. The TW 
ranged from 1.00 to 23.00 grams, with a mean 

of 3.394 grams. All specimens proved to be 
juveniles and were not sexed in this analysis. 
The linear regression of the log-transformed 
values was calculated as: Log (TW) = - 2.2581 
+ 3.6303L Log (TL), with a value of 0.913 for 
the determination coefficient (r2), at 95% 
confidence limits of the parameters a and b 
(Figure 3).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 3. Least square regression of Log W x Log L for 
gibel carp sampled from Cişmigiu Lake, October 2014  

The corresponding nonlinear equation, showing 
the weight-length relationship was represented 
by: TW = 0.0055 x TL 3.6303 (Figure 4). Growth 
type for gibel carp juveniles was determined as 
positive allometric, since parameter b has a 
value greater than 3.  

The slope value recorded for Carassius gibelio 
from Cişmigiu Lake exceeded the maximum 
value reported by FishBase for this species in 
the Romanian waters (www.fishbase.org).  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Figure 4. Relationship between length and weight for 
gibel carp sampled from Cişmigiu Lake, October 2014  
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The high value of b is often related to small 
length range of specimens caught (Froese, 
2006; Treer et al., 2011). Actually, in our case, 
the overestimation of the slope may be due to 
the fact that fish sample did not coverd, by 
chance, the full size ranged, as recommended 
(Froese et al., 2011), although the lake was 
randomly sampled. Thus, with few exceptions, 
most gibel carp from Cişmigiu Lake seemed to 
be immature when they were caught. 
Also, the exponent b may vary with trophic 
state of the lake, with low values in eutrophic 
rather in oligotrophic lakes (Tsoumani et al., 
2006). Hence, in the absence of chemical 
analysis of the water, our high value of 
parameter b in the LWR might suggest the 
presence of an oligotrophic lake. Yet again, 
having fish with an average length slightly 
above 5 cm, we can not rush to any conclusions 
in this regard.  
The anthropic lake from Cişmigiu Garden is 
filled every year by omnivorous fish like 
Carassius gibelio. For one- and two- year old 
gibel carp, green and blue-green algae are 
dominant in food spectrum, while older 
specimens preferr the zooplankton, like 
copepods (Rogozin et al., 2011). 
In eutrophic lakes, the zooplankton is reduced, 
which correlates to fish growth (Treer et al., 
2010). Studies regarding the seasonal dynamics 
of Cişmigiu Lake zooplankton (Zinevici et al., 
2001), showed that the minimum value of 
diversity was riched in October, meaning the 
exactly same month of the year when we 

sampled the gibel carp. This last aspect might 
explain why fish were represented by almost 
only young specimens in all three stations from 
the studied lake.  
On the other hand, sample season might 
influence the weight-length relationship 
(Bobori et al., 2010; De Giosa et al., 2014). 
Although the b-value seems to be in general 
significantly lower than 3, indicating 
hypoallometric growth for Carassius gibelio 
recorded in cold season (De Giosa et al., 2014), 
it should not be forgotten that our sample was 
formed by very small fish specimens. Small 
range of the gibel carp sample could be linked 
with the environmental conditions, in that small 
amounts of food are available in cold month of 
the year.  
Interpretation of present results it should also 
take into account that most of the LWR studies 
on Carassius gibelio have dealt before with 
natural reservoirs, not anthropic areas. 
Only one study reported, so far, the presence of 
Carassius gibelio in Cişmigiu Garden 
(Gavriloaie, 2008). Aside from gibel carp, 
brown bullhead is another naturalized species 
in the fauna of Cişmigiu Lake, a few specimens 
of Ictalurus nebulosus being caught during this 
brief survey. 
As a result of water emptying of the lake in this 
part of the year, if it had not been collected, the 
fish would have come anyway on garbage, food 
for gulls or simply would be frozen due to the 
low temperatures recorded in the sampling 
season. 

 
CONCLUSIONS  
 
The LWR of Carassius gibelio sampled from 
Cişmigiu Lake, determined from regression of 
Log weight on Log length, indicated a positive 
allometric type of growth. 
However, our results should first be interpreted 
within the context of a very small-sized of fish 
caught, which implies that majority of gibel 
carp sampled in October did not reach the 
maturity age. Compared with previously case 
studies on gibel carp biometry, the b-value 
reported in this survey should be considered an 
example of how narrow length range of fish 
may influence the LWR results. 
 

 
For further analysis, we intend to observe the 
evolution of LWR and the condition factor of 
gibel carp over a full year, covering all seasons. 
Also, biometric parameters of the fish will be 
correlated with sex specimens and physico-
chemical features of the water that will reveal 
the real trophic state of the lake. 
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